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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

This edition of the Chiindogya Upan~ad is a 
companion volume to the translator's Eight Upan~ads 
published by us. Together with the monumental work 
on the BrhadiiraIJyaka Upan~ad by Swami Madhav
ananda, which is also published by us, it brings to 
completion the English translation of the commentary 
of Sankaracarya on all the ten principal Upani~ads. We 
have already published the translator's masterly Eng
lish rendering of the Brahma-Sutra Bh~ya of Sahkar
iiciirya. The English version of Sankara's commentary 
on the Bhagavad-Gftii, now under preparation by him 
and to be published by us in due course, will complete 
the prasthiina-traya (the three source-books) of the 
Vedanta darsana from the Advaita point of view and 
fulfil a long-felt need in this respect. 

The Chiindogya Upan~ad forms the last eight chap
ters of the C;hiindogya BriihmaIJa of the Siima-Veda. It 
is the second biggest of the major Upani~ads, next only 
to the BrhadiiraIJyaka. It seems to have. b_een an im
portant source-book for the author of the Brahma
Sutras, as he makes copious references to its numerous 
topics, which may be as many as one hundred and 
thirty according to some scholars. Sankaracarya also 
held this Upani~ad in great esteem. He has cited pro
fusely from it in his bh~ya on the Brahma-Sutras. 

This U pani~ad introduces us to such e-ndearing and 
earnest seekers after truth as Narada, Satyakama, and 
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Svetaketu, as well as such sagely and compassionate 
teachers as Arupi, Sanatkumara, and Prajapati. The 
central teaching of Advaita Vedanta is brought home 
to us by striking similes and matching metaphors, 
through a threadbare analysis of appearance and real
ity, pointing out at the same time the one spiritual 
entity underlying all diversity of names and forms, 
namely, Atman or Brahman. One of the mahavakyas 
(great spiritual dictums) of the Vedanta finds its place 
here: Tat-tvam-asi (That thou art). Further, it makes a 
grand declaration: Sarvam-khalu-idam-brahma (All 
this is verily Brahman), thus providing a direct revel
ational basis for Advaita. 

The immensely human and interesting episode of 
Indra (leader of the devas) and Virocana (leader of the 
asuras) becoming disciples of Sage Prajapati, occurring 
here, highlights the distinction betwee~ materialism 
(with its bitter fruits of egotism, selfishness, love of 
body, and other vices) and spirituality' (with its bless
ings of peace, selflessness, love of others, and other 
virtues). This Upani~ad contains some sublime flashes 
of spiritual light, which are capable of dispelling our 
doubts and darkness of ignorance (avidya) and leading 
us to a correct understanding of the nature of the Self 
and eventual enlightenment by undertaking the requi
site sadhana (spiritual practice) 

The Chandogya has two other unique features. 
Being a part of the Sama- Veda, which specializes in the 
discipline of metrical chanting, it gives great import
ance to the Word. Meditation on Om is enjoined at 
the very beginning, which is then followed by an expo-
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sition of the identification of the Word with Pra{la. 
individual and cosmic. It can be noted that what the 
Miil)(iukya Upanqad treats aphoristically is dealt with 
here elaborately. The other feature unique to this Upa
ni~ad is that it is a treasure-house of several important 
vidyiis or meditations, such as the Sa{l9ilya-vidya, the 
Antaraditya-vidya, the SaolVarga-vidya, the Madhu
vidya, etc. These meditations, though now seldom in 
vogue, undoubtedly served as chief spiritual disciplines 
during a significant period of the Indian people in their 
past religious life. 

There are several currents of metaphysical and 
mystical thought flowing in this Upani~ad. The great 
merit of the commentary of Sankaracarya is that it 
unites these diverse currents into a single stream of 
philosophy. It is the oldest extant bhii$ya on this an
cient Upani~ad; but for it, the true import of many of 
the obscure passages and the meaning of several of the 
archaic images and meditations would have remained 
beyond the comprehension of ordinary people. As in 
his bhii$ya on the Brhadiiral)yaka, here too the 
Acarya's interpretation is exhaustive and meticulous. 
It is an admittedly difficult task, but the learned trans" 
lator has rendered it into English with considerable 
ease and felicity. 

It is our privilege to take this opportunity to offer our 
heartfelt thanks to Sri S. R. Banerjea, Advocate, 
Supreme Court of India, living in Calcutta, who has 
been instrumental in collecting generous donations 
and extendiqg financial help to us towards the publica
tion of this long-awaited book. 
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We fervently hope that this book also will be 
welcomed by the lovers of the Upani:;adic lore with tI!e 
same eagerness and enthusiasm as the Eight Upa.n~ads 
and the Brahma-Sutra Bhti$ya were received earlier. 

Advaita Ashrama, Mayavati 
Date: 31 August 1983 PUBLISHER 
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INTRODUCfION 

The Chiindogya Upani$ad forms a part of the 
Bnihmava of the Talavakara section of the Sama
Veda. We present to the readers a translation of the 
text and the Commentary of Sri Sankaracarya, with 
notes of Ananda Giri added wherever found necess
ary. For the text and commentary we have generally 
depended on the publication of Gita Press, Gorakh
pur, but some other publications have also been 
consulted. The translator is thankful to Swamis 
Sumedhananda and Atmaramananda, as' also to the 
Advaita Ashrama, for the invaluable help rendered by 
them, without which this difficult task would not have 
been possible. 

The major portion of this Upani~ad consists of 
upiisaniis, the import of which is a little difficult to 
understand. Therefore, the translator's article under 
the heading 'Upani~adic Meditation' contributed to 
The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. I, with some 
important discussions on upiisanii incorporated into it, 
is included below with the permission of the authorities 
of the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, 
Calcutta. It is hoped that this will facilitate easier 
understanding of the antiquated process of preparing 
the mind to enter into the abstruse philosophy of the 
Upani~ads. 

Upiisanii, which is here roughly translated as 
Upanj~adic meditation., aimed in part at engendering 
higher mental attitudes with regard to the daily 
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avocations, social contacts, and religious pre
occupations. 1 This path of inner transformation, in the 
midst of outward conformity, was worked out in all its 
philosophical bearings and practical details by men of 
action among whom were some Upani~adic king-saints 
(riijar$is), who were conscious of the efficacy of the 
path as well as of their monopoly of this. In the 
Brhadii17.lyaka Upan~ad (VI.2.8), King Pravahapa 
laivali says to the Brahmapa Gautama, 'Before this, 
this knowledge did not reside in any Brahmap~.' In the 
Chiindogya (V.3.7), too, the same king says to 
Gautama, 'Before you, this knowledge reached no 
Brahmapa, and hence in all the worlds the K~atriyas 
had their supremacy. '2 

MEDITATION IN EVERYDAY LIFE 

To our forebears no philosophy had any claim to 
recognition unless it had some bearing on life. To 
illustrate the point, let us cite some concrete examples 
from the Upani~adic texts. 

The chanting of the Vedas was the daily duty of the 
students of those days. But lest it should degenerate 
into a mechanical process, the students were encour
aged to add a little reflection in the form of upiisanQ to 
this routine work. The Chiindogya (1.3.8-9) says, 'One 
should reflect on the siima with which one would 
eulogize, on the Rk on which the siima rests, on the 
seer who saw the ~k verses, and one should r~flect on 
the deity which one would eulogize.' In the Taittiriya 

I Ch.l.1.lO;Br. 1.4.7. 
1 Cf. Ch. V. 11; I.S. 
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(1.3.b4), we read on the samhita-upan~ad, or the 
meditation based on the conjunction of letters, where 
the idea is to lead the pupil's mind from the mere 
composition of the words to the universal fact of four 
factors involved in all conjunctions, viz the two 
component parts of a pair, their actual association, and 
the resulting whole. 

Take another, and a more sublime, meditation, the 
well-known Paizcagni-vidya (the meditation on the five 
fires). J The whole world, sentient and insentient, is 
here thought of as a group of factors in a cosmic 
sacrifice involving five successive fires arranged in the 
order of their subtleness; and they are all knit together 
through a spirit of self-sacrifice, so that a new creation 
may emerge, new life may come into existence, at 
every stage. Thus faith is poured as an oblation in 
heaven, which is the highest of the fires; and, as a 
consequence, the lunar world-the world of manes-
comes into existence. The moon is then poured as an 
oblation in the second fire, viz the rain-god; and so rain 
pours on earth, which is the third fire. From this 
sacrifice grows food, which is offered to man, who is 
considered as the fourth fire, from whom comes the 
seed. The fifth fire is the wife. The most familiar 
emergence of life is witnessed at child-birth. The 
ancients were bold enough to look on all things and 
processes from a higher intellectual and spiritual plane. 
To their spiritual vision, the father, the mother, and 
the gods who presided over the organs were all agents 
in a sacrifice bringing new life into existence. As the 

I Dr. Vi.2; Ch. V.4-l0. 
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cosmic counterpart of this outlook on conjugal rela
tionship, we are asked to think of the other world, i.e. 
heaven, as fire, the sun as its fuel, the rays as the"smoke 
of that fire, day as the light of the fire, the directions as 
charcoal; or of the cloud-god as fire, the year as its fuel, 
the clouds as smoke, lightning as light, thunder as 
charcoal ; and so on and so forth. 

One of the grandest conceptions of life as a sacrifice 
is to be found in the Chiindogya (III. 16-17), which by 
the way, is the richest storehouse of Upani~adic 
meditation. This Upani~ad says, 'Man himself is a 
sacrifice', and shows in detail how this can be so. Man's 
life, divided into three stages, is compared to the three 
periods in a sacrifice called savanas. Each period is 
given to its proper deities. The first stage is presided 
over by the Vasus, who work for life's stability, for life 
requires the utmost attention during this period. They 
are succeeded in youth by the Rudras, the energetic 
gods, who are often cruel. Consequently, a man must 
be extremely judicious in what he does in his youth. 
Old age is presided over by the Adityas who attract 
everything towards them. Men, then attracted by the 
higher forces, prepare for the final departure after 
making their best contribution to the world. In this 
connection, we are also asked to look on distress 
caused by hunger and thirst as dllqii (initiation) into a 
higher life of struggle and achievement; on charity, 
non-killing, truth, etc. as dak$i1)ii (offerings to the 
performers of our sacrifice, i.e. to our good neigh
bours); on merriment and laughter as hymns and songs 
to the gods; and on death as the bath after the sacrifice 
is completed. 
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There are many other practical hints for transform
ing life into a spiritual discipline. The BrhadiiraQyaka 
(V .11) instructs us to look on death and disease as 
tapasyii (penance): 'This indeed is excellent austerity 
that a man suffers when he is ill. . . . This indeed is 
excellent austerity that a man after death is carried to 
the forest .... This indeed is excellent tapasyii that a 
man after death is placed on the fire.' 

These meditations are often directed towards 
Reality or God. The Chiindogya gives a practical hint 
as to how one can be in the constant presence of Reality 
in the midst of daily duties: 'The Atman is in the heart . 
. . . he who meditates thus goes to heaven every day' 
(VII!.3.3). Surely, it does not cost one much to bear 
constantly in mind that the heart is the temple of God 
from which He is directing and watching all our 
activities. The same idea is involved in the Brhadii
rar:zyaka (111.7) conception of antaryiimin (the inner 
Ruler). 

THE MEANING OF UpASANA 

Thus far we have dealt with some Upani~adic 

meditations which are linked up with life and in which 
Vedanta is reduced to practice. But 'upiiSanii' is a much 
more comprehensive term and covers not only a life of 
action, but actionless life as well. Let us, then, first 
understand what the word 'upiisanii' exactly means. 
Literally, it means sitting near, mentally approaching 
an ideal. Upiisanii is sometimes referred to by such 
words as 'upan~ad', 'darsana', 'veda', etc. which terms 
lay emphasis on the several aspects of Upani~adic 
meditation. It is firstly a secret thing, to be diligently 
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protected as one's own, and not to be merely talked or 
argued about or exposed to the derision of th~ common 
people. Besides, it is a mental attitude with regard to 
things which are not to be looked upon as detached 
entities, but are to be linked up with their higher 
aspects in a cosmic whole. And that attitude again has 
to change into an experience, the whole personality 
getting transformed and elevated thereby. It is both an 
objective outlook and a subjective realisation. 

In Vedantic literature, we come across several 
definitions of this term. In the Vediintasiira the 
definition runs thus: 'Upiisanii is a kind of mental 
process relating to the qualified Brahman (Sagupa 
Brahman), such as, for instance, the SiifJrj.ilya-vidya. 'I 
This distinguishes upiisanii from jiliina, knowledge, 
which is not a process. But the above definition is not 
comprehensive enough. For, in the Upani~ads, we 
have not only Brahma-upiisanii, but also abrahma
upiisanii, i.e. it has as its object not only the qualified 
Brahman, but much more that is not Brahman. Sail
kara, accordingly, defines upiisanii thus in his 
commentary on the BrhadiirafJyaka (1.3.9): 'Upiisanii 
is mentally approaching the form of the deity or the 
like, as it is presented by the eulogistic portions of the 
Vedas relating to the objects of meditation, and 
concentrating on it, excluding conventional notions, 
till one is completely identified with it, as with one's 
body, conventionally regarded as one's own self.'2 

t VedantastiTa, 12. Aiso see Ch. 111.14.1-2 and Br. V.6.l. 
2 Cf. His introduction to the Chandogya, and Commentary on B.S. 

1.1.4. 
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SO, according to Saitkara, the object of meditation 
may be any object or any deity or Brahman. Besides, it 
is essentially a mental process, and aims at a knowledge 
of the object through identification. But upiisanii itself 
is not knowledge. It may be helpful to realisation, 
through the purification of the mind, but by itself it falls 
far short of realisation. The processes of knowing and 
meditation are both mental acts, to be sure, but knowl
edge of an object is not subject to the option of the 
knower. The Pailcadasi (IX.74--B2) brings out this 
distinction very aptly: 'Knowledge is determined by 
the object, but upasano is dependent on the subject.' 
Besides, upasano implies a meditator, an object of 
meditation, and an uninterrupted thought .. Unless the 
meditator is aware of himself as distinct from the object 
of meditation uposana is not possible. The Pancadaii 
also emphasises the element of faith in upasanii. One 
must have faith in the object and the process of medi
tation as taught by the scriptures and the teacher. 
Knowledge does not presuppose any such faith. 
Another point to note is that the objects of upasanii are 
not mere imaginary things or concepts, nor need they 
be real in the ordinary sense of the tenn; but they are 
presented by the scriptures. Again, upiisanii is a 
process of building up from the bottom upward, ex
panding the ego at every step, whereas knowledge 
achieves its object rather in a negative way by remov
ing ignorance. Thus knowledge ana meditation are 
entirely different. 

0:1r next difficulty is with regard to nidi4hyiiSana, 
which term also is roughly translated as meditation. 
Some Vedantists, too, would think of nididhyiisana as 
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meditation in the ordinary sense of the term. But 
Suresvara in his Viirttika is at pains to show that this can 
never be so. In the Brhadiira1;Zyaka (1I.4.S)! Yajiia
valkya says to MaitreYl, his wife: 'The Self is to be 
seen, to be heard of, to be thought of, and to be made 
an object of nididhyiisana. Everything is known 
when the Self is seen through hearing, thinking and 
realisation (vijiliina).' Commenting on this, Suresvara 
says that the use of the word vijiliina in the second 
sentence, in place of nididhyiisana in the first, sho~s 
that nididhyiisana is not ordinary meditation, but a 
meditation of a higher order in which there is no sense 
of exertion of will, no conscious employment of the 
thinking process, and no intellection whatsoever. It is 
the constant presence of a conviction of the form 'I am 
Brahman', and yet falls just short of aparok$iinubhuti 
or the direct realisation of the Self. 

Upiisanii is the pre-eminent means to nididhyiisana. 
The latter is necessarily preceded by viciira, discrimin
ation, between the Self and the not-Self, whereas 
upiisanii does not depend on viciira, but on faith in the 
teachings of the scriptures and the teacher. 

CLASSES OF UpASANA 

A brief survey of the different classes of upiisanii will 
clarify our ideas about this word. We have already 
spoken of Brahma-upiisanii and abrah~a-upiisanii. 
Of Brahma-upiisanii, however, there has been mention 
of only one aspect, viz meditation on Personal God, 
immanent or qualified Brahman. But there is a school 
of Vedantists who think that it is possible to meditate 
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on the transcendental or absolute Brahman as well. 
The author of Pancadaiai accepts (vide Dhyanadipa) 
upiisanii of the supreme Brahman- 'From the verse in 
the Gilii, "That which is attained by the Sapkhyas, 
That is attained even by the Yogins" (V.5), it is under
stood that, just as the Saitkhya (Path of Knowledge) 
assisted with contemplation, i.e. the Vedantic viciira 
called srava1J.a, is a means to realise Brahman, so also is 
yoga, i.e. upiisanii of the unqualified Brahman. It 
cannot be said that upiisanii of the unqualified 
Bra:hman has no sanction. In the Prasna Upani$ad it is 
stated, ., ... anyone who meditates on the supreme 
Puru~a with the help of this very syllable Om, as 
possessed of three letters ... ." Here meditation is 
enjoined on the unqualified Brahman itself. In the 
sUlras, "Bliss and other characteristics of the principal 
entity (i.e. Brahman) are to be combined" (B.S. 
111.3.11), and, "All the (negative) conceptions of the 
Immutable are to be combined ... " (B.S. 111.3.33), 
Vedavyasa, the author of the siitras, has stated that the 
unqualified Brahman should be meditated on by 
concentrating on the aggregate of positive and negative 
qualifications, viz "It is Knowledge", "It is Bliss", etc. 
and "It is not gross, not minute", etc .. which are 
asserted about the subject of meditation. You cannot 
insist that where a combination of qualities such as 
Bliss etc. are mentioned, there the unqualified 
Brahman is not meant. For it is possible to perform 
(ahamgraha-) upiisanii by thinking, "1 am verily the 
partless, homogeneous Brahman indicated by such 
qualifications as 'It is Bliss', etc. and 'It is not gross', 
etc. ", without thereby violating Its being without any 
qualities. By meditating thus, the unqualified 
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Brahman is realised in course of time' (Siddhanta-lesa
sangraha, 111.8). 

Most Vedantists would not agree with this, since the 
absolute Brahman cannot be the content of any 
thought or meditation. When properly analysed, it 
would seem that the controversy hinges on the 
meaning we give to the word nididhyiisana. If by this 
word we mean ordinary meditation, then surely there 
can be no uptisanii of the absolute Brahman; for, 
however we may try, we can have no image, or concept 
in our minds higher than that of the qualified Brahman. 
If, on the other hand, nididhyasana means meditation 
of the higher order, as defined by Suresvara, we may 
have meditation on the absolute Brahman. But for 
clarity of thought and expression, we shall be well 
advised not to .call it upasana but nididhyiisana, not a 
form of mental activity, but a flow ot conviction. This 
'higher meditation' is essentially nothing more than an 
intensification of the vision of the Truth received 
initially from the scriptures and the teacher through 
sravaIJQ (hearing). The first introduction to Truth and 
the last consummation do not differ in their contents, 
but only in their intensity of realisation. 

From another standpoint the upiisaniis may be 
placed under three heads: First, those which are con
nected with sacrifices etc. actually being performed, 
ahgavabaddha, and are calculated to heighten the 
results of the sacrifices; for, according to the Vedic 
people, though the sacrifices are efficacio'us by them
selves, when they are conjoined with meditation they 
lead to greater results. I Secondly, there are those 

I Ch. I. 1.10. 
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meditations which are neither connected with actual 
sacrifices nor with Brahman, but are calculated to lead 
to heaven or yield other cherished results. In 'Look on 
the ~k as the earth and the siima as fire 'I. we have an 
example of the first class. This class of upiisanii is found 
in the Chiindogya, from the beginning of Chapter I to 
the end of the twenty second section of Chapter II. But 
in looking on death and suffering etc. as penances,2 

described earlier, we have an example of the second 
class. Here, prankas like Om, images of deities 
described in the Punlpas, and the Tantric yantras are 
used. Thirdly, there are the Brahma-upiisaniis which 
lead to Liberation through stages (krama-mukti). 

From still another point of view, there are two kinds 
of upiisaniis-Brahma-upiisanii (direct meditation on 
Brahman) and pratika-upiisanii (indirect meditation 
based on symbols). Meditation on Brahman by attri
buting qualities like bliss, fearlessness, immortality, 
etc. to It is Brahma-upiisanii. But these qualities in no 
way point to the real nature of Brahman; they are 
mentioned by the scriptures only to facilitate upiisanii. 
When the mind, weighed down by past impressions of 
temporal objects and unable to free itself from them, 
fails to dwell solely on the idea of Brahman, but 
concentrates on any temporal emblem (pranka) by 
imposing the idea of Brahman on it,-that is called 
pratfka-upiisanii. (Pratfkas are also used in the 
upiisaniis of deities). A pratfka is a symbol such as a 
siilagriima (the aniconic stone symbol of Vi~pu), an 

'Ibid. 1.6.1. 
2Br. V.I1.l. 
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image, a name etc. The ideas of the deities to be 
meditated on are fastened on these symbols. 

The emblematical meditations are of two different 
kinds-sampad-upiisanii and adhyiisa-upiisanii. When 
we take up a symbol of a lower order and by virtue of 
similarity superimpose on it the qualities etc. of a 
higher thing, we have sampad-upiisanii or meditation 
based on similarity, through which we reflect not on 
the lower order of things, but on the higher ones, which 
the lower things symbolise.· In fact, the lower things 
are here raised through similarity to their higher 
correlates, where they find their fulfilment. For 
example, sampad-upiisanii is enjoined in 'Air indeed is 
the place of merger' (Ch. IV.3.!). Thus in the 
Bhiimati"l we read: 'The Visvedevas (All-gods), who 
are innumerable, have a similarity with the infinite 
mental modifications. Therefore the Visvedevas are 
superimposed on the mind; the mind itself is 
considered as though non-existing, and the Visvedevas 
alone are meditated on. As a result of such a 
meditation one attains the infinite worlds. 3 ••• But in 
adhyiisa-upiisanii the symbol itself predominates and 
on it are superimposed the qualities etc. of the deity, as 
for instance, "Meditate on the mind as Brahman"\ or 
"The sun is Brahman, this is theinstruction". 'SBut the 
old philosophers were careful to warn us that there can 
be no direct meditation on God so long as the mind 

ICf. Kalpataru on B.S. 1.1.4; Br. lll.i.6-10. 
200 B.S. 1.1.4. 
JCf. Ch. VII.3. 
4Ibid. 111.18. 
'Ibid. 111.19. 
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hovers in the plane of symbols. I It is only when we can 
transcend the grosser world that we are vouchsafed a 
higher realisation of the Deity. 

In referring to sampad-upiisana, or meditation based 
on resemblance, Sankara writes::! 'By this is meant a 
meditation, by virtue of some point of resemblance, on 
rites with inferior results, like agnihotra, as rites with 
superior results; or it is a meditation on some part of 
the lesser rite as these very results. Even when people 
try with all their ardour to undertake measures to bring 
about certain ends, they may faii of their object 
because of some de.fect. So a man, who regularly tends 
the sacrificial fire, takes up any rite, such as agnihotra, 
that suits him, and if he happens to know the results of 
particular rites, meditates that the rite before him will 
produce the results he seeks. Otherwise, it would be 
impossible for people of even the upper three castes, 
who are qualified for them, to perform the rajasuya, 
asvamedha, naramedha, and sarvamedha sacrifices ... 
They can attain those results only by means of the 
meditation based on resemblance.' This meditation 
may be of two kinds, in accordance as we aim at the 
superior rite as a whole or at its results. With regard to 
the first, Sankara has referred to agnihotra. As for the 
second kind, in Brhadara1Jyaka (111.1.8) we read that 
since there are three kinds of oblation, viz those that 
blaze up, those that make noise, and those that sink 
into the earth, therefore through them one attains the 
bright heaven, the uproarious world of the manes, and 
the lowly human world, respectively. 

IB.S. IV. 1.4. 
!Commentary on/Br. 111.1.6. 
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Upasanii may be undertaken either with a desire to 
secure the various results described in the r~levant 
sections of the Vedas, or without such a desire, but 
only to adore God, from which follows purification of 
the mind and subsequent realisation of the supreme 
Brahman. It is very clearly mentioned in the scriptures 
that the results of mere rites and duties, un associated 
with upiisanii, are inferior to the results of upiisanii'
By rites and duties one attains the world of manes; 
through upasanii the world of gods'. Now, a question 
may arise as to why upiisaniis motivated by a desire to 
secure personal benefits are included at all in the 
Upani~adic portion of the Vedas. This is done with the 
high purpose of urging people to cultivate dispassion 
towards results of rites and duties, and also of upasa
niis. For, even the Brahmaloka, which is the highest 
attainment through rites such as aSvamedha-sacrifice, 
or through upasaniis such as Panciigni-vidyii, or 
through the practice of life-long celibacy, is but imper
manent. At the end of a cycle of cosmic creation, those 
who had attained Brahmaloka must suffer rebirth in a 
new cycle of creation. Similar is the fate of those who 
practice pratfka-upasanii, for its result is the attainment 
of the world ·of lightning. In fact, even the highly 
ragarded Brahma-upasanii, while it results in the 
meditator reaching the Brahmaloka and finally 
merging in Brahman after aeons of living in that world, 
is nothing compared to realisation of Brahm~n here in 
this very life by practising nididhyiisana. And for this 
nididhyasana the pre-requisites are discrimination 
between the real and the unreal, and utter disregard for 
enjoying this world or the other. 
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Thus, we have an answer to the question raised 
above. It must, nevertheless, be remembered that rites 
and duties or upasanii are not to be totally overlooked . 

• 
The former performed without desire to gratify oneself 
destroy the natural tendencies ofthe mind, and bring it 
under control, and upasanii enables one to tum this 
mind inward. Only such a mind is fit to receive in
structions about the knowledge of Brahman. This com
plementary relation between rites and duties, upiisana, 
and knowledge of Brahman, is the elusive reason why 
the fbrmer two are presented at the beginning even of 
the Upani:;ads. 

UpASANA AND DEVOTION 

There is no significant difference between the essen
tial natures of Vedic upiisana and bhakti as known 
today. In fact, one may state that bhakti is a form of 
upasanii. An aspirant can perform upiisanii also of 
things other than Brahman and the deities. But bhakti 
is directed only towards God or deities. In this way, the 
scope of upiisanii is wider than that of bhakti. 
Sankanlcarya has taken upiisanii and bhakti to imply 
the same thing (vide commentary on Br. 1.4.10). 
Bhakti is usually a discipline of the Dualists. We have 
seen that though upiisanii is an aid to the Non-dualists, 
its practise 'involves a sense of dualism. Even where a 
votary thinks of himself as identical with his deity 
during worship, following the dictum 'One should 
worship the deity by deifying oneselr , or in the Tantric 
worship where an aspirant tries to imagine identity 
between his own body and that of the deity, through 
what is called nyiisa, we may reasonably draw their 
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similarity with the Vedic ahamgraha-upiisana. Certain
ly no non-dualistic knowledge is involved in these 
practises, though they may be aids to acquire that. 

Some other· factors of interest are that, in both 
upasana and bhakti, the practice of vicara, discrimi
nation, is of secondary importance as compared with 
faith and love. As in upasana, there are grades of 
bhakti. The sagupa-bhakti is resorted to by those who 
have desire for personal gains of one kind or other, and 
the nirgupa-bhakti, which is eminently suited for 
monks, can hardly be distinguished from ahamgraha
upasana. Some carry a conviction that the path of 
bhakti, while it involves dualism, can directly bring 
Liberation. This, however, is not reasonable. Firstly, 
dualism has. not been accepted in the Brahma-sutras as 
th~ final metaphysical conclusion (see B.S. 11.2.42-5). 
Secondly, if the true nature of the individual soul be 
not Brahman, then it is illogical to suppose that by 
mere contemplation the individual soul can transform 
itself into Brahman which is distinct from itself. And 
Liberation is not possible without realising identity 
with the immortal and eternal Brahman. Therefore, in 
order to attain Liberation as understood in Vedanta, 
one can at best accept as aids the dualistic disciplines, 
but not its philosophy as the final word. Thirdly, 
ignorance can be dispelled only by Knowledge, not by 
mere meditation. Bhakti is related to Liberation in the 
same way as upasana, is. If certain practices in bhakti, 
of thinking of oneself as identical with the deity, be 
only a superimposition of the idea of identity, then they 
are similar to ahamgraha-upiisana; and if such identi
fication be based on the tJpani~adic teachings regard
ing identity of the individual soul with the supreme 
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Brahman, then in that case, it is better totenn such 
practices nididhyasana and not bhakti 

As already indicated, upasana has in it many ele
ments of devotion. It is not mere thought; there is 
scope for emotion and volition as well. Ideas are to be 
adhered to with determination, and will is to be sus-:
tained by faith. And the whole effort is to be sweetened 
by love-love for a personal God sometimes, but more 
often love for a higher ideal which is nothing but 
Saccidananda (Existence-Knowledge-Bliss). In 

• 
consonance with the devotional schools, the Upani~ads 
illustrate the state of realisation through the imagery of 
a couple lost to everything in an all-absorbing 
embrace.· And of God it is said, 'He is indeed the 
essence (love) and getting that essence all become 
happy'2; 'Brahman is Bliss'3; and 'All these beings 
come from Bliss, after birth they live through Bliss, and 
they move towards and enter into Bliss'.4 An example 
of meditation on personality can be cited from the 
Chandogya (1.6.6-8) where the mind is directed 
towards the divine Presence in the sun. His beard is 
golden, His hair is golden, up to the tips of His nails 
everything is golden. His eyes are red as lotuses. This 
golden Being resides in the sun, and He is above all 
impurities. s The MU1:uj.aka (11.1.4) speaks of the 
cosmic Person as having fire as His head, the sun and 
moon as His eyes! the Vedas as His voice, the earth as 

I Sr. IV.3.21. 
2 Tai. 11.7. 
3 Ch. IV. 10.4. 
4 Tai. 111.6. 
sCC: Br. V.5.2-4. 
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His legs, and so on. There is also the mention of 
tanmayatva, i.e. becoming united through and through 
with God, in the same Upani~ad (11.2.3--4); it teaches a 
beautiful upiisanii based on Om, where, too, is 
revealed the real mechanism for the concentration of 
the mind on God: 'Taking as a bow the great weapon 
presented in the Upani~ads, fix on it an arrow that has 
been sharpened by meditation. Then, stretching the 
bow fully, with a mind wholly absorbed in Its thought 
(i.e. of Brahman), do Thou hit the target which is the 
imperishable Reality. The Om is the bow, the mind is 
the arrow, Brahman is the target. It is to be hit with 
concentration, and one should become unified with the 
target just like the arrow.' 

As may be naturally inferred, this kind of devotional 
upasana was often combined with prayer to God, both 
in His personal and impersonal aspects. To iilustrate 
this, we quote the following passages: '0 Siva, do Thou 
make innocuous the arrow that Thou hast taken in 
hand for shooting.'t 'From evil lead me to good; from 
darkness- lead me to light; from death lead me to 
immortality. '2 

In the bhakti school of thought, there are often 
meditations on God based on the meaning of the letters 
of His name. The Upani~ads also abound in such medi
tations. Among the so-called later Upani~ads, in which 
the bhakti element is strikingly in evidence, the 
Gopiila-pilrva-tiipaniya Upan4ad (1) says: 'Kr# 
implies the earth, and na implies bliss. Their combi
nation means Kr~(la who is· supreme Brahman.' 

·Sv.ll1.6. 
lBr. 1.3.28. 
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Similarly, the older Upani~ads prescribe upasanas 
based on the meaning of letters and suggestiveness of 
sound. The Chandogya (VIII.3.3) says that hrdaya 
(heart) is a name of God, for its derivative meaning is 
hrdi-ayam-He is in the heart. 

Then, again, there is the idea of dependence on 
God. For instance, the Narayapa says, 'I take refuge in 
the deity Durga', and the Svetasvatara, ·which is 
counted among the older Upani~ads, takes 'refuge in 
Brahman for the sake of salvation' (VI. 18). The latter 
U pani~ad also uses the word bhakti in its usual sense 
(VI.23). Instructions for japa (repetition).of a name of 
God or a mantra occur very often. 1 Besides, there are 
references to grace: 'By him is He realised to whom He 
is full of grace'2, and 'through the grace of God', 
'through the grace of the Deity' ,3 The presence of these 
elements in the Vedas demolishes the theory of the 
Paurapic origin of bhakti. 

AIMS AND METHODS 

We have thus distinguished upasana from karma and 
bhakti on the one hand an.d jiiana and nididhyasana on 
the other. The results of upasana, like those of rites and 
duties, are also said to be of two kinds--the perceptible 
and 1!he unseen. Certain upiisanas lead indirectly to 
Liberation by helping the meditator pass through the 
intennediate stages. The common result of all the 
upiisanas is concentration of the mind, which culmi-

lef. Br. VI.3.6; 1.3.28. 
2Ka. 1.2.23. 
Sv:III.20; VI. 21. 
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nates in samddhi. Brahman is realised in the state of 
samddhi. Updsand takes hold of man as a whole. It 
deepens his emotion, strengthens his will, and expands 
his intellect. But the maximum that can be gained 
through such expanding updsana is identification with 
Hirapyagarbha or cosmic Intelligence-Will-Power 
thought of as a Person. Higher still is the state where all 
thoughts and words cease and only Existence
Knowledge-Bliss reigns in its solitary glory. The 
highest realisation comes as a sudden and spontaneous 
opening of insight. All that updsana can do is to free the 
mind from all impurities and worldly distractions, and 
concentrate it on Brahman, so that light may descend 
unimpeded. 

PravahapaJaivali, of whom we have already spoken, 
teaches some Brahmap.as in the Chandogya (1.S-9) an 
updsand in which the imagination is guided to higher 
and higher strata till it loses itself in the highest thing 
which IS Brahman. Thus the singing of samas is shown 
to be dependent on vitality, which again is sustained by 
food produced with the help of water. Water comes 
from the upper atmosphere. This rests on solid earth. 
This earth is dependent on the subtlest of all things 
which is Brahman. Thus if we push our chain of de
pendence to the farthest limit, we cannot escape being 
in the presence of the highest Cause. This is a medi
tation based on the ascending order of things., 

In another updsana in the same Upani~ad, this 
ascent is combined with gradual expansion. Only the 
bare outlines can be presented here. First, we are 
asked to meditate on such words as hdu, hai, atha, etc. 
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which meaningless words are added in siima songs to 
make a tune complete. We have to consider hiiu as the 
earth, hiii as air, atha as moon, and so on. Then we 
come to the siima song as a whole divided into five 
parts, which are though of differently as identical with 
different things in the universe, till, at the end of this 
section of the upiisanii, we have almost exhausted 
everything gross and subtle, including the mind, the 
vital force, the organ of speech, etc. The next stage 
leads us to a higher synthesis where a bigger siima, 
having seven parts, is taken up as a symbol for all 
conceivable things. In the fourth stage, different kinds 
of siimas, bearing different names, are used as 
symbols. The climax is reached in the last stage, when, 
by the widest sweep, the whole universe is superim
posed on all the siimas conceived as a unified entity, 
and the Upani~ad concludes the upiisanii by declaring, 
·He who meditates thus becomes identified with all'. I 

But if the Upani~ads taught the upiisaniis of infinite 
expansion, they were careful to prescribe meditations 
for probing into the subtlest of all subtle things. Thus 
we are told that the earth is the essence of all elements, 
since it is their highest creation. Water is the essence of 
earth, since it is water that makes the particles of earth 
a compact whole. Herbs, that is to say, the juices of the 
herbs, are the essence of water, since they maintain 
life. Man is the essence of these juices which impart 
strength. Speech is the essence of man, since speech 
distinguishes him from animals. ~ks (hymns) are the 
essence of speech. The siimas are the essence of the 

. 
I Ch. 1.13 to 11.21. 
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8ks. since music is the highest achievement of voice. 
And Om is the essence of all samas. I This Om, we must 
remember, is the name and symbol of Brahman-'Om 
iti Brahma'2. Thus through this process of searching for 
the essence of things; we reach Brahman. Again, we 
are to deduce everything from that Om, for everything 
is from Om, and everything is penetrated through and 
through by Om; Om is everything. 3 This double 
process of induction and deduction carries us to the 
centre of things and gives us a universal view. 

The Upani~ads were, however, careful not to carry 
all and sundry to the highest meditation, irrespective of 
their mental progress. Various updsands of different 
degrees and subtlety were prescribed for people in 
various stages of life. 'From the familiar to the unfami
liar' was their motto, as it was also 'from the concrete to 
the abstract'. It is a mistake to think that the sections of 
t he Vedas dealing with upasanas were meant for those 
who had retired from life, the vanaprasthas. The 
students (brahmacarins), too, had their upasanas, as 
we have already shown in connection with samhita
upani$ad. The householders (grhasthas) had theirs, as 
for instance the Panciigni-vidyii. The sacrificer, the 
priests engaged by him in the sacrifice, the chanters of 
hymns, the pourers of oblation, and the singers of 
samas-aU had their adequate upasanas. And so also 
had those who led a retired life, or were otherwise 
debarred from undertaking the costly and prQlonged 
ceremonies. 

IIbid. 1.1.2. 
2Tai. 1.8; cf. Ka. 1.2.16. 
3Ch. II.23.3; Ma. 1. 
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As a usual rule, they started from the most familiar 
things--the students from letters, the ordinary people 
from acts, the thinkers from concepts, and the medi
tators from lower meditations. The whole process 
aimed at a grand synthesis in which the gross and the 
subtle, and the microcosm and the macrocosm, lost 
their separate existence. Thus, at every tum, we are 
reminded of the identity of the adhibhata, the QIlhi
daiva, and· the adhyatma-the natural, the super
natural, and the personal. In fact, the updsands aimed 
not only at intellectual grasp, but also at spiritual 
identification where all vestige of this lower existence 
ceased. 

To reach this highest identity (speaking relatively), 
the aspirant has to pass through lesser identities. 
Reality in its immanent form is visualised in various 
ways on the personal, natural, and supernatural 
planes .. On the personal or individual plane, the series 
runs thus: gross body, vital force, thought, intel
ligence, and bliss; on the material plane, the progress 
lies from the smaller to the larger and from the grosser 
to the subtler; and on the supernatural plane, the 
advance is from the individual presiding deities to their 
cosmic counterparts. On the cosmic plane, again, first 
comes the gross, Vira~; then the subtle, 
Hiratlyagarbha; and lastly the causal, Isvar~the 
immanent Brahman (Sagupa Brahman), beyond which 
is the transcendental Reality (Nirgupa Brahman). 
Upiisana thus consists in 'covering all this with God' , as 
the isa Upan4ad puts it, through progressive' stages. 
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MEDITATION THROUGH SELF-IDENTIFICATION 

And this brings us to a unique characteristic of the 
Upani~ads. They not only searched for the Infinite, but 
found it to be identical with the Self in all. They first 
realised 'Brahman is all this'!, and then 'I am 
Brahman'2. And so the task before the Upani~ads was 
how to prepare the aspirants for that realisation of 
unity. As a potent means of accomplishing this, they hit 
upon ahamgraha-upiisanii or meditation based on self
identification in which the individual thinks of himself 
as Brahman. 

Thus in one meditation, Vira~ (the gross cosmic 
Person) is thought of as food, whi.ch is raised by stages 
from the ordinary to the cosmic plane, where every
r hi ng is seen to merge in its cause, which is considered 
to be the eater of food. This final eater again is no other 
than Vira~; and eating, too, is Vira~. When thus every
thing has been reduced to Vira~, and cause and effect 
have lost their duality, the meditator identifies himself 
with the non-dual Vira~. This, by the way, is what is 
known as the samvarga-vidyii or the meditation on the 
mergence of everything in the cosmic Person as iden
tified with the Scif.3 Similarly, also in other cases. The 
highest upiisanii is given in the Sii1;lt;iilya-vidYii, where 
Brahman is presented as identified with everything 
that is good, noble, and beautiful; and the meditator 

1 Ch. 111.14.1. 
1 Br. 1.4.10. 
JCh: IV.3. 
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then thinks himself to be no other than Brahman thus 
qualified. I 

The Upani~adic seers did not rest satisfied with an 
objective direction of the mind, as is usual in the path 
of devotion and duty, or subjective withdrawal, as is 
done in yoga. They combined the two processes and 
reaped the highest benefit in the form of aparok$ii
nubhuti (immediate realisation) of the Self as 
Brahman, of the microcosm as the macrocosm. Their 
life's goal lay not in the mere realisation of an isolated 
Self, but in realising their identity with God in all His 
fullness-in His transcendence and immanence. 

It is this final objective that gave the direction to 
upasana, which was not allowed to be alienated from 
life, but through which life was to be progressively 
spiritualised. It is in this realistic attitude leading to the 
highest realisation that the present-day worth of Upa
ni~adic upasanii lies. 

lIbido III. 14.4. 
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May my limbs, speech, vital force, eyes, ears, as 
also strength and all the organs, become well 
developed. Everything is the Brahman revealed 
in the Upani~ads. May I not deny Brahman; 
may not Brahman deny me. Let there be no 
spurning. (of me by Brahman), let there be no 
rejection (of Brahman) by me. Mayall the vir
tues that are (spoken of) in the Upani~ads re
pose in me who am engaged in the pursuit of the 
Self; may they repose in me. 

Om Peace ! Peace ! Peace ! 



CHANDOGYA UPANISAD 

INTRODUCTION OF 

SRI SANKARACARYA 

Om! Salutation to the Supreme Self! Om Hari Om! 

The Clulndogya Upani$ad consisting of eight chap
ters starts with (the text) Om iti etat ak$aram, this letter 
that is Om. Here is begun this short volume consisting 
of a lucid exposition, meant for those who are desirous 
of knowing its meaning in a concise form. Now. as for 
(its) sainbandha (relation with the earlier portion deal
ing with rituals): All the rituals performed along with 
meditation on Prapa (vital force) and other deities, 
become the cause of reaching Brahmaloka (the region 
of Hirapyagarbha) through the Solar Path (Devayana 
Marga-the Path of gods); and rituals alone (perform
ed without such meditation) become the cause of at
taining the Lunar region through the Path of Smoke 
(Pitfyana Marga-the Path of manes). And it has been 
said that those who, prompted by persdnal tendencies. 
become distracted from either of the two paths fall 
downwards. Besides. since there cannot be the attain
ment of the highest human goal even by following 
either of the two paths (Devayana or Pitryana), there
fore the Reality of nondual Self which is independent 
of rites, has to be presented through a process of eradi
cation of the cause leading to the three ways of rebirth. 
Hence is this Upani~ad begun. 
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Moreover, absolute Liberation cannot be achieved 
apart from the realisation of the nondual Self because 
the Upani~ad itself will declare: 'On the other hand, 
those who understand otherwise than this, come under 
a different ruler (not Brahman), and belong to the 
worlds that are subject to decay. (But contrarywise) he 
becomes a sovereign' (VII. 25. 2). So also, he who has 
an inclination for false dualistic things comes under 
bondage, like a thief who gets scalded by taking hold of 
a heated axe, gets arrested, and also suffers the sorrows 
of the world. Having stated thus, (the Upani~ad further 
declares that) for the aspirant after the truth of the 
nondual Reality of the Self, there occurs cessation of 
worldly sorrows and achievement of Liberation, as in 
the case of the person who, not being a thief, does not 
get scalded by taking up a heated axe and gets absolved 
(see VI. 16. 1-3). For this very reason the realisation of 
the nondual Self cannot coexist with rites. 

There can be no notion which can subverse that 
(realisation), which is generated after the eradication 
of all differences of action, agent and fruit etc. by such 
texts as: 'Existence, One only, without a second' (VI. 
2. I), and 'All this is but the Self(VI. 25. 2). 

Objection: It can be contradicted by the knowledge 
of the injunction about rites. 

Veddntin: No, because rites are enjoined for a per-
30n who naturally has the notions of being an agent and 
the enjoyer, and who is possessed of the defect.s of 
attraction for and repUlsion against results of such 
rites. 

Objection: Since rites are enjoined for one who has 
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mastered the meaning of all the Vedic texts, therefore 
rites have to be performed even by a knower of the 
nondual Reality, 

Vediintin: No, because the objects with which a man 
competent for rites is occupied, and the natural ideas 
about being an agent and an enjoyer, are demolished 
by texts like, 'Existence alone, One only, without a 
second', and' All this is but the Self. Therefore rites 
are enjoined only for those who have such defects as 
ignorance etc. but not for one who is possessed of 
nondual Knowledge. Hence the Upani~ad will declare, 
• All these become attainers of the virtuous worlds, but 
the man established in Brahman attains Immortality' 
(II. 23. 1). 

That being so, meditations that are the means of 
acquiring prosperity, meditations which are spoken of 
in such sentences as, 'made up of. mind and having 
Prapa as the body' (Mu. II. 2. 7),-which relate to a 
slightly modified nondual Brahman and are calculated 
to lead to the results that are proximate to Liberation-, 
and meditations enhancing the results of rites and re
'Iated to various' portions of the rites, are presented in 
tbis context of the knowledge of nonduality because of 
the similarity of their being mystical in nature and 
mental modifications. As the nondual realisation is a 
mere mental modification, so also are the other medi
tations forms of mental modifications. Herein lies their 
similarity. 

Objection: Where then, lies the difference between 
the nondualistic realisation and meditation? 

Vediintin: The nondualistic realisation demolishes 
the cognition of all such differences as agent, instru-
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ment, action and results, which are naturally super
imposed on the actionless Self, just as knowledge in the 
form of imposition of a snake etc. on a rope etc. is 
destroyed by the realisation of the true nature of the 
rope etc. But meditation means establishing a continu- ' 
ous flow of similar modifications of the mind in relation 
to some object as presented by the scriptures, (and) 
uninterrupted by any foreign idea. This is the 
distinction. 

These meditations that are such become helpful to 
the nondualistic realisation, by way of presenting a 
glimpse of the reality of Brahman through the purifica
tion of the mind, and they are easy to practise because 
they are based on some palpable object. Hence they 
are presented in the beginning of the Upani~ad. There 
again, since practice of rites is deep-rooted, it is dif
ficult to engage the mind in meditation by entirely 
giving up rites. Therefore meditations that are associ
ated with parts of rires are presented at the commence
ment of the Upani~ad. 



CHAPTER I 

SECTION I 

aiifq~\1Ga:t(ij~n~ijql«l\11 ailfqRt fQ~lItiRt 
'" 

1. One should meditate on this letter Om which is 
Udgitha. Since one starts singing the Udgitha by utter
ing Om, therefore its proximate exposition is being 
commenced. 

Upasfta. one should meditate; etat, on this; om iti 
ak$aram. letter Om; which is udgftham, UdgItha. This 
letter Om, as the name of the supreme Reality, is 
nearest to Him; when that is used He surely becomes 
gracious just as a man becomes so when his favourite 
name is used. Since this (letter Om) is followed by an 
"iti, this', thereby its being a name (expressive of Brah
man) is ruled out. (and) it is understood only in its 
verbal form. And in that way it becomes a symbol like 
an image etc. of the supreme Self. Thus it is known in 
all the Upani~ads tpat Om, as a name and as a symbol, 
holds the highest position of being an aid to the medita
tion of the supreme Self. And its highest position is also 
well-known from its being used very frequently at the 
beginning and end of repetition of holy names, rites, 
study (of Vedas) etc, Therefore, etat, this; ak$arqm, 
letter Om which is such, and is referred to as Udgitha 
since it constitutes a part of the portion of the sama 
song called Udgitha, is to be meditated on in its verbal 
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form. (That is) one should continuously concentrate 
one's mind on Om which forms a part of rites and is a 
symbol of the supreme Reality. 

The Upani~ad itself states the reason why the word 
Om is signified by the word Udgitha. Hi, because; 
udgiiyati, one starts singing the Udgitha; om iti, by first 
uttering Om, therefore Udgitha is (identical with) Om. 
This is the idea. Tasya. of that, of the letter Om; 
upm'ycikhyiinam, the proximate exposition, the state
ment; of the manner of meditation, the kind of glory, 
and the type of result etc. . .. The words "is being 
commenced~ are to be supplied to complete the 
sentence. 

~ ~ 1f~ -m: ~OQI anq) -m: I 
3tqlq)q~ ~ airEfdf;i'r ~ -m: 'I6t*W CiIJ4tf1 

?!IN $~ ;JiiJ: ~ ~: l11R ~nm -m: II ~ II 
2. Of these objects the earth is the essence; of earth. 

water is the essence; of water, herbs are the essence; of 
the herbs, the human body is the essence; ofthe human 
body, (the organ of) speech is the essence; of speech, 
Rk is the essence; of the Rk-mantras, the Sama
mantras are the essence; of the Sarna-mantras, Udgitha 
is the essence. 

E$iim. of these; bhiltiiniim, objects that move and do 
not move; prthivi, the earth; is rasa!;., the essence-the 
destination. support and source l • Prthivyii!;., of earth; 

I Ananda Giri suggests that the three words. gali. partiyalJa and 
ava~/ambha (given by Sailkaracarya as the implication of rasal) may. 
in the reverse order mean. source. support, and destination, 
respectively. 
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iipa/;l, water; is rasa/;l, the essence; since earth is perme
ated by water, therefore water is the essence of earth. 
Apiim, of water; o$f/.dhaya/;l rasa/;l, the herbs are the 
essence because herbs are transformations of water. 
O$adhfniim, of these .herbs; purU$aJ;z, the human body 
is the essence because the human body is a transforma
tion of food. Puru$asya, of that human body also; viik, 
(the organ of) speech is the essence. Because, of all the 
human organs speech is the quintessence, therefore 
speech is said to be the essence of man. Even of that 
speech, Rk-mantras are pithy. 8caJ;z, of the Rk-man
tras, the Sarna-mantras are the pithier essence. Even of 
them, Udgitha which is Om according to the context, is 
more pithy. 

If ~ ~tll"'l~ ~tlflq: lRIf: q~IGif~ 
tlC1~ft~: II ~ II 

3. That which is this Udgitha, is the e.ssence of all 
essences, is supreme, is competent for the highest 
place, (and) is eighth in the series. 

In this way, saJ;z e$a/;l, that letter Om which is called 
this Udgitha; rasatamaJ;z, is the inmost essence; rasii
niim, of all essences, while considering in succession 
one as the essence of the other, beginning from ob
jects. It is paramaJ;z, supreme because of its being the 
symbol of the supreme Self. It is partirdhyaJ;z, compe
tent to be worshipped as the supreme Self. The deriva
tion of partirdhyab is this: That which is param, sup
reme, and also ardham, a place, is partirdham; that 
which is competent for this is pariirdhyaJ;z. It is compe
tent to take the place of the supreme Self since it is to be 



worshipped like' the supreme Self. This is the meaning. 
It is eighth when counted in the series of essences, 
starting from earth. Yat Udglth{l!) should be ya!) ud
gltha!) (because Udgitha is of the masculine gender). 

i&lql Chftq(ctiaqi'i5'tq~lq ~: ~ ~n?;l 
lRr~~II~1I 

4. It is being considered which is ~k, which is Sarna, 
and which is Udgitha. 

It has been said that ~k is the essence of speech. 
Among them (in speech) which is that Rk; again, 
among them (rks) katamat, which is that Sarna; and 
among them (siimas) katama!), which is that Udgitha? 
The duplication of the word katama is for showing 
respect. 

Objection: Is it not that the suffix r)atamac (in kat
ama) is used (according to Papini. V. 3. 63) when the 
question is about ascertaining the class of a number of 
things? But here there is no plurality so far as classes of 
~k-mantras are concerned. So why should there be the 
suffix (iatamac? 

Answer: This fault does not arise. When the com
pound j{ltipariprasna (in Panini) is split as 'jiitau pari
prasna, the question with regard to the constituents. of 
a class', it is established that there are various indi
vidual ~k-mantras constituting the class (of rks). But 
the compound is not to be split to mean 'jiite!) pari
prasna. question about the class' itselr. 

Objection: Is it not that such a question as that begin
ning with "katama!) ka/ha!). which one is katha', be
comes logical when the compound is split up as 'jiite/:r 
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paripra~hlQ, question about the class Byt thissplilting 
up in the form of 'jiitau pariprasnI/l '1uestio.o within.the 
class', does not fit in here. 

Answer: There also the fault does not arise (by split· 
ting up the compound as 'jiitau parIPratiBQ becau96 
the question is raised (to ascertain whIch ktlltIQetc IS 
meant) bearing in mind the multiplicity of the mdIVidu
als in each class (such as kathas etc.). If the splitting is 
done as 'jiiteh pariprasna', then, in such texts as katma 
katama rk, one will have to make a supplementary 
addition (of a sutra, but not change the meaning of a 
Vedic text)! 

Vimr$tam bhavati means it is being considered. 

ClllIClce:nUI: el.nfqeada:~~ij~ft?l:1 (fJJ 

l(?If.q~ QII4'ii4 ]JUUI~ctJ lml ~ II ~ II 

5. (The organ of) speech itself is ~k, the vital force 
is Sarna, and this letter Om is Udgitha. That verily is 
this couple, which is formed by speech and vital force, 
as also by ~k and Sarna. 

After the consideration (above) has been complet
ed, it becomes logical 'to state the answer in the form 
that, speech itself is ~k and the vital force is Sarna. 
Although speech and ~k are (stated to be) the same 
still, the place of Udgitha as the eighth is not con
tradicted. For this is a sentence different from the 
earlier one (I. 1. 4), and the sentence om iti etat ak$ar
am, is meant for attributing the quality of pervasive
ness (to Om). Since speech and vital force are the causes 
of ~k and Sarna respectively, therefore it is said that 
speech is ~k. and vital force is Sarna. By accepting 
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speech and vital force as the sources of ~k and Sarna, 
all the rks and all the samas become comprehended 
thereby. When all the rks and all the samas become 
comprehended. all the rites that are performed with 
~k and Sarna mantras become included. And when 
these come within purview. all the desires also become 
included, 

By saying that 'this letter Om is Udgitha', the doubt 
about Udgitha being a portion (of the sama song) is 
ruled out. By the words 'tat vai etat, that verily is this', 
the couple is being indicated. Which is that couple? In 
answer it is said that the couple is (constituted by) 
speech and vital force. which are the causes of all ~k 
and Sarna mantras. In the text '~k and Sarna', the 
causes of ~k and Sarna are implied by the words '~k 
and Sarna'. But ~k and Sarna do not constitute an 
independent couple. For, otherwise, ~k and Sarna 
forming one couple, and speech and vital force fonning 
another couple, would bring in two couples, which will 
contradict the text "this couple', which is in the singu
lar. Therefore the couple is formed only by speech and 
vital force. which are the causes of ~k and Sarna. 

d~f.q'!f1q)fq~fl~iI~ lI'2(e""4d lrcU t 
¥. t1qlil'CUfl aUqttffl t fllC4:c:n;:q@Ol 
Chlq,(11 ~ II 

6. That which is this couple becomes associated with 
this letter Om. Whenever two fonn a couple they fulfil 
each other's desire. 

Tat etat, the couple that is of this nature; samsrjyate, 
become associated; om iti etasmin a/qare,with this let-
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ter Om. So in this way the couple, which is possessed of 
the quality of fulfilling all desires, remains associated 
with Om. Thus it is well-known that Om has the quality 
of fulfilling all desires. The association of Om with the 
couple lies in its being identical with speech and in (its 
expression) being accomplished by the vital force. An 
illustration is being cited to show the well-known fact 
that a couple is a fulfiller of desire: As in the world, 
when mithunau, a couple, the partners of a couple, 
which are male and female; samiigacchata!:z, come into 
physical association; then both of them iipayata!:z, ful
fil; anyonyasya, each other's; kiimam, desire. So the 
purport of this is that the quality possessed by Om of 
achieving all desires is proved by the entry of the 
couple into itself (Om). 

3Uqfl1<'t. 6 c\ Cfi.q.;f. cqqfff <f ~ 
fc1&J;>t&.H'l~fl?4~I~ II \911 

7. He who having known this thus, meditates on 
Udgitha as the letter Om, becomes verily the fulfiller of 
desires. 

It is being stated that even the (priest called) Udgata, 
who meditates on that (Udgitha), becomes possessed 
of its quality. Ya/:z, he who; upiiste, meditates on Ud
githa as the letter Om thus possessed of the quality of 
fulfilling desires; bhavati, becomes; iipayitii ha vai, ver
ily the fulfiller; kiimiiniim, of the desires of the ya
jamiina (the person for whom he undertakes the medi
tation). The meaning IS that, to him comes the result as 
stated above, in accordance with the Vedic text, "He 
assumes those very forms in which he meditates on 
Him' (Ma. Br. 20) 
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war t(d«i*,I~ ~ ~11\it1=t.~fq~C4 d«.itil 
't(CJ {Ot'if44«i*" ~~ w cl Ch.Q.;1. ~ ~ 
~ ~&J=t~Hij}{~ntQ'lq.~ II Gil 

8. That which is this (Om) is verily a letter of con
sent. W.hatever a person approves, he does so by utter
ing Om only. ·This which is a consent, is surely prosper
ity because he who having this knowledge meditates on 
this Om as Udgitha, becomes surely the enhancer of 
desires. 

Om is also possessed -of the quality of prosperity. 
How? Tat va; etat, that which is this (Om) under discus
sion; is verily anujtia-ak$aram, a letter of consent. That 
which is anujtia (consent) and also ak$aram (letter) is 
anujtia-ak$aram. Anujtia means consent, and that is 
Om. This is the meaning. How is it a consent? The 
answer is being given by the Upani~ad itself: Yat hi 
k;tica, whatever in the world; a person, be he possessed 
of learning or wealth, anujanati, approves, be it know
ledge or wealth; tadaha, he then utters; om it; eva, only 
Om. So also in the Upani~ad it is found: (When Sakal
ya asks Yajiiavalkya, 'How many deities are there?', 
Yajiiavalkya replies) "The deities are thirtythree.' 
(Then Sakalya approvingly) said, 'Om' (Br. III. 9. 1). 
Similllrly, in common u~e also we find that when some
body is told, "I take away this wealth of yours' , he utters 
only "Om'. Therefore e$a, this; yat, that is consent; is u 
eva, verily; samrddhiJ;z, prosperity. That which is. con
sent is prosperity because consent has that (prosperity) 
as its basis. Since a prosperous man expresses his con
sent by uttering 'Om', therefore Om is possessed of the 
quality of prosperity. This is the meaning. 
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Being a meditator on Om as possessed of the quality 
of prosperity, one becomes endowed with that quality, 
(and having become so) bhavati, he becomes; sam
ardhayita ha vai, surely the enhancer; kamanam, of 
desires of the person for whom he undertakes the rites. 
The portion 'he who having this knowledge meditates 
on this Om as Udgitha', is to be understood as before 
(in I. 1.7). 

~ ;p;ft fcmr erffi1 ail fq(tlI'Jllct4f!f1 fqRl 
lT~fI~rq~~1i4~ftfilctlf~Hf:tOUqRl~ q~tll 
.11 ~ II 

9. These Vedic rites are begun with it. After ut
tering Om (the Adhvaryu) chants the hymns (for the 
gods), (the Hota) praises (the gods), (the Udgfitfi) 
sings. (These rites are meant) for the worship of this 
very Om. Through the greatness and essence of Om 
(are begun the rites enjoined by the Vedas). 

Now then, since Om is to be meditated on, it is being 
praised for the sake of inducement. How? Tena, with 
that letter Om which is under discussion; iyam trayf 
vidya, this knowledge of the three Vedas, viz Rg-Veda 
etc., that is to say, the rites enjoined through the knowl
edge of the Vedas (are begun). For it is not a fact that 
the knowledge of the Vedas itself is begun by chanting 
etc. but the well-known fact is that, what are so begun 
are the rites. How is it so? From the use of the indica
tive words (Iihga) 'Om iti, after uttering Om; (the 
Adhvaryu) asravayati, chants the hymns (for the gods); 
(the Hota) samsati, praises the gods; and (the Udgfitfi) 
udgiiyati, sings', it becomes understood that the Soma-
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yaga is meant. And those rites are meant apacityai, for 
the worship; etasya eva, of this ve'iy Om because it is a 
symbol of the supreme Self. The worship of that (Om) 
is surely (the worship) of the supreme Self. This is 
supported by the Smrti text, 'A person attains perfec
tion by worshipping Him through his own deeds' (B. G. 
XVIII. 46). Moreover, mahimnd, through the great
ness of this letter Om, that is to say, with the help of the 
vital forces of the priests and the persons for whom the 
rites are performed; and also rasena, with the essence 
of this letter Om, that is to say, with the oblations 
extracted from paddy, barley, etc. sacrifices and pour
ing of oblations are done with the letter (Om). And 
they (their results) reach the sun. From that springs up 
life and food, through the stages of rainfall etc. A 
sacrifice is performed with the vital forces and food. 
Therefore it is said (that sacrifices are performed) 
'through the greatness and essence of the letter Om.' 

~cqt ~ 4~('1acj ~ ~ ~ ~ I ;n;rr "« 
'fcmT i:4lfcttll ~ ~ fcttl41 ChilRt "':a:4tqPtq~l· 
$ eft4cti1i \4qfflRt &tra('1~c:II~H~qOQI~I;1 
cqcffir II ~ 0 II ~ Jl?ll{: ~: II ~ II 

to. Both he who knows this (Om) and he who does 
not, perform rites with that (Om). But knowledge and 
ignorance are different. Only that which is done with 
knowledge, faith and meditation, that alone becomes 
more powerful. This truly is the proximate exposition 
of this very letter Om. 

Now, the established fact that rites are to be per
formed by one who has the knowledge of Om, is being 
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questioned. Tena, with that Om; ubhau, both; yab, he 
who; veda, knows this Om as explained; ca, and; yab, 
he who; na veda, does not know the real nature of Om, 
but is cognisant of the rites: both of them perform the 
rites. 

Objection: To both of them the result will come from 
the very force of the rites. So what is the good of 
knowing the real' nature of Om? For it is matter of 
experience in the world that drinking myrobalan juice 
results in purging, both for one who knows about its 
juice and one who does not. 

Answer: This is not so because nana tu vidya ca 
avidya ca, knowledge and ignorance are certainly dif
ferent. 'Tu, but' is used for ruling out one of the alter
natives. The mere knowledge of Om only as a part of a 
rite, is not the same as knowing it as possessed of the 
qualities of being the quintessence, the fulfiller and 
prosperity. 

Objection: Whatthen? 
Answer: It (the latter knowledge) is greater even 

than that (partial knowledge). The idea is this: It is 
reasonable that the result (of the completeknowledge 
about Om) should be greater because of its being grea
ter than the partial (knowledge). It is indeed seen in the 
world that, as between a professional trader and a 
hunter, when trading in such jewels as topaz etc. the 
gain of the professional trader is greater because of his 
greater knowledge. Therefore, yadeva, only that rite; 
which karoti, one does; vidyaya, by becoming endow
ed with knowledge; sraddhaya, by becoming filled with 
faith; upani$ada, with meditation, i.e. by being asso
ciated with meditation; tat eva, that rite alone; bhavati, 

2 , 
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becomes; viryavattaram, more powerful, that is to say, 
productive of more results than the rites of the ignorant 
man. By declaring that the rite performed by the man 
of knowledge becomes more powerful. it is implied 
that the rite done by the ignorant man also is powerful. I 
And it is not that an ignor~nt man has no competence 
for performing rites, because in the section·(L 10. I} 
dealing with the story of U~asti, it is seen that even an 
ignorant man can become a priest in rites. To know Om 
as possessed of the qualities of being the quintessence, 
the accomplisher, and prosperity, constitutes a single 
·meditation because no other additional effort is seen to 
intervene. Since it is to be meditated on in various ways 
as possessed of many qualities, therefore, this eva, 
truly; upavyiikhyiinam, is the proximate exposition; 
etasya eva ak$arasya, of this very letter Om which is 
under discussion and which is called Udgitha. 

SECTION 2 

cfc:IltJ·U , .. w "afih ~ JU\illq(iQI~4 tcn 
~ftilql"'6S1(~~;U .. Al\4Pc4QUq ~ II ~ II 

1. When the gods and the demons,. who were both 
progeny of Prajapati, fought against each other, then, 
the gods took up the Udgitha with the belief, 'We shall 
defeat them with the help of this.' 

INothing enjoined in the scripture is to be totally rejected. When 
something is praised in comparison with another, it is to be under
stood only as a praise of the former and not as an actual condemna
tion of the latter. 
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Deviisurii/:z, the gods and the demons: The word deva 
is derived from tqe root div in the sense of shining. So it 
means the functions of the organs, which are illumined 
by the scriptures. The asuras are verily the normal, 
unillumined (ignorant) activities of the organs; oppos
ed to them (the de vas ) because they remain engrossed 
in the enjoyment of their own respective lives, i.e. in 
(their respective) diverse objects and vital functions. 
Ha vai are two indeclinable words both revealing an 
incident of the past. Yatra, with regard to which, in the 
matter of stealing away each other's property; sam
yetire- derived from the root yat with the prefix sam 
put before it, meaning 'fought'-, that is to say, they 
entered into war. The demons, the natural, unillumin
ed functions of the organs, became engaged in war for 
undermining those functions of the organs which are 
illumined (regulated) by scriptures. So also the gods, 
who are opposed to them and are possessed of the 
characteristics of light emerging from the understand
ing of subjects presented by the scriptures, became 
engaged in defeating the demons possessed of the na
tural characteristics of darkness. Thus the whole idea is 
this: From time immemorial a war, as it were, is conti
nuing in the bodies of all individual beings, between 
the gods and the demons, for the sake of defeating or 
winning over one another. That is being related here by 
the Upani~ad in the form of a story, by way of enjoining 
knowledge of the purification of the vital force for 
(arousing) discriminative knowledge about the rise of 
virtue and vice. 

Thus, ubhaye, both the gods and the demons; are 
prajapatya/:z, progeny of Prajapati, of a person compe-
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tent for rites and meditation. This accords with another 
Vedic text, 'A person himself is Uktha, and he is also 
the great Prajapati.' The opposing functions of the 
organs of that very person, those which follow the 
scriptures and those which follow their natural tenden
cies, are his progeny as it were because they arise from 
him. Tat, with regard to that matter of excellence and 
degradation; devii/:l ha, the gods of yore; iijarhu/:l, took 
up ; udgftham, the Udgitha, i.e. the function of the 
(priest) Udgata, as implied by the word Udgitha which 
is a part of the siima song. Since even that (function) 
cannot be taken up in isolation, the idea conveyed is 
that they took up such rites as Jyoti~~oma. 

Objection: Why did they take it up? 
Vediintin: The answer is, they had the idea, 'Anena, 

by this rite; abhibhavi$yiima/:l, we shall conquer; eniin, 
these demons.' 

off 1 .. ulllcttl 14lijl¥l~ni4ijQlftl'*4Rh~ (f~I'1{I: 
qla:t"il ftffcr!'d~"flit.n~ NlwRt ~ ;:{ ¥f.q ;:{ 
qla:t"il ~ m: II ~ II 

2. They meditated on the vital force in the nose ;;is 
Udgitha. (But) the demons afflicted it with vice. 
Therefore, through that (nose) one smells both the 
fragrant and the fetid .because this has been afflicted 
with vice. 

And when the gods were intent on taking up the rite 
that was to be performed with Udgitha, "then, through 
that portion of the siima song which is called Udgitha, 
te ha, they, the gods; upiisiimcakrire, meditated on; 
priilJ,am, the vital force; niisikyam, residing in the nose, 
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(i. e.) on the organ of smell possessed of consciousness; 
as udgitham, Udgitha, (Le.) as the performer of the 
Udgitha song. The meaning is that they meditated on 
the letter Om which is called Udgitha, by thinking of it 
as the vital force residing in the nose. For, (byexplain
ing) in this way there would be no rejection of the 
subject under discussion and taking up of a subject 
opposed to the context, because Om is the object of 
meditation in this context, as 'stated in the text, 'This 
truly is the proximate exposition of the letter Om' 
(I. 1. 10). 

Objection: Well, what you said is that they took up 
the priestly duty implied by the word Udgitha. Why 
then, do you say now that they meditated on Om by 
thinking of it as the vital force residing in the nose? 

Vedantin: There is ne such defect because what is 
intended here is not the meditation on an independent 
Om; but that Om which is an accessory of the part of 
the sarna song called Udgitha is to be meditated on as 
the deity vital force, during the performance of the 
very duty of the Udgata, of which the vital force is to be 
thought of as the performer. Therefore it has been 
aptly said that, with that end in view they took up the 
duty (of the Udgata). 

Tam, him, whom the gods had thus chosen as the 
singer of the Udgitha, and who is the bright deity called 
the vital force residing in the nose; asuriiJ;z, the demons 
who are naturally covered by darkness; vividhuJ;z, pier
ced, i.e. brought into association; papmana, with vice 
which originated from themselves and which consists in 
becoming associated with sin. Hi, for, the vital force 
residing in the nose, becoming puffed up with pride 
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that he smelt sweet odour only, and also attached (to 
that odour), had his power of discrimination weaken
ed. Because of this fault he came into contact with sin. 
This fact is being stated by saying, 'the demons afflicted 
(him) with vice.' Because he was afflicted with devilish 
vice, therefore, under the impulsion of that vice the 
vital- force, in the form of the organ of smell in air 
creatures, became the inhaler of stench. Piipmanii hi 
e$al) viddhal) , since this one has been afflicted with 
vice; therefore a person jighratf, inhales; ubhayam, 
both; surabhi ca durgandhi ca, fragrance and fetid; 
tena, through the vital force. The smelling of both is not 
what is intended, just as it is not in the Vedic text, 'He 
whose both oblations become polluted I •• This is-corro
borated by a similar Upaniliadic text where, in the same 
context, it is said, '(That evil is what we come across) 
when one smells improper things' (Sr. l. 3. 3), 

Wl , CllilIij~ft~¥jql~USii:4Rh~ m~I~~I: ql'4'11 
ftrFcf~RH""I'tt41~ _ ~ ~ ;sf QI'4'11 ~ 
ffqrll ~ II 

I In this Vedic text it is stated that, when oblation in the form of 
cakes or other things are offered, and both of them are polluted by 
the touch of crows etc. one has to expiate by offering food in five 
vessels to the deity Indra. Although the word 'both' is used in this 
text. it is not to be taken literally because the expiation relates to the 
pollution of only one kind of offering. Similarly, although the vital 
force was obliged to smell fetid because of being afflicted by vice still, 
the word 'both' is used to mean onJy fetid. There' is no need of 
mentioning the smelling of fragrance (which the vital force could do 
naturally). 

That the word 'both' is to be taken in the sense of 'one', viz. fetid, 
is supported by the Brhadarapyaka text quoted, which mentions only 
one. viz fetid. 
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3. Thereafter they meditated on (the organ of) 
speech as Udgitha, and the demons afflicted that 
(speech) with vice. Therefore one speaks with it both 
truth and untruth, because this has been afflicted with 
vIce. 

at~ 5 ~~Hi~~ n $U ilQ 1 {Oi 1'*'4 Rh~ ft41 tl'U : q 1 at ... 1 
fcIfcr~~{'4I:d~")~ q~~Rt ~~~;(hl i!41~~~;(lcl ~ 
qlctt=11 g.ftfi1:&:,( II ~ II 

4. Thereafter they meditated on the (organ of) vis
ion as Udgitha and the devils afflicted that (eye) with 
vice. Therefore one sees with it both which should be 
seen and which should not be seen, because this has 
been afflicted with vice. 

W.f 5 siI"41~n$U'lql{OiI'*'4Rh~ ft4I\1'U:qlat:ot1 

fcIfcr~~{'4lii.n~~ ~JonRt JJlCloncl Tn'*lCloncl ~ 
Qlctt=11 g.ftfl4,(11 ~ II 

5. Thereafter they meditated on the (organ of) hear
ing as Udgitha, and the demons afflicted that (hearing) 
with vice. Therefore one hears with it both which 
should be heard and which should not be heard, be
cause this has been afflicted with vice. 

at~ 5 lR ~n$U¥jQI{OiI'*'4Rh~ ft4I\1(I: qlat:otl 

ftrFcf~~f'tlii.n~~ {Oi'( .. ch(;q~a {Oi,<ti(fq;ftcl 
'alft'(,<fi(i<4;ftcl ~ Qlat=11 g.ftFi4,(11 ~ II 

6. Thereafter they meditated on the mind as Ud
githa, and the demons afflicted that with vice. There
fore, one thinks with it both which should be thought of 
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and that which should not be thought of, because this 
has been afflicted with vice. 

This discussion has been introduced by the U pani~ad 
with a view to realising the purity of the vital force 
residing in the mouth, so that it can be meditated on. 
So after examining the deities one by one, starting from 
the deity of the eye, they are rejected as they had been 
afflicted with devilish vice. The remaining portion~ viz 
"thereafter (the organs of) speech, vision, hearing, 
mind', etc. are similar. Even though the deities of 
touch, taste, etc.' are not mentioned, they are to be 
understood because of the other Upani~adic text, 
"Likewise, they also contaminated these (other) deities 
with evil' (Br. I. 3. 6). 

w.r , 1I' C(ClI~ ~: Ulol~ijC{!n?Olijqlfll3iiilRhl 
(f'!:. 81~~1 ~ fct«ui~4?01I~ql .. ql&OI'i(€l1 
Pc. Iii fld II \9 II 

7. Then they meditated on this very vital force in the 
mouth as Udgitha. Approaching him the demons were 
utterly destroyed as they (a lump of earth etc.) become 
destroyed by approaching an impenetrable rock. 

After rejecting the deities of smell etc. because of 
their being afflicted Dy devilish vice, atha, then, they 
meditated on this very vital force, which is well-known 
to be residing in the mouth, as Udgitha .. 8tvii, ap
proaching as before; tam, him; mukhyam priil)am, the 
vital force residing in the mouth; asura/:z, the demons; 
vidadhvamsu/:z ha, became utterly destroyed as a result 
of their mere intention, without harming the vital force 
even in the least. How did they become destroyed? 
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With regard to this an illustration is being given: Yathii, 
as in the world; [(Vii, by approaching; asmiinam, a 
rock; iikhaf)am, which is impenetrable-that which 
cannot be dug out even with a spade etc. and which 
cannot be split with a chisel is akhaf)al) (akhaf)am is the 
same as iikhaf)am); a clod of earth-(which term is 
understood) from the force of the context, as also on 
the basis of another Sruti-thrown at the rock with the 
intention of disintegrating it; vidhvamseta, gets itself 
destroyed, without affecting the rock in any way; in a 
similar way did they vidadhvamsul) , get destroyed. 
This is the meaning. Thus the vital force is quite pure as 
it had not been adversely affected by the demons. 

~ If?.U~ql ... ql&UI'i(e41 fcnq~l«f ~ 'tcr 1I 

fcl82f~m Cf l(ci~R qN f:blqqit q~'1qA:a«ltlfd 1I 

~S~ql&UI: II til 

8. Thus, just as it (a clod of earth) gets destroyed by 
approaching an impenetrable stone, similarly indeed, 
does he who entertain evil (thoughts) against a person 
having this kind of knowledge, as also he who injures 
him (who has this kind of knowledge) become destroy
ed (because) this person is like an impenetrable stone. 

This result accruing to a person who has this kind of 
knowledge and has become self-identified with the 
vital force, is being stated in '(as by approaching) aSmii
nam, a stone'. This indeed is the illustration: Evam ha 
vai, thus indeed; sal), he; vidhvamsate, become des
troyed-who is that man? The answer is-yal) , who; 
kiimayate, entertains; piipam, evil, desires to do what is 
unbefitting; evamvidi. against a person having the 
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knowledge of the vital force as stated. Yab ca, and he 
who; abhidiisati, injures, harms, i.e. does such acts as 
abusing, assaulting, etc.; enam, this person who has the 
knowledge of the vital force, he also becomes destroy
ed in this very way. This is the meaning. Since he is 
knower of the vital force, having become self-identifi
ed with it, he is, as it were, aimiikha"ab, an impene
trable stone, -i.e. unassailable. 

Objection: Is it not that the vital force residing in the 
nose is as much of the nature of air as that residing in 
the mouth? In that case, how can it be that the vital 
force residing in the nose has been afflicted by sin, but 
not that which resides in the mouth, though a vital 
force itself? 

Vedantin: There is no such defect. On the other 
hand, that which resides in the nose is afflicted (by 
devilish sin) because of the defects of its location and 
nature of instrumentality, although essentially it is (the 
same) air. But it is logical that the vital force in the 
mouth is not afflicted because that (defect) is not pos
sible (in its case) and because of (its) location and deity 
being stronger. As for instance, a carpenter's adze etc. 
performs a special kind of work when in the, hands of a 
trained man, but not so when in the hands of others. 
Similarly, the deity of smell is afflicted because of its 
association with the impure organ of smell, but not so 
the vital force residing in the mouth. 

~a~ .. ~ ;r ~ f4\i1 .... NQidQICIOfI tN ~ 
lI«,ufd lIfNcqfd a~M'=J4'UII;Wcdd I 't@1l 
l(cU:ftfflSf6nJhffi.QRl aa.««I(fQcU:ftd lfff II ~ II 
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9. Through it neither fragrance nor fetid is smelt at 
all because it is not afflicted by sin. Whatever a person 
eats or drinks through that vital force, he nourishes the 
other vital forces with that. At the end, not getting this 
very one, does a person leave the body. At the end he 
does surely open his mouth. 

Since the vital force in the mouth is not afflicted (by 
devilish sin) therefore, na vijiiniiti eva, one does not 
perceive at all; surabhi durgandhi, fragrance or fetid; 
etena, through it. A person does perceive them both 
surely through the organ of smell. Therefore e$al)., it 
(the vital force in the mouth); is apahatapiipmii, unaf
flicted by sin; hi, because the actions following from sin 
are not perceived in it. The. word apahatapiipmii is 
derived in the sense of that from which piipmii, sin, is 
apahatal)., removed, eliminated, destroyed. That is, it 
is very pure. (It is so) also because the vital force in the 
mouth is not self-nourishing in the same way as the 
organs of smell etc. are self-nourishing owing to their 
attachment to (perception of) good qualities etc. What 
then? It serves all. How? The answer is: Yat, whatever; 
a person asniiti, eats; or pibati, drinks; tena, through 
that vital force in the mouth; avati, he nourishes; ita
riin, others, the organs of smell etc.; tena, with those 
things eaten or drunk with the help of the vital force. 
The idea is that their continuance is ensured by that 
indeed. Therefore the vital force (in the mouth) is the 
nourisher of a11, and hence it is pure. 

Again, how is it known that these (other organs) 
have their existence through food and drink taken by 
the vital force in the mouth? 
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The answer is: Antata/:l, at the end, at the time of 
death; all the organs counting from that of smell, ut
kriimati, leave the body; avittvii, by not getting; etam, 
this one, the action of the vital force residing in the 
mouth-that is to say, food and drink-, because one 
who is devoid of the vital force can neither eat nor 
drink. As a consequence, at that time the departure of 
the aggregate of organs of smell etc. is well-known. 
Since at the time of departure of the vital force it is seen 
that there is a hankering for food, therefore, a person 
vyiidadiiti eva, does surely open his mouth. That in
deed is a sign of the man departing from the body not 
having acquired food. 

n~ 8~1'(1 ~ft$Qijql~lWih ~ l(cUs:PH~ 
q;:q;d~n41~: II ~o II 

10. In days of yore, Angira meditated on him 
(the vital force) as Udgitha. They think of him indeed 
as iihgirasa because he is the essence of the ahgas 
(limbs). 

In days of yore, Baka Dalbhya who is mentioned 
later, upiisiiricakre, meditated on; tam, him; priiT)am, 
the vital force in the mouth; as udgftham, Udgitha 
possessed of the qualities of being Aitgira. Similarly, 
he (Baka) meditated on the vital force as Brhaspati and 
Ayasya. 

This is how some construe this text on the force of 
the statement (in the following texts), 'They think of 
this very vital force which is the essence of the limbs, as 
Brhaspati and as residing in the mouth.' This can be so 
if the meaning of the Upani~dic text as it stands, is 
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impossible. But even if the vital force as a. r# is en
joined (in the text) still, it becomes meaningful, as we 
find in another Vedic text, 'This vital force which is of 
this kind, is called Satarci although he is (li.' Similarly, 
in the middle portion starting from the second ma1;Jt)ala 
of the Aitareya section) the Veda mentions the r#s 
Grtsamada, Visvamitra, Vamadeva, and Atri as the 
vital force. Similarly, for the sake of realising identity 
with the vital force, this text also mentions as the vital 
force, these r#s, viz Ailgira, Brhaspati, and Ayasya, 
who meditated on the vital force. And this also accords 
with such uses as, 'The vital force is the father, the vital 
force is the mother', etc. Therefore, the meaning is that 
the (# named Ahgira, becoming identified with the 
vital force itself, meditated on himself as the vital force 
which is (possessed of the quality of being) iingirasa, 
(the essence of all the limbs) and Udgitha. Yat, ·be
cause; sab, he (the vital force) is iingirasa, the essence 
of all the limbs as the vital force of them all, so he is 
called Ahgirasa. 

W;r ~~ W 18WRt~ftil~I~I:;aih l@1l ~ 
18WM q;:q;ij cuflll __ ~ ~ tIM: II ~ ~ II 

W;r ~~ 81ql~ ~ftilllql~l:;aih ~ t(cllql~ 
q;:q;a 3U~ltI«qa II ~~ II 

11. That being so, Brhaspati meditated on him as 
Udgitha. They think of him indeed as Brhaspati, lord 
of the great, because speech is great, and of that speech 
this (vital force) is the lord. 

12. That being so, they meditated on the vital force 
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as the sage Ayasya identified with Udgitha. Him in
deed they think of as Ayasya because he proceeds from 
the mouth. 

Since he is pati, lord of speech which is great (brha 
ti), therefore he is called Brahaspati. Similarly, yat, 
because; he ayate, proceeds (emerges); asyat, from the 
mouth, therefore the r$i called Ayasya is the same as 
the vital force. This is the meaning. So the idea con
veyed is that any other meditator also should medi
tate on himself as identified with the vital force which is 
U dgitha and is possessed of the qualities of being Angi
rasa (the essence of all the limbs) 

~ W~ 1 .a «I~ f4C(.~q:;. ~ I 1I '8 
4fqtfttU;Jtlij~lIdl ~ 1I , ~CJq: 
Chlql;Jt.illilfd .. ~111 

13. That being so, Baka Dalbhya knew him. He 
became the singer of Udgitha song for those who were 
in the Naimisa forest. He sang (the Udgitha spng) for 
fulfilling their desires. 

Not only did the r# Ailgira and others meditate (on 
the vital forces), but Baka DaIbhya, son of Dalbha, 
also vidii1icakllra, knew, realised; tam, him, the vital 
force as already described. And he, after having the 
realisation, became the singer of Udgitha for naimi
siyiiniim, the persons in the Naimisa forest, who were 
engaged in a prolonged rite. Through his power of 
having realised the vital force, sal), he; agayati sma. 
sang; for fulfilling kaman, the desires; ebhyal) , of these 
people in the Naimisa forest. 
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3f1amt, 1 cl Cfilql4, \tqld 11 _ 

Pctl'''~(ij~ftilijqltd ,('4iIQl~i(1I ~~ II lfir flffiq: 
~:II~II 

14. He who, having this knowledge about the vital 
force, meditates on the letter Om which is Udgitha, 
becomes the fulfiller of desires by singing the Udgitha 
song. This (meditation) is on the personal level. 

Similarly, any other person ya!), who; evam vidwin, 
having this knowledge; upiiste, meditates on; ak$aram, 
the letter Om; udgftham, called Udgitha, as the vital 
force possessed of the above qualities; bhavati va;, 
surely becom~s; kamanam agata, fulfiller of desires by 
singing the Udgitha song. For him this tangible result is 
mentioned. But the unseen result is the self-identifica
tion with the vital force, which fact stands established 
according to another Vedic tex~, 'Becoming transform
ed into a deity he attains the deities' (Br. IV. 1. 2). This 
is the purport. Iti adhyiitmarn, this is on the personal 
level. This conclusion by saying that this is a meditation 
on Udgitha on the personal level, is meant for drawing 
the reader's attention to the meditation on the divine 
plane which is going to be stated. 

SECTION 3 wnf. 11 ~ ~ dij~ftil'lq-l~mCl.q1 
~ JNtI~ a<t!lIqld I au~~ 'qQqqs:<"Qqpjl 1 t 
cqQt<Q dq~ \:leila 11 ~ ~ II ~ II 
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1. Hereafter is (the meditation on) the divine plane. 
One should meditate on him indeed who shines, as 
Udgitha. As it (the sun) rises up it verily sings the 
Udgitha song for all creatures. As it rises up it dispells 
darkness and fear. He who has this knowledge, surely 
becomes the destroyer of darkness and fear. 

Atha, hereafter; adhidaivatam, is (the meditation 
on) the divine plane. The meaning is that meditation 
on Udgitha in relation to gods is being introduced since 
Udgitha has to be meditated on in various ways. Yah 
eva, he who, indeed; tapati, shines as; asau, that sun; 
tam, him (the sun); updsfta, one should meditate on; 
udgftham, as Udgitha. The idea is that one should 
meditate on Udgitha by looking upon it as the sun. 

Objection: Since in the text, 'tam udgftham, him as 
Udgitha', the word Udgitha stands for the letter Om, 
how can it be used with regard to the sun? 

Veddntin: The answer is Udyan, as it (the sun) rises 
up; e$ah, this one (the sun); udgiiyati vai, verily sings 
the Udgitha song; prajiibhyah, for all creatures. He 
sings for the production of· food for the creatures. 
Unless he rises there can be no ripening of paddy etc. 
Therefore he (the sun) seems to be singing for them 
just as the (real) singer of Udgitha does for food. 
Therefore the sun is Udgitha. This is the idea. More
over, udyan, as it rises up; apahanti, it dispells; tamal), 
darkness; and bhayam, fear arising in creatures froin 
that darkness. Yah, he who; evam veda, knows the sun 
as possessed of such qualities; surely bhavati, becomes 
apahantd, the destroyer; bhayasya, of fear in the form 
of his own birth and death; and tamasah, of darkness, 
of ignorance which is the cause of that fear. 
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eq ... ~ '(414 _ :an&J~sqij8l~sm ~ 
$ffi"".i.i~ ~ lfW Jh'4'tct~ ~ a~'il' 
l{dfqqqy; =a1ct!ft$QijQ.ma II ~ II 

2. Surely this one is similar to that one. This one is 
warm (and) that one is warm. They speak of this one as 
moving on, and they speak of that one as moving on 
and coming back. Therefore, this one as also that one is 
surely to be meditated on as Udgitha. 

Although the vital force and the sun seem to be 
different owing to the difference in location still, that is 
not a real difference between them. How? 

Samanal) u eva, surely equal: The vital force is surely 
similar to the sun in point of quality; ca, and the sun 
similar to the vital force; because ayam, this vital force; 
is U$!Jal) , warm; ca, and; asau, that sun; u.p;tal), is warm. 
Moreover, they aca/qate, speak; imam, of this one, the 
vital force; as svaral) , moving on. Similarly, (they 
speak of) amum, that one, the sun; svaral) iti, as mov
ing on; and pratyiisvaral), as coming back, since the 
vital force only moves on, but when dead it does not 
come back. However, the sun, having set down comes 
back day after day. Therefore it is (spoken of as) 
pratyasvaral), coming back. Hence, as regards (their) 
nature and (descriptive) terms, the vital force and the 
sun are similar. Therefore, etam, this vital force; ca 
amum, and that sun should be meditated on as Udgitha 
because of their intrinsic non-difference. 

~ ~ a.n .. qcnct!ft$QijQ.ma lfl JUfO.fd If 
:ATUit lI«QIPtRt msqr.r: I ~ lJ: 14IUIIQI .. cn: ~: 

3 
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'" ail'" 11 15IIR: m ~I d~I«RIOI-
iI .. q, .. ;q,ii4QAlau,dttll ~ II 

3. Now, verily, Vyana itself is to be meditated on as 
_Udgitha. Indeed, that one exhales is Pnlpa, and that 
one inhales is Apana. Hence that which is the conflu
ence of Prapa and Apana is Vyana. That which is 
Vyana is viik (speech). Therefore one utters his speech 
without exhaling or inhaling. 

By the word atha khalu, now, verily, is spoken the 
meditation on Udgitha in a different manner. Vyana 
itself, whose nature will be spoken of and which is a 
particular function ofthe vital force, upiisfta. should be 
meditated on as Udgitha. 

Presently its real nature is being ascertained. Yat vai, 
that indeed, the fact that a person; prii!Jiti, exhales, 
blows out air through his mouth and nostrils.; sab prii
!Ja/:l, that is a particular function of air called Prapa. 
Yat, that, tht? fact that a person; apiiniti, inhales, draws 
in air through those very mouth and nostrils; sab apii
nab, that is the function called Apana. What follows 
from that? The answer is: Atha, then; yab, that which 
is; the sandhiJ), confluence; prii!Jiipiinayob. of Prapa 
and Apana of the above characteristics, a particular 
function between them; sab, that is; vyiinab, Vyana. 
Because of this special definition by the Upani~ad, the 
import is that this (Vyana) is not the Vyana well-known 
in the scriptures of the Sankhyas and others. 

Objection: Why again, is the meditation on Vyana 
spoken of with so much diligence, having given up 
Prapa and Apana? 

Veddntin: Because it is the cause for performance of 
acts requiring great effort. 
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Objection: How does it become the cause for per
forming acts requiring great effort? 

Vedantin: The answer to this is being given. Ya~, 
that which is; vyanab, Vyana; sab, that is; vlik, speech 
because speech is a product of Vyana. Since speech is 
accomplished by Vyana, tasmlit, therefore; abhivyiiha
rati, a person utters his speech; aprli!)an anaplinan, 
without exhaling or inhaling, by discontinuing the 
function of Prapa and Apana. 

lIT cUCfflcfa~14IIOlil:tql:tfi4tt~a:U6dd 1.1Ckr-
~ d~I4IIOlil:tql:t44ltt f1l4R1 4('t11tt l' 
~ft$QRt~I4IIOlil:tql:tit~iI4R1II ~ II 

4. That which is speech is Rk. Therefore a person 
utters Rk (mantra) without exhaling or inhaling. That 
which is~k is Sarna. Therefore a person sings Sarna 
without exhaling or inhaling. That which is Sarna is 
Udgitha. Therefore one sings Udgitha without exhal
ing or inhaling. 

Similarly one accomplishes the Rk (mantra) which is 
a special form of speech, the Sarna which is established 
on Rk, and the Udgitha song which is part of the slima 
song without exhaling or inhaling, i.e. through Vyana 
itself. 

am 41;<Q;<QIM c:il4cd~t ChlflfOl lI$QllIq"""':tttl~: 
lR'Oi Cief£l~ attqtt~JiiIOlil:tql:t,!{~IPt 
Ch~~df£l iffla:fI~~ft$Q~~ II ~ II 

5. As distinguished fmm these, all other works 
which require great effort, as for instance, lighting a 
fire by rubbing together two pieces of wood (lira!)i), 
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running towards a goal, bending a strong bow, one 
does without inhaling or exhaling. Because of this rea
son one should meditate on Vyana itself as Udgitha. 

Not only the utterance of speech etc. (are done 
without inhaling or exhaling) but atal) , as distinguished 
from these; anyani, other; karma1')i, works also; yani, 
which; vfryavanti, require great effort, which are ac
complished with an intensity of effort; yatha, as for 
instance; agnel) manthanam, lighting a fire by rubbing 
two pieces of wood; sara1')am, running towards; ajel), a 
goal; ayamanam, bending, drawing; drf)hasya dhanu
$al), a sturdy bow; karoti, one does; tani, those works; 
apra1;lan, without inhaling or exhaling. So, as compar
ed with the function of Prapa etc. Vyana has a special
ity. Since meditation on a superior thing has greater 
result, as in the case of worshipping a king, etasya 
hetol), for this reason; upiisfta, one should meditate; 
vyanam eva, on Vyana itself; udgftham, as Udgitha, 
but not any other function (of the vital force). The 
result is that it makes an action more powerful. 

. 3t?J &(fJ.ct!ftvn_H.u~l'utihflct!ft~ lfff JnUf 
t(c:fhiUUi=t ,ffleslVi cunftrf.:an , ftR $N.=a~sit 
~~~Qvad'lII~11 

6. Now, one should surely meditate on the letters of 
Udgitha, which are ut, gf and tha. Prapa is certainly ut 
because one rises with the help of Prapa .. Speech is·gf 
because they speak of speech as gf. Food is tha because 
all these ar.e based on food. 

Atha, now; khalu, certainly; upiisfta, one should me
ditate on; udgftha/qaram, on the letters of Udgitha. 
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Lest one should understand by this the letters con
stituting the part of the sama song called Udgitha, 
therefore they are being specified as ut, gr and tha, i.e. 
the letters forming the name ·Udgitha'. By the medita
tion on the letters of a name the meditation on the 
possessor of the name will also be accomplished, as in 
the case of so and so Misra l • Pra1J,a eva ut, one should 
think of the letter ut as Prapa. How can Prapa be ut? 
The answer is being given: Hi, because; all utti$thati, 
rise up; p,.(1)ena~ with (the help of) Prapa, for it is seen 
that a man becomes languid when he loses his vital 
force. Therefore there does exist a simIlarity between 
ut and Prapa. Vak gr/:z, speech is gr; ha, because;_cul
tured people acak$ate. refer to; vak speech; as giral)" 
gi/:z. Similarly, annam, food; is tham, tha, because all 
these are based (sthitam)2 on food. Therefore there is a 
similarity between food and the letter tha. 

dlcfr~ft$ 1'ft: ~ sqqlla;N ~-
iICjainm,,"~ {oUqa« l(c:lttl,!i~ 4ft5li.a«~ 
~Q~ c"4~d ~ cm:n ~Silcn"ill~ "'Elm II 
i(dl;:Qci R1ili({!ftSQ1fI.HIO~I~ ~ftsq ~ II \911 

7. Heaven indeed is ut, space is gr, earth is tha. The 
sun indeed is ut, air is gr, and fire is tha.:Sama-Veda 

I As for instance: Somebody whose family title is Misra (in singular 
number) may be referred to as so and so Misra (in the plural number) 
for expressing respect, according to the grammatical rule that the 
plural number can be used to show honour. The name being thus 
referred to respectfully, the person himself becomes honoured 
thereby.-A. G. 

2The word sthita is derived from the root sthii which contains tha. 
The similarity is shown in this way. 
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verily is ut, Yajur-Veda is gI, and Rg-Veda is tha. The 
milk that speech possesses, it offers that milk to him 
who, having known these letters in these ways, medi
tates on the letters of Udgitha which are ut, gI, and tha; 
and he becomes possessed of food and an eater of food. 

The similarity of the three letters as revealed by the 
Vedic text are to be understood with regard to the 
remaining ones also in the same manner. Dyaul) eva ut, 
heaven indeed is ut because its position is high; an
tarik$am gfl), space is gf because it (seems to) swallow 
up (gira~a) all the worlds. Prthivf tham, earth is tha 
because creatures stay on it. Adityal) eva ut, the sun 
indeed is ut because it is high up. Vayul) gfl), air is gf 
because it swallows up fire etc. Agnil) tham, fire is tha 
because it is the place (avasthana) of sacrificial acts. 
Siimavedal) eva ut, Sarna-Veda verily is ut because it is 
praised as heaven 1• Yajurvedal) gfl), Yajur-veda is gf 
because offerings made with Yajur-mantras are swal
lowed by the deities. 8gvedastham, Rg-Veda is tha 
because the sarna song is established on Rk mantras. 

Now is being stated the result of meditation on the 
letters of Udgitha: Asmai, to him, to the meditator; 
dugdha (should be dogdhi), offers the milk. Who does 
so? Speech. What (does it offer)? Milk. What is that 
milk? The answer is, yo vaco dohal) , the milk that 
speech possesses. The idea is (that milk consists of) the 
result produced by the words of the Rg-Veda etc. That 
(which is the) milk of speech, vak (speech) itself offers 
that (milk}-vak milks itself. Moreover, yal), he who; 

'Sama-Veda is praised as heaven in the text, 'Sama-Vedas are 
heaven.'-A. G. 
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vidvan, having known; etani, these which are mention
ed; udgftha-ak.~aral)i, as the letters of Udgitha; evam, 
in this way, as possessed of the qualities already men
tioned; upaste, meditates on; udgitha iti, ut, gi, and tha; 
bhavati, he becomes; annavan, possessed of food, pos
sessed of plenty offood; and annadal) , an eateroffood, 
possessed of digestive power. 

3l?f «l(rcU~ft: fl1i4'6QfHOIl4h:gQ,mfl -a:r lRRT 
+ffl&:l;'t::C;U"'('ftlqlqQla~11 Gil 

8. Now (is stated) the plenitude of desires. One 
should meditate on things to be pursued. One should 
think of that Sarna through which he is engaged in 
pralsmg. 

Atha khalu, now indeed (is stated) the way in which 
is accomplished; Mil) samrddhil), plenitude of desires 
(desirable things). The words 'that is being stated' are 
to be understood at the end of the sentence. Upasaral)
ani, things to be pursued, followed, meditated on (
these are to be meditated on). How? Iti upiisita, they 
are to be meditated on thus: As to that, for instance, 
yena sarnna, the sarna song through which; the singer 
of the Udgitha sto$yan syat, is engaged in praising; 
upadhavet, he should pursue, think of; tat sarna, that 
Sarna along with (its) origin, (metre, presiding deity) 
etc. 

4fQl*i~ fll'ri 4«'QQ ~ ~ a-afllqA:t~
&:I4C4I~1 ~II , II 

9. One should think of the RIc-mantra (on which 
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that Sarna is established), that r# in whose name the 
ma'!t~a stands, (and) the deity whom one is engaged in 
pralsmg. 

Upadhiivet, one should think of; tam ream, that Rk 
also; yasyiim rei, on which ~k that Sarna (is establish
ed) along with the deities and others. And (one should 
think of) tam r#m, that r# also; yat ar$eyam, in the 
name of which r# that Sarna stands; (and one should 
think of) tiim devatiim, that deity; yam devatam, of 
which deity; abhisto$yan syiit, one is engaged in 
pralsmg. 

-Q;J ~I ffflfZl44I'\1T.U< ~ fffiq"f 
fffl&:lQIUI: ~~ ffflq~gUClt(11 ~ 0 II 

10. One should think of that metre through which 
one is engaged in p~aising. One should pursue that 
group of hymns through which one is engaged in prais
mg. 

Upadhiivet, one should think of; tat chandalJ" that 
metre, Gayatri etc.; yena chandasii, through which; 
sto$yan syiit, one is engaged in praising. Upadhiivet, 
one should think of; yena stomena sto$yam(1)alJ, syat, 
that group of hymns through which one is engaged in 
praising. Since the result of singing the hymns goes to 
the singer himself>-the Atmanepada suffix is used in 
sto$ymii1)al) . 

lri R\Jlqftt~fZl44I:61 R~I'lqtflat(11 ~ ~ II 
11. One should think of that direction of which one 

is engaged in praising. 
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Yam disam, etc.-one should think of that direction, 
along with the presiding deities, (special qualities of 
the directions) etc. of which one is engaged in praising. 

~Q. " ail(CII'1Q'flfl aq~(if 'k!qifl ~ utltli[Qq~l-

S~ ~ ~ lr CfiIlf: lI1I. tI(€hlq: t1ct1altt 
ti<'ifiIQ: f1cilaRiIi ~~ II ~~: ~: II ~ II 

12. At the end, while thinking of one's own desire, 
one should, thinking of oneself,. praise without falter
ing; in which case, for him whatever desire he has 
becomes plentiful--with whatever desire he pr.lises, 
with whatever desire he praises. 

(After having meditated as stated above) .beginning 
with sama songs etc. antata/:t, at the end; upasrtya, 
thinking of; atmiinam, himself along with his lineage, 
name, etc.; the Udgata stuvfta, should praise; kiimam 
dhyayan, while thinking of his desire; apramattal;r, 
without faltering, i.e. without committing any mistake 
with regard to vowels, aspirates and consonants. Yat, 
in which case; asmai, for him, for a man who has this 
knowledge; abhyasal;r, quickly indeed; sal;r kiimal;r, that 
desire; samrddhyeta, shall become plentiful. What (de
sire) is it? Yat kamal;r, whatever desire he has, what
ever desire this person has. The repetition of 'with 
whatever desire he praises' is for showing interest in 
the subject. 

SECTION 4 

a{j fq~fI«a:t ~'lc{! ni4ijQ Ifftffi fldtl ~ IIti Itt ~
Qa.:U84I'1i(11 ~ II 
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1. One should meditate on the letter Om which is 
U dgitha because one starts singing of the U dgitha song 
after (uttering) Om. Of that the proximate exposition 
(is this). 

By the words, 'om iti etat alqaram', the letter Om 
which was under discussion is referred to again so that, 
because of the intervening meditations on the letters of 
the Udgitha etc. a misunderstanding that some other 
topic is being discussed may not arise. The commence
ment here is made for enjoining meditation on Om 
which was already under discussion, as possessed of the 
quality of immortality and fearlessness. The portion 
"the letter Om', etc. has already been explained (see I. 
1. 1). 

tcn. ifNlfil\4d\il4f ftft1T J"~"tR "ftI~
iUi«ii;:q~f\1~iUi«ii,!(+riiU<'" &<~'(ll ~ Ii 

2. The deities, indeed, being afraid of Death en
tered into the Vedic rites. They covered (themselves) 
with the metre. The metre (chandas) came to be known 
so because they (the' gods) covered (acchadayan) 
themselves with these, 

DevalJ, va;, the deities, indeed; bibhyatalJ" being af
raid; mrtyo/:l, of Death, of the killer- what did they 
do? the answer is: praviSan, they entered into; trayim 
vidyam, the knowledge of the three Vedas, the rites 
enjoined by the three Vedas. That is to say, they start
ed performing Vedic rites thinking that to be the pro
tection against death. 

Moreover, te, they.; iicchiidayan, covered themselves 
in other forms of rites; chandobhil;a, with metres, "re-
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peating and pouring oblations with mantras which are 
not used in rites. Yat, since; iicchiidayan, they covered 
themselves; ebhil) mantrail), with these mantras; tat, 
therefore; the quality chandasiim, of the metres; 
chandastvam, of being a cover l is certainly we 11-
known. 

~ mT 'lii4vn q(\iC4'l«cfa qi'lq,aacl q4q~Ci~ 
fi.fl:t .1 off ~ ~~~ ~: til'*' ~: 
tcI,(ihl :A'~"'II ~ II 

3. As somebody sees a fish in water, similarly, 
Death saw them there in the J;Uc., Saman, and Yajus. 
They also, having known this, went up from ~k, Sa
man, Yajus, and surely entered only into the vowel 
(Om). 

Yathii, as in the world; a fisherman matsyam, (sees) a 
fish; udake, in water, in shallow water, considering it to 
be capable of being caught with an angle or by draining 
off water; so also mrtyul), Death; paryap~yat, saw
he thought of them as capable of being caught through 
the process of exhaustion (of the result) of their work. 
Where did he see the gods? That is being said: !Jet. 
siimni yaj~i, in ~k, Saman, and Y~jus, i.e. in the rites 
associated with J;Uc., Saman, and Yajus. Te nu deviil), 
they, the gods also, having become purified by Vedic 
rites, having their minds clean, knew the intention of 
Death. And viditvii, having known this; they urdhviil), 
went up, became detached from all the rites, from J;Uc., 

'The word chanti.as, metre, is derived from the root chand, which 
also means 'to cover'. 
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Saman, and Yajus, i.e. from the rites that are con
nected with :Rk, Yajus, and Samano Losing hope of 
escaping from the fear of Death through that rite, and 
having given up that rite, priiviSan eva, they surely 
entered into; svaram, the vowel (Om), the letter (Om) 
referred to by the word svara and possessed of the 
quality of immortality and fearlessness. They became 
engaged in the meditation on Om only. The word eva, 
surely, is used in the sense of exclusive detemlination, 
and it rules out the idea of combination (of rites and 
meditation). So the meaning is, they became engaged 
in meditation on it alone. 

~ en 5IiiIqlcn&1lfq~c"M~cH~q~ ~Ii\c\ 
~ 3 m qad«$~qd«¥idqqq d&~~4 ~ 
311f'T ~ 3t .... ct,11 ~ II 

4. Whenever one acquires the ~k-mantras through 
study, one does verily utter Om with adoration. So in 
the case of Saman, and so in the case of Yajus. That 
which is this letter (Om), this is indeed the vowel; this 
one" is immortal, this is fearless. Entering there the 
gods became immortal and fearless. 

How again, is the letter (Om) called svara (vowel)l? 
The answer is: Yadii vai, whenever; iipnoti, one ac
quires (by study); rcam, the ~k-mantras; eva, verily; 
atisvarati, one utters (the vowel) Om with adoration. 
So also in the cases of Saman and Yajus. 

£$al) u eva svaral), this is tndeed the vowel (utter
ance). Which one is that? Yat etat ak$aram, that which 

IThe word sI'ara may mean both 'vowel' and 'utterance'. 
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is this letter (Om). Etat, this one; is amrtam, immortal; 
abhayam, fearless. Tat praviSya, entering there; deviil;t, 
the gods; became amrtiil;t, immortal; and abhaYdl;t, 
fearless, in conformity with its qualities. 

1I If ~ ~il::ta.rt Jliuft('Q('facU~'t. 
~{q'idqcqq Jlifc1~lfa d&fc14Ri 4CW('f1 ~ql{O(1«¥tffl 
\fq fa ·11 '-\ II lM.: ~: II ~ II 

5. He who, having known this letter thus, praises 
(this letter Om), he enters into this very letter which is 
the vowel (Om) that is immortal and fearless. Having 
entered it he becomes immortal like the gods. 

Sal;t yal;t, anyone else who, like the gods themselves; 
etat ak$aram evam vidviin, having known this letter 
thus as possessed of the qualities of being immortal and 
fearless; prar.rauti, praises (it); he also, in that way 
praviSati, enters into; etat eva, this very; ak$aram, let
ter; svaram, which is the vowel (Om); that is amrtam, 
immortal; and abhayam, fearless. By the word 'praise', 
what is meant here is meditation itself. As in the case of 
people who entered a king's palace, there can be a 
classification like 'inner' and 'outer' groups (of 
people), there can be no division into 'inner' and 'ou
ter' groups in the case of Brahman. What then? Tat 
pravisya, having entered it; yat amrtdl;t, devdl;t, by the 
very immortality through which the gods became im
mortal; he also, being possessed of that very kind of 
immortality, bhavati, becomes; tat amrtal;t, immortal 
like them. The idea is that with regard to his immortal
ity there is neither any paucity nor excess. 
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SECTION 5 

~ ~ 1I ~fttl: ~ gUlen 1I RUTCf: If ~ftf.l 
~ en 3UFcli'Q ~fttl 'Q!f RUTCf an fqRt 1Jq 
tctGkt II ~ II 

1. Now then, that which is Udgitha is Prapava 
(Om); that which is Prapava is Udgitha. In this way, 
this yonder sun indeed is Udgitha, and this one is 
Prapava because it moves by uttering Om. 

The meditation on Udgitha by looking upon it as the 
vital force and the sun has already been stated. Now, 
after a reference to that meditation and accepting the 
identity of Prapava (Om) and Udgitha, it is to be stated 
that the meditation on Om is productive of many child
ren when the meditation is undertaken by looking 
upon it (Om) as possessed of the quality of multifari
ousness like that of the vital forces and the rays of the 
sun. Hence (the following) is begun. 

Atha khalu, now then; yab udgithal), that which is 
Udgitha; sab prar.zavab, that is Prapava of the~g
Vedins. And that which is Prapava for them is itself 
spoken of as Udgitha in the Chandogya. Asau vai 
ddityal), the yonder sun, indeed, is Udgitha; and e$ab 
pra1;Zaval) , this one is Prapava. Although among the 
~g-Vedins it is called Prapava still, it is none other 
(than that Udgitha). How can the sun be Udgitha? 
Because e$a/J., this one (the sun); eti, moves; svaran, 
while uttering the letter Om which is called Udgitha. 
Svaran is taken as 'uttering' because verbal roots have 
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different meanings. Or it (svaran) may mean 'while 
going". Therefore the yonder sun is Udgitha. 

~ l(ctI8QiCf'nR:t4 dtltl;qq (qqcN$1d 1 
q;I.ndFcfi: ,!,,~cnTA ~ qlilcf(fcUllcn cl off 
\t rc.&:I~ih'4 fIItctdi( II ~ II 

2. 'Verily I sang directly of this one itself. Therefore 
you are my only (son).' Kausitaki said this to his son. 
'You meditate on the rays, you will have many (sons) 
indeed'. This is on the divine plane. 

'Eva, verily; aham, I; abhyagiis~am, directly sang; 
etam, of this one; u, itself, i.e. I meditated without 
making distinction between the sun and its rays. Tas
miit, because ofthat reason; tvam, you; asi, are; mama, 
my; ekal), only son.' Kausitaki, the son of Kusitaka; 
uviica, said; iti, this; putram, to his son. 'Atal), there
fore; tvam, you; paryiivartayiit (should be paryiivartaya 
because it is connected with tvam), meditate repeated
ly; rasmin, on the rays and on the sun, thinking of them 
as different. In this way te, your; putriil), sons; bha
visyanti, will be; bahaval), many; vai, indeed.' This is 
on the divine plane. 

at"ITUlIN If l(Cllfl ~: JilIOIRl'l~ftaaijQl\ftM
flrrff 1lN ~ ~ M II ~ II 

3. Hereafter starts (meditation on) the personal 
plane. On that which is the vital force in the mouth, one 

·While going the sun utters as it were, the letter Om for the sake of 
ordering the activities of the creatures. 
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should meditate as Udgitha. This one also moves while 
uttering Om. 

Atha, hereafter (the meditation on); adhytltmam, 
the personal plane is being started. Yab eva ayam, that 
which is ... etc. is to be interpreted as before. Similarly 
e$ab hi, this vital force also; eti, moves; svaran, while 
uttering Om. The idea is that it moves uttering Om by 
way of ordering the organs of speech etc. as it were, to 
function. Indeed, at the time of death people staying 
nearby de not hear the utterance of Om by the vital 
force. Because of this similarity the utterance of Om in 
the case of the sun also is to be understood to be merely 
in the sense of an order. 

~ l(ql8Quti llfllfi d~I;qQ (Eijqwsmfa" , 
caifldfita: 9iii'lcUiI ~.. '1ql~qA1illqdl'8ci\ 
cl-q tI Rt&:l-dlRt II ~ II 

4. 'Verily I sang directly of this one. Therefore you 
are my only (son).' Kau~itaki said to his son. 'You 
should sing of the all-pervading vital force by thinking 
"My sons will be many indeed".' 

Etamu eva, verily of this one ... etc. is to be inter
preted just as before. So the meaning is this: As exp
lained earlier, one should mentally sing of speech etc. 
and the vital force in the mouth as different and perva
sive, while meditating on them as Udgitha. That is to 
say, (one should sing, meditate repeatedly as before) 
entertaining the idea, 'Me, my sons; bhavi$yanti, will 
be; bahavab, many; vai, indeed.' In this part the duty 
of looking upon the rays and the vital forces as different 
(from the vital force in the mouth and the sun respec-
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tively) is being enjoined for the sake of having many 
sons, because the meditation on the vital force (in the 
mouth) and the sun as Udgitha, singly. has been dis
carded owing to the defect of producing a single son. 

3f?l ~ 1I ~n~: ~ l'IOlcfi 1I: WJTCr: II ~n~ 
~ ~1E1a:"U:lcufQ SI~fti'tq"!~qli;~ffl('Q"!-
tlqI6~(1'Rt II.~ II lRr Q'*4q: ~: II ~ II 

5. Now, verily, that which is Udgitha is Praanava, 
(and) that which is Prapava, is Udgitha. (Knowing) 
thus, even if the Udgitha is sung in a defective way, 
then, he (the Udgata) surely cures (that) by gathering 
from the place from where the Hota praises; he surely 
cures. 

'Atha, now; khalu, verily; ya/:l, that which is; ud
gftha/:z, Udgitha', etc.-in this is stated the meditation 
on the unity of Prapava and Udgitha. Of that the result 
is being stated: (The Udgata gathers) hot[$adaniit, 
from the place, staying.where the Hota, the pourer of 
oblations utters the praise (after pronouncing Om, the 
Prapava), i.e. from the result of the action Pfoperly 
done by the Hota, because a result cannot be picked up 
from a mere place. What is that (result which was going 
to be stated)? Api, even if; durudgitm, the Udgitha is 
sung in a defective way, i.e. if any"injury is caused by 
the singer of the Udgitha in his own act; then he (the 
Udgata l ); ha eva, certainly; tat anusamiiharati, cures 
that by gathering (from the result ofthe Hours act) just 
as disturbances in bodily constituents are indeed cured 
by treatment. 

IThe Udgata who knows the Pra{1ava and the Udgitha to be 
identical. 

4 
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SECTION 6 

$tlqq.fl11: lIJq ft~~ftt1QI'f;;qiZ[i~ ln1:f ~
~~~ lIJq ~ $tlalq {l1fi1~q~~:Uq II ~ II 

1. This (eartp.) surely is ~k, fire is Sarna. This Sarna 
which is such is established on this -Rk. Therefore Sarna 
is sling as established on Rk. This very one (-Rk) is Sa 
(the first letter of the word Sarna), fire is ama (the 
second portion of the word Sarna). That makes up 
Sarna. 

Now then another meditation on Udgitha is being 
enjoined for the sake of acquiring all the results. Jyam 
eva, this, the earth indeed; is rk, Rk. The -Rk is to be 
looked upon as earth. So also agnib, fire; is samab, 
Sarna. The Sarna is to be looked upon as fire. How can 
earth and fire become -Rk and Sarna? The reply is this: 
Tat etat sama, this Sarna which is called fire; adhyu
r;lham, is established; asyam rei, on -Rk which is this 
earth; i.e. fire is found to be staying on earth, as Sarna 
is on ~k. Tasmat, because of this very reason; even 
today samab, Sarna; giyate, is sung by the singers of 
Sarna; verily as rei adhyur;lham, established on -Rk. As 
~k and Sarna are not entirely separate from each 
other, so also are earth and fire. How? Jyam eva, this 
earth indeed; is mentioned by sa, Sa, which is half of 
the name Sarna. Agnib, fire which is spoken of by the 
other half of the word (Sarna); is amab, a;na. Tat, these 
two, earth and fire, which become mentionable by the 
single word Sarna, make up Sarna. Therefore these 
two, earth and fire, are not entirely separate from each 
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other; they are ever in association like ~k and Sarna. 
The idea is that for this reason also, earth and fire are 
identical with ~k and Sarna. Some say that the text, 
'this one is Sa, fire is ama', is meant for enjoining 
meditation on the two letters of Sarna as earth and fire. 

at~R~iu~¥fjlY;: lT11I a~(1~dfQl'fd'Iu{('j~ lT11I 
dt'ijICiT.i{(I~ ~ ~~ m ql$q'kl({llq 

II~II 

2. Space indeed is ~k, air is Sarna. This Sarna which 
is such, is established on this ~k. Therefore Sarna is 
sung as established on ~k. Space indeed is Sa, air is 
ama. That makes up Sarna. 

Mlq.flR<'q: lI1lf d~d~dfQl'ii:itl,,\(j~ ~~
CiQ:4If\(I~ ln1I .ft4d dtcr '1I~?4JSq'kia:Uq II ~ II 

3. Heaven indeed is ~k, the sun is Sarna. This Sarna 
which is such, is established on this ~k. Therefore 
Sarna is sung as established on {U. Heaven indeed is 
Sa, the sun is ama. That makes up Sarna. 

The text, 'Space indeed is {U, air is Sarna', etc. is to 
be understood as before. 

;r~,"oaqCf4;s(ql: lI1lf d~d~fQlifii'49{(j~ ~ 
dt'ijI<iQ:4If\(I~ lI1lf .n4d ;r~'"Oqq m it;s(ql 3t1'f 
dfftl'4 II ~ II 

4. Stars indeed are ~k, the moon is Sarna. This 
Sarna which is such, is established on this Rk. There
fore Sarna is sung as established on Rk. Stars indeed 
are Sa, the moon is ama. That makes up Sarna. 
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The moon is the ruler of the stars. Therefore it is 
Sarna. 

W.f it~«IRt4fQ ~ cqf: *,ctaftQ tliil(it lR: 

~ ftMltt ft~ft~fQl'f'C'IO{e'!:. -m-q ftttfl~i34U{G'!:. 
mq anita II ~ II 

5. Then, that which is this white light ofthe sun, that 
indeed is .Rk. Then, the blue colour that is deep black, 
that is Sarna. That Sarna which is such, is established on 
this :Rk. Hence Sarna is sung as established on ~k. 

Atha, then; etat, this; suklam, white; bhal) , light;yat, 
which; adityasya, belongs to the sun; sa, that; eva, 
indeed; is rk, .Rk. Alha, then; yat nflam, that blue 
(light) in the sun; paral) kr$l')am, which is deep black; 
tat, that; is sama/J., Sarna. That is indeed seen by per
sons who have an absolutely concentrated vision. 

W.f it~ft«IR~('IQ ~ cqJ: ~ lIM tI;n(it 
tJl: ~ ~ ftffl'ttl?1 II ~s;a:(lRfQ ~~Oqtl: 
~ ~ ~~Otl~q~ffi~Otlcf;~1 31IJ401&lfflct ~ 
~: II ~II 
~ ~ Chtt.Uft '3P:sij~ctqf$uft ftWtRRt ;nlI 

IT ~ ~: ~~ •• , Gl ~fQf: 
tnUl~ II ~ ~ II \911 

6-7 Then, this white colour that the sun verily has, 
that indeed is Sa. Then, the blue colour that is deep 
black is ama. That makes up Sarna. Then, this one, the 
golden Person who is seen in the sun, who has a golden 
beard and golden hair, whose every part from the nail 
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upward is golden, of that Person the two eyes are like 
the lotus whose colour is like the seat of a monkey. His 
name is ut. He who is such is above all sins. He who 
knows thus, certainly rises above all sins. 

These very lights, viz whiteness and blackness, 
which are Sa and ama, constitute Sarna. 

Atha, then; e~al), this One who is; hirat;zmayal), the 
golden One; purU$al) , Person-derived in the sense of 
one who sleeps (resides) in the town (heart), or who 
fills, pervades the universe by his own Self-; yal), 
who; drsyate, is seen by persons who have closed their 
eyes (to worldly things), who have concentration of 
mind and depend on such spiritual disciplines as celi
bacy etc.; antal) aditye, inside the sun; (He is hirat;z
mayal) as though made of gold, because the deity 
cannot be a transformation of gold, it being impossible 
in that case to have ~k and Sarna as His finger-joints, 
and to be beyond sin. For it is not possible that a lifeless 
golden figure has any sin etc. because of which there 
could be a denial (of that sin). Besides, this does not fit 
in with the 'Person seen in the eye' (who will be spoken. 
of later on). In this sense the word 'golden' is used here 
without the addition of any word to express compari
son. So the meaning is (that He is) luminous. Subse
quent texts also are to be construed in the same way. 

Even of a luminous person the beard and hair may be 
black. Therefore it is being specified by saying, hira
l)yasmaSrul) , having a golden beard; and hirat;zyakesal) , 
having golden hair. The meaning is that His beard and 
hair also are luminous. Sarvab, every part; is suvart;zal) , 
golden; apral)akhat, froro the tip of the nail, together 
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with the tip of the nail. The idea is that every part is 
lustrous like gold. 

Of Him there is some speciality even about the two 
eyes although He has His colour like gold through and 
through. How? Kapylisal), the seat of a monkey-the 
word lisal) (seat) being derived from the root as with 
the suffix ghan in the instrumental case, in the sense of 
'siuing'-(meaning thereby) the lowest part of the 
back of a monkey on which it sits. Of Him, of the deity, 
ak$i1)i, the two eyes; are like pUT.u)arikam, a lotus; 
which is very bright kapylisam iva, like the seat of a 
monkey. The illustration is not blasphemous because 
that which illustrates is itself compared with another. I 

Tasya, of Him who is possessed of such a quality, ut 
is an indirect name. How does this indirectness come? 
Sal) e~al), that deity who is such; is udital) , above; 
sarvebhyal) papmabhyal), all sins, i.e. sins together 
with their results. It will be said later on, 'The Self 
which is free from sin ... ' (VIII.7. 1). The word udital) 
is derived from the root i, to go, with the prefix ute Yal), 
he who; veda, knows Him; evam, as having this name 
ut, (and) as possessed of such a quality in the manner 
stated above; he also, in this very way, udeti, goes 
above all sins. The two indeclinables ha and vai' are 
meant for emphasis, meaning that he does certainly go 
above. 

d+4qoJ ~ ~ W- d~IC1~n84R1~lii
c(j~lIad+4 1W 1ffin If ~ .q i:4lijbqlNUSJal 

lIt is also noted by some that pw.a<larrka literally means a white 
lotus. But the intended idea is that of a red lot 1S. Hence the illustra
tion of a monkey's seat becomes a necessity. 
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MlCfiI~ql ~ aE4CfiIQI;ifi ~~d'( II G II ~ 
lIlO: ~: II ~ II 

8. ~k and Sarna are His two finger-joints. Therefore 
He is Udgitha. Since He is a singer of this ut, for that 
very reason He is (called) Udgata. He who is of this 
kind rules over the worlds which are beyond that, as 
also over the desires of the gods. This is on the divine 
plane. 

Since the intention is to state that, that deity is Ud
githa just as the sun and the others are, therefore the 
text says: Tasya, of Him; rk ca sama ca, ~k and Sarna; 
are His ge$T)au, two finger-joints-earth, (fire) etc. as 
described above are his two finger-joints. I The deity 
being all-comprehensive on account of His rulership of 
the worlds above and below, and of desires, and also 
because of His being the source of all, it is reasonable 
that He ·should have earth, fire, etc. as His two finger
joints. Since He thus has the name ut, and He has J;tk 
and Sarna as His two finger-joints, therefore He who 
has got ~k and Sarna as His two finger-joints is indi
rectly referred to as being Udgitha. Because the deity 
likes to be referred to indirectly2, tasmat, therefore; 
udgftha/;l, He is called Udgitha. Hi, since; gata, He is a 
singer; etasya, of this (ut); tasmat tu eva, for that very 
reason He is Udgata. Since He is the singer of this One 
who is called ut as stated above, therefore, it is proper 

lIt was stated earlier that the earth is {Uc, fire is SArna, and so on 
(see I. 6. 1-5). Now, when {Uc and SArna become His finger-joints, 
earth etc. which are {n, and fire etc. which are SArna, become His 
finger-joints, ipso facto. 

2See Brhadaraf.lyaka Upanqad, IV. 2. 2. 
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that the singer of ut should be well-known by the name 
Udgata. Sa/:l e$a/:l, He who is this deity called ut; ~/e, 
rules over; te~am, those; loka/:l, worlds; ye, which are; 
paranca/:l am~mat, beyond that sun-the word par
anca being derived from parak and ancana, meaning 
'going beyond', 'staying above'. Not only is He pos
sessed of rulership, He also supports (all), which mean
ing is suggested by the word ca (and). This is according 
to the mantra-text, 'He supported the heaven and this 
world' (H.S.l; Y. V. 25.10). Moreover, he rules over 
devakamanam, the desires of gods. Iti, this is; adhyat
mam, on the divine plane regarding the deity-the real 
nature of the deity called Udgitha has been stated. 

SECTION 7 

3{~U4I(Ci c,uilClc8UUI: lIT1t it~it~flIliJii'Iii(4~ 
m1t it"" 1~a:aG{CI~ lf1ll ~ I 611"61 lIT muTtStA<f
~ll~ll 

1. Now starts (the meditation on) the personal level. 
Speech indeed is ~k, the vital force is Sarna. This Sarna 
which is such, is established on this ~k. Therefore 
Sarna is sung as establisned on ~k. Speech indeed is Sa, 
the vital force is ama. That makes up Sarna. 

Alha, now is being stated (the meditation on); adh
yutmam, the personal level. Yak, speech; eva, indeed is 
rk, ~k; prll~lab, the vital force; is sarna/;, Sarna, owing 
to the similarity of their lower and higher positions. By 
the word pralJa, the organ of smell together with air is 
meant. The text beginning with 'Vak, speech; eva, 
inde~d; is sa, Sa; pralJa~l, the vital force; arna/;, ama', 
etc. is to be explained as before. 
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;:r\t~ct:rfl(ql In''f d~d~dWI'fii£l,,\(I'!:. In''f ~
~Uf'~ In''f :rnCid I ;:r~ ttl(qlq~~:lIq II ~ II 

2. The'eye indeed is Rk, the Person (reflected in the 
eye) is Sarna. This Sarna which is such, is established on 
this Rk. Hence Sarna is sung as established on Rk. The 
eye indeed is Sa, the Person is ama. That makes up 
Sarna. 

Cak~ul), the eye; eva, indeed; is rk, Rk; iitmii, Atma; 
is sarna, Sarna. The word atma means the Person re
flected in the eye. Because of Its position there (in the 
eye) the reflection of the Person is Sarna. 

,m"qq(:rt.:t: In''f ~~dW 1'fii£I9{(I~ In''f ~
~iiQU{ca~ In''f :rnCid I ,efl"qct lIT lRrSq~:(h'(OOllq 
II~II 

3. The ear (organ of hearing) indeed i~ ~k, the mind 
is Sarna. This Sarna which is such, is established on this 
Rk. Hence Sarna is sung as established on Rk. The 
organ of hearing indeed is Sa, the mind is ama. That 
makes up Selma. 

Srotram, the ear (organ of hearing); eva, indeed; is 
rk, ~k; manal), the mind; is samal) , Selma. The mind is 
Sarna owing to its rulership over the organ of hearing. 

3{?l CI~dG~: ~ ~: *,ct:rftQ CI,n(lt tR: cpdr 
d~lq d~~dWI'fii£ll2{(J~ mq d~ICiiElQ9{(J~ In''f 
:rnCid I 3{?l CI~dG~: ~ ~: ~ -m?t 4iil(lt 
lit: ~ d«q~*lIq II ~ II 

4. Then, that which is this white light of the eye, that 
is indeed Rk- Then, the blue colour that is deep black, 
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that is Sarna. That Sarna which is such, is established on 
this ~k. Hence Sarna is sung as established on ~k. 
Then, this white colour that the eye verily has, that 
indeed is Sa. Then, the blue colour that is deep black is 
ama. That makes up Sarna. 

Atha, then; yat etat, that which is this; ak$1J,al) suklam 
bhal), ~hite light of the eye; sa eva rk, that indeed is 
~k. Atha yat nflam paral) ~r$1J,arn, then, that blue 
colour (in the eye) that is deep black as in the sun, and 
is the seat of the power of sight; tat sarnal) , that is Sarna. 

3t?l IT ~~ ~ ~ ~C4cfoffllq 
d<lctit dtl'!l~c;f'81 d~dfll ~ ~ qC{ij&i ~ 
41ct ij&.:t ~ fit ~ lIiI1lI (ij(T1:f II '-\ II 

5. Then, this Person that is seen in the eye, that 
indeed is ~k, that is Sarna, that is Uktham, that is 
Yajus, that is Brahma. The appearance of this one 
(that is in the eye) is the same as of that one (in the 
sun). Those which are the finger-joints of that one, 
they are of this one. The name of this one is the same as 
of that one. 

Atha, then; e$al) , this; purU$al) , Person; drsyate, who 
is seen; ak$i1J.f, in the eye-this portion is to be under
stood as before l-; sal), that; eva, indeed; is rk, Rk, 
(identified with) speech etc. on the personal plane.and 
(identified with) earth etc. on the divine plane. It is 

I Ananda Girl points out that by saying, 'purva-vat, as before', the 
Person reflected in the eye is not meant, for, in that case, it would 
contradict the later portion of the present text. Therefore, what is 
really meant is the Person who is seen by people of purified mind, as 
mentioned in 1.6.6-7. 
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well-known that ~k-mantras are constituted by letters 
grouped into well-regulated parts of verses. So also 
with regard to Sarna.· Or Sarna means stotra, a hymn, 
because of the associated word uktha. -Rk means sas
tras (verses)2 which are other than hymns. So also with 
regard to Yajus-svuhu, svadhu, and v~at,3 and all 
such forms of speech indeed are Yajus4 • 

All that is He himself because He is all-pervasive and 
the source of all-this is what we have said. Tat, that; is 
brahmii, Brahma, where Brahma means the three 
Vedas because the context is of -Rk etc. Tat eva rllpam, 
that very appearance (of the Person in the sun); is 
extended to that etasya, of this one, the Person in the 
eye. What is that? Whatever that has been said to be 
amU$ya. of that one, of the Person in the sun, as being 
golden etc. on the divine plane. Yau, those which are; 

I All those that have been explained as ~k are that Person, the Seer 
himself. The logic stated with regard to ~k is being extended to Sarna 
also. The idea is that all those that have been explained as Sarna are 
also that Person, the Seer himself. (See Ananda Giri). 

Z Sastrtl is a verse which does not form a part of any hymn. It is a 
kind of Rk verse that is not set to tune, but simply chanted. 

'A kind ofsorrel'.-V. S. Apte . 

. A sastra is the recital of attributes abiding in their possessor, 
which is produced by sacred texts that are not sung. '-Swami 
Madhavanada (trans.)~ Mfmiimsii-Paribhii$a (West Bengal: Rama
krishna Mission Sarada Pitha, 1948), p. 79 . 

. ' Mantras for offering to gods, manes and other beings respectively 
end with sviihii, svadhii and va$at. 

4~-mantras are verses forming hymns for chanting. 
Sarna-mantras are meant for songs based on those· hymns. And 
Yajur-mantras are prose sentences meant for offering oblations. 
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ge$!J.au, the two finger-joints; amU$ya, of that one (of 
the Person in the sun); tau, they are also the finger
joints of Him who is in the eye. And the nama, name ut 
and Udgitha; yat, that belong to Him; tat nama, that 
very name belongs to this one. 

Objection: Are not the Person in the sun and the 
Person in the eye different because of the differences in 
location, (and) because of the extension of appear
ance, quality, and name from the one to the other, and 
(also) because of the mention of the differences in the 
objects ruled over? 

Vedantin: No, because it is not possible for the same 
person to attain identity with two (distinct entities) 
indicated by the words amuna and anena l (See I. 7. 
7-8). 

Objection: This (attainment) may be possible 
through the duplication of forms, for it will be stated 
later on, 'He assumes one form, he assumes three 
forms', etc. (VII. 26. 2). 

Vedantin: No, because a conscious being, who is one 
and partless, canriot logically become duplicated. 
Therefore there is identity between the one on the 
personal plane and the other on the divine plane. As 
for your argument that the extension of appearance 
etc. is a ground for their difference, that is not meant 
for perceiving any difference. 

Objection: For what then? 

lit will be stated later: Amuna, through identity with the Person in 
the sun, the meditator f1.ttains the other worlds as also the things 
desired by gods; and that meditator himself attains the lower worlds 
as also the things desired by human beings, anena, through identity 
with the Person in the eye. 
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Vedtintin: (That extension is made) so that there may 
not be any apprehension of difference from the differ
ences in their location. 

If ~ .q ~ttftf IGCfI&:tl (fflq;I~ti I ~ 
l4"j164etil&:U:ri1 ~ m ~ ctlUll41 jll;q~d -a alltfl;a 

ttf'il-rl U-"~Fft4: II ~ II 
6. That Person who is such rules over all that is 

below Him, as also over the desires of men. Therefore, 
these people who play music on a Vi{1a sing of this One. 
Therefore they become possessed of wealth. 

Sab e$ab, that Person who is in the eye; f$/e, rules 
over; te$tim, those (worlds); ye lokti/:z, which worlds 
are; arvtifica/:z, below; etasmtit, this one-the worlds 
which are located below this Self, on the person'al 
plane; and (He also rules) over manU$ya ktimiiniim, 
desires of man, desires associated with human beings. 
Tat, therefore; ye ime, these people who; giiyanti, play 
music; vllJiiyiim, on the Vi{1a; te, they, the singers; 
giiyanti, sing of this One indeed. Because they sing of 
God, tasnuit, therefore; te, they; become dhanasanay
a/:z, possessed of wealth, i.e. rich. 

at~ 'll ~ ~ilI;ftlq .1I;q~ IT all4M 
m~ If ~ .q ii11¥j&iI(4HI .. ~i>1 (fflq;I~I~~lcnM 
~Cfilql~~ II \911 

7. Now, anyone who sings Sarna by knowing this 
One thus, he sings of both. And that man who is such 
attains, through that very sun, those worlds that are 
below him, as also the desires of gods. 
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Atha, now; yal;z, anyone who; vidwln, by knowing; 
evam, thus-knowing Udgitha as the deity described 
above; gayati, sings; sama, Sarna; sal), he; gayati, sings; 
ubhau, of both, the Person in the eye as also the Person 
in the sun. The result attained by a person possessed of 
this knowledge is being stated. Sal), he; yal) e$al), who 
is such, i.e. he, having become identified with the deity 
in the sun; apnoti, attains; amuna eva adityena, 
through that very sun; tan, those; /okan, worlds; ye 
amu$mat, pariiiical), which are above this one (sun); 
ca, as well as; deva-kaman, the desires of gods. 

~t4I~~q ~ ~~Iwil:xn :(t{}ChIRtI~talcnm 
'Ii'4Chlql'~~ t1~IC1 icUitC1~IH'1I ~ II til 

8. Now, through this very one, a person attains 
those worlds also which are below thiS, as well as 
human desires. For this very reason a singer of the 
Udgitha, who has this knowledge, should say: 

A tha, now; anena eva, through this very one, the 
Person in the eye; apnoti, one attains; lokan ca, also 
the worlds; ye, which are; etasmat arvaiical;z, below 
this; ca, as well as; manU$ya kaman, human desires. 
The idea is that (he does so) by becoming identified 
with the Person in the eye. Tasmat u ha, for this very 
reason; udgata, a singer of the Udgitha; evamvit, who 
has this knowledge; bruyat, should say to the person 
for whom the sacrifice is being performed: 

cfi W ChIQqlillt4l;flfQf4 Vcf Chlql4lle:tfQe II ~ 
fc1iiJ4tI'l illt4M lI1lI ill4M II ~ II 1M fll(tq: ~: 
11\911 
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9. 'Which desire of yours shall I sing?', because this 
one who, having this knowledge, sings the Sarna, sings 
the Sarna, he is certainly able to fulfil desires by 
smgmg. 

'Kam, which; kiimal), desire; te, of yours, as aspired; 
iigiiyiini, shall I sing?' Hi, because; e$a/:z, this one who is 
the singer of Udgitha; kiimaganasya l$te, is able to fulfil 
desires by singing. This is the idea. Who is he'! Ya/:z 
evam vidviin, he who, having this knowledge; sama 
giiyati, sings the Sarna, sings the Sarna. The repetition 
of 'sings the Sarna', is meant for indicating the conclu
sion of the meditation. 

SECTION 8 

wit iI~n~ C!§~I(ij1 ~: (l1(ijCh: ~1I(itlctN
~fct;i1It4.n GJ(i'CQ:f: ):Ictn~on ~C4W1RRI -a ili!~n~ 
cl i§~I(itI: ~ 5;ffl~n~ ~ ~ ~ II ~ II 

1. In olden days, three persons, viz Silaka Salava
tya, Caikitayana Dalbhya and Pravahapa laivali be
came adepts in Udgitha. They said, 'We are surely 
adepts in Udgitha. Come, let us have a discussion on 
Udgitha. ' 

Since the letter Om has to be worshipped in many 
ways, another kind of meditation on Om as possessed 
of the quality of being successively higher than the 
high I, together with its result is being introduced in 

·See Ananda Girl where he says: Now. giving up the (meditations 
related to) differences in location (dealt with earlier). the meditation 
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another way. However the story is meant for easy 
comprehension. 

Trayal) , three in number;-ha is used for referring to 
a remote incident-; babhuvul) , became; kusa/ii~l. 
adepts; udgfthe, in UdgHha, with regard to the knowl
edge of Udgitha. The idea is that they were so among 
persons who had assembled at some place or time. or 
on some occasion. Not that in the whole world these 
three alone had expertise in the knowledge of Udgitha 
etc. because it is stated in the Vedas that U~asti, Jana
sruti, Kaikeya and others were almost omniscient. 
Who are those three? That is being stated. The three 
were these: Silaka by name and sii/iivatyal) , son of 
Salavat; caikitiiyanab, the son of Cikitayana; as be
longing to the lineage of Dalbha, he was Dalbhya. or 
he was called by these surnames because he belonged 
to two families l ; and Pravaha{la by name. and as son of 
Jivala. he was Jaivali. 

Te, they; ha ucub, said to one another; 'Udgithe, in 
UdgHha; sma, we are well-known to be; kusa/iib, 
adepts. Therefore lumta. if you approve of this; then. 
vadilmatl. we shall hold; kathiim, a discussion, i.e. a 
debate; udgfthe. with regard to the knowledge of Ud
githa, by assuming the position of supporters and op-

on Udgitha as the supreme Self and as possessed of qualities that are 
successively higher and higher is being stated. This meditation re
sults in the meditator becoming successively higher than the high. 

I I n ancient days it was a custom that when a man had only a female 
issue, without a son, he stipulated with the family to which she was 
married that, her son by that marriage would bear the family titles of 
both the parties, and would perform the sraddha-rites of the sonless 
man and his forefathers. 
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posers.' It is in this way that, in the course of a discus
sion among people who have that knowledge, there 
follows demolition of accepting a wrong point of view, 
origination of some knowledge heretofore unknown, 
and cessation or doubt. Therefore, it is a duty for those 
who have that knowledge to come into contact with 
one another. And this is the purpose of the story, for it 
is seen to be so in the case of Silaka and others. 

"~ 6 ft'lqfc1fc1:a: If 6 J4cU60n ~C1Wt'6CtIi31 
'q 4. CI;a. CI « CfGffr ~ I gJ ° left 4<$ €I fiSt '!:. .Nt &041 ¥iUti 
II~II 

2. Saying, 'Let this be so', they sat together. He who 
was known as Pravahapa laivali said, 'Adorable sirs! 
'you two please discuss first. 1 shall hear the talk of you 
two Brahmapas while you discuss.' 

. Saying. . T athii, let this be, so'; te, they; samupa
vi v isu I) , did sit down together. Now, in this, matter 
there was a reason for the king to be presumptuous. He 
who was Pravahana laivali uviica, said to the other 
two: . Bhagavantau, you two adorable sirs; vadatam, 
please discuss; agre, first.' That he is a king is indicated 
by the word briihma1J.ayol) , of the two Bnlhmanas. 
·Sro.~yami, I shall hear; vacam, the talk; brahma1J.ayol), 
of you two Brahmapas; vadataJ:z, while you discuss.' 
Some others say that (the king means) '(I shalt' hear 
your) meaningless sentences', because of the qualify
ing word nl£.'am. 

If 6 ~1(t1Cfi: ~1I(t11C1('4~fch(1ltf4 ~CUI'lcUiSt ~ 
~ 'iiUl4lRt ~ 6IClliSt II ~ II 

s 
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3. He who was Silaka Salavatya said to Caikitayana 
Oalbhya, 'If you permit, I wish to ask you.' He replied, 
'Do ask.' 

Of the two who were told so (by the king), sal) ha, he 
who was; ii/aka iiiliivatyal), Silaka S'alavatya; uviica, 
said; caikitiiyana-diilbhyam, to Caikitayana Dalbhya; 
. HalUa. if you permit; prcchiimi, I wish to ask; tviim, 
you.' Being told so, the other one uviica ha, replied; 
'prccha, do ask.' 

CfiT ttl¥:(, 41ktfUd lCR ~ meili.l ~:CH+4 q;r 
41MRM :R1UT ~ mcUi.l ~IOI+4 CfiT 41MRNJlfqkt 
~SlIi'4Iii1~ q;r 41ktRNlq ~ mCilIi:4 II ~ II 

4. 'What is the support of Sarna?' 'The musical 
scale', said he. 'What is the support of the musical 
scale?' 'The vital force' , he said. 'What is the support of 
the vital force?' 'Food', he said. 'What is the support of 
food?' 'Water', he said. 

Getting the permission, he said: 'Kii, what is; gatil) , 
the support, i.e. the ultimate basis; siimnal) , of Sarna', 
i.e. of Udgitha, because it is under discussion. For what 
forms the context of meditation here is Udgitha, and 
also Udgitha will be spoken of (I. 9. 2) as successively 
higher (than others). Being asked so, Dalbhya uviica, 
said; 'Svaral), the musical scale', because Sarna consists 
of musical scales (sii, re, ga, etc.). It is reasonable that, 
that which constitutes a thing should be its support and 
basis, just as pot etc. have earth as their ultimate goal 
(basis). • Kii, what; gatil), is the basis; svarasya, of the 
musical scale?' • Priir.zal), the vital force'; uViica, he said. 
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Since the musical scale is articulated through the vital 
force, therefore, the vital force is the basis of the musi
cal scale. 'Kii, what; gatil) , is the basis;priiQasya, ofthe 
vital force?' .'Annam, food', he said, because the vital 
force is sustained by food. Indeed the Veda says, 'The 
vital force dries up (when enervated) without food', 
and 'Food is the bond' (Br. V. 7, 1; II.; 2.1). Kii, what; 
gatil), is the basis; annasya, of food?' 'Apal), water', he 
said, because the food grows from (with the help of) 
water. 

attn CfiT ilRdlf4m ~ lfff SlcU=C:Uij«I ('{r4*4 
CfiT ilRtfUd ~ lCf1f (r{)CAARt .. aRRt 8JcUEI lCI1f eN 
.~ ~:UqlR:tt4~~lq4Iq: ~~ ~ t4lqRt 
11'-\11 

5. 'What is the basis of water?' 'That world' , he said. 
'What is the basis of that world?' 'One should not carry 
(it) beyond heaven', he said. 'We establish Sarna on the 
heavenly world because Sarna is praised as heaven. ' 

'Kii, what; gatil) , is the basis; apiim, of water?' 
'Asau, that; lokal) , world', he said. Rain originates 
from that world. 'What is the basis amU$ya lokasya, of 
that world?' Being asked so Dalbhya said, 'One should 
not; atinayet, carry the Sarna to some other basis by 
transcending that world which is heaven. Therefore 
vayam, we also; abhisamsthiipayiimal), establish; sii
mam the Sarna; svargam lokam, on the heavenly 
world.' The meaning is~ 'We know that Sarna is es
tablished on heaven; Siima hi, because Sarna is; svarga
samstiivam, praised as heaven-that Sarna which is 
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praised (samstava) as heaven (svarga) is svargasam
stavam-in the Vedic text, 'He knew Sarna as the heav
enly world indeed.' 

"~ , ~I(ifcti: '1I(iflch'tl~Fchdltl4 ~iZI'lc:Ili4I
URtffed <t ~ "ff ~ lnIf tI~dfi ~I~ a 
fctqRt~dlRt 1{dT "ff ~qaRRt II ~ II 

6. Silaka Salavatya said to that Caikitayana Dalbh
ya, '0 Dalbhya, your Sarna certainly remains without 
support. But at this time, should anyone say "Your 
head will fall", your head will fall,' 

The other, viz Silaka Salavatya, uvaca, said; tam, to 
that; caikitayanam dalbhyam, Caikitay.ana Dalbhya; 
'Dalbhya. 0 Dalbhya; te, your; sama, Sarna; vai kila, is 
certainly, aprati$/hitam, remains without support', i.e. 
the Sama~ because of its quality of being successively 
higher than the high, stands without reaching the final 
goal. The words vai and kila reminds of the tradition
ally accepted teaching in this regard. 'Tu, but; if yab, 
someone who is a knower of Sarna, becoming intoler
ant of contrary knowledge that the Sarna for which no 
basis has been found is yet (stated to be) well-founded; 
bruyar, should say; etarhi, at this time to a man who has 
committed an offence in the course of a discussion; 
"Te, your; murdha, head; vipati$yati, will.surely fall", 
of the accused person who has been told so, the head 
will surely fall without any doubt. The idea is, 'But I am 
not saying so.' 

Objection: If somebody has committed a guilt which 
deserves the falling of head, then, the head will fall 
even without another's saying so. If the person is not 
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guilty, then, (his head) will not fall even if told so. 
Otherwise, there will be the fault of getting some result 
which one has not earned, and destruction of a thing 
one has earned. 

Vedantin: There is no such fault because getting the 
result of some work, good or bad, depenus on time, 
space and causation. That being so, even though the 
cause for this falling of the head be ignorance still. it is 
dependent on somebody else's utterance. 

~::ij181ffl~alctffl aGI;ftRt ~41Rt ~ctl'al'j&l 
(it)Cfi~ CfiT alRtR('tIq ~ ~ 61ctliEUfQ ~Cfit4 CfiT 

a.RtRRi ;r 1'IRlt6!' ~'CfitlRt"1aRRt ~ctl'a s:lRtt61 cpl 
.~ftltlIRm~l"Qlq4Iq: 1'IRtt6I{'f~~~ tg ~·tlqRt 
II \911 

7. (Dalbhya said:) 'If it pleases you, I wish to know 
this from your adorable self.' (Salavatya) said. 'Do 
know (this).' (Dalbhya:) 'Which is the suppor~ of that 
world?' He replied, 'This world.' 'Which is the support 
of this world?' He said, 'One should not carry (the 
Sarna) beyond the world which is its basis. We establish 
Sarna on the world which is its support because Sarna is 
praised as placed on earth.' 

Having been told so, Dalbhya said, 'Hallla. if it 
pleases you; allam, I; vedani, wish to know; etat, this; 
bhagavata/:z, from your venerable self, as to where 
Sarna has its support.' Being told so, Salavatya uvaca, 
replied; 'Viddhi, do know.' 'Ka, what; gati/), is the 
support; amu')'ya /okasya, of that world?' Having been 
asked so by Dalbhya, Salavatya said, 'Ayam /oka/) , this 
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world', because this world (earth) nourishes that world 
(heaven) through sacrifices, gifts, oblations, etc. The 
Vedic texts declare, 'The gods sustain themselves on 
offerings from here.' Since it is obvious that the earth is 
the support of all creatures, it is re;;lsonable that this 
should be the support of Sarna as well. 'Ka, what;gatiQ, 
is the support; asya lokasya, of this world?' On being 
asked so, Salavatya said, 'Na atinayet, one should not 
carry the Sarna beyond; by transcending this lokam 
prllli~'!hiim, world which is its support. Therefore, 
vllyam, we abhisamsthapayamaQ, establish Sarna; 
prali~,!hlim 10k lim , on the world, since Sarna isprati$lh
cislilnstlivam, praised as established on (earth which is) 
its support.' This is the meaning. There is the Vedic 
text, 'This one (earth) indeed is (the Sarna called) 
Rathantara .. 

o~ ~ J4c:lIgon ~qM~;cUi4I"f1qi ~ w ~1I(rtlqf4 
m-q C4~dfi ~~:IIW4{d'r W FaqRlti4ffiRllld'r W~
~ g"fllgiM~.IClffl a~I;ftRi Fa4\RI iilcua II Gil 

$flIEq: ~: II Gil 

H. To him Pravahapa laivali said, '0 Salavatya, 
your Sarna is certainly limited. But if at this time some
b(jdy should say, "Your head will fall", your head will 
fall.' (Salavatya) said, 'If it pleases you, I wish to know 
this from you, adorable sir.' (Jaivali) said, 'Do know 
(this). ' 

Tam, to him who had spoken thus; Pravahapa laivali 
said; '0 Salavatya, your Sarna kila vai is certainly; 
lllllavat, limited', etc. has to be explained as before. 
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Thereafter Salavatya said, 'If it pleases you, I wish to 
know this bhagavatal;z, from you ado~able sir.' The 
other said, . Viddhi, do know (this).' 

SECTION 9 

3n:q' ~4if'tI (fiT aiRift('tlICfiI~1 ~ ilcUi.4 fleflfal 
6 en $¥fIPl _~I;:qICfiI~TI~CI t4¥jNtI;a 3UCfilii ]II~=t'd 
4~ICfilqn tf.rclcair 'R0414(.ffchIQI: q~ltlOI'( II ~ II 

1. (Salavatya asked:) 'What is the support of this 
world?' (Pravahava replied) 'Space, because all these 
things (moving or not moving) originate verily from 
Space itself. and when they die they go to Space. Since 
Space indeed is superior to all these, Space is the 
ultimate goal. ' 

Having got the permission, the other (Salavatya) 
asked, 'What is' the support asya /okasya, of this 
world?' Pravahava said, 'AkiiiaJ:z, Space.' Akii:5Cl 
(here) means the supreme Self, on the strength of the 
Upani~adic text., 'That (Brahman) indeed which is cail
ed Space' (VIII. 14. 1)1, because the origination of all 
is certainly Its work. And in that Itself all get merged. It 
will be said later on, 'That (Brahman) created fire' (VI. 
2. 3), and 'Fire dissolves into the supreme Deity' (V l. 
3. 6). 'Sarwl1)i, all; imiini, ·these; blllUiini, things mov
ing and not moving; ha vai, surely; samwpadyame, 
originate; iikli!1dt ·eva, from Space itself.' From the 
force of the context it follows that they originate in the 
succeeding order of fire, water, etc. (And all things) 

I Also see B. S. I. 1. 22. 
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'prati, move toward; iikiisam, Space; and astam yanti, 
get dissolved (there) at the time ofthe final dissolution, 
in that very reverse order. Hi, for; iikiiSam eva, Space 
itself; jyiiyiin,- is greater than; ebhya/:z, all these; there
fore It is pariiyal)am-param ayal)am, the highest Sup
port, during all the three times (past, present, future).' 
This is the meaning. 

~ ~ q~q~qI1~n?1: II ~s.:Rf: qi}q{l41 
~ cqqffr q(tqUCfm w (r't1ChI:wtCfM If ~ fctiil~ 
qUq~ql~tI¥j~n$Qlj4l~ II ~ II 

2. This Udgftha that is such, is Supreme and higher 
than the high. This which is such is infinite. He who 
having known this (Udgitha) as such, meditates on the 
Udgitha as Sl'.preme and higher than the high, his (life) 
becomes best and higher than. the high, and he wins 
worlds which are successively higher than the high. 

Since the Udgitha isparovarfyiin, Supreme and high
er than the high-it is para/:z, Supreme and also var
ryiin, higher (than the high)--, therefore, the Udgitha 
becomes identified with the supreme Self. For this very 
reason, e~a/:z, this (Udgitha); sa/:z, that is such; is anan
ta/:z. without an end (infinite). Ya/:z. he who; vidvtin, 
having known, etat, this; evam, in this way. as identi
fied with the supreme Self and infinite; upiiste, medi
tates; udgitham, on the Udgitha; parovarfyiimsam, as 
the Supreme and higher than the high, for him this 
result is being stated: Asya, of this man of knowledge, 
his life; bhavati, becomes; parovarfya/:z, best and high:' 
er than the high. This is the tangible result. The unseen 
result for him who, having known this (Udgftha) thus, 
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meditates on the Udgitha. is jayati. he wins; loka/:l. the 
worlds; parovarfyasa/:l, which are successively higher. 
ending in 'Brahman which is called Space. 

"~ ~('IqRt~ ~ft .. Cfi ~~~lIfOS(ROI.ton~lcUi:4 
4.ci't1 ~ IN'II4''l~n~ aRtZI~ QilCi4{lton 'i~
a~ffq#11cfi ~C44 cqFatZlRt II ~ II 

3. Havin~ told this that is such to Udara Sap9i1ya, 
Atidhanva Saurtaka said. 'As long as the descendents 
in your line will know this Udgitha. for that long their 
lives in this world will be the best and higher than the 
high as compared with these (ordinary lives).' 

Moreover, uktvii, having told. having imparted; 
etam. this knowledge of the Udgitha; tam. that is such. 
to Udarasap9ilya, his disciple; atidhanvii saunaka/:l. 
Atidhanva by name and son of Sunaka. who knew this 
Udgitha; uviica, said; 'Yiivat, as long as; te prajiiyiim. 
amongst your children, i.e. in the line of your progeny. 
your descendents; ved4yante. will know; enam. this 
Udgitha; liival. for that long; jfvanam. their lives; as
min loke. in this world; bhavi~yati. will become; parv
varfya/:l. the best and higher than the high: ebhya/:l. as 
compared with these. the lives that are well-known in 
this world.' 

n?l'ilfS:1'wncfi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rc.a'iQ.td 
Q~Ci4{l4 ~ iJ'f£ulfitwncfi ~Ci44 ~ o?l'iffsq
~lcfi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ II~ II ~ ~: 
~: II ~ II 

4. Similarly. m the other world (he will have) a 
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world (which is supreme and higher than the high). He 
who having known this (Udgitha) in this way. medi
tates (on it). his very life becomes the best and higher 
than the high in this world. So also (he will have) a 
world in the other world, a world in the other world. 

'Tathii, similarly; amu$min, in that; loke, world. in 
the unseen other world as well; bhavi$yati, there will be 
(for him); parovarfyal), a world which is supreme and 
hig~er than the high'-Athidhanva Saunaka said this 
to S,lP9ilya. 

'This result might have come to the people of olden 
days who were greatly fortunate, but not so for the 
people who belong to this age.' For dispelling this 
doubt the text says, Sal) yal), anyone whoin this age; 
vidviin. having known; etat, this (Udgitha); evam. in 
this way; upiiste. meditates (on it); asya. his; jfvanam 
hll, very life al~o; bhavati. becomes; parovarfyal), the 
best and higher than the high; asmin loke. in this world; 
tatluI, so also; (he will have) lokal). a world; lImll.>'lIlill, 

in th\! other; loke. world. a world in the other world. 

SECTION to 

qanSd" i!§~fi:uRoCFQI ~ 'lt144\Qffi:tif i41a:i1401 
,'QHUq Jbi\IUICfi ~ II ~ II. 

I. When (the crops) were destroyed by thunder·· 
storm in (the land of) Kuru, U~asti Cakrayat;1Cl. who 
was in very straitened circumstances, lived in a village 
of an elephant-owner, along with his wife who had not 
attained adolescence. 
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This is begun because, in connection with the medi
tation on Udgitha, even the meditation with regard to 
Prastava and Pratihara has to be stated. But the story is 
meant for easy comprehension. 
Kur~u, in (the land of) Kuru; when the crops in 

Kuru matacfhate$u, were destroyed by thunderstorm; 
then, a famine having broken out. ~asti-ciikriiya1)ab. 
one who was the son Cakra and called U~asti; pradrii
lJ.akab. being in very straitened circumstances (the root 
dra being used to indicate his deplorable condition) 
owing to non-availability of food. i.e. having come to 
the end of his tether; uviisa ha, lived by taking shelter in 
somebody's house; ibhyagriime. in the village of an 
elephant-owner-ibha means an elephant; he who is fit 
to possess it is an ibhyab. i.e. an owner or rider of an 
elephant; his village is ibhya-griima~l-; jiiyayii. along 
with his wife; iitikyii. who had not attained the signs of 
an adolescent woman. 

~. He begged from the elephant-owner who was 
eating black pulses of inferior quality. He replied. 
'There are no more (pulses) apart from these which are . near me. 

While wandering for food, sab. he; having acciden
tally come across ibhyam, an elephant-owner; kluldan
tam. who was eating; kulmii$iill, black pulses of an 
inferior quality; bibhik$e, begged (of him). The ele
phant-owner uviica ha, said; tam, to him (to U~asti); 
·lta/:t. apart from this heap of food which still remains 
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uneaten by me; yat ca, and which heap; ime, consisting 
of these pulses; upanihitiib, is placed near; me, me,-is 
placed in my vessel of food; na anye, no other black 
pulses; vidyante. exist. What should I do?' Being told 
so. U~asti replied: 

~ .q .. iPcUi:I (11 ... #1 ~ 5;n11ql ... fq~
R.0ti ~ .q tfu:r~ ~ I RRf iP cua II ~ II 

3. He said. 'Give me these.' He gave them to him. 
'Would you please take water?' He (U~asti) said, '(In 
that case) it will be my drinking water a part of which 
indeed has already been drunk.' 

Uvaca, he said; 'Dehi, give; me, me; ete$iim, of 
these, i.e. these.' That elephant-owner pradadau, 
gave; tiin, those (pulses); asmai, to this one, to U~asti. 
(The elephant-owner) said, 'Hanta, if it pleases you; 
take anupanam, this water which is nearby .. Being told 
so. he replied, 'If I drink, then, syiit, it will be ; me. for 
me; pftam, drinking water; ucchi$lam vai, a part of 
which indeed has already been drunk.' The other 
replied to the one who had spoken thus: 

';J H:ct~dS~1 lM ';J err 31'3ftfct~fqql"'&I«
firffr ~ €I l'a q;rqf If d«Q I ... fq Rt II ~ II 

4. 'Were not these (pulses) also remnants of (my) 
food?' He (U~asti) said, 'If I had not eaten these, I 
would not have lived. Drinking-water will surely be 
available for me according to my wish.' 

'Svit. were not; ete api, even these (pulses); ucchi
$!am. remnants of (my) food'?' Being told so, U~asti 
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replied, 'Akhadan, without eating; iman, these, these 
black pulses; na ajivi$yam, I would not have Iive·d. Me, 
for me; udapanam, drinking-water will be available; 
kamal;., according to (my) desire.' This is the meaning. 

The purport of this is that, when a person possessed 
of learning, virtue and fame, and capable of doing good 
to himself and others, does even such a thing (as eating 
ort) under such circumstances, he is not touched by sin. 
Even in 'his c~se, this censurable act would be con
demnable if some other irreproachable means of liveli
hood were available. If someone does so under the 
pretension of being a man of knowledge, he verily goes 
to hell. This is the intention of the word pradra1J,aka in 
the text. 

lI' W &1~(qlfd"'USiiIQllIl 341"181'( mJ1 ~ 
\1"'~ ~ ('";ala i),, ~ II ~ II 

5. After having eaten, he carried the remainder for 
his wife. (As) she had become possessed of good alms 
earlier, she deposited (the pulses in the store). 

And khaditva, after having eaten them; sal;., he; 
ajahara, carried; atise$an, the remainder; jayc1yai, for 
his wife out of compassion. Sa, she, the child-wife; 
babhilva, had become; subhi/qa, possessed of good 
alms, possessed of food; agre eva, even before receiv
ing the black pulses. Still, because of her feminine 
nature, pratigrhya, having taken; tan, them, those pul
ses from her husband's hand, without showing a~y 
disrespect; nidad~au, she deposited (them). 

liW Jrnf: elSit&l9f acrR t4ldlJltll (it.qq(1 
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~ Q;Jtqbll'!:.U!i"~ ~ If 1fT "f~'~~4-
unaM II. ~ II 

6. At the time of his leaving the bed in the morning, 
he said, • Alas! If I could get some food, I could get a bit 
of wealth. That king will perform a sacrifice. He would 
have chosen me for the performance of all the duties of 
the priest.' 

Not being aware of her action, salJ" he; samjihanalJ" 
while leaving his bed or on waking; pratalJ" in the 
morning; uvaca, said'out of anguish, within the hearing 
of his wife; • Bata, alas; yat, if; labhemahi, I could get a 
little bit; annasya, of food; then, becoming fit after 
eating the food, and having gone out; lahhemahi, I 
could get; dhanamatram, a little wealth. Then our live
lihood would be secured.' And about the means of 
acquiring wealth he said, ·Asau raja, that king; yak$
yate, will perform a sacrifice not very far away.' The 
Atmanepada in yak$yate is used because the king is the 
performer of the sacrifice. ·SalJ" he, the king, perceiv
ing me to be a fit persQn; vrnita, would have chosen 
(me); sarvailJ, artvijyailJ" for the purpose of performing 
all the priestly duties. ' This is the meaning. 

It 'iillcflc"ii4 ~ tRf '$If ~ ¥'i''II' lfi' d '4'I~(EI.9; 
lI$ ~ddqq Iq II \9 II 

7. To him the wife said, ·If that be so, 0 my hus
band, here are those black pulses.' Having eaten them 
he went to that sacrifice which had been set ready. 

To him who had spoken thus, jaya, the wife; uvaca, 
said; ·Hanta, if that be so; pati, 0 my husband; please 
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take ime eva kulma$ab. these very black pulses which 
were placed in my hands by you.' Khaditva, having 
eaten; tan, them; eyaya. he we.nt; amum. to that; ya
jnam. sacrifice ofthe king; which was vitatam. set ready 
by the priests. 

(1"'~ml"HO(wl ~~qIOIl1"ilqR:1cl~1 l' , Jmir
(1 HijClliSl II G II 

8. There he sat down near the singers of the Sarna, 
who were engaged in singing praises (of gods), at the 
place where such singing is done. He said to the 
Prastotcl: 

And having gone tatra, there; and approaching ud
giitrn, the singers of Sarna; upavivesa, he sat down; 
upa, near; sto$yama1J.an, the priests who were singing 
in praise (of gods); iistiive, at the dstava, at the plac.e 
where singing in praise (of gods) is undertaken. After 
sitting down he asked the Prastota 1: 

I In a Soma sacrifice they needed sixteen priests who were divided 
into four groups of four each. The groups were, UdgAtAs, Adh
varyus, Hotas, and Brahmas. The four UdgAtas were called UdgAta, 
Prastota, Pratiharta, and Subrahma{1ya. Their main duty was to sing 
sama songs. The Prastota sang the first part, the UdgAtA sang the 
second part, the Pratiharta and Subrahmapya the third and fourth 
parts respectively, The four together sang the fifth part.' Thus was 
sung the Paiica-BhAktika SAma of which we shall read later. The 
Adhvaryus were called Adhvaryu, PratiprasUitA, Ne~~A, and Un
neta. They poured oblations while reciting Yajur-mantras. They also 
prepared the oblations. The Hotas were called HotA, Maitravaru{1a, 
Acchavak, and Gravastuta. Their duty was to recite the 1Uc hymns. 
The Brahmas were called Brahma, Brahmapacchamsi, Agnidhra, 
and Pota. Their duty was to generally supervise the sacrifice and 
prescribe rectifications when mistakes were committed. 
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U~d41 ~ Utd14q;cUCRIl ~ -a«Pclill9AtdltiQm 
11m w ~qRlQffflRlII ~ II 

9. '0 Prastota, if you sing without knowing of him 
who is the deity associated with the Prastava (intro
ductory praise) then, your head will fall. ' 

'Prasiota/:l, 0 Prastota.' (He spoke addressing him) 
thus for drawing his attention. 'Cet, if; prasto$yasi, you 
sing near me who am enlightened; avidvan, not know
ing, without having knowledge; tam, of him; ya, who 
is; devata., the deity; anvayatta, associated with; pras
tavam, the Prastava; te, your; murdha, head; vipati
$yati, will fall. ' 

If his head should fall even in the absence of such a 
man of knowledge, then, there will be no competence 
for performing rites by persons who are conversant 
with rites only. And that is not desirable since it is seen 
that, people perform rites even without knowledge (of 
the associated deities), and the Sruti also speaks of the 
Southern Path (leading .to the manes). If ignorant 
people had no competence, then, the Vedas would 
have mentioned only the Northern Path (leading to 
heaven). And it cannot be argued thett the southern 
Path is meant only for those who perfonn the rires 
prescribed by the Smrtis, for the Vedic text says, '(The 
Brahmapas seek to know It) through (study of the 
Vedas), sacrifices, charity (and austerity consisting in a 
dispassionate enjoyment of sense-objects)' (B!.IV. 
4.22). And from the use of the specific words, '(Your 
head will fall) when you are told so by me' (1.11.5) it 
follows that, there is no competence for rites (for an 
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ignorant man) only in the presence of a man of know
ledge. Not in all such cases as Agnihotra-rites accord
ing to the Smrtis, and study (of the Vedas), etc. 
because in those cases, approval is seen to exist. So the 
statement, 'Your head will fall', is to be construed to 
mean that even people who are conversant only with 
rites, have competence to perform rites. 

ttcti1C4I~lIdH'lC4I'Ct'I~m141 ~C4dt~ft~q;qIQ'i11 m 
-a~feI'i1~lItlim 11m"ff fa'qktQlrtiifr II ~ 0 II 

10. In this very way he told the Udgata: '0 UdgaUi, 
if you sing without knowing of him who is the deity 
associated with Udgitha, your head will fall down.' 

ttcti1q llffi~JH'lC4I:q l'Iktt1Jdr tc«rr l'Iktijl'l
q;qI~'i11 m -a~~ID~Rh~R&.:Im Tim off lbiqrnQlffiRt off 

6 tlql'ld1 f<1WTh'lltlISJareni II ~ ~ II ~~:~: II 
~o II 

11. In this very way he told the Pratiharta: '0 Prati
harta, if you sing without knowing of him who is the 
deity associated with Pratihara, your head will fall 
down.' And they, having refrained, sat silently. 

Evam eva, in this very way; uviica, he told; udgiitii
ram, the Udgata; pratihartiiram, the Pratiharta, etc. 
are to be explained as before. Te, they, the Prastota 
and others; samiiratiil}., having refrained from their 
works; iisiin cakrire, sat; t~1J.fm, silently, without doing 
anything for fear of (their) heads falling off, and be
cause they were seekers (of the knowledge of the 
deities). 

6 
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SECTION I I 

3i?l't.i 4\!itQlo:t ~ "Iilq~ en ~ ~~Rqlon
¥f*~:H~ ~leti1401 ~ 6Iql~ II ~ II 

1. Then, the performer of the sacrifice told him, 'I 
certainly am eager to know (the identity) of the ador
able one.' He said, 'I am U~asti, son of Cakra.' 

Atha, then; yajamiinal;z, the performer of the 
sacrifice, the king; uviica ha, said; enam, to him, to 
U:;asti; 'Aham, I; vai vividiJiil;,i, am certainly eager to 
know (the identity); bhagavantam, of the adorable 
one.' Being told so, he said, 'Asmi, 1 am, U~asti, the 
son of Cakra, if this has reached your ears as well.' 

~ ~cU~ "Iilq~ en ~: fI~~IRct4: qaTitq 
c,"Hlq(11 CIT 315Q~f£lI;:qlo:t<!~ II ~ II 

2. He (the king) said, 'I had been surely searching 
for you for all these priestly duties. As 1 could not find 
you, the adorable one, 1 had to engage others.' 

Sal;z, he, the performer of the sacrifice, said; 'Truly 
speaking I did hear of bhagavantam, you, the adorable 
one, who is possessed of many qualities. And paryaiJi
$am, I searched for you, undertook the task of finding 
you out; sarvail;z iirtvijyail;z, for all the duties to be 
performed by the priests. Having searched and avittya, 
not having found; bhagavatal;z, (any trace) of the ador
able one; aham, I; avr~i, have engaged these; anyan, 
others. ' 
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~~ • .q fta-~I~~FlRt ('1~(i4?l • ~ 
ftqRtijel:~ch1l lIlct~~ ~ ~lJl~lct"'4q ~ 
~ "~Rt W 4\ijQI"1 3ctli:4 II ~ II 

3. 'But may you, the adorable one, (take up) all the 
priestly duties for me.' (He replied) 'Let this be so. 
Now, this being so, let these very ones praise under my 
permission. But you will give me as much wealth as to 
all these. ' The performer of the sacrifice said, 'So be it ' 

'Tu, but all the same, even from now; may bhaga
win, you, the adorable one; be engaged in sarvai/:z, all; 
iirtvijyai/:z, priestly duties; me, for me.' On being told 
so, U~asti said, 'Tathii iti, let this be so. But, atha, now; 
evam tarhi, this being so; let ete eva, these very ones 
who had been engaged by you earlier; stuvatiim, 
praise; samatisr$/ii/:z, under my permission, having 
been permitted by me who am totally pleased. 
However, this much has to be done by you: Yiivat tu, as 
much; dhanam, wealth; dadhya/:l, you will give; 
ebhya/:l, to these ones, to all counting from the 
Prastota; tavat, that much; dadhya/:l, you will have to 
give; miim, to me.' Being told so, yajamana/:l. the 
performer of the sacrifice said; 'Tatha iti, so be it.' 

~ ~ U~dlqftftlC( Utffld41 ~ U~lct
q;qlll'di ~ =a«rc.&J~tffltiqm ~ ~ ~qRttiqfflRt 1U 

'tFllctl"1ct'ii:4(qi1QI ~ ~dRt II~ II 

4. Thereafter, the Prastota approached this one 
(and said) 'You, the venerable one, told me, "0 Pras
tota, if you sing without knowing of him who is the 
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deity associated with the Prastava, then your head will 
fall. ,. Who is that deity?' 

Atha, thereafter, having heard the speech of U~asti; 
prastota, the singer of the Prastava; upasasiida, ap
proached with humility; enam, this one, U~asti; (and 
said) 'Bhagavan, you, the venerable one; avocat, told; 
mii, me, earlier, .. If you sing the Prastava", etc. Ka
lama, who is; sa, that; devala, deity who is associated 
with the Prastava, the part of the sama song called 
Prastava?' 

JITOT ~ ~clli:4 ficflfOl W CIT $qlR ~ JmJT
~'4f1fc1~IRt :gIUjq~PGt~a ~ ~ :g~Ic:t
q;qlllftl m =a~fcHII?4tfflt4t lim off &lqJfl6Qft~4dfQ 
q iHa II '-\ II 

5. He said, ·Prava. All these beings surely proceed 
towards and merge in Prava, (and) from Prava they 
emerge. That is the deity who is associated with the 
Prastava. If you had sung without knowing him, your 
head would have fallen when told so by me.' 

Being asked thus, uvaca ha, he said; 'PrafJ,ai), Pra
va I.' It is reasonable that Prava should be the deity of 
the Prastava. How? 'SarvafJ,i, all; imani, these; bhu
tani, beings, moving and non-moving; samviSanti, en
ter into; by proceeding abhi, towards; priifJ,am, Prava; 
eva, itself, in identity with Prava during dissolution. 
(They) ujjihate, originate; priifJ,am, from Prana itself 
(retaining their identity with Pra~a) at the time of 
creation. Therefore, sii e$ii, that is; devatii, the deity; 

lIn this context, PrApa means the supreme Self. See B. S. I. 1. 23. 
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who is anvayatta, associated with; prastavam, Pras
tava. Cet, if; avidvan, not knowing; tam, that deity; 
prasto$yal;t., you had sung the Prastava, if you had sung 
the part of the sama song called Prastava; te, your; 
murdha, head; vyapati$yat, would have fallen; when 
uktasya, you were told; tatha, so; maya, by me.' The 
idea is this: 'Therefore, it was well done by you that, 
you refrained from doing a work prohibited by me.' 

3tW ~"'i~~.lk'llqtltll~~lIfldl ~Clffl~n?:lq;qIi4'i11 
ffi :aa:fc1Sl11~IIt4m lim off fc1QRiSQJlRi lU crtalcU"'i
cih::.I(q'ifI q I lit ~a Ri II ~ II 

6. Thereafter, the Udgata aproached him (and said) 
'You, the venerable one, told me, "0 Udgata, if you 
sing without knowing of him who is the deity associated 
with Udgitha, your head will fall." Who is that deity?' 

Similarly, the Udgata asked: 'Katama, who is; sa, 
that; devata, deity who is associated with the part of 
sama called Udgitha?' 

3UWtI ~ ilcliTl tlci.1U1 W en ~ 11dl::£ll
Rt41l00a: ~ all4Rt ~ ~chn~n?:lq;q14'i11 ffi 
:aa:Fc:1Sl11~1It41 ~off cqqRiSQ'i1QCk1W ~ II \911 

7. He said: 'The sun. Verily, all these beings sing to 
the sun when he is up. It is this deity who is associated 
with Udgitha. If you had sung without knowing him, 
your head would have fallen when told so by me. ' 

Being questioned thus, he uvaca ha, said; 'A.dityal;t., 
the sun. Vai, surely; sarva~i, all; imani, these; bhutani, 
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beings; gayanti, sing to, make sounds (in honour of), 
i.e. praise; adityam, the sun; ucchail;z santam, when he 
is up.' This is so (Le. the sun is the deity of UdgItha) 
because of the similarity of the syllable ut (in Ut-gItha 
and ut-chhail;z), as it is done in the case of Prana (who is 
the deity of Prastava) where there is the similarity of 
the syllable pra. Therefore, 'It is this deity .. .', etc. is to 
be explained as before. 

3{?f t.t gMgdfq~fm~ gMgd41 .. gM8H

q;q IlI'd I ffi =a~fct'I~MgR&:Im 11m off fctqM&:I~M 
ln cqiICiI..,ql'a(ehdql m ctadMIl Gil 

8~ Thereafter, the Pratiharta approached this one 
(artd said) 'You, the venerable one, told me, "0 Prati
harta, if you sing (the Pratihara) without knowing of 
him who is the deity associated with Pratihara, your 
head will fall. " Who is that deity?' 

In this very way, atha, thereafter; pratiharta, the 
Pratiharta; upasasada, approached; enam, this one 
(U~asti); 'Who is that deity associated with Pratihara?' 

aiilfqM ~Cil'a ~41fOl W CIT ~ 'ldl~ilqq 
gM6{QIUIiR ::ii1qM lI1n ~ gMgHq;qltltll ffl 
=a~fc1'IWSA("£IgR~ 11m off oqQM&:Itlsm4at4 ~ 
"~CRlfQ QaM II ~ II $ra4iI~~I:~: II ~ ~ II 

9. He said: 'Food. All these beings, surely, live by 
collecting food itself for themselves. It is this deity who 
is associated with Pratihara. If you had sung (the Prati
hara) wilthout knowing him, your head would have 
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fallen when told so by me, when you were told so by 
me.' 

Being asked thus, he said, 'Annam, food. Ha vai, 
surely; sarval)i, all; imani, these; bhatani, beings; jfv
anti, live; haramal)ani, by collecting; annam eva, food 
itself; prati, towards, for themselves, ,from all quarters. 
Sa e,ya, it is this; devata, deity; who is anvayatta, as
sociated with Pratihara, that part of sama called Prati
hara,' because of the similarity of the word prat; (in 
prati-hara and prati-hara-mal)ani). The remaining por
tion, 'tatha uktasya maya, of you who were told so by 
me', is to be explained as before. 

The meaning as a whole is that the parts of the sama, 
called Prastava, Udgitha, and Pratihara, are to be me
ditated on as Pra~a, sun, and food (respectively). The 
result of such a meditation is the achievement of iden
tity with Pra~a etc. or a greater fruitfulness of the rites. 

SECTION 12 

3fWIO: Wcr ~ n?;H'd4 ~ ~ iI(iUJ1 en~: 
lCffUU~¥j&.SiII\Jt II ~ II 

1. Therefore, hereafter starts the U dgitha seen by 
dogs. Once upon a time, Baka or Glava (as he was 
known) who was the son of Dalbha and Mitra, went out 
for study of the Vedas, 

In the preceding part has been related a pitiable 
condition as indicated by the eating of ort and putrid 
food due to non-availability offood. In order that such 
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a condition may not recur. atha. therefore, for the 
sake of acquiring food; atal), hereafter is begun; ud
gfthaJ;z, the Udgitha, the singing of Udgitha Sarna; 
sauvaJ;z, seen by dogs. 

Tat ha, once upon a time; (there was a r#) bakal), 
Baka by name; (and) dalbhyal), son of Dalbha; va, or; 
gliival;z, Glava by name; and maitreyal), son of Mitra. 
The word 'or' is here used in the sense of 'and' (to show 
that the two names, Baka and Glava refer to the same 
person), for he was a dvam~yayal)al), a person be
longing to two families (see foot-note under 1.8.1). 
(The meaning is stated thus because) though the word 
'or' can be taken to suggest an alternative in the case of 
action, this cannot be so with regard to the nature of a 
thing. Indeed, the Smrti says, 'He can have two names, 
two gotras (lineages).' It is seen in the world that fore
fathers of both the parental sides share in the sraddha 
offerings. Or, since the text is fully preoccupied with 
the U dgitha, being unmindful of the (identity of the) r# 
in question, va is used (merely) for (the facility of) 
reading. (The word va may otherwise mean either/or, 
i.e. either the r# Baka or the r# Glava.) Svadhyayam, 
for undertaking study; udvavraja, he went out of the 
village to a solitary place near a water (-source). And 
since singular number is used in 'He went out' and 'He 
waited' (I. 12. 3), therefore this r# (concerned) is only 
one. From the fact that the r# conformed to the exact 
time when the dogs sung the Udgitha (ibid), the con
clusion indIcated is that the study of the Vedas under
taken by him was meant for obtaining food. 

~ VI W: ~~ ~ VR aqtt~fq)ijQ ;it 
CWrcll;tlall(h:q~I"1I(:uq en ~ II ~ II 
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2. To him appeared a white dog. Other dogs, having 
approached him said, 'May the venerable sir sing for 
our food because we are hungry, to be sure.' 

Some deity or some ($i, having become pleased with 
(his) study; and having taken the form of a dog, (be
coming) .a sveta/:l, white; sva/:l, dog; priidurbabhuva, 
made his appearance; tasmai, ,before him, before the 
($i, to bestow him a favour. Anye, other; sviina/:l, dogs, 
which were small in size; upasametya, having 
approached; tam, him, the white dog; uculj, said to 
him; 'May the bhagaviin, venerable sir; iigiiyatu, sing; 
annam na/:l for our food, i.e. obtain food for us by 
singing.' Or it is proper to understand that the vital 
force residing in the mouth (was told so by the) or
gans of speech etc. which eat their food after the vital 
force, and which, being pleased with the study (of the 
($i), favoured him by taking the form of dogs. They 
said thus: 'Asaniiyiima/:l vai, we are hungry, to be sure.' 

(11~C4I-a~C4 lfr MI(1~qtl414IaM ~ ~ GRi'\'lIl 
3(i11Ji en~: l4MQI(il41'*4ChH II ~ II 

3. To them he said, 'You approach me together here 
itself in the morning.' The (# named Baka and Glava, 
who was the son of Dalbha and Mitra, waited there 
itself. 

Having been told so, the white dog uviica ha, said; 
tiin, to them, to the small dogs; 'Miim upasamfyiita, you 
approach me together; iha eva, here itself, in this very 
pla£e; priita/:l, in the morning.' The lengtheriing of i in 
samCYiita is a Vedic use, or it may be an erroneous 
reading .. The mention of 'morning' is to indicate that 
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the performance (Le. singing) was obligatory at that 
very time, or because the sun, who is the giver of food, 
is not in the front (of the Udgata) in the afternoon. The 
r$i named Baka and Glava, who was the son of Dalbha 
and Mitra, pratipiilayiiiicakiira, conformed to the exact 
time, Le. waited; tat ha, there itself. 

({ W ~~il« iStltfl4qql~'" fffltiQQIUII: ~r-GlQT: 
tlcf9dl~Clqltl~'!tit W tlijQ~¥4 fi~: II ~ II 

4. As in a rite the priests move by holding on to one 
another while praising with the Bahi~pavamana-hymn, 
so also they (the dogs) moved on. Sitting down to
gether, they uttered the word him. 

Te, they, those dogs, having come there itself to the 
presence of the r$i; iisasrpu/:l~ moved on, i.e. went 
round and round taking one another's tail in each 
other's mouth; as in performing a rite, the group of 
Udgatas', sarpanti, move; samiirabdii/:l, by holding on 
to one another (Le. holding the end of the cloth of one 
in the front); sto$yamii1J,ii/:l, while praising; bahi$pava
miinena, with the hymn called Bahi~pavamana2. After 
having moved like that and samupaviSya, having sat 
down together; te, they; him cakru/:l, uttered (sang) the 
word him. 

3it~~~lB~ fQin~lif~ ~ ~: lNtlqM: 

tlfc1i'1I~ilfq81~8(C5tqd~SilflUW~5U~~~fiIffr II ~ II 
I Ananda Girl says that from the mention of Udgata, all the priests 

beginning from the Adhvaryu, as also the yajamana are to be 
understood. 

2The hymn sung at the time of extracting Soma juice on the last day 
of the Soma-sacrifice. 
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~~:~: II ~~ II 

5. 'Om, we shall eat; Om, we shall drink; Om, may 
the bright sun, who is Varupa and Prajapati, bring food 
here. 0 the lord of food, bring food here, bring (food 
here), Om.' 

'Om adama, we shall eat. Om pibama, we shall 
drink. Om.' (The sun is called) deval) because of his 
brightness. (He is called) Varupa because (he) pours 
rain on earth. (He is called) Prajapati because (he) 
nourishes the creatures. (He is called) Savita because 
(he) produces· all. 'May the sun who has these names 
and these characteristics aharat, bring food for us; iha, 
here.' Aharat stands for aharatu. After singing the 
syllable him thus, they said again: 'Annapate, 0 the 
lord of food, who are of this kind, bring food for us 
here, bring (here).' He is called annapati, the lord of 
food because he produces all food. Unless the grains 
that are produced are ripened by him, the creatures 
will not have even a grain of food. Therefore, he is 
called the lord of food. The repetition (of the word 
'bring') is to denote eagerness. Om. 

SECTION 13 

~ cncr ~ 81::wa1<t cUCjtt$q;H~~ql 
3{$Qq;H: I 3i1~~I<tsm8q;H: II ~ II 

IThe sun is referred to thus because it illumines the world. causes 
rainfall and nourishes the creatures by producing food through rain
fall, thus becoming the originator of successive generations of things 
moving and not moving. 
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1. This very world is the syllable hau; air is the 
syllable hai; the moon is the syllable atha; the Self is the 
syllable iha; fire is the letter f. 

Since meditation on the parts of Sarna is linked up 
with the other addenda of the sarna song, therefore, 
hereafter, instruction is being given about other medi
tations on these syllables of the stobha in a group, 
which are the other limbs of the sarna song, because 
they are equally connected with the Sarna. 

Ayam vava, this very; lokal;t, world; is haukaral;t, the 
syllable hau, which is a stobha 1 well-known in the Ra
thantara Sarna. (A Vedic texf says), 'This (earth) is 
verily the Rathantara.' Because of this similarity of 
relationship the stobha hau, is to be meditated on as the 
world. 

Vayul;t, air; is haikaral;t, the syllable hai. The syllable 
hai is well-known in the Varnadevya Sarna. The rela
tionship between air and water is the source of Vama
devya Sarna. Hiiikiiral;t, the syllable hiii is to be medi
tated on by looking upon it as; vayul;t, air, because of 
this similarity. Candrarna, the moon; is athakaral;t, the 
syllable atha. One should meditate on the syllable atha 
by looking upon it as the moon, for this (world) is 

I Although the lUt verses are used as songs during rites still, some 
other meaningless syllables such as hau, hal, etc. which are known as 
stobhas are inserted for making the siJma song full. These, however, 
are absolutely necessary for producing the desired unseen result. 

2The Vedic text quoted in the commentary equates the earth with 
Rathantara SArna, and the present text says that hiJu is to be used in 
singing the Rathantara. Because of this similarity of the relationship 
of hiJu and earth with Rathantara, hiJu is to be meditated on as earth. 
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dependent (sthitam) on food. The moon stands identi
fied with food (annam). And because there is similarity 
as regards a and tha (anna has a in the beginning, and 
sthita has the letter tha) the meditation is to be underta
ken as stated. Atma, the Self; is ihakara/:z, the syllable 
iha. Iha is a stobha, and the Self is directly referred to 
by the word iha, here. And the stobha also is iha. Thus 
there exists a similarity. Agni/:z, fire; is fkara/:z, the letter 
f. All the sarna songs sung in honour of fire are con
nected with the (stobha) f. So (the meditation follows) 
from that similarity. 

311 RftI &;ChI {l ~ ~ fcf~ aftm FiI-cm:: 
tI\iflqRt~.q;)I{: muT: ~sir <:iT cuficHIG __ 11 ~ II 

2. The sun is the letter a; invocation is the letter e; 
the Visvedevas are the syllable auhoi; Prajapati is the 
syllable him; Prapa is the syllable svara; food is the 
letter ya; and ViraJ is viik. 

Aditya/:z, the sun; is ukara/:z, the letter u. They sing of 
the sun when it is up (ucchai/:z) (1.1 L. 7), and the stobha 
is also u. The sarna songs which have the sun as their 
deity, have u as a stobha. So the sun is u. Nihava/:z, 
invocation; is the stobha ekara/:z, the letter e. The simi
larity follows from the fact that one is welcomed by 
saying ehi, come. ViSvedevii/:z, the Visvedevas; are au
hoikara/:z, the syllable auhoi, because in the sarna song 
in honour of the Visvedevas, the stobha (auhoi) is seen 
to occur. Prajapati/:z, Prajapati; is himkara/:z, the syll
able him because he defies description, and the stobha 
him also is indeterminate. PraQa/:z, Prapa; is svara/:z, 
svara. Svara is a stobha. The similarity follows from 
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(Prapa) the vital force being the cause of svara, the 
musical scale. Annam, food; is ya, the letter ya. The 
stobha ya is food. Because this (world) moves (yati) 
owing to food, therefore (the meditation arises) from 
this similarity. The stobha called vak is viral, which 
may mean 'food' or some deity, for the stobha (vak) 
occurs in the Vairaja Sarna, the sama in the honour of 
Vira~. 

at f.t'6CM#l4I«~1: ~cq: ~'*4 {J "<til't: II ~ II 

3. The thirteenth stobha, viz hum, which is variously 
used, is indeterminate. 

Anirukta/:z, indeterminate because it is inexpressi
ble, for it cannot be spoken of as 'it is this', 'it is this'. 
Sancara/:z means that its nature is such that it is di
versely thought of. Which is that? The answer is that it 
is trayodasa/:z, the thirteenth stobha; called humkara/:z, 
the syllable hum l • Since this is inexpressible, therefore 
it is to be meditated on as "not determinable in any 
special way'. 

~U~ ~la~6 ~ emit ~SiiI~I"bli~ cqqfff If 
((dlqq-::. ~IAlijqf.tfll~ a~qf.tfll~ _ II ~ II ~ 
"li'«~I: l§U$: II ~~ II ~ 01~a4lqf.lfllR ~S
~: II ~ II 

4. He who knows thus this mystic meditation about 

IThis stobha hum is unrnanifested like the unrnanifest source of 
this world. It is thought of diversely in the different branches of the 
Sarna-Veda, and it takes the place of other stobhas in different 
contexts. So it is to be thought of as the ultimate Cause. 
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the samas, to him speech offers that milk which it 
possesses, and he becomes possessed of food and an 
eater of food-he who knows the mystic meditation. 

The result of the meditation on the letters (and syll
ables) that are known as stobhas is being spoken of. 
'The milk that speech possesses', etc. has already been 
explained (1.3.7). Ya~, he who; veda, knows; evam, 
thus; etam upani$adam, this Upani~ad, the mystic me
ditation; samnam, on the samas, with regard to the 
letters which are known as stobhas and which form 
parts of sama songs, to him comes this result as already 
stated. This is the meaning. The repetition (of 'he who 
knows the mystic meditation') is to indicate the conclu
sion of the chapter, or to indicate the conclusion of 
special meditations with regard to the parts of the sama 
songs. 



CHAPTER II 

SECTION I 

ani flqtaf'£l ~ mIT aqlfl ... ~m~ i4~sR!l m~ 
dftUq('4I'a~ i4~fll~ fI~~lqRt II ~ II 

1. Om. Meditation on the sama as a whole is excel
lent. What is excellent is said to be sama. \Vhat is not 
excellent in not sama. 

Starting with '(One should meditate on) this letter 
Om', etc. i~struction has been given about meditation 
with regard to parts of sama, which yields many results. 
And after that has been stated the meditations con
cerning the letter called stobhas. In all these contexts, 
however, they relate only to a particular aspect of 
sarna. Hereafter, the Sruti begins with the idea, 'I shall 
now speak of all kinds of meditations on the sama as a 
whole.' It is reasonable that the meditation on the 
possessor of the parts should be instructed after the 
meditation on the individual parts. 

Upasanam, meditation; samna/:l, on sama; samas
tasya, as a whole, i.e. as consisting of five divisions and 
seven divisions;-khalu is used as an embellishment of 
the sentence-is sadhu, excellent. Since the purpose of 
the word sadhu, excellent, is to enjoin looking upon 
the whol~ of sarna as good, it is not used for depreciat
ing the earlier meditations. 

Objection: Is it not a fact that 'goodness' which did 
not exist (in the earlier meditations) is being stated 
(here) with regard to the sama as a whole? 
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Vediintin: Not so, because the conclusion is made 
with, 'He who meditates on sama as excellent". The 
word siidhu is synonymous with excellence. How is this 
known? The answer is, yat, whatever is well-known in 
the world; as siidhu, excellent, commendable; the 
adepts iicaqate, call; tat, that; sama/:z, sama; and yat, 
whatever is; asadhu, not excellent, opposed to that; tat,. 
that; is asama/:z, not sarna. 

d~dlau~: el.:l""ijCUaIlRRt l1T!~""'lqlaIlR~CI 
d«I,{el¥4""~lallR<=4el~""ijql4llwact ~: 
II~II 

2 In that context, they also say, 'He has approached 
this one with a friendly attitude', where the very idea 
expressed is that he approached this one in a proper 
manner. (And) when they say, 'He approached this 
one with an unfriendly attitude', in that context, the 
very idea they express is that he approached this one in 
an Improper manner. 

Tat, with regard to that itself, with regard to dis
crimination between what is good and what is not 
good; uta api ahu/:z, they also say; 'Upagat, he has 
approached; enam, this one, the king and the satrap; 
samnii, with a friendly attitude.' Who is he? The person 
meant is he from whom there was apprehension of bad 

IAlthough 'goodness' did exist even in the earlier context, only it 
was not specifically mentioned. So, there can be no condemnation of 
earlier meditations even by implication.-A. G. 

What Sankara means is that here a fresh meditation on sarna as 
possessed of the quality of goodness, is being begun without denying 
'goodness' implicit in earlier meditations 

7 
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behaviour. Tat, in that context, common people, not 
seeing unpleasant treatment like arrest etc.; ahu/:z, say; 
'Upiigat, he approached; enam, this one; sadhuna, in a 
proper manner'; (where they use the word sadhu) iti 
eva, with the very idea that he went with honest inten
tions. Where, on the contrary, they observe unpleasant 
treatment like arrest etc. in that context; ahu/:z, they 
say; 'Upagat, he approached; enam, this one; asamna, 
with an unfriendly intention'; where the very idea ex
pressed is that he up agat , he approached; enam, this 
one; asadhuna, in an improper manner. 

3fWld IGQ 1(: ~ ~ ~ ~! ~ lIT! 
&dflact d~II,('lIq ~ ~ 4~f41! cqch'Qf4I! 
&dflact ~: II ~ II 

3. Again, they also say, 'Ah! To us good has come!' 
In that context they say, 'Ah! this is favourable', 
where, what is favourable takes place. (And) they say, 
'The bad has happened to us.' In that context they 
actually say, 'Alas! this is unfavourable', where, what 
is unfavourable takes place. 

Atha, again; uta api, also; ahu/:t, they say; 'Sama/.l, 
good, which can be experienced by oneself, has hap
pened; na/.l to us.' Bata is used in the sense of self
complacence. This is what is said by them. Yat, what
ever; bhavati, happens to be; sddhu, good; tat, with 
regard to that thing; ahu/.l, they say; iii, thus; 'Bata, ah; 
this is sadhu, favourable.' When the contrary happens, 
they say, 'Bata, alas; asama/.l, the bad (has come); na/.l, 
to us.' Yat, whatever; bhavati, happens to be; asadhu, 
unfavourable; tat, with regard to that; iti eva, actually; 
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ahub, they say; 'Rata, alas; asadhu, this is unfavour
able.' Therefore, the synonymity of the words sarna 
and sadhu is established. 

If c:r ~ fc1il14U~ ~lq~If<iS~ ~ ~~ 
m~ U1fr 3ff ~ .I~~N ~ ~: II~II ~ 
Jf~:~: II ~ II 

4. Having known this thus, he who meditates on the 
sarna as sadhu, to such a man the good qualities, in
deed, come quickly and bow down. 

Therefore, sab, he; yab, who, anyone; upiiste, medi
tates; sarna, on sarna; sadhu, as sadhu, as possessed of 
the quality of being good (fair, favourable, excellent, 
etc.); vidvan, having known the whole sam a as possess
ed of the quality of being good, to him comes this 
result; abhyiiSab ha, quickly indeed; The word yat is 
used as an adverb to specify quickness. Ca, and; enarn, 
to this one, to the meditator; sadhavab, good; dhar
mab, qualities, which are not opposed to the Vedas and 
Smrtis; agaccheyub, will come; not only will they 
come, ca, but also; upanameyub, will bow down, i.e. 
will remain as things of enjoyment (for him). 

SECTION 2 

~ q'*4fc1Q~ ~1¥itqIHh1 
at&: ln~ Icns.mt~'l~n?l 
dR~"1 fqft{~ II ~ II 

~q:;H: I 
:UMt;I{t 

1. The sama having five divisions is to be meditated 
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on as the worlds. Earth is Hirilkara. Fire is Prastava. 
Intermediate-space is Udgitha. The sun is Pratihara. 
Heaven is Nidhana. This much with regard to the high
er worlds. 

Which again, are those samas-as-a-whole that are to 
be meditated upon as associated with the idea of excel
lence? They are these ones that are being spoken of 
hereby: 'The sama having five divisions', etc. 

Objection: Is it not contradictory to say that they are 
to be meditated upon as the worlds etc. and also as 
excellent? 

Answer: No, because the worlds, as products, are 
permeated by their cause meant by the word sadhu, 
just as transformations like pots etc. are permeated by 
earth etc. Whether the meaning of the word sadhu be 
dharma (merit) or Brahman, in either case it perme
ates the products like worlds etc. Therefore, just as 
wherever there is the idea of pots etc. that idea cer
tainly remains permeated by the idea of earth etc. 
Similarly, the idea of worlds etc. certainly remains 
permeated by the idea of siidhu (merit or Brahman), 
becal,lse the worlds etc. are products of dharma I 
(merit) etc. 

Although both dharma and Brahman are similar so 
far their being causes is concerned still, it is reasonable 
that the word sadhu means dharma only, because the 
word sadhu is used with regard to dharma in such 
sentences as, 'He who does a meritorious (sadhu) 
deed, becomes meritorious (sadhu).' 

'The unseen results produced by rites and their accessories is 
called dharma, merit. 
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Objection: Is itnot a fact that, since the cause penne
ates the products like worlds etc. that idea (of a cause 
penneating its effect) follows as a matter of course? 
Therefore, it is not necessary to say, 'One meditates on 
sarna as sadhu' . 

Answer: No, because the idea is derived from the 
scriptures. Indeed, in all cases, only duties enjoined by 
the scriptures are to be undertaken; not those which, 
even though in vogue, are contrary to the scriptures. 

Sarna, the sarna, the whole of sarna; pancavidham, 
of five kinds according to its five divisions, and which is 
good; upasfta, should be meditated on; loke$u, as the 
worlds such as-earth etc. How? Prthivf, earth; is hiin
karal;z, Himkara. By transforming the seventh (loca
tive) case that occurs in the word loke$u ('in the 
worlds') into the first case (as lokal;z, the worlds), Hirll
kara is to be meditated upon as earth etc. by looking 
upon Himkara as earth. Or by transposing the seventh 
case used in the U pani~ad for the word loka (to hi 
mkiira ctc. the meaning will be), the meditation is to be 
undertaken by looking upon Hirllkara etc. as earth etc. 
There, earth is Hirllkara because of the similarity of 
being the first. Agnil;z, fire; is prastiiva!:z, Prastava be
cause it is in fire that all rites are performed; (prasta
yante), and the name of the (concerned) division of the 
sarna is Prastava. Antariqam, intermediate-space; ud
gfthal;z is Udgitha. Intermediate-space means the sky 
(gaganam) , and the word udgftha contains the word gao 
(Hence the similarity.) Adityal;z, the sun; is prathiha
ral;z, Pratihara because the sun faces everyone (and 
everybody says) '(The sun faces) towards (prati) me, 
towards me.' Dyaul;z, heaven; is nidhanam, Nidhana 
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because people departing from here get stationed 
(nidhfyante) in heaven. In this way is to be undertaken 
the meditation on sarna by looking upon it as urdhve$u, 
the worlds placed high up. 

at?:ucrH! M~:ctiH 3UW4: lH?lIcnS"?lR8,{

~?irsfir: ll4M8H: liNf.41 f.r~ II ~ II 
2. Thereafter (when they are) considered in the op

posite order, heaven is Hirhkara; the sun in Prastava; 
intermediate-space is Udgitha; fire is Pratihara; earth 
is Nidhana. 

Atha, thereafter; the fivefold meditation on siima is 
stated (by regarding the worlds) iivrtte$u, in iheir 
downward order, because the worlds are associated 
with going (up) and coming (down of creatures). Since 
meditation on sarna is being enjoined in accordance 
with their positions, therefore, from the point of view 
of the worlds in their downward order, dyaul;z, heaven 
is Hirhkara because of its first position; iidityal;z, the sun 
is Prastava because the activities of creatures are begun 
(prastuyante) after the sun rises; intermediate-space is 
Udgitha, just as before; fire is Pratihara because fire is 
carried (pratiharar;za) from place to place by beings; 
earth is Nidhana because people coming from there 
(heaven) are placed (or die) here. 

Cfi(fCI;it ~ ~ ~ufl~lct'\1l~ ~ ~ 
rqll~lcfi! q'*lfct!i fllftlql~ II ~ II ~ f1Jltl: 
~: II ~ II 

3. Having known this (sarna) thus (possessed of the 
quality of dharma, merit), he who meditates on the 
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fivefold sarna as the worlds, for his enjoyment exist 
the worlds placed in the upward as also in the down
ward orders. 

The result of the meditation is: YaQ, anyone who; 
vidviin, ·having known; etat, this; evarn, thus; upiiste, 
meditates; on pancavidharn, the five-fold siirna as a 
whole, and as siidhu (Le. as dhalma); asrnai, for him; 
kalpante ha, become fit (enjoyable); lokiiQ, the worlds; 
urdhviiQ ca iivrttiiQ ca, placed in the upward and the 
downward orders, and which are associated with going 
and coming. That is to say, they (the worlds) present 
themselves for his enjoyment. This is how the sen
tences are to be construed, both with regard to the 
fivefold and sevenfold sarnas. 

SECTION 3 

~ q~~U~ t41~qlmd y}lcUffl ~:cti.U .q.Qt 
\\itl~d "fr OUti1.(4) ~ ~ ~~ famdd #t"'1~Rt 
If l:t Rh~~: ~1~1I Rt 'ffiiru;t II ~ II 

1. The fivefold sarna has to be meditated on as rain. 
The eastern wind, that is HiIhkara; the clouds form, 
that is Prastava; that it rains, that is Udgitha; that' 
lightning flashes and thunder roars, that is Pratihara; it 
(water) is used up, that is Nidhana. 

Paiicavidharn, the fivefold sarna; upiisfta, has to be 
meditated on; Vr$lal;l, as rain. Since rain is the cause of 
the continuance of the worlds, hence is this suc
cession'. 

I Of 'rain' after 'world'. 
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. 
PurovataJ;z, the eastern wind is HiIhkara because rain 

begins with the eastern wind and ends with its (water's) 
use, just as sama starts with HiIhkara and ends with 
Nidhana. Therefore the eastern wind is HiIhkara be
cause of their first positions. Megha/:l jayate, the clouds 
form; saJ;z, that; is prastavaJ;z, Prastava because the 
well-known fact is that in the rainy season the forma
tion of 'clouds indicates beginning of rainfall. Var$ati, 
that it rains; saJ;z, that; is udgfta/:l, Udgitha because of its 
hjghest position. Vidyotate, that lightning flashes; 
stanayati, thunder roars, that is Pratihara because of 
(the former) being scattered I (pratihrtattvat). Udgrl)
f)iitP, it is used up, that is Nidhana because of the 
similarity of ending up. 

CI'fflr ~ q.(tlM i 1I ~ iC1ii1:qG!) Q:;qiC1Q'!:. 

~I..(jql~ II ~ II ~ ~: ~: II ~ II 
2. Anyone who, having known this thus, meditates 

on the five-fold sama as rain, for him does occur rain, 
and he causes rainfall. 

The result of the meditation is: Asmai, for him; 
var$ati ha, it rains according to his will. Similarly, var
$ayati ha, he makes it rain even when there is no rain. 
'He who', etc. is to be construed as before. 

SECTION 4 

~JI+c*'tI q:;qiC1Q'!:. ~I",qlffh, ~ tlMt(rtqd ~ 
IThe similarity follows from the word prati being common. 

lThe word udgr~"iJti is translated variously. It may imply 'using up 
by people', or 'sucking up by the sun', or 'cessation ofrains'. Sait
karacarya is silent on the point. 
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f'k..<tilil 4iitfRt II JH'?flct1 ~: mal: w<4 II 
~m ~: :uffiiZ4: II :uRigH: ~ r.r~ II ~ II 

1. One should meditate on the fivefold sarna as all 
(kinds of) water .. That clouds gather and rain is immi
nent. that is Hirhl,(ara. That it pours down. that is 
Prastava. The rivers that flow eastward, that is Ud
githa. Those (that flow) westward, that is Pratihara. 
The sea is Nidhana. 

Up as fta , one should meditate on; pancavidharn 
siima, fivefold sarna; sarvesu as all (kinds of); apsu, 
water. Since rain precedes all kinds of water, (there
fore the meditation on all kinds of water) follows (the 
meditation on rain). Yal, that; rneghal;, cloud(s); sarn
plavate. gather together to become dense or thick
when a cloud rises high it is said to be gathering-that is 
the beginning of water; that is Hirhkara. Yat, that; sal; 
,,'ar$ati, it rains; sal;, that is Prastava. Water becomes 
ready (praslutal;) to spread everywhere. Yal;, those 
(rivers); that syandante, flow; pracyal;, eastward, that 
is Udgitha because of their superiority. Yal;, those 
(that flow); pratfcyab, westward; sab. that is Pratihara 
because of the similarity of the word prati (in pratihara 
and pratfcyab). Sarnudral;, the sea; nidhanam, is 
Nidhanam since all the waters get deposited there. 

;r ~ ~f4'tiql"cqqffi If ~ fc:1&J4t41~'ti 
q3iClfc:u~~ till't"'j4lfit II ~ II lffi .: ~: II ~ II 

2. Anyone who having known thus, meditates on 
the fivefold'sarna as all kinds of water, he does not die 
in water; he becomes possessed of water. 

Na praiti ha, he does not die; apsu. in water, if he 
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does not want this. Bhavati, he become; apsuman, 
possessed of water. This is the result. 

SECTION 5 

~ q3ii:,lIf"Q~ fll4lQltih't Cltt;ffl ~<Ril1fttsq: 
JH?tlcn Cfffr ~n?1: ~HdIIRt61il ~q;ffi f.r~ II ~ II 

1. One should meditate on the five-fold sam a as the 
seasons. Spring is Hiffikara; summer is Prastava; rainy 
season is Udgitha; autumn is Pratihara; (early and late) 
winter is Nidhana. 

Upiisfta, one should meditate on; paficavidham 
sama, the fivefold sama; rtU$U, as the seasons. The 
succession (of this meditation after that related to 
water) is because the arrangement of seasons is caused 
by the aforesaid waters. Vasantal;t, spring; is himkaral;t, 
Hirhkara because of their first places l ; grf$mal;t, sum
mer is Prastava because barely etc. are collected (pras
tllyate) in anticipation of rains; var$al;t, rainy season is 
Udgitha because of (its) importance; sarat, autumn is 
Pratihara because the sick and the dead are carried 
away; hemantal;t, (early and late) winter is Nidhanam 
because (in this ~eason) creatures take shelter in places 
free from wind. 

q:a(fQ~ 61~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
fcl&J1«'! Q3ii:.4fc1Q~ ttl¥ilQIt<1 II ~ II lftr q;;aq: 

~: II ~Il 

2. Anyone who having known this thus, meditates 

ISome count the seasons from spring onwards. 
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on the fivefold sam a as the seasons, to him the seasons 
become propitious. He becomes possessed of the (en
joyable things of the different) seasons. 

(This is) the result: Asmai, for this meditator; rta
val;z, the seasons; kalpante, become propitious by pro
viding (different) enjoyable things in accordance with 
the conditions of the seasons. He becomes rtuman, 
possessed of the seasons, i.e. possessed of the enjoy
able things of the seasons. 

SECTION 6 

~ q:;qFcUf-:-' el¥(jql~('tl'ill ft(..q:;I?t~: 
~ 11TCf ~ft~SSST: Sdf16H: ~ f.r~ II ~ II 

1. One should meditate on the fivefold sama as the 
animals. Goats are Hirhkara; sheep are Prastava; cows 
are Udgitha; horses are Pratihara; man is Nidhana. 

Upiisfta, one should meditate on; paiicavidham 
sarna, the fivefold siima; pasu$u, as the animals. If the 
seasons advance well, time becomes favourable to the 
animals. Hence js this succession. AjiiJ:z, goats are Hirh
kara because of their importance I or their first posi
tion, in accordance with the Vedic utterance, 'The goat 
is the first among animals.' A vayaJ:z , sheep are Prastava 
because goats and sheep are seen to be living in associa
tion. GiivaJ:z, cows are Udgitha because of their su
periority. Asviil;z, horses are Pratih~a because. they 
carry people; purzqaJ:z, man is Nidhana because ani
mals find shelter with man. 

IGoats being associated with sacrifices-A. G. 
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2. Anyone who having known this thus~ meditates 
on the fivefold sarna as the animals, to him come ani
mals, he becomes possessed of animals. 

The result is: Bhavanti ha asya paSaval) , to him come 
animals. Bhavati, he become; paSurnan, possessed of 
animals. He derives the fruits of having animals, i.e. of 
enjoying (them) and of giving them away (in charity). 

SECTION 7 

~ qwFct8f'!:. q{lClij4: fll""qlfOd JrrOlr 
fk..:ctil{r qlc8H:nlq~~~ft~: .m J4MSI{l 1Rr 
R~ qaqijql'~, ft:r en _ II ~ II 

1. The fivefold sarna which is successively higher 
than the high is to be meditated on as the organs-( the 
organ of) smell is Hirilkara; (the organ of) speech is 
Prastava; (the organ of) sight is Udgitha; (the organ of) 
hearing is Pratihara; the mind is Nidhana-because 
these are surely successively higher than the high. 

The fivefold sarna, parovarfyal) , which is succes
sively higher than the high; upiisfta, is to be meditated 
on; praIJe$u, as the organs. The meaning is that sarna is 
to be meditated on as the organs, with the idea that 
they are possessed of the quality of being successively 
higher amongst themselves. 

PraIJal), the organ of smell is Hirhkara because it .is 
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the first in the series (of organs) which are successively 
higher. Yak, the organ of speech is Prastava because 
everything is begun with speech. The organ of speech is 
higher than the organ of smell because even a thing that 
is not present is spoken of through speech, whereas the 
organ of smell is the perceiver only of an odour that is 
present. Cak$u/J., the organ of sight is Udgitha. Since it 
reveals more things than speech can, therefore it is 
higher than the organ of speech, and it is Udgitha 
because of superiority. Srotram, the organ of hearing is 
Pratihara because of its being carried away (i.e. at
tracted to sounds). It is higher than the organ of sight 
because it can hear from all around l • The mind is 
Nidhana because things perceived through all the Of-. 

gans get deposited in the mind of a man for his enjoy
ment. And mind is higher than the organs of hearing 
because it comprehends the objects of all the organs, 
and even a thing beyond the ken of the organs, surely 
comes within the scope of the mind. From the reasons 
adduced above, it follows that etani, these organs, 
counting from that of smell; are vai, certainly; paro
varfyamsi, successively higher than the high. 

qU~{}~ ~ cqqffi qU~~14m ij <"i'jflil&i14Rt II 
_ .rCt&:H)1T~ q'*'lfc1~~qU~{}4: ~1",ql«1lfff 
~ q'*'lfc1~ II ~ II lfff ~t(1q: ~: II \911 

2. Anyone who having known this thus, meditates 
on the siima with five divisions which are successively 
higher, as the organs, his (life) becomes successively 

·Whereas the eye sees only the things that are in its front. 
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higher, and he conquers the worlds that are success
ively higher. However. this is with regard to the five
fold sarna. 

Yab, anyone who; upaste, meditates on; sama paro
varfyab. which is successively higher, as associated 
with this (above) idea; asya, his life; bhavati, becomes; 
p~rovarfyab, successively higher than the high. This 
has already been explained. 

Here concludes the meditation onpaficavidasya. the 
fivefold sama. "Iti tu paficavidhasya, however. this is 
with regard to the (meditation on) fivefold (sama)'
this is said for drawing attention to the subject of the 
sevenfold sama which follows. because one who has 
become detached from the fivefold siima can concen
trate his intellect on what is going to be stated. 

SECTION 8 

~?l eC(1fc1~ ~ ftt({~Q~ ftl..nQIff1?t 

4~ crrcn 1fiffir lr ft:(:c:tilil 4d1M lr Jltftlct1 
~lr~: II ~II . 

1. Now starts (the meditation) on the sevenfold 
(sarna). One should meditate on the sevenfold sam a as 
speech. Whatever is hum in speech, that is HiIhkara (of 
the sarna song). That which is pra (in speech), that is 
Prastava. That which is a, that is Adi. 

Atha, hereafter is begun this good meditation; on 
saptavidhasya. the sevenfold siima as a whole. The 
s(:venth case in vaci (in speech) is used as in the earlier 
context (see commetary on II. 2. 1). The meaning is 
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that the saptavidham, sevenfold sama; upasfta, is to be 
meditated on by looking upon it as speech. Yat kiftca, 
whatever takes the special form; of hum WId, in 
speech, in an utterance; sab, that is HiIhkara (of the 
sama song) because of the similarity of the letter ha. 
The utterance yat, which; sounds prati iti, as pra; sab, 
that is Prastava because of the similarity of pra. Yat, 
that which; sounds as a is Adi because of the similarity 
of a. Adi means Om because it precedes all (Vedic 
utterances). 

lIS;RRt tf ~~ lIdHnRt tf MRt61it lI~Rt tf 
aq sect1 lIJil Rt nfif~ II ~ II 

2. Whatever sounds as ut is Udgitha. Whatever 
sounds as prati is Pratihara. Whatever sounds as upa is 
Upadrava. Whatever sounds as ni is Nidhana. 

Yat, whatever; ut iti, sounds as ut, that is Udgitha 
because the word udgftha has ut in the beginning. Yat, 
whatever; prati iti, sounds as prati, that is Pratihara 
because of the similarity of prati. Yat, whatever; upa 
iti, sounds as upa, that is Upadrava because the word 
upadrava starts with upa. Whatever ni iti, sounds as ni, 
that is Nidhana because of the similarity of the sound 
nl. 

~u~ ql"~5 ~ ~ ~Silql'1i1I~ cqqfff ~ 
~ fc:1 il:q I ~ tfC(1 fc:1 Q~ tf I ¥O(j q I f<1 II.~ II $f4 weq : 

~: IIlll 

3. He who having known this thus, meditates on the 
sevenfold sama as speech, to him speech offers that 
milk which it possesses, and he becomes possessed of 
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food and an eater of food. 
'The milk', etc. has already been explained (see I. 

13.4). 

SECTION 9 

~ &(iq'lqlfaf4~ ~((1Fc1Q~ ~1~qlm(1 • 

~q~'1 lI1lf liT Jffir 11T gffiRt ~ ~q~... 1n1l 

II~II 

1. Thereafter, the sevenfold sarna has to be medi
tated on as the yonder sun. Since it is always the same, 
therefore it is sarna. (People say) '(It· faces) towards 
me, towards ~e.' Thus it is the same to all. Hence it is 
(identified with) sarna. 

The looking upon a mere part of the sarna as similar 
to the sun has been stated in the context of the medita
tion on the fivefold sarna, as also in the first chapter 
Atha khalu, thereafter, now; saptavidharn, the seven
fold sama; upiisfta, is to be meditated on; by super
imposing amum the yonder; adityarn, sun, part by part, 
on the sama as a whole. How again, does the sun 
become identified with sarna? It is being stated: The 
sun is identified with sarna for the same reason by 
which it was (stated to be) identical with Udgitha (see 
I. 5. 1). 'Which is this (reason)? (It is) sarvada, ·always; 
samal;t., the same because of the absence of waxing and 
waning. Tena, because of that reason; it is sarna/:l, the 
sama. Since the sun gives rise to the same conviction, 
'Itprati; faces towards; rnarn, me, it faces towards me'; 
thus it becomes.sama/:l, the same; sarve1J.a, to all. 
Therefore the sun is sama because of it sameness. 
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From the earlier statement itself that (since there is 
similarity between the sun and the Udgitha on account 
of both being high) the sun is identified with Udgitha, a 
division of sam a (1.5. 1), it follows that there is similar
ity (also) in the_ context of (such series as) the· worlds 
etc. And from this it becomes known that the sun is 
identified with the series (of the sevenfold sarna) start
ing from HiIhkara, and hence the reason for its (sun's) 
identification with Hirhkara etc. has not been (expli
citly) stated. But the identity of the sun with sarna is not 
easily understood, and hence the identity is being 
stated. 

d fl:q fir q I f.f flefl fa I "l fll:c<i;q 14ffl;ft I'd fcttll'fl f'Q 

~~IM '"-.<fiHfd«f4 q~IJjS;q14fflfd+"llft 'Ii 
~ '"-.<hHi4IM;{} ~df'Q mR: II ~ II 

2. One should know that all these creatures are 
indeed connected with that (sun). That (form it has) 
before rising is Hirhkara. The animals are associated 
with that form. Since they are the worshippers of (the 
division) Hirhkara of this sarna, therefore, they utter 
the sound him. 

Iti vidyat, one should know that in accordance with 
the different phases (of the sun); irnani sarva!)i. all 
these; bhutani, creatures which will be spoken of; an
viiyattiini, are connected; tasrnin, with that, with the 
sun, in the sense that they depend on the sun for their 
existence. How? Yat, that, the holy form'; tasya, of 
that, of the sun; purodayat, before rising; sal), that is; 
himkiiral) , the division of the sarna called Hirhkara. 

IThe holy fonn which inspires pious deeds which bring happiness. 

8 
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That the sun has this form of the division of the sama 
called Himkara, is its similarity (with sama). That 
which is the division Himkara of sama, tat, with that 
(phase); asya, of the sun; pa.savaJ;z, the animals, cows 
etc.; anvayattaJ;z, are associated. The meaning is that 
they subsist on that form of the division (Himkara) of 
the sama. Since this is so, tasmat, therefore; te, they, 
the animals; kurvanti. utter the sound; him, Him, be
fore sunrise. Therefore himkarabhiijinaJ;z, they are 
worshippers of Himkara, which is a division; etasya, of 
this sama, called the sun. Because of their habit of 
worshipping that (Hirhkara) they act like this. 

3iU CI&tQ¥?IRH ~ J.I~IQ~c:.~ q~1 
3i;qlllfll~~lft :W~Cfilql: Jm~f1ICfilql: 
U~IC4\4IM.n iJi'1~ ~: II ~ II 

3. Thereafter, the phase (that the sun has) when it 
first rises up, that is Prastava. Human beings are as
sociated with that phase of it. Because they are wor
shippers of Prastava, a division of this sama, ~herefore, 
they are desirous of praise and desirous of reputation 1. 

Atha, thereafter; yat, that phase the sun has; pra
thame udite, when it first rises up; saJ;z, that is; prasta
vaJ;z, Prastava, (a division) of the san:ra called the sun. 
Man~yaJ;z, human beings; anvayattaJ;z, are associated 
with; tat asya, that phase of it-this portion is to be 
explained as before. Tasmat, therefore; te, they; desire 
prastutim, praise (in their presence); and prasamsam, 

IThat is to say, they are desirous of praise in their own presence, 
and also desirous of reputation, which is praise not in their im
mediate presence. See A. G. 
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reputation (praise in their absence); hi, because; they 
are prastallabhajinal;z, worshippers of the Prastava (di
vision); etasya, of this; samnal;z, sama. 

3{P.T ~.:H"(OOI~lqa(ilI(fI'!:. t{ 3uRfdGt'Q ~'!:.~-
;q1~t1IPt i1f&1lt1I::t04~n~S .. tI~~OIl::t04IGI41(q14 
qRqi1~"IIR~u;J1Pt tfJ<'IW lmJ: II ~ II 

4. Thereafter, the phase (that the sun has) when 
spreading its rays is Adi. TIle birds are associated with 
that phase of it. Therefore they fly in the sky, depend
ing on themselves, without any support, because they 
are the worshippers of the Adi division of this sama. 

Atha, thereafter; yat, the phase that the sun has; 
sahgallavelayam, at the time of spreading its rays-
velayam, at the time when there occurs, sangamanam, 
spreading, gallam, of the rays; or (there occurs) san
gamanam, meeting, gallam, of the cows with their 
calves-, the phase that the sun has at that time'; sal;z, 
that is the special division of the sama, called Adi, and 
that is Om. Vayamsi, the birds; anllayattani, are as
sociated with; tat, that phase; asya, of it. Since this is 
so, tasmat, therefore; tani, those birds; paripatanti, go 
(fly); antarik.$e, in the sky; anaramba1)ani, without any 
support; atmanam adaya, depending on themselves 
alone for support. Hence, because of the similarity of a 
(in adi and adaya); they are adibhajfni, worshippers of 
Adi, (a division of); etasya, of this; samnal;z, sama. 

IThe meeting of the sun's rays with the earth, or the cows with their 
calves.-A. G. 
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at;q14'fl1~~I:H ti'flql: lU\illqf4I:tI'l~ihtcqIM.n 
iPdfl'4 lnR: II ~ II 

5. Thereafter, the phase (that the sun has) just at 
mid-day, that is Udgitha. The gods are associated with 
that phase of the sun. Hence, they are the best among 
the progeny of Prajapati since they are the worshippers 
of Udgitha, a division of this sama. 

Atha, thereafter; yat, that phase (of the sun); ma
dhyandine, at noon; samprati, i.e. just at mid-day; sal;z, 
that is Udgitha, a division of the sama. Deval;z, the 
gods; anvayattal;z, are associated with; tat, that phase; 
asya, of this (sun) because of its greatest brightness at 
that time. Tasmat, therefore; te, they (gods); are sat
tamal), greatest of the great; prajapatyanam, among 
the progeny of Prajapati; hi, because; they are ud
githabhajina/.z, worshippers of Udgitha; (a division) 
asya, of this; samna/.z, sama. 

~ • 1Ii4f.G;t16UJIQU«!lllffl 
-11" 3t;q14'fl1~~1:H ~Rt'fll 
JflRI,H«i4lfl1wil (Jaw lnR: II ~ II 

14 1ft 81 H:('<WQ 
:tlqqtl.a 

6. Thereafter, the phase (that the sun has) after 
midday and before afternoon, that is Pratihara. Foe
tuses are associated with that phase of it. Therefore, 
being held up they do not fall down because they are 
the worshippers of Pratihara, a division of this sama. 

Atha, thereafter; yat, the phase that the sun has; 
ilrdhvam, after madhyandinat, mid-day (and); prak, 
before; apara/.z1J.at, afternoon; sal;z, that; is pratiharal;z, 
Pratihara. Tat asya, with that phase of it; garbhal;z, the 
foetuses; anvayattiil) are associated. Tasmat, hence; 
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te, they; pratihrtiil), being held up by the fonn of the 
sun as Pratihara, a division of siima; na, do not; ava
padayante, fall down, even though there is a door for 
this. This is the meaning, hi, because; the foetuses are 
pratihiirabhiijinal), the worshippers of Pratihara; (a di
vision) asya, of this sam a . 

3IPl' ~ef&lq~I«!llldlU:'If<1&141~ aqs(cHO(f~-
t<41~U<.41 3'I;Q14'd1f<1't41f1 ~ <f!G~1 
q;~~sg\lfqfqqs::qR1 aqs::qcqIM..n ~klfQ lfIlJ: 
11\911 

7. Thereafter, the phase (that the sun has) following 
the afternoon and before its setting down, that is Upad
rava. The forest animals are associated with that phase 
of it. Therefore, on seeing any man they run towards a 
forest or a cave (thinking them safe), because they are 
the worshippers of Upadrava, a division of this siima. 

Atha, thereafter, the phase (that the sun has); ur
dhvam, followin°g; apariil)T)iit, afternoon (and); priik, 
before; astamayiit, setting down; sal), that is Upradava. 
AraTJyiih, forest animals; anvayattal) , are associated 
with; tat, that; .asya, phase of it. Tasmiit, therefore; 
dr${Vii, on seeing; purrqam, any man; upadhavanti, 
they run out of fear; kak$am, towards a forest; (and, 
or) svabhram, a cave, thinking it safe. Hi, because they 
run away on seeing; ~padravabhiijinal), they are wor
shippers of Upadrava, (a division of) this sama. 

3IPl' 4& ?:4&1If<1 fqa n1ir~ ~ fQoUS;q 14+11-
f<1f¥'1l'ff I fiI~ufff ° R!R\:I 1 M..n tPdfQ lmr ~ 
&(iq ij'il Rf!4 ~ ft C(1 fc1 '-l~ ft 1 ¥(j q 1 fi'I II {. II lRr 0-;rcrq: 

~: II~II 
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8. Thereafter, the phase (that the sun has) when it 
starts setting down, that is Nidhana. The manes are 
associated with that phase of it. Therefore, they are 
placed on kusa-grass (at the time of sraddha
ceremony) because they are the worshippers of Ni
dhana, a division of this sama. In this way, indeed, one 
(who) meditates on the sevenfold sarna as the sun .... 

Atha, thereafter; yat, that phase (of the sun); when 
prathamastamite, it starts setting down, when the sun 
begins to go out of sight; tat, that; nidhanam, is Ni
dhana. Pitaral;z, the manes; are anvaYlittal;z, associated 
with; tat, that; asya, phase. Tasmt1t, therefore; nida
dhati, one places; tan, them on kusa-grass, symboli
cally as father, grandfather, great-grandfather; or 
places food-offerings for them (on the kusa-grass): 
Because of the connection with nidhana, placing, the 
manes are nidhanabhajinal;z, worshippers of Nidhana, 
a division of this sarna. He who upaste, meditates, part 
by part; saptavidham sama, on the sevenfold sama; 
amum adityam, as the yonder sun which is divided into 
seven phases, to him comes the result of identification 
with it (the sun). This, i.e. the result is to be understood 
at the end of sentence. 

SECTION 10 

3tW &(R.4I(qttlU:ti1qRl'i~ ttl(1fct!t~ ttltt"'jQlffli1 

fk..:q;1( lM ~~ lI4~lq lfff ~~ i1(\01Q'l1l ~ II 

1. Thereafter, one has to meditate on the sevenfold 
sarna as identified with the Self, and as transcending 
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death. The word HiIhkara has got three letters-him, 
ka, ra; Prastava has three letters-pra, sUi, va. That is 
equal. 

The sun is de.ath because it measures up or delimits 
the world through time consisting of day, night, etc. 
For transcending that (death) this meditation on sama 
is being stated. 

Atha khalu, thereafter; after the meditation on sama 
as the sun which is identified with death; starts the 
meditation on sama, atmasammitam, considered from 
the point of view of the similarity of its parts or its 
similari'ty with the supreme Self; (such a meditation) 
being atimrtyu/:t, the cause of transcendence of death. 
As in the first chapter, the letters of the sama-division 
called Udgitha, viz ut, gr, and tha, were spoken of as 
being fit for meditation, similarly here also, after plac
ing together the letters of the names of the seven kinds 
of division of sama, and imagining their similarity with 
sama because of their being three in number (in each 
group of two names), they are being presented as fit for 
being meditated on. The Sruti pictures this transition 
(through meiditation) solely for transcending that sun 
which is death, achieved through the extra letter, after 
approaching death through the equation of the letters 
that come under the purview of death (with the letters 
in the names ofthe divisions of sa mal). 

Upasrta, one has to meditate; saptavidham, on the 
sevenfold sama; atimrtyum, as transcending death. 
The sama is spoken of as transcending death because it 
goes beyond death with the help of the extra letter. Of 

·See II. 10.5. 
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that sama, the letters of the name of the first division is 
Hithkara (Him-ka-ra). This name of the division, try
ak$aram consists of three letters. The name of the 
division called Prastava also consists of three letters. 
Tat, that; is samam, equal to the former. 

aURRM Iil~ s:lMiiH ~ ~a.rt "" Wi; 
HMQ'(II ~ II 

2. The (name) Adi has two letters (A, di). The 
(name) Pratihara has four letters (pra, ti, ha, ra). From 
the latter (add) one to the former; thereby that be
comes equal. 

The (name) Adi dvyak$aram, has two letters. Om is 
called Adi in enumerating the sevenfold sama. 'Prati
hara caturaqaratn, has got four letters. Tatal;l, from 
that; ekam, one letter has to be detached; and added 
iha, here to the two letters of Adi. Thereby tat samam, 
it becomes exactly equal to that. 

~ft?1 lRr ;ll~HijqS(q ~ ~ BlfttffwR:l: 
lfIi cq~((I~(QMIlI&:la ;ll~ i"kflq'lll ~ II 

3. The (name) Udgitha has three letters (ut, gf, tha). 
The (name) Upadrava has four letters (u, pa, dra, va). 
By having three letters each there is equality, (but) one 
letter remains extra. (Although it is one) it is an a/qara 
(a letter). (Thereby) it has three letters, (and so) it is 
equal. 

Udgfthal;l, (the name) Udgitha; tryak$aram, has 
three letters. The (name) Upadrava caturaqaram, has 
four letters. Tribhil;l tribhil;z, so far as they possesses 
three letters each; bhavati, there is; samam, equality. 
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Alqaram, one letter; atiS~yate, becomes extra. Since 
that gives rise to an inequality, therefore, for the sake 
of making sama equal, the text says: Although it is one, 
it is a letter (ak$ara l ). Thereby it really becomes try
ak$aram, possessed of three letters. Therefore, tat 
samam, it is equal (to that). 

Rtt"1flda ;q~ d~qqct cqcffir 'fflR w en ttdlR 
arFcr~~ 11't II 

4. The (name) Nidhana has three letters (ni, dha, 
na). That becomes equal pari passu. These very letters 
that are so, are twenty two in number. 

Nidhanam, the (name) Nidhana; tryalqaram, has 
three letters. Tat, that; bhavati, becomes; samam, 
equal; eva, pari passu .. In this way, after having es
tablished (their) identity with sama through the equal
ity of three letters, the letters as they stand are being 
enumerated. Etani ha vai, these very; ak$ara1)i. letters 
forming the names of the sevenfold sama; tani, which 
are so; dvavimiatib, are twentytwo. 

~~~If4IRf4qlSn~q;~~lit en ~StllctlRffiI 
arFcr~-m q~qIRf4IQG1l1Rt djllc:h dQ~nCfii( II t..,11 

5. One reaches the sun through the twentyone (let
ters). The yonder sun is verily the twentyfirst (when 
counted) from here. By the twentysecond one con
quers that which is higher than the sun. That is bliss, 
that is free from sorrow . 

.. Although the extra letter is one in number, in Sanskrit it is called 
aqara (letter). Now, the word aqara has three letters (a, k$a, ra). 
Thus, that one letter becomes three-lettered. 
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As to that, ekavimsatyii, with the twentyone, 
through the letters numbering twentyone; iipnoti, one 
reaches; iidityam, the sun, which is death; because 
from the point of view of enumeration, asau, the yon
der; iidityal), sun; is vai surely; ekavimsaIJ, the twenty
first; ital), from here, from this world. The Veda says, 
'(There are) twelve months, five seasons, three worlds, 
and the yonder sun is twentyfirst.' DViivimsena, by the 
twentysecond, the extra letter; jayati, one conquers, 
i.e. reaches;param, higher; iidityiit, than the sun which 
is death. And what is that which is higher than the sun? 
Tat, that is; niikam, bliss. Kam means happiness; the 
negation of that is akam, unhappiness; where there is 
no aka, that is niika. So the meaning of niika is bliss 
since it is beyond the range of death. And that (niika) is 
visokam, free from unhappiness. The meaning is that it 
is free from mental sorrow. (Therefore it is param, 
higher.) That one attains. 

3'11U\M 61~~ ~ trU 61~1~\il4IJGtti\ 
cqcrfW Cf ~ fc1ti)"'I(q~~dq Rt'ifq ~C(tfc1~ 
ftl"fjql~ ~I~ql~ II ~ II ~~:~: II ~o II 

6. He who having known this thus, meditates on the 
sevenfold siima as identified with the Self and tran
scending death, he achieves victory over the sun, and 
his victory becomes higher even than the victory over 
the sun-he who meditates on siima. 

The gist of what has been said before is being stated: 
Apnoti, he wi~s; jayam, a victory; iidityasya, over the 
sun through twentyone numbers. Jayal), the victory; 
asya, of this one who knows thus: bhavati, becomes; 
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paral) , higher; iidityajayiit, than the victory over the 
sun, i.e. higher than the range of death. The idea is that 
(he does so) through the letter numbering twenty
second. 'He who having known this thus', etc. is to be 
explained as before. To him comes this result as stated. 
The repetition of 'He who meditates on sarna', is meant 
for indicating the conclusion of the meditation on the 
sevenfold sarna. 

SECTION 1 I 

~ ~:ctilij CllcgH:aICl~~~n~: m-14M6H: 
moil' R~"1q(f~lItI;' ~ ~ II ~ II 

1. The mind is HiIilkara, (the orgatl of) speech is 
Prastava, (the organ) of vision is Udgitha, (the organ 
of) hearing is Pratihara, the vital force is Nidhana. 
This Gayatra is fully established on the vital forces. 

The meditations on the fivefold and sevenfold 
siimas have been presented without giving ~ny names 
to them. Thereafter, now are being stated other medi
tations on siima, by mentioning such names as Gaya
tra, which are conducive to special results. According 
to the order in which the Gayatra Sarna etc. are used in 
rites (-since the Gayatra comes first, its meditation is 
being stated first-), in the very same way rnanal) , the 
mind; -is himkiiral), HiIhkara because it precedes the 
action of all the organs. Because of coming next in 
order, viik, (the organ of) speech; is prastaval) , Pras
tava. Due to its superiority, cak$ul), the organ of sight 
is Udgitha. Srotram, the organ of hearing is Pratihara 
because it is carried (attracted to sounds) all around. 
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Prtlt;lab, the vital force is Nidhana because the afore
said (organs) get deposited in the vital force during 
sleep. Elal, this; giiyalram, Gayatra Sarna; protam, is 
fully established; priit;le$u, in the vital forces since 
Gayatri is praised as the vital force 1. 

11' If l{qqd~ 114;' ~ Jita ~ JnUft cqqM 
~4ql<FRt ~:r~lqRt '481~~41 ~ 
Q8.;cfi\ftf. Q8,q.U: ~::til'd(at1'l II ~ II $~CI'iI«": 
l,I1J'g: II ~ ~ II 

2. He who thus knows this Gayatra Sarna as fully 
established on the vital forces, lives with unimpaired 
organs, gets a full span of life, lives brightly. He be
comes great through the possession of progeny (and) 
animals, (and he becomes) great in fame. His vow 
should be to have a great mind. 

Sab, he; yab, who; veda, knows; evam, thus; elat, 
this; giiyatram, Gayatra Sarna; protam, as fully estab
lished; prtlt;le$u, on the vital forces; bhavati, becomes; 
prtlt;lf, possessed of unimpaired organs. Eti, he gets 
sarvam ayum, a full span of life, in accordance with the 
Vedic text, 'A man's full span of life consists of a 
hundred years. '2 .Jfvati, he lives; jyok, brightly; 
bhavati, he becomes; mahiin, great; prajaya, through 
the possession of progeny; (and) paiubhib, animals; 
and (he becomes) mahiin, great; kfrtyii, in fame. This 
is the vratam, vow for the meditator on the Gayatra 

IThe Veda says, 'Prapa (vital force) is verily Gllyatri. '-Quoted by 
A.G. I 

z'A man surely lives for a hundred years. '-Quoted by A. G. 
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Sarna: Syiit, he should be; mahiimaniiQ, a person with a 
great mind. The meaning is that he should not be 
narrow minded. 

SECTION 12 

~ ~ ~<hlil ~ \it14a ~ JiI~lcil 
~('fRt ~ ~n~s~illu \4qf.d ~ 14R1iiH aQI,lIutRi 

'fflir!R\~'lIutRi ftQ'I ... qftAt!lWij'(q~ ~ II ~'II 
1. That one rubs two pieces of wood (to produce 

fire) that is HiIhkara. That it smokes, that is Prastava. 
That it lights up, that is Udgitha. That burning char
coals emerge, that is Pratihara. That it smoulders, that 
is Nidhana. That it dies out, that is (~o.) Nidhana. This 
Rathantara (Sarna) is fully established on fire. 

Abhimanthati, that one rubs two pieces of wood to 
produce fire; saQ, that; is himkiiraQ, HiIhkara because 
of their first places. That dhllmaQ, smoke; jiiyate, 
comes out of fire, that is Prastava because of the order 
of succession. lvalati, that it lights up, that is Udgitha. 
(This stage of) lighting up is superior due to its connec
tion with oblations. That angiiriiQ, burning charcoals; 
bhavanti, emerge, that is Pratihara because charcoals 
are carried away. UpaiamaQ is the state of smouldering 
when fire has not been completely extinguished. Sam
samaQ, is complete dying out (of fire). They are Nidha
na owing to their similarity of ending. Etat, this 
Rathantara (Sarna); protam, is fully established; ag
nau, on fire because it is sung at the time of rubbing 
(two wooden pieces) for producing fire. 
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If ~ t(qih:tS(~:;~Hqll1 Jffit ~ i481CfJ't'4i1I~ 
cqcffir ftciqlcFM ~ilJlCfM q61~\it41 ~cq~ 
qgl"4ilf£f1 ~ Jh·4,oS·mqli:.lIQil Plt6lcli1GfHt'( II ~ II 
~~:~: II~~II 

2. He who knows thus this Rathantara (Sarna) as 
fully established on fire, he becomes possessed of the 
light of Vedic study, becomes an eater of food, gets a 
full span of life, lives brightly. He becomes great 
through possession of progeny (and) animals, (and 
becomes) great in fame. His vow should be not to eat or 
spit facing the fire. 

'He who', etc is to be explained as before. Brahma
vareasi, full of Brahmavarcas, brightness arising from 
good conduct and study of the Vedas. Here brightness 
indicates only graceful appearance. Anndda/;l, an eater 
of food, one having digestive power. Tat vratam, his 
vow should be; na deamet, not to eat anything; na 
ni$lhivet, not to spit, not to throw out phlegm;pratyak, 
facing; agnim, fire. 

SECTION 13 

aqq~lId If ~:ctil{t **qlld If Mt('tICf: 1#141 1Il 
vm ~ ~ft?1: RM liff 1Il vm If MRl6H: q;J(ir 
;j1i.UM flfilsR trrt ;jliUM nfif$;l"iqflWqaal ~ 
~II~II 

1. That one beckons to a woman, that is Him
kara .... 
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li <f t{q ih'1&J¥(a:al ~ Jim' ~ ~ 
~ f3"i1 f.q $f1ld4J1I4d {Oicfq 1y;~1ft 'ROt~,.\iflCl 1ft 
qg~\it41 ~ qg.4di4. ;r ChI&:4"i 

qng~f1~(1"l1l ~ II ~ 5I<:O~~I: ~: II ~~ II 

2. He who knows thus this Vamadevya (Sarna) ... 
gets a full span of life, lives brightly. He becomes great 
through possession of progeny (and) animals, (and 
becomes) great in fame. , .. 

This Vamadevya (Sarna) is fully established on pairs 
of male and female. 

SECTION 14 .: 
.ulftgIU$ 

.u~lcn 1:fUl~ 
~~"iq\'1Cl,g~1 wa 

1. The rising (sun) is Hirilkara; when it has risen it is 
Prastava; the noonday (sun) is Udgitha; the afternoon 
(sun) is Pratihara; that which is setting down, it is 
Nidhana. This Brhat (Sarna) is fully established on the 
sun. 

Udyan, the rising sun is Hirilkara because it comes· 
into sight first. Udita/:z, when it has risen, it is Prastava 
because it is the cause of commencement of activities. 
Madhyandina/:z, the midday (sun) is Udgitha because 
of superiority. ApariiJp)a/:z, the afternoon (sun) is 
Pratihara because animals etc. are driven towards 
home. Yat, that which is; astam, setting down, that is 
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Nidhana because of the creatures' staying indoors at 
night. Etat, this; brhat, Brhat (Sarna); protam, is fully 
established; iiditye, on the sun because the Brhat 
(Sarna) has got the sun as its deity. 

~ ~ l(Qqmt.1s«.fafQ M<t ~ d\il~iI'~ '1CMf 
ttcfii.~~fd .....ni'iftqfd Q8.=Ii\il4. q¥jAlqqfd 
Q8.;cfiiitf. ~ ~ r.t~CQIf1'l II ~ II ~ i:l1~': 
~: II ~"II 

2. He who thus knows this Brhat (Sarna) as fully 
established on the sun, he becomes bright, an eater of 
food, possessed of a full span of life, lives brightly. He 
becomes great through the possession of progeny (and) 
animals, (and becomes) great in fame. His vow should 
be not to speak ill of the blazing sun. 

'He who', etc. is to be explained as before. Tat 
vratm, his vow should be; na nindet, not to speak ill of; 
tapantam, the blazing sun. 

SECTION 15 

3{\I.fO. ttl(ifq4 lJ ~.q;.{j ~ ,illtld lJ JH~'q') 
qcflft ~ ~ftll1 fc1enfld ~"'4Rt lJ f4fdttH 
~l(ullfd ... qfli~cj q..a..q Jiffi'( II ~ II 

1. White clouds gather, that is HiIhkara. The Cirrus 
is formed, that is Prastava. It rains, that is Udgitha. 
Lightning flashes and thunder roars, that is Pratihara. 
It stops raining, that is Nidhana. This VairUpa (Sarna) 
is fully established on the cloud. 
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Abhriit;zi. means white clouds, (the word being) de
rived in the sense of 'holding water'. Meghal;t. means 
the Cirrus clouds, derived in the sense of 'pouring 
water'. The remaining portion is to be explained as 
before (II.3.!). Etat, this; vairilpam, sama named Vai
nipa; protam, is fully established; parjanye, on the 
cloud. Since a cloud has many forms (vairilpyam) like 
white clouds etc. therefore it is identified with Vai
nlpya (Sarna). 

If 'If l(ctQdi{6lQ q'i\~ Jl«t ~ rc.{6Iq I ~~ 
~'(C\ql~~ q~l"q~ ftcfqly;lRl 'RiI·\ii1ctRi 
q8BNtlii ~ q819Cfih=41 ~ ';i 

f.l4'd~d'( II ~ II ~ q:s;qG~I: ~: II ~~ II 

2. He who thus knows this Vairupya (Sarna) as fully 
established on the cloud, he acquires animals having 
variegated colours and looking good; he possesses a 
full span of life, lives brightly, becomes great through 
the possession of progeny (and) animals, (and be
comes) great in fame. His vow should be not to speak ill 
of downpour. 

Avarundhe, he impounds,. i.e. he acquires animals 
like goat, sheep etc.; virilpiin ca surilpiin ca, having 
variegate.d colours and looking good. Tat vratam, his 
vow should be; na nindet, not to speak ill of; var$an
tam, downpour. 

SECTION 16 

qft;ffl ~:etiI{J Jftuf: lH'dlcii cflfr ~ft~: 
9 
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¥H&Rlgl{J iq;Ji f.r€l .. qda~J\iI'i1! ~ II ~ II 
1. Spring is Hithkara, summer is Pras~ava, rains ate 

U dgitha, autumn is Pratihara, (early and late) winter is 
Nidhana. This Vairaja (Sarna) is fully established on 
the seasons. 

Vasanta/.l, spring is Hithkara, being first in order. 
G~ma/.l, summer is Prastava, etc. is to be explained as 
before (as in 11.5.1)." 

l' 1f i(Ct~a~Niift! n ~ fit~l'iIfi!a lNteU 
q:aftt' .. a~.. ~4ifl!lRl ai).4tafi!a if81:jWieU 
q:aftt<4C1R1 Q81;C&MCP Pt~di( II ~ II lfir 
ens».: ~: II ~~ II 

2. He who th:us knows this Vairaja (Sarna) as fully 
established on the seasons, he lives elegantly being 
possessed of progeny and animals, and the light of 
Vedic study. He gets a full span of life, lives brightly, 
becomes great through possession of progeny (and) 
animals, (and becomes) great in fame. His vow should 
be not to speak ill of the seasons. 

Veda, he who knows; etat, this; vairajam, the sama 
named Vairaja; protam, as fully established; (tU.1U, on 
the seasons; virajati, he lives elegantly like the seasons, 
i.e. as the seasons, continue in their individual ele
gance, so also does the man of knowledge, being pos
sessed of progeny etc. The "remaining portion has al
ready been explained (in IIS.1., 11.12.2). Tat vratam, 
his vow should be; na nindet, not to criticize; rfUm, the 
seasons. 
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SECTION 17 

l{ftICIl ~<hI<tS;aR$ Jlt<ilcfl ~~ft~ ~: 
JddsH: ~ f.%~=tq?ll: ~Iqq<if ~ MnT: II ~ II 

1. Earth is HiIhkara, intennediate-space is Pras
tava, heaven is Udgitha, directions are Pratihara, sea is 
Nidhana. These SakvarI (Sarna) are fully established 
on the spheres. 

Prthivf, earth is HiIhkara, e!c, has to be explained as 
before (in 11.2.1). The word Sakvari is always used in 
the plural (as Sakvaryab) as in case of revati(revatyal;z). 
(They are) prota", fully e.stablished; loke~u, on the 
spheres. 

~ lJ C(qq?ll: ~l4Cttif ~ linn ~ ~ 'qqfi!l 
wd'qlCjlfd ,"".\iftqfd ~61-M~CoII q:a~-4qfi!l 
qsl;q;;f£fl MiCifilii PI~~?I'( II ~ II '$fff flt(1«~I: 
~: ·11 ~\911 

2. He who thus knows this SakvarI (Sarna) as fully 
established on the spheres, becomes possessed of the 
spheres. He gets a full span of life, lives brightly, be
comes great through the possession of progeny (and) 
animals, (and becomes) great in fame. His vow should 
be not to speak ill of the spheres. 

Loki bhavati, he becomes possessed of the fruit in 
the fonn of the sphetes. Tat vratam., his vow should be; 
na nindet, not to speak ill of; lokan, the spheres. 
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SECTION 18 

am fM:<fiI~scrtf: Jn~1Icn TJ1'Cl ~rhnssm: 
1J4M5H: ~ R~"'1q<'l1 ~: ~ J:it<'IT: II ~ II 

1. Goats are Himkara, sheep are Prastava, cows are 
Udgitha, horses are Pratihara, man is Nidhana. This 
Revati (Sarna) is fully established on the animals. 

Aja!), goats are HiIhkara, etc. has to be explained as 
before (in II.6.1). Prota!), they are fully established; 
pasu.$u, on the animals. 

lr ~ t(qq<'ll ~: ~ J:it<'IT ~ ~ 
ftcfqlg;~Rt 'RiIa'iftctRt "'~I.,..\tI<41 ~ 
q51;cfilf41 ~ R<ttC{f*<'I'( II ~ II $«Itel~~I: ~: 
lI~l. II 

2. He who thus knows this Revati (Sarna) as fully 
established on the animals, he becomes possessed of 
animals. He gets a full span of life, lives brightly, 
becomes great through the possession of progeny (and) 
animals, (and becomes) great in fame. His vow should 
be not to speak ill of animals. 

Tat vratam, his vow should be, not to speak ill of the 
animals. 

SECTION 19 

• ~HMqJn<'llcn 1fT~ftlj~ft?it~ 
J4R151~ lPiIT R~"'1q<'lG~llI~lI~l,! Jim'( II ~ II 
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1. Hair is Himkara, skin is Prastava, flesh is Ud
githa, bone is Pratihara, marrow is Nidhana. This Yaj
fia-yajfiiya (Sarna) is fully established on the consti
tuents of the body. 

Lomal;z, hair is HiIhkara because of its first place 
among the constituents ofthe'body. Tvak, skin is Pras
tava because of its coming next in order. Mamsam, 
flesh is Udgitha because of its superiority. Astil;z, bone 
is Pratihara because it (its pieces) is carried away (after 
cremation). Majja, marrow is Nidhana because of its 
being last in order. Etat, this; yajnayajnfyam, sama 
named Yajna-yajnfya; protam, is fully established; an
ge$u, on the constituents of the body. 

If ~ I(qih1(J~14#\4t1~'1 ~ aa:l~n ~ctRt 
~I~~ ~ldRt fltfqly;~Rt ~a\itlctRt tltJI:fI'il41 
~ tltJl;cfilf£f1 ~C1('tf~ ~ ~1~;ft41f1€iPd 
~ ~1~::ihuRRI ClT II ~ II $~ctiI~Fc1~I: ~: 
tI~~1I 

2. He who thus knows this Yajfia-yajfiiya (Sarna) as 
fully established on the constituents of the body, he 
becomes possessed of all the physical constituents, he 
does not get any part of his body crippled. He gets a full 
span of life, lives brightly, becomes great through the 
possession of progeny (and) animals, (and becomes) 
great in fame. His vow should be not to eat meats for a 
year, or not to eat meats for ever. 

Ahgf bhavati means that he lives with all his bodily 
constituents intact .. Na vihurchati, he does not become 
deprived of; physically disabled in; angena, any of the 
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limbs--hands, feet, etc. i.e. lame or crippled. Tat vra
tam, his vow should be; na aJniyiit, not to eat; majlia/:l, 
meats--the plural number being used to include fish; 
samvatsaram, only for one year; va, or; na aJniyiit, not 
to eat; majlia/:l, meats for ever. 

SECTION 20 

3im~l?I ~: 
~~bllfOl JOIM8H~;s(ql 
II~II 

1. Fire is HiIitkara, air is Prastava, the sun is Ud
githa, the stars are Pratihara, the moon is Nidhana. 
This Rajana (Sarna) is fully established on the gods. 

Agnib, fire is HiPtkara because of its first place. 
Viiyu/:l, air is Prastava because of the similarity of its 
. coming next in order. Aditya/:l, the sun is U dgitba 
because of superiority. Na/qatrii1)i, the stars are Pratih
ara because they are scattered all over. Candramii, the· 
moon is Nidhana because the perfonners of rites get 
shelter there. Etat, this; riijanam, sama named Rajana; 
protam, is fully established; devatiisu, on the gods be
cause of the brightness of the gods. 

If If ((ClQflANt4 ~dl~ Jim' act1lftlqct ~dl'1l~ 
~(ii)Cfi(lI~ ~Ifiedl~ ~1!'Rl iliUM ft4QlCIlRt 
'HlliGf\cdd Q61914\i1tU ~ Q61;cMfdl 
.16101111 f.I<+tC@lfl'( II ~ II lfff fl:m': ~: II ~ 0 II 

2. He who thus knows this Rajana (Sarna) as fully 
established on the gods, attains the spheres of these 
very gods, their splendour, (or) identity with them. He 
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gets a full span of life, lives brightly, becomes great 
through the possession of progeny (and) animals, (and 
becomes) great in fame. His vow should be not to 
speak ill of the Brahmavas. 

The result that the knower gets (is this): Gacchati, he 
attains; salokatam, the same sphere; sar$/itam, equal 
splendour, sayujyam, close contact, unity in the same 
body; etasam eva of these very; devatiiniim, gods, be
ginning with fire. Here, the word 'or' must be under
stood to have been omitted; (i.e. the sentence should 
be) 'the same sphere or (the same glory)' , etc. because 
it is reasonable that ,he result should vary according to 
the intensity of meditation, and also because (his get
ting) all these results together is not, reasonable. Tat 
vratam, his vow should be; na nindet, not to speak ill 
of; brahma1)an, the Brahmavas. Since the Vedic text 
says, 'These who are Brahmavas are verily the visible 
gods' ~ therefore criticism ofthe Brahmavas amounts to 
criticism of the gods themselves. 

SECTION 21 

;rliT fcIm f~<hI~~4 ~ ~: 1I 
JllRlIc(jsmcflY;~IR(f04: 1I &(!"f.it ~51lfOl 'CIln~ 
q:ftiii4q: 1I ftMiSH: lNr 1'f~cfl: fq(HRlQ~"1qfl(\4Iq 
tl4~wRlfl'lll ~ II 

1. The knowledge of (rites derived from) the three 
Vedas is HiIhkara; these worlds are three, and they are .... 
Prastava; fire, air and the sun are that Udgitha; stars, 
birds and rays are that Pratihara; snakes, gandharvas 
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and manes are that Nidhana. This sarna is fully es
tablisl)ed in everything. 

Since the Vedic text says that the knowledge of (rites 
derived from) the three Vedas is the result of fire etc.' 
therefore the knowledge of the three Vedas (stated 
here) follows the statement about fire etc. being sarna 
(II.20.I). Trayf vidya, knowledge of (rites derived 
from) the three Vedas is HiIhkara. Because it stands at 
the beginning of all rites it is HiIhkara. [me, these; 
tfayal;z, three; lokal;z, worlds are Prastava. They are 
mentioned second because they are the result of rites. 2 

Agnil;z, fire etc. (air and sun) are Udgitha because of 
their superiority. Nak~atra1)i, stars etc. (birds and rays) 
are Pratihara because of their being scattered around. 
Sarpal;z, snakes etc. (gandharvas and manes) an. Ni
dhana because of their similarity with dha3 • Etat, this 
sama; protam, is fully established; sarvasmin, in 
everything. 

From the absence of any special name it follows that 
all the samas are meant by the word sarna. Because the 
knowledge of the three Vedas etc. comprises every
thing, therefore~ beginning with HiIhkara, the divi
sions of the sarna are to be meditated on by looking 
upon them as the knowledge of (rites derived from) the 
three Vedas etc. In the earlier meditations on the sarna 

"~g-Veda came out of fire, Yajur-Veda came out of air, and 
Sama-Vedafrom the sun.'-A. G. 

2The meaning is that the worlds are the effects of the rites perform
ed with the knowledge of the three Vedas.-A. G. 

JThe synonyms for sarpa are v~adhara, pha1)adhara, etc. which 
have the letter dha in common with gandharva and nidhana. 
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also, the particular samas are to be meditated on by 
looking upon them as the respective things on which 
they are established, because (it is stated that) as in the 
case of oblations, the parts of the, rites have to be 
sanctified by looking upon them in a certain way. I 

~ ~ l{qq(iR'ilq ftcf~.wd ~ wl~ ~ ~ 
II ~ II 

2. He who thus knows this sama as fully established 
in everything, he becomes everything. 

(This is) the result for one who knows the sarna as 
everything: Bhavati, he becomes sarvam ha, every
thing, i.e. he becomes the lord of all. Because, if the 
identity with all is in the absolute sense, there can be no 
acquisition of offerings from beings (separate from 
himself) residing in all quarters. 

~ ~ch1 ~ ~QT ;fifUr ;fifUr ~ ~ 
~: q ,(q::Q«il<t II ~ II 

3. With regard to this, here is a verse: There is 
nothing else higher and other than those five groups of 
three each. 

Tat, with regard to this idea; there also Qccurs e~ab, 
this; slokaJ.r, verse, a mantra: Yani, those which have 
been spoken of; paiichadha, as fivefold, as divided into 
such (five) parts as HiIhkara etc.; tri~itri"i, as (eacb) 

lIn the context of the DarSapa~amasa-sacrifice, it is stated, 'The 
oblation is looked at by the wife (of the sacrificer)', from which it 
follows that the oblation, when related with a special kind oflooking, 
becomes sanctified.-A. G. 
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consisting of three things such as the knowledge of the 
three Vedas etc.; na asti, nothing else exists; jyayab, 
which is higher, greater; and which is param, different 
from; i.e. anyat, other than; tebhyab, them, because 
everything is included in them. 

lItdl« lr ~ d~lrCfr ~ _fe;tq~ ~ 
ttJqflft~ltftd d.fi d.(\'( II ~ II $f4CfiPct(Jf:
~: II~~ II 

4. He who knows that (sama), knows everything. 
All the directions bring offerings to him. His vow 
should be, 'I am everything. ' .This should be his vow. 

Yab, he who; veda, knows; tat, that, the aforesaid 
sama as identified with all; sab, he; veda, knows; sar
yam, everything. The meaning is that he becomes om
niscient. Sarvab, all; diSab, the directions, i.e. beings 
staying in all the directions; haranti, carry, make avail
able; balim, offerings; asmai, to him., to a person with 
such knowledge. Upiisfta, he should meditate on this 
sama; iti, by thinking thus; 'Asmi, I am; sarvam, every
thing.' This indeed should be his vow. The repetition Qf 
'This should be his vow',' is meant for indicating the 
conclusion of the meditation on sama. 

SECTION 22 

fcFfR ttl~ ,ur q~l&4fqfQ~~ftmSR6!ki: 
JlhilIQaFl'6CRI: ftiqt'Q ~ ~a.dr cntU: ~a.dr 
.(f'Ict~t'Q ehl3li!4 16tt4a~q&u;fi eHiOIt'Q fl141C'1-
~cilq?li(4 ctl'60"1 .. CI:AQ(( II ~ II 
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1. I pray for the high-sounding tune of (singing) 
sama, which is beneficial to the animals and is the 
UdgItha having fire as its presiding deity. That (sama) 
which is indescribable has Prajapati as, its presiding 
deity. That which is clear has Som"a (moon) as its 
presiding deity. That which is low and soft has Vayu 
(air) as its presiding deity. That which is soft and needs 
much effort has Indra as its presiding deity. That which 
is like the note of a heron, has Brhaspati as its presiding 
deity. That which is like the sound of a rifted gong has 
Varupa as its presiding deity. One should use all of 
them, but should avoid that having Varupa as its pres
iding deity. 

In connection with the meditation on sama, instruc
tion is being given to the singer of the sama, about the 
special musical quality etc. because it has relation to 
specific results. Vinardi-that (singing) which has a 
particular sound, a high-sounding tune similar to the 
bellowing of a bull, is vinardi. The word 'singing' is 
understood. And that singing samnal), of sama; paia
vyam, which is beneficial to the animals; is the Udgitha 
agnel), having fire as its presiding deity. Some'Sacrificer 
or some singer thinks: 'Vr~e, I pray for that kind of 
tune', that special kind of music. Prajapate4, the par
ticular song of Prajapati, having Prajapati as its presid
ing deity; i~ aniruktal), indescribable, that which can
not be specified as similar to something because Pra
japati is indescribable. That, I.e. the Udgitha somasya, 
having Soma (moon) as its presiding deity; niruktal), is 
clear. The singing that is mrdu, low; and Jia/qIJam, soft; 
is vayoQ, of air, it has got air as its deity. That singing 
which is Jlaq1)am, soft; and balavat, needs much ef
fort; indrasya, is of Indra, has Indra as its presiding 
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deity. That singing which is craUlicam, like the note of a 
heron; is brhaspateb, of Brhaspati, has Brhaspati as its 
presiding deity. The music that is apadhvantam, similar 
to the sound of a rifted gong; is varU1;Iasya, of Varupa, 
has got Varupa as its presiding deity. 

Upaseveta, one should use; tan sarvan, all of them; 
tu, but; varjayet, should avoid; eva, only; the one viir
U{lam, that has Varupa as its presiding deity. 

3t'fdiEi ~4CRl atlaIl41;ftf£lFllla~QT fq<tQ;J 
311lrr _q~'UI~uih~c:h q:aQ;J: lCPf • 4\i1QI"U

~'ilQnq ... 3tlallll,::firai'UR Q"'~:U U414i1MQit: ~c:ftd 
II~II 

2. 'Let me sing (for) the immortality of the gods.' 
(Thinking) thus one should sing. 'Let me sing svadha l 

for the manes, hope for human beings, grass and water 
for animals, the heavenly world for the sacrificer, food 
for myself.' Thinking all these mentally, one should 
sing the praise without inattention. 

Agayani, let me sing, let me accomplish; amrtatt
yam, immortality; devebhyab, for the gods. Let me 
sing svadha, pitrbhyab, for the manes. (Let me sing) 
asam, hope, desirable things; man~yebhyal:z, for the 
human beings. (Let me sing) tr1;lodakam, grass and 
water; paSubhyab, for animals. (Let me sing) svargam 
lokam, the heavenly world; yajamaniiya, for the sac
rificer. (Let me sing) annam, food; atmane, for myself. 
Dhyayan, thinking; iti etani, all these; manasa, men
tally; stuvita, one should sing the praise; apramattab, 

IThis word is used when making any offering to the manes. 
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without inattention, without faltering in the pronuncia
tion of vowels, aspirates, consonants, etc. 

~ lCm $;S::'f4r('qI~: ~ &&:1101: )lNtlqa~I(qI"1: 
~ ~ 'If!il~I('qI~td ~ ~l'flI(F1~~ mdr 
~~ 1I (ql Jtffi q~Jl?l;f ~ II ~ II 

3. All vowels are the limbs of Indra; all the aspirates 
are the limbs of Prajapati; all the consonants are the 
limbs of death. If anyone criticises him with regard to 
the vowels, then, he should say to this person, 'I have 
taken refuge in Indra. He will reply to you.' 

Sarve all; svariiJ;z, vowels, a etc.; iitmiinaJ;z, are the 
limbs, like the limbs of a body; indrasya, of Indra, of 
the vital force which is the performer of all actions 
requiring effort. Sarve, all; il~miilJaJ;z, the aspirates, viz 
sa, ~a, sa, ha, etc.; are iitmiinaJ;z, the limbs; prajiipateJ;z', 
of Prajapati, of ViraJ or Kasyapa ' . All sparsiiJ;z, the 
consonants beginning with ka, are the limbs of death. 
Yadi, if (anyone); upiilabheta, criticises; tam, him. the 
singer of the siima who has this knowledge; svare~u, 
with regard to the vowe~s, saying, 'You have pro
nounced the vowels wrongly'; (then) he who has been 
criticised, brilyiit, should say; enam, to this person; 'I, 
while using the vowels, abhilvam,have; saralJani pra
pannaJ;z, taken refuge; indram, in Indra, the vital force, 
the master; saJ;z, he, the god Indra himself; prativa/q
yati, will reply; tvii, to you, to whatever you have to 
say.' 

IHe was the son of Manci, son of Brahm4. He is considered as the .. 
source of all living creatures, gods, demons, etc. and as such is 
sometimes called Praj4pati. 
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3t?l qG"'141~ql(rf~ lNtlqRt~ moT l1QiIT~ 
~ ~ :Affr q~ffiea;1 141«'-1 ~~ fQqr~I(rf~ 
~~ -muT l1QiIT~ II (qf Jffir ~ffiea;1 ~ 
II~II 

4. Then, if anyone criticises this one with regard to 
the aspirates, he should say to this person, 'I have 
taken refuge in Prajapati. He will. crush you.' Then, if 
anyone criticises him with regard to the consonants, he 
should say to this person, 'I have taken refuge in death. 
He will reduce you to ashes.' 

Atha, then; yadi, if; upalabheta, anyone criticises in 
that very way; enam, this one; u.$masu, with regard to 
the aspirates; bruydt, he should say; enam to this per
son; 'Abhavam, 1 have; sara1)am prapannal), taken 
refuge; prajapatim, in Prajapati. Sal), he; pratipek.$
yati, will crush, will completely crush; tva, you.' Then, 
if anyone criticises this one with r.egard to the conson
ants, he should say to this person, 'Abhuvam, 1 have; 
sara1)am prapannal), taken refuge; mrtyum, in death. 
Sal), he; tva pratidhak.$yati, will reduce you to ashes.' 

lICi lCfU en qq;ffl cq(rfq;ffl qCfdcc;U ~ iI(ir 

««I.nRt lICf &QuunS~~1 34PH~1 ~ qCfdOQI: 
gGtIQihl(C4l;1 qft««I4lRt ~ ~ (itit'1I'1R:iRitdl 
qCklCiU 'l~'tI(i4l;1 QRii'tluftRt II ~ II ~ &JfCt~l: 
~: II~~II 

5. All the vowels should be pronounced with reso
nance and vigour, with the idea, 'I offer strength to 
Indra.' All the aspirates are to be carefully articulated 
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without being swallowed, without being thrown out, 
(and should be) associated with open-mouthed effort, 
with the idea, 'I offer myself to Prajapati.' All the 
consonants are to be uttered slowly without mixing 
them in the slightest way, with the idea, "'I am saving 
myself from death.' 

Since the vowels etc. are limbs of Indra and others, 
therefore, sarve, all; svarii/:l, the vowels; vaktavYii/:l, 
should be pronounced; gho.$vanta/:l, with resonance; 
and balavanta/:l, with vigour; and also with the -idea, 
'Dadiini, I offer; balam, strength; indre, to Indra.' 
Similarly, all ii..$miina/:l, the aspirates; vaktavyii/:l, 
should be pronounced; agrastii/:l, without being" swal
lowed; anirastii/:l, without being thrown out; (and) vivr
tii/:l, associated with open mouthed effort (Le. clearly); 
with the idea, 'Paridadiini, 1 offer; iitmiinam, myself; 
prajiipate/:l, to Prajapati.' All sparsii/:l, the consonants; 
vaktavyii/:l, are to be uttered slowly; anabhinihitii/:l, 
without mixing; lesena, in the least; with the idea, 
'Pariharii1')i, I save; iitmiinam, myself; mrtyo/:l, from 
death', just as people gently save children (from water 
etc.). 

SECTION 23 

~ ~ ~SU44;1 ~1:tf1:lRt JtilqRjq l(Cf 
Faffltfi agJiudli;ud¥1C1I~ ~S(:q;aql('u:t
qliUd~SCI~I~4""E'iJ l@ 9P4 <'11ChI cqClPd 

agJft~~s"li't(€tqRt II ~ II 
1. There are three divisions of virtue. One is sac

rifice, study and charity. The second is austerity itself. 
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The third is the Brahmacarin living in the house of his 
teacher, wholly dedicating himself there for life. All 
these become the attainers of the virtuous worlds; the 
man established in Brahman attains immortality. 

The text 1 'Trayal)., there are three; dMT7'1UJSkan
dhal)., divisions of virtue', etc. is begun for enjoining 
meditation on Om. It is not to be thought that the result 
(Immortality) is achievable by meditating on Om char
acterised as Udgitha etc. which ar~ merely parts of 
sama. What then? The meditation on Om is introduced 
in the discussion on sama, with the view to praising Om 
by showing that the result, viz immortality, which can
not be attained even through all the meditations con
nected with sama and through rites, can be attained 
through the meditation on Om alone. 

Three in number are the branches, i.e. the divisions 
of virtue. Which are they? The answer is: Yajiial), 
sacrifice-Agnihotra etc.; adhyayanam, study of Rg
Veda etc. according to rules; danam, charity, distribu
tion of things according to one's capacity, to people 
who beg for them outside the place of sacrifice. Since 
this first division of virtue is associated with the house
holder, therefore it is being indicated by a reference to 
the householder who has to accomplish this (charity). 
The word prathamal) is to be taken in the sense of 
'one'. and not 'first'·, although the Upani~ad uses the 

I Ananda Girl points out that the first stage of life is that of the 
celibate. As is well-known, the other stages in succession are those of 
the householder, the man dwelling in the forest, and the man taking 
to the life of a roving mendicant. The words used in connection with 
the first group of virtues indicates the duties of a householder, who 
cannot be counted as the fint. 
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words 'second' and 'third'. Tapal) eva, austerity itself; 
is dvitfyal), is the second. Austerity consists of physical 
penances, (the vow of) Candrayapa, etc. A person 
possessed of these is called a tiipasal) (lit. a man of 
austerity) or parivriijakal) (lit. a mendicant l ). The per
son established in Brahman is not meant, but the one 
who follows the conduct of a particular (the fourth) 
stage of life, because the Upani~ad speaks of the attain
ment of Immortality by a man who is established in 
Brahman., Thi'S is the second division of virtue. Trtiyal), 
the third division of virtue; is the brahmaciiri, celibate; 
iiciiryakulaviisf, who lives in the teacher's house; ava
siidayan, dedicating himself (his body); atyantam, 
wholly, to the end of his life; following disciplines 
iiciiryakule, in the teacher's house. By the use of the 
words atyantam etc. it is understood that a na~/hikal), 
a life-long celibate, is meant. For the upakurvii1)lJl), 
(one who takes to celibacy for the study of Vedas), 
there cannot be any attainment of the virtuous worlds 
attainable through celibacy. 

Sarve ete, all these three belonging to the different 
IThe word parivriijakaJ:a here is used in the sense of 'one who 

adopts mendicancy in the fourth stage of life, merely as a matter of 
fonn'. This is clear from the commentator's own words: 'The person 
established as Brahman is not meant, but the one who follows only 
the conduct of a particular (the fourth) stage of life .... ' Ananda Girl 
also says that, 'although tApasall should mean only the vAnaprasthab 
still, the mendicant of the fourth stage is suggested by it. 

The word parivrajakallalso means a monk, a parama-hamsa
sannyAsin, one who has renounced the world from any stage of life to 
which he might have belonged, for the realisation of Brahman. 
Therefore, later on where SailkarAcarya means not the formal mend
icant, but the one who has realised Brahman, we have translated the 
word parivrajakall or parivrAJ as 'monk', to avoid confusion. 

10 
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stages of life; bhavanti, become;pu1)yalokd/:l, attainers 
of the virtuous worlds by following the virtues as men
'tioned above. The word pU1)yalokd/:l is derived in the 
sense of 'those who belong to the virtuous worlds'. 
Those belonging to the different stages of life become 
fit (for the virtuous worlds). The one who remains to be 
mentioned is the parivrd{, the monk, brahmasamstha/:l, 
fully established in Brahman. Eti, he attains; amrtatt
yam, Immortality, which is different from the virtuous 
worlds and is the state of absolute Freedom from 
death. It is not relative immortality as that of the gods 
and others because Immortality has been stated sepa
rately from the virtuous worlds. Moreover, if Immor
tality were a mere super-excellence of the virtuous 
worlds, then, it would not have been spoken of sepa
rately from the virtuous worlds. And from the separate 
.statement, it is understood that Immortality (meant) is 
absolute. And here again, mention of the result of fol
lowing virtues of the (different) stages of life is meant 
for the praise of worship of Om, but it is not meant for 
enjoining the result ofthe virtues ofthe stages oflife. If 
the sentence be meant, both for the praise of the 
worship of Om and for enjoining the result of the 
virtues of the stages of life, then, there will be (the fault 
of) splitting Upl the sense of a sentence. So, after a 
restatement of the results of the virtues of the-different 
st,ages of life well-known in the Smrtis, the worship of 
Om is being praised by speaking of Immortality as the 
result of the worship of Om. As the result of service of 
Piirpavarma is merely the winning of food and clo
thing, while the service of Rajavarma results in getting 

I Giving double senses to a sentence and thus makingit ambiguous. 
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a kingdom, similar is the case here. And Om is that true 
and supreme Brahman because it is Its symbol. Since in 
the Ka~ha-Upani~ad etc. it has been stated, 'This very 
letter (Om) is Brahman; this very letter is the Supreme 
(Reality), (Ka.I.2.13), therefore it is reasonable that 
Immortality should be the result of worshipping that 
Om. 

Opponent: With regard to this some people say: 
From the declaration, 'All of these become the attain
ers of the virtuous worlds', it is stated here that, with
out any distinction, all people belonging to the four 
stages of life, who perform their respective duties with
out any knowledge (of Brahman), reach the virtuous 
worlds. The mendicant I is not left out here. Even in the 
case of mendicant, his knowledge (of Brahman), 
yama2 , and niyamaJ are nothing else but austerity. 

In the text, 'The second is austerity itself, the men
dicant and the man of austerity (viinaprasthal)) have 
(already) been referred to. Therefore, whosoever 
among these very four is established in Brahman 
(brahmasamsthal)), i.e. is a worshipper of Om, attains 
Immortality. (This is so) since the people belonging to 
the four stages of life are equally competent (for re
maining established in Brahman), and since their te-" 
maining established in Brahman has not been prohibit
ed. 'and also since it is reasonable that they can remain 

IThe opponent does not admit of a monk outside the four stages of 
life and solely eligible for Immortality, as taken by Sailkarilcarya. 

zNon-killing, truthfulness, non-stealing, continence, and non
receiving of gifts. 

'Internal and external purification, contentment, mortification, 
study, ,and worship of God. 
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established in Brahman during the interVals between 
the performance of their own duties. Unlike the word 
yavavariib, barley and pig, the word brahmasamstha/.z 
(one established in Brahman) does not have the con
ventional meaning of.a mendicant because it (the word 
brahmasamsthab) is used (etymologically) by accept
ing the fact of one remaining established in Brahman. 
Indeed, conventional words do not depend on any 
(etymological) reason for their use. And it is reason
able that ·all can remain established in Brahman. In 
whomsoever there exists the competence for remaining 
established in Brahman, with regard to all of them can 
be used the word brahmasamstha/.z in its etymological 
sense. Hence, there being no reason for limiting its 
meaning to the mendicant alone, such a restriction 
becomes groundless. Moreover, Immortality cannot 
be achieved by merely following the virtues prescribed 
for the stage of life called mendicancy, for knowledge 
(of Om) will then become useless. 

Counter-Objection: Can it not be said that know
ledge in association with the virtuous conduct of a 
mendicant becomes the cause of Immortality? 

Opponent: No, because this (the virtues of mendi
cant) is not distinguishable from the virtues prescribed 
for the stages of life. Or, even if it is held that virtues in 
association with knowledge become the cause of Im
mortality, then, this can equally be the case with regard 
to the virtues of all the stages of life. And there is no 
Vedic text declaring that only for the mendicant who 
remains established in Brahman there is Liberation, 
but not for others. Moreover, the conclusion of all the 
Upani~ads is that Liberation is a result of knowledge. 
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Therefore, whoever among the persons following the 
virtues prescribed for their own stage of life remains 
established in Brahman, he attains Immortality. 

Vediintin: No, because the knowledge required for 
the perfonnance of rites (and duties), and the Kn9wl
edge needed for realisation (of Brahman) are opposed 
to each other. For, the injunctions about rites and· 
duties, in the fonn 'Do this', 'Do not do this', proceed 
by accepting the condition for rites, which is the knowl
edge of the differences among the accessories of rites. 
like agent etc. and the differences in the results of rites. 
And· that condition is not a creation of the scriptures 
because it is found in all creatures. The knowledge in 
the form of realisation that arises from such scriptural 
texts as, 'Existence (Brahman) alone ... , One only, 
without a second' (VI.2.1), 'The Self indeed is all this' 
(VII.25.2), 'Brahman alone is all this' (Nr.7), cannot 
arise without demolishing the natural idea about the 
differences between actions, accessorises, and results, 
which is the cause of rites and duties, because the two 
ideas of difference and Unity are contradictory. For 
the ideas of the moon being one etc. do not arise after 
the cure of (the eye disease called) tim ira , without 
demolishing the ideas of there being two moons etc. 
(which a man suffering from tim ira has), because the 
conviction arising from Knowledge and ignorance are 
opposed to each other. 

This being so, whoever has got rid of the conviction 
about differences based on which the injunctions 
about rites and. duties come into effect, he desists from 
all kinds of rites and duties because all causes for this 
cease to exist as a 1'esult of the conviction of Oneness 
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arising from the Vedic texts, 'Existence (Brahmah) 
alone ... , One only, without a second', 'That is truth' 
(VI.8. 7), 'All differences created through transforma
tions are unreal' (cf. VI.4.1). And he who has ceased 
from all rites and duties, is spoken of as one established 
in Brahman, and he must be a monk because it is 
impossible for anyone else to be so. For the other has 
not got his conviction about differences removed; be
cause of his seeing, hearing, thinking and knowing 
differences, he believes, 'I shall get this by doing this'. 
In the case of such a man, who is engaged thus, there 
cannot be any establishment in Brahman, for he is 
possessed of the ideas arising from his attachment to 
false transformations, which have speech (names) 
alone as their basis. 

Moreover, when the idea of duality is demolished by 
the realisation that it. (duality) is false, theil, there 
cannot reasonably arise any awareness of the means of 
knowledge or the things to be known, in the form, 'This 
is true. This has to be performed by me through this', 
just as a person who has discriminative knowledge does 
not perceive any surface of or dirt in space. If it is 
argued that even after the demolition of the idea of 
differences, one does not desist from rites and duties 
just as he did not desist before the demolition of the 
idea of differences, then, the Vedic text enjoining the 
conviction of Unity will be rendered invalid. Like the 
validity of the texts prohibiting eating of things that are 
not to be eaten, it is reasonable that the text about 
Unity should have validity since all the Upani~ads es
tablish this fact. 

Opponent: Is it not that in such a case, the injunc
tions about rites and duties will become invalid? 
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Vediintin: No, because it is reasonable that their 
validity will continue with regard to a person who has 
not got rid of the conviction of the existence of duality, 
as in the case of experiences in dream etc. (which 
remain valid) before orie wakes up. 

Opponent: Since men of discrimination will not per
form (rites and dutie~), the injunctions about the rites 
and duties will become invalid. 

Vediintin: No, because the injunctions about the 
attainment of desirable things are not seen to be dis
carded. It is not a fact that performance of rites for 
attainment of desirable things will cease on the ground 
that, people who know that identity with desire is not 
praiseworthy cease to perform rites for fulfilling de
sires. People possessed of desires do indeed perform 
them. In that way, the injunctions about rites for 
achieving desirable things do not get discarded just 
because they are not undertaken by persons estab
lished in Brahman, who are the knowers of Brahman. 
They are surely performed by persons who have not 
realised Brahman. 

Opponent: Just like (such actions as) m'oving about 
for alms by the monks, there will be no withdrawal 
from such rites as Agnihotra etc. by the householders 
and others, even after they have the idea of Unity. 

Vediintin: No, because, when considering the valid
ity (of injunctions), an instinctive action of a person 
cannot be cited as an illustration. From the fact that 
someone is seen to undertake black-magic although it 
is prohibited, it does not follow that black-magic is 
undertaken against an enemy even by a person of 
discrimination, who has no animosity. Moreover, 
when the conviction of duality, which is the cause for 
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engaging in rites according to injunction, is eliminated, 
there cannot exist any cause for impelling one to per
form Agnihotra etc. like hunger which impels a monk 
to beg. 

Opponent: Here also, the fear that non-perfonnance 
(of rites) will be the cause of evil, will act as an 
impeller. 

Vediintin: No. Because the obligation (to perfonn 
rites etc.) exist for a person having the idea of duality. 
We say that a perso~ who is possessed of the idea of 
duality, the person whose idea o! duality has not been 
removed by Knowledge, becomes obliged to perfonn 
rites and duties because evil comes to the person who 
does not perfonn the rites even when he is under an 
obligation to do them. But not so in the case of one for 
whom such an obligation has ceased, just as no evil 
accrues to the householder who does not perfonn some 
special rite or duty prescribed for the the Brahrnacarin. 

Opponent: If it be so, then, all those in whom has 
arisen the idea of Unity, even when continuing in their 
own stages of life, will be considered as monks. 

Vediintin: No. Because, in their case, the ideas of 
differences like 'me' and 'mine' have not been eradica
ted. Moreover, the other stages of life are meant for 
rites and duties, in accordance with the Vedic text, 
'(Let me have wealth so that) I may perfonn rites' 
(Br.1.4.17). Therefore, from the fact that there is no 
idea of 'me' and 'mine', it follows that only the man of 
renunciation can become a monk, but not 'the house
holder and others. 

Opponent: Since the idea of duality, which is the 
cause for injunction (about rites), becomes eradicated 
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by the conviction originating from the injunction about 
Unity, therefore, yama, niyama, etc. become inappli
cable for the monk. 

Vediintin: No, because these rules (yam a etc.) are 
meant for restraining a person who may become dis
tracted from his conviction of Unity, by hunger etc. 
Besides, performance of prohibited action cannot take 
place (in his case) because such action had been pro
hibited even before the origination of the idea of 
Unity. Just as a man who had fallen into a well or on 
thorns at night, surely does not do so even after the sun 
has risen, therefore, it is p.roved that the monk alone, 
who has ceased from actions (rites and duties), remains 
established in Brahman. Again, the statement that all 
persons devoid of Knowledge .reach the virtuous 
worlds is true. And the statement that by the word 
'austerity', the monk also is referred to, is wrong. 

Opponent: Why? 
Vediintin: Beca"se remaining established in Brah

man is possible for the monk alone. And we said that 
he alone remained unmentioned. For a man who has 
realised Unity, there is also a cessation of austerity like 
that of Agnihotra etc. because austerity appears as a 
duty only for one who has ideas of duality. And by this 
is refuted the ability of remaining established in Brah
man, during the intervals while performing rites and 
duties, as also the statement that this (establishment in 
Brahman) has not been prohibited for others. There
fore, the man of Realisation alone, who has ceased 
from rites and duties, is meant by the word parivraja
ka/:l (monk), and hereby is refuted the needlessness of 
Realisation. Again, as for the statement that the word 
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parivriijaka/;l is not used conventionally for the phrase 
'one remaining established in Brahman'-like the 
words 'barley and pig'-, that has been rebutted since 
remaining established in Brahman is possible for him 
(the monk) alone, and not for anyone else. Besides, 
the statement that conventional words do not depend 
on any etymological meaning-that is not so, because 
such words as grhastha/;l (householder), talqa/;l (car
penter), parivriijaka/;l (monk), are met with. For, 
words derivable etymologically are seen to be used 
conventionally. For instance, the words--grhstha/.l, 
etymologically meaning somebody staying in a house; 
parivriijaka/;l meaning a traveller; and tak$a/.l a wood
cutter-, are used conventionally for a householder, 
and a mendicant, who belong to particular stages of 
life, while talqa/.l conventionally means a certain caste, 
viz carpenter. It cannot be said that words are used 
only in their etymological sense, because this is not 
supported by usage. So, here 1l1so, it should be the case 
that, since the result is stated to be Immortality in its 
primary sense, the word brahmasamstha/.l, one remain
ing established in Brahman, has been used to mean a 
parivriijaka/;l alone, who has given up all rites and 
duties along with their accessories, who has gone be
yond all stages of life, and who is called a 
paramahamsa. 

And hence, it follows that this alone is the monasti
cism mentioned in the Vedas, and not the acceptance 
of sacred thread, three staves (tied into one), water
pot, I etc. The Vedas also state, 'Shaven-headed, not 

I. 

I People belonging to the fourth stage of life, called mendicants; 
have this insignia, but the paramaJuunsas, mqnks, renounce even 
these. 
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accepting any gift' (Ja.5), 'Without association'; and"in 
the Svetasvatara Upani~ad it is stated, '(He spoke of 
the most sacred thing) to the people who had gone 
beyond the stages of life' (VI.21). And also on the 
authority of such Smrti texts as, 'Without praising any
body and without making any salutation', 'Therefore, 
the monks, who have seen That which is beyond this 
world, do not undertake rites and duties. Therefore, 
the knower of Reality has no outer sign and no insignia 
for recognition', etc. (it can be so concluded). 

As for the renunciation of rites and duties, admitted 
by the Sankhyas, that is wrong since they accept the 
idea of differences of actions, accessories, and results, 
as true. And as for the admission of non-agentship by 
the Bauddhas as a result of their accepting non~ 
existence of everything, that also is wrong because such 
a position will be tantamount to their acceptance of the 
existence of the person making the assertion of non
agentship. As for-the recourse to inactivity taken by the 
ignorant people, owing to their indolence, that too is 
wrong because their idea of agentship has not been 
eliminated by correct knowledge. Therefore, it is 
proved that monasticism-remaining established in 
Brahman-, as characterised by ceasing to perform 
rites and duties, is only for the man who has the 
realisation of Unity, originating from the Upani~ads 
which are the valid means of knowledge. Hereby it 
follows by implication that, when a householder 
realises Unity, he has to resort to monasticism as a 
matter of course. 

Opponent: By renunciation, will he not incur the 
guilt of abandoning his fire (in which he has to pour 
oblations everyday), f~r the Sruti says, 'He who gives 
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up the fire becomes a killer of the progeny of the gods'? 
Vedantin: No. Since that giving up is caused by Pro

vidence itself, that fire becomes abandoned ~fter the 
realisation of Unity, on the authority of the Vedic text, 
"(Thus) vanishes the fire-hood of fire' (VI.4.1). So the 
householder does not incur any guilt by becoming a 
monk. 

U\ill qfd~ChI::t 'UI('fqft canmh'ftd 'UI fa tfl fcmy 
t4411 tIIc:h' I q 'UI('fq'ij~ 1 3d\t('f t(f 141 l(d 1::£1 ~ 
t441lt11C19?i ~: ~RRt II ~ II 

2. Prajapati meditated with regard to the worlds. 
From them that were meditated on, issued the knowl
edge of the three Vedas. He meditated with regard to 
that. From that (knowledge) which was meditated on, 
issued these letters, which were bha/:z; bhuva/:z, and 
sva/:z. 

With a view to ascertaining That, being established 
in which one gets Immortality, the text says: Praja
pati/:z, Vira~, or Kasyapa; abhyatapat, undertook aus
terities, i.e. meditated; [okan, with regard to the 
worlds, with the purpose of getting their essence. 
Tebhya/:z, from them; abhitaptebhya/:z, that were medi
tated on; sampriisravat, issued, i.e. flashed in the mind 
of Prajapati; trayf vidya, the knowledge of the three 
Vedas, which was their essence. Abhyatapat, he medi
tated; tam, on that, as before. Tasya/:z, from that; 
abhitaptaya/:z, which was meditated on; sampra
sravanta, issued; etani, these; ak$araT)i, letters; iti, 
which were bha/:z, bhuva/:z, sval;r, which are· called 
vyahrtis. 
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~\04(1q*'~.sN(1c:a'Rf ~: tl4IlfllqfleJ~ 
~1('19t1 tl41fUi q,dilf.l ~1001l;4qa:il,<tillOI lICfr 
alcttt1oon(,<tiH ~~ tl4~,<tiH ~~ ltCht 
II ~ II ~ Sltflfc1~I: ~: II ~~ II 

3. He meditated with regard to them. From them 
which were meditated on, issued Om. ,For instance·, as 
all leaves are held together by (their) midribs, in this 
way all the words are joined together by' Om. Om is 
indeed all these. Om is indeed all these. 

Abhyatapat, he meditated; tani, with regard to them, 
i.e. the letters (vyahrtis). Tebhya/:t, from them abhi
taptebhya/:t, which were meditated on; sainpriisravat, 
issued; oinkara/:t, Om. That is Brahman. In what way? 
This is being answered: Tat, as for instance; yathii, as; 
sarva1;li, all; partii, leaves, parts of the leaves; 
saintr1;l1;lani, are h~ld together, I.e. pervaded; sankuna, 
by {their respective) midribs; evam, in this way; sarve, 
all; yak, speech, words; saintro1;la/:t, are joined togeth
er; oinkare1;la, by Om, which is Brahman and is a 
symbol of the supreme Self. This is in accordance with 
the Vedic text, 'Indeed, the letter a is all that is 
speech'·, etc. Moreover, all those that have names are 
merely the appearances of the supreme Self. From this 
it follows that oinkara/:t, Om; is eva, indeed; sarvam, 
all; idam, these. The repetition is for showing honour. 
The statement about the origin of the worlds etc. is 
meant for praising Om. 

10m is constituted by three letters, a, u, m. Since the vowel a 
pervades all speech, therefore Om also is all-pervasive. 
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SECTION ~4 

ii8lc .. R.n CI«f.d iIIlti41 Jmf:~~ 
1IT&4R;t~ tlCI .. q 1 fat'q 14, ;;( fcNtii ;:.r 

1fflilltlCf .. '( II ~ II 

&\10 .. 
44141 

1Fi wfi iII\ijql .. t4 • ~ 1J ?mt ;r Pcitll(ifiit 

C§ifl«a Pci11141f( II ~ II 

1-2. People who discuss about Brahman say: Since 
the first savana (part of the day) belongs to the Vasus, 
the middle savana belongs to the Rudras, and the third 
savana belongs to the Adityas and Visvedevas, where, 
in that case, is the world of the yajamana (the perform
er of the sacrifice)? He who does not know that, why 
should he perform (a sacrifice)? Therefore, one who is 
possessed of the knowledge should perform (the 
sacrifice). -

In connection with the meditation on the samas, Om 
had been treated as a part of rites and duties. There, 
the Upani~ad desisted from that topic, and then glori
fied Om because it is the symbol of the supreme Self 
and hence the cause of Immortality. After that, now, 
with a view to giving instructions ~bout the sama, the 
oblation, the mantrll, and the rising up, which are parts 
of the very sacrifice under discussion, the Upani~ad 
says: 

Brahmavadinab, people who discuss about Brah
man; vadanti, say; yat, that which is well-known as; 
pratab savanam, the morning savana (early part of the 
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day during the Soma-sacrifice)l; vasunam, belongs to 
the (eight) Vasus. This world, connected with the 
morning savana, is under the rulers hip of those presid
ing deities of the savana. Similarly, the'intermediate 
world is ruled over by the (thirteen) Rudras who are 
the presiding deities of the midday savana. And the 
third world is ruled over by the (twelve) Adityas and 
the Visvedevas, who are the presiding deities of the 
third savana. So, there remains no other world for the 
sacrificer. 

Therefore, kvab, where; tarhi, in that case; is the 
[akab, world; yajamanasya, of the sacrificer, for ac
quiring which he undertakes the sacrifice? The idea is 
that no world exists. A Vedic text says, 'Whosoevet 
makes a sacrifice, verily he does it for acquiring a 
world.' And in the absence of any world, sab, he, the 
sacrificer; yab, who; na vidyat, does not know; tam, the 
mean~onsisting of the sarna, the oblation, the man
tra (and) the rising uJr-for making a world one's own; 
katham, how can that ignorant man; kuryat, perform 
the sacrifice? The meaning is that his agentship cannot 
be possible in any way. Since it (the text) is meant for 
the praise of the knowledge of sarna etc. therefore the 
agentship of the ignorant man who is conversant only 
with rites, is not prohibited. If the sentence be taken to 
mean both praise of the knowledge of sarna etc. and 
prohibition of the agentship of the ignorant man, then, 
this will lead to (the fault of gi.ving) a double meaning 

IDuring a Soma-sacrifice, the day on which the Soma-juice is 
extracted, poured into fire as libation, and the remnant is drunk by 
the priests, sacrificer and .others, is divided into three parts with 
names as mentioned in thelext. 
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of the same sentence. And in the earlier part dealing 
with the story of U~asti, we have adduced the reason in 
favour of performance of rites even by an ignorant 
man. Atha, therefore; vidviin, one who is possessed of 
the knowledge of the means, viz sama etc. which will be 
spoken of; kuryat, should perform this. 

1!U ~kH1~lcM::ti'jqICh~Oil"GIfl~:t iilgQ(€4tJ1-
a:'(o4j& aqfcl~~ If stlfist'!:. filqlR:tili~RI II ~ II 

3. Before beginning the singing of the Pratara
nuva,ka, having sat behind the Garhapatya-fire, facing 
northward, he sings the sama over which the Vasus 
preside. 

What is that, which has to be known? That is being 
stated: Pura, before; upakara/;zat, beginning he 
chant); prataranuvakasya, of the sastra 1 named Prata
ranuvaka; sa/:z, he; upaviSya, having sat; jaghanena, 
behind; garhapatyasya, the Garhapatya-fire2 ; udah
mukha/:z, facing northward; abhigayati, sings; vasavam 
sarnam, the sarna over which the Vasus preside (or the 
sarna in honour of the Vasus). 

~~ChiiHqqlql~dJ.~~ q~aq (qf ~'!:."U~~~~~~
l~ll. an~ ~ ~~lit~3n~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lfff II ~ II 

·See note under I. 7. 5. 

lLit. the fire belonging to the grhapati (the master of the house
hold, i.e. the sacrificer), in which the oblalion is poured by him and 
his wife. 
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4. 'Please open the door of the world. We shall see 
you for getting a kingdom.'1 

'0 fire, apiivrlJu, please open; lokadviiram, the door 
of the world for securing this world, the earth. Through 
that door, pasyema, we shall see; tviim, you; riijyiiya, 
for getting a ki.ngdom.'2 

3t?f ~ ;p:fc~ T{Mql~ ~~ ~ .q 
4\i1QI"4IC1 ~ cl CI\i1QI"4t4 ~ l(dl~ II ~ II 

aa CI\i1QI"4: qH~IGI~: {OCIliJlq\il(% trftel-
f'i4iiWtMteRt ~ cmcf: Jrnf:lrcR~ fliftCli:0M 

II~II 

5-6. Then he pours the oblation (with the mantra): 
'Salutation to fire who reside in this earth, who live in 
the wortd. Please acquire the world for me who am the 
sacrificer. This indeed is the world for me, the sac
rificet. I, the sacrificer, shall come to this world after 
death. SViiha.' (Then) 'Remove the bar (of the door 
leading to the world)'-by uttering (this mantra), he 
stands up. (As a result of this) to him the Vasus offer 
the Pratapsavana. 

Atha, then; juhoti, he pours the oblation with this 
mantra; 'Nama!), salutation; agnaye, to fire; we bow 
down to you, prthivfk$ite, who live in the earth; lokak
$ite, who live in the world, i.e. to you who live in this 

IThe word hum in the text is one of the meaningless stobhas used in 
asamasong. 

lFor the enjoyments available on earth. 

11 
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earthly world. Vinda, please acquire; lokam, the 
world; me yajamiiniiya, for me who am the sacrificer. 
E~al;z vai, this indeed; lokal;z, is the world; yajamana
sya, of the sacrificer. I, yajamiina~l, the sacrificer; eta 
asmi, shall come; atra, here, to this world; parastiit, 
after; aYU$al;z, life, i.e. after being dead.' By uttering 
the word sviihii, he pours the oblation. 'Apajahi, re
move; parigham, the bar shutting the door of the 
world.' Iti uktvii, uttering this; utt4!hati, he stands up. 
Thus, the world connected with the morning saliana is 
purchased from the Vasus with these. Thereafter, 
they, vasaval;z, the Vasus; samprayacchanti, give; pra
tal;zsavanam, (the world connected with) the morning 
savana; yajamiiniiya, to the sacrificer. 

13:U llTUi k"1+4 ftCi "1 WI q I;$~O II"GIQQ"11 ~l Qltl
tlfj«--'l& aqfc1¥4 '" ~~ ftlqlR:talltiM 11\911 

~~Cfi&J~qqIClI~lfI~~ q~aq (qJ wl' ~ ~~~~~ 
~~lI.. 3n~ ~ ~~?it~:m~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lfff II Gil 

7. Before the commencement of the midday savana, 
having sat behind the Agnidhriya-fire, facing north
ward, he sings the sama presided over by the Rudras. 

8. 'Please open the door of the world. We shall see 
you for getting the (enjoyments in the) world of Virat.' 

Tathii, similarly, he, the sacrificer; upavisya, having 
sat; jaghanena, behind; agnfdhriyasya, the Agnidhri
ya-fire (known also as) the Dak~ipagni; udahmukhal;t, 
facing northward; abhigayati, sings; raudram, the sama 
Qver which the Rudras preside; vairajyaya, for attain
ing (the enjoyments in) the world of Vira~l. 

IThe word vairajyaya is translated by ·some as, 'for attaining the 
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3t?I ~ ~ ctl(;(a~a.n~ ~ ~ 
.q ll\i'ltll9ilil ~ ~ iI\jftt,"i't4 ~ t(dlff4:t II ~ II 

aa !t\jftll9i: qU~'II~ly}JI: ;p::t1~lq\jfrg qRt4fq

?:1Ck€fj Mtdrn ~ ~ lfTai ~ ~ "frcR~ fi4tlQiURt 

lI~oll 

9. Then he pours the oblation by uttering the man
tra, 'Salutation to air living in the world (and) in the 
intermediate-space. Please acquire the world for me, 
the sacrificer. This indeed is the world for me, the 
sacrificer. 

10. 'I, the sacrificer, shall come to this world after 
death. SViihii.' (Then) 'Remove the· bar (of the door 
leading to the world)'. By uttering (this mantra) he 
stands up. (As a result of this) the Rudras offer (the 
world connected with) the midday savana to him. 

• Living in the intermediate-space', etc. is to be ex
plained as before. 

"!U 1ffl iI fict"i ~ q ICfHO IIClGft4 q"iI~CI;ft ilf4'I$lo4j& 

dqfc:1~iI If 3iIR?:t~ If ~a:ct~ ftlttll'4:fllilRi II ~ ~ II 

(rt)~CfiiiHtlqlctl~lfJ.~ ~ q~att ~ ~~ 'fCf'm 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l~l{. 3iT~ ~'\RU~c:it~3tT~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lRr II ~ ~ II 
3iIR?:ttl?I cltJ~ ~~CfiiiHtlqlctl~lfJ.~ ~ q~aii 

state of ViraJ'. The commentator is silent on this point, though he 
mentions under 11.24.9-10, 14-15, that the texts are to be explained 
as in II. 24. 4. There the word rajyaya, (lit.) for getting a kingdom, is 
explained by Ananda Giri as, 'for getting the enjoyments that are 
available on earth'. Hence this departure. 
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'Rn crtf~ ~IAI~~~~~ ~1l. ~~~c:lt~-
3tT~~~~~ ~ II ~~ II 

11. Before the commencement of the third savana, 
having sat behind the Ahavaniya-fire, facing north
ward, he sings the sam a over which the Adityas and the 
Visvedevas preside. 

12. 'Please open the door of the world. We shall see 
you for getting sovereignty .. This is the sama presided 
over by the Adityas. 

13. Then the sarna presided over by the Visvedevas: 
'Please open the door of the world. We shall see you for 
getting an empire.' 

Similarly, upaviSya, having sat (behind); ahavan[
yasya, the Ahavaniya-fire; udahmukhab. facing north
ward; abhigiiyati, he sings one after the other; the sama 
songs adityam, presided over by the Adityas; and vais
vadevam, the Visvedevas; svarajyaya, for getting sov
ereignty; and ~amrajyaya, for getting an empire. 

alW ~ ;p:f 3i1~~ fcm~' ~~ 
~~~ ~lCfi~~ ~ "If lI\i1Qlo:tlll ~~d 
II ~~ II 

~ cl (.I\tI~I"'~ ~ ~('II~" lI\i1Qlo:t: 
q~~I~I<Iq: '('CIlglQgd QR€lfqfqCkC4IMeakt II ~ ~ II 

14. He then pours the oblations by uttering the man
tra: 'Salutation to the Adityas and the Visvedevas, who 
live in the heavenly world. Please acquire the world for 
me, the sacrificer. 
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15. 'This indeed is the world for me, the sacrificer. I 
shall come to this world after death. SViihii.' (Then) 
'Remove the bar of the door.' By uttering this mantra 
he stands up. 

'Divik.$idbhyab, who live in the heavenly world' , etc. 
and the rest are to be explained as before. The only 
difference is that the verbs vindata and apahata are 
used in the plural. This I is meant for the yajamiina 
because there are the indicative words "etii asmi, I am 
desirous of coming'. 

~ 34IRiqlta fcIV ~ ~1f1ffi4f1q~~ 
tl44l1~q W <l 4~~ lffirT ~ II ~ ~ II ~ 
~ II ~~ II ~ i4<jfci\1I: ~: II ~~ II ~ 
01<tnnQPiqR fiIffililSunll: II ~ II 

16. To him the Adityas and the Visvedevas offer 
(the result of) the third savana. This one indeed, who 
knows thus, who 'knows thus, knows the true nature of 
the sacrifice. 

E$ab, this one, the sacrificer; ha vai, indeed; yab 
evam veda, who knows thus, who knows the siima etc. 
as have been spoken of; veda, he knows; miitriim, the 
true nature; yajnasya, of the sacrifice as stated above. 
'He who knows thus', is repeated to show that the 
chapter has concluded. 

I This refers to all the acts of sitting behind the fire, pouring 
oblation, standing up etc. 
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SECTION I 

an I aml en a:tlRfCi'l ~ ~ mrcr 
RH~"CI~Hlft~ifttn qfli:4q: 1plT: II ~ II 

1. Om. The yonder sun is surely the honey of the 
gods. Of it, heaven is surely the bent bamboo. The 
intermediate-space is the hive. The rays are the off
spnngs. 

The connection of the part starting with, 'Om. The 
yonder sun', etc. with the earlier part (is this): At the 
end of the preceding chapter it was said, 'Knows the 
true nature of the sacrifice'; and the sarna, the homa, 
the mantras, and the rising up, which are parts of the 
sacrifice and connected with it, were enjoined for at
taining a special result. And the sun, which is the result 
of the accomplishment of all the sacrifices, shines in 
its great glory. That one who is such (the sun), and is 
the result of the actions of all the creatures, is directly 
depended upon by all. So, after the statement about 
the sacrifice, the Upani~ad starts with the text, 'The 
yonder sun is surely the honey of the gods', etc. with 
the idea, 'I shall enjoin the meditation on the sun which 
is the product of that (sacrifice) and which is the best of 
the fruits sought after by men.' 

Asau aditya/:t, the yonder sun; is vai, surely; deva
madhu, honey for the gods because it delights them 
like honey. How the sun causes delight to the Vasus 
and others because of its being the result of all the 
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sacrifices, will be spoken of (by the Upani~ad). How 
does it become the honey? 

The answer to that is: Tasya, of that, of that honey 
which is like the honey of the bees; dyaul;z, heaven; eva, 
itself; is the tirascfna, bent; vamsal;z, bamboo, like the 
bent bamboo in the case· of a bee-hive, because the sky 
seems to have a curved shape. And antarik$am, the 
intermediate-space; is apupal;z, the honeycomb; it 
seems to be hanging down, attached to heaven which is 
like a bamboo. Therefore, through its similarity with 
the honeycomb and because of its being the support of 
the sun which is the honey, the intermediate-space is 
the beehive. Marfcayal;z means the rays, (Le.) the water 
(moisture?) in the rays, which is sucked up from earth 
by the sun. This is declared by the Vedic text, 'These 
shining rays are surely water.' Since these (waters) 
exist within the rays that are in the beehive-in the 
intermediate-space-, therefore, they seem to be lodg
ed there like the putriil;z, offsprings born of the eggs of 
bees. Since the offsprings of the bees exist within the 
cells of the beehive, they (waters) are the offsprings as 
it were. 

'ffi<l ~ l:U~' (~q~tal Q\ClI~ ~laiI ~ISiI: I 
~ ~ 1:f~ 5Ii"a« 'Q\Cf ~ OJ 311F'l3Uq~1 en 
l@T~: II ~ II 

2. Of that (sun), those which are the eastern rays, 
they themselves are its eastern cells. The -Rk-mantras 
are verily the bees. The ~g-Veda is indeed the flower. 
Those waters are the nectars. They, which are verily 
these -Rk -mantras-
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Ye, those; that are praiica/:z raimaya/:z, the eastern 
rays, the rays issuing eastward; tasya, of that sun which. 
is the receptacle of the honey, and is thus honey itself; 
ta/:Z eva, they themselves (the rays); are like asya, its; 
priicya/:z, eastern-since they extend eastwards; 
madhuniirJya/:z, veins of honey, i.e. the cells holding 
honey. In that context, rca/:z, the RJe-mantras; eva, are 
verily; madhukrta/:z, the bees. They are called the bees 
since, like bees, they make the red-coloured honey that 
is in the sun. That from which they make honey by 
collecting juices, that is :Rg-Veda, which is pU$pam eva, 
surely the flower, comparable to a flower. In this 
context, since the :Rg-Veda, consisting of the :Rk verses 
and the :Rk-brahma1J.as, collectively called the :Rg
Veda, is (a collection of) mere words, yeilding of the 
juice. in the form of enjoyable things is not possible 
from them. Therefore, by the word :Rg-Veda here is 
meant the rite enjoined in the ~g-Veda. For, from that 
indeed, the issuing out of the honey-juice in the form of 
results of rites is possible. 

As is done by the bees, honey is prepared by the 
:Rk-mantras by taking up apa/:z, the water from the rites 
enjoined by the :Rg-Veda, which are comparable to 
flowers. What are those waters? The answer given is: 
(They are) tii/:z, those which, in the form of Soma, 
clarified butter and milk are poured into the fire in 
connection with rites; and tum into amrta/:z, nectars!, 
through the process of heating etc. (That is to say) they 
tum into nectar, the cause of Immortality, in the form 
of very juicy iipa/:z, water. When used in rites, ta/:z, they; 
I 

IAmrta means the unseen result produced from the oblations, 
which become the cause of Liberation (Immortality) through succes
sive stages. 
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which are eva, verily; etii/:z, these; rca/:z, Rk-mantras, 
taking up those juices, like bees collecting from 
flowers-

Q\i'1j'fIC~«'Icarntr~~~I~flQ'1~ 4~1~\iI ~ 
ciltfqiilleJ'!:. ~S\il14f1 II ~ II 

3. Heated up this Rg-Veda. From that which was 
heated up, issued the juice in the form of fame, lustre, 
vigour of the organs, strength, and eatable food. 

Abhyatapan, heated up, as it were; etam, this; rg
vedam, Rg-Veda, the rites enjoined by the Rg-Veda, 
which are comparable to the flowers. I~ is reasonable 
that, when a rite is performed with the help of the 
Rk-mantras, which take the form of such parts of the 
rite as sastra etc. (see foot-note under 1.7.5), then, the 
rite yields the juice that produces honey, as do the 
flowers when they are sucked by the bees. 

The Upani~ad speaks of that fact thus: Tasya,ofthat 
Rg-Veda; abhitaptasya, which was heated up-which 
is that juice that was the result of heating up by the Rk
mantras likened to the bees? That is being said:
yaJa/:z, fame; teja/:z, bodily lustre; indriyam, being not 
deprived of the organs endowed with vigour; vfryam, 
strength; anniidyam, that which is food and is also 
eatable; that by the use of which everyday, the gods 
continue to exist is eatable food. This rasa/:z, juice; 
ajiiyata, issued from the rites in the form of sacrifice 
etc. 

~~ f(1~IRf4q~fflS314f1ii) Q\i'1eJaa~IRf4~ 
.'!:.~II~II~~:~: II~II 

4. It flowed profusely and settled on a side of the 
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sun. That verily is this, which is this red appearance 
(aspect) ofthe sun. 

Tat, that, counting from fame and ending with eat
able food; vya/qarat, flowed profusely. And having 
gone, iiSryat, settled down; abhita/:t, on a side, on the 
eastern side; iidityam, of the sun. Rites and duties are 
performed by human beings for the attainment of re
sults in the form of fame etc. indeed, with the hope, 
'We shall enjoy the honey called the result of actions, 

-which remains collected in the yonder sun.' This is like 
the preparation of a field by cultivators. By the words, 
'tat va; etat, that is verily this', the Upani~ad directly 
points that out for arousing faith. What is that? Yat, 
that which; etat, is this; rohitam, red; rllpam, appear
ance; iidityasya, of the sun, seen when it is rising up. 

SECTION 2 

an;r 1)~ ~Oll ~'ttt4t('1l l(c::Ilt4 ~ 
1J¥lssD ~ ~Cffl • l{Cf ~ (ff 3t1F'f 
3tN: II ~ II 

1. Then, those which are its southern rays, they 
themselves are its southern honey-cells. The Yajur
mantras are. indeed the bees. The Yajur-veda is indeed 
the flower._ Those waters (juices) are the nectars. 

Atha, then; ye, those which are; asya, its; dalq;,:Zii/:t, 
southern; raJmaya/:t, rays, etc. are to be explained as 
before (in 111.1.2). Yajil~i, the Yajur-mantras which 
are used in the rites enjoined by the Yajur-Veda; are 
madhukrtab, the bees-like the bees-, as shown 
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earlier. The rites enjoined by the Yajur-Veda is pzq
pam, the flower, comparable to a flower. Tab, they; 
amrta/:z, the nectars-Soma etc.; eva, verily are the 
waters.) 

O'lf.r en _ ~~ ~~
~ tI~I~'it ~ ciltNiill@J'!:. -mtS\illtifI 

II~II 

2. They which are verily these Yajur-mantras, heat
~d up this Yajur-Veda. From that which was heated up 
issued the juice in the form of fame, lustre, vigo~r of 
the organs, strength and eatable food. 

~~H't1aJRf4qR«itSlltl't1&J l(d@Jafl«I~('QfQ 
"':aI'!!!P.ct('1~~ ~ II ~ II ~ fi;:ffitl: ~: II ~ II 

3 .• It flowed profusely and settled on a side of the 
SUD. That verily is this which is this white appearance of 
the SUD. 

Tani vai etani, they which are verily these; yajuTn$i, 
Yajur-mantras; abhyatapan, heated up; yajurvedam, 
the Yajur-Veda etc. is similar to the earlier text. Etat, 
this; suklam rupam, white appearance; adityasya, of 
the SUD that is seeD, is the honey. 

SECTION 3 

at~ -q~ ~~&r:41 ,(~lqtlt<11 ~CU~ ~ffia:n 
'q¥USiI: fllql~C4 'q~: ~Uqa« 'l(Cf ~ aT 

3t1F'T anti: II ~ II 

·See note under III. 1.2 
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1. Then those which are its western rays, they them
selves are its western honey-cells. The Sarna-mantras 
are indeed the bees. The Sarna-Veda is verily the 
flower. Those waters (juices) are the nectars. 

~ en _ flliil;:Qd~ flliiad\qcamtf~
Rlft:II~i'tt('ft4 q'I~\it ~ cihfqilltl~ ~S\ili4d 
II~II 

2. They which are verily these Sarna-mantras, heat
ed up this S~a-Veda. From that which was heated up 
issued fame, lustre, vigour of the organs, strength and 
eatable food. 

'fflfU'8,H'd«1 ~ii R:ldlS3I4'diii l(dtl~d\i R(€f@Ol 

CfDT~ ~II~ II ~~:~: II~ II 

3. It flowed profusely and settled on a side of the 
sun. That indeed is this which is this black appearance 
of the sun. 

Atha, now;ye, those which are its;pratyaiicaQ, west
ern; raimayaQ, rays, etc. is to be explained as before. 
Similarly, the honey of the stlmas is etat, this; kr$1)am, 
black; rilpam, appearance; tldityasya, of the sun. 

SECTION 4 

w.r ~sWl«sJl «:t ... q~1 l(Clit4l~a:n lf~
;U:sUlSVOicfl~iH'f ~ lf~ $Mt;ifl$IO·1 ~ (IT 

3t1fM 3fItf: II ~ II 

1. Then, those which are its northern rays, they 
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themselves are its northern honey-cells. The mantras 
seen by Atharva and Aitgira are verily the bees. The 
Itihasa and Punlpa is the flower. Those waters (juices) 
are the nectars. 

Atha, then; those which are its udanca/.z, northern 
rays, etc. is to be explained as before. Atharvahgirasa/.z 
are the mantras seen by Atharva and Aitgira, and 
applied in rites. They are madhukrta/.z, the bees. lti
hasapuriifJ,am, Itihasa and Purapa; is pU$pam, the 
flower. Their~ (Le.) of Itihasa and Purapa, use is en
joined as parts of the rites called Asvamedha (Horse
sacrifice) during the nights called Pariplava. 1 

off en ~S$Qcil~Hft t(dRRt~lft'1~IOlq~-
'(ftf'!::~fQl~ol(1(4 ti~I~'S1 ~ cftqqilleJ~ 
~S\illtio II ~ II 

2. They which are verily these mantras ,seen by 
Atharva and Aitgira, heated up this Itihasa and 
Purapa. From that which was heated up issued the 
juice in the form of fame, lustre, vigour of the organs, 
strength and eatable food. 

IThe word ItihAsa means the books containing Vedic anecdotes 
illustrating virtue, prosperity, enjoyment and Liberation. Purapa 
comprises Vedic stories and mythologies about primary and second
ary creations, cycles of changes in creation, and history of dyn
asties. During a Horse-sacrifice, which spread over many days, there 
was the possibility of the sacrificer becoming fatigued. For avoiding 
this it was enjoined as a compulsory duty and a part of the rite that, 
priests should narrate to him these anecdotes and mythologies. 
Ananda Girl says that the current ItihAsas and Purapas, as the stories 
contained in books like MahAbharata, Vi~pupurapa, etc. may also be 
accepted in this context. 
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~~~'d«IRf4qR:ifflSji4'diil l(dtl~«IRfqW tR 
cp7r~ ~ II ~ II ~~:~: II~ II 

3. It flowed profusely and settled on a side of the 
sun. That indeed is this which is this deep black appear
ance of the sun. 

Etat, this; param, deep; kr$1)am, black; rupam, ap
pearance; iidityasya, of the sun is the honey. This is the 
meaning. 

SECTION 5 

ant ~~&fr ,(~"'<.i~1 l(C41f41~ ~;tlsJl 
~ l(cU~1I lf~ • ~ (IT 3l1Jffi 3tN: 

II~II 

1. Then, those which are its upward rays, they them
selves are its upper honey-cells. The secret injunctions 
are indeed the bees. Om is indeed the flower. Those 
waters are the nectars. 

off en l@ ~ ~ l(d~61I~~WI
fl:ti'tlftt4 iI'IRt\il ~ ~qqilltl'!:. ~SGl14f1 II ~ II 

2. They which are verily these secret injunctions 
heated up ihis Om. From that which was heated up 
issued the juice in the form of fame, lustre, vigour of 
the organs, strength and eatable food. 

~~ «1«1 R(iiq ~Sji4't1&:1 
lf~ a.{r'«f ~ II ~ II 
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3. It flowed profusely and settled on a side of the 
sun. That indeed is this which is this that seems to stir 
inside the sun. 

Atha, then; ye, those which are its, etc. are to be 
understood as before. Gul)yiil) , the secret, mystical; 
iidesiil) , injunctions about the door-keepers and 
others, and the meditation with regard to the acces
sories of rites; are eva, indeed; madhukrtal), the bees. 
Since this is a context of words (viz ~k-mantras, Sama
mantras, etc.) brahma means Om. This Om is eva, 
indeed;pU$pam, the flower. The rest is to be explained 
as before. 

This honey iva, seems; k~obhate, to stir; iidityasya 
madhye, inside the sun-to a man of concentrated 
mind it seems to be in commotion. 

-a CIT 'qft ~ttl::tf~ "mT ~ ~ ~ttltdbllqd ~ttl~IM 
CIT t{fll-"4'ldl::tIQ'li'tlR ~ iil'ldltdbllildl-"4'ldIPi 

II ~ IIlM q&:.lq: ~: II ~ II 
4. They that are such, are the juices of the juices. 

Since the Vedas are the juices, of them these are the 
juices. Those very things that are such, are indeed the 
nectars of nectars. The Vedas indeed are the nectars. 
Of them these are the nectars. 

Te vai ete, they that are such, the aforesaid different 
appearances like red etc.; rasiil), are the juices; rasa
niim, of the juices. Of which juices? The answer is: 
Vediil), the Vedas; are rasiil), the juices, essences; hi, 
because they have issued out of the worlds. Even of 
these juices (the Vedas) in the form of rites, the parti
cular juices such as red etc. are the quintessences. This 
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is the meaning. Similarly, (they) are amrtiini, the nec
tars; amrtanam, of the nectars. Vedii/:t, the Vedas; are 
hi, indeed; amrta/:t, the nectars since they are eternal. 
Te$am, of them; etiini, these appearances that are red 
etc.; are amrtiini, the nectars. The statement that they 
are 'the juices of juices', is meant as a praise of the rite, 
of which the result is such excellent nectars. 

SECTION 6 

(1CJ&$Q&t&tijd (11+4#4 aQ'illct*'4m::t. ~ ~ ct 
~ 3i~'1r.a ";J rqq~(1~#4'ijd ~cll €fGQRt II ~ II 

1. Through fire which is the chief (among them), the 
Vasus enjoy that which is the fir$t nectar among these. 
The gods certainly do not eat or drink. They become 
contented by seeing this very nectar. 

Tat, there (among the nectars); yat, that which is; 
prathamam, the first; amrtam, nectar indicated by the 
red appearance; tat, that; vasava/:t, the Vasus who are 
the presiding deities of the morning sa van a ; upajfvanti, 
enjoy; agnina mukhena, through fire which is the chief 
among them, i.e. with fire as their chief. From the 
statement that the juice issued in the form of eatable 
food, the conclusion reached is that they eat by taking 
morsels. That is being negated by saying deviil), the 
gods; vai, surely; na, do not; aSllanti, eat; (or) na, do 
not; pibanti, drink. How then do they enjoy? This is 
being answered: Trpyanti, they become contented; 
dr$!vii, by seeing, perceiving, feeling through all the 
organs; etat eva, this very; amrtam, nectar that has 
been spoken of as.appearing red. For the verb drs, to 
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see, is used in the sense of experiencing through all the 
organs. 

Objection: Well, has it not been stated that (they 
become contented) by seeing the red appearance? 
How then, does the appearance become the object of 
other organs? 

Answer: Not so because fame etc. is realisable 
through ear etc. Fame is realised through the ear. 
Lustrous appearance is an object of the eye. Vigour of 
the organs is inferable from acts of perceiving objects. 
Strength is physical enthusiasm and liveliness. Eatable 
food is that which, being enjoyed everyday, becomes 
the cause of sustaining the body. The juice is certainly 
all that consists of these, by seeing which all become 
contented. That 'the gods become contented by seeing' 
means that they become contented by experiencing 
everything through their own organs. And havihg be
come settled in the sun, they (the juices) are free from 
the defects of bad smell etc. of the bodily organs. 

2. They retire into this very appearance. From this 
appearance they emerge. 

Is it that they enjoy the nectar without any effort? 
No. How then? Looking at etat, this; eva, very rO.pam, 
appearance; they underst.and, 'Now is not the occasion 
for our enjoyment', and they' abhisamviSanti, retire 
into, become indifferent. When indeed, the occasion 
for the enjoyment of that nectar arises, then, etasmiit, 
from this (appearance), i.e. for the enjoyment of this 
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nectar; (they) udyanti, emerge, i.e. become enthusi
astic. For it is not seen in the world that enjoyment is 
available for those who lack enthusiasm, who do not 
undertake action and are lazy. 

II II t(d~qq'fd ~ cHi9iliiactil ~(qlm~q 
!!8:ffl~r'f~ ~I ~ l{ ~ *,qqNftfct~l
~~~~-~'Pn"!iII~rrrP.!lI~~~Rt~ II ~ II 

3. He who knows this nectar thus, becomes one 
among the Vasus themselves, and becomes contented 
by seeing this very nectar through fire itself which is the 
chief. He retires into this very appearance. He rises up 
from this appearance. 

Sal). yab, anyone who; veda, knows; etat, this; evam, 
thus as described-the flowing out of honey that has 
risen from the flowers which are the rites enjoined by 
the ~g-Veda, (on being) heated up by the ~k-mantras 
which are the bees; its settling down on the sun; the red 
appearance of the nectar, and the existence (of this 
nectar) in the eastern rays which are the eastern honey
.cells; its enjoyment by the deities (called) Vasus; its 
enjoyment by the knower of this, through fire which is 
the chief (among the Vasus), by virtue of his baving 
become one of them; the contentment by merely see., 
ing; becoming enthusiastic when the occasion for his 
enjoyment arises; and retirement (into the appear-. 
ance) after the expiry of that time-, he also perceives 
everything in that very way like the Vasus. 
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Hlq«I~~ tc*HI'Rl ~ II~ II lffi l("EO: ~: 
II~II 

4. For as long as the sun will take to rise in the East 
and set down in the West, he will attain the rulership 
and the sovereignty that the Vasus themselves have. 

How long does the knower enjoy that nectar? That is 
being said: The period of enjoyment of the Vasus is for 
yavat, as long as; adityal;l, the sun; udetii, will (take to) 
rise; purastat, in the East; (and) astametii, set down; 
paScal, in the West. Tiivat, for that long only; sal), he, 
the knower; paryetii, will attain fully; iidhipatyam, the 
nilership; sviiriijyam, sovereignty; vasuniim, that the 
Vasus. have. Not like the performer of mere rites, who 
goes to the Lunar region and becomes a non-indepen
dent food (object of enjoyment) of the gods. What 
then? TJtis man acquires rulership and the state of 
being a sovereign. 

SECTION 7 

at?f iOfC(f&:ffl4tt'ld ~ aq'lflq9(tl.au1 ~ ~ cl 
~ 34~"'IPd ~ fQ~~H~I'ld cre.!='1 ¥"4M II ~ II 

(f _ ~qttRH"fc1~I~H~hl"'I'1t1f.a II ~ II 

If II Q\(1~tt'ld ~ &(lOllqacfil ~fil~q 
~8:'!r'i~ ~I ~ If ~ ~ttR:lttfc1~I
~~~~P'I"~~fl4'"'~Ica:~~Rt~ II ~ II 

1. Now, that which is the second nectar, that is 
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enjoyed by the Rudras with Indra as their chief. The 
gods certainly do not eat or drink. They become con
tented by seeing this very nectar. 

2. They retire into this very appearance. From this 
appearance they emerge. 

3. He who knows this nectar thus, becomes one 
among the Rudras themselves, and becomes contented 
by seeing this very nectar, through Indra himself who is 
the chief. He retires into this very appearance. He rises 
up from this appearance. 

Atha, now; yat, that which is; dvitfyam, the second; 
amrtam, nectar; tat, that; rudrd/:l, the Rudras; upa
jfvanti, enjoy·, etc, is to be explained as before. 

II tllct«IRf£I: '!U<tIClaal q~l«tdqdl fi~ICi~ 
.~ aaffl'fl~fflStdqdl &(IUllqCi dICi«Ifi1q(f:f~ 
~Hlwl ~ II~II ~ tlldq:~: 11\911 

4. For as long as the sun will take to rise in the East 
and set down in the West, it will take double of that 
(time) to rise in the South and set down in the North. 
For that long will he (the man of knowledge) attain 
rulership and sovereignty that the Rudras themselves 
have. 

D vistd vat, twice as long as, double of that period; 
that aditya/:l, the sun; udetd, will (take to) rise;purastdt, 
in the East; and astametd, set down; paicdt, in the 
West; it will take to rise dalqir.zatal), in the South; and 
astameta, set down; uttarata/:l, in the North. The time 
for enjoyment rudrdr.zdm, of the Rudras lasts for that 
long. 
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SECTION B 

~ 4iJffl4Q'id fI«IW41 aqJlcd?:H cHic1t .. ~ 
;r ~ tcn 3i~"R1 ;r fQtq~fI~I'id ~I ~ClQR1 
II~II 

(t ~ *,qQR:lfl~~I~fI~ll41C!tlR1 II ~ II 

1I ~ l{t1~Q'id a«IW4I .. lqclci1 ~ CI~cn~CI 
'ldl~fI~I'id ~I ~ l' ~ 
*,qQ'f\4f1~~lrafl{+lISl4JSt~RI °11 ~ II 

1. Now, that which is the third nectar, that is en
joyed by the Adityas with Varupa as their chief. The 
gods certainly do not eat or drink. They become con
tented by seeing this very nectar. 

2. They retire into this very appearance. From this 
appeamce they emerge. 

3. He who knows this nectar thus, becomes one 
among the Adityas themselves, and becomes content
ed by seeing this very nectar through Varupa himself 
who is the chief. He retires into this very appearance. 
He rises up from this appearance. 

1I 41C1«1~ ~ ~dHHfflS~qfll 
rtH<11C1(q~IC!~fll $~I*qfllRf4I"lqCl flICI«lfb
~~ tet! U:r4 tIifffi II ~ II $f4fii!q: ~: II to II 

4. F vr as long as the sun will (take to) rise in the East 
and set down in° the West, it will take double of that 
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(time) to rise in the South and set down in the North. 
For that long will he (the man of knowledge) attain 
rulership and sovereignty that the Adityas themselves 
have. 

SECTION 9 

atW 4&1tl1raq'ld ff9¥i6ft aq\itlqR1 ft"jq:t ~ ';f 
ct ~ a:t~ ... Rt ~ fQCS4~ffaql'id Cite~1 1tZ1R1 II ~ II 

'ff _ '(i\qqA4ttfct~l~ff~ISl"'IC1t1kt II ~ II 

~ lJ l(d~Ciq'ld ~ Q6ftlqactil ~ J'iq~q 
ij~4ff~CiI'ld ~ ~ lr ~ '(i\qqRl
ttfct~l~fft'll("'IC1~RI II ~ II 

~ 4ICiC(IRf£I: q~IC1~ffl ,!~~ICWlqffl 
fI~ICiC1"'~d • ~S~qffl q6ftlqq 
dICiC(I~qf£l~ ~HI;;q ~ II~II ~~: ~: 
II~II 

1. Now, that which is the fourth nectar, that is en
joyed by the Maruts with Soma as their chief. The gods 
certainly do not eat or drink. They become contented 
by seeing this very nectar. 

2. They retire into this very appearance. From this 
appearance they emerge. 

3. He who knows this nectar thus, becomes one 
among the Maruts themselves, and becomes contented 
by seeing this very nectar through Soma himself who is 
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the chief. He retires into this very appearance. He rises 
up from this appearance. 

4. For as long as the sun will (take to) rise in the East 
and set down in the West, it will take twice that (time) 
to rise in the South and set down in the North. For that 
long will he (the man of knowledge) attain rulership 
and sovereignty that the Maruts themselves have. 

SECTION 10 

~ tf«4&:4QQ'ld dftllgn aq;:ffiClkt eiijlOIl ~ 
~ cl tcn 3i~ .. kt ~ fQcq~d~I'ld CiE~1 ttCZlRt 
II~II 

(f _ ~qQf\:tttfc1~I~df'iI~Is.tJkt II ~ II 

l{ 1f ((d~Q'ld ~ lnUU .. lqactil ~ ilijlcfI~ 
'l8~d~I'ld ~I ~ ~ ~ 
~qqf'lttfc1'I~df'iI~IC1aM II ~ II 

l{ tflct«lRft;4 dTI·~('I • ~S't'(tqdl 
fitdlct\&i ~dI4Is*,qdl lnUiI .. lqCl dICl«lfilqfCfI'!:. 

+C*IU:;oq ~ II~ II ~~: wag: II ~o II 

1. Now, that which is the fifth nectar, that is enjoyed 
by the Sadhyas (a class of celestial beings) with Brahma 
as· their chief. The gods certainly do not eat or drink. 
They become contented by seeing this very nectar. 

2. They retire into this very appearance. From this 
appearance they emerge. 
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3. He who knows this nectar thus, becomes one 
among the Sadhyas themselves, and becomes content
ed by seeing this very nectar through Brahma himself 
who is the chief. He retires into this very appearance. 
He rises up from this appearance. 

4. For as long as the sun will (take to) rise in the 
South and set down in the North, it will take twice that 
(time) to rise on high and set down below. For that long 
will he (the man of knowledge) attain rulership and 
sovereignty that the Sadhyas themselves have. 

Similarly, the sun will rise westward, northward, and 
upward, and set down in the opposite directions, tak
ing twice the time in the successive moves as that it took 
in the earlier ones. 

This view does not accord with the Paurapika view 
because the followers of the Purapas say that, there is 
equality of the periods for the rising and setting of the 
sun in the four regions, in the four sides presided over 
by Indra, Yama, Varupa, and Soma. For, the time 
taken to orbit round the top of the Meru mountain, 
which lies North of the Manasa Lake, is the same (in 
the four regions). 

This objection is met by the teacher Dravi~acarya in 
this way: The regions succeeding heaven (of Indra) 
exist for twice as long as the earlier ones. And 'rising up 
of the sun' means its coming within the range of vision 
of the dwellers of the regions concerned, and 'setting 
down' means the termination of such a vision. In real
ity, there is no such rising up and setting down, since in 
the absence of the dwellers of that region the sun will 
not be perceived as either rising up or setting ·down 
i 
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with regard to them~-although the sun be moving along 
the very same path;because .there is absence of either 
coming within or going out of sight. Thus, the region of 
Yama (Death) exists for a time twice as long as that of 
heaven. Therefore, with regard to the people residing 
in the region of Yama, it is said that the sun seems to 
rise in the South and set down in the North. This also 
said from the point of view of our understanding. With 
regard to the succeeding regions also, this is to be 
understood in the same way. 

The Meru exists northward in relation to all beings. 
When the sun is at its zenith in heaven, then, it will be 
seen as rising up in the region of Death. When it is at 
the zenith in Death's region, it will be seen as rising in 
Varupa's region; so also in the next region, since the 
orbit for moving around is the same. For the dwellers 
of the region Ilavrta, for whom the rays of the sun are 
shut out by the wall of mountains around Meru, the sun 
seems to rise on high and set down below. For, the rays 
of the sun enters through the opening at the top ·of the 
mountains. Similarly, from the doubling of the time of 
enjoyment, it can be inferred that, for the immortals 
who enjoy the nectar (produced from) ~k-mantras etc. 
there is a doubling of powerfulness in the succeeding 
groups (of gods). Becoming enthusiastic or retiring etc. 
is the same for the man of knowledge as for the deities 
Rudras and others. 

SECTION II 

3t?T rnf ~~ $ ~ql~(11 ;f1~q~~ ~ lf8il 
~$ ~Cfi: II ~ II 
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1. Then, after that, having transcended (all these 
phases) and risen, verily he (the sun) will not rise, he 
will not set down. He will remain established only in 
himself, alone. With regard to this here is a verse: 

In this way, by ~ising and setting, having helped the 
creatures to enjoy the results of their own actions, and 
when that enjoyment of the results of actions has 
exhausted, having withdrawn those creatures into 
himself-

Atha, then; tatal;z, after that, after the period of 
helping the creatures; urdhval;z, (san), having tran
scended; and udetya, risen in the Self, i.e. being es
tablished in himself owing to the absence of all these 
creatures for (helping) whom he rises up; naiva udetii, 
he will neither rise up; na astametii, nor set down. 
Sihiitii, he will remain established; eva, only; madhye, 
in himself; ekaia, alone without a second, without any 
division. 

As to that, som~ enlightened person who had be
haved like the Vasus and others, and had taken part in 
enjoying the red nectar etc. and then, by following the 
process stated above had realised his identity with the 
sun as his own Self, became absorbed in the Self, and 
having seen this mantra, he awoke from his absorption 
and ~aid to someone who had questioned him: 'Even in 
the world of Brahman from where you have come, 
does the sun wear out the lives of creatures by revolv
ing through nights and days, as it does to us in this 
world?' When he was questioned thus, he said-. 'Tat, 
as to that, with regard to the question as it was put and 
the answer as given; here occurs e$al;z §iokal;z, this 
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verse, which was uttered by that Yogi.' This declara
tion is of the Upani~ad. 

;r ~ ffir ;r f.t¥(I'(J~ ;fl~ltI Cfi«1~011 
~1~'116~ t4~'1lfT fcHI~ff4 .6101111 ~ II ~ II 

2. 'Surely there is riot. There it does not set down, it 
does not rise up at any time. 0 gods, may I not come 
into conflict with Brahman because of (uttering) that 
Truth.' 

'The world of Brahman from where I come, tatra, 
there; vai, surely; na, does not exist what you question 
about. Indeed, there the sun, na, does not; nimloca/:z, 
go down; and also na, does not; udryaya, rise; kada
cana, at any time whatsoever, from any where.' Being 
told that it was unreasonable that the world of Brah
man should be devoid Qf rising up and setting down (of 
the sun), he affirmed by swearing as it were, 'Deva/:z, 0 
gods, you hear as witnesses, the way I speak the truth. 
Tena, by (uttering) that; satyena, Truth; ma, may I not; 
viriidhi#, come into conflict; brahama{la, with Brah
man, i.e. may not Brahman be non-realisable to me.' 

;r, en ~ • ;r I?t*,,~fd t4ct<f«CI1 icutit 
\4qM 11 Q\dlihl a6i\qRt4« ~ II ~ II. 

3. It (the sun) certainly does not rise up nor does it 
set down for him who knows this mystic teaching about 
Brahman. For him it is surely daylight forever. 

The Sruti affirms that he has spoken the truth. 
Asmai, for this one, for the knower of Brahman, as 
described above; (the sun) na ha vai udeti, certainly 
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does not rise up; na nimlocati, nor does it set down. 
But, asmai, for this one, for the knower of Brahman; it 
is surely divii, daylight; sakrt, forever because of Self-· 
effulgence. YaQ, he who; veda, knows; etam, this; 
brahma-upani$adam, mystic teaching about Brahman, 
as stated above; evam, in this way as stated by the 
scripture-the three things beginning from 'the 
bamboo' (the bent bamboo, the honeycomb, and the 
honey-cells), and the relation {of the Vasus and others) 
with the respective nectars, and all else that we have 
said-, tha.t man who knows in this way, becomes 
identified with the eternal and unborn Brahman: which 
is not limited by periods of rising up and setting down. 

('Itd.'11 JNUq('l4 ~ J4'i1IQRl4.,.a ~: 
J4G1I'iiQ+dtdClC@I(rtCfiI4161la ~tiblq ~ fi«n 1f8l 
McU'& II~ II 

4. Brahma said this that was such to Prajapati; Pra
japati to Manu; Manu to his progeny. To the eldest son 
Uddalaka Arupi, his father spoke of this Brahman that 
was such. 

Brahmii, Hirapyagarbha; uViica, said; prajiil!9taye, 
to Vira~ (who is also called) Prajapati; tat ha etat, this 
that was'such, the knowledge of the honey. He again, 
manave, to Manu; and Manu narrated prajiibhya/:t, to 
his progeny , Ik~vaku and others. In this way, the know
ledge is praised by saying that it comes down through 
such a distinguished tradition, Brahma onward. More
over, jye$lhiiya putriiya, to the eldest son; uddiilakiiya 
iirU1;zaye, to Uddalaka Aruni; pitii, his father; proviica, 
spoke of; brahma, the knowledge of Brahman. 
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~ cnq d~tiOlq ~ ftfflT ~ J4~I&OIlUllq 
cu4h::um~ II~II 

5. Of that Brahman which is such, a father should 
speak to his eldest son or to a competent disciple (living 
in his house). 

Anyone else also prabruyiit, should speak of; tat, 
that; brahma, Brahman; idam viiva, which is such as 
spoken above; jye$!hiiya putriiya, to his eldest son who 
is fit to receive this most cherished thing; vii, or; to a 
pra1)iiyyiiya, competent; anteviisine, disciple. 

;U94~ q:;~~::t 4t1lZif&ll $QIQ4'1: qRa]iPdl 

14::tt4 ~ a:tI l~d~CI 'ffifr ~ $~d~ 'ffifr ~ ~ 
II ~ II $~q:;Ia:~I: ~: II ~ ~ II 

6. He should not impart to anyone else whosoever, 
even though he is offered this (earth) surrounded by 
water and filled with ,wealth. This indeed is greater 
than that; This indeed is greater than that. 

Na dadyiit, he should not impart; anyasmai kasmai, 
to anyone else whosoever. For, the competent teachers 
to whom many may come (for learning), only two are 
enjoined as competent. Why again, has a limitation 
been made about competence with regard to this 
knowledge? This being answered: Even though any 
one, dadyiit, should offer to the teacher; imiim, this, 
.the whole earth; parigrhftiim, surrounded; adbhil;z, by 
water; and pun:zam, filled; dhanasya, with wealth, 
filled with objects of enjoyment, as a price for this 
knowledge, even that is not a sufficient pric~ for this; 
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because etat eva, this indeed, which is the imparting of 
knowledge of honey; is bhuya/:l, greater, has greater 
results; tata/:l, even than that gift. The repetition of 'etat 
eva tata/:l bhuya/:l, this indeed is greater than that', is to 
show regard. 

SECTION 12 

Jillisn err ~~ lICf ~ ~ fit;:;q ~ 3114'" 
c1lH3I1 ~~ lICf ~ JII4M ~ ~ ~ II ~ II 

1. Gayatri is verily all these beings that there are. 
Speech indeed is Gayatri. Speech indeed sings of all 
these creatures and protects them. 

Since this knowledge of Brahman is thus productive 
of a great result, therefore, it has to be spoken of in 
other ways as well. Hence the text, 'Gayatrr', etc. is 
started with. And Brahman is spoken of through Gaya
tri because It, which is devoid of all qualifications and is 
attainable through the process of negation of attri
butes, in the form, 'not this, not this', etc. is difficult to 
be comprehended (as such). Although there are many 
metres still, Gayatri itself is accepted as the door to the 
knowledge of Brahman because of its pre-eminence. In 
a sacrifice Gayatri has got pre-eminence because: it 
brought the Soma-juice for the gods; it pervades the 
other metres by adopting letters from other metres 
(three from Jagati, one from Tr~~up)l; and it spreads 

IOnce upon a time, the gods engaged the three metres, GAyatri, 
TJl~up, and JagatJ, for getting Soma for themselves. But due to 
inability, TJl~p and Jagati returned without reaching the goal. But 
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over all the three savanas. Further, since Gayatrl is 
essential to the Brahmavas, and since the great rever
ence for it is well-known, one cannot attain anything 
higher, including Brahman Itself as spoken of, by re
jecting Gayatrl which is like one's own mother. There
fore, Brahman is spoken of with the help of GayatrL 

Giiyatrf vai: the word vai is used for emphasis. Sar
vam. all; idam, these; bhutam, beings, this totality of 
living things, moving or not moving, all that is Gayatrl 
itself. Since Gayatrl is a mere metre, it is not logical 
that it should be identified with all living things. Hence 
the text presents Gayatrl as vak, speech, which is the 
source of Gayatrl and which is of the nature of sound. 
Yak vaigayatrf, speech indeed is GayatrL Yak, speech; 
vai, indeed; is sarvam, all; idam, these; bhutam, crea
tures (living things) because, though speech is of the 
nature of sound. it sings of all creatures--expresses 
their names as, 'That one is a cow', 'This one is a 
horse'-, and it protects by saying, 'Do not be afraid of 
that; what is this fear that you have?', and so on. Thus 
one is protected by speech, by being forbidden fr~m all 

Gliyatri alone could reach the kingdom of Soma, and by defeating 
the protectors of Soma-juice, brought it to the gods. When Tmup 
and JagatJ became fatigued and retreated, they left some of their 
letters behind-one of the former and three of the latter. Glyatri 
picked up these letters and added them to herself. The story occurs in 
the Aitareya Bratunapa. 

The metre GAyatri has 24 letters divided into four feet of six letters 
each, whereas the feet of other metres have greater numbers of 
letters. As greater numbers are made up of smaller numbers, the 
number of letters of each foot of Glyatr'l gets included in the num
bers of the letters of other metres. This is how Glyatr'l pervades the 
other metres. (See Aoanda Girl.) 
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kinds of fear. Since speech sings (speaks) about crea
tures and protects them, therefore, in fact, it is Gayatri 
that talks of them and protec~s them, for Gayatri is 
non-different from speech. Gayatri derives its name 
from gana, singing, and trar:za, protecting. I 

lIT cl lit illtlitq cnCf m ~ '{Ma.H':CII~ ~~ 
lICf 'F' J4R1fia('lQ('lIQQ "URl,ft4d II ~ II 

2. That Gayatri which is such, that is surely this 
which is this earth, because this aggregate of ali beings 
is established on this. It (the aggregate) does not trans
cend this very one (earth). 

Ya vai sa., that which is; sa gayatri, that Gayatri 
which has these qualities and is identified w~th all 
beings; sa, that; vava, surely; is iyam, this; ya, which is; 
iyam, this; prthivf, earth. How again, is this earth" 
(called) Gayatnt That is being said: Because of its 
connection with all beings. How again, is there the con
nection with all beings? Hi, because sarvam bhatam, 
the aggregate of all beings, moving and not moving; 
prat4lhitam, is established; asyam, on this earth. (The 
aggregate) na, does not; atiSfyate, transcend; etam eva, 
this very earth. As Gayatri is connected with beings 
through singing and protecting, similarly the earth is 
connected with beings because of their habitation 
there. Therefore, Gayatri is the earth. 

lIT • lit '{fi1tftq cnCf m 4~«'4Ra49Cj)~ 
'l~hq~w4\q JnUIT: gRificRtl _ "URI,ft4o:d 
II~II 
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3. That earth which is such, that is surely this which 
is the body that a man ha&, because on this are es
tablished these vital forces. They do not transcend this 
very one (body). 

Ya vai sa, that which is the earth, i.e. the Gayatri 
(identified with the earth); iyam eva sa,. that is surely 
this. Which is it? Yat idam, which is; sarfram, the body, 
the aggregate of the elements and the organs; punqe, 
possessed by a man when living, because a body is an 
earthly thing. How is the body equated with Gayatnt 
The answer is: Hi, because; asmin, on this; ime pra1)ii/:t, 
these vital forces meant by the word bhata/;l (ele
ments);prat4thita/;l, are established. So, like the earth, 
the body is Gayatri because the vital forces na ati
sfyante, do not transcend; etat eva, this very body. 

~ d~~q 'Ia~fqct cnq d(lR~Rxtil:ij: ~ 
,~qFfii~q JnUTT: JAMfiodl .. ;UM,ftll=d 
II~II 

4. That indeed which is a man's body, that is verily 
this, which is this that is the heart within a man, be
cause these vital forces are established on this. They do 
not transcend this very one (heart). 

Yat vai tat punqe sarfram, that indeed which is a 
man's body, the Gayatri; idam vava tat, that is verily 
this. That which is this hrdayam, heart called a lotus; 
anta/:tpunqe, within a man, that is Gayatri. How? The 
answer is: Hi, because; ime, these;pra1)ii/;l, vital forces; 
prat4thita/:t, are established; asmin, on this (heart). So; 
like the body, the heart is Gayatri. And the vital forces 

13 
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na atiSfyante, do not transcend; etat eva, this very one. 
This is on the strength Qf the Upani~adic text, 'The vital 
force indeed is the father, the vital force is the mother 
(VII.15.1), and 'not injuring all beings' (VIII.15.1), 
where the vital force is spoken of as a being (bhuta)l. 

~ i4ttat«1 q~QT illqsn dcla<ii4Ii4i.4d'( 
II «...11 

5. That Gayatri which is such has four feet, (and) is 
of six kinds. That fact is spoken of by aRk-mantra .. 

Sii, that; e$ii giiyatri, Gayatri which is such; catu
$piidii, has four feet-it is a kind of metre having six 
letters in a foot; and is $a{ividhii, of six· kinds .. As a 
being, speech, earth, the body, the heart and the vital 
force, it assumes six fonns. Although speech and vital 
force were indicated (earlier) for some other purpose2 

still, they are (different) fonns of Gayatri because, 
otherwise it becomes impossible to make up the num
ber 'six kinds'. Tat, for expressing this idea; etat, this 
Brahman called Gayatri, which inheres in Gayatri and 
has been spoken of with the help of Gayatri; is also 
abhyanuktam, spoken of, revealed; rcii, even by a Rk
mantra. 

·We have translated the word bhuta as 'being' (moving or not 
moving), following Sailkara in 111.12.2. Ananda Girl points out that 
if the word prm,aQ can be connected with bhuta, then, Gayatri can be 
identified with 'body', etc. through their connection with bhilla (as 
shown above). For adducing authority, Sailkara quotes: 'The vital 
force indeed is the father, the vital force is the mother', where 
'father' and 'mother' are living beings (bhwas). 

2For the purpose of showing the connection of Gayatri with all 
beings (see 111.12.1,3). 
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dlcUo:tfQ q~iU mit $4141~ ~: I 
~~~ ~ Blql~liid ~II ~ II~II 
6. His greatness extends that far. The Puru~a (all

pervading Being) is greater than that. All things are 
(covered by) one of His feet. The Immortal three
footed one is (established) in His own effulgence. 

Tiiviin, that far extends; mahimii, the greatness; 
asya, of Him, of the whole of Brahman called 
Gayatri-as far as Gayatri has been explained as con ... -
sisting of four feet, having six forms, being an express
ion of Brahman, and a foot of Brahman. Therefore, 
tata/:z, as compared with what is called GayatrI, which is 
chara~terised as an expression and which depends 
merely on speech; pur~a/:z, the all-pervading Being
the word (pur~ab) having been derived in the sense of 
'that which fills up everything', and 'which sleeps (ex
ists) in the heart'-, who is the highest Reality by 
nature, and who is changeless;jyayan, is greater. Asya, 
of Him who is such; sarva (sarvii~i), all; bhutani, things 
-fire, water, food, etc. including all beings whether 
moving or not; are piida/:z, one foot. Tripad, He who is 
possessed of three feet; and who is amrtam, Immortal, 
who is called Puru:;a, and who takes the form of Gaya
tri as a whole; is, i.e. is established asya, in His own; 
divi, effulgence, in His own Self. -

lIi d~g.ffi~ cncr ~s<t cq~dt 'lijqlC(IChI~n ~. 
<llf amm 'l~ 1C(ICh"~I: II \911 
.~ cncr II ~S4q~: ~ 3iIChI~n ~ t lIts;(f: 
~ 3iIChI~I: Illll 
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~ cncJ If litS4qWijl«tl a:t1q;1~I('?I~-
(CfIiqMcdit . 'fIilqMCfrn4l ~ fi1lt ~ -q ~ ~ 
II ~ II lfff~: ~: II ~~ II 

7-9. That indeed which is Brahman, is surely this 
which is the space outside a person. That space indeed 
which is outside a person, is surely this which is the 
space within the person. That indeed which is the space 
within a person, is surely the space that is within the 
heart. That which· is this (space within the heart) is 
all-pervading and without movement. He who knows 
thus, attains a glory which is full and indestructible. 

Yat, that; brahma, Brahman which has been spoken 
of with the help of Gayatri, as the three-footed Immor
tal one; tat, that; vava, is surely; idam, this; ya~, which 
is, ayam, this; akasa~, space; bahirdha, outside; puru
$at, a person. Ya~, that indeed which has been spoken 
of as; bahirdha purU$at akasa~, the material space 
outside a person; sa~, that; is vava, surely; ayam, this; 
ya~, which is; akasa~, the space; anta~, within;purU$e, 
a person. (That indeed which is the space within a 
person) sa~, that is; vava, surely; ayam, this; ya~, 
which is; ayam, this; akasa~, space; anta~ hrdaye, with
in the heart, within the lotus of the heart. 

Objection: How can the space that is one be divided 
into three? 

Answer: The answer is: (When a person is in) the 
space perceived by the outer organs during the waking 
state, (he) is seen to have an abundance of sorrow. As 
compared with that the sorrow is less for a seer of 
dreams who is in the space inside the body, which is the 
place for dreams. Again, in the space within the heart, 
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'One does not desire anything, dc;res.net see any dream 
(Ma.5). Hence, the place of deep sle.ep is the spac~l'hat 
is free from all kinds of sorrow. Therefore it is reason
able to speak of a three-fold diVIsion of a single space 

Starting with the space outside a person, that it has 
been narrowed down to the space within the heart 18 

meant for the praise of the place where the mInd IS to 
be concentrated. As for instance, 'Although the worlds 
are three, Kuruk~etra is spoken of as the best. Of that 
again, half is Kuruk~etra and half is Prthlldaka.' Brah
man that is such and is spoken of as the space within the 
heart, is pur1J.am, full, all-pervasive. Although the 
mind is to be concentrated within the space in the 
heart, it is not to be thought that It (Brahman) is de
limited by the heart alone. Apravarti means that which 
does not move from or to anywhere, that which is 
possessed of the quality of indestructibility. The space 
within the heart is not possessed of the quality of limita
tion and destruction as other things are. One yal;z, who; 
veda, knqws; evam, thus, knows Brahman as de
scribed-as full and possessed of the quality of inde
structibility-, he gains the perceivable, secondary re
sult consisting of sri yam , glory; which is pU17)am, full; 
and apravartinfm, indestructible. The meaning is that 
he attains identity with That (Brahman) here itself 
while still living. 

SECTION 13 

~ , en l(dt4 5«lItQ ~ ~\1"q: lr 
'lIlSt4JUil..-ijfit: lr IAIUIRI_l': lr aU~NRlaffit
'RlSilltlfqft:1Ql«td a\i1~ill~ \:jqRt 1:f ~ ~ II ~ II 
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1. Of that very heart which is this (indicated above), 
there are five doors protected by the gods. That which 
is its eastern door, that is Prava, I that is the eye, that is 
the sun. That which is such is to be meditated on as 
brightness and as the cause of food. He who knows 
thus, becomes bright and a consumer of food. 

The text now starts with the words, " Tasya ha vai, of 
that very', etc. for enjoining the qualities of "being 
possessed of door-keepers' etc. as a part of the medita
tion on Brahman which is called Gayatri. As in the 
world, the door-keepers of a king become helpful in 
reaching the king when they are made serviceable 
through propitiation, so also is the case here. Tasya, of 
that, i.e. of the heart under discussion; etasya, of this 
one, of the one that has been indicated just earlier; 
there are palka, five, in number; devas~aya/;l, doors 
of the gods, doors leading to the heavenly world. They 
are called the doors of the gods because they are pro
tected by the gods, viz Prava, the sun, and others. 
Asya, of this'heart, of the abode which is the heavenly 
world2 ; ya/;l priihs~i/;l, that which is its eastern door, 
the hole, the door that stands facing East; sa/;l, that is; 
prii1J,a/;l, Prava. The particular form of air that exists 
there (in the heart) and moves through that door, that 
is called Prapa because it moves eastward (priik aniti). 
Tat, that is; ca/qu/;l, the eye (which is) identified, non
different from that (Prapa). So also, sa/;l, that; is iidi
tya/;l, the sun. And on the strength of the Vedic text, 

I According to Ananda Girl, in this context, Brahman is spoken of 
as Pr~a, Apina, Vyina, Udina and SamAna. 

ZSvargalokam means the Self, and His abode is the svargaloka
bhavanam.-A. G. 
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'The sun indeed is the external Prava' (Pr.1I1.8), it 
follows that the sun exists in the heart owing to the fact 
of its being established on the eye (as its presiding 
deity) and being the perceiver of colour and fonn. 
Indeed, in the Brhadaravyaka Upani~ad (111.9.20) it is 
stated, 'On what does the sun rest? On the eye', etc. 
The self-same deity which is the air called Prava, is the 
ey'e and aiso the sun because of their coexistence. And 
it will be stated later that, 'When oblation is poured 
with the words "sviihii to Prava", it pleases all this' (see 
V.19). 

Since tat etat, that which is this Brahman called 
Prava, is the protector of the door to heaven, one who 
is desirous of attaining the heavenly world should me
ditate on It as possesed of the two qualities of bright
ness and being the cause of food-it (Prava) being 
bright in the form of the eye and the sun, and also 
because the sun is the cause of food. Thereby he be 
comes tejasvl, possessed of brightness; and anniida/:l, 
an eater of food, (i.e.) free from diseases. He who 
knows thus, has this secondary result. And the primary 
result is that the door-keeper, having been made ser
viceable through meditation, becomes the cause of his 
reaching the heavenly world. 

3{?f ~~ ~: ~: lr OQI ... td~Si'!:. lr 
iSi9$(QIRtafliiFti4 4~lta~lmd 4lq,:tI~I+C41 ~ 
lt~~II~1I 

2. Then, that which is its southern door, that is 
Vyana. That (Vyana) is the ear, that is the moon. That 
which is such is to be .meditated on as prosperity and 
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fame. He who knows thus, becomes prosperous and 
famous. 

Atha, then; that which is its dalqi1:zal) , southern; 
s~i/J., door, the particular form of air that exists there; 
sa/J., that; is vyana/J., Vyana. It is called Vyana because 
it moves (aniti) when performing works requiring 
strength (vfryavat); or because it moves by controlling 
(vigrhya) Prapa and Apana; or because it moves in 
various ways. And that is srotram, the organ of hearing 
verily connected with that. Similarly that is candra
ma/J., the moon, on the authority of the Vedic text, 'By 
the ear (of Virat) are created the directions and the 
moon.' Their coexistence is to be explained as before. 
Tat, that (Brahman called Vyana); etatwhich is such; is 
srf/J., prosperity. The ear and the moon are the causes 
of knowledge and food (respectively); therefore pros
perity springs from them. And to the possessor of 
knowledge and food comes YaSal), fame 1 • Since they 
are the causes of fame, (they themselves) are called 
fame. Therefore, upiisfta, one should meditate on that 
(Brahman) through these two qualities, etc. are to be 
explained as before. 

3t?f ~~ JA('4'(1ifft: msqr.r: lit 
C4I*"SRH~'~Ctf'61C4iil\'fqiliti Il1fCjQ Imit il8Iqiil-
t'Qill~ ~ IT ~ ~ II ~ II 

3. Then, that which is its western opening, that is 
Apana. It is speech, it is fire. That which is such should 
be meditated on as lustre arising from good behaviour 

IFame is that which becomes known to oneself. See commentary 
on 111.13.4 
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and study of the Vedas, and as food for eating. One 
who knows thus, becomes possessed of the lustre aris
ing from good behaviour and study of the Vedas, and 
of food for eating. 

Atha, then; that which is its pratyahsU$i/.i, western 
opening, the particular form of air which resides there; 
that is aplina};, Apana because it moves (aniti) down
ward while excreting (apanayan) urine, stool, etc. And 
sli, that is; vlik, speech because of its connection with 
that (Apana). So also, that is agni};, fire (because fire is 
the presiding deity of speech). Tat etat, that (Brahman 
called Apana) which is such; is brahmavarcasam, lustre 
arising from good behaviour and study of the Vedas, 
since good behaviour and study of the Vedas are con
nected with fire. Apana becomes anniida/;l, the eater of 
food because it is the cause of swallowing food. The 
remaining portion is to be explained as before. 

atW 1.itsWlG'(-tlfi4: lf tlq''1td"''4'1: lf 
q~;:qtd~~fd~ aj6e~f!Q,m(1 c61fdq,.
lfr.-cqcrM ~ ~ ~ II ~ II 

4. Then, that which is its northern opening, that is 
Samana. That is the mind, that is the cloud. That which 
is such, is to be meditated on as fame and gracefulness 
(of body). He who knows thus, becomes famous and 
graceful (in body). 

Atha, then; ya}; asya, that which is its; udahsU$i};, 
northern opening, the particular form of air that exists 
there; sa};, that; is samlina};, Samana because it distrib
utes (nayati) food and water equally all over the body. 
That is mana};, the mind, the internal organ which is 
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connected with that (Samana). Sal:z, that is;parjanyal:z, 
the cloud, the deity identified with rain. And w~ter 
comes from clouds, in accordance with the Vedic text, 
'Water and Varupa are created by the mind (ofVira~).' 
That (Brahman called Samana) which is such; is kfrtil:z, 
fame. since mind, i.e. knowledge, is the source of 
fame. ,The word kfrtil:z, means fame that circulates even 
without one's knowledge. And fame (of one's self) that 
can be known through one's own organs is yasal:z. Vyu
$til:z is (physical) lustre, bodily grace. Since from that 
also there is possibility of fame, therefore, it too is 
fame. The remaining portions are as before. 

e3f?-l' 1it~&f: ~: ~ ~: ~ cntl: ~ 
34lctil¥I~~dc{a\ij(R4 q6fq~l+ftffl~~ qg\'4I .. \f<dd 
lf~~ 11'-\11 

5. Then, that which is its upward opening, that is 
Udana. That is air, that is space. That (Brahman) 
which is such should be meditated on as vigour and 
greatness. He who knows thus, becomes vigourous and 
great. 

Then, that which is its urdhvatt s~il:z, upward open
ing, that is; udiinal:z, Udana because it moves upward 
(ut) beginning from the sole of the foot, and because it 
moves while performing actions for rising up. Sal:z, 
that; is viiyul:z, air, and also space which is the abode of 
that (air). Tatetat, that (Brahman) called Udana which 
is su~h; is ojal:z, vigour; and mahal:z, greatness, because 
of air and space being the causes of vigour and 
vastness. The remaining portion is to be understood as 
before. 
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off en l@ ~ ~61'l~EU: tctafw (f{JCfifLI l[RQT: lr 
-q l((1I~q ~ ~61'l~ql4C*afw_ ~tQ04 'Hql~«lfLI 
~ citU 'itl~d ~Rlq@Jd m ~ -q l((1I~q ~ 
§*6J'l'6ql4C*affLI (f{JCfifLI 'Hql~« II ~ II 

6. They indeed, who are these five persons of Brah-" 
man, are the door-keepers of the heavenly world (of 
Brahman within the heart). He who thus knows these 
five persons of Brahman, as the door-keepers of the 
heavenly world, a hero is born in his family. He who 
knows thus these five persons of Brahman, as the door
keepers of the heavenly world, attains the heavenly 
world. 

Te vai ete, these persons as mentioned; are indeed 
pallea, five--()wing to their connection with the five 
openings (they are five}--, persons of Brahman which 
resides in the heart. They are dvlirajJiil) , the door
keepers; svargasya lokasya, of the heavenly world, of 
the region of the heart, like the door-keepers of a king. 
By these which move outward through eye, ear, 
speech, mind, and vital force, the doors to the attain
ment of Brahman residing in. the heart remains closed. 
For it is certainly a perceivable fact that, the mind does 
not get settled in Brahman within the heart because it 
remains fully engaged with false attachment to external 
things, due to its having no control over the organs. 
Therefore it has been truly said that the five persons of 
Brahman are the door-keepers of the heavenly world. 

Therefore, sal) yal), he who; evam, thus; veda, 
knows, meditates on, wins over by meditating on; etan, 
these (five persons of Brahman who 'are) possessed of 
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the quality stated above; dvarapan, the door-keepers; 
svargasya lokasya, of the heavenly world; pratipadyate, 
he attains; svargam lokam, the heavenly world
Brahman residing in the heart-, just as someone 
reaches a king, unhindered by the door-keepers, hav
ing won them over through adoration. Moreover, asya 
kule, in his family, i.e. (in the family) of the man of 
knowledge; jayate, is born; vfra/:z, a heroic son, owing 
to (his ) serving heroic persons. By repaying the debt 
(to the forefathers) I , he (the son) becomes the cause of 
his (father's) engagement in meditation on Brahman. 
Thereby the son becomes the cause for the attainment 
of the heavenly world by the father, through successive 
stages. Thus the sole result is only the attainment of the 
heavenly wprld~ 

af. ~: tRt ~ ~Rtiffa;la fcrw: ~ 
lICRf: 'Ife6CIi'dQ\'\'tq*1 ~cfirv..« cncr 
dGR«qft:qil9(t: ~ 'RilRt: II \911 

7. Now, that Light which shines beyond this heaven, 
beyond the whole creation, beyond everything, in the 
highest worlds which are unsurpassingly good, it is 
certainly this which is the light within a person. 

Now, the heavenly world which a man having this 
knowledge attains through the meditation on the her
oic persons, and which has been spoken of in, 'The 
Immortal three-footed one is established in His own 

lIt is obligatory on a man to have a son so that .the line may 
continue, and sratidha etc. in honour of the forefathers may not 
cease. Unless this obligation is fulfilled, i.e. unless this debt to the 
forefathers is repaid, they cannot reach Brahman. 
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effulgence' (III. 12.6)-, that which is such has to be 
made an object of the organs of sight and hearing, 
through some ground of inference. As for instance, fire 
etc. is known through such a ground of inference as 
smoke etc. Through such a process alone will one get a 
firm conviction with regard to the thing spoken of 
(above) that it is really so, and the conviction of oon
difference also will arise. 

Therefore, the text says yat, that; jyotil), Light; 
which dfpyate, shines-It is said to be shining because 
It is self-effulgent and ever-shining, (and also) because 
light in the form of burning of fire etc. cannot be meant 
here; paral) (should beparaml by transference of gen
der), beyond; atal), this; dival), heaven. Sarvatal) pr$
the$u, beyond everything, is an explanation of viSvatal) 
pr$!he$u beyond the whole creation. The meaning is 
that It is beyond the range of transmigration. Indeed 
the region of transmigration itself is 'everything' 
(sarva), because that which is beyond transmigration is 
one and it has no division. Since the word anuttame$U 
might grammatically be taken to mean 'the worlds that 
are not good', mistaking it to be a compound of the 
tatpurU$a class, therefore the word 'uttame$u, in· the 
good ones', is added. {So annuttame$u means 'in the 
unsurpassingly good' .)-Uttame$u loke$u, in the highest 
worlds, in the worlds starting with Satya (Maha, lana, 
Tapa, etc.)-the word uttame$U being used because 
Hirapyagarbha and others (presiding over these 
worlds) who are products, are proximate t~ the su
preme Lord. [dam vava tat, It is certainly this; yat 
idam, which is this; jyotil), light; antal), within; asmin 

I Because it qualifies jyotil;a which is neuter. 
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puru~e, this person, (and) which is understood through 
such grounds of inference as heat and sound, perceivt:d 
through the eyes and the ears. What is felt (as hot 
things etc.) through touch by the skin, that is certainly 
perceived by the eye, because the skin firmly confirms 
the experience (of the eye). Moreover form and touch 
are inseparable. 

"fftihu ~!={I! ~~.i\rmlqI4 
RNlI"'lIM d - ~IClfq'liP f.I"'l~IlICI 
;re:'!IRcIlJlflCl \iq(ih'l aq'{lonRt H~H(cfi ~ ~ 
a~lmd "i:l~: ~ ~ tf ~ ~ tf ~ ~ 
Illll ~ 5I41~$iI: ~: II ~~ II 

8. This is the perception of That, when one feels in 
this way by touch the heat in the body. Of That this is 
the hearing when one closes one's ears and hears di
rectly in this way a sound like rumbling. like bellowing, 
like that of burning fire. That which is such is to be 
meditated on as seen and heard. He who knows thus, 
he who knows thus. becomes sought for being seen, 
and famous. 

How again, does the ground of inference tasya, of 
that Light become an object of perception (lit. vision) 
through touch? The answer to this is: Yatra, when; 
vijanati, one knows (feels); (etat is an adverb meaning 
'in this way') samsparsena, by touch, by touching with 
the hand; asmin sarlre, in this body; ~·1J.imiinam, the 
heat concomitant with form, (Le. knows) the feeling of 
touching warmth, that heat certainly is a. ground for 
iflfering the light of the conscious Self which has en
tl.!red into the body for the manifestation of name and 
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form, because there is no exception to this. Warmth 
never goes away from a living body. It is well-known 
that a person is felt to be warm when living, and cold 
when dead. Moreover, from the text that, at the time of 
death 'warmth (merges) into the supreme Deity' 
(VI.15.2), it is understood that warmth is inseparable 
from the supreme Deity. So heat is an incontrovertible 
ground of inference, as smoke is of fire. Therefore, this 
is the perception, direct experience (visualization) as it 
were, i.e. the means of experiencing that supreme 
Deity. Similarly taS),ll. of that Light; e~'ii ~:rtlli~l, 'this is 
the hearing, the means of hearing, which also is bein~ 
spoken of: When a person wants to know through 
hearing, the ground of inference of the Light, then, the 
sound that one hears kan:zau apigrhya, (apidhaya), by 
closing the ears by putting his fingers into the ears; (etat 
is an adverb meaning 'rn this way') upasp:zoti, hears 
directly within the body; that sound ninadam iva, 
which is like the rumbling of a chariot; nadathu/:z iva, 
which is like the bellowing of an ox; or again, agne/:z iva 
jvalata/:z, like the sound offire burning outside. Tatetat, 
that Light which is such; upasfta, should be meditated 
on; d[$!am ca srutam ca, as seen and heard, because of 
Its grounds of inference being, 'that which is seen' and 
'that which is heard'. From that kind of meditation 
(one bhavati, becomes) calqu$ya/:z, sought for being 
seen; and sruta/:z famous. That which is the result of 
meditation in connection with the quality of touch that 
is being applied to form, by saying, 'He becomes 
sought for being seen', because form and touch occur 
in association. Besides, to be of graceful appearance is 
desirable. Thus, the result of the meditation will be 
appropriate, but not so if softness etc. felt by touch are 
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meant. However, for him who evam veda, knows thus, 
the unseen result has been spoken of as the attainment 
of the heavenly world. The repetition of 'he who knows 
thus' is for showing respect. 

SECTION 14 

lrcf &f@:.t« QI d"Gt(ftIPlRr ~ aqlmd I ~ 
~ ~qll: ~ ?fill~'(ff4~f$ ~ ~ 
~:~~lf~~II~11 

1. All this is Brahman. (This) is born from, dissolves 
in, and exists in That. Therefore, one should meditate 
by becoming calm. Because a person is identified with 
(his) conviction, (therefore) just as the conviction a 
man has in this world, so does he become after depart
ing from here. Therefore he should shape his 
conviction. 

Again, of that very Brahman-which is three
footed, immortal, possessed of infinite qualities, pos
sessed of infinite powers, and is to be meditated on in 
diverse ways--, the text now wants to enjoin a medita
tion on It as possessed of special qualities and powers. 

Sarvam, all;-khalu is an indeclinable word used 
here for embellishment of the sentence-; idam, this, 
this world diversified through names and forms, (and) 
which is the object of direct perception etc. has Brah
man as its origin. The word Brahman derivatively 
means that which is the oldest. How can all be Brah
man? therefore, the text says, 'Tajjaliin':- Because 
all (creation), through a succession of fire , water, food, 
etc. is born from that Brahman, therefore it is called 
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tajja; and it is talla because, through a reverse process 
of that very order of birth, it gets merged in that very 
Brahman, becomes wholly identified with that; (and it 
is tadana because) it continues to live, to function on 
that very Brahman during the state of (its) existence. 
Thus, the world, in the three states, is non-different 
from Brahman be~ause it is not perceived apart from 
It. Therefore this world is surely That itself. And in the 
sixth chapter we shall speak of how this world is That 
only, which is One without a second. 

Further. since all this is Brahman, therefore, upii
si~a, one should meditate on Brahman, which is all 

~, (this), as possessed of the ,qualities that will be stated; 
santa!:z, by becoming calm, by becoming self-con
trolled, free from attachment, aversion etc. How 
should one meditate? Kurvfta, he should shape; 
kratum, his conViction, determination. a finn belief 
that this is such only and not otherwise. The words, "He 
should shape (his) conviction', has to be connected 
with the reniote words. 'He should meuitate on'. 1 

What again, is the purpose to be served by shaping 
the conviction? Or how is that conviction to be shaped? 
The text starting with atha (khalu), because, etc. is 
meant for establishing how the shaping of the convic
tion is a means for the attainment of the desired result. 
The words atha khalu are used in the sen~e of 'be
cause'. Because pur~a!:z, a person; is kratumaya/:z, 
identified with the kind of conviction that he enter
tains;·(therefore) yathiikrillul;z pur~al:z bhavati, just as 
the conviction a man has, just as the sort of conviction 

IThe connection between the two portions is explained by A. G. 
by saying that the meditation is to be' carried on till it takes the form 
of such a conviction. 

14 
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he entertains; asmin loke, in this world, while living 
here; tatha, so; bhavati, does he become; ital) pretya, 
after departing from here, from the body, (Le.) after 
death. The idea is that he becomes identified with the 
result that accords with his conviction. For thus is it 
found in the scripture: 'With whatever ideas in his mind 
a man leaves his body at the end' (B.G.VIII.6), etc. 
Since this is the procedure found in the scriptures, 
therefore, he, having this knowledge, should shape his 
conviction (after) the conviction that we shall speak of. 
Thus, since on the authority of the. scriptu.res it be
comes reasonable that the result accords with the con
viction, therefore, that conviction has to be shaped. 
How? 

q.nqll: J:uol('lfl?i ~: 
3UCf)I('II((I1 t44Ch41 t44CfiIQ: 
f14fqC%q~ScUCfQ;m~~: II ~ II 

2. (He) appears like the mind, has Pnlpa as the 
body, has the form of consciousness, is of true resolves, 
is of the nature like space, is the performer of all 
actions, is possessed of all good desires, is possessed of 
all good smells, is possessed of all good essences, per
vades all this, is devoid of speech, is free from 
hankering. 

(The Self) manomayaJ:r" appears like the mind. The 
mind is that through which one thinks; it engages with 
objects through its own functions. As possessed of that 
mind, He becomes identified with it. Like it, He ap
pears to be engaged in and detached (from objects)·. 

• Although the Self is free, 'it seems to act like the mind because of 
Its identification with the mind. 
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Therefore indeed, prii1J,asarfra/:t, He has prii1J,aas the 
body. On the authority of the Upani~adic text, 'That 
which is prii1J,a is knowledge. That which is knowledge 
is prii1J,a' (Kau.III.3), prii1J,a means the subtle body 
made up of the two powers of knowledge and action. 
That which has this (prli1J,a) as its body is prii1J,asarfra/:t. 
This is also supported by another Vedic text, 'He 
appears like the mind, He is the carrier of the body in 
the form ofthe vital force (p"rii1J,a)' (Mu.II.2.7). Bhiiru
pa/:t, one who has the form of consciousness. Bhii 
means lustre in the fomi of consciousness. He who has 
got this form is bhiirupa/:t. Satyasahkalpa/:t, one having 
true resolves, whose resolves are never falsified. The 
meaning is that the resolutions of God are not infructll
ous as in the case of ordinary people because, in the 
case of" an ordinary man, his resolution is retarded 
through a cause that leads to a false result, and the 
Upani~ad will say, 'Because they are deflected by false
hood' ,(VIII.3.2). 

A kiisiilmll , one whose nature is like that of space. 
God's likeness to space consists in. His all-pervasive
ness, subtleness, and freedom from form, etc. (He is) 
sarvakarmii, the performer of" all actions. Since the 
whole cosmos is a creation of God, therefore; He who 
has this whole universe as His work is sarvakarmii. The 
Sruti says, 'He is the maker of all' (Br.IV.4.13). Sarva~ 
kiima/:t, he who has all faultless desires (one possessed 
of all good desires). This is supported by the SmTti, 'In 
all the beings, I am desire that is not opposed to virtue' 
(B.G. VII. H). 

Objection: Since the Smrti says, 'I am desire', there
fore the bahuvrfhi-samiisa here (in the word sarva
kiima/:l, as already shown) is inadmissible. 
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Answer: No. Since kama, desire, is something that 
has to be produced, therefore, if the bahuvrfhi (which 
gives the meaning as, 'He who has all faultless desires') 
is rejected, and the karmadharaya (which gives the 
meaning as, 'He is all desires') is accepted, then, the 
contingency will arise of the Deity becoming subject to 
somebody else's action, like (articulation of) sound 
etc. Therefore, the Smrti's statement, 'I am desire', has 
to be taken in the sense of the bahuvrfhi, as done in the 
case of sarvakama/:l.. Sarvagandha/:l., one who is posses
sed of all pleasant smells. This is supported by the 
Smrti, '(I am also) the pure smell on earth' (B.G. VII. 
9). Similarly, the word rasa/;, essence (in sarvarasalJ), 
is also to be understood in the same way because from 
the Sruti it is known that perception of impure smell 
and essence is caused by association with sin; 'There
fore, through that one smells both the fragrant and the 
fetid, because this has been afflicted with vice' (1.2.2). 
And God cannot have any touch of sin. No such fault as 
ignorance etc. can logIcally exist (in Him). Abhyatta/;, 
He pervades; sarvam, all; idam, this, the world. The 
root at, having the meaning of 'to pervade' (with the 
suffix kta added to it) is in the nominative sense. Simi
larly, He is avakf, devoid of the organ of speech. Vak is 
that through which one speaks. Vaka is the same as 
vak; or it may be that the word vaka is derived from the 
root vac by adding the suffix ghan to it in the instru
mental case. He who is possessed of that vaka is vakf; 
he who is not vakf is avakf. And the negation of the 
organ of speech here, is by way of indicating negation 
of other organs as well. From the mention of smell, 
essences, etc. it may be assumed that God has organs 
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like those of smell etc. for perceiving smell etc. There
fore, by the negation of the organ of speech, they also 
are negated. This is supported by the mantra: 'Without 
hands and feet He moves and grasps. He sees without 
eyes. He hears without ears' (Sv. 111.19). AnadaralJ" 
He is without hankering because hankering to get a 
thing that one does not have is possible for a man with 
unfulfilled desires. But God can have no hankering in 
the least after anything, since He is desireless and 
ever-contenteo. 

~ 11 34I(C1I"?tif~sorh4lWfll1~cfl 4Cihll ft(qhll 

~4lqlCfilill ~4IqlCfi<'tO\(rtl~ 11 34 I(CIl:aif«a 

JiQI41;q~a41 JiQI41:t"?tR8.iI'AA:l14IRcil Q€l141~cait 
~~: II~II 

3. 'This Self of mine within the heart, is smaller than 
paddy or barley or mustard or a Syamaka seed or the 
kernel of a Syamaka seed. This Self of mine within the 
heart, is greater than the earth, greater than the inter
mediate-space, greater than heaven, greater than these 
worlds.' 

E$a/J., this; atma, Self; me, of me, as possessed of the 
qualities already stated; antarhrdaye, within the heart, 
within the lotus of the heart; aQiyan, is smaller; vrihe/J., 
than paddy; va, or'; yavat, than barley, etc. which ex
amples are used to show that It is extremely subtle. 
When the text says that It is minuter than tiny things 
like Syamaka or syamakataQ{iuia, the kernel of 
Syamaka, it may be apprehended that the Self is atomic 
in size. For refuting this the text starts thus: E$a/J., this; 
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atma, Self; me, of mine; antarhrdaye, within the heart; 
jyayan, is greater; prthivyal), than the earth etc. Hav
ing shown that the Self is greater than things great in 
size, the text beginning with, 'appears like the mind', 
etc. and ending with, 'greater than these worlds'l, 
shows Its infinitude. 

fl4Q;Q. fl4ChIQ: fldll;Q: . fl4~fI: 
fl4fi:1«Q\iQ.it1scuCfQ;m~~ ~ If 341~1~«~ 
l(d(§iildfi:ld: fn+04.f'1f1u:tFctdl~Rt ~ fClla.:&J· ~ 
fc1 ~ fi&=t:'II~Rt , ~ ~II fO§iq: ~II fOS(R4: II ~ II 
lM i'.hl({": ~: II ~~ II 

4. 'This Self of. mine within the heart, is the per
former of all actions, is possessed of all good desires,is 
possessed of all good smells, is possessed of all good 
essences, pervades all this, is devoid of speech, (and) IS 
without hankering. This is Brahman. After departing 
from here (this body), I shall become identified with 
This (Brahman). He who has this belief truly, and has 
no doubt, (he will attain Brahmanhood). This is what 
Sappilya said in days of yore. Sa~~ilya (said this). 

Just as when somebody says, 'Bring the king's man, 
or the person having a cow with variegated colours', 
the qualifying words do not become the objects of the 
act of bringing, similarly, it may be concluded here also 

IFrom the assertion that the Self is greater than all things, what is 
meant is that It is infinite. This fact becomes clear when the present 
paragraph is read along with the earlier -one starting with, 
mtIIIomaya/:l. 
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that God is to be meditated on as characterised by the 
qualities mentioned, (but) not as one actually possess
ed of those very qualities. Therefore, 'Sarvakarmii, 
He is the perfonner of all actions', etc. is repeated" for 
precluding that (erroneous conclusion). Hence God is 
to be meditated on as possessed of the qualities of 
'appeming like the mind' , etc. For this very reason the 
text does not establish one in sovereignty (in full iden
tity with Brahman), as it does in the sixth and seventh 
chapters by saying, 'Thou art That' (VI.8.7); 'The Self 
indeed is all this' (VII.25.2). This is supported by the 
indicative t~xt, 'This Self of mine ... , this is Brahman. 
After departing from here 1 shall become identified 
with This (Brahman).' Not that one's innennost Self is 
meant here, because (the word) ma~a, mine; is used in 
the sixth case, in the sense of showing some relation
ship. And in the text, 'I shall become identified with 
This', the subject and the object are shown separately. 

Objection: Well, is it not a fact that, even in the sixth 
chapter, a separation in time is shown by saying 'Then 1 
. h II . '? S a attam .... 

Reply: No. (What is meant there is) not a separation 
in time, but that a man continues to live so long as the 
past actions, which have started producing results (in 
this life), are not exhausted. Because, otherwise the 
meaning of the sentence, 'Thou art That', will be nul
lified. Even if the word 'Selr be taken in the sense of 
one's innennost Self, and the subject under discussion 
be 'Brahman (which) is certainly all this', and 'This Self 
of mine within the heart (which) is this Brahman', still, 
when it is said, 'I shall become identified with this Self 
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after departing from this body', the statement is made 
without eliminating a slight trace of difference.' 

A man of such knowledge, who has addha, the true 
conviction, 'After death I shall attain the Self, in ac
cordance with my conviction' ,-and has na vicikitsa, 
no doubt with regard to the result of his coviction, in 
the form, 'I shall not become so after death'-, he, the 
man of knowledge, attains godliness in that very way. 
The r# named S~9ilya, iti aha sma, said this in days of 
yore. The repetition of 'SaV9ily(,l' is for showing 
honour. 

SECTION 15 

~: _ ~~ \JtldRt I 
fWt ~ tJlCR1<n ~ fit(rt'(1 
l' ~ _ CI~tll ... td~r.c.4Jfq«~ ftM'( II ~ II 

1. The treasury which has the intennediate-space as 
its inside, and the earth as its bottom, does not get 
exhausted. The directions themselves are its comers, 
heaven is its upper opening. This treasury which is 
such, is the vault for the results of actions. In it is held 
this universe. 

It has been said, 'a hero is born in his family'. The 
mere birth of a heroic son does not become the cause of 
saving the father, because of the other Vedic text, 

I Lest it be assumed that the non-qualified Brahman is to be medi
tated on, SailkarAcarya explains that in the present context, the 
qualified Brahman is the object of meditation. 
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Therefore. they (the Brahmapas) speak of the edu
cated son as being conducive to the (attainment of) (the 
virtuous) world (by the father), (Br. 1.5.17). Therefore 
the meditation on the 'treasury' is begun for showing 
how, he (the son) can have a long lease of life. This had 
not been said immediately after the section (13) where 
the birth of a heroic son was spoken of. because of 
being concerned with a very honoured meditation 
(which intervened). That is begun now itself. 

Kosal;., the treasury, so called because of the similar
ity of possessing various kinds of merits; which has 
antarik~am. the intermediate space; as udaram, its 
inside-that which has the intermediate space as its 
interior is antarik.ya-udaram-; and that (which) also 
has bhumibudhnal;., the earth as its bottom; na jiryate, 
does not get exhausted because it is made up of the 
three worlds. For it lasts for a period of a thousand 
yugas (infinitely long time). Asya; of this; diSal;., the 
directions; hi. themselves; are sraktayal;., the comers. 
Of this, dyaul;., the heaven; is uttaram bi/am, the upper 
opening. E~al;., this; sal;. kosal;., treasury which is such,. 
which is possessed of the qualities spoken of; is vas
udhllnal;., the vault for the results of actions, because it 
holds vasu, wealth, in the form of the results of the 
people's actions. Tasmin, in it; sritam, is held; idam, 
this; viSvam, universe-all the results of actions of 
creatures, along with accessories of such actions, which 
are known through such means of knowledge as direct 
perception etc. 
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JAfflill ~'ldl ;uli)~;:ft tnm cU<l4M: If If ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~RRt msgq(tqa ~ 
~~~lIT~~~II~11 

2. Of that the name of the eastern side is Juhii, the 
southern is named Sahamana, the western is called 
Rajfli, the northern is called Subhiita. Air is their son. 
He who knows this air as the son o.f the directio.ns, -he 
has not to cry for the lo.SS o.f a so.n. "I who. am such. have 
thus known this air as the so.n o.f the directio.ns. May I 
not have to cry for the lo.SS o.f a so.n.' 

Tasya, of that which is such; priicf dik, the eastern 
side, the part on the eastern side; juhurniima, is called 
Juhl1. People pour their o.blatio.ns in this directio.n, 
facing East. Hence it is called Juhl1. Dak#1Jii, the 
southern side; niima, is named Sahamana, because in 
this realm of death creatures s1,1ffer (sahante) the re
sults of their vicious deeds. Similarly, pratfcf, the west
ern side; niima, is called Rajfli because this regio.n is 
presided over by the king (riijriii) VaruJ)a, o.r because it 
has oonnection with the evening glow. Udfcf, the no.rth
em side is called Subhl1ta because it is presided o.ver by 
Siva, Kubera and o.thers, who. are possessed o.f ma
jesty. Tiisiim, of tho.se directio.ns; viiyuJ:r" air; vatsaJ:r" is 
the so.n because air blo.WS fro.m the directio.ns; fo.r the 
eastern winds etc. are so seen. SaJ:r, yaJ:r" who.so.ever, 
hankering after a son with a Io.ng life; evam, thus; veda, 
knows; lliiyum. air as possessed o.f the afo.resaid quality; 
as diiiim vatsam, the son o.f directio.ns; na roditi, he has 
not to. cry; putra-rodam, the wail fo.r the lo.SS o.f a sQn. 
The meaning is that (his) so.n does not die. Since the 
knowledge about the treasury, the directio.ns (and) the 
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son is possessed of such a quality, therefore sal}. aham, I 
who am such, desiring a (long) life for the son; veda, 
know; evam, thus; etam, this; vayum, air; diSam vat
sam, as the son of the directions. Therefore, ma, may I 
not; rudam, have to cry; putrarodam, the wail for the 
loss of a son; i.e. may it not be my lot to cry for the 
death of a son . 

. ~ Cfi\Vr w:mS'l9iI'l9iI'l9i1 J:rrdr 
wmS'l9iI'l9iI'l9i1 ~: w:mS'l9iI'l9iI'l9i1 'P.: 
wmS¥J9iI¥J9iI¥J9illCf: wmS¥J9iI'l9iI'l9i1 II ~ II 

3. 'I take shelter in the indestructible treasury for 
the sake of this one, this one, this one. I take shelter in 
the vital force for the sake of this one, this one, this 
one. I take shelter in the earth for the sake of this one, 
this one, this one. I take shelter in the intermediate
space for the sake of this one, this one, this one. I take 
shelter in heaven for the sake of this one, this one, this 
one.' 

'Prapadye, I take shelter; in the ar~tam, indestruct
ible; kosam, treasury as described for the sake of 
longevity of ~y son.' 'Amuna amuna amuna, for the 
sake of this one, this one, this one'-with this the name 
of the son is repeated thrice. Similarly, 'prapadye, I 
take shelter; pra1)am, in the vital force; amuna, for the 
sake of this one, etc. I take shelter bhal}., in the earth, 
for the sake of this one, etc. I take refuge in bhuval}., in 
the intermediate-space for the sake of this one, etc. I 
take shelter sval}., in heaven for the sake of this one.' In 
every case, the name of the son is uttered thrice after 
saying, 'I take shelter in'. 
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lr 4CCc:(jiJI JnUl :Rtm ~ mun en ~~ ~ 
~~~ft&lq~ II~II 

4. 'When I said this, "I take shelter in the vital 
force", (I said) "The vital force is indeed all this that 
exists. Thereby, I take refuge in that itself." , 

'Yat, when; sal), I; avocam, said; "prapadye, I take 
refuge; pra~am, in the vital force";-iti, this, is meant 
as a word of introduction for the sake of explanation-; 
(I said) "pra~al), the vital force; vai, is indeed; idam 
sarvam, all this; bhatam, universe; yat idam kinca, 
whatever exists." The text will say, "As spokes are 
inserted in a hub" (VII. IS. I). Therefore, "tat, thereby, 
by having taken refuge in the vital force; priipatsi, I 
shall have taken shelter in; tam eva, that very thing 
which is all." , 

3tW 4~cnill ~: :Rtm ~ l{ftIcil' :R1MS:(fft~ 
Jm) re:cr :Rtm ~ ft~c:ni:4'( II ~ II 

5. 'Then, when I said this, "I take refuge in the 
earth", thereby I surely said this: "I take refuge. in the 
earth, I take refuge in the intermedi_ate-space, I take 
refuge in heaven." , 

Similarly, 'by ~aying iti, this; "Prapadye, I take re
fuge; bhal), in the earth"; tat avocam, thereby I said; 
" Prapadye, I take refuge in the three worlds, counting 
from earth." , 

3tW 4$ft-t1 cgcr: wm ~ l1tJU ~ wm 
3uRi4l :Rtm ~ ft~'a'( II ~ II 
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6. 'Then, when I said, "I take refuge in inter
mediate-space", thereby I surely said this: "I take 
refuge in fire, I take refuge in air, I take refuge in the 
sun." , 

'Atha, then; yat, when; avocam, I said; iii, this; 
"Prapadye, I take"refuge in; bhuvalJ" the intermediate
space"; tat avocam, thereby I said; "Prapadye, I take 
refuge in fire," , etc. 

3{W 4a:cni4~ lCf: JmJ $?ia~~ Jm) ~ RtM 
~Iq~~ :Rtm ~ da:cn=a da:cni4i( II \911 ~ 
q'*'lG~I: ~: II ~ ~ II 

7. 'Then, when I said this, "I take refuge in heav
en", thereby I said, thereby I surely said this: "I take 
refuge in ~g-Veda, I take refuge in Yajur-Veda, I take 
refuge in Sama-Veda." , 

'Atha, then; yat avocam, when I said; iii, this; "Pra
padye, I take refuge in; svalJ" heaven"; tat avocam iii 
eva, thereby I surely said this; "Prapadye, I take refuge 
in Rg-Veda,'" etc. After having meditated on the inex
haustible treasury mentioned above, together with the 
son of the directions, he shall recite the mantras stated 
above. The repetition of, 'tat avocam , thereby I said', is 
for showing regard .. 

SECTION 16 

~ qrcr 4itf(1W ~ ~~~IRtqtiJfOl 
~d"!l'd4"I"!I'd:~ .~~~ a1l4i1 ~ Jrnf:~ 
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("I~~ Clftcns;qltl"l: JnUTT CITCf cn:rcf ~ ~~ lfCf 
cUfttiM II ~ II 

1. A man indeed is a sacrifice. Those which are his 
twentyfour years, they are the morning savana. Gaya
tri has twentyfour letters; the morning savana is as
sociated with Gayatri. The Vasus are associated with 
that (morning savana) of this (sacrifice that is man). 
The vital forces are indeed the Vasus because these 
make all this abide. 

The meditation and the recitation of the mantras for 
the longevity of a son have been stated., Now, after 
that. enjoining a meditation and recitation of a mantra 
for his (father's) own long life, the text says: Indeed, 
one who is himself living can become related with such 
results as son etc. not otherwise. Therefore a person 
thinks of himself as a sacrifice. Puru$al), a man, a living 
person having a body and organs, as is certainly well
known; vava, is indeed-the word being used for certi
tude; yajnal), a sacrifice. A person is actually a sacri
fice. This is the meaning. Thus indeed. through 
similarities, his identity with a sacrifice is being es
tablished. How? Tasya, of him, of a man; yani, those 
which are; caturvimSati var$aIJi, the twentyfour years 
of life; tat, that; is pratal) savanam, the morning savana 
(11.26.1) of the sacrifice called 'Man'. Through what 
similarity? 

The answer is: The metre Gayatri is caturvimiati
ak$ara, has twenty-four letters. Pratal;tsavanam, the 
morning savana of the ritualistic sacrifice; is indeed 
gayatram, associated with the metre Gayatn. There
fore, a man is endowed with twenty-four years of life 
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which are thought of as the morning savana. Hence he 
is spoken of as a sacrifice because of a similarity with 
the ritualistic sacrifice. So also, 100kinR upon the suc
ceeding two periods of a man's life as two savanas has 
to be spoken of on the ground of similarity with the 
number of letters in the metres Tr~tup and Jagati. 
Moreover, vasava/:z, the gods Vasus; anviiyattii/:z, are 
associated with; tat, that morning savana; asya, of this 
sacrifice called man, just as they are in the case of a 
ritualistic sacrifice. The idea is that they, being the 
deities of the savana, are the masters (of the sacrifice 
called man). It may be concluded that Agni and others, 
who are the Vasus in a ritualistic sacrifice, are so even 
in the sacrifice called man. Therefore it is being speci
fied-Prar.zii/:z, the vital forces, as well as speech etc. 
and air etc.; vava, are indeed; vasava/:z, the Vasus; hi, 
because; ete, these; vasayanti, cause to abide; idam 
sarvam, all this, all creatures beginning from man. For 
so long as the vital forces stay in the body, do all 
continue to abide (to live, vasati) , not otherwise. 
Therefore (the prar.zas are called Vasus) due to (their) 
abiding (vasanat)~ and causing to abide (viisanat). 

(f =a~~:q l4 ft:I fchl&::iC14i1Q (Oft ~ 1& 1011 CfW.I 
~ -q Jmf:lfCR lfJ'AK-1 ~ ftCfo:tq1tt;ij1dRt ~ 
Juoli41 Cf~;11 -q~ ~ fcn"'cmafg~a rnr l(f4al~ W 
'lCffif II ~ II 

2. If something should afflict him during this age, he 
should say thus: '0 vital forces who are the same as the 
Vasus, please unite this morning savana of mine with 
the midday savana. May I, who am the sacrifice, not 
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cease to exist among the vital forces which are the 
Vasus.' He certainly gets beyond it, and surely be
comes cured. 

Cet, if; kincit, anything, any disease tha.t may cause 
an apprehension of death; upatapet, should afflict, 
~ause pain; tam, to him who has been equated with a 
sacrifice; etasmin vayasi, in this age which has been 
equated with the morning savana; then, sab, he, the 
man who has 'been equated with a sacrifice; bruyat, 
should say, should recite this mantra, thinking of him
self as a sacrifice: "PraT)al) vasaval), 0 vital forces who 
are the same as the Vasus; anusalltanuta, please unite; 
idam, this; pratal) savanam, morning savana; me, of 
mine, of me who am the sacrifice; miidhyandinam sava
nam, with the midday sm'ana.' The meaning is: 
'Please make it united with the midday sa varia (which is 
thought of as the middle age).' Ma, may not; aham, I; 
yajnal), who am the sacrifice; vilopsfya, cease to exist, 
i.e. get disunited from; madhye, among you; praT)a
niim, the vital forces; vasuniim, who are the· same as the 
Vasus, the' presiding deities of the' morning savana.' 
The word iti, thus, stands for the conclusion of the 
mantra. With the help of reciting the mantra and the 
meditation, ut-eti, he goes beyond, gets freed; tatal), 
from that, from that affliction; and getting 'released, 
bhavati ha, surely becomes; agadab, cured. 

~ ~ iSI<!ta(qIIl-::'~li¢lfOl H:¥:tIUlk;f~ lrcR 
iSI<!~(€Ilfl~~~ &Gt!.':'Gt!.~ lUQ4k::i~ lrcR 
H~fQ ~ a:I::ctlll'ttl: JnUTT CfTCf ~ ~ tlG~ ~~ 
~~4R1 II ~ II 
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3. Then, those that are the forty-four years (which 
follow) are the midday savana. The (metre) Tr~tup has 
forty-four letters, (and) Tr~tup is used in the midday 
savana. With that (savana) of his are surely associated 
the Rudras. The vital forces are surely the Rudras 
because these make all cry . . 

Atha. then; yiilli, those that are, catubcatvariiz,§at, 
fortyfour: l'ar.~iilJi, years-this portion is to be ex
plained as hefore. PriilJii~l, the vital forces; vava are 
surely; rudrii/J" the Rudras because they cry (rudanti), 
and rodayanti, make others cry. Indeed, they become 
cruel during the middle age. Therefore they are 
Rudras. 

(j ~~ftftq;qtlm fchl1clClqftQ((Ol §C!'IIdOIlOIl ~ ~ 
.q lU~k;<t-::' ~ 1ffitiftCl;<tq"l~;(1"laRt -qyg 
JOII 0 11"'11 ~ ~S::I 0·11 lt~ ~ fc1(r11 q:ft~ f9)4C1 rn:r ~~ "I~ 
6 \lCfffi II ~ II 

4. If something should afflict him during this age, he 
should say thus: '0 vital forces! who are the same as the 
Rudras, please unite this midday savana of mine with 
the third savana. May I, who am the sacrifice, not cease 
to exist among the vital forces which are the Rudras.' 
He certainly gets beyond it, and surely becomes cured. 

3{W tll;<Q teliHi'.U R ~~ hirtl Fa I ft't1 ffi tI ft CI;<t q tel'a-
c 

~-::.~a.rn \ilalffl \!iflaH; (ft11t1ftCl4 ft«@.uR(il1 

3'I;Qltl't1l: RTUTT ClIClIRf41 "t@ ~~ tlcfqh~«a II ~ II 

(j -a~ftftq;Qtlm fifil«.l~ftQffl ~ldOIlOIl 
15 
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3tIRftiI ~ .q ([JlCltlq"1qlY;~1f1"i1iaRt tnt 
JU 0 11"1 Iq I R&:4I;i I 110) ~ ~<ffiGfftafCl4C1 ffif 

((f4JI~ tcr ~ II ~ II 
5. Now, those that are the for~y-eight years (which 

follow), are the third savana. The (metre) Jagati has 
got forty-eight letters, (and~ Jagati is llsed in the third 
savana. The Adityas are associated with that (savana) 
of his. The vital forces are surely the Adityas because 
they take up all this. 

6. If something should afflict him during this age, he 
should say thus: '0 vital forces! who are the Adityas, 
please unite this third savana of mine with the span of 
life. May I, who am the sacrifice, not cease to exist' 
among the vital forces which are the Adityas.· He 
certainly gets beyond it, and surely becomes cured. 

Simil':lrly, iidityii/:z, the Adityas; are p riilJ iiI) , the vital 
forces; hi, because; they iidate, take up (grasp); idam, 
this, the aggregate of sound etc. Therefore they are the 
Adityas. Trtfyasavanam, the third savana; anusanta
nuta, piease connect with; iiyu/:z, the span of life. The 
idea is, 'Please complete my ayub. whole span of life 
of a hundred and sixteen years, i.e. please cor.'!plete the 
sacrifice.' The· rest is to be explained as before. 

~ ~ cl dfial"116 q~ltI ~: II ~ 'If 
((d~dqfQ ~S6q~"1 ~ ~&.:II4lRt II ~ ~ 
qtf:,ldQ'iflq& ~ tits~1 ctt{:t'ld \iftqRt -q ~ ~ 
II \s II lM tits:,l: ~: II ~ ~ II 

7. Having known that which is such, Mahidasa, son 
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of Itara, said thus in the days of yore: 'You (disease) 
who are such, why do you inflict this (affliction) on me 
who am such that I will not die owing to this?' He lived 
for one hundred and sixteen years. Anyone who knows 
thus, lives hale and hearty for one hundred and sixteen 
years. 

By way of showing that the meditation is sure of its 
result, the .text cites an example: 

MahrdiisaJ;z, a person Mahidasa; aitareyaJ;z, who was 
the son of Itara; tat vidvan, having known that; etat, 
which is such-the knowledge of the sacrifice; ha sma 
vai aha, said in days of yore; 'Tvam, 0 you disease; 
saJ;z, who are such; kim upatapasi, why do you inflict; 
etat, this, this affliction; me, on me; yaJ;z aham, who am 
the sacrifice; that na pre$yami, I shall not die, depart; 
anena, owing to this, by this affliction caused by you?' 
The idea is, 'Your endeavour, therefore, is useless!' Iii, 
thus; aha sma vai, he said in days of yore-this is to be 
connected with the aforesaid (Mahidasa). He, having 
this conviction, ajrvat, lived; for $or;iaiam var$asatam, a 
hundred and sixteen years. Anyone else also, who has 
this conviction; yaJ;z, who; veda, knows; evam, thus, 
i.e. knows the aforesaid fulfilment of a sacrifice; he 
prajfvati, lives hale and he arty 1 for a hundred and 
sixteen years. 

SECTION 17 

If lIc:d~I~ltdd lIkQqlftM 1QJ ~"' ~ ~~: 
II~II 

IThe prefix pra indicates the absence of affliction like disease etc., 
i.e. a hale and hearty life.-A.G. 
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1. That he becomes hungry, that he becomes 
thirsty, that he does not feel happy-they constitute his 
initiation (into a sacrifice). 

The indication of the similarity of a man with a 
sacrific"e, in the text, 'That he becomes hungry', etc. is 
surely to be connected with the earlier portion. 

Yat, that; asisi$ati, he becomes hungry, wants to eat, 
similarly, pipasati" he wants to drink, feels thirsty; yat, 
that; na ramate. he does not feel 'happy owing to not 
getting desirable things etc.-when he feels this kind of 
unhappiness; tab, they constitute; asya, his; drk$a, 
initiation like that of (the initiation into) a ritualistic 
sacrifice, owing to the similarity of sorrow. 

3t?X 4«~IRt lIfiqd4Rt lI~a d~ft~lRt II ~ II 
2. Then, that he eats, that he drinks, that he feels 

happy-they become similar to the upasads· . 

Atha, then;yat, that; aSniiti, he eats;yat, that;pibati, 
he drinks; yat, that; ramate, he feels happy on getting 
desirable thi.ngs etc.; tat, they; eti, become; upasadail;z, 
similar to the upasads. The upasads have joy owing to 
the vow of drinking milk. And he has the consolation 
that the days when a little food is allowed are near at 
hand. Because of this (factor of happiness) there is 
similarity between eating etc. and the upasads. 

I Up as ad is an I~Ji-sacrifice (ohlation in the form of clarified butter 
poured in a Vedic fife) which has to be performed twice or more 
daily, for three days, following the day of initiation until the Soma 
sacrifice commences. For the first two days he drinks only milk twice 
a day, reducing the quantity gradually. On the third day he drinks 
only the remnant ofthe libation. In addition, he has to undergo other 
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3t?t <OI4t1kt ~a.mr <OI~~ ~ ~d~I~~q 
~II~II 

3. Then, that he laughs, that he eats, that he lies 
with his wife-they become similar to the hymns and 
the sastras l themselves. 

Atha, then; yat, that; hasati, he laug!ls; yat, that; 
jak~ati, he eats;yat, that; maithunam carati, he lies with 
his wife; tat, they; eti, become; similar to stuta-sastrail;z 
eva, the hymns and the sastr~ themselves because of 
the similarity of association with sound. 

3t?t <OI'dtfl a:19iql'iiqq~~ln tI('qqi.l9ifqRl (U 

m::q Gf~: II~ II 

4. Then, those that are his austerity, charity, sincer
ity, non-injuring, speaking of truth-they are his 
dak~if)as. 

Atha, then; yat, those that are; tapal;z, austerity; 
diinam, charity; iirjavam, sincerity; ahimsa, non
injury; satya-vacanam, speaking oftruth; tab, they are; 
asya, his; dak#lJiib, offerings to the priest and others, 
because of the similarity of enhancing virtue. 

ft ~Ua:1 ~: «I &:I ('q«l eekl 
ft"'~OlqcUCl~: II ~ II 

5. Therefore they say, 'He will be born', 'He has 

forms of austerity. In this way, the initiation and upasad of the 
ritualistic sacrifice have similarity with the sorrows of human life 
which is considered as a sacrifice. 

·See not under 1.7.5 
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been born'. That verily is the beginning of this one. 
(His) death surely is the finishing bath. 

Since a sacrifice has been equated with man, tasmiit, 
therefore; when his mother will be giving birth to him, 
then others iihulJ" say with regard to his mother; that 
sO$yati, she will give birth. And when she has given 
birth, then (they say) aso$tii, she has given birth, she 
has attained fulfilment-just as in the case of a ritualis
tic sacrifice it is said, 'Devadatta will extract (so$yati) 
the Soma juice', 'Yajnadatta has extracted (asO$tii) the 
Soma juice'. Therefore, because of the similarity ofthe 
words also, a man is equated with a sacrifice. Tat, that 
association which the sacrifice called man comes to 
have with the words sO$yati1 (will extract; will give 
birth) and aso$tii (has given birth; has extracted); is 
verily his punarutpiidanam, beginning, just as that of a 
ritualistic sacrifice. Moreover, that which is asya mara
lJ.am, the death of this man considered a sacrifice; that 
is eva, surely; avabhrthalJ" the finishing bath (after a 
sacrifice), because of the similarity of completion. 

(1:a(1~~ih 31IWHtf: ~Wlle.t ~cfil'i"I41-
~cUi:.urqqltf ~ If Gf11C' mS::(1a(f't14Iq(161~ 
JOIRtqil(1I~(1qfQ'6t!(1qm JOIIOltf~~I(1qmRt ~ I 
~ \l'C«f: II ~ II 

6. Ghora Ailgirasa, after imparting this meditation 
that was such to Kr~\1a, son of Devaki, said, 'At the 

IThe verbal root sa is used both in the sense of giving birth and 
extraction, The fonner is used in the case of a man's birth, and the 
latter in the case Qf extraction of Soma juice. Hence the similarity. 
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time of death one should repeat these three mantras: 
"You are undecaying. You are unchanging. You are 
the vital force made completely fine." • He (Kr~va) 
verily became free from thirst. With regard to that here 
are two ~k-mantras: 

Ghora/) , Ohora by name; t1ngirasa/) , belonging to 
the line of Angirasa; uktvii, after imparting; tat ha etat, 
this meditation on (man as) sacrifice, which was such; 
kr~IJiiya, to Kr~pa; del'aklputriiJ'Cl. the son of Devaki, 
(and) who was his disciple; ulliica, said-this is con
nected with etat trayam. the~e three. etc. which is stat
ed later. And sa/) , he (Kr~pa), after having heard about 
the meditation; eva. verily; babhiiva, became; apipii
sa/), free from thirst for other kinds of meditations. In 
this way, this meditation has a ~peciality since it re
moved the thirst of Kn;pa, son of Devaki, for other 
kinds of meditations. Thereby the knowledge of man 
as a sacri~ice is eulogised. 

After imparting this knowledge to Kr~pa, son of 
Devaki, what did Ohora Ailgirasa say? That is being 
narrated: Sa/), he who is possessed of the knowledge of 
the sacrifice as stated; pratipadyeta, should recite; etat 
trayam, these three mantras. Which are they? 'Asi, you 
are; ak~itam, un decaying or uninjured.' This is one of 
the Yajur-mantras. From the force of the context it 
follows that this is said by accepting the unity of the 
Person in the sun and the vital force. Similarly,address
ing that very Person (in the sun and the vital force), tie 
says, 'Asi, you are; acyutam, unchanging-_ you are 
unchanging by your own nature.' This is the second 
Yajur-mantra. 'Asi, you are; prt1IJQSa1nsitam, the vital 
force which has been made completely fine, and is 
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subtle.' This is the third Yajur-mantra. Tatra, with 
regard to that; bhavataJ:z, there occur; ete, these; dve, 
two; rcau, ~k-mantras, which are meant as a praise of 
the meditation and not for recitation, because that will 
go against the number three mentioned in 'trayam 
pratipadyeta, one should recite (these) three mantras'. 
Otherwise the number will be five. 

3uRd4('1t4 tR:r: ::wilRt: q~4Rt ClI{'4~'l1 ..rn 
~~~ 11\911 

~ flQ{'4WR ::wilRt: q~4'+1 ~~: q~4'+1 
~ ~ ~ ~4Q41~ ~Rt~Qfi:lRt 
'R.i)Rt~flQfi:lRt IIllllffi {'4ldG~I:~: II ~\911 

7. In the supreme Brahman which is the oldest and 
is the source of the world, they (the knowers of Brah
man) visualize everywhere that supreme Light which 
shines like the alJ-prevadjng daylight. 

8. Having realised the Light (in the sun), which is 
the dispeller of ignorance, (and) which is non-different 
from the Light within our hearts-having visualized 
the Light which is higher than other lights-, we have 
attained the Sun, the Light that is the best of all lights, 
bright among the lights. 

The t following a in the word at, as also the word it 
are meaningless. Pasyanti, they see; jyotiJ:z, the Light; 
pratnasya, of the ever-lasting One, i.e. of the oldest 
One; retasalJ" of the source, of the seed of the world, of 
that source which is called Existence. The a (in adit), 
after dropping the associates (t and it), has to be carried 
over and connected with paSyanti, see, visualize. What 
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is that Light which they see? It is viisaram, the day, the 
daylight as it were; it is the all-pervasive Light of Brah
man. The meaning is that the knowers of Brahman, 
who have closed their eyes, who have become pure in 
heart through such spiritual disciplines as celibacy, 
which are the means for detachment, a-paiyanti, see 
the Light everywhere. Paral;z should be param because 
it qualifies (the neuter word) jyotil;z. (They see) param 
jyoti/:z, the supreme Light; yat, which; idhyate, shines; 
while existing divi, in the luminous, transcendental 
Brahman, set ablaze by which Light the sun spreads its 
rays, the moon shines, lightning flashes, the planets 
and the stars twinkle. 

Moreover, another seer of the mantra, while vis
ualizing the Light described above, said [-ut is to be 
connected with aganma; udaganma means 'we have 
attained'; pari is to be connected with the word paiyan
ta/:z, (in which case the meaning will be) 'after having 
realised the Light'; or (if read separately) pari means 
beyond, and tamasal;z means 'of darkness characteristic 
of ignorance'-]: Vayam, we; udaganma, have attain
ed; jyoti/:z, the Light; uttaram, which is the supreme 
Light in the Sun; tamasal;z pari, beyond the darkness of 
ignorance. Or (with the alternative reading) paripai
yanta/:z, having realised; jyotil;z, the Light; which is ·ut
taram, the dispeller; tamasal;z, of ignorance; vayam, 
we; udaganma, have attained the supreme Light. That 
Light is sval;z (svam), is our own, is established in our 
own hearts; and the light that is in the sun is the same. 
While seeing the Light which is uttaram, supreme or 
higher than ot~er lights, we have attained that. 

Whom did we attain? The answer· is: That suryam, 
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Sun, who is called so because of being the activiser of 
the juices, rays, and the vital forces of the world; and 
who is devam, bright; devatrii, among the lights-Him 
we have attained. Oh! We have attained jyotil:z utta
ram, the Light that.is the best of all lights. This is the 
meaning. The portion, 'we have attained' has to be 
supplied. This is that Light which has been praised in 
the two ~k-mantras, (and) which has been revealed by 
the three Yajur-mantras (above). The repetition of 
jyotiruttamam is for showing the conclusion of (the 
meditation) imagining (man as) a sacrifice. 

SECTION 18 

-q;Jr aiPf#!q Itnd('£lliQ l(qqmft4~c.1(,q ICfiI ~n ~
~\4€1qlRi:: ~~ if ... ~tc.d;:r II ~ II 

1. The.mind is to be meditated on as Brahman. This 
is on the personal plane. Then follows the meditation 
on the divine plane. Space is Brahman. Both these 
become enjoined, the personal and the divine. 

Expressing partially the qualities of Brahman, it has 
been said that God 'appears as the mind' (111.14.2) and 
has His 'nature like space' (ibid). Now, for enjoining 
the meditation on mind and space as Brahman in Its 
totality, the text begins by saying, 'The mind. .. is 
Brahman' , etc. 

The word manal:z is derived in the sense of that 
through which one thinks, and it means the internal 
organ. Upasfta, one should meditate on that (mind); 
brahma iti, as Brahman, the Supreme. Iti adhyiitmam, 
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I 
this is on the personalplane. This is the meditation with 
regard to oneself. Atha, then; we shall speak of adhi
daivatam, the meditation on the divine plane with reO
gard to the gods. Upasfta, one should meditate; on 
akasai), space; brahma iti, as Brahman. In this way 
ubhayam, both; adhyatmam ca adhidaivqtam ca, the 
meditations on the personal and the divine planes; 
bhavati, become; iidi$lam, enjoined. Since space and 
mind are subtle, and since Brahman is realised by the 
mind, and also since space is all-pervasive, subtle and 
without any limiting adjunct, therefore, mind and 
space are fit for being meditated upon as Brahman. 

(1~&hl«iI~61 cUCfQIG: JnUT: qIG~V: ~: 
~ ~ $fQu:tl(qqmft4~dqm: ~ CfP!: ~ 
auRf4: ~ ~: 1frG ~4qc:URie \OtqfQ'4l~ 
~~ 'l:f II ~ II 

2. That Brahman which is such, has got four feet. 
(Organ of) speech is one foot, organ of smell is a foot, 
eye is a foot, ear is a foot. This is on the personal plane. 

Then follows the divine. Fire is a Joot, air is a foot, 
sun is a foot, directions are a foot. Both of them, the 
personal and the divine, become enjoined. 

Tat, that; etat, which is this Brahman called mind; is 
catzqpadbrahma, Brahman with four feet. How does 
Brahman called the mind, have four feet? This is being 
stated: Vak, (organ of) speech;prii~ai), organ of smell; 
caqui), eye; srotram, ear-these are the feet. Iti adhy
atmam, this is on the personal plane. Atha, then fol
lows; adhidaivatam, the divine. Brahman called space 
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has these: agnilJ" fire; viiyulJ" air; iiditya/:t, sun; diSa/:t, 
directions---(as its feet). In this way, Brahman with 
four feet, ubhayam eva, in both these aspects; on adhy
iitmam, the personal; and adhidaivatam, the divine 
planes; iid~tam bhavati, becomes enjoined (for 
meditation). 

cUllCi 1l6lU.~~: ~: msfiRT 'k()RtfU 'llM ~ 
~ ;;r \lTfff ;;r ~ ~ c:fih4. tI~.fI. 1l6lqTJi(?lt:t If 
~~ II~II 

3. Speech indeed is the fourth foot of Brahman. 
That shines and emits heat through the light of fire. He 
who knows thus, shines and emits heat through fame 
and lustre of the knowledge of Brahman'. 

As to that, in relation to the other three feet, speech 
indeed is the fourth foot of mind considered as Brah
man. For, like cows and others moving on their feet, 
the mind, through speech, goes to and settles on the 
object to be spoken of. So speech is like a foot of the 
mind. Similarly, priiIJiilJ" the organ of smell is a foot 
because through it also, the mind moves towards an 
object of smell. Similarly the eye is a foot, ear is a foot. 
Thus, on the personal plane, the mind considered as 
Brahman is possessed of four feet. So also on the divine 
plane, fire, air, sun, and the directions, which appear 
like the feet of a cow attached to its belly, are the four 
feet of space considered as Brahman. Therefore, fire 
etc. are said to be the feet of that space. Thus, both the 
possession of four feet on the personal and the divine 
planes become enjoined. 

I Brahmavarcas, lustre of the knowledge of Brahman, also means 
lustre arising from good behaviour and knowledge of the Vedas. 
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Among them viik eva, speech indeed; is ca~urtha/:t, 
the fourth; piida/:t, feet; brahmaIJa/:t, of the mind con
sidered as Brahman. Sa/:t, that foot; bhiiti ca, shines; 
tapati ca, and emits heat; agninii, through fire, which is 
the light on the divine plane. Or the meaning may be 
that speech, being enkindled by consuming oil, clari
fied butter, etc. which are fire by nature, shines and 
emits heat, i.e. becomes enthusiastic for speaking. The 
result for the man who has (this) knowledge is: Ya/:t, he 
who; veda, knows; evam, thus; bhiiti, shines; tapati ca, 
and emits heat; kfrtyii, through fame; and brahmavar
casena, through lustre of the knowledge of Brahman. 

JnUT ~ a6l0Ita<1?i: tITG: ~ cU~=t1 ~RttU 
cqffif l:l 'ffQ'ffi l:l cqffif ~ ~ T.f efil('Q'1 4 ~I +II 

a6lC4:J~=t ?l ~ ~ II ~ II 

4. The organ of smell indeed is the fourth foot of 
Brahman. That ~hines and emits heat through the light 
of air. He who knows thus, shines and emits heat 
through fame and lustre ofthe knowledge of Brahman. 

Similarly priiIJa/:t eva, the organ of smell indeed; is 
caturtha/:t, the fourth; piida/:t, foot; brahmaIJa/:t, of 
Brahman. Sa~l, that organ of smell shines and emits 
heat; viiyunii, through air, for smelling. 

l:lP a6l01~~: tITG: ~ 3iIRfll=t atIlMtU 
cqffiJ l:l ~ l:l cqffif ~ ~ ~ efilf£fl 4~1+l1 
a6lC4:J~ ... ?l ~ ~ II '-\ II 

5. Eye indeed is the fourth foot of Brahman. That 
shines and emits heat through the light of the sun. He 
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who knows thus, shines and emits heat through fame 
and lustre of the knowledge of Brahman. 

Similarly, the eye (is enthused) by the sun for per
ceiving forms (and colours). 

~'3Iqq a8lij'~~: tn'G: If ~ '-l'1M 
;:.r otMf ;:.r ~ ;:.r ~ :q cfilft.t. q ~'fI' a6lClJw.r 
<l ~ ~ <l ~ ~ II ~ II $f4tii!I~~I: ~: II ~t II 

6. The ear indeed is the fourth foot of Brahman. 
That shines and emits heat through the light of the 
·directions. He who knows thus,.he who knows thus, 
shines and emits heat through fame and lustre of the 
knowledge of Brahman. 

The ear (is enthused) by the directions for perceiving 
sounds. The result of the knowledge is the same in all 
cases. and the unseen result is the attainment of Brah
man. The repetition of 'He who knows thus', is for the 
conclusion of the meditation. 

SECTION 19 

341~ aiPf4I~~It(H::c:nq~I{§tII"'Jfflclcl~~ 
34.tt1((1 ttftf«lmi1ftfJf'qqi1~IO:S f.HCldfl dfttCl
ftf'~f£I QI'3lIQfltld ~ ~ 3nO:sctiql~ -m ~ 
~ ~\fqttl'l. II ~ II 

1. The sun is Brahman. This is the instruction. Of 
that the explanation is: In the beginning all this was 
indeed unmanifest (non-existent). That became mani
fest. That sprouted. That took the shape of an egg. 
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That remained in a static condition for a period of a 
year. That split up. Those two halves of the egg became 
gold and silver. 

The sun has been spoken of as a foot of Brahman. 
Hence, this text begins for (enjoining) meditation on 
that sun as Brahman in its totality. Aditya/,J, the sun; is 
brahma, Brahman; iti, this; adesa/,J, is the instruction. 
Tasya, of that; upavyakhyanam, the explanation is 
being given for the sake of praise. Agre, in the begin
ning, during the condition before creation; idam, this, 
this world as a whole consisting of name and form; lisft, 

was; asat, unmanifest, without the manifestation of 
name and form; not that it was really non-existent, for 
an origin from non-existence is denied in the text, 
'How can existence come out of non-existence?' (see 
VI.2.2). 

Objection: Well, from the use of the words 'asat eva, 
non-existent indeed', may it not be that this is an al
ternative position? 

Reply: No because, unlike as in the case of action, 
option is not admissible with regard to the nature of a 
thing. 

Objection: How then, was this 'non-existent 
indeed'? 

Reply: Have we not already said that, because of the 
non-manifestation of name and form, It seemed as 
though not existent? 

Objection: Is not the word eva used for the purpose 
of emphasis? 

Reply: Truly so. But it does not emphasise non
existence of substance. 
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Objection: What then? 
Reply: It emphasises the non-existence of manifest 

names and forms. It is seen that the word 'sat, existent' 
is used with regard to things which have their names 
and forms manifest. Generally that manifestation of 
names and forms of the world is dependent on the sun, 
for in the absence of the sun this would become blind
ing darkness. Nothing whatsoever would be perceived. 
From this it follows that in the eulogistic sentence, 
'Although this world did exist before creation still, it 
was surely non-existent,' the sun is being eulogised so 
that it can become fit for being looked upon as Brah
man. Indeed, the word sat, existent, is used in the 
world because of the (existence of the) sun. It is like 
saying, 'This line of the king has surely ceased to exist', 
when a king PUlllavarman, possessed of all good qual
ities, ceases to exist. Moreover, since it (the Upani~ad) 
is concerned with the instruction of the sun being Brah
man, what is sought to be established here is not the 
existence or the non-existence of the world. The Upa
ni~ad will conclude by saying in the end, 'he who medi
tates on the sun as Brahman'. 

Tat, that which was called unrnanifest, steady and 
unruffled before creation, as though non-existent, 
which was about to become an existing product; iisit, 
became; sat, existent, in which activity has started 
slightly. From that, tal, it, being set in motion; sama
bhavat, slightly differentiated!, through.the manifesta
tion of a little name and form, like the sprouting of a 
seed. Then, gradually becoming more solidified even 
than that, tat, it took the shape of; ii1J.t;iam, an egg, from 

ITook the form of the subtle elcnents.-A. G. 
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(the state of) water l • A~{lam (standing for a~(lam) is a 
Vedic use. That egg aJayata, remained in a static condi
tion without changing its nature; matram, for the 
period; samvatsarasya, of one year, which duration is 
well-known. After that period of one year, tat, that; 
nirabhidyata, split up like an egg of a bird. Of that split 
egg te, those two; kapaie, halves; abhavatam, became; 
rajatam ca suvar~am ca, silver and gold. 

dtJS(,iH1~ ~ ~cfl 4~ctJj~ m m4"GHI<j ~ 
qcffir f.4s.~ ftqm ;(liSla ~ gaq::t4R11 ;mY 
4iiJ~4ijGcfi lf~: II ~ II 

2. Among them that which was silver, that is this 
earth. That which was gold, that is heaven. That which 
was the thick (outer) membrane, they are the moun
tains. That which was the thin (inner) membrane, that 
is the mist together with the clouds. Those which were 
the arteries, they are the rivers. That which was the 
water in the bladder, that is the sea. 

Tat, among them, among those two halves; yat, that 
which was; rajatam, silver; sa, that; is iyam, this; prth
iVi, earth. By the word 'earth', the lower half of the egg 
is meant. Yat, that which was; suvaT7Jam, gold, the 
golden half; sa, that; is dyaulJ" heaven. By the word 
'heaven' , the upper half of the egg is meant. That which 
was jarayu, the outer membrane at the time of splitting 
up of the egg into two; te, they; became parvatalJ" the 

I From the five gross elements including water, which were fonned 
by the compounding of the five subtle elements. 

16 
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mountains. That which was ulbam, the thin mem
brane; that became nfhiiral;z, the mist; sameghal;z, to
gether with the clouds. Yal;z, those which were; dha
manayal;z, the arteries and the veins in the body of the 
issue that was born; tiil;z, they; are nadyal;z, the rivers. 
That which was his vasteyam udakam, water in the 
bladder; sal;z, that is; samudral;z, the sea. 

3ttI' q'd«\itllli1 lIlS'ftlcURi=4~ ::it14q14 li\1n 
'*'l(ifc8$(<<Rlte;:t44IfOl 'i:l ~ ri 'i:l 
4ilq IRI~ 1'd~«4 Jffir J4f4144 Jffir li\1n 
'*'l(ifcfJSi!itef.d 'ft41fOl 'i:l ~ ri 'i:l ~: 
II~II 

3. Then, that which took birth is the yonder sun. 
When he was being born arose sounds spreading far 
away, as also all beings and all (desired) things. There
fore, according to the rising and setting of the sun, arise 
sounds spreading far away, as also all beings and all 
(desired) things. 

Atha, then; yat tat, that which; ajiiyata, took birth in 
the form of an embryo in that egg; sal;z, that is; asau, the 
yonder; iidityal;z, sun. Tam jiiyamiinam anu, when he, 
the sun, was being born; udati$thanta, arose; ghO$iil;z, 
sounds; ulalaval;z (ularaval;z), sounds spreading far 
away I, as is the case in this world at the birth of the first 
son of a lordly person; ca, and; sarviiIJi, aU; bhutiini, 
beings, moving and not moving; ca, and; sarve, all; 
kiimiiJ.z, the desired things of those beings, like wife, 

IThe sound ula, expressing delight, as is the custom in some parts 
of India.-A. G. 
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cloth, food, etc. Since desired things follow the birth of 
the sun, tasmiit, therefore; even today an uti$lhanti , 
arise; ululaval;z, sounds spreading far away; udayam 
prati, according to the rising; (and) pratyiiyanam prati, 
in accordance to the setting down; or pratyiiyanam may 
mean returning again and again; tasya iidityasya, of 
that sun; ca, and; sarvii1)i bhutani, all beings; ca, and; 
sarve kiimiil;z, all desired things. This is indeed well
known at the time of rising etc. of the sun. 

If ~ t(dqq fc:1il1"I~ aiPti4ltdSUU~n w ~'!:. 
m~ ~ an ~ 41~~q ~ PtJiidi4Jii<"{11 ~ II 
$~ci1 .. Fc1~I: ~: II ~~ II lfff 01<tnnQPiEIR 

• ~S~: 11~11 
4. He who having known this one thus, meditates on 

the sun .as Brahman, to him come quickly beautiful 
sounds, and give him delight, give him delight. 

Sal;z, he; yal;z, who, anyone whosoever; vidviin, hav
ing known; etam, this one; evam, thus, as possessed of 
the glory described; upiiste, meditates; on iidityam, the 
sun; brahma iti, as Brahman, he attains His nature. 
This is the idea. Moreover, the seen result for a knower 
of That is this: Enam prati, to this man; iigaccheyul;r, 
come; (yat is an adverb meaning 'in a way that is') 
abhyiiSal;z, quickly; siidhaval;z, beautiful; gho$iil;z, 
sounds, the beautifulness of the sounds consisting in no 
sin accruing through their enjoyment; ca, and; upanim
rer)eran, give him delight. Not only do the sounds 
come, they also delight him. This is the idea. The 
repetition of nimrer)eran is to denote the conclusion of 
the chapter, and to show regard. 



CHAPTER IV 

SECTION I 

aif ~ 4hll(;(01: SJt:&JMI ~~~I4\ ~~qICfQ 
3m:f 1I W l1Cfff 3i 1 cHi ~ 1""41 qc:t I'*'I~ ~ ~ 
.qSiilqW£l~Rt II ~ II 

1. Om. There was in days of yore, a descendant of 
Janasruta, the grandson of his (Janasruta's) son, who 
offered gifts respectfully, gave plentifully, and cooked 
for many. He had rest-houses constructed in all places, 
with the idea, 'They (the people) will indeed eat my 
food everywhere.' 

The superimposition of the idea of being the feet of 
Brahman on air and the vital force was described 
earlier. Now, after that the following text is begun for 
their being directly meditated on as Brahman. The 
story is meant for easy comprehension as also for show
ing the process of imparting knowledge, and accepting 
it. Moreover, respect, gift of food, pridelessness, etc. 
are revealed by the story as being disciplines for the 
acquisition of knowledge. 

JiinairurilJ" a descendant of Janasruta; (ha is used to 
indicate a past incident); pautriiyar;a/:l, the grandson of 
his (JanaSruta's) son; was himself sraddhiideya/:l, one 
who offered gifts respectfully to Br~~as and 
others; .bahudiiyf, one who was used to offer plenti
fully; bahupiikyalJ" one in whose house cooking was 
plentifully done everyday, i.e. one in whose house 
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plenty of food was cooked for those who came to eat. 
Asa, there lived in a certain place, at a certain time, 
Janasruti Pautrayapa who was possessed of such qual
ities. Sa/:z, he; miipayiincakre, had constructed; sarva
ta/:z, in all places, in all directions, villages and towns; 
iivasathiin, rest-houses, those places where people 
come and stay; with the idea: People staying in those 
rest-houses, eva, surely; atsyanti, will eat; me, my; 
annam, food; sarvata/:z, everywhere. 

3tP.l 6 6~m f.t~II~lqRtlhlf<1:aq~ 6~m 
6~~~qla: m msP:I ~8.{ ~~ 'il1=t~: 
ql 'I14"'i W ~ -re:crr 'ROIl Rt « kId (f.1:ff s:f ft I~a.ft ~tcll 
lIT Rm&finRt II ~ II 

2. Then, at a certain time (some) swans came flying 
at night. Then one swan spoke thus to another swan: 
'0,0 you of good sight, you of good sight, the lustre of 
Janasruti Pautrayapa spreads all over like the light of 
heaven. May you not touch that, may it not burn you.' 

Such being the case, when the king was on the ter
race during that summer, atha, then; (some) hamsii/:z, 
swans; atipetu/:z, came flying; niSiiyiim, at night. Either 
some r$is or gods, being pleased with the virtues of the 
king in distributing food, took the fohns of swans, and 
came flying within the sight of the king. Tal, then, at 
that time, among those flying swans, one that was 
flying behind another, abhyuviida, said to; hamsal), 1h:e 
swan flying ahead; addressing thus: 'Ho ho ayi, 0, 0; 
bhalliik$a l bhalliiqa, you of good sight, you of good 

I Bhallalqa is derived from bhadra and a/qa, meaning good sigh
ted, and it ironically indicates shortsightedness. See A.G. 
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sight'. The repetition is for showing eagerness, as one 
would say, 'Look,.1ook, how strange it is.' By addres
sing him as bhalla/qa, he indicates (ironically) that he 
was shortsighted. Or, being repeatedly admonished by 
it (the swan in the front), which was proud of having 
the fullest knowledge of Brahman, (and) suffering due 
to that, it (the swan behind) angrily gives expression to 
that, saying, 'Bhallak~a, 0 shortsighted one!' 

'Jyotil;t, the lustre; janaSrute/:r, of Janasruti; pautra
yar.zasya, Pautrayapa, arising from the power of dis
tribution of food etc.; atatam, spreads all around, it 
~xtends far; samam, like; diva, (the light of) heaven, 
i.e. it touches heaven.' Or the meaning may be that it is 
samam, similar to; diva, daylight. 'Ma, may you not; 
prasahk~il;t, touch, get into contact with; tat, that light. 
Ma, may not; tat, that, that light; pradhak~i/:r, bum, 
burn you up owing to contact with it.' The word pra
dhak~i" has to be transferred from the second person 
to the third person as pradha/qit. 

"115 tR: lIIft:icll'a (fikH Q\~q(1~~~ tty;acU'1fqq 
ictcIql~ m ~ ~~ tty;aql ~ ~ II ~ II 

3. To him the other replied: 'Lo, who is he that is of 
this kind, of whom you have spoken this as though he 
were like Raikva associated with a cart?' 'Who is this 
Raikva who is associated with a cart?' 

Tam, to him who had spoken thus; para/:r, the other, 
the preceding bird; pratyuvaca, replied; 'Are, Lo, this 
king is inferior and pitiable. Kamu enam santam, being 

Bhalliiksa can also be derived from bhalla and ak$a, meaning 'one 
whose sight is sharp like a spear' . 
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possessed of what greatness', (-by this he condemns 
the king-), 'attha, have you said; etat, this sentence; 
evam, thus with great respect about this one; iva, as 
though; (he is) raikvam sayugvanam, Raikva associ
ated with a cart?' One who is saha, associated with, 
yugva, a cart, is sayugva. 'You have spoken of this one 
(the king) as though of him (Raikva).' It is inappro
priate to speak of this one thus, that he is like Raikva
this is the idea. And the other swan said, 'Katham nu, 
of what kind; is that sayugviiraikva/:z, Raikva associ
ated with a cart; ya/:z, who is spoKen of by you?' To him 
who had spoken this, BhaIHik~a said, 'Hear of what 
kind that Raikva is.' . 

~ Cfi<'1IC1~M<'1ll1l~: ttll~C4q ... ~ ~ 
c 

m!fcq ti ~ Rt 1I ~ JI\ifT: m~ viM 1I+<'1 a~ Cffi:r 

~ ~ Qil<'1S»ct<'1 ~ II ~ II 
4. 'As the inferior ones get included in krta when it 

becomes the winner, so all virtuous deeds performed 
by people get included in this one. Anyone else also 
who knows what he (Raikva) knows, he is also like 
Raikva. Thus has he been spoken of by me.' 

In the world during a game of dice, yatha, as; krtaya 
vijitaya, when krta, the well-known (face of the dice 
bearing) the number four, wins in the case of people 
engaged in the game of dice; then, into that winner, 
samyanti, enter; adhareya/:z; the lower ones--the num
bers three, two and one, which are respectively called 
treta, dvapara, and kali. That is to say, since the num
bers three, two and one are comprehended in the.krta 
having the number four, they enter into it. As is this 
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illustration, evam, so; enam, in this Raikva, who is 
comparable to the krta; sarvam, all, which are compar
able to Ireta etc.; abhisamaiti, become included. 

What is that (which becomes included)?" Yat kim ca, 
whatsoever; sadhu, -good, moral, virtuous deeds; pra
ja/:z, all people; kurvanti, perform in this world, all that 
becomes included in the virtue of Raikva, and in the 
result of his merit get included the results of the virtu
ous deeds done by all creatures. This is the idea. So also 
anyone else ya/:z, who; veda, knows; tat, that which was 
to be known by him. What is that which is to be known? 
Yat, that which; sa/:z, he, Raikva; veda, knew. Anyone 
else ya/:Z, who; veda, knows; tat, that which is to be 
known, into him also, the virtuous deeds of all the 
creatures enter together with their results, as in the 
case of Raikva. The verb abhisamaiti, get included, is 
to be understood here. Sa/:z, he, the knower of this 
kind, though being other than Raikva, becomes like 
Raikva comparable to krta. Etat, thus has he been; 
ukta/:z, spoken of; maya, by me. 

~ W \it1'1!kt: q;SlltiOI aq:(pJIlq If ~ fffS:itijl'1 
~ ~:h1H'lcUi:4I~iI~ ~ ff!aqHfqq icfqql~Rt 1U ~ 
(fiW~ ff(jacU tc.cJ ~ II ~ II 

~WT ¥ltI~Mdltll~: tltI~qq'1~ ~ 
OGf'\H=ti) kt tI ~ J;I\iIl: lfT~ ¥Rt ~HO(1a.G ~ 
ctG If qadC1Ckt ~ II ~ II 

5-6. Janasruti Pautrayapa overheard this talk, and 
he, as soon as he got up, told the charioteer (or cham
berlain)l, 'Lo my child, you have spoken as though I 

1 According to V. S. Apte and Monier Williams, /qattiJ means: a 
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am like Raikva associated with a cart?' (The charioteer 
asked) 'Of what kind is Raikva of the cart, of whom 
you speak?' (Quoting the swan, Janasruti said) 'As the 
inferior ones get included by the krta when it becomes 
the winner, so all virtuous deeds performed by people 
get included in this one. Anyone else also who knows 
what he (Raikva) knows, he is also like Raikva. He has 
been spoken of by me thus. ' 

The king Janasruti Pautrayapa, who was on the ter
race, upasusrava, overheard; tat u ha, this kind of talk 
of the swan, which was like an insult to himself, and 
eulogistic of some other man of knowledge like Raikva 
and others. Brooding over that very sentence of the 
swan again and again, he spent the rest of the night. 
After that, when he was aroused from sleep by the 
eulogistic words of the minstrels, the king said k~at
taram, to the charioteer; safijihana/:z eva, as soon as he 
left his bed or was awakened; 'Are, Lo; anga, my child; 
did you attha, speak of me (as being); raikvam iva, like 
Raikva; sayugvanam, of the cart'?' The suggestion be
ing: 'He (Raikva) is praiseworthy, but not 1', or 'Going 
to that Raikva of the cart, attha, tell him of my inten
tion to see him.' Then, in that (second) sense the word 
iva should be said to be used for emphasis, or 
meaningless. 

door-keeper; a chamberlain; a charioteer; a person born of a Sudra 
man and a Klitriya woman, etc. But A.G. equates him, the k$atta, to 
a stutikarta, while Sailkara is silent on the point, though he seems to 
make a djstinction between minstrels (band;) and k$atta. SO A.G. 
perhaps means that the k$atta joined the minstrels in the song though 
he held some other post. Or the k$atta might have been some sort of a 
manager or announcer in the group of minstrels. 
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And that charioteer, having understood the inten
tion of the king who desired that Raikva be brought to 
him, answered, 'Katham, of what kind; is Raikvasayu
gVtl, of the cart; yab nu, of whom you speak?' Having 
been told so by the king, and being desirous of knowing 
his (Raikva's) characteristics so that he might bring 
him, the charioteer said, 'Of what kind is Raikva of the 
cart?' And he, the king, repeated the very speech ofthe 
swan Bhallak~a. 

~ ~ ~'ttlpq&.:4 "'11~~filRi J4~41t1 0-::' ~(iUi:I ~ 
~16IUIt=QI~qUIl ('tclo:tq\mt II \911 

7. That charioteer returned after searching, think
ing: 'I have not found him.' To him he said, 'Oh! Go for 
him where a Brahmava has to be found out. ' 

Remembering his (the king's) words, sab ha k$attii, 
that charioteer, after having gone to a town or a village; 
and anvisya, having searched for him; pratyeyiiya", re
turned; iti, thinking; 'Na avidam, I have not found out, 
I have not known Raikva".' Tam, to him, to the char
ioteer; (the king) uvtlca ha, said; 'Are, Oh!; tat, there; 
rccha, go, search for him; yatra, where; anve$af)ii, a 
search should be made; briihmaf)asya, of a knower of 
Brahman-in such solitary places as a remote forest, 
bank of a river, etc.' The idea is, 'You should make the 
search there.' 

mS~RlIiU4iGt=Q qlql;1 CfiqqIUI'j<flq~a~1 0-::' 

Wl"':!cuG ~ ~ ~: tl1acit I tcJq ~-::. ~~ lfff W 
Jdd'il~ ~ W 8.t'ttI~~filRi Jh.qtu4 II G II ~ ~: 
~: II ~ II 
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8. He sat down near a persoll who was seated under 
a cart and was scratching his itches, and he accosted 
him with, 'Are you, Sir, Raikva of the cart?' He af
firmed by saying, 'Lo, I am indeed.' The charioteer 
returned with the idea, 'I have known.' 

On being told so by the king, the charioteer, having 
made a search for him in solitary places, and having 
seen a person sakatasya adhastiil, under a cart; ka$am
iiQam, scratching; piimiinam, itches; upaviveSCI., sat 
down; upa, nearby with humility, thinking, 'This one 
surely is Raikva ofthe cart.' And abhyuviida, accosted; 
tam, him; '"Tvam nu, are you; bhagava/:t, sir; sayugl'ii 
raikva/:t, Raikvah of the cart?' Having been asked so. 
pratijajne, he affirmed; Are, Oh; aham, I am so', using 
the word are for showing indifference. Sa/:t, he; k~allii, 
the charioteer; having identifieq him, pratyeyliya, re
turned with the idea; 'A vidam, I have known.' This is 
the meaning. 

SECTION 2 

~ W \it1"'4.!kt: ~511401: ~ ~JI(1IR 1lCtT 
RtihqSSo t};(?i od\Id\14 .ukti4etiq (f~ -gJ~c:Ild\ II ~ II 

1. Following that (report of the charioteer), Jana
sruti Pautrayapa took with himself six hundred heads 
of cattle, a necklace, a chariot drawn by she-mules, and 
went out. Him he acco~ted with: 

Janasruti Pautrayapa, tat u ha, following that very 
report (of the charioteer), and having understood that 
the r# wanted to enter the life of a householder, as also 
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his desire for wealth; praticakrame, went out, proceed
ed towards Raikva; tadadaya, taking with himself; that 
wealth consisting of $a/ satani, six hundred; gavam, 
heads of cattle; ni$kam, a necklace; asvatarfratham, a 
chariot drawn by two she-mules. And having 
approached tam, him; abhyuvada, accosted with: 

~qlf.l ~ ~1(11f.1 alc:uq4 f.lti.fits~qJQfI{h~~ 
If ~ cq1'Iq) ~~ vnftt lit d,th1lij1Q 1*4 lfff II ~ II 

2. '0 Raikva! Here are six hundred heads of cattle,. 
this necklace, this chariot drawn by she-mules. Sir, 
please instruct me about that deity on whom you 
meditate. ' 

'Raikva, 0 Raikva; imani, these; $a/ satani, six hun
dred; gavam, heads of cattle have been brought by me 
for you. And ayam, this is; ni$kal;r, a hecklace; and this 
is asvatarfratham, a chariot drawn by she-mules. Please 
accept this wealth and bhagaval;r, sir; anuiadhi, in
struct; mam, me; etam, about this; devatam, deity; 
yam, on which; you upasse, meditate. Please favourIile 
with the instruction about the deity.' This is the 
meaning. 

"1l ,"1R: j.h'9/i4I=aIi; i;ll~1 ~ '('tact lIi 
mfcq dl<qM ~ , ~ 'il1"'f!M: tibnttuT: _ 
1TCiT f.I&:fiq"('t~h~ ~ ('t~I~lq J4M=aiM II ~ II 

3. To him the other replied, '0 SOdra, let the char
iot, together with the necklace, as also t.he cows be with 
you yourself.' As a result of that Janasruti Pautrayapa 
returned again, taking with him a thousand heads of 
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cattle, a necklace, a chariot drqwn by she-mules, and 
his daughter. 

Tam, to him, to the king who had spoken thus; 
parab, the other, Raikva; pratyuvaca, replied-. Aha 
is an indeclinable word which has no meaning here
(though elsewhere it is used to convey the sense of 
rejection}-because the word eva (in the sense of 
'yourself) has been used separately. 'Lethara-itva, the 
vehicle (itva) together with the necklace (hara) (-that 
is what is meant by haretva); gobhil:z saha, as also the 
cows; astu, remain; tava eva, with you yourself.' The 
idea is, 'Sudra, 0 Siidra, I have no need ofthis which is 
not sufficient for my purpose.' 

Objection: It has been said earlier, 'He said to the 
minstrel .... ' Being associated with a minstrel, does it 
not follow that he is a king? Moreover, since he had 
approached the Brahmava for acquiring knowledge, 
and since a Siidra has no competence (for this know
ledge), how is this inconsistent statement, '0 Siidra!', 
made by Raikva? 

Reply: As to this the teachers say: From bearing the 
words of the swan, sorrow entered into him (the king). 
He is one overwhelmed by that sorrow. Or, from hear
ing the greatness of Raikva, he hurried to Raikva I. The 
r# addressed him as 'Siidra', revealing thereby his 
knowledge of something not witnessed personally. Or, 
he (Janasruti) approached him (Raikva) like a Siidra 

I According to this interpretation, the word sadra is derived from 
the combination of the two words suea and dravati. The king dravati, 
becomes overwhelmed, suea, with sorrow on hearing the words of 
the swan. Or, after hearing the report of the charioteer, the king 
dravati, hurries (to Raikva), suea, with sorrow (in his heart). 
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who would try to get knowledge by offering wealth 
only, but not service. Not that he was a Siidra by caste 
itself. 

Others however, say that he (Raikva) called him 
(the king) a Siidra, out of anger because he had 
brought insufficient wealth. ,As an indication of this, it 
is seen that knowledge is imparted after the bringing of 
sufficient wealth. Tat u ha, as a result of that, having 
understood the intention of the r,yi; Janasruti Pautra
yap.a praticakrame, returned; puna/:z, again; iidiiya, 
taking with him; tat. that wealth (of); sahasram, one 
thousand; gaviim, heads of cattle; and in addition, 
duhitaram, his own daughter who would be acceptable 
to the r~i as his wife. 

0-::' m~ ~~ ~ ·lqlq4 
r:.tr.hl~ ~ \i1ll1l4 1fJlit lI~ill~~ lIT 

cql'fq: ~mm II ~ II 
~ 1 JI(j'jQl~l(Ulil~qli4I\i1i;I~ql: ~lS::lq~q 

iju."1I(iflq~6Q?I1 ~ "ff ~ ~qqqoil ~ qi;lctat;t 
4S1 lfii I dcUft ~ 5lqli4 II ~ II lfff m.fflll: ~: 
II~II 

4. To him (the king) said, '0 Raikva, here are a 
thousand heads of cattle, this necklace, this chariot 
drawn by she-mules, this wife, this village where you 
live. Please do instruct me, sir.' 

5. Considering her face (Raikva) said, '0 Siidra, 
you have brought these; through this very face you will 
make me speak.' These are those villages called Raik
vaparpa in the country of Mahavn;a, where he lived, 
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(and which were given) to him. To him he (Raikva) 
imparted. 

'Raikva, 0 Raikva; idam, here are; sahasram, a 
thousand; gavam, heads of cattle; ayani, this; ni$ka/:z, 
necklace; ayam, this; aSvatariratha/:z, a chariot drawn 
by she-mules; iyam, this; jaya, wife, my daughter 
brought to be (your) wife; and ayam, this; grama/:z, 
village; yasmin, wherein; asse, you live, that is also 
dedicated to you by me. Accepting all these eva, please 
do; anusadhi, instruct; mam, me; bhagava/:z;O sir.' 

He (Raikva) upo dgr/:zf) an , considering, i.e. know
ing; mukham, the face; tasya/:z, of her, of the king's 
daughter who was brought for becoming the wife, as 
the (sufficient) means for, as the medium for imparting 
knowledge-because the (means of) imparting of 
knowledge is known from (a verse), 'A celibate, a giver 
of wealth, an intelligent man, one following Vedic 
injunctions, one who is dear, and one Who imparts 
knowledge in exchange for it, these six are my me
diums'-having known thus, uvaca, he said; 'Ajahara, 
you have brought, that you have brQught; ima/:z, these 
cows and other kinds of wealth, this is well done.' This 
(last part of the sentence) is understood. The word 
.sudra is only a repetition of its earlier use, but not 
having some other reason in view as in the earlier case. 
'Anena eva mukhena, through this very face which i.s a 
means for imparting knowledge; iilapayi$hyatha, you 
will make me speak, i.e. make me converse.' Te ha ete, 
these are those villages; raikvaparf)a/:z nama, known as 
Raikvaparva; mahavr$e$u, in the land of Malf,avr$a; 
yatra, where, in which villages; Raikva uvasa, lived. 
Those villages asmai, to him, to Raikva, the king 
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gifted. Tasmai, to him, to the king who had given 
wealth; sa/:t, he, Raikva; uvaca, imparted the 
knowledge. 

SECTION 3 

cll~cflq fliClaif lreJ en 3iRHiiiJttRt ql<jqqlt4Rt 
c:rGT ~S~qRt ql<jqqlt4Rt lreJ ws:)S~qRt 
ql~cucaRt II ~ II 

1. Air indeed is the place of merger. When fire goes 
out it repairs into air alone. When the sun sets it repairs 
into air indeed. When the moon sets it repairs into air 
only. 

Vayu/:t, air, the external air; vava, indeed is; sam
varga/:t. the place of merger. The word vava is used for 
emphasis. The word samvarga is used in the sense of 
'absorbing', or 'taking in', or 'swallowing up'. It (air) is 
called sam varga since it makes gods, viz fire and others 
who will be spoken of, become identified with itself. 
Hence, the quality called 'absorption' is to be medi
tated on as air. This follows from the illustration of 
'being included in krta' (IV.IA) .. 

How does air become the place of merger? The 
answer to that is: Yada. when; agni/:t, fire; udvayati, 
goes out, is extinguished, is at rest; then, that fire 
apyeti, repairs; vayum eva, into air alone, it attains 
identity with the nature of air. Similarly, yada., when; 
surya/:t, the sun; astameti, sets down; apyeti, it repairs. 
vayum, into air indeed. When candra/:t, the moon; 
astameti, sets down; apyeti, it repairs; vayum, into air 
only. 
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Objection: How can it be that the sun and the moon 
repair into air when they still retain their own forms? 

Reply: Thaf defect does not arise because the setting 
down or going out of vision is caused by air. The sun is 
made to set verily by air, for movement is produced by 
air. Or, the sun and the moon, which are forms of fire, 
have to repair into air at the time of dissolution when 
they lose their own nature. 

c:re:N ~tIQ Rt q iYlqcu fQiI Rt q IYlW~(iI~
cfi;ftf!~oCk1 ~l~q(i'l11 ~ II 

2. When waters dry up, they surely repair into air, 
because it is air indeed that swallows up all these. This 
is on the divine plane. 

Similarly, yadii, when; iipal;z, waters; ucchu$yanti, 
dry up; then they eva, verily; apiyanti, repair; viiyum, 
into air; hi, since; viiyul;z, air; eva, indeed; samvrnkte, 
swallows up; etiin sarviin, all these, fire etc. which are 
very powerful. So the meaning is that air is to be 
meditated on as possessed of the qualities of swallow
ing up. Iti, this much, the meditation on the deities with 
regard to merger, has been stated; adhidaivatam, on 
the divine plane. 

3im~ JlT'OTI qrq ft¥:qtf: If ~ ~ fQ RI 
J:lIOlqq qitlcQRt mtir q\l: muT~~ mdr lR: murr 
iP ~ (ii4i cfl;ft C!~OCk1 lffi II ~ II 

3. Then follows the meditation on the personal 
plane. The vital force is indeed the place of merger. 
When he (a person) sleeps, his speech surely repairs 
into the vital force, the eyes into the vital force. the cars 

17 
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.into the vital force, the mind into the vital force. For it 
is the vital force which surely swallows up all these. 

Atha, then this meditation; adhyatmam, on the per
sonal plane, on oneself as the place of merger is stated. 
PrillJa/:z, the vital force residing in the mouth; vava, is 
indeed; samvarga/:z, the place of merger'. Yada, when; 
sa/:z, he, a person; svapiti, sleeps; then vak, speech; eva, 
surely; apyeti, repairs; priilJam, into the vital force, as 
fire does into air. Cak~'u/:z, the eyes (repair) into the 
vital force; srotram, the ears into the vital force; man
a/:z. the mind into the vital force; hi, because; it is 
prtilJa/:z, the vital force; which vai, surely; samvrhkte, 
swallows up; san'tin elan, all these, viz speech etc. 

"' en .~ il tliq.1f cll~~a ~ muT: ~ 
II)! II 

4. These two which are such, are surely the two 
places of merger-air indeed in the case of gods, the 
vital force in the case of the organs. 

Tau etau, these two which are such; are vai, surely; 
dvau, the two; samvargau, places of merger, possessed 
of the quality of swallowing up;-vayul;z, air; eva, in
deed; deve$u, in the case of gods; prtilJal;z, the vital 
force in the mouth; prill)e$u, in the case of the organs 
of speech etc. 

3{?l' 6 ~~:tch l:.l Cfi.il:aqR:iogdIR(il l:.l ~a.mR 
qn:~&.:4q.o~ ~61~m mr\l~ ~ ~ 6 ':{ ~: 
II t..11 

S. Then, once upon a time. a Brahmacarin begged 
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of Saunaka Kapeya and Abhipratarin Kak~aseni, when. 
they were being served with food. To him they did not 
gIve. 

Atha, then is begun this story for the eulogy of these 
two (meditations on the places of merger). The word 
ha is used to indicate a past incident. Brahmacari, a 
Brahmacarin, a person considering himself eminent 
among the knowers of Brahman; bibhik$e, begged of; 
saunakam, son of Sunaka; ca kapeyam, and (who 
was) Kapeya, belonging to the line of Kapi; ca, and; 
abhipratiiriIJam, Abhipratarin by name; kiik$asenim, 
who was the son of Kak~asena; parivi$yamiiIJau, who 
were being served with. food by cooks, Thinking that 
the Brahmacarin was only posing to be a knower of 
Brahman, tasmai, to him; u ha na dadatu/:z, they did not 
give, being curious to know what this one would say. 

li fftcHCI qf;I(Ct,,¥:chlil ~ ~: Cfi: 1I \iflTR 

~CI"f'Q ~nql~ CfiIQtl ;nNq¥tI~ l«lfr 
ancqlh'lln;q~QT cH4~ ~ en ttdiiji ~ ~ 
«"(1 rq 1ft II ~ II 

6. He said, 'The one deity called Prajapati, who is 
the protector of the universe, has swallowed up the 
four great ones. 0 Kapeya, 0 Abhipratarin, the mor
tals do not know Him who exists in various forms. This 
food has not been given to Him indeed for whom it is 
meant.' 

Sa~z, he, the Brahmacarin; uvaca ha, said, 'Devab 
ekab, the one deity; called kab, Prajapati; jagara, has 
swallowed up; caturab mahatmana/:z, the four great 
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ones '-( the two words bei~g used in the plural of the 
acquisitive case )--as air he swallowed fire etc. and as 
the vital force he swallowed speech etc. Some think 
that kal;z sa jagiira is a question meaning, 'Who is he 
who swallowed?' Gopta, the protector;·bhuvanasya, of 
the universe-the word being derived in the sense of 
'the place where creatures are born', and it stands for 
all the worlds counting from earth. This is the meaning. 
'Kapeya, 0 Kapeya; abhipratarin, 0 Abhipratarin; 
martyal;z, the mortals or non-discriminating people; na, 
do not; abhipaiyanti, know Him who is Prajapati; vas
antam, existing; bahudha, in various forms'-in the 
personal, divine, and the material planes. 'Etat, this; 
annam, food; na dattam, has not been given; tasmai, to 
Him, to that Prajapati; yasmai vai, for whom indeed; 
day after day, etat, this food is collected and sanctified 
for eating. ' 

~ W ,a:tCfi: CfiIQ4: J:lRtq;q'I"4: J:I~4IQI(q1 
~1;11 \ijPh'tI J4\ijI:tI~ ~~04~~~ Gf\:t~~-
481"f1qfq q~ql:tql,~"4t1ql:n 4({-'iiilQ:ffiRt cl cp;i 

II8Ii3IlfQ«JIQ1t't' Cfflltil flt~t1~Rt II ~ II 
7. Saunaka Kapeya, having thought over those sen

tences, approached him, '0 Brahmancarin, we fully 
meditate on this one who is the soul of the gods and the 
progenitor of creatures, who has golden teeth, who is 
capable of eating, who is not unintelligent. They say 
His majesty is very great. Without being eaten, He eats 
that which is not food.' 'Give him alms.' 

Saunaka Kapeya, pratimanvamanal) , having 
thought over in his mind; tat u ha, those sentences of 
the Brahmacarin; pratyeyaya, approached the Brah-
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macarin. And having gone, he said, 'We know Him 
about whom you have said that the mortals do not 
know.' How? 

(He is) iitmii, the Self of all that moves and does not 
move. Moreover, having withdrawn (and) swallowed 
(fire etc.) into Himself, he is janitii, the creator;.deva
nam, of. the gods, viz fire etc. In the form of air on the 
divine plane, He is the creator of fire etc. and on the 
personal plane, in the form of the vital force (He is the 
creator) of speech etc. and prajiilUlm, of creatures. Or 
the meaning is: He· is litmii, the soul; deviif,liim, of the 
gods--of fire and others, and of speech etc. He is the 
janitii, progenitor; prajiiniim, of creatures, moving or 
not. Hiral)yadain.~lraJ:z, He is possessed of golden 
teeth, of undecaying teeth, i.e. of unbroken teeth. 
Babhasal;z, He is capable of eating; anasuri, He is not 
unintelligent-suri means intelligent, asuri is unintelli
gent, and anasftri is not unintelligent. The meaning is 
that He is intelligent. The knowers of Brahman iihuJ:z, 
say; asya, His, Prajapati's; mahimiinam, majesty; is 
mahiintam, very great, incomparable; because anad
yamiinal;z, while himself remaining uneaten by others; 
atti, He eats; yat, that which; is na annam, not food, the 
forms of gods like fire and others, and speech etc. The 
word vai has no meaning. 'Brahmaciirin, 0 Brahmaca
rin; vayam, we; ii-upiismahe, fully meditate on; idam, 
this one, Brahman as described.' The word vayam has 
to be connected with the remote word upiismahe. 
Others interpret thus: Vayam, we; na, do not; upiis
mahe, meditate on; idam, this one. I' What then? 'We 

lThe composite word brahmacarinnedam is split up in two ways: 
brahmaciirin-a-idam and brahmaciirin-na-idam, giving two 
meanings. 
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meditate on the supreme Brahman.' 
He told the servants, 'Datta, give; bhik$dm, alms; 

asmai, to him. ' 

~ 'a W ~ en l@ q,xU;:Q q:;i?U;:Q em 
~~Rt* (:H"'I~cfl~ ~~ilqq em ~~ ~ 
fc4USilIc{\ ~~ lief <fiZ~ ~cfq~« ~ \jqfQillcil 
cqqffr If "Q.Ci ~ If "Q.Ci ~ II G II ~ ~: ~: 
II ~ II 

8. To him they did give. These that are five and 
different from the other (group), and these that are five 
and different from the other (group), make up ten. 
They constitute that krta. Therefore these ten existing 
in ten directions, are food indeed, and they are krta. 
That is what is Vira~, the eater of food. By Him all this 
is perceived. He who knows thus, he who knows thus, 
for him all things become perceived, and he becomes 
an eater of food. 

They indeed, u ha, did; dadu/:l, give alms; tasmai, to 
him. Te, those; va;, indeed; ete, who are these, viz fire 
and others who- are swallowed, and air who is their 
swallower; make up palica, five; who are anye, differ
ent from speech etc. Similarly, anye, different from 
them; parica, are the five o~ the personal plarie, (viz) 
speech etc. and the vital force. All of them together 
become ten in number. Santa/:l, becoming; dasa, ten, 
they constitute that krta. One (of the die-faces) has got 
four figures; so also (are fire etc. and speech etc.) four 
in number. As one (of the die-faces) has got three 
figures, so also the other three (viz fire etc. and speech 
etc. after leaving out one from each of the groups, are 
three in number). (And they are food.) As one (of the 
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die-faces) has got two figures, so also the other (viz fire 
etc. and speech etc. after leaving out two from each 
group) are two. As one (of the die-faces) has got the 
number one, so also (each of) the other (viz air and 
vital force) is (one). (And they are the eaters). In this 
way, becoming ten in number, they constitue that krta. 

Since this is so, tasmiit, therefore; even sarviisu di
k$u, in all the ten directions; the group starting with 
fire, and the group starting with speechCl:.re a'1nam, 
food; eva, indeed, because of the similarity of the 
number ten. For the Vedic text says, 'The metre Virat 
has got ten letters', and 'Virat is food'. Therefore (fire 
etc. and speech etc.) are food indeed because of being 
ten in number. Hence these dasa, ten; are surely 
krtam, krta. We have already said that the die-face 
called krta, which has got four figures, gets all the other 
lower figures included in it. Sii, that; e~'ii, who is this 
deity; called viral, Vira~, being possessed of the num
ber ten, is food; as also ann,iidf, an eater of food since it 
is similar to krta in that the number ten becomes in
cluded in krta. Hence Virat is both food and an eater of 
food. 

Similarly the man of knowledge, having become 
identified with the ten deities, becomes food as Vira~, 
and ;an eater of food as krta; because of the number 

I It has already been said that the inferior number 3 of treta, 2 of 
dviipara, 1 of kali become included in the bigger number 4 of Krta. 
Thus Krta becomes the eater, and the others its food. So the numbers 
of the eater and of food make up 10. On the .other side, air and the 
.group of four, starting with fire, make up 5: and the vital force 
together with the group starting with speech, make up 5. These put 
together amount to the number 10. So here also. the number of 
'cater' and 'food' is ten. Through the identity of the number W, the 
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ten. Sarvam, this whole universe consisting of 'food' 
and 'the eater of food'; dr$(am, is perceived as existing 
in the ten directions; taya, by him, who is possessed of 
the number ten of krta. Asya, to him, to a knower of 
this kind who has become identified with the number of 
krta; sarvam, all, all things associated with the ten 
directions; bhavati, become; dr~'(am, perceived. More
over, yab veda evam, he who knows thus,. who per
ceives as stated above; bhavati, becomes; annadab, the 
eater as well. 'He who knows thus'-this repetition is 
used for indicating the completion of the meditation. 

SECTION 4 

~fQCfiIq) 6 \itIGtIMr \itGt I cit I "W'Hqlq.,.ausaa, 
~gti514 ~ fb1ck~41~ lCh.fl5l1 ;q~qOOM II ~ II 

1. Once upon a time, Satyak:lma J:lb:lla accosted his 
mother Jab:lla with,'Honourable mother, I wish to live 

earlier ones arc identical with the latter, i.c. the two groups under air 
and vital force, in their combination become identical with Krta. In 
the case of air etc. we can arrive at the number 10 in another way: 
Fire, sun, moon and water make up 4; fire, sun and moon make up 3; 
fire and sun constitute 2; fire is I. So 4+3+2+ 1= 10. The same 
process is to be understood in the case of speech etc. whereby they 
al<;o become lO. 

The metre ViniJ has got ten letters, and the Veda also says that 
ViraJ is food .. So through the identity of this number ten, fire etc. and 
speech etc. (which are food of air and vital force) can be conceived of 
as identical with ViraJ as food. Those which are food as ViraJ, are 
also the eaters as Krta. 

The universe is not different from the deity Vira.t; therefore he 
who perceives hi.s own identity with them (fire etc.), perceives 
everything. 
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(in a teacher's house) as a celibate. Of what gotra 
(lineage) am IT 

The whole universe consisting of speech etc. and fire 
etc. has been praised as 'food' and 'lhe eater of food'. 
Now, by thinking of it (the universe) as a whole (from 
the point of view of its Cause), and then dividing it in to 
sixteen parts, the idea of Brahman has to be enjoined 
with regarq to it. Hence this text is begun. The story is 
meant for showing that faith and austerity an'! acces
sories of meditation on Brahman. Ha indicates a past 
incident. Satyakamal,z, Satyakama by name; jiibalal,z, 
the son of Jabcltcl; amantrayancakre, accosted; his own 
mataram, mother; jabalam, JabclHi; 'Bhavati, 0 hon
ourable mother; vivatsyami, I wish to live in a teacher's 
house; brai1macaryam, as a celibate to undertake scrip
tural study. Kim, of what; gotral;z, lineage; nu asmi 
aham, am I, what is the lineage of myself as I am?' 

m ~"i¥jcU.T4 "i'iiqfli.& (ffif q~n5lf(elqm ~ 
iH;ffl q ffcll Ron ~ (€tlq(ftcq flliiqi1ii1 ~ 
q~ihlMqM JlCWI(ft1 ~ ;ijqliii4R+t fI~CfiIi4l ;rrq 

(OCfi4M If fI~CfiIi4 ~ JlI~I<'fl \W-:I~m lRr II ~ II 
2. She said to this one: '0 my son, I do not know 

this, the lineage to which you belong. I got you in my 
youth when I was busy performing many duties, and 
remained engaged in serving. Being as I was, I do not 
know this as to which lineage you belong. But my name 
is J abcllcl and your name is Satyakama. So you speak of 
yourself as Satya kama Jabala.' 

When Jabala was asked thus, sa, she; uviica ha, said; 
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enam, to this one, her son; 'Tata, 0 my son; aham, I; 
na, do not; veda, know; etat, this; yat gotram, the 
lineage to which; tvam, you; asi, belong.' 'Why don't 
you knowT Being asked so, she said, 'Aham, I; bahu 
caranti, while performing many kinds of service in the 
house of my husband, serving many guests and visitors; 
paricarir.zi, 1 remained engaged in my duties. My mind 
being occupied with service, I had no idea of asking 
about your lineage. Alabhe, 1 got; tvam, you; during 
that time yauvane, in my youth. At that very time your 
father departed. So 1 became desolate. Sa, being in 
that condition as I was; aham, I; na, do not; veda, 
know; etat, this; gotra/:z, the lineage; yat, to which; 
tvam, you; asi, belong. Tu, but; aham asmi, 1 am; 
jabiilii, Jabala; nama, by name; tvam, you; asi, are; 
satyakiima/:z, Satyakarna; nama, by name. Sa/:z, such as 
you are; tvam, you; bruvitha/:z, tell the teacher, "I ,am 
eva, s\lrely, Satyakama Jabala', if you are asked by the 
teacher. ' This is the idea. 

II 6 tUR~lfd "~(1qqftOi\c:lliI 
ctftCll"9!l41 cq"lct~fqRt II ~ II 

3. He, having approached Haridrumata Gautama, 
said, 'I shall live as a celibate with you, the worshipful 
one. Therefore, 1 have come to you, the 'vooel:able 
one.' 

Sa/:z, he, Satyakama; etya, having ,approached~ hari
drumatam, the son of Haridrumata; (and) gautamam, 
belonging to the lineage of Gautama'; u:vaca, said:; 'Vat
syami, Lshall live with you,; bhagavati, the WOI'S'hipful 
one; brahmacaryam, as a celibate. Therefore upeyam, 
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I have come as a disciple; bhagavantam, to the vener
able one.' 

~~ 61cUi4 fCti .. nsn ~ ffli4lmRt If ~cUi4 
"i16qi'1'~ ~. 4~n,"S6qtulq;:0 lffiR'!:. m lff 

s:&~'nwcnClG4{i6 iiH:ij1 qf«uRuit ~ (cUq('i1.q 

tlI8Qi'1i1 ~ lI~n:n<€lqm Zitdtl('i11 ~ "ilqlgqf(:q 
fk4ChItf) ~ (€IqmRI m~~ tfft04Chlql Zitldtl(t\;sft:q 

~~II~II 
4. To him, he said, ·To what lineage do you, the 

good looking one, belong?' He said, 'Sir, I do not know 
this as to which lineage I belong. I asked my mother. 
She replied to. me, "I got you in my youth when I was 
busy performing many duties and remained engaged in 
serving. Being as I was, I do not know this as to which 
lineage you belong. But my name is Jabala, and your 
name is Satyakama." Sir, such as I am, I am Satyakama 
Jabala. ' 

To him who had told so, Gautama uvaca ha, said; 
• Kim go!ra/;t, to what lineage·; nu asi, do you belong; 
saumya, 0 good looking one?' A disciple whose family 
and lineage are known is to be initiated. Being asked 
thus, Satyakama replied. Sa/;t, he; uvaca ha, said; 
"Bho/;t, 0 sir; aham, I; na veda, do not know; eta!, this; 
yat gotra/;t, as to which lineage; asmi, I belong. But 
ap[ccham, I asked; mataram, my mother. Sa, she, my 
mother, being asked by· me; pratyabravlt, replied; 
mam, to me.·!'When 1 was busy performing", etc.-to 
be explained as before. 1 remember her words. Bho/:L, 
o sir; sa/;t aham, such as I am; asmi, 1 am; satyakama/:L 
jiibiila/;t, Satyakama J abala. ' 
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"~ 8lcU:a 4<1«i1118JOTr fc1qCklQtfM -mqQ~ fi\UII
~ (CIT ;l&) ;r tff4I«.11 ~ dijQ;flq cplI .. lq

~(itl41 ~:~ 1fT PHI~cU-aql: m'4I,!+tiilGtRt 
'dT arl'C6:0U""IIQllijcU:a "ltl6ijOllqdafd II W q.{.IO·. 
JIIlcUtf 'M ~ ~~~: 1It.,1I ~.:~: 
II~II 

5. To him he said, 'A non-Brahmin will not be able 
to say this. Fetch faggots for sacrifice, 0 good looking 
one. I shall initiate you since you did not depart from 
truth.' After initiating him, he, having separated four 
hundred heads of cattle from among the thin and weak 
ones, said, '0 good looking one, you follow them.' 
While driving them on he said, 'I shall not return 
without a thousand.' He lived in exile for years. When 
they became a thousand-. 

Tam, to him; Gautama uviica ha, said; 'Abriil;z
ma1)al;z, a non-Brahmin; na arhat;, will not be able; 
vivaktum, to say; etat, this clearly in a truthful. way, 
because the Brahmins are straightforward by nature, 
not others. Since na' agal;z, you did not depart; satyat, 
from truth, which is a virtue of the Brahmin-caste; 
therefore upane$ye, 1 shall initiate; tvam, you, who are 
a Brahmin. Therefore ahara, fetch; samidham, faggots 
for sacrifice, for your investiture; saumya, 0 good 
looking one.' Saying so and upanfya, after initiating; 
tam, him; nirakrtya, having separated catul;ziatal;z, four 
hundred; gal;z, heads of cattle, krsiinam abalanam, 
from among the thin and weak herds of cattle; uvaca', 
said; 'Saumya, 0 good looking one; anusamvraja, you 
follow; imalJ" these cattle.' Being told so, abhiprastha
payan, while driving; tal;z, them towards the forest; 
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uvaca, he said; 'Na avarteya, I shall not return; asahas
ret;la, without a thousand; without a full thousand.' 
Afier saying so, (and) having entered into a forest full 
of grass and water, and free from troubles, sa/:t, he; 
pro vasa , lived in exile; var$agafJam, for many years, 
for long years. Being looked after well, yada, when; 
tab, they, the cattle; sampedu/:t, became, completed 
the number; sahasram, a thousand-. 

SECTION 5 

~ ~qS~ fh'tlChlq~ 1Rr ~ 1Rr 6 
1'IRi:a3l1Ci J111:ffl: litRf ~~ 'fq: Jnq<:J ;r 

341€U4¥'l11 ~ II 

1. Then, to this one a bull said, '0 Satyakama.' He 
responded saying, 'Yes, revered sir.' '0 good looking 
one, we have reached the number one thousand. Lead 
us to the house of the teacher. ' 

To favour him who had attained perfection through 
faith and austerity, the god air associated with the 
directions, having become pleased entered into a bull, 
i.e. assumed the nature of a bull. Atha, then; enam, to 
ihis one; [$abha/:t, a bull; abhyuvada ha, said, by ad
dressing him as Satyakama. That Satyakama pratisu
§ra,,'a, acknowledged him, gave reply; saying' Bhaga
vab, yes, revered sir.' (The bull said), 'Saumya, 0 good 
looking one; praptab sma, we have reached; sahasram, 
a thousand. Your promise IS fulfilled. Therefore, prii.
paya, lead; na/:t, us; acaryakulam, to the teacher's 
house.' 
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,*6IOI~ ~ ~ acuoftRt ~ .q cqilqlPlRt ~ 

~cUii4 Jm:ft R4CMt1 J4dh:n R4CMt1 cd'~ 
RCfCh<ffl<tt:Jt R~q t litRJ i4t(ti.fi(it: ~ iqJUT: 

UCfiI~lc*,ii1lq II ~ II 
2. (The bull said) 'I wish to tell you of one foot of 

Brahman.' (~atyakama said) 'Please tell me, revered 
sir.' To him he said: 'The eastern side is one part, the 
western side is one part, the southern side is one part, 
the northern side is one part. 0 good looking one, 
surely this is one foot of Brahman, consisting of four 
parts and called the Manifested I. ' 

Moreover, 'Bravii1)i, I wish to tell you; padam, of 
one foot; brahma1)a/;l, of Brahman, of the supreme 
Brahman.' Being told so, he (Satyakama) replied, 
• Bravftu, please tell me; bhagavan, revered sir: Being 
told so, the bull uvaca ha, said; tasmai, to him, to Sat
yakama; 'Brahma1)a/;l, of Brahman;pracf dik, the east
ern side; kala, is one part, a quarter of one foot; simi
larly pratfcf dik, the western side is one part; dak$i1)a 
dik, the southern side is one part; udicf dik, the north
ern side is one part. Saumya, 0 good looking one; this 
is val, surely; pada/:z, one foot; brahma1)a/:z, of Brah
man; catu.ykala/:z, consisting of four parts-that. which 
consists catasra/:z, four, kala, parts is catu$kala/:z; and 
mlma, having the name; prakasavan, the Manifested. 
Similarly the subsequent three feet also of Brahman 
consist of four parts. 

1I If ~ fcq;:r~~p ~ iqJUT: 

ISome translate the word prakiisa as light, but then the meanings 
of this paragraph and of IV. 7.3 become indistinguishable. 
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144lI'IClI~~ql~ UCfiI'IClI .. ~Arflc$ ,..qRt 
)J44lI'ICIffl ~ (f{tChI&Jtttl'd If ~ fcr(r~~JihltiCfi(Jt 
~ &8101: J4ChI'lcUr..~(U~ II ~ II lftr q'*4Q: 

~:II~1I 

3. He who having 'known in this way, this one foot of 
Brahman, consisting of four parts, meditates on it as 
the Manifested, becomes renowned in this world .. 

He who having known in this way, this one foot of 
Brahman, consisting of four parts, meditates on it as 
the Manifested, wins the manifested worlds. 

Sa/:t ya/:t, he who, anyone who; vidviin, having 
known; evam, in this way; etam, this;piidam, one foot; 
brahma1)a/:t, of Brahman; canqkalam, consisting of 
four parts; upiiste, meditates on it; iti, as; prakiisaviin, 
the Manifested, as possessed of the quality of manifes
tation, for him this is the result: Bhavati, he becomes; 
prakiisaviin, renowned, i.e. famous; asmin loke, in this 
world. This is the meaning. So also the unseen result is, 
he who having known in this way, this one foot bf 
Brahman, consisting of four parts, meditates on it as 
the Manifested, jayati ha, he wins, reaches after death; 
prakiiSavata/:t lokiin, the manifested worlds associated 
with gods and others. 

SECTION 6 

~ ~ qqdfd ~ 1 ~ Ttl 

atNU~lq413i1CfiH (IT tt5l1f1:i lI'1lt q!~SlIIJI-
1lQ""IQN Ttl aq~1ZI ~ qMIa:5a: 
J41\:cnQfc1a'lll ~ II 
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1. (The bull said) 'Fire win .tell you of one foot.' 

When the next day dawned he drove on the herds of 
cattle. At whatever time and place they gathered to
gether at nightfall, then and there, having stopped the 
cattle, he lighted up a fire, and having brought faggots, 
sat behind the fire and near it, facing East. 

(By saying) 'Agni/:l, fire; vaktii, will· tell; te, you; 
piidam, of one foot', that bull stopped. Sva/:l bhute, 
when the next day dawned; sa/:l, he, Satyakama, after 
having finished his obligatory duties, abhi-prasthii
payiifi-cakiira ha, drove; gii/:l, the herds of cattle to
wards the teacher's house. Tii/:l, they, moving slowly, 
proceeded towards the teacher's house. Yatra, at what
ever time and place; siiyam, at nightfaiI; they abhi
sambabhilvu/:l, gathered together; tatra, then and 
there; he, uparuddhya, having stopped; gii/:l, the herds 
of cattle; and agnim upasamiidhiiya, having lighted up 
a fire; and iidhiiya, having brought; samidham, fag
gots; upaviveia, sat; pasciit, behind; and upa, near; 
agne/:l, the fire; priih, facing East, while thinking of the 
words of the bull. 

~ ('ifqCfilq~ ~ cqTTCf ~ ~ 
~Rt:aSJIIClIl ~ II 

2. Fire accosted him, saying, '0 Satyakama.' He 
responded with, 'Yes, revered sir.' 

Agni/:l, fire; abhyuviida, accosted; tam, him; addres
sing him as '0 Satyakama.' To him that Satyakama 
p ratisusrii va , responded, answered with; 'Bhagava/:l, 
yes, revered sir. ' 
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~6101~ .~ ~ ~ ~cuonRi ~ .q. \:I~lcURRI 
~ ?icll:q ~ Cfi(t11~R$ ~ 'fft: Cfi(ffi ~: 
• cl ~ ~~: ~ il6IOi),s;r.ff
cUiillQ II ~ II 

3. (Fire said) '0 good looking one, I wish to tell you 
of one foot of Brahman.' (He said) :Please tell me, 
revered sir.' To him he said, 'Earth is one part, inter
mediate-space is one part, heaven is one part, ocean is 
one part. 0 good looking one, of Brahman this is surely 
one foot called the Limitless, having four parts.' 

'Saumya, 0 good looking one; braviilJi, I wish to tell 
you; ofpiidam, one foot of Brahman.' . Bravftu, please 
tell me; bhagavan, revered sir.' Tasmai, to him; uviica, 
he said; 'Prthivf, earth; is kala, one part; antarikyam, 
intermediate-space is one part; dyaul;, heaven is one 
part; samudraJ;z, ocean is one part.' Thus fire spoke of 
the meditation associated with himself. 'Soumya, 0 
good looking one; brahmalJal;, o{ Brahman; e~'al;, this 
is; vai, surely; padal;, one foot; nama, named; anafltll
vlin, the Limitless; catu.~kalal;, having four parts.' 

If er ~ fefIr~:;a~ ~ §tijlOns.:Ml-· 

cUf.t&:lql~S"1~cU"1R:¥4#trnt.fi \tCffQ"1~qi'1) ~ 
~jChI:wt4Rt it ~ fcq:r~¥a~ ~ 
~61onS"1~cuf.l¥IM II~ II ~~: ~: II ~ II 

4. He who having known in this way, this one foot of 
Brahman, consisting of four parts, meditates on it as 
the Limitless, he becomes limitless in this world. I He 

ILe. his lineage becomes unending. See A.G. 

18 
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who having known thus, this one foot of Brahman, ,. 
consisting of four parts, meditates on it as the Limit-
less, he wins everlasting worlds. 

He, yal,z, anyone whosoever; upiiste, meditates on; 
piidam, the foot as described, as possessed of the qual
ity of unlimitedness; he bhavati, becomes so indeed, 
possessed of that quality; asmin loke, in this world. 
After death jayati, he wins; anantavata/:l ha [okan, 
everlasting worlds. 'He who', etc. is to be explained as 
before. 

SECTION 7 

6~~ ~ qcktRt "fl , sir~ 1'Jr 

an\:lJ4t¥1IQ41'*4ChH (IT 4,IIN m4 it'i~fdSlI&
'jQtlqlQT?;f l1T atRiRi llftlQ10fNlq q¥€lIc31: 
141,\4 Q RIa ~III ~ II 

1. (Fire said) 'The swan will tell you of one foot.' 
When the next day dawned he drove on the herds of 
cattle. At whatever time and place they gathered at 
nightfall, then and there, having stopped the herds of 
cattle, he lighted up a fire, and having brought faggots, 
sat behind and near the fire, facing East. 

Fire stopped after saying, 'Hamsa/:l, the swan; vakta, 
will tell you; ofpiidam, one foot.' 'Swan' means the sun 
because of whiteness and similarity of moving over
head. 'When the next day, he', etc .. is to be explained as 
before. 
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o~ 6~l{ aqRQ(tll~ ~~t.filq~ lM ~ ~ 
-g Ukt:(lSJllct II ~ II 

2. The swan, baving come flying near, accosted bim 
with, 'Satyakama.' He acknowledged saying, 'Yes, re
vered sir.' 

~6101: ~ W ~ ~clloftFd ~ .q \Of'leUf.tRt 
~ ~ClIT;Um: C5ffi~: C5ffi~: ~ ftl'JI~q 
<l ~ i:4~: ~ _610" :wonFdtituillq II ~ II 

3. (The swan said) '0 good looking one, I wish to 
tell you of one foot of Brahman.' (He said) 'Please tell 
me, revered sir.' To bim be said, 'Fire is one part, the 
sun is one part, the moon is one part, lightning is one 
part. 0 good iooking one, of Brahman this is surely onc 
foot called, the Effulgent, baving four parts.' 

'Agni/:l, fire is one part; surya/:l, the sun is one part; 
candra/:l, the moon is one part; vidyut, lightning is one 
part. E$a/:l, this is surely, 0 good looking one '-in this 
way he spoke of the meditation associated with efful
gence. From this it is understood that the swan is the 
same as the sun. 

l{ ~ ~ _~~~'" ~ «610 " 
~ M&4 I RfI:lq I~ :won kt&4 1"1 ~ffil~ ~ 
~M&4(1') 6 Mlt.fiI~4kt ~ ~ fcrir~~~ 
~ i1610" :wonkt&:lIR~qlfd II~ II ~ ~: 
~: 11\911 
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4. He who having known in this way, this one foot of 
Brahman, consisting of four parts, meditates on it as 
the Effulgent. becomes effulgent in this world. He who 
having known in this way, this one foot of Brahman, 
consisting of four parts, meditates on it as the Efful
gent, he wins the effulgent worlds. 

The result attained by the knower is: Asmin loke, in 
this world; bhavati, he becomes; jyoti$mtin, effulgent. 
Dying, jayati, he wins; lokan. the worlds; jyoti$mata~1, 
full of effulgence as of the moon and the sun etc. The 
remaining portion is to be explained as before: 

SECTION 8 

q~ ~ c:cctdifl '{of i sm~ TTl 

3tf~lqlll'*4CfiH "' lI51ll\l m-4 if"lC!~51I&
y;qffQ I~ TTl ~9;r lffirQq'J~ q~l«g: 
MI,\-41q~a~11I ~ II 

1. (The swan said) 'The diver-bird will speak of one 
foot. ' When the next day dawned he drove on the herds 
of cattle. At whatever time and place they gathered· at 
nightfall, then and there, having stopped the herds of 
cattle, he lighted up a fire, and having brought faggots, 
sat behind the fire and near it, facing East. 

The swan also stopped after saying, 'Madgub, the 
diver-bird; vakta, will tell you; of ptidam, one foot.' 
Madgu is an acquatic bird. and (here) because of as
sociation ·with water, he is the vital force. 'When the 
next day dawned, he', etc. is to be explained as before. 
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fit qct!16Qf.lq~l~ tI~Chlq~ ~ cq1'fCf ~ ~ 
uRt:a*llq II ~ 1.1 

2. Flying near, that diver-bird accosted him with, '0 
Satyakama.' He acknowledged saying, 'Yes, revered 
sir.. ' 

a6l01: ~ ({ ~ ilclionM ~ .q \f • .lcIiRM 
~ tPcllii4 JITUT: i9ffl' Tor!': ~ ~ ~ 1:R: 

~flI i ~ ii4~: ~ ~ 
3U4d"'icUil1Q II ~ II 

3. (The diver-bird said) '0 good looking one, I wish 
to tell 'you of one foot of Brahman.' (He said) 'Please 
tell me, revered sir.' To him he said, 'The vital force is 
one part, the eye is one part, the ear is one part, the 
mind is one part. 0 good looking one, of Brahman this 
is surely dne foot named Ayatanavan (Possessed of an 
Abode) having four parts. 

And that diver-bird, (identified with) the vital force, 
spoke of the meditation regarding himself. Prii1)a/;l. the 
vital force is one part, etc .... (of the foot of Brahman) 
named Possessed of an Abode. The mind is called the 
abode of enjoyments acquired by all the organs. The 
foot to which it belongs, that is named the foot Ayata
navan, Possessed of an Abode. 

lr 11 ~ _~~~ qM il6l01 
3414d"'iqIRfglQlfd 3Uqd"'iql"'i~~cl; QClNI4-

d"'iqffl 1 trnCfiI&il4M 11 ~ fc1ir~~~ ~ 
il6l01 34lqd"'iqlf.lfgIQl~ II~ II $N6i!q: ~: II Gil 
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4. He who having known in this way, this one foot of 
Brahman, consisting of four parts, meditates on it as 
Possessed of an Abode, he becomes possessed of an 
abode in this world. He who having known thus, this 
one foot of Brahman, consisting of four parts, medi
tates on it as Possessed of an Abode, wins worlds that 
are spacIous. 

Y~b. he who; up iiste, meditates on that foot in that 
very way; bhavati, becomes; iiyatanaviin, possessed of 
an- abode, of a shelter; asmin lake, in this world. Simi
larly, after death, jayati, he wins; lakiin, worlds; iiyata
navatab, that are indeed spacious. 'He wh,o having 
known in this way', etc. is to be understood as before. 

SECTION 9 

mtf 61'e114¥t (1ql~I4fS~ fI(i4q;lq~ lffi 
~ ~ 6 JflRt~1I ~ II 

1. He reached the teacher's house. The teacher ad
dressed him saying, '0 Satyakama.' He responded 
sayi!lg, 'Yes, revered sir.' 

He, having thus become a knower of Brahman, 
prapa ha, reached; iiciirya-kulam, the teacher's house. 
Tam, him; iiciiryab, the teacher; abhyuviida, addressed 
saying, '0 Satyakama.' Pratisusriiva, he responded 
saying; 'Bhagavab, yes, revered sir.' 

~61fc1Rct ~ ~ \lTfu c9 ~ (q11~1~1I?4(i4..a 
~~ ~ 6 JflRt\il~ wrcn-::.~ .q cnm 
~Itlll ~ II 
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2. '0 good looking one, you shine verily like a 
knower of Brahman. Who may it be that instru~ted 
you?' He con finned saying, 'Some ones other than 
human beings. But it is you, revered sir, who should 
instruct for fulfilling my wish.' 

'Soumya, 0 good looking one; bhiisi, you shine; .... ai. 
verily; iva, like; brahmavit, a knower of Brahman.' A 
knower of Brahman is possessed of tranquil organs and 
a smiling face; he is without care, and contented. 
Therefore the teacher said, 'You appear like a knower 
of Brahman.' Considering in his mind, 'Ka~l nu, who 
may it be', he said, 'Who anuSasiisa, instructed; {vam, 
you?' And that Satyakama said, 'Anye, some ones, 
others; man~yebhyal;z, than human beings-the gods 
instructed me', his intention being, 'Who else that is a 
human being.would dare to instruct me who am your 
disciple!' Therefore pratijajne ha, he confirmed that 
they were other than human beings .. Bhagaviill ttl el'li, 
it is you indeed, revered sir; bruyiit, who should 
instruct; me kame, for fulfilling my wish. Of what ac
count is that spoken by others! I do not attach much 
importance to that.' This is the idea. 

~~ ~ .q ~lq~ftCQ;f 311f.U41;act fcfm ~R<11 
mftl'i JUqffiRi ~ i(1~cncUcil" lJ ";t ~4 
cil~lilfd cil~lilRlIl ~ II ~ ~: ~: II ~ II 

3. 'For it has been certainly heard by me from the 
venerable ones like you that, knowledge acquired from 
the teacher alone surely becomes the best:' To him he 
imparted this. As to this nothing rl.'mained left out. 
nothing left out. 
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Moreover, 'Hi, for; srutam, it has been heard-to 
me it remains a thing already heard with regard to this 
matter; bhagavat-drsebhya/:z, from venerable ones like 
you, from knowers of truth who are of your status.; that 
vidyii, knowledge; viditii, acquired; iiciiryiit ha eva, 
from the teacher alone; surely priipayati, becomes; 
siidhi$!ham, the best. Therefore, you the venerable 
one alone, should speak.' Being told so the teacher 
uviica ha, imparted; efat, this, the very knowledge that 
was imparted by t~e gods; tasmai, to him. A Ira ha, as to 
this; na kiiicana, nothing whatsoever, not even a little 
bit of the knowledge consisting of sixteen parts; viyiiya, 
remained left out. The repetition of viyiiya, nothing 
left out, is to indicate the end of the meditation. 

SECTION 10 

aqtS~MI W -a Chlq(itltl"'i: ~('QChlq \ifldtl(fl 
\igJi:.I4'leU~ ~ W ~ ctifIUtl!'l1;QR=ai:.lH "{.r -g 
~1::t.u:t4c:um:t: ~qtctJtI'!:.~'!:. W • ~ 
ftqlc:h:f~Rt II ~ II 

1. Once upon a time, the son of Kamala, well
known as Upakosala, stayed as a celibate with Satya
kama Jabala. He served his (Jab,ila's) fires for twelve 
years. He (Jabala) on his part, while affirming gradua
tion by the other students, did not certify him alone as a 
graduate. 

The text starts again with the idea. '1 shall speak in 
another way, of the knowledge of 13rahrnan and the 
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path of departure of the knower of Brahman, and the 
meditation on fire.' The story is meant to show as 
before that faith and austerity are the disciplines for 
acquiring the knowledge of Brahman. 

Kiitnaliiyana}:z, the son of Kamala; ha val, well
known as; upakosala/:l, Upakosala; uviisa, stayed; 
satyakiime jiibiile, with Satyakama Jabiila; brahma
caryam, as a celibate. Parlcaciira. he served; agnfll, the 
fires; tasya, of his, of the teacher; dViidasavar$iil)i, for 
twelve years. Ha is to indicate a past incident. Sal;, he, 
the teacher; after making allyiin, the other Brahmaca
rins acquire the Vedic knowledge; samiivartayan ha 
sma, while affirming (their) graduation; tam eva, him 
alone, only Upakosala; na, did not; samiivartayati ha 
sma, certify as a graduate. 

~ \il14IcU'd ~ i*61i .uU ~~I~qm;qn=a=altl""l 
(€IllItI: qr{Qcn'a~i*Jlt¥t1 lfff ~ gu:"~CI 
1'ICiltll'*4~ II ~ II 

2. To him (his) wife said, 'TQe Brahmacarin, en
dowed with au9terity, has served the fires well. May 
not the fires admonish you. Impart to him.' Without 
instructing him, he left home. . 

Tam, to him, to the teacher; jiiyii, the wife; uviica, 
said; 'Taptal; brahmaciirf, the Brahmacarin endowed 
with austerity; paricaciirft, has served; agnfn, the fires; 
kusalam, well. And you, venerable sir, are not certify
ing graduation of a devotee of the fires. So, under
standing that, "He is not graduating our devotee," mil, 
may not~ agnaya}:z, the fires; paripravocan, admonish; 
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tviim, you. Therefore prabruhi, impart; asmai, to him, 
to Upakosala, the knowledge that he wished for.' Al
though he was thus spoken to by the wife, praviisiin
cakre, he left horne; tasmai aprocya eva, without in
structing him. 

l:r w cxrrfQ"'4~'1 a:i dQI'SI.4::it.tncUoq 
~~~.rGl~1I4 fch ~ ";~4.~M lJ ilClI'i:t ~ 
~S~~~ Cfi11:1T 4'"'II&:ItI. &rrf~: lIIM'luTfsf(:q 
"'I11l1~I41Rt II ~ II 

3. He resolved to fast out of sorrow. The wife of the 
teacher told him, '0 Brahmacarin, take food. Why 
don't you eat?' He said, 'In this person there are these 
many desires which tend towards many things. I am 
filled with sorrows. I shall not eat.' 

Sab, he, Upakosala; vyiidhinii, out of sorrow, men
tal sorrow; dadhre ha, resolved in his mind; allasitum, 
not to eat. Ta,!" to him sitting silently in the room for 
fires; iiciirya-jiiyii, the wife of the teacher; uviica, ~aid; 
'Brahmaciirin, 0 Brahmacarin; aSlina, take food. Kim 
nu, why, for what reason; na asniisi, do you not eat?' 
Sab uviica ha, he said; 'Asmin puruye, in this person, 
who is a common man with unfulfilled wishes; there are 
ime, these; bahavab, many; kiimiib, desires-thoughts 
of duty, sorrows, i.e. mental sorrows caused by non
accomplishment of what should be done; niiniityayii/:l, 
tending in various directions towards what should be 
done. Asmi, I am;pllript1r~lab, filled with them. There
fore Il£l asi$.vilmi. I shall not caL' 
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~ ~: ft'{R~ ~ ii6l'6llil C§~IQ1 ';f: 

q4=a1{l4~1~ J;I,*qlqRt ~~: :trrtm ~ ~ ~ 
1§ ,*iPRt II ~ II 

4. Then, the fires collectively said, 'The Brahmaca
rin endowed with austerity has served us well. If it 
pleases you, we shall instruct him.' To him they said, 
'Prapa (th~ vital force) is Brahman, Ka (Bliss)'is Brah
man, Kha (Space) is Brahman.' 

When, after speaking, the Brahmacarin had become 
silent, atha, then; agnayaJ:z, the fires, all the three fires 
(Garhapatya, Dak~ipagni, Ahavaniya) being impress
ed by his serviCe, and filled with compassion; samu
dire ha, collectively said; 'Hanta, if it pleases you; then 
enam, to this Brahmacarin who is devoted to us, who is 
sorrowful, who ~s full of austerity and faith, we shall 
now instruct. Prabravama, we shall speak of the know
ledge of Brahman.' Having decided thus, tasmai, to 
him; ucuJ:z ha, they said; 'Prar.raJ:z, the vital force; is 
brahma, Brahman; kam brahma, Ka is Brahman;.Kha 
(Space) is Brahman. 

lr .mcu=a fcNII:tIi46 4dJilOn ~ ~ T;{ ~ ~ T;{ ';f 

fcN1I:tI4lRl a m¥&:lct ~ $ ~ ~ ~ $ 
CfifqRt RTUl ;sf ~ rl~IChI~1 ~: II t.,11 lfff ~: 
~: II ~o II 

5. He said, '[ know that the vital force is Brahman. 
But I do not know Ka and Kha.· Thl!Y said, 'That which 
is Ka is verily Kha, and that which is Kha is verily Ka.' 
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And to him they spoke of the vital force and of that 
Space (associated with it). 

Sa/:z, he, the Brahmacarin; uvaca ha, said; 'Aham, I; 
viii/nam;, know; yat, that which is spoken of by you 
thus; "PraIJa/:z brahma, the vital force is Brahman", 
because it is a well-known thing.' This term (Pra{la) is 
conventionally used for a particular form of air', the 
cxistence of which makes life possible and the depar
ture of which causes its cessation. Hence .it is proper 
that it should be Brahman. 'Thus, it being a well
known object, I know that the vital force is Brahman. 
Tu, but; na v;janami, I do not know; kam ca kham ca, 
Ka and Kha.' 

Objection: Is it not that the words Ka and Kha are 
also well-known objects since they mean happiness and 
space? Due to wha~ is the Brahmacarin's ignorance? 

Vedantin: Certainly the Brahmacarin thinks, 'How 
can bliss be Brahman, since "bliss" meant by the word 
Ka has only momentary existence; and how can 
"'space" meant by the word Kha be Brahman, since it is 
devoid of consciousness? How again, can the words of 
the venerable ones be me.aningless?' That is why he 
said, 'I do not know.' 

To him, to the Brahmacarin who had spoken thus, 
te, they, the fires; ucu/:z ha, said; 'Yal, that; vtlva, verily 
which we spoke of as kam, Bliss; tat eva, that is surely;. 
kham, Space.' Thus Bliss being qualified by Space 
bccomes distinguished from bliss arising from the con
tact of objects and the senses, as a lotus qualified by the 
adjective 'blue', becomes distiflguished from red lotus 
etc. That which we spoke of as Space by the word Kha, 

I A particular form of Cosmic energy. 
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that you should know to be the same as Bliss (Ka). 
Thus, when Kha, Space, becomes qualified by Ka, 
Bliss, the material, insentient space becomes elimi
nated, just as in the case of a 'blue lotus'. (The meaning 
is that) the Bliss which exists in Space (is Brahman), 
but not so the other (bliss) that is human; and the space 
that is the abode of Bliss (is Brahman), but not so the 
other which is material (space). 

Objection: If it is intended that Space is to be 
qualified by Bliss, then, one of the two should be the 
adjective, and it should be said, 'That which is Ka is 
verily Kha.' The other portion of the sentence is 
redundant. Or, in the sentence, '1113t which is Kha, is 
verily Ka', the earlier one (Space) should be the 
adjective. I 

Vediintin: Have we not said that the intention is to 
distinguish both Bliss and Space (which are Brahman) 
from happiness and space (as understood) in the 
world? . 

Objection: When Space is qualified by Bliss, do not 
both of them become distinguishable by implication? 

Vediintin: Quite so. But then it becomes an injunc
tion of meditation only on that Space which is qualified 
by Bliss; the meditation on that Bliss which is a quality 
of Space, and is used as its adjective will not become 
enjoined as an object of meditation, because the pur
pose of an adjective is completed by delimiting its 
substantive. Therefore Bliss also is qualified by Space 
for the sake of being meditated on. 

'Either of the two words, Bliss and Space, should be the nouo 
while the other should be taken as the adjective. But both words 
should not be alternatively turned into an adjective and a noun. 
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Obkction: How is it ascertained? 
Vediintin: Because, in the text, 'Bliss is Brahman', 

the word Bliss· (Ka) is also associated with the word 
Brahman. If the "intention was that Space qualified by 
the quality of Bliss is to be meditated on, then, the fires 
would have first said, 'Bliss (ful) Space is Brahman.' 
But they did not speak thus. What then? (They said) 
Bliss is Brahman, Space is Brahman. Therefore, for 
the removal of the confusion of the Brahmacarin, it is 
quite proper to indicate that, of the two words Bliss and 
Space, each is a substantive or an adjective in relation 
to the other, by saying yat, that which; is viiva, verily; 
kam, Bliss, etc. . 

Therefore, for our understanding of that sentence 
which was spoken of by the fires, the text says this: 
'Asmai, to this one,. to the Brahmacarin; they spoke of 
priiJ;lam ca, the vital force (and of the Space associated 
with it).' The compound tadiikiiSal.z, is to be split up as 
(tasya) its (iikiisal.z) Space. What is meant is the Space 
within the heart, which is associated with the vital force 
through its being the abode (of the latter). From t~e 
mention of being possessed of the quality of Bliss, it 
follows that Space possessed of the quality ot Bliss is 
Brahman; and the vital force existing there (in the 
Space within the heart) is Brahman from the very fact 
of its association with Brahman. In this way the fires 
spoke of the vital force and Space as Brahman, by 
associating them together. 

SECTION I I 
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1. Then, the Garhapatya-fire instructed this one: 
'Earth, fire, food, and sun. The Person that is seen in 
the sun, that am I. I am that very one.' 

The fires collectively had spoken of Brahman to the 
Brahmacarin. Atha, then, each of them started to 
speak about the ~editation with regard to each one of 
themselves. As to that, the Garhapatya-fire first anu
sasiisa ha, instructed; enam, this one, this Brahmaca
rin: 'Prthivf, earth; agnil), fire; annam, food; iidityal) , 
sun-these four are my limbs. Among them e!}'lll) puru
$al), this Person; yal), that; drsyate, is seen; iiditye, in 
the sun; sal), that; aham asmi, am I, the Garhapatya
fire. And that which is the Garhapatya-fire, sa/:z, that; 
eva, very one; aham asmi, am I, the Person in the sun.' 
This is being said in the reverse way in the sentence, 
'Sal) eva aham asmi, I am that very one.' As earth and 
food become associated by virtue of their being things 
of enjoyment, not so is the relation between the 
Garhapatya-fire and the sun. They (sun and fire) have 
the common qualities of being eaters, ripeners and 
illuminators. Therefore, among these two there is ab
solute identity. But earth and food become related to 
these two by way of being things of enjoyment. 

~ <i ~ fctilliql~~ qlq~i ~ ~ 
ftc:h4 lld3Rt ~a\illC4Rt :tlf£UC4~,!~tU: ~ ~. ct<f 
(f \jS3flqlsfi:q~~ ~~~ c:t Q\Hqfi 
fc1illiql~ II ~ II $6QCfiIa:~I: ~: II ~ ~ II 
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2. 'He who having known this thus, meditates (on 
it). he destroys sinful deeds. hecomes a dweller in the 
world (of fires), gets a full span of life. lives hrilliantly,· 
(and) his successors do not hecomc extinct. He who 
meditates having known this thus. we protect him in 
this world as also in the other.' 

Sa~l yab. he who. anyone who; vidvilfl. having 
6 -

known; elam. this. the Garhapatya-fire; evam, thus 
divided into four parts as food and the cater of food. as 
stated above; llpiiste, meditates (on it); lIpahale, he 
destroys; pilpa-k(ryiim. sinful deeds: hhavati. be
comes; lokf. a dweller in the world of fires belonging to 
us. as we ourselves are; ('ri. he gets: san'am ii.vu/:z. a full 
span of life of a hundred YC<irs in this world;jll'llli. lives; 
ivok. brilliantly. The idea i~ that he does not remain 
unknown. Asya. of him: Ul'arupllrLl~'ii~l, the successors. 
the persons born in the line of this man of knowledge; 
fill k#yante. do not become extinct. The idea is that his 
lineage is not cut (,ff. Moreover, l'ayam. we; upahhwi
jiirnaJ:z, protect: tam., him; llsmin/oke. in this world too. 
while alive; amu~(Jnzifl ca. and in the other world. He 
who meditates having known this thus. on what has 
been spoken of already. to him comes this kind of 
result. This is the idea. 

SECTiON 12 

a:f?t ~"iq;qi6idqi4;f)s1~i~lIft'..u ~ ";J~ 
i4;s(Qi lffi 1.1 ~ i4;s(i4m ~ ~ msgqlPf 1I 
l(Cli6q~R1II ~ II 

1. Then, the fire Anvah,lrya Pacana (Dak~ipagni) 
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instructed this one: 'Water, directions. stars and the 
moon. This Person that is seen in thc moon. that am 1. 
I am that very one .. 

Atha, then; the fire anviihiir.va pacana, Dak~iI)agni; 
anwiasiisa ha. instructed: ('flam, this one: 'Aplib. wa
ter; di .. fa/:z. directions; nak~·atrillJi. stars; clIr.dramii, 
moon-these are my four limhs. I. Anvaharya Pacana 
exist by dividing myself into four parts. Among them 
e~a/:z. this; puru~·a/:z. person; ya/:z. who; dr$.vllte, is seen; 
cllndramasi, in the moon;sa/:z. that; asmi, am:ahllm. 1.' 
-I am that very one' is to be explained as before (in 
11.1), Anvaharya Pacana and the moon are identical 
because of (their) relationship with the southern direc
tion. The relation of water and the stars is from the 
point of view of their being food as explaincd before. 
because it is well-known that the stars are (food) ob
jects of enjoyment to the moon. Just as the earth is the 
food of Garhapatya-fire, so also water is the food of 
Dak~ipagni, since it (water) is the producer of food. 

If ~ ~ fct&J14'~~ q,qC{ifQj ~ ~ 
ftciq'~RI w)ja\illcdfi "'i'fQ'cH'i~EII: ~ ~ cpj

~ 'J::Nt'qlsfi:q~~ ~~~ ~ ttdq~ 
fctiiJ1q,~ II ~ II ~~: ~: II ~~ II 

2. 'He who having known this thus. meditates on it, 
becomes freed from sinful deeds, becomes a dweller in 
the world (of fires), gets a full span of life. lives bril
Hantly, (and) his successors do not become extinct. He 
who meditates having known this thus. we protect him 
in this world as also in the other.' 

This is to be explained as before (in 11.2). 

19 
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SECTION 13 

3t~ ~"1q,~ct;fttibi~l~ilff mur 31'CfiI~n 
mFct~RRt <:r ~ ~ ~ ~ ms~q~ ~ 
ctctl~qf&flRt II ~ II 

I. Then, the fire Ahavaniya instructed this one.thus: 
'Vital force, space, heaven, lightning. This Person that 
is seen in lightning, that am I. I am that very one.' 

A llw. then; iinavanfya/:z, the fire Ahavaniya; anusa: 
SiiSll ha, instructed; enam. this one; 'Prii~za/:t.. vital 
force; iikiisa/:z, space; dyau~l, heaven; vidyut, light
ning--of me also these are the four limbs. E~aft, this; 
pllrll~'a/:z, Person; ya/:z. that; df,(vate, is seen; vidyuti, in 
lightning; sa/:z. that; asmi, am; aham, 1', etc. are to be 
explained as before because of their similarity. Light
ning and Ahavaniya-fire have relationship with heaven 
and space from the point of view of being things of 
enjoyment, because they (heaven and space) are the 
abodes (of lightning and Ahavaniya-fire respectively). 
The rest is to be understood as before. 

~ <:r ctftihl raiiJ1ql~~ qlq~i ~ cqcffir 
ftciqly}Rt "H.:il~\iIlctRt "11f4lct~'l~EII: ~ atf cr4 
<t ~5i1I..nsfi:lJ~~ ~~~ <:r ~ 
fc4iiJiql~ II ~ II ~ Sl41~~I: ~~"~I ~~ II 

2. 'He who having known this thus, meditates on it, 
becomes freed from sinful deeds, becomes a dweller in 
the world (of fires). gets a full span of life. lives bril
liantly. (and) his successors do not become extinct. He 
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who meditates having known this thus, we protect him 
in this world as also in the other. ' 

SECTION 14 

({ i?tifiijqchH=t(flq I ~ ({S{4i mtll (q fc1t11 

i:l1i:l1<fuI ({ l1ffi ClcM«qj\it~lIq 6IfQli:f14~qli:flqr
S~ClI~ qch} tRW" ~ lffi II ~ II 

1.. They said, '0 good looking one. Upakosala. to 
you (has been imparted) this knowledge about our
selves as also the knowledge of the Self. But the 
teacher will tell you ofthe path.' His teacher came. The 
teacher addressed him saying, '0 Upakosala.' 

Agaip, te, they; collectively ucul;, said; 'Sawn,va, 0 
good looking; upakosala, Upakosala; te, to you (has 
been imparted), yours has been; e$al;, this; asmad
vidyii, knowledge about ourselves, i.e. the knowledge 
about the fires; ca, and; iitma-vidyii, knowledge of the 
Self stated above in, 'Vital force is Brahman, Bliss is 
Brahman, Space is Brahman' (l0.4). Tu, but; iiciiryal;, 
the teacher; vaklii, will tell; te, you; gatim, the path for 
acquiring the result of the knowledge.' Saying so, the 
fires became silent. Asya, his; iiciiryal;, the teacher; 
iijagiima ha, came back in due course. And iiciirya~l, 
the teacher; abhyuviida, addressed; tam, him, the dis
ciple; thus: '0 Upakosala.' 

cqT((f lffi -g MRt~ ~61~G ~ ~ 'ff ~ 
cqrffi Cfir ~ (q11~1~IIi4Rt Clit ~ qliWl6QI~~ 
$dltUqq f.ttad ~ 1:141Ci~1I 3FQI~1I $ffi6Im ... ~ 
fcn ~ ~ ~ ({scni:lQRt II ~ II 
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2. He responded thus, 'Venerable sir.' '0 good 
looking one, your face shines like that of a knower of 
Brahman. Who is it indeed that instructed you?' 'Sir, 
who can instruct me?' In this way he suppressed as it 
were. 'These ones (the fires) who are thus now, had 
surely a different appearance.' In this way he spoke of 
the fires. '0 good looking one, what indeed did they 
tell you?' 

Pratisusriiva ha, he responded thus; 'Bhagava/:z, ven
erable sir.' 'Saumya, 0 good looking one; ..Ie, your; 
mukham, face; bhiiti, shines, appears bright; iva, like; 
brahmavida/:z, that of a knower of Brahman. Ka/:z nu, 
who is it indeed; anusa.§iisa, that instructed; tvii, you?' 
Being told so he replied, 'Ka/:z nu, who indeed; anuS~
yiit, can instruct; me, me, 0 venerable sir, when you 
were out?' Iti, in this way; apani/:znute, he suppressed; 
iva, as it were. The word apa is connected with the 
remote word ni/:znute. The idea is that he did not actu
ally suppress, nor did he speak truly of what the fires 
had said. How? 

'[me, these ones, the fires who were served by me; 
nunam, surely spoke. For (though) shuddering as it 
were at your sight, they are now idrsii/:z, seen like this; 
anyiidrsii/:z, they w~re otherwise of a different appear
ance earlier.' Thus, iha, in this matter; abhyude, he 
spoke; agnin, of the fires, by pointing at them in an 
indirect way. 'Saumya, 0 good looking one; kim, 
what; kila, indeed; te, they, the fires; avocan, did say; 
tubhydm, to you?' Being asked thus-

$GfqRl W :wRl\il~ ~CfiI;qIC4 ~ ~ ~Sci'1~iI~ 
~ off ~~ ~ '!fih~q(itI~1 ~ ;r fWt6Q~ 
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l(ClqeUltR 
\fa leU f.da 
~:II ~~II 

qyq q;If ';f ~Qh1 ~ ~ .q 
'(lli\ iJCUi.lll ~ II ~ i.ltl<:!~I: 

3. He"acknowledged saying, 'This.' 
'0 good looking one, they surely spoke of the worlds 

only. But I shall speak to you of That, to the knower of 
which a sinful act does not get attached, as water does 
not stick to a lotus leaf.' 

'Venerable sir, please tell me.' To him he said: 

'They (the fires) said idam, this. Iti, in this way; 
pratijajne, he acknowledged, said a" little by way of. a 
hint, but not the whole of it as had been spoken of by 
the fires. Therefore, the teacher said, 'Saumya, 0 good 
looking one; te, they; kila, surely; avocan, spoke of; 
lokim, the worlds, earth etc.; vava, only, but not of 
Brahman as a whole. Tu, but; aham, I; vak$yami, shall 
speak of; tat, that Brahman; te, to you, of which you 
want to hear. Hear the greatness of the knowledge of 
that Brahman of which I am speaking. Yatha, as; apa/:t, 
water; na sli~yante, does not stick; p~kara-palase, to a 
lotus-leaf; evam, similarly; evam vidi, to a man who 
thus knows Brahman of which I shall speak; papam 
karma, a sinful act; na Jlqyate, does not get attached.' 
To the teacher who had spoken thus, Upakosala said, 
'Bhagavan, venerable sir;" bravftu, please tell; me, me.' 
The teacher UVQca ha, said; tosmai, to him: 

SECI10N 15 

1r ~~ ~ Cl"'d ~ 3Uti1Rt 
"CI .=ad«1fdQ \fqqd.iJI fa dtltlttl ft:i4=t'1 f4cif«4i en 
i"e;;a Rt Clt44l 'l(CI a liUkt II ~ II 
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1. He said thus: 'This Person that is seen in the eye, 
this is the Self. This is deathless, fearless. This is Brah
man. If anybody pours clarified butter or water on It, 
that flows surely to the eye-lashes.' 

£!jal) purU!jal), this. Person, the Witness of vision; 
yab, that; drsyate, is seen; ak~bJi, in the eye by those 
who have withdrawn their organs (from objects), who 
are endowed with such disciplines as celibacy etc., the 
calm oneg 'and the discriminating ones, in accordance 
with the other Vedic text, 'Eye of the eye' (Ke. 1.2), 
(He is the Self). . 

Objection: Does not what the fires had spoken of 
become falsified because, in the sentence, 'But the 
teacher will tell you of the path', they had said that the 
teacher will be the speaker of the path.only? And does 
it not also amount to ignorance of the fires about the 
future? 

Vedantin: This defect does not arise because, by 
speaking of the Seer in the eye, the teacher only reiter
ates that blissful Space (of which the fires had spo
ken). 'E!jah. atma, this is the Self of creatures'; iti uvaca 
ha, he said thus. 'Etat, this, i.e. the Reality of the Self 
of which I have spoken; is amrtam, deathless, inde
structible; therefore abhayam, fearless" because fear is 
possible for him only who has apprehension of destruc
tion. Since there is absence of that, It is fearless. 
Hence, etat brahma, this is Brahman, the Great, the 
Infinite. 

Moreover, the greatness of this Brahman, of the 
Person in the eye, is this: Yadyapi, should anyone; 
silicati, pour; sarpil), clarified butter; udakam va, or 
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water; asmin, on it, on the e.ye; tat, on the location of 
the Person; then gacchati, it flows; vartmanf eva, to the 
eye-lashes only; it does not become attached to the 
eye, as water (does not) to a lotus-leaf. The idea is that, 
since the location. itself has got this greatness, what 
need one speak of the unsullied state of Him who is 
located (there), the Person iIi the eye! 

't@'~ ~tI'lq $('IQlq~. "Q!f~ fg 
cu':u~f'1lttlPrt ~;iloa4 cUql::ttR:m4Rt 
~1I~n 

2. They call Him the goal of all attractive things 
because all things that are sought after proceed to
wards Him. All things that are sought after proceed 
towards this one who knows thus. 

A cak$ate , they call; etam, Him the Person as de
scribed earlier; samyadvama iti, the goal of all attrac
tive tnihgs. Why? Since sarva1)i, all things; that are 
viimiini, sought after, prayed for, (that are) attractive; 
ablzisamyanti, proceed towards; etam, Him. Therefore 
(He is) samyadvama/;l, the goal of all attractive things. 
Similarly, sarva1)i, all; viimiini, attractive things; abhi
samyanti, proceed towards; enam, this one; ya/;l evam 
veda, who knows thus. 

~ ~ ~ cUq;ft~q fI ~;ilfOl cUqlR ~ ~41fOl 
c:UQ,R ~ 1I ~ ~II ~ II 

3. This one agajn, is indeed the Bestower of merits 
because This one bestows all merits. He who knows 
thus, bestows all merits. 
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E$ll/:l, This one; u, again; eva, is indeed; viimanfl) , 
the Bestower of merits; hi, because; e$a!:z, This one; 
nayati, carries (bestows), takes to, makes available to 
the creatures; sarviir:zi, all; viimiini, merits, results of 
virtuous deeds in accordance with their merits
making them (the merits) their own virtues. The result 
for the knower (of this) is: Yal) evam veda, he who 
knows thus; nayati, carries (bestows); sarvii1J.i, all; 
viimiini, merits. 

~ 4 ~ cqlq;ft~tf ~ ~ ~ \lMr ~ 
~~~~~II~II 

4. This one again, is indeed called the Bestower of 
lustre because This one shines in all the worlds. He who 
knows thus, shines in all the worlds. 

E$a/:l, This one; u, again; eva, is indeed; bhiimanf/;l., 
the Carrier (Bestower) of lustre; hi, since; e$a/;l., This 
one, in the forms of sun, moon, fire, etc.; bhiiti, shines; 
sarve$U loke$u, in all the worlds. This is according to 
the Vedic text, 'All this shines through His lustre' 
(Ka. 1I.2.15). Therefore, He is the Carrier (Bestower) 
of lustre since He c~rries (bestows) lustre. That one 
also ya/:l evam veda, who knows thus; bhiiti, shines; 
sarve$U loke$u, in all the worlds. 

attr ~ ilcllR='43U&i ~ ~ 13( 

;ufilQih:nfilftU4ctWf£lfi4enStH(.:t ~1'i4qIOlq-,ql'id
q 1 Olqf(lIClI;q~;i·Rt 1ImT~ fd r;q 1ft CQI: "tiM «'!:. 
tlctM~I«IR(qqlf~(qI'&4;s(q" i4;s(qm ~ 
d~'6fiISql .. q: If C("1I"61· ilQ4<'ltf aqqq iliPq81 
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l@;I uRtq@JQHI ~ . QI"1C1QIClJ 

;nctJ411 ~ II lffi q&Ct«,,: ~: II ~ ~ II 
5. Now, if again, in the case of this one they perform 

the last rites or they do not, they verily reach light. 
From light he goes to day, from day to the bright 
fortnight, fr-om the bright fortnight he goes to the six 
months during which the sun moves northward, from 
these months to the year, from the year to the sun, 
from the sun to the moon, from the moon to lightning. 
Some superhuman person leaoo those who are there to 
Brahma. This is the divine path, the path of Brahma. 
Having reached there, they do not return to this whirl 
of Manu. They do not return. 

Atha, now, the path of the knower of Brahman as 
described, is being spoken of. Yat, if; ca, again; kur
vanti, they, the priests-perform; savyam, the last rites, 
rites regarding a dead bQdy; asmin, ill the case of this 
one, in the case of a man of this kind of knowledge, 
when he passes away; ca, or; yadi, if; they na, do not 
perform (those rites), (then) under all conditions what
ever, a knower of this kind is not debarred, it is not that 
he does not reach Brahma even because of that non
performance of the last rites. Nor again, by the per-. 
formance of the last rites does he attain some better 
world. This is in accordance with another Vedic text, 
'It neither increases nor decreases thtough work' (Br. 
IV. 4.23). 

Knowledge is being praised by showing disregard for 
the last rites .. However, it does not mean that the last 
rites are not to be performed for a knower of this kind. 
In the case of others, indeed, if the last rites were not to 
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be performed, some obstacle to the commencement of 
the result of rites is inferred, for it is shown here that 
.only in the case of a man of knowledge, whether the 
last rite is performed or not performed, there will be no 
obstacle in the commencement of the result of know
ledge. Those who meditatt! on the blissful Space as the 
Person in the eye, possessed of the qualities of being 
the goal of all attractive things, the Bestower of merits, 
(and) the carrier of lustre, and (also meditate) on the 
knowledge of the fires together with the vital force, 
they eva, verily; abhisambhavanti, reach;, arc~am, 
light, the de'ity identified with light, under all condi
tions, irrespective of the performance or non
performance of any other (e.g. funeral) rite for them. 

Arci~alJ, from light, from the deity of light; (he goes) 
aha/:l, to day, to the deity identified with day. Abnab, 
from day; iiparyamiil:zapa~am, to the bright fortnight, 
to the deity of the bright fortnight. Aparyama~a
pak~iit, from the bright fortnight; tan ~al miisan, to 
those six months; yan udan eti, during which the sun 
moves northward, i.e. to the deity of the northern 
solstice. Tebhyab, from those months; samvatsaram, 
to the year, to the deity of the year. Samvatsarat, from 
the year; iidityam, to the sun. Adityat, from the sun; 
candramasam, to the moon; candramasa/:z, from the 
moon; vidyutam, to lightning. Pur~ab amanavab, 
some superhuman being-~:me born in the region of 
Manu is manaval;z, a human; he who is not a manaval;z is 
amiinaval;z, a superhuman being-; that person coming 
from the world of Brahma; gamayati, leads; tat enan, 
those who are there; brahma, to Brahma, to Hirapya
garbha~ residing in the world called Satya. 
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Since there is mention of a goer, of the place to be 
reached, and leadership for going, it (going, leading, 
etc.) becomes illogical with regard to the attainment of 
Brahman which is absolute Existence. In the latter case 
it is proper to say, 'Having become Brahman he attains 
Brahman' (Br. IV. 4.6). The text will speak of the 
attainment of absolute Existence (in the sixth chapter) 
that comes through the eradication of all differences. 
Moreover, there is no other unseen path which can 
serve (a man who has not realised ~he absolute Brah
man) for proceeding I (to It), 2 because there is the other 
Vedic text', 'He (God, the supreme Self) who has not 
been realised does not protect (help) this one (to reach 
the Supreme). 

E$al), this; devapathal), is the divine path. It is called 
the divine path because it is indicated by deities who 
are competent to lead along the path of light etc. TIle 
gqal to be reached is Brahma, and being associated 
with that Brahma, this path is called brahmapathal;t, 
the path of Brahma. Etena pratipadyamtlntll;t, people 
proceeding along this path to Brahma; na tlvartante, do 
not return; imam, to this; iivartam, whirl; miinavam, of 
Manu, the creation that is associated with Manu. The 
word iivarta meaning a whirl (circling round) is used 
because people circle round here, riding on t~e wheel 
of birth and death, which is like the rotating device 
(with pockets' for lifting water). The repetition of 'He 

)There are two readings of the ah~ya: na ca adrsto margo gama
naya upat4lhate, and na ca adrslo margo agamanaya upati1lhate. We 
have followed the first-reading. 

2Sincc there is no other utlseen path, therefore there can be no 
non-going by him (along the DevayAna Path). 
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does not return' , is to show the conclusion of the medi
tation together with its ·result. 

SECTION 16 

~ i cl ~ ~s?l ~ ~ W ~~ ~ -cprnr 
~ ~~ wJ -cprnr d~l~ ~ t4~'"t4 q=tN 
c:U4'd CKf;fi II ~ II 

1. This one that blows, this is surely a sacrifice. This, 
when moving, sanctifies all this. While moving it sanc
tifies all this, therefore it is indeed a sacrifice. Of it 
speech and mind are the two paths. 

Since in the context of meditation there is a connec
tion with the Path (instructed in the earlier portion), 
and since this and the earlier portions belong to the 
Arapyaka part of the Veda, and since, if any defect 
arises in a sacrifi~e, then, as an expiation the Vyahriis 
and the silence of the priest called Brahma versed in 
these, are also.to be enjoined, therefore this text 
commences. 

E$a/:l ha, this, this air; ya{i pavate, that blows; ayam, 
this; vai, is surely; yajliaI;J, a sacrifice. Ha and vai are 
two indeclinable words indicating well-known facts. In 
the Vedas it is well-known that a sacrifice has air as its 
basis, as stated in the Vedic text, 'Sviihii viitedhiiIJ.l, 
offering is made in the air by uttering the word Sviihii' 
(TaL Sam. I. 1.13.3); 'This indeed is the sacrifice that 

IThat which is dhCyale, offered, vale, in air, by uttering svilhd.
A.G. 
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blows', etc. Air indeed is associated with action be
cause its nature is thai of movement. And moreover, it 
is found in the Vedic text, 'Air indeed is die beginner of 
a sacrifice, air is its basis.' 

E$a/:t, this (air); yan, when moving; punati, sanc
tifies, purifies; idam sarvam,all this, the world. Indeed 
there can be no sanctification in the case of a non
mover' , for it is seen that removal of defect is possible 
for a person who moves2 , but not for one who does not 
move. Yat, since; e$al) , this;yan, while moving;punati, 
sanctifies; idam sarvam, all this; tasmat, therefore; 
e$al), this; eva, indeed; is yajiial), a sacrifice because it 
purifies. Tasya, of that which is this (air), which is a 
sacrifice having this distinction; vak, speech engaged in 
uttering the mantras; ca, and; mana/:z ca,mind engaged 
in the knowledge of things as they are-these two, viz 
speech and mind; are vartanf, two paths. They are the 
two paths l?y which a sacrifice is spread and along which 
it proceeds, because there is this other Vedic text, 
'That which is a sacrifice is surely a successive move
ment of speech and mind, activated by Prall a and 
Apana' (Ai. Br .. 25.8). Therefore, since a sacrifice 
proceeds through speech and mind, speech and mind 
are called the paths of a sacrifice ~ 

d4H;qdd 't"1't-t1 ~~~~Rt 
(adlkt!~m1l;qd(l~ ~ 4si\QI¥ 
~ QJT ClIctCl«Rt II ~ II 

'QIT emu 
OQIiHicucfi 11U 

lOne who does not perform the enjoined actions-rites and 
duties.-A.G. 

zPurification· is possibie for one who refrains from prohibited 
action, and undertakes those-that are enjoined.-A.G. 
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2. (The priest) Brahma sanctifies one of these two 
with (his) mind. Hota, Adhvaryu and Udgata sanctify 
the other with speech. When he, the Brahma, breaks 
his silence while the (sastra called) Prataranuvaka is 
begun before the hymn Paridhanlya-

The priest called Brahma samskaroti, sanctifies; 
tayo/:z anyataram, one of the two, one of those two 
paths; manasa, with (his) mind possessed of discrimi
native knowledge. Hota, Adhvaryu and Udgata
these three priests also sanctify, anyatafam, the other 
one, the path constituted by speech; viicii, with speech 
itself. This being so, the two paths, speech and mind, 
have to be sanctified in a sacrifice. Then, yatra, when; 
upakrte prataranuvake, the sastra called Prataranu
vaka is begun;pura, before;paridhanfyaya};, the hyinn 
Paridhaniya; then, if sa/:z, he who is; brahma, the priest 
Brahma; vyavavadati, breaks his silence in this 
interval-

3i;:qtHlqct cffi;ft~ lI~fifi~M ~S;:q("HI ~ 
~aq:;qI($4\i1':(~ ~ i'.Itfiul qJql;{t R&.:I~q~ 
lQir Radii ~~ R&.:I~ 4\itQI.nSiR&.:IM ~ ~ 
QIcf\c4l .. cqctMII ~ II 

3. He sanctifies only one of the two paths while the 
other gets destroyed. As a person moving on one foot, 
or a chariot moving on one wheel, gets destroyed, 
similarly his sacrifice gets destroyed. When the sacri
fice gets destroyed the sacri,ficer gets destroyed accord
ingly. By performing the sacrifice he becomes a great 
smner. 
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Then samskaroti, he sanctifies; eva, only; anya
taram, one of the two paths, viz speech. Anyatarii, the 
other one of the paths, viz mind which has not been 
sanctified by Brahma; hfyate, gets destroyed, becomes 
faulty. That sacrifice, not being able to proceed along 
one of the two pathS', viz speech alone, gets destroyed. 
Like what? That is being said: Yathii, as; ekapiid vra
jan, a person moving on a road on one foot; vii, or; as a 
ratha/:z, chariot; ekena cakre1)a vartamiina/:z, moving on 
one wheel; ri$yati, gets destroyed; evam, similarly; 
yajna/:z, the sacrifice; asya, of this man; ri..uati, gets 
destroyed by a bad Brahma. Yajflam ri$yantam, when 
the sacrifice gets destroyed; yajamiina/:z, the sacrificer; 
anu-ri$yati, gets destroyed accordingly because the sac
rificer's life is dependent on the sacrifice. Therefore it 
is reasonable that he should get destroyed when the 
sacrifice is destroyed. I${vii, by performing that sac
rifice of such a kind; sa/:z he; bhavati, becomes; piipf
yan, a great sinner. 

3t?T 4,i)QI¥ J4H'Hiq1cf; ";{ ~ ~ ~ 
OQClCI~~ ~ ~ lf~~f.d ";{ ~S;:q('H111 ~ II 

4. Again, when the Brahma does not break his .si
lence when the sastra called Prataranuvaka is started~ 
until the hymn Paridhaniya is begun, then, they indeed 
sanctify both the paths; neither of the two gets 
destroyed. 

Atha, again; yatra, when; brahmii, the Brahma hav
ing the knowledge, persists in his silence, continues 
without using his speech; ~a vyavavadati, does not 
break his silence until the hymn ParidhanIya starts; 
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then, in that way all the priests eva, indeed; sams
kurvanti, sanctify; ubhe vartani, both the paths. Also 
anyatarii, neither of the two; na hiyate, gets destroyed. 
Like what? 

~ ~cq4qICl~N';«m cncq-r~ ~~ CldQI"'t: 

s:IRtRtEd~Clq~ ~: s:IRtRttaRt ~ s:IRtRtta~ 
4\ifQI;ftSiQRtRttaRt ~ ~ ~~II ~II ~ 
tfI:S~I: ~: II ~ ~ II 

5. As a man walking on both feet, or a chariot 
moving on both wheels, remains intact, similarly his 
sacrifice remains intact. When the sacrifice remains 
well-established the sacrificer also remains well
established accordingly. By performing the sacrifice he 
becomes greater. 

In answer the text gives two illustrations which are 
opposite of the earlier ones. Evam, thus; yajnab, the 
sacrifice; asya, of this one, of the sacrificer; pratiti$
thati, remains intact by continuing in its own two paths; 
i.e. without being destroyed it remains in its own iden
tity. Anu, in accordance with; yajnam pratiti$thantam, 
the sacrifice remaining well-established; yajamiinab, the 
sacrificer; pratiti$thati, remains well-established. Sal), 
he, the sacrificer; bhavati, becomes; sreyiin, greater; 
i${Vii, by performing the sacrifice which is associated 
with a Brahma who has the knowledge of silence. 

SECTION 17 

JlNUqRlMf4iI:t\4dQftEtj (1'tlIQI:tI"'tI~ ~fll""I,6«m 
'{Net .. qli1Q:ijft~l«tR<=4 fitcI: II ~ II 
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1. Prajapati brooded over the wcnlds He extracted 
their juices when they were being brooded ove17tt?~q 
from earth, air from space, the sun fr{f)m heaveo4 

The silence of Brahma has bern enjoined here. 
When that duty (of silence) of Brahl'l'Wllii ~olated, or if 
any other duty of the priests, Hota and Qtll"'8.l1~'f,1<9 
lated, then, an expiation in the form of performing the 
Vyahrti-sacrifice has to be undertaken. Therefore the 
Vyahrtis are to be enjoined. Hence the text says: Pra
jiipatib, Prajapati; abhyatapat, brooded over; lokiln. 
the worlds, undertook an austerity in the form of medi
tation, brooding over the worlds for the sake of extract
ing their juices. Te$iim, of them, of the worlds; tapya
miiniiniim, which were being broodt:d over, he'(Pra
japati) priivrhat, extracted, i.e. took up; rasiin, the 
juices in the form of their quintessences. Which ones 
(did he take up)? (He took up) agnim, fire; prthivyii};. 
from earth as its juice; antarik.~iit, from space; viiyum. 
air; iidityam, the sun; divab, from heaven. 

If l~t1Iffi:t+:n ~ aiCUlHQi1lfti Hlit4ql"'HI~ 
{ftl?4116@5I\.J} cu~4T:N ~:Uql;:"URf4ltlll ~ II 

2. He brooded over these three deities. He ex
tracted their juices when they were being brooded 
over-Rk-mantras from fire, Yajur-mantras from air, 
Sarna-mantras from the sun. 

Again, in that very way he abhyatapat, brooded 
over; etiib, these; tisriib, three; devatiib, deities-fire 
and others. From them also he took up their quintes
sences (in the form of) the knowledge of the three 
Vedas. 
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~ ~ ;rcff 
H:U~ 'C45~iOf Ritr' ~ c c-.. c 

ln1fCQf: II ~ II 

fit@) • q \IQ (1 Q"(1 't"Q I ~ GQ q 1"'1141 

~C4RkI ~~: fClRkI 

3. He brooded over the knowledge of these three 
Vedas. He took up the juices from them when they 
were being brooded over-BhOp from the ~k

mantras, Bhuvap from the Yajur-mantras, Svap from 
the Sarna-mantras. 

Sa/:t, he; again, abhyatapat, brooded over; trayfm 
vidyiim, the knowledge of the three Vedas. He took up 
rasiin, the juices; tasyii/:l tapyamiiniiyii/:l, from that 
Vedic knowledge when it was being brooded over-the 
Vyahrti called BhOp from the ~k-mantras, the Vyahrti 
called Bhuvap from the Yajur-mal1lras, the Vyahrti 
called Svap from the Sarna-mantras. Therefore indeed, 
these great Vyahrtis are the quintessences of the 
worlds, the gods and the Vedas. 

fillet**" ~~: fCll~Rt alllq~ ~'41~i3IlqC4 
fI S(iI:t'€l f cn40 .4. 4~'t"Q fit RtlG~ ~QTffi II ~ II 

4. Should there be any injury (to the sacrifice) ow
ing to the ~k-mantras, ~hen he should make an obla·· 
tion in the Garhapatya-fire with the mantra, "BhOp 
Svaha.' In that way, by the juice of the ~k-mantras 
themselves and the power of the ~k-mantras,.he cures 
the injury to the sacrifice caused by the ~k-mantras. 

Yadi, if; tat, there, in that sacrifice; ri$yet, any injury 
occurs; rkta/:l, because of the ~k-mantras; then juhu
yiit, he should make an oblation; giirhapatye, in the 
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Garhapatya-fire; iti, with the mantra, 'ShOp Svaha.' 
That is the expiation in that case. How? (Tat, meaning 
"in that way', is an adverb which qualifies the verb) 
saindadhati, he cures; ream eva rasena, by the juice of 
the ~k-mantras themselves; ream vfryeIJa, (and) hy the 
power of ~k-mantras; ream viri$!am, the disconnection 
in the form of an injury that is caused by I;{k··mantras; 
yajnasya, in the sacrifice. 

3t?T ~ • ~~: ~:cugRi ma;iOliro 
'!tt41'l1~tUqa ds::~=t • CI14u1 • ~*'t<£I 
fc1RtiG~ lR!:Qffir II ~ II 

5. Then, should there be any injury from the Yajur
mantras, he should make an oblation in the Dak:;i{l
agni-fire with the mantra, 'Bhuvap Svaha. ' In that way, 
by the juice of the Yajur-mantras themselves and the 
power of the Yajur-mantras, he cures the injury to the 
sacrifice caused by the Yajur-mantras. 

Atha yadi, then, should there be; any ri$yet. lapse; 
yaju$!aJ:z, from the Yaj~r-mantras; then juhuyat, he 
should make an oblation; dak#IJagnau, in the Dak
~i{lagni-fire; iti, with the mantra. "Bhuvap Svaha.' 

3t?T ~ ttl4i("l" RsQ~: fCll~fQI6C1~14 
~'4I<+1ltJ1lqa d~=t mRi cil401 mtJIi ~*,t<£I 
fist RtiG~ ~Qffir II ~ II 

6. Then, should there be any injury from the Sama
mantras, he should make an oblation in the Ahavaniya
fire with the mantra, 'Svap Svaha.' In that way. by the 
juice of the Sarna-mantras themselves and the power 
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of the Sarna-mantras, he cures the injury to the sacri
fice caused by the Sarna-mantras. 

Similarly, in the case of an injury owing to the Sama
mantras, juhuy{t[, he should make an oblation; iilza
t'wzlye, in the Ahavanlya-fire; iIi, with the mantra; 
'Svan Svah<l.' Thereby, as before, sa"ndadhiili, he 
cures the sacrifice. 

But when the injury is caused by Brahma, then, he 
should pour oblations in the three fires with the three 
Vyahrtis, because that injury occurs with regard to the 
knowledge of the three Vedas. This is according' to the 
Vedic text, 'How docs line acquire the position of a 
Brahma'? Through the knowledge of the three Vedas 
indeed' (Ai. Br. 25.~). Or some other rule ' has to be 
sought for in the case of an injury caused by Brahma. 

mm MC4cn4 p~ ~UlI~ClUi4 ~~ ~ 
~ ?lY}l1l ~~ m~4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
qqOll1l \911 

7. This is as one would join gold with the help of 
borax, silver with the help of gold, tin with the help of 
silver, lead with the help of tin, iron with the help of 
lead, timber with the help of iron, (and) timber with 
the help of leather. 

Tal yatha, this is as; sandadhyiil, one would join; 
suvarlJam, gold; laVlllJena, with the help of salts like 
borax etc. because that is an agent for softening hard 

I Brahma is known as the master of Vedic knowledge. So any lapse 
CHliSCU by him will get rectified by the very power of his Vedic 
knowledge.-A.G. 
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(metals); one would join rajatam., silver which is dif
ficult to bind; suvarrJena, with the help of gold; simi
larly trapu, tin; rajatena, with the help of silver; siSllm, 
lead; trapunii, with the help of tin; /o/lllfn, iron; sisell(J, 
with the help of lead; diiru, timber; /ohellll, with the 
help of iron; (and) daru, timber; carmwul, with the 
help of leather, by binding with leather. 

S. In this way, with the power of these worlds, of 
those gods, and of this knowledge of the three Vedas, 
one rectifies the lapse in a sacrifice. Such a sacrifice 
where there is a Brahma with this kind of knowledge, is 
indeed cured as though by medicine. 

Evam, in this way; saindadhiiti, one cures; yajfwsya 
viri$/am, the injury to a sacrifice; viryelJa, with the 
power, by the valour called 'juice'; ('!jilin [okiiniim, of 
these worlds; iisiim devatiilliim. of those gods; asya 
trayyii vidyayii, of this knowledge of the three Vedas. 
E$a/:t. yajiia/:t., this sacrifice; ha vai, stands sure Iy; bhe$a
jakrtab, cured by medicine-this sacrifice becomes 
cured as a sick man is by a well-trained physician. 
Which is that? It is that sacrifice,yatra, where, in which 
sacrifice; bhavati, there is; brahmii, a Brahma; evam
vit, possessed of this knowledge-a knower of the Vya
hrtis and the expiation as stated above. This is the idea. 
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W en ~ ~6Jlijlq1allm ~ ~ 
i:h1~ liUkt II ~ II 

[IV. 17.9 

'). This sacrifice in which one possessed of this 
knowledge becomes a Brahma, indeed inclines north
ward. Here is surely aGatha I with regard to the 
Brahma who is possessed of this knowledge: 'He goes 
to all those places wherever this sacrifice gets 
retarded. ' 

Moreover, e$a/:z, this; yajiia/:z, sacrifice; yatra, in 
which; evamvit, one possessed of this knowledge; 
brahma bhavati, becomes a Brahma; ha vai, is surely; 
udakpravalJ.a/:z, inclined northward. This ~acrifice 

slopes down northward and rises southward, i.e. it 
becomes the cause of winning the Northern Path. E$alJ. 
ha vai, here is surely; gatha, aGatha; evam vidam 
brahmalJ.am anu, with regard to the priest Brahma 
possessed of this knowledge, which is meant as a praise 
for the Brahma: 

Tat etat gacchati, he goes to all those places, i.e. 
protects through expiation, by curing the injury; yata/:z 
yata/:z, from wherever, from whichever place of rites of 
the pries.ts; the sacrifice avartate, turns back (becomes 
retarded) by becoming injured. 

QI"iCiI ~g)aq;) 3fiRct~"1smfcq"{~~cHCi4 cl 
~ e$ ~\i1 Q 1"1 ~ lICIT~~ kcI~sfcq"{8.'fu 
('tftll~cifclGqa ~6J1U·1 ~cff(1 "11~ci~ 
"11~ciraG'l11 ~ 0 II ~ tlG1G~I: ~: II ~\911 ~ 
01<ta4iqPtttR ~ms~: II ~ II 

I A verse not.belonging to the Vedas but to the legends. 
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10. The Brahma holding on to his silence is the only 
one priest who protects the other performers, like a 
mare protecting the fighters. The Brahma who is pos-. 
sessed of such knowledge protects the sacrifice, the 
sacrificer and all the priests. Therefore one should 
accept as Brahma only one who is possessed of such 
knowledge, not one who is not possessed of such 
knowledge. 

Brahmti is mtinavaJ:z since he holds on to his silence, 
or because he is thoughtful, or because he is possessed 
of knowledge. Therefore Brahma eva, is the only; 
ekaJ:z, one; rtvik,. priest; who abhiraksati, protects'; 
yajnam, the sacrifice; yajamtinam, the sacrificer; ca, 
and; sarvtin, all; rtvijaJ:z, the priests, since he removes 
the defects incurred by them; just as asvti, a mare; 
abhirak$ati, protects; kurun, the performers, the war
riors, the riders. Since a Brahma has to be a man of 
knowledge possessed of such distinction, tasmtit, there
fore; kurvfta, one should appoint; brahmti1)am, a 
Brahma; evam vidam eva, only one who is possessed of 
this kind of knowledge, who knows the aforesaid 
Vyahrtis etc.; never anevam vidam, a person who is not 
possessed of such knowledge. The repetition of 'not 
one who is not possessed of such knowledge', is to 
indicate the conclusion of the chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

SECTION I 

ani cit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Ie~ ~ ~ 
~~ ~ :muTt errq ~t6~ ~Ie&>~ II ~ II 

1. Om. Anyone who indeed knows the oldest and 
the greatest, surely becomes the oldest and the 
greatest. The vital force is indeed the oldest and the 
greatest. 

Om. It has been said that the result of meditation on 
the qualified Brahman is the progress along the North
ern Path. Now, in the fifth chapter, after reasserting 
that very path for the householder conversant with the 
five fires, and the celibates who are possessed of faith 
and engaged in other forms of meditation, the text is 
begun with the intention that, the path of transmigra
tion connected with the southern direction, character
ised by smoke etc. and consisting in returning to this 
earth in the case of those who are performers of mere 
rites, as also a third course which is fraught with greater 
sorrow, have to be stated so as to generate a spirit of 
ren unciation. 

The vital force is greater among the organs of speech 
ctc. The vital force has be~n referred to many times in 
the earlier chapters in such sentences as, 'The vital 
force is indeed the place of merger' (IV. 3.3), etc. How 
can that (vital force) be the greatest among speech etc. 
when, without distinction, action is done by them all 
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collectively? And how should it be meditated on? 
Hence the following text is begun for enjoining its 
qualities of being the greatest etc. 

Yab ha, anyone who; va;, indeed; veda, knows;jyeS
!ham, the oldest, the first by age; ca, and; §re~'!ham ca, 
the greatest in qualities; he bhavati, becomes; ha vai, 
surely; jyes!ha/:z ca §restha/:z ca, the oidest and the 
greatest. Tempting a person with the result and there
by drawing his attention, the text says: Ca, and; pr[i
r.za/:z, the vital force; vava, is indeed; jyes!ha/:z , the oldest 
in age among speech etc. because when a person is in 
the womb, the vital force due to which the foetus 
grows, is realised to be functioning even before speech 
etc. Speech etc. start functioning after the location and 
formation of the organs like eye etc. come into exist
ence. Thus the vital force becomes the oldest in age. As 
for its superiority, the text will establish that with the 
illustration of 'a good house' etc. Therefore, in this 
aggregate of body and organs, the vital force is cer
tainly the oldest and the greatest . 

. ~ 6 cl ctmwe ~ ctmt61 6 ~ cqcffir ctFlcua 
ctm0: II ~ II 

2. He who indeed knows the richest becomes the 
richest among one's own. Speech indeed is the richest. 

Ya/:z, he who; ha vai, indeed; veda, knows; vllsiS
!ham, the greatest among those who provide accom
modations, the greatest among those who provide shel
ters, the richest; bhavati ha, he indeed becomes simi
larly the richest etc.; svanam, among his own, among 
the kindred. 
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Who is the richest? The answer is, vak, speech; vava, 
is indeed; vas~/ha/:t, the richest, because people who 
speak well can defeat other speakers, and they are the 
richestalso. Therefore speech is the richest. 

?it -g -a M kttei ~ llfff ~ ktte~ R:q ~~ 
~~~ ~~ MkttlOlli ~ II 

3. He who indeed knows the basis becomes firmly 
established in this world as also in the other. The eye is 
surely the basis. 

Ya/:t, he who; ha vai veda, indeed knows;prati$lham, 
the basis; pratiti$!hati ha, he becomes firmly estab
lished; asmin loke, in this world; ca, and; am~min ca, 
in the other. What then is the basis? The answer is, 
cak.yu/:t, the eye; vava, is surely; prati$!hii, the basis 
because by seeing through the eye one remains well
established on plain and difficult grounds. Therefore 
the eye is the basis. 

?it -g -a ~ ~ 1I~ ~ CfiTln: ~ ~I~ 
41"lq1ta m cnq tlAlt\.1I ~ II 

4. He who indeed knows prosperity, his desires, 
both divine and human, become fulfilled. The ear is 
surely prosperity. 

Ya/:t, he who; ha vai veda, indeed knows;sampadam, 
prosperity; asmai, for him; kamii!:z, desires; daivab ca 
manu$a/:t ca. both divine and human; sampadyante ha, 
become fulfilled. What then is prosperity? The answer 
is, srotram, the ear; vava, is surely; sampat, prosperity, 
since the Vedas and the knowiedge of their meaning 
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are acquired through the ear, and then rites are per
fonned. From that results fulfilment of desires. Thus, 
being the cause of fulfilment of desires, the ear is surely 
prosperity. 

tit ~ crT 3iltlft4 a«ltlft"i'!:. ~ ~ cqqfff lR1' ~ 
crT 3iltlft"i'{11 ~ II 

5. He who indeed knows the abode becomes a shel
ter for his kindred. The mind is surely the abode. 

He who indeed knows iiyatanam, the abode; bhal/ati 
ha, becomes; ayatanam, a shelter; sviiniim, for his 
kindred, i.e. he becomes a refuge for them. What is 
that abode? The answer is, mana/:l, the mind is surely; 
iiyatanam, the abode. The mind is the repository of 
objects in the form of perceptions, collected by the 
sense-organs for the enjoyer. Therefore it is said that 
the mind is surely the abode. 

3i'?l W MUll 3ll'!:.ifQ~ ~S8~ .iQl~Mii 
itll"it"llRt II ~ II 

6. Once upon a time, the organs disputed amongst
themselves regarding self-superiority, saying, 'I am the 
superior', "I am the superior'. 

Atha ha, once upon a time; priil;lii/:l, the organs 
which, being thus possessed of the stated qualities; 
vyudire, disputed, made various contradictory state
ments; having this purpose of aham-sreYaSi, self
supremacy in view; iti, saying: 'Aham, I; asmi, am; 
sreyiin, the superior; aham, I; asmi, am; sreyiln, the 
superior' 
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"ff ~ J1TUTT: J:Ntlq m fQd ~q(+)j€l WrCl~ ;r: ~ 
~ 

~ fll:?Iclli:I 4~ 3(tf)1.a wm qlfQf.dddl~q 
~lIq: ~~II\911 

7. They, having approached their father Prajapati, 
said, 'Venerable sir, who is the greatest among us?' To 
them he said, 'He is the greatest among you on whose 
departure the body appears to be more'despicable'. 

Te ha, they, while quarrelling thus; etya, having 
approached; prajapatim, Prajapati, their fathe.r, their 
creator; ucuJ:z, said, for the sake of ascertaining their 
superiority; 'Bhagavan, 0 venerable sir; kal;., who; 
flab, among us; is sres/hal;., the gre.atest, superior in 
qualities?' They asked thus. Tan, to them; the father 
uvaca Iza, said; 'Yasmin utkrallle, following whos~ de
parture; this sarfram, body which is very despicable 
even while living; drsyate, appears; piipis/hataram, 
more despicable even than that, very much despicable 
when it becomes dead-the dead body is seen to be 
untouchable and impure-; sal;., he; is sres/hal;., the 
greatest; vaJ:z, among you.' This is what he said in an 
indirect way to avoid paining any of them. 

lIT W cU1&1thlQ lIT ftCl(fl~ Jit&f Q4f4'Clli3.I 
Cfi$!l Q ~ICfifld ¥fIGi1 ~ «f4 Rt ? 'lfm q:my 3iCl~: 
~IOI~: ~IJi"1 Q~4~~,," ~JOCl;a: ~ &tI14;ffl 

lOHflClf4Rt ~~a~1 W ~ IIlll 
8. That which was speech left (the body). Living in 

exile for a year, it said after returning, 'How were you 
able to live without me?' '(We lived) as dumh men do 
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without speaking-living with the help of the vital 
force, seeing through the eye, hearing through the ear., 
thinking with the mind-, in this way.' Speech entered 
(into the body). 

When the organs were thus told by their father, sa ha 
yak, that which was speech; utcakrama, left (the body), 
Having left the body and prO$ya, having lived in exile, 
having desisted from its own function; samvatsaram, 
for a year only; uvaca, said to the other organs; par
yetya, after returning; 'Katham, how; asakata, were 
you able; jfvitum, to live, to hold yourselves; rte, with
out; mam, me?' They said, 'As dumb people', etc. 

Ya/ha, as, as in the world; kala/:l, dumb people live; 
avadanta/:l, without speaking with the organ of speech. 
How'? PralJanta/:l, living; pralJena, with the help of the 
vital force; pasyanta/:l, seeing; cak$~a, through the 
eye; snlvanta/:l, hearing; srotrelJa, through the ear; 
dhyayanta/:l, thinking; manasa, with the mind. That is 
to say, in this way (they live) by performing the actions 
of all the (other) organs. In a similar way we lived. This 
is the meaning. Understanding its own inferiority 
among the organs, yak, speech; pravivesa ha, entered 
(into the body), i.e. it became engaged again in its own 
function. 

~,t1fii:4ai.q d~q({fi Jir1S!f q4fQ)ql~ 
q;?4q~"',:hdd q"GtiFc1~Rt? lI~ aiqtiCl:ft: 

~'fU'r.1t: JJI.cIt::t _ ~ 'JUCI:ft: JJil~u. UlIi4;ffl 

q::t*,qfqRt JJlFc1a,. ~ ;:{§: II ~ II 
9. The eye left (the body). Living in exile for a year, 

it said after returning. 'How were you able to live 
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without me?' '(We lived) as blind men do without 
seeing-living with the help of the vital force, speaking 
through the speech, hearing through the ear, thinking 
with the mind--, in this way. ' The eye entered. 

m~ ~=a:Ufilq ('I~cu~ .. i M&J qa~cUi:4 
Cfit4q~'li6fd qUGftFchlfqRl? ~ Gri'QU 3i~JUct4t: 
141 U 1'+1 : fllcII9i ct«;ffl 'Cffa1 q ~4:a ~ §'n tIQ 14;ffl 
q9i*,c.r~RI flFcta~1 1 ~II ~o II 

10. The ear left (the body). Living in exile for a year, 
it said after returning, 'How were you able to live 
without me?' '(We lived) as deaf men do without 
hearing-living with the help of the vital force, speak
ing through the speech, seeing through the eye, think
ing with the mind-, in this way.' The ear entered. 

lR1' miiCIa:ilq ('I~q~i M&J qaNlctli:4 
Cfit4q~lq;('fd qUGftFc1ttfqRl? ~ am;n ~: 
UIUI:a: 1UJt9i ct~ 'Cffa1 q~4:a~§'n ~JUct:a: 
~Sla)qfqRl flFcta~1 6 lR: II ~ ~ II 

11. The mind left (the body). Living in exile for a 
year, it said after returning, 'How were-you able to live 
without me?' '(We lived) as children do without the 
mind-living with the help of the vital force, speaking 
through the speech, seeing through the ey~, hearing 
through the ear-, in this way. ' The mind entered. 

Srotram ha utcakriima, the ear left (the body). 
Cak~ub ha utcakriima, the eye left (the body). 
Manab, the mind; utcakriima" left the body etc. '(We 

lived) yathii, as; biiliib, children (live); amanasa/,J, 
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without the mind, i.e. (live) with an undeveloped 
mind. The remaining portion is to be explained as 
before (in V. 1.8-10). 

3tV W muT aliisiaafqq41 lI1IT ~: 
q"cft,I,~f&~ctc.fqd~I""UI14lqf&Cffl~
~qfrqilfit ~ ;r: ~sm q)d9ftRM II ~ ~ II 

12. Then, that vital force, wishing to leave (the 
body), pulled out the other organs as a spirited horse 
pulls out the pegs to which its legs have been tied. 
Getting together they told him, '0 venerable sir, 
please be the ruler. You are the greatest among us. 
Please do not depart.' 

Thus, speech and others having been examined, 
atha, then; sal) priiIJal)l, that chief vital force; uccikra
mi$an, wishing to leave,-what did he do? That is 
being said: Yathii, as in the world; suhayal), a spirited 
horse, an attractive horse; samkhidet, pulls out; patj
vfsa-sankun, the pegs to which its legs have.been tied, 
on being whipped by a rider for testing; evam, so; 
samakhidat, it pulled out; itariin praIJiin, t~e other 
organs, speech etc. Those organs becoming shaken, 
becoming incapable of continuing in their own posi
tions; abhisametya, having collected together round 
the chief vital force; ucul), said; tam, to him; 'Bhaga
van, 0 venerable sir; edhi, please be the ruler, be our 
master; because tvam asi, you are; sre$/hal), the gre~t
est; nal), among us. And ma, please do not; utkramfl), 
depart from this body. 

at'" it q Ifjend ~ cd~~sftq ~ 
'The vital force with its five-fold functions. 
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dilmtilsmttl?1 ~ ~~6ClliEI ~ MkltiOl~ ~ 
d&kttiOlmklll ~~ II 

ant t.J~ *""ijcth4 ~~ flil4«~ ~ 
dM"'~ttI?1 ~ 1R ~ 4~'U4i1 ... q~ ~ 
d~14d"'4qmkt II r~ II 

13-14. Then, the speech said to this one: 'That I am 
(seem to be) the richest, that is because you are the 
richest. ' 

Then the eye said to this one: 'That I am (seem to be) 
the basis, that is because you are the basis.' 

Then the ear said to this one: 'That I am (seem to 
have) prosperity, that is because you have prosperity.' 

Then the mind said to this one: 'That I am (seem to 
be) the abode, that is because you are the abode. ' 

Atha, then, like merchants carrying presents to a 
king; viik, speech and others, while establishing the 
supremacy of the vital force by their own actions, 
uviica, said; enam, to this one: How? The speech first 
said, 'Yat, that; aham, I; asmi, am (seem to be); vasi.y
thal;z, the richest, (yat is used as an adverb meaning 
'That I am possessed of the quality of being the 
richest')-, (that is because) tvam, you are; tat vasi.y
thal;z, the richest, being possessed of that quality.' The 
idea is that (actually) 'You are possessed of that qual
ity.' Or the word tat also is an adverb (modifying the 
verb 'are'). The meaning is, 'That quality of being the 
richest, which is of your making, which belongs to you, 
has been considered as mine due to my ignorance.' It is 
to be construed similarly in the subsequent cases of 
eye, ear, and mind. 
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";f cl ~ ;r ~'~N ~ lJi'lSllfOl ";{ 1RT~mfQl'CIa:ffi 
muTT $?lcnaa.ffi muTt {Ja('ti f.t fiefl fOt ~ II ~ ~ II 
~ Jl?ftr: ~: II ~ II 

15. People do not speak of them as organs of 
speech, eyes, ears, minds. They certainly speak of 
them as the vital forces. It is the vital force indeed that 
becomes all these. 

This is a statement of the Upani:;;ad that, what has 
been stated by speech etc. with regard to the chief vital 
force is reasonable, because in the world either the 
ordinary people or those versed in the scriptures, iicak
.~ate, refer to the organs of speech etc.; na viicaJ;, not as 
the organs of speech; na cak$ii.m$i, not as the eyes; na 
srotrar.zi. not 'as the ears; na manamsi, not as minds. 
What then? They eva, certainly; iicak.~ate, speak of 
them; as prar.zii};., the vital forces; hi, because; priir.zaJ;, 
the vital force; eva bhavati, indeed becomes; sarviir.zi, 
all; etani, these aggregate of organs, viz speech etc. 
Therefore; what has been said by the organs of speech 
etc. to the chief vital force is proper indeed. In this way 
the Upani~ad wants to conclude the topic under 
discussion. 

Objection: How can it be reasonable that like sen
tient people the organs disputed with one another vy
ing to establish their individual superiority? Because 
by rejecting speech there is no possibility for each one, 
eye etc. to talk. Neither is it reasonable that they 
should go outofthe body and then enter again, or go to 
Brahma, or praise the vital force . 

.Reply: As to that the consciousness of speech etc. is 
established on the authority of the scriptures, on the 

21 
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ground of their being presided over by sentient deities 
like fire 'and others. 

Objection: If it be argued that this contradicts the 
view of the logicians owing to the simultaneous exist
ence of many conscious beings in the same body? 

Reply: Not so, because of the admission of God as 
the efficient cause. The logicians who accept the exist
ence of God, admit that like a chariot etc. the orderly 
functioning of the personal organs such as mind etc. 
and of the external things like earth etc. is possible only 
under the rulership of God. Moreover, it is not admit
ted by us that the deities like fire and others, sentient 
though they are on the personal plane, are fit to be 
agents or enjoyers. What then? Of those (deities) who 
are indeed possessed of bodies and organs, and who 
are the different forms of the one deity, the vital force, 
and who are possessed of millions of different forms on 
the personal, material, and the divine planes, God is 
admitted to be the regulator by the mere fact of His 
being their overlord 1. In accordance with the mantra
text, "Having no hand and foot, He moves and grasps; 
He sees without having any eye, He hears without 
having any ear' (Sv. 111.16), indeed He has no organs. 
And the followers of the Svetasvatara branch recite 
such other texts as, 'He saw Hiravyagarbha as he was 
being born' (ibid IV.12), 'In the beginning He created 
Hirapyagarbha' (ibid 111.4). We shall speak of the soul 
who -is the enjoyer associated with the results of 
actions, as different from them (the presiding deities). 

And the story of the organs of speech etc. here is 

I By saying that God is their overlord, it is not denied that the 
inferior gods have their own fieldS of activity under Him. 
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imagined so that learned people may ascertain the 
greatness of the vital force through the process of 
agreement and difference. As in the world people en
gaged in a dispute regarding each other's greatness, ask 
someone experienced in jUdging a particular quality, 
'Who among us is the greatest in qualification?' (and) 
then, they are told by him, 'Each one of you try to 
accomplish that work individually. He is the greatest 
among you by whom that work will be done.' Being 
told so they exert accordingly to ascertain the greatness 
of oneself or of somebody else. Similarly the Upani~ad 
has concocted this action in the case of speech etc. so 
tha~ a man of knowledge may understand the greatness 
of the vital force by noticing that life continues in spite 
of the absence of anyone among the organs of speech 
etc. but not so in the absence of the vital force. Similar 
is a text of the followers of the Kausitaki section of the 
Veda: 'We see dumb people living without speech, we 
see blind people living without eyes, we see deaf 
people living without ears, we see children living with
out thinking. A man lives when his hand is cut off, a 
man lives when his thigh is cut off, etc. (Kau. IIL3). 

SECTION 2 

If ~cU€l ~ .qsjr ~fc1&:1fflRt tlkchlWR«ql V'RJ 

an ~1C§f.tcaJ ~ ~!~&:I l{a«"1Wlilq~ W -a ;nll 

J«q8.t ~ w en q:cifclR ~"1I"1i1 ~cnftRt II ~ II 
1. He said, 'What will be my food?' They said, 

'Whatever there is as this food for all, upto dogs and 
birds (will be your food).' That indeed which is this is 
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the food of Ana (the vital force). Ana IS ItS (vital 
force's) direct name. Indeed, to a man who has such 
knowledge, nothing becomes uneatable. 

Sa~l, he, the chid vital force; uviica ha, said; . Kim, 
\\lhat; hhl.ll·isyati, will be; me. my; annam, food?' As 
thQugh imagining the chief vital force as the ques
tioner, and imagining the organs of speech etc. as the 
respondents, the Upani~ad says: . Yar, whatever is well
known in this world; as idam, this food as a whole, that 
is the food for all creatures; i1-.\~\lQbhya/:z, upto the dogs, 
including the dogs; and a-sakunibhya~l, upto the birds, 
including the birds, that is your food'; rlchu/:z, said the 
organs of speech etc. Everything is foou for the vital 
force. In order to establish that the vital force is the 
eater of all food, the Upani~ad desists from the story 
and savs in its own fOfm as a Vedic text: Tat, that; vai, .. 
indeed; etm, which is all this; annam, food eaten by 
creatures; is food anasya, of Ana, the vital force. The 
meaning is that it is really eaten by the vital force. Ana 
is used pratyak$am, as the direct; nama, name of the 
vital force, in order to show that the vital force is 
possessed of the quality of comprehending all kinds of 
endeavour within itself. For when Ana is preceded by 
such prefixes as pra it comes to mean only a special 
kind of activityI . So in this way, by using the word Ana 
the direct name of the eater of all foods becomes men
tioned. It is the direct name of the eater of all foods. 

Evam vid,i vai, indeed to a man of such knowledge, 
to a knower of the vital force as described-he who 

IThe root an means 'to act'. So an is the common name for all kinds 
of activities of the vital force, whereas Pr4pa, Aplna, Sam4na, 
U dana and Vyana stand for particular kinds of its activities. 
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knows, 'I, existing as the vital force of all beings, am 
indeed the eater of all food'-, to him who has this 
knowledge; kiftcana, anything whatsoever, whatever is 
food for being eaten by all creatures; na bhavati ha, 
does not become; anannam, uneatable, i.e. to such a 
man all things become food because the man of knowl
edge becomes identified with the vital force. This is 
supported by another Vedic text which starts with, 
'This (the sun) indeed rises from the vital force, and it 
sets down in the yital force' (Sr. 1.5.23), and ends with, 
'The sun surely rises from a man of such knowledge, 
and it sets down in a man of such knowledge.' 

~ til cUi5I ~ .q cum "" Pc. 6Q ffi ('IQ I q ~ 
~,,!~f¥4Ii1 t(('1~fll&:l~: 'I(~IWrqntel:calC{['cq: 
~ufff ~~ ~ emit ~CI('IQ"iW ~ ~ II ~ II 

2. He said, 'What is my gmment?' They said, 
'Water.' Therefore people while eating (do) thus: They 
dress up the vital force with water in the beginning and 
at the end. He becomes a receiver of garment. He 
becomes freed from being naked. 

Sa/:z, he, the vital force; uviica ha, said again. The 
concoction (of the story) continues as before. 'Kim, 
what; bhav~yati, will be; me, my; vasab, garment?' 
The organs of speech etc. ucu/:z Ita, said: 'Apa/:l, water.' 
Since water is the garment of the vital force, therefore 
asi~yanta/:z, people, the Brahmins of realisation, while 
eating-when they are about to eat and when they have 
finished eating; do etat, this. What? 

Purastat, before eating; ca, and; upari$/iit, after eat
ing; pllridadhati, they offer a garment, dres~ up the 
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chief vital force with water which is like a garment. 
Bhavati ha, he becomes; lambhuka/:l, a receiver; viisa/:l, 
of garment, i.e. he becomes a possessor of garment. 
And bhavati, he becomes anagna~l, freed from being 
naked. The freedom from nakedness is implied in the 
very fact of his getting a garment. Therefore the mean
ing of 'he becomes freed from nakedness' is that he gets 
an upper-cloth. What is enjoined here by saying 'he 
dresses up (the vital force) with water' is that one 
should merely look upon, as the gannent of the vital 
force, the well-known sipping of water for purification 
by a man while starting to eat and when he has finished 
eating. No additiol'!al sipping of water is enjoined. Just 
as food eaten by creatures of the world, is enjoined to 
be merely looked upon as the food of the vital force, so 
is it here because the questions and answers in, 'What 
will be my foodT (and) 'What will be my garmentT etc. 
are similar. If the sipping of water be a fresh injunction 
for that purpose (of freeing from nakedness), then, 
even such food as worms, (which have been stated in 
t he earlier paras) as being the food of the vital force will 
become enjoined for being eaten (by a person)! Since 
the meditation and the meaning, and the questions and 
answers in both the cases are similar, and since the 
context is meant for the purpose of meditation, there
fore it is not proper to imagine the logic of 'a woman 
being half young and half old'. As for the·objection that 
the well-known sipping of water cannot be meant for 
purification and also for the removal of the nakedness 
of the vital force, we do not say in that sense that the 
sipping of water is meant for both the purposes. What 
then? We say that the water which is the means for 
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sipping for purification, is enjoined to be looked upon 
as the garment of the vital force. In that case it is 
illogical to argue that there is the defect of the sipping 
of water serving both the purposes. 

Objection: May it not be that such a meditation is to 
be performed on a sipping of water which is actually 
meant for providing a garment? 

Reply: No. In the sentence meant for meditating 
upon the sipping as the garment, if a fresh injunction 
for sipping water to provide a garment be enjoined, 
and there again, an injunction is given for looking upon 
the sipping as meant for the removal of nakedness, 
then, there will arise the defect of one sentence convey
ing two ideas because there is no authority to the effect 
that the sipping is meant for that (for becoming the 
garment) and also for some other purpose. 

d:1dfttfQCfilttl ·:illaWn litwr4 cllll~qElI~-
~lclli:.4 lIElt4i'1~llI ~IOla ~U~lI~lj(-
cll~301&1: ~: q(rtI~II4lRlII ~ II 

3. Satyakama Jabala, after having told this that is 
such to Gosruti, the son of Vyaghrapada, said: 'Should 
anyone say this to a dry stump, branches will surely 
grow on it, and leaves will sprout.' 

This meditation on the vital force as stated is being 
eulogised. How? Satyakama Jabala, uktvii, after hav
ing told; etat, this meditation on Pra.pa; tat ha, that"is 
such; gosrutaye, to one named Gosruti; vaiyiighra
piidiiya, who was the.son of Vyaghrapada; uvaca, said 
something also, viz the sentence that is going to be 
stated. What is it that he said? The answer is: 'Yadapi, 
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should anyone, a knower of the vital force; bruyiit, say; 
etat, this, this meditation; s~kiiya sthii1)ave, to a dry 
stump; then siikhii};t, branches; jayeran eva, will surely 
grow; asmin, on this stump.; and patMani, leaves; pra
roheyu/:l, will sprout.' What need be said (ofthe result) 
if it were narrated to a living person! 

3t?t ~ qgP:it~lrq~~qlcUfQltll mfa:«en 
q1o~ql~l-::' ~ ~~ 11~ muqYl ... I~qq?l:f 
::w)G3I14 ~ ~1~(iI~lql~fQ ~ 11~ 
tlUllflQQ:ti1((11 ~ II 

4. Then, if one wants to attain greatness, (in that 
case) after having been initiated during the new moon 
day, one should stir the pulp of all herbs in curd and 
honey, and having offered an oblation at the pre
scribed place in the fire (with the mantra), 'Svahii to 
the oldest, SViihii to the greatest' , one should drop the 
residue into the mash-pot (called Mantha). 

Now is begun this rite called Mantha for a man who 
knows the meditation on the vital force as stated 
above. 

Atha, then; yadi, if; jigam~et, one wants to attain, 
reach, i.e. desires to have; mahat (mahatva), great
ness; for him this rite is prescribed. For, when one has 
greatness~ prosperity approaches him because to him 
who is possessed of greatness wealth comes as a matter 
of course. Then follows performance of rites, and from 
that he will attain the path of the manes or of the gods. 
Thus, this rite is (enjoined) for a man who wants great
ness having this purpose in view, but not for one who 
wants to enjoy things. For him (the former) this injunc
tion about time etc. is being stated. D[k~'itvii, having 
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been initiated; amiivdsytlytlm, during the new moon 
day, observing such disciplines as sleeping on the 
ground, becoming possessed of such virtues as speak
ing the truth, observing continence," etc. which are 
forms.of austerity like those of an initiated person. he 
starts the rite pau17J.amiisytlm riitrau, the full moon 
night. This is the meaning; not that he has to accept all 
the rites connected with initiation, because the rite 
called Mantha is not subsidiary to initiation. And ac
cording to another Vedic text, 'he takes up the vow of 
Upasad' (Br. VI.3.1), it is known that he takes up 
merely the austerity of drinking milk in "a regulated 
way, which is a cause of purification. 

Collecting as far as one can sarva~adhasya, all kinds 
of herbs, a little bit of all the herbs growing in villages 
or forests, removing their barks, mashing them raw 
and placing them in a vessel made of copper (or fig 
wood) in the shape of a ladle or a bowl (as is mentioned 
in another Vedic text); and then, upamathya, having 
stirred them; dadhimadhunol;1., in curd and honey, and 
placing them in front; and"hutvtl, having made an offer
ing; tljyasya, of t~e oblation in the prescribed place; 
agnau, in the fire, iIi the Avasathya-fire; with the man
tra, 'Svtlhtl to the oldest, Svtlhtl to the greatest'; av~
nayet, he should drop; manthe, into the mash-pot; 
samptltam, the residue sticking to the laddie. 

amtiOl~ t'C41~f4f1lql~fQ ~ ~~ 
tlAlI(iqq .. adllkltiOI4 t'C41~f4f1lcUQilfQ ~ ~~ 
tlAlI(iqq .. a(flAia t'C41~f4f1IC1I~fQ ~ ~~ 
('tAlI(iqq .. aa.l~(i"I~ t'C41~f4f1lqIW~t4 ~ 11.iT 

tlAlI(iqq .. atlll ~ II 
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5. After having made an offering with the mantra, 
'Sviihii to the richest', he should drop the residue (into 
the mash-pot). 

After having made an offering with the mantra. 
'Sviihii to the basis', he should drop the residue (into 
the mash-pot). 

After .having made an offering with the mantra, 
'Sviihii to prosperity', he should drop the residue (into 
the mash-pot). 

After having made an offering with the mantra, 
'Sviihii to the abode', he should drop the residue (into 
the mash-pot). 

The remaining portion is to be explained as before. 
Hutvii, having made each offering separately; with the 
mantra, 'Sviihii vas~/hiiya, to the richest; prat~/hiiyai, 
to the basis; sampade, to prosperity; iiyataniiya, to the 
abode; avanayet, he should drop (each time); sam
piitam, the residue in a similar manner. 

3{~ <QRt~GQI:wt~ -q;¥lql~ \ijqfq¥il 9iIQIf4'IT 

fW ({ tlcifq~~ If fW ~: ~ -mnf'QQfff: If 1U 

Wltdil~~~~I'R4QIfQq(q ;jIQ4(q6qa~'!:. ~
tll.nRt II ~ II 

6. Then, moving away a little and holding the mash
pot in both his hands, he recites the mantra, 'Your 
name is Ama since all these coexist with you. Such as 
you are, you are surely the oldest, the greatest, the 
luminous, the ruler. Being so, may you make me attain 
the states of being the oldest, the greatest, the lumi
nous, and the ruler. May I myself become all these.' 
Thus. 
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Atha, then; pratisrpya, moving away a little from the 
fire; and iidhaya, holding; mantham, the mash-pot; 
anjalau, in both his hands; japati, he recites this man
tra; 'Amab namiisi, your name is Ama-Ama is the 
name of the vital force-; hi, since; idam sarvam, all 
these; coexist ama, with; te, you. Since the vital force 
lives in the body with the help of food, therefore the 
content of the Mantha (mash-pot), the fooa of the vital 
force, is being praised as the vital force by saying, 
'Your name is Ama'.Why so? Since 'Sarvam, all; idam, 
this, this world; exists surely ama, with you, who have 
become identified with the vital force, the.refore, your 
name is Ama.' Hence that pulp as identified with the 
vital force is surely jye$lhaJ;z, the oldest; and sre$lhaJ;z, 
the greatest. So it is also raja, the luminous; and adhi
patib, the ruler, the protector of all by becoming their 
ruler. 'Sab, such as you are, Mantha, the vital force; 
gamayatu, ma.ke me also attain the aggregate of your 
qualities of being the oldest etc. Aham eva, I myself; 
asani, may become; sarvam, all, all this world like the 
vital force.' The word iti, thus, is used for indicating the 
end of the mantra. 

Wl' &<rildtiJI TftU 3ili.uqRr I d('tdChlAunq6 
$f4Ii4lqRt I ~ ~(':t:i ,,"\iI"1fi1(t1ii;UqRiI ~~ 
·~chndqfil(tlIi4lqRiI ~ ~ ~qi\RillCf fQ~RiI 
PlfOl""4 Cfi~lr ~ en q~iGJI: f4fct~iRt ilqf(Ji en 
~fO~ en cUi'lltl.,ftSSH'4i6: I If ~ ~ q~~("tI'14i 
ChifRt fcttlitlll \911 

7. Then he eats by (uttering) this Rk-mantra, foot 
by foot. He eats by uttering, 'We pray for that (food) of 
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the progenitor'; he eats by uttering, 'Which is the food 
of the deity'; he eats by uttering, 'Which is the greatest 
sustainer of the entire world'. Washing the ladle or the 
bowl, he drinks all of it by uttering, 'Quickly we medi
tate on the real nature of the sun.' Behind the fire he 
lies down on an animal skin or on the bare ground of 
the sacrifice, controlling his speech and unperturbed. 
If he sees a woman (in dream) he should know that the 
rite has been successful. 

Atha khalu, then; iicamati, he eats; etaya rca, by 
(uttering) this ~k-mantra as will be stated; pacchal;t, 
.foot by foot. While uttering one foot of the mantra he 
eats one morsel. 'VrQimahe, we pray for; tat, that food 
in the form of the pulp; savitul;t, of the sun, of the 
progenitor of all, who is the creator of all.' This is said 
by identifying the vital force and the sun. '(We pray) 
for the food pertaining to the sun, by eating which food 
belonging to the sun, we shall attain the nature of the 
sun.' This is the idea. The word 'devasya, of the deity'. 
is connected with the earlier word 'savitul;t, of the deity 
who is the sun'. Sre$lham, which is the best among all 
food. Sarva-dhatamam-which is dhatamam, the 
greatest sustainer, of sarvam, the entire world. Or the 
meaning is, that which is the greatest sustainer in an 
excellent way. In either sense it is an adjective of food. 
'Turam, quickly;l dhimahi, we think; bhagasya, ofthe 

'That is to say, 'We pray for that food ofthe deity, the progenitor 
(the sun), which is the best and the greatest sustainer. By this we shall 
quickly attain the nature of the sun. We meditate on the real nature 
of the sun.' Most translators take 'quickly' as an adverb of 'we 
meditate'. But the two words do not seem to fit in. We therefore, 
take 'quickly' with 'attain'. 
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deity, of the real nature of the. sun' , the word svaruparn 
(real nature) being understood. The idea is, 'We do so 
after becoming purified in mind by eating a special 
food.' Or (the meaning is), 'We who have performed 
the rite for the acquisition of greatness, which is the 
cause bhagasya, of prosperity, we meditate on that.' 
Iti, with this; pibati, he drinks all the pulp; nir~lijya, 
washing the vessel made of copper (or of fig-wood); of 
the shape of kamsam, bowl; vii, or; camasam, ladle. 
After drinking sam visali, he lies down; pasciid agne~l, 
behind the fire, with his head eastward; carma~i vii, on 
an animal skin or; sthaJ;ujile vii, on the ground of the 
sacrifice, on the bare ground; and viicafllyama~l, con
trolling his speech; and aprasaha~l, not perturbed as 
one is by seeing an evil dream as that of a woman etc. 
i.e. with his mind under control. When he is in such a 
state, then, yadi, if; sa/:z, he; pasyet, sees in dream; 
striyam, a woman; then vidyac, he should know; 
'Karma, this rite of mme; sam rddh am , has been 
successful. ' 

$ ~Chl ~ ~ Cfilca! fl;rlr~ ~q! 
q~ClRt ~ mr \i11;ih:Uffffl:l~1J4R~ii~ 
('ffft.t~iJfR~~~ II G II ~ flJlCl: WS: II ~ II 

8. Pertaining to that here is a verse: ·'In the course of 
rites meant for fulfilling some desire, when one sees in 
dream a woman, then, from the seeing of that dream, 
from the seeing of that dream, he should know success 
therein. ' 

Tat, pertaining to this matter~ here occurs e$a/:z, this; 
§loka/:t, verse, mantra as well: 
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'Yadii, when; karmasu, in the course of rites; kiim
ye$U, which are meant for fulfilling some desire; pilS
yati, one sees; striyam, a woman; svapne$U, in dreams, 
during seeing of dreams or in the course of dreams; 
jiinfyiit, he should know; sam rddhiJ;z , success; tatra, 
therein. That is tasmin svapna-nidarsane, from the see
ing of that commendable dream of a woman etc. he 
should know that the rite will be crowned with success. 
This is the idea. The repetition, 'from the seeing of that 
dream', is to indicate completion of the rite. 

SECTION 3 

~d~~: q~I~I'1I~fI~Rtq~l~ (t~ 
J;lclli;On \lc:rfM~I'ct ctj'iHI9j (€UWlqRqHf49j it 'qTfq 

~ II~II 
1. Svetaketu, grandson of AruVa, went to the as

sembly of the Paiicalas. To him Pravahava, son of 
Jivala, said, '0 my boy, did your father instruct you?' 
'Venerable sir, surely he did.' 

The transmigratory stages, starting from Brahma 
and ending with a clump of grass, are to be stated for 
the sake of generating renunciation among people who 
desire Liberation. Hence the story begins. Ha indicates 
a past inCident. SvetaketuJ;z, one named Svetaketu; who 
was iirulJ.eyaJ;z, grandson of AruVa (-son of Arupa is 
Aruvi, and his son is Aruveya); eyiiya, went; samitim, 
to the assembly; paflciiliiniim, of the Paiicalas, of the 
country of the Paiicalas. Tam ha, to him who had 
come; praviihalJ.aJ;z, a person named Pravahapa; who 
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wasjai~ali/:r., son of Jivala; uviica, said; 'Kumiira, 0 my 
boy; pitii anu-aS~at, did your father instruct; tvii, you, 
i.e. have you been taught by your father?' Being told 
so, he said, • Bhagava/:r., venerable sir; hi, surely; anu, I 
have been taught.' TIlis he said by way of a hint. 

~ lIRJlsfQ ~: fllI=fflM? ;r q1JCf ~ I ~ 
~ 'i"Hlqd"d~ ~? ;r q1JCf lfffl ~ 
q~Cfqlll:t'E4 fq¥IOI'E4 T;f OQlqJ;U~ lM? ;r cq11'Cf 

~II ~ II 

2. 'Do you know where the creatures go upto from 
here?' 

'No, venerable sir.' 
'Do you know how they return again?' 
'No, venerable sir.' 
'Do you know where the path of the gods and the 

path of manes part?' 
'No, venerable sir.' 

To him he said, 'If you have been instructed, then 
vettha, do you know; adhi, the upper world; yat, 
where; prajii/:r., the creatures; prayanti, go; ita/:z, from 
here, from this world? Do you know that?' This is the 
meaning. The other said, 'Na bhagava/:z, no, venerable 
sir, I do not know that of which you ask.' 

'If that be so, vettha, do you know; yathii, how; 
punal) , again; iivartante, they return?' He answered, 
'Na bhagava/:r., no, venerable sir.' 'Vettha, do you 
know; vyiivartanii, the point of parting; patho/:z, of the 
two paths that go together; devayiinasya pitryiinasya 
ca, of the path of the gods and the path of the manes, 
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i. e. the point where they separate after proceeding 
together?' 

(He replied) 'Na bhagaval;, no, venerable sir.' 

~~ -qmID ~ir ~ li"'i41~ ~ ~ cqTfq ~ I 
~~ -qm q3lClQ'IIqi~i'1lcUq: 'l'EiE4q'CIfO cqcr;ffiffr? 
~ cqlJCf ~ II ~ II 

3. 'Do you know how that world does not become 
filled?' 

'No, venerable sir.' 
'Do you know how water comes to be known by the 

word "Person" after the fifth oblation?" 
'Surely not, venerable sir.' 

'Vettha, do you know; yatha, how, due to which 
reason; asau, that; lokal;, world connected with the 
manes, after reaching which people come back; na 
sampuryate, does not become filled up by the depar
ture even of many (people from here)?' He answered, 
'Na bhagaval;, no, venerable sir.' 'Vettha, do 'you 
know; yatha, how, the succession through which; apal;, 
water which is produced from,an oblation and is also 
the material of the oblation; bhavati, comes to be 
spoken of; purU$avacasal;, by the word "person"
comes to be called a "person"; pancamyiim iihurau, 
when the fifth oblation, when the oblation numbering 
the fifth is offered-when ,(water) gradually has be,
come the sixth oblation?' Being told so, he said.,'Na 
eva, surely not; bhagaval;, venerable sir.' The meaning 
is 'I surely know nothing about this matter.' 

3{~ fchq"i~ltil~m "lit gliIlIR ~ fc:Itll(qOi~~ 
-mS1~If.dl ~~cilaRt I ~ 61C1'Rt: fQ~dqClICI o'l: 
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i\C:llif.1l"'11ill&.:l crTCf ~ lfT \:r.Ic:u ... ~cil~1 
~lillEifidd II ~ II 

4. 'Why then, did you say, "I have been in
structed"? For how can he who does not know these 
say that he has been instructed'?' He being afflicted. 
went to his father's place. To. him he said, ·Surely. 
without instructing me. you, venerable sir, said, ,,[ 
have instructed you." , 

'Atha, then, being thus ignorant; kim, why; llntl 

avocathii, did you say; "I am anusi${hal:z, instructed",?: 
hi, for; yab, he who; na vidyiif, does not know: imiini, 
these-all the subjects asked about by me; katham; 
how; sab, he; bruyiit, can say to learned people; "I 
have been anusi~fhal;, instructed"'?" Thus, sab, he, 
Svetaketu; iiyastal; (llyiisitab) , being aftlicted by the 
king; eyiiya, went to;pitu~l, his father's; ardham, place. 
And tam, to him, to the father; uviica ha, he said; 
'Ananusi~ya, without instructing, even without impart
ing instruction; bhagawin, you, venerable sir; abravft, 
said at the time of completion of my study; "Anu
asi.~am, 1 have instructed you; tvii you." , 

~ lit U\il;:qq~: J4:j"'I"'J4I~ ~~"'I~lch 
Pc.Clct«fida ~ "cUif.( lim lit (e( da<'II"'Qci1 ~tI,~q~i 
4~"'1 ~ 4t1~fqql ... aR&l Cfiif w 
;ncr~ fq fit II ~ II 

5. 'The friend of the K:;;atriyas asked me five ques
tions. I was not able to answer even one of them.' He 
(the father) said, 'The way that you spoke to me of 
these things (questions) at that time (after returning), 

22 
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that is just as I do not know anyone of them. If I had 
known these, why should not I have told you?' 

'Since rajanya-bandhul;., he who has the K~atriyas as 
his friends, i.e. one who himself is a man of bad con
duct; aprak$ft, asked; palka, five questions; te$am, of 
them, of those questions; na asakam, I was not able; 
vivaktum, to answer, to ascertain fully along with their 
meanings; ekancana, even one.' Sal;.. he. the father; 
lIvaca ha. said; 'My son. yatha. the way that; tvam. you; 
avadal;.. spoke; ma, to me; elan. of these questions; 
tada, then. as soon as you returned-"I was not able to 
answer even one of them "-. similarly you should 
know me.' The meaning is, 'You should know my 
ignorance about that subject. of which your ignorance 
is an indication. • How? 'Y atha, just as; na veda, I do not 
know; ekancana. even one; e$am, of (the answers to) 
these questions. My son, just as you do not know these 
questions, so I also do not know these.' This is the idea. 
'So it is not proper to think of me other wise.' How can 
this be so? 'Just because I do not know. Yadi, if; aham, 
I; aved4yam, had known these questions; katham, why 
should I have; na avak$yam, not told; Ie, you who are 
my dear son, in the past at the time of the completion of 
the study?' Having said so-

li' 1 .~d'" ~Sdq414 ~ 6 J4lldI41613;qCf)H 
If 1 Jrnf: ~ ~414 "~cU'a Q1itllfCfI 
\4.lct"'~dQ ~'t1fCf1 crt Cf0ftm ~ I 1I 8tcll'a .. 
O(NI~I'lq fcffi' 41qq C§QHf414 ql=aQ\Ollq?:U~1Iqq 
.q_lf'l~.~II~1I 

6. He, Gautama, went to the king's place. To him 
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who had reached there, the king showed due respect. 
He presented himself in the morning when the king 
attended the assembly. To him he said, '0 venerable 
Gautama. please ask for a gift of human wealth.' He 
said. '0 king, let human wealth remain with you alone. 
Please narrate to me that very speech which you de
livered to my son.' He became sorrowful. 

Sab, he, Gautama, belonging to the line of Gau
tama; eyliya, went; ardham. to the place; rlijflab, of the 
king laivali. Tasmai, to him, to Gautama; prliptiiya, 
who had reached there; (the king) arhliflcakliru. 
showed due respect. And sab. he. Gautama, having 
stayed there, duly treated as a guest; udeyiiya, pre
sented himself next day in the morning; sabhlige, when 
the king attended the assembly. Or (reading sabhiigab. 
for sabhlige, another meaning is derived): Bhagab is 
the same as bhajanam, i.e. worship. service. He who is 
attended upon with bhaga, with honour. is sabhiigaIJ., 
i.e. Gautama himself, who having been honoured by 
others presented himself before the king. Tam, to him. 
to Gautama; the king uvlica ha, said; 'Bhagavan, 0 
venerable Gautama; v[1')fthli, please ask for; varam. a 
gift, desirable things, village etc.; mlinusasya vittasya, 
of human wealth, wealth related to human beings.' 
Sab, .he, Gautama; uvlica ha, said; 'Riijan. 0 king; let 
mt1nusam villam, human wealth; tava eva. remain with 
you alone. Yam eva, the very; vlicam, speech consist
ing of five questions; which abhli$athliIJ., you put; ante. 
to; kumlirasya. the boy, to my son; bruhl, please nar
rate; me, to me; tlim eva, that very speech.' Being told 
so by Gautama. s~b. he, the king; babhuva. became; 
krcchrf. sorrowful. (thinking) 'How can this be so'?' 
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0'::. -g tift cH?ifQl¥llqCCISCIChH "~cUi:.l ~2lT l:fT 

~ ~~ ;r ~1~*1: 1JU fcmt 
~lgJOII"'I"C0R1 
lHillfl~q~ 
~: 1l~11 

~ ~ ~~q 
~qli:.lll \911 ~ ~: 

7. He ordered him, 'Stay for a long time.' To him he 
said: '0 Gautama, by the way you talked to me (it 
becomes confirmed) how, before you, this knowledge 
did not go to the Bnlhmal)as. Therefore, in the past, in 
all the worlds teachership was of the K~atriyas.· To him 
he imparted (the knowledge). 

Having become sorrowful and thinking that a Brah
min could not be refused, and that knowfedge has to be 
imparted according to rules, he iijfulpayiincakiira, or
dered; tam, him, Gautama, 'Vasa ha, stay; ciram, for a 
long time.' That the king refused (to impart) knowl
edge at first, and afterwards ordered him by saying, 
'Stay', for that he begs pardon of the Brahmin by 
uttering the following sentence which gives the reason 
(for his initial hesitation to impart knowledge etc.). 
Tam, to him; the king uviica hll, said; '0 Gautama. 
although you are a Brahmin possessed of all knowl
edge; still yathti, from the way in which, through ignor
ance; lvam, you; avada~l. said: miim. to me, "Please 
tell me that very utterance which is characteristic of 
knowledge", from that you should know there is this 
thing to be said as to yatha, how; ayam, this; vidyil, 
knowledge; na gacchali; did not go; briihmaf,Ziin, to the 
Brahmapas; prak lvatta!:z, before you. Moreover, the 
Brahmapas did not instruct' anyone with this 
knowledge. 
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'Since it is thus well-known in the world, wsmat ll. 
therefore; plln/. in the past: surve~'ll loke.$u, in all the 
worlds: pra .... ~asaflam. teachership of students. by virtue 
of this knowledge, belonged only to the K~atriyas, only 
to the K~atriya caste. This knowledge has come up to 
date l)nly through a succession l)f K:;atriyas: Still. I 
shall tell you this. After being imparted to you it will go 
to the Brahmartas. Therefore, whatever I said (earlier) 
deserves to be pardoned.' Having said so, the king 
UVllca hu, imparted the knowledge; tasmai, to him. 

SECTION 4 

m:ft cncr ~ J~dqlmf?tfQIRfQ ~ 
44rqS:::~>i:g~1 qqTS6(ff4~~1 3't~IHI ~&t5lIfOl 
fcffC§W1~ II: II ~ II 

I. 0 Gautama. the yonder world is indeed the fire. 
Of that the sun indeed is the fuel. the rays are the 
smoke, the day is the tlame. the moon is the ember. the 
-;tars are the sparks. 

The question. viz (as to why) ·the waters come to be 
known as the person after the fifth oblation', is heing 
disposed off at the first instance. since following the 
disposal of that. the disposal of the remaining ones will 
be convenient. That which is the result of the two 
oblations I in the Agnihotra-fire, is stated in the Vaj
asaneyaka (Brahmarta): 'To him the questions~ are 

'Oblations poured every day in the morning and in the evening 
into the Ahavaniya-fire. (See also B.S. III. 1.S---{}) 

lThe questions put by Yajfiavalkya to lanaka. 
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with regard to departure. the course of the two obla
tions. the place of resting. enjoyment of the result. 
return, and ascending towards the (desired) world.' 
There itself the answers to those questions have been 
given: 'When these two oblations are offered they go 
up, they enter into the intermediate-space, they trans
form the intermediate-space into Ahavaniya-fire l ,the 
air into fuel, the rays into white (pure) oblation. They 
satisfy the intermediate-space, they rise up from 
there', etc. After having satisfied the heavenly world as 
before2 , they return from there. After having entered 
into this world and having satisfied it, they enter into a 
man. Then, having entered into a woman they become 
ready for appearing int~ this world. 3 

Only the commencement of the result of the two 
oblations offered in the Agnihotra-fire, has been 
shown there as taking place in this way. But here, by 
saying, '0 Gautama, the yonder world is indeed the 
fire', etc., that commencement of the results in the 
form of the transformation of the two Agnihotra
oblations into apurva (unseen effect), is divided into 
five parts. and it is enjoined to be meditated on as fire 
so as to be a means for attaining the Northern Path.4 

'The fire into which oblation is poured. 
2 As they had satisfied the intermediate-space before, so after 

satisfying the yajamiina (sacrificer) in the heavenly world, by grant
ing him the result ofthe sacrifice, they return with the sacrificer. 

lHaving entered this world, they identify themselves with paddy, 
barley, etc. These are eaten by males and transformed into semen, 
which enters a woman's womb. There the oblations take a human 
form that is capable of performing sacrifices etc. After being born, 
the person performs his duties and becomes ready for the other 
world. 

·The usual course should have been to follow the questions in the 
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When the two ob·lations in the Agnihotra-sacrifice 
are offered with faith, in the morning and evening with 
such accessories as milk etc. and that Agnihotra is 
considered as Ahavaniya-fire, fuel, smoke, flame, 
ember and sparks, and as accessories like agent etc. of 
the sacrifice, then, the two oblations enter into heaven 
by ascending in succession through intermediate-space 
etc. And they become subtle and fit for being called 
'water' because of their association with water, and fit 
for being called 'faith' because of their having been 
offered with faith. The place where they are poured is 
the fire, and all other things associated with them are 
called 'fuel' etc. And that thinking of the two oblations 
as 'fire' etc.-that too, is mentioned in that very way.· 

Gautama, 0 Gautama; asau Vllva lokal;., the yonder 

order they were put by Praviha{la J aivali. But here the fifth question 
is being dealt with first, and the reason for this is being given by the 
commentator himself. According to Ananda Giri the main reason is 
that the factual order is· more important than the textual order. In the 
Vajasaneyaka Brihmapa, it is stated that the heavenly world is the 
fruition of the Agnihotra-sacrifice through its unseen results. In that 
context Yajiiavalkya puts six questions to Janaka. 'Departure' refers 
to the departure from this world of the two oblations poured in the 
Agnihotra-fire in the morning and in the evening. The 'course' refers 
to the movement towards the other world. The 'place of resting' 
refers to the settling of the oblation after reaching there. The 'enjoy
ment' refers to .the satisfaction derived in that place of resting. 
'Return' means the coming back to this world after the completion of 
the enjoyment. After returning they remain associated with persons. 
Now the questions arises, how does such a person ascend towards the 
yonder world (heaven)? When the person as a sacrifice, moves 
upward, the two oblations also do so in association with him. (Also 
see B.S. III. 1.5--6.) 

IThat is, as fire, fuel, smoke, flame, ember, and spark, in that 
order. 
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world indeed; is agnil;, the 'fire', just as the Ahavaniya
fire is the locus of the Agnihotra-sacrifice here in this 
world. Tasya, of that. of the fire called heaven; iidit
yal;, the sun; eva, verily; is samit, the 'fuel', since the 
yonder world shines by being lighted up by that (sun). 
Therefore, the sun is cailed 'tud' because it fully lights 
up. Rll,\:nlll}'lIb, the rays; are dh17mal;, the 'smoke' be
cause they emerge from the sun, as smoke rises from 
fuel. Aha/:l, the day; is ll1"Ci~l, the 'flame', because ofthe 
similarity of luminosity.and because it is caused by the 
sun. Since the embers appear after the flame subsides, 
candramil~l, the moon; is ahgiirii/:l, the ember, because 
it is revealed when the day ends. Because of the simi
larity of being scattered all over, naksatril1Ji, the stars; 
are visp/zu.lihgii/:l. the sparks. as though they are parts 
of the moon. 

fI~~fI~iilJU ~: ~ __ ~ ~: ~ 
-mrr ~cqcffir II ~ II ~ ~: ~: U ~ II 

2. In that fire which is such, the gods offer faith as an 
oblation. From that oblation springs up the bright 
moon.' 

Tasmin, in that; etasmin, which is such; agnau, in 
the fire, whose characteristics have been stated above; 
devilb, the gods, the vital forces of the sacrificer, in the 
forms of gods like fire and others, on the divine plane; 
juhvati, pour (as oblation); sraddhilm, faith in the form 
of water-( the subtle water which is the result of the 

I Also translated as King Soma, the word raja having both th~ 
meanings. 
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oblations poured in the Agnihotra-sacrifice, is called 
faith because it is offered with faith}-, since it is men
tioned in the Upani~ad where water is thought of as an 
oblation, in the question. '(Do you know how) after 
the fifth oblation. water comes to be called a "per
son",!' And it is well-known that 'faith indeed is water; 
those waters having started from faith (and being as.so
ciated with special sanctifications) ascend upward.' 
(The gods pour as oblation,. that faith in the form of 
water.) TaS}'17~l ahutel;. from that oblation: slIIlz"hm'
ali. springs up; raja somal;. the bright moon. which is 
the result of the oblations of water cailed faith, poured 
in the fire of heaven. 

As it has been stated that, the juices of the flowers in 
the forms of the I:<k-Vedas etc. are collected by the 
bees in the form of the ~k-mantras etc. and they (the 
juices) bring ahout slich results as fame etc. in the form 
of red colour etc. in the sun (111.1). similarly, these 
subtle waters calico faith .. which are associated with the 
oblations of Agnihotra:-sacrifice. hring the result in the 
form of the moon as the effect of the two oblations of 
Agnihotra-sacrifice. after entering into the heavenly 
world. And the sacrificers who pour obliltions. who 
give the highest place to the oblations. who are filled 
with the thought of the oblations, I who are orawn by 
the act in the form of the oblation. and who are closely 
asso'ciated with faith which is identified with (subtle) 
water, they become one \\lith the moon after entering 
into the heavenly world. Because the Agnihotra
sacrifice was performed' by them for that purpose, 

IWho praise the oblations, who follow them, and depend on 
them.-A.G. 
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Here however, what is intended to be stated principally 
(for the meditator) is indeed, not the moving up of the 
sacrificers, but the transformation of the oblation 
through (its) successive association with the -five fires. 
That (movement) of the ignorant persons through the 
path starting from smoke, as also the movement of the 
men of knowledge through the Northern Path earned 
through knowledge, will be spoken of later on. 

SECTION 5 

q'iiw:e:n CITCf .ftdqlfiH<-H4 cUYllet flfq~\1. 'fit 
fct~(d~~~lf.I~IHI ~I(f.t<ll fc1fC§Wt~II: II ~ II 

I. 0 Gautama, the deity of cloud is indeed the fire; 
of it. air is verily the fuel. cloud is the smoke, lightning 
is the flame. thunder is the ember, the rumblings of 
clouds are the sparks. 

For stating the order of the second sacrifice it is being 
said: Gautama, 0 Gautama; parjanya/:l, the particular 
deity identifying himself with the causes of rainfall, of 
rain (i.e. clouds etc.); vdva, is indeed; agni/:l, the fire. 
Tasya, of it; vayu/:l, air; eva, is verily; samit, the fuel. 
The fire called Parjanya is indeed inflamed by air, since 
rain is seen to fall when there is predominance of the 
easterly wind etc. Abhram, the cloud; is dhuma/:l, the 
smoke. since it is the effect of smoke (rising from the 
sacrifice), and since it looks like smoke; vidyut, light
ning; is llrci/:l,. the flame, because of similarity in lumi
nosity. Asanil), thunder; is ahgara/:l, the ember, be
cause of the similarity of hardness or of association 
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with lightning; hriidanayaJ:z, the rumblings of clouds; 
are visphulingiiJ:z, the sparks, because of the similarity 
of being scattered all over. 

d~~dffqiilW ~: ~~"\it14 _ ~ 
3U,acW~ {:f~~ctRt II ~ II lffi q-'*4Q: ~: II «...11 

2. In that fire which is such, the gods offer the bright 
moon as an' oblation. Rain originates from that 
oblation. 

Tasmin etasmin agnau, in that fire which is such; 
de viiI}. , the gods; juhvati, offer as oblation; somam 
riijiinam, the bright moon-as before (in V.4.2). Var
$am, rainfall; sambhavati, originates; tasyiib iihuteb, 
from that oblation. Waters called faith, which in the 
second stage are transformed into the moon, turn into 
rainfall by coming in contact with fire in the form of 
(the deity of) cloud. 

SECI10N 6 

~ CITC( 

{:ff4~Iq;I,n qq) 
4~dqII1HOij~I: t.q~( ~ 
~IBI t(f'I Rfll~ 11'0 atct 1W(t t(~n 

Fc1"§f<it~II: II ~ II 
1. 0 Gautama, the earth indeed is the fire.; of that 

the year is verily the fuel, the sky is the smoke, night is 
the flame, the quarters are the embers, the inter
mediate directions are the sparks. 

'0 Gautama, the earth indeed is the fire', etc. is to be 
explained as before. TasyiiJ:z, of that, of the fire called 
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the earth; samvatsaral;z, the year; eva, is indeed; samit, 
the fuel, since the earth, when enlivened by time in the 
form of the year, becomes fit for producing paddy, 
barley, etc. Akiisal;z, the sky, is dhumal;z, the smoke, 
because the sky appears to be as if rising up from the 
earth, as smoke does from fire. Riitril;z, the night; is 
arcil;z. the tlame-(just) as a flame is (bright) like the 
fire, so also is the night dark by nature, similar to the 
earth which is not self-luminous; disal;z, the (four) quar
ters; are a;zgiiriil;z, the embers. because of the similarity 
of ending. I A vtintaradisal;z, the intermediate direc
tions; are visphuliizgii~l. the sparks, because of the simi
larity of their smallness. 

dil¥4i1dffqilR; ten eN _ ~ 3t1ldQ'!:. 

~~ II ~ II sfff 1ff6: ~: II ~ II 
2. In that fire which is such, the gods offer rainfall as 

an oblation; from that oblation grows food. 

'In that fire which is such', etc. is to be explained as 
before (in V.4.2; 5.2). Tasyii~l iihutel;z, from that obla
tion; sainbhavati, grows; annam, food~paddy, barley, 
etc. 

SECTION 7 

~ cncJ 71~dqlm~t4 ~ "fqduon qqT 
M'IRlAi4l1~IHI: ~ PcItqjlft~lI: U ~ II 

IEmbers remain after a fire is extinguished, i.e. at the end of it; 
similarly, the quarters appear to be at the end of the visual horizon. 
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t. 0 Gautama, man is indeed the fire, his speech is 
verily the fuel, outgoing breath is the smoke. the ton
gue is the flame, the eye is the ember, the ear is the 
spark. 

Gautama, 0 Gautama; puru->'a~l, man; viiI/a. is in
deed; agniJ:z, the fire; tasya, his; viik, speech; eva, is 
verily; sam;t, the fuel, since one becomes famolls 
through one's speech, (i.e.) through the mOllth, but 
not 'so a dumb' man. Priit:Za/:l, the outgoing breath; is 
dhama/:l, the smoke, since it issues out of the mouth, 
like' smoke; ji/:lvii, the tongue; is arci/:l, the flame, be
cause of redness; cak$u/:l, the ey'e; is ahgiiriib, the 
ember, being the locus ofluminosity; sro/ram, the ear; 
is visphulihgii/:l, the spark, because of the similarity of 
being spread all over. I ' 

dR:qi;d~ilJ4\ ~ alir _ ~ ~ tf: 
~cqcffir II ~ II 1M tlCdQ: ~: 11.\911 

2. In that fire which is such, the gods offer food as 
oblation. From that oblation originates semen'. 

The rest is to be explained as before. (The gods) 
ju/:lvati, offer as oblation; annam, food-paddy etc. 
which have been sanctified . .Tasyii/:l iihute/:l, from that 
oblation; safnbhavati, originates; reta/:l, semen. 

SECTION 8 

IThe ear hears sounds coming from all sides. 
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fjfqGClqq;;jqft lr 'fit 4If.tdi:44«'+I:Ch~Rt W~II~I 
ari\4;>t<1 PcH'*§Wt~: II ~ II 

dftol4i1dftol4i1M tcn tit _ ~ 3u,ai fc4: 
~~II ~ II $~tIi!q:~: II til 

1-2. 0 Gautama, woman is indeed the fire .... In 
that fire which is such, the gods offer semen as the 
oblation. From that oblation the foetus comes into 
being. 

o Gautama, YO$a, woman; is indeed the fire. Tasmin 
etasmin agnau, in that fire which is such; devii/:l, the 
gods; ju/:lvati, offer as oblation; reta/:l, semen. Tasya/:l 
ahute/:l, from that oblation; garbha/:l, the foetus; sam
bhavati, comes· into being. 

Thus, through the stages of faith, moon, raInfall, 
food and semen which are offered as oblations, (those) 
waters themselves become the foetus. Among them 
the waters themselves are intended to be spoken of as 
the most important because of their close association 
with the oblations. In this way, water comes to be 
called a 'person' after the fifth oblation; not that the 
waters by themselves can produce such effects as the 
moon etc. Moreover, water does not exist in an unmix
edt form. Even when the elements (fire, water, earth) 
get compounded still, they are seen to have special 
names such as, 'this is earth', 'these are waters', 'this is 
fire' , which names are dependent on the predominance 
of one of the elements. Therefore, indeed, all things 
together that are productive of the moon etc. and are 
associated with rites, are spoken of as 'water' owing to 

INot mixed up with earth and fire. 
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the predominance of water. Moreover, it is a matter of 
experience that water predominates in moon l , rain, 
food, semen, and bodies. Although the body is made of 
earth still, water predominates in it. (Among those five 
oblations) 'water' in the form of semen becomes the 
foetus after the fifth oblation. 

SECTION 9 

~ ~ q,*(UllqIGldlcIlQ: '1'6E1qi:4~ \tq;fflRt If 
&i4sUtfttl 1T'if ~ en ;rq en qlftl"'i<+l: ~I~(€tl 
lUClilI'l \:ifltld II ~ II 

L Thus indeed, after the fifth oblation, waters come 
to be called a person. Covered by a membrane, that 
foetus having slept inside for ten or nine months or the 
time needed, takes birth thereafter. 

Iti tu, thus indeed; one question, '(Do you know 
how) pancamyiim iihutau, after the fifth oblation; 
apaJ:z, water; purU$avacasaJ:z bhavanti, comes to be call
ed a person?', has been explained. As for the state
ment in the Vajasaneyaka portion ofthe Vedas that the 
two oblations, When they return to this world from the 
heavenly world, enter into this earth, a man, and a 
woman, by stages, and then rise up for the other 
world-, that has been stated here as a connected 
topic. In this Upani~ad also, it is stated in the first 
question, 'Do you know where the creatures go up to 
from here?' And of that, this is an introduction. 

lit was believed that water predominated in the moon. 
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Sa/:z, that; garbha/:z, foetus, that particular fifth modi
fication of the waters which are closely associated with 
the act of oblations and are mentioned by the name 
'faith (sraddhii)'; ulbiivrta/:z, covered by the mem
brane; sayitvii, having slept; anta/:z, in the mother's 
womb; dasa vii nava va, for ten or nine; masiin, 
months; vii, or; yiivar, for the time needed, whether 
longer or shorter; atha, thereafter; it jiiyate, takes 
birth. 

'Covered by the membrane', etc. is stated for gene
rating dispassion. Indeed, it is pitiable to lie in the 
mother's womb which is filled with urine, stool. wind, 
bile, phlegm-, etc. for the foetus which is besmeared 
with them, remains covered with the impure mem
brane within the womb, has for its seed impure blood 
and semen, grows by the infiltration of food and drinks 
of the mother, and which remains with restrained 
power, vigour, energy, valour, intelligence and action. 
Even more painful is birth or coming out from the 
womb, tortured as one is in the process. In this way the 
Upani~ad teaches dispassion by stating that, one has 
to come out after lying in the mother's womb for such a 
long time as ten or nine months, even a moment of 
which is painful. 

If ~ tuch~l~ 'iilcd~ ({ Jfff ~rqfflsw;l ~ 
~ "t«f ~ ~: ~~ cqcffirll ~ II ~ ~: 
~: II ~ II 

2. After he is born, he lives a.s long as he is destined 
to live. When he dies for going to his merited world, 
then, they carry him verily to the fire, from which 
indeed he had come and from which he takes birth. 
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Sal;., he; who jiital;., is born; evam, thus; jfvati, lives; 
yiivat iiyu$am, for as long as he is destined to live, for as 
long a period as he has earned through his actions, 
performing rites and duties for corning and going, 
again and again, like a Persian Wheel (moving up and 
down), or moving horizontally like a potter's wheel. 
Tam, him, this one whose life has come to an end; 
pretam, who has died; for going to di$!am, the other 
world determined by his past deeds,-{)r determined 
by the Vedic rites or Vedic meditations, if he were 
competent for them when alive-, the priests, or his 
sons; haranti, carry from here, from his village;agnaye, 
to the fire for the last rites; yatal;., from which fire; eva, 
indeed; ital;., (he) had come through the succession of 
oblations starting from faith; and yata/:z, from which 
five fires; sainbhuta/:z bhavati, he takes birth. To that 
very fire they carry him, i.e. they make him reach the 
fire which is his own source. 

SECTION IO 

m ~ ~:I ~ ~~ ~ Otr $~I~d 
'ffS~qq~\:ICI*,~tflS6'«(" 3U'idqIUlq~ql'{q-
qIOI4~ltll:q~~~·Rt -qmy~~11 ~ II 
~~: tlclt'tH~ tlClrt::t,(I&IR<tIqIR~Ii%4~tI 

~;s;:q~ ~ i'I('!~EOSql"'CI: ~ '( ... 11*61 41q4~q 
~CI€lI"': 1PlT ~ II ~ II 

1-2. Among them who know thus, and those in the 
forest who practise with diligence, faith, and austerity, 
they reach the deity of tlame. From the tlame they 

23 
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reach the day light; from day light to the bright fort
night; from the bright fortnight to the six months dur
ing which the sun moves northward; from those six 
months to the year, from the year to the sun, from the 
sun to the moon; from the moon to lightning. There a 
superhuman person leads them to Brahma (Hiravya
garbha). This is the divine path. 

The question 'Do you know, where the creatures go 
up to from here?' presents itself for disposal. 

Tat, among them, among the competent house
holders who have risen up for reaching the other world; 
ye, those who; vidu/:l, know; ittham, thus, (hose who 
know thus the meditation on the five fires as stated 
above-oWe have ·been born from fire, starting from 
heavenly fire, and have become identified with the five 
fires'-. 

Objection: How is this known that, by the words 
'ittham. vidu/:l, (they know thus)', the householders 
alone are mentioned, not the others? 

Reply: The text will say that, among the house
holders those who do not know thus, but are engaged 
only in sacrifices, public welfare, and charity, they go 
to the moon through the smoke etc.; and the text will 
state that, for the hermits (Viinaprasthins) and mendi
cants, who are indjcated by the word 'forest' and who 
practice sraddhii, faith, and tapa/:l, austerity, for them 
is the journey through flame etc. along with those who 
'know thus'. In accordance with 'the method of resi
due' and the relationship with the oblations of the 
Agnihotra-sacrifice, the householders only are under~ 
stood by the words 'those who kqow thus'. 
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Objection: How can 'the method ofresidue' be appli
cable, since there are the celibates also, who are not 
indicated by the words 'village' and 'forest' used in the 
Upani~ad? 

Reply: This defect does not arise, since it is well
known from Purapas and Smrtis that, the Northern 
Path associated with th~ sun is for the Brahmacarins, 
the life-long celibates. So they also will travel along 
with the hermits. Since the Upakurvapa-Brahmacarins 
observe celibacy (in their guru's house) merely for the 
study of the Vedas, therefore they do not deserve to be 
mentio.ned specially. 

Objection: If, on the authority of Purapas and 
Srnrtis, it is held that the means for attaining the North
ern Path is to observe celibacy, then, it becomes useless 
to 'know thus'. 

Reply: No, since it has usefulness in the ca§e of the 
householders. For it is well-known that those house
holders who do not know thus, naturally travel by the 
Southern Path through smoke etc. Among them, those 
who know thus or know some other qualified Brah
man, they proceed along the Northern Path, which is 
implied by the words: 'Now, if again, in the case of this 
one, they perform the last rites or they do not, they 
verily reach light'. 

Objection: Well, is it not unreasonable that, al
though belonging to some stage of life is common to 
both the celibates and the householders, the celibates 
alone proceed along the Northern Path, and not the 
householders, even though the latter have the addi
tional duty of performing such Vedic rites as Agnihotra 
etc. 
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Reply: There is no such fault. since they are impure. 
Because of their connection with friends and foes they 
surely have attraction and repulsion. Similarly they 
have merit and demerit. caused by compassion and 
cruelty. For them also are unavoidable such causes of 
impurity as cruelty. falsehood. simulation. nonceli
bacy, etc. Hence they are impure. Being impure they 
cannot go along the Northern Path. As for the others. 
since they are pure in mind owing to their abandon
ment of cruelty. falsehood, simulation. non-celibacy. 
etc. and since they are fre~ from dross owing to avoi
dance of love and hatred for friends and foes, etc. it is 
proper that they should have the Northern Path. So 
also the followers of the Punlpas say: 'Those unintelli
gent people who had desire for children, went to the 
funeral place. Those intelligent people who did not 
desire for children, attained to immortality.' 

Objection: If there is the same path as also the same 
result of immortality for the householders and hermits 
having this same knowledge, then, the knowledge of 
the hermits becomes useless. And in that case these 
Vedic texts will be contradicted: 'There the travellers 
on the Southern Path do not go, nor also the men of 
austerity who have no knowledge', and, 'It, being un
known, does not protect this one'l (Br. 104.15). 

Reply: No, since what is intended here by the word 
immortality is, living in a world which continues till 

lit has been said that the celibates attain immortality by following 
the virtues of their own stage llf life. Now, the objection arises that, if 
this be so, i.e. if one can get immortality by following the virtues of 
one's own stage of life, then, the householders also will get this 
immortality, and the acquirement of knowledge by the hermits will 
be useless. 
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dissolution of all objects. With regard to that itself the 
followers of the Purapas say: 'By the word immortality 
is meant the place which continues till the dissolution 
of all objects' (V.P.II.8.95). The texts, 'The travellers 
of the Southern Path do not go there', and 'He does not 
protect this one who does not know', are used with 
reference to that which is absolute Immortality. Hence 
there is no contradiction. 

Objection: Does it not contradict the Upani~adic 
text, 'And they do not return' (Pr. I. 10), 'They do not 
return to this whirl of Manu' (IV.I5.5)? 

Reply: Not so, because· there are the qualifying 
words, 'This whirl of Manu', and 'For them there is no 
return here'. If indeed they had not to return in the 
absolute sense, then. the words 'this whirl of Manu' 
and.'here' would have become meaningless. 

Objection: The words 'this' and 'here' are used by 
way of citing specimens only. 

Reply: No. Since by the word 'non-return' itself is 
understood as non-return for ever, it becomes useless 
to imagine them as mere specimens. Therefore, to 
make the adjectives 'this', ·and 'here' meaningful, it has 
to be understood that the return occurs elsewhere. 
Besides, for those who have the firm conviction that, 
'The Reality is only One, without a second', there is no 
journey along the Path of the flame etc. after passing 
through the opening on the top of the head, which fact 
is supported by hundreds of Upani~adic texts such as, 
'Being but Brahman, he is merged in Brahman (Br. IV. 
4. 6); ,It knew only Itself as, "I am Brahman"; there 
fore It became all' (Br. l. 4. 10); 'Of him the organs do 
not depart' (Br. IV. 4. 6); 'Here Itself they merge'. 

Objection: May not the meaning be understood to be 
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that, the organs, when they are about to depart from 
the individual, being, do not actually depart, but they 
go with the individual? 

Reply: No. In that case such specification as, 'Here 
Itself they merge' would become meaningless (in the 
case of a man of realisation). Besides (in the case of a 
man of non-realisation) the departure of the organs is 
obvious from the text, 'All organs follow (the vital 
force), (Sr. IV. 4. 2). Therefore, it is not to be appre
hended that the organs depart (in the case of a man of 
realisation). Since liberation is different from the cycle 
of transmigration, therefore, if it is stated that 'the 
organs do not depart from him' , in order to forestall the 
possible misconception that the organs return (to this 
world) along with (the liberated) jivas (individual 
souls), even then the specific statement, 'They merge 
here itself' becomes meaningless. Moreover, there 
cannot reasonably be any journey nor jiva-hood for 
one from whom the organs have departed. Since the 
reality which is the Self is all-pervasive and has no 
parts, therefore Its mere relationship with the organs is 
the only cause of the differences of individual souls 
which are like sparks of fire. Therefore, if the Vedic 
texts are to be accepted as valid, then, when that (rela
tionship) ceases, it cannot be imagined that there can 
be either the individual souls, or any journey. Besides, 
it cannot be imagined that the individual soul is like an 
atom that has separated from Reality, and that it can 
depart from It by making a hole in that which is Exist
ence by nature. Therefore, it is understood that the 
statement, 'Going up through it, one attains immor
tality' (Ka. II. 3.16), refers to the departure of the 
worshipper of the qualified Brahman, along with the 
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organs through the hole on the top of the head; and the 
immortality (referred to) is only relative not absolute. 
(It is not absolute Liberation) because after the des
cription (of the world of Hirapyagarbha, the qualified 
Brahman) as an 'Unconquered City', and as possessed 
of a 'lake of exhilarating gruel', there occurs the qua
lifying statement, 'For them surely is this world of 
Brahman' (VIII.5. 3-4). 

Hence, the householders who have knowledge of the 
five fires, ye ca ime, and those who are these hermits 
and mendicants, together with the lifelong celibates; 
who upiisate, practice with deligence-the word upii
sate being used in the sense of 'devoted to', as in the 
text, 'They remain devoted to acts of sacrifice, public 
welfare, charity, etc.' (V. 10. 3)-; sraddhii, faith; and 
tapa/:t, austerity; iti, etc., i.e. remain faithful and aus
tere; and, according to another Upani~adic text (Br. 
VI. 2.15), also those that meditate on the Brahman 
living in the Satyaloka (the world of Truth), who is 
called Hirapyagarbha,-all of them abhisambhavanti, 
reach; arci$am, the flame, the deity of flame. 

The remaining portion is to be expounded'like the 
explanation of 'journey' in the fourth (i.e. IV. 15. 5). 
E$a/:t devayiinah, this divine path as explained, culmi
nates in the Satyaloka, and it is not outside this uni
verse, according to the mantra-text, 'They lie between 
the father (heaven) and mother (earth)' (Sr. VI. 2. 2). 

3{?t ~ ~ mq $tiG1«id ~'ftrqtiql~a <l 
~cq¢~ qqlS\IBi-:::. ~19I~q~q~qq~q~ 
~~ 1ffiU~ {'dl~a ~ch'tHq~MI'1~R111 ~ II 

3. Then those in the village, who remain devoted to 
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acts of sacrifice, public welfare, charity, etc. they reach 
smoke; from smoke to night, from night to the dark 
fortnight, from the dark fortnight to the six months 
during which the sun moves southward. These do not 
reach the year. 

The word atha. then, is used to introduce the next 
topic . . Ye ime, these'; grame, in the village, the house
holders-(the word 'griime, in the village', is used as a 
special qualification for the householders in order to 
distinguish them from the forest-dwellers, just as the 
word 'ara"ye, in the forest', is a qualifying word for the 
forest-dwellers and mendicants to distinguish them 
from the householders-'-);' who upiisate, remain de
voted to; i$/iipurte, sacrifice (Vedic rites like Agnihotra 
etc.), and public welfare (construction of ponds, wells, 
tanks, and rest-houses), etc.; dattam, charity, distribu
tion of wealth according to one's capacity to deserving 
persons outside the sacrificial place; iti, etc., i.e. (de
voted to) this kind of conduct and helpfulness, etc. (the 
word iii having been used to indicate different kinds of 
activity);. being devoid of knowledge, te, they; abhi
sambhavanti, reach, move towards; 'dhumam, smoke, 
the deity of smoke. Being led by that deity, dhumiit, 
from smoke; they reach riltrim, night, the deity of 
night; riitre/J., from night; verily aparapak$am, to the 
dark fortnight, the deity of the dark fortnight; apara
pak$iit, from the dark fortnight; $ar)miisiin" to the six 
months; yan, during which; the sun eli, moves, dak"
#"am, southward; they reach those months which are 
presided over by the deities of the winter solstice. Since 
the deities of the six months move in a group, therefore 
the word: $ar)miisiin is used in the pluraJ. 
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Ete, these, these ritualists who are under discussion; 
na, do not; priipnuvanti, reach; samvatsaram, the year, 
the deity of the year. 

Objection: How does the question of their reaching 
the year arise (at all), because of which the denial is 
made? 

Reply: The question does arise because the summer 
and winter solstices are two parts of a single year. 
Among them (the two solstices) it has been said that, 
for those who proceed along the paths starting from 
flame, there is the attainment of the year from the 
months constituting the summer solstice, which are a 
part of the whole (year). So here also, after hearing 
that they reach the months of winter solstice, there 
arises the possibility of their reaching the whole year as 
in the earlier case. Hence is denied its attainment, by 
saying 'They do not reach the whole year. ' 

~CQ;f: fQ¥i'tfi fQ(fMlCfiI«ICfiI~lqICfiI~II;:;a~
~ mqy "U\iIT ('fct~I"lqil 'ff ~ \l~ II ~ II 

4. From the months to the world of manes, from the 
world of manes to the interspace, from the interspace 
to the moon. This is the King Soma. That is food for the 
gods. Him the gods eat. 

Miisebhya/:z, from the months; pitrlokam, to the 
world of manes; pitrlokiit, f~om the world of manes; 
iikiisam, to the interspace; iikMiit, from the interspace; 
candramasam, to the moon. Who is that moon which is 
~eached by them? It is that which is seen in the inter
space, and that is riijii, the King; soma, Soma of the 
Brahmins; tat, that; is annam, food; deviimim, for the 
gods; tam, him, the moon; devii/:z, the gods, Indra and 
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others; bha/qayanti, eat- as food. Therefore they, the 
ritualists, moving through the path of smoke etc. and 
J>ecoming identified with the moon, are eaten by the 
gods. 

Objection: Is not the performance of sacrifices etc. a 
source of evil, if they (the ritualists) turn into food and 
are eaten by gods? 

Reply: This fault does not arise, since by the word 
'food' is meant only a thing of enjoyment. For they are 
not eaten by gods in morsels. What then? They become 
merely things of enjoyment to gods, like wife, animals, 
servants, and others. And it is noticed that the word 
food (anna) is used for a thing of enjoyment, as in, 'To 
kings the wife is enjoyable (annam) , animals are enjoy
able (annam), the merchants are enjoyable (annam)' , 
etc. Not that for those wives and others there is no 
enjoyment though they themselves are enjoyed by 
men. Hence, though the ritualists become enjoyable to 
the gods, they play happily with the gods. And in the 
lunar sphere are produced their bodies of water, which 
are fit for deriving enjoyment. 

This has been said earlier that, when water referred 
to by the word 'faith' is offered as an oblation in the 
heavenly fire, it becomes King Soma (moon) (V. 4. 2). 
Those waters, associated with rites and pervaded by 
other.elements, turn into the moon after reaching the 
heavenly world, and become the source of the bodies 
of the performers of rites etc. And when the last obla
tion in the form of offering the body in the funeral fire 
is made, when the body becomes burnt by fire, then, 
the waters rising from that body go up with the smoke 
by surrounding the sacrificer, and after having reached 
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the lunar sphere, become the producers of an external 
body, as though those waters are the materials taking 
the place of Kusa-grass and earth (which are used in 
making images of clay). And he (the sacrificer) stays 
there, enjoying through that body the fruits of his 
sacrifices etc. (till the period due for the enjoyment of 
food is exhausted). 

('1 R:tt;<Q I ct ~ 1141 ('1 'Irq (€I 1 ?l ('1 q 51 1 ~ 
~~('1qICfiI~lqICfiI~II&Jij CfFI~ ~ 
~\i~II~1I 

5. Having lived there till the exhaustion ofthe fruits, 
he again returns along the very path by which he had 
gone. He reaches the intennediate-space; from the 
intermediate-space he returns to air; becoming identi
fied with air he turns into smoke; becoming smoke he 
turns into white cloud. 

Sainpiita means the cause through which they fall 
down, i.e. the exhaustion of the results of rites. Yiivat 
sainpiitam (means) till the exhaustion of the results of 
rites etc. which' are the causes of enjoyment; u~itvii, 
having lived; tasmin, there in the lunar world for that 
long; atha, then; nivartante, they return; punq~, again; 
etam eva, to this itself; along adhviinam, the path which 
is going to be spoken of and by which he had gone. 
From the use of the words 'they return again', it is 
understood that earlier also they had, more than once, 
gone to the lunar sphere and returned from there. 
Therefore, by performing such rites and duties etc. as 
sacrifices etc. people go to the moon, and they return 
when the results are exhausted. They cannot stay there 
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even for a moment (more), owing to the exhaustion of 
the results of rites etc. which are the causes for their 
staying there, just as a lamp goes out when its oil is 
exhausted. 

Opponent: As to that, does a man who goes to the 
lunar sphere return from there after the exhaustion of 
all the results, or does he do so with some residual 
results? 

Reply: What are you driving at? 
Opponent: If all the results of rites are exhausted, 

then, Liberation comes to the man when he is still in 
the lunar world itself. 

Reply: Let the question as to whether he attains 
Liberation on the moon itself or not, be put off for a 
while. (If all the results of actions are exhausted on the 
moon itself) then, for one who comes from there to this 
world there will be no possibility of embodiment, en
joyment, etc. And there will be contradiction with the 
Smrti text, • As a result of the rt!mainder of that (he gets 
embodied).' Is it not a fact that in the human world, 
over and above such activitit!s as sacrifice, public wel
fare, charity etc. there is the possibility of many other 
activities consequent on the enjoyment with the body? 
And those results are not enjoyed in the lunar world. 
So they remain unexhausted. Only those results get 
exhausted owing to which he had ascended to the lunar 
world. Thus then~ is no contradiction. And the word 
·remainder' (in the Smrti), refers to the residue of all 
actions in general. Therefore, this defect of getting 
Liberation in the lunar world does not exist. 

And the results of actions, which can be enjoyed in 
various incompatible kinds of bodies can, at a time, 
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lead to the birth of only one kind of a creature. Besides, 
it is not possible to enjoy the results of all actions in a 
single life. And it is mentioned in the Smrti that a single 
sin like the killing of a Brahmin becomes productive of 
many lives. Moreover, those extremely ignorant 
people who have attained the states of non-moving 
things, cannot start doing works that are meant for 
excellence. There will be no cause for any transmigra
tion for those who, after entering into the \\lombs, have 
been aborted, since there will be no possibility for them 
to do any work. Therefore, all the results of actions 
cannot be enjoyed in a single life. 

As for the statement (of ano'ther view) made by 
some people that, after the destruction of the locus of 
results of all actions, the (residual) results produce 
another body: with regard to that, it is not logical to say 
that some of the results of works stand by without 
becoming effective while some others bring about re
birth, since death is the revealer of all results of actions, 
like a lamp that reveals all objects within its range. 

Vediintin: That is wrong. For it is admitted that all 
things are identified' with the all-pervading Self (see 
Bf. on Madhu-Brahman). Since all things are identi
fied with all-pervading Self, and since they are de
limited by time, space, and causation, there can be no 
destruction or origin of anything in its totality. So also 

IThat is to say, die essence of all objects in this creation exists, to a 
greater or lesser extent, in those objects. Only, the cause of coming 
into existence and destruction of each object is different, depending 
on time, space and causation. Therefore, though a particular manner 
of destruction of a particular object is the cause of manifestation of 
particular results of action, it cannot be the cause of manifestation of 
all the results of action. Some results of action remain unmanifest. 
and they become manifest at a suitable time. 
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is the case with regard to the locus· of actions and their 
results. As the various incompatible tendencies ac
quired by the experiences in earlier lives as man, pea
cock, monkey and others, do not get eliminated when a 
monkey-life is begun by those results of works that are 
due to bring about the monkey-life, so also is it reason
able that, the results of works which are due to com
mence another life do not get eliminated. If by the 
results of works that are due to produce a monkey-life, 
all the tendencies acquired through the experiences of 
previous lives be eliminated, then, when the monkey
life is commenced by the results of the tendencies that 
are to produce the·monkey-life, the monkey that is just 
born would not get the skill of holding to the mother's 
belly when she jumps from one branch to another, 
since it has had no practice in this life. And it cannot be 
said that in the lives just preceding, it was nothing but a 
monkey. There is this supporting Sruti text, 'It' is fol
lowed by knowledge, work and past experience' (Br. 
IV.4.2). Thus, just as in the case oftendencies, there is 
no total destruction of results of work, and hence 
there is the possibility for residual results. Since this is 
so, therefore it is logical that transmigration 'becomes 
possible owing to the results remaining as residue after 
the enjoyment of (other) results of actions. 2 

Which is that path to which they return? That is 
being said: Nivartante, they return; adhvanam, to the 
path; yathetam, by which they had gone. 

IThe results of action do not manifest themselves entirely or get 
destroyed entirely with the manifestation or destruction of anyone 
particular locus (aggregate of body and organs). 

2See B.G. IX. 20-1. 
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Objection: But, was not the order of going.stated to 
be from the months to the world of manes, from the 
world of manes to the intermediate-space, from the 
intermediate-space to the moon, while the return is not 
so stated? What is the order then? (The order is) from 
intermediate-space to air etc. So, how is it said that 
'they return as they had gone '? 

Reply: There is no such fault because there is the 
similarity of reaching the intermediate-space as also 
the earth. Moreover, there is no rule here that it must 
be just like the going. They return through some other 
stages as well. But the rule is that they do return. 
Therefore the words, 'as they had gone by', are used 
only synecdochically. Therefore, they then reach the 
material iikiisam, intermediate-space. The waters that 
were productive of their bodies in the lunar world, 
cease to exist when the results of works which were the 
cause of enjoyment there get evaporated, like a lump 
of clarified butter when it comes into contact with fire. 
After vanishing they become subtle like ether in the 
intermediate-space. From the intermediate-space they 
become air. Having become air and staying in the air, 
they are carried hither and thither, and the individual 
soul whose results are exhausted, turns into air along 
with those waters. After becoming smoke it turns into 
white cloud having merely the form of being full of 
water. 

3t\1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lIqtiM " ~ 
s:ft(lilql ~ilq"'W(tCiflij~qlfU ~ \ilICl4sffi cl 
~ ~tUq(t~ tit ~ 8lJlqM tit tr: ft:t'*lRt ~~ 
~ cqqffi II ~ II 
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6. After becoming the white cloud it turns into 
(thick) cloud. After becoming the (thick) cloud it 
comes down as rain. Those individual souls are bom 
here as paddy, barley, herbs, sesamum, black pulse, 
etc. It is certainly more difficult to come out of these. 
He takes birth in the very form of him whosoever eats 
food, whoever ejects semen. 

Bhatvii, after becoming; abhram, white cloud; bha
-vat;, he turns into; megha/:z, (thick) cloud which is 
capable of pouring down. Then megha/:z bhutvii, after 
becoming (thick) cloud; pravar$ati, he comes down as 
rain on high grounds. The meaning is that he, with his 
residual results of action, comes down in the form of 
pouring rain. Te, they (whose results of work have 
become attenuated); jiiyante~ are born; iha, here; iti, 
as; vrfhi-yava-o$adhi-vanaspataya/:ztila-mii$ii/:t, paddy, 
barley, herb, trees, sesamum, and black pulse. The 
plural (in jiiyante) is used because the souls with at
tenuated .results are many. But in the earlier stages as 
clouds etc. because the individual souls have the same 
form, they are indicated by the singular number. Since 
for those souls which come with rainfall, there are 
thousands of places like precipices of mountains, inac
cessible regions, rivers, sea, forests, and deserts, where 
they can get deposited, ata/:z, therefore, he cause of this 
reason; vai khalu, it is certainly; durni$prapataram, 
difficult to come out. For they reach a river by being 
carried by the current flowing down from the mountain 
slope, from there they go to the sea, then they are 
swallowed by aquatic animals like shark etc.; those 
again are eaten by others. There itself, again, they get 
dissolved in the sea along with the sea-animals, and are 
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sucked up along with the sea-waters as clouds, to fall 
down again as rainfall on desert land, rocky precipices, 
or inaccessible places, and remain there. By chance 
they are drunk by snakes, deers, etc. or by others. 
Those again are eaten by others. In this way, in such 
states they move in cycles. Sometimes they are born 
among (unmoving) things which are inedible, and dry 
up there itself. As even for those who are born among 
the edible, unmoving things, it is difficult indeed to get 
associated with bodies (of male creatures) that eject 
semen, since the unmoving things are numerous, hence 
is the difficulty of coming out. Or, it is more difficult to 
issue out of these existences like paddy, barley, etc. 

In the word durn~prapataram is to be noted that one 
In remains understood. The attainment of the states of 
paddy, barley, etc. is difficult (durn~prapatara), and 
association with a body that ejects semen is more dif-. 
ficult (durn~prapalalara). This is the meaning. When 
they are eaten by celibates, children, eunuchs, or the 
old, they dry up in the intermediate stage, since eaters 
of food are innumerable. If at any time they are eaten 
perchance by those who have become identified with 
the ejectors of semen, then, the results of the work of 
those who have become identified with the nature of 
ejectors of semen, reach the stage of fruition. How? 
Among those eating the food with which a soul remains 
associated, and yalJ" whoever; retal;1. sincati, ejects sem
en into a woman in proper time; the associated' soul 
who had entered into the mother's womb in the form of 
semen (from the father), bhavati, takes birth; tadbhu
yal), in that very form, by adopting (bhuyalJ.) to a large 

IThe individual soul does not get transformed into the different 
stages of cloud etc. but remains merely associated with them. 

24 
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extent the formation (tat) of his father's limbs, since the 
seed is potentially possessed of the form of the father. 
This is supported by another Upani~adic text, 'That 
which is the semen is extracted from all the limbs as 
their vigour' (Ai. II. 1.1). Therefore he verily assumes 
the form after the father. This is the meaning. Thus 
indeed, from a human being a human being is born, 
from a cow comes a calf, with that very fonn. The body 
does not take the form of any other class. Therefore, it 
is proper to say that he takes birth with that very form 
to a large extent. 

But those who are different from the souls remaining 
in association (with barley, paddy etc.) and who, owing 
to their excessive sinful acts, assume the states of 
paddy, barley, etc. without ascending to the lunar 
world, (but) not the human form again-, for them 
coming out is not more difficult as it is in case of the 
SO.uls, who. are in association (with these things). Why? 
Because such bodies as paddy, barley, etc. are earned 
by them thrO.ugh their karma (results of actions). 
Hence, when the cause of those means O.f enjoyment 
becomes eliminated, and their body in the form O.f a 
sheaf O.f paddy etc. get destroyed, then, according to 
their merit the individual souls move on from one new 
bO.dy to' another, like a leech, indeed with conscious
ness I. This is supported by another Sruti text, 'Then 
the SO.ul becomes endowed with consciousness, and 
gO.es to' the bO.dy which is related to that consciousness' 
(Br. IV. 4. 2). AlthO.ugh they go to a different body, 
with the organs withdrawn, still, he goes to another 
bO.dy, indeed along with consciousness. As is the case 

·Consciousness in the form of those particular tendencies which 
have become awakened for the next embodiment. 
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in dream, he goes with consciousness in the form of 
tendencies which are made potent by the merit earned 
by himself, which is established on the authority of the 
Upani;mds. Similarly, the journey along the paths 
starting from flame or smoke, is owing to the con
sciousness made active as in dream, since the journey 
depends on those merits that have been awakened. But 
it is not logical that the associated souls, who take birth 
in the form of paddy, barley, etc. get connected along 
with their corisciousness, to the father and the mother, 
because when paddy, barley, etc. are harvested, 
threshed, and ground, the associated souls cannot con
tinue with consciousness. 

Objection: Is it not reasonable that, for those also 
coming down from the moon there is the similarity of 
going to different bodies, like leeches, indeed along 
with consciousness? If that be so, then, for those who 
perform sacrifices, public welfare, etc. there will be.ahe 
experience of suffering in terrible hell, after their re
turn from the lunar world till they are born as aBrah
mana and others. And in that case the inculcation of 
performing' sacrifice, public welfare, etc. will have to 
be concluded as meant for evil only, and the Vedic text 
also will become invalidated since Vedic rites will be 
productive of evil. 

Reply: No, since there is distinction' as between 
ascending a tree and falling down from it. This is be
cause, for a soul who wishes to go from one body to 
another, its merit becomes more active. It is logical 

I When a man ascends a tree he does so with alertness. But when he 
falls from there, that happens accidentally, without his awareness. 
Similar is the case in ascending to the moon and dropping from 
there.-A.G. 
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that the soul should have consciousness, it being 
awakened by his merit, like a man climbing a tree for 
getting some fruit. Similarly there should be conscious
ness for those who move along the path of flame etc., as 
also for those who desire to reach the lunar world 
through the path of smoke etc. But there will be no 
such consciousness for those who happen to come 
down from the lunar world, like people falling from the 
top of a tree. And as in the case of people struck by a 
club, and fallen unconscious with their organs with
drawn due to the pain thereof, no awareness is noticed 
even though they are carried from place to place along 
with their own bodies, so also is the case with those 
whcr-with their organs rendered inactive, and their 
bodies made of water destroyed owing to the 
exhaustion of the merit calculated to produce heavenly 
enjoyment-, come down from the lunar world for the 
sake of other bodies such as that of a human being etc. 
Therefore, they descend, like unconscious people, to 
this earth through the stages of ether etc. but not 
separated from water which is the seed of another.fresh 
body, and become connected with classes of unmoving 
things according to their merit; and since their organs 
are rendered inactive, they indeed remain devoid of 
active awareness. So, s~nce their merit which is to bring 
forth another body does not become activated, 
therefore, when passing through such stages as 
harvesting, threshing, grinding, cooking, eating, 
turning into liquids, and ejection of semen, they indeed 
remain like an unconscious man. They continue in all 
the states without indeed, leaving their connection 
with the 'water' which is the source of fresh bodies. In 
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this way, the possession of consciousness, like a leech. 
is not contradicted. But in the intermediate stage there 
is unconsciousness verily as in the case of a man in 
stupor. Hence there is no defect. 

And it cannot be inferred that. since they are as
sociated with cruelty, the Vedic rites are the producers 
of both kinds of results (virtue and vice), because this 
cruelty is enjoined by scriptures. For, according to the 
Vedic text, 'not injuring any creature, other than what 
is prescribed in the scriptures' (VIII. 15.1), it is known 
that cruelty sanctioned by scriptures does not cause 
vice. Even if it is admitted that this is the producer of 
vice still, it is reasonable that the fault can be removed 
like the removal of poison by incantation. It cannot be 
reasonable that Vedic rites can be the producers of 
evil, as poison is not when swallowed with incantation. 

(fU l8 ~qoihl":Holl 3{~ ~ ~ (Qontli 
41f.lqlqm~1t16lol41R err ~l3itltdFt err ~~tl4IFt 
CfM IT l8 Cfi'iilif4~OIl 3{~ ~ ~ Cfi'iili 
4if.lQIQ@hssa41Ft err ~q:;~4tR err if40sl(il41Ft 
err II \911 

7. Among them those who were performers of meri
torious deeds here, they will attain good births ~ndeed 
in a quick manner-birth as a Brahmin, or birth as a 
K~atriya, or birth as a Vaisya. On the other hand, those 
who were performers of bad deeds here, they will 

• attain bad births indeed in a quick manner-birth as a 
dog, or birth as a pig, or birth as a Capc;iala. 

Tat, among them, among the associated souls (seek
ing rebirth); ye, those; who were ramal;zfya-carat;ziil), 
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performers of meritorious deeds, engaged in meritori
ous deeds; iha, here, in this world,-those are called 
performers of {Ileritorious deeds whose actions had 
been virtuous, for those who are free from cruelty, 
untruthfulness and deception, are fit to be referred to 
as 'possessed of residual good results' (leading to the 
next birth); with that residual good result (which is 
productive of the next birth), (i.e.) with the virtuous 
deeds which remain as remnants after the enjoyment in 
the lunar world, te, they; abhyiiSal;l, quickly; ha, in
deed; (-yat, is an adverb meaning 'in the manner that 
is quick'-) iipadyeran, attain; yonim, birth; which is 
rama1J.lyam, good, free from cruelty etc.; briihmalJ,a
yonim, birth as a Brahmin; vii, or; k$atriya-yonim, 
birth as a K~atriya; vii, or; vaiSya-yonim, birth as a 
Vaisya, in accordance with their own merit. Atha, on 
the other hand; ye, those; who are opposite of tho~c 
stated above, kapuya-cara1J.al;l, performers of bad 
deeds, who return with the remnants of bad deeds; 
iipadyeran, they will attain; abhyiiSal;l ha yat, in a man
ner that is indeed quick; kapuyiim, bad, indeed bad, 
without any connection with virtue, condemnable; 
yonim, birth; in accordance with the merit sva-yonim, 
birth as a dog; vii, or; sukara-yonim, birth as a pig; vii, 
or; ca1J.t;iiiia-yonim, birth as a Cav~ala, surely in ac
cordance with their own merits. 

But those who are twice born, the performers of 
meritorious deeds, who follow their own duties and 
undertake sacrifices etc. they depart and return again 
and again through the path of smoke etc. like moving 
on a Persian-wheel. In case they take recourse to medi
tation, then, they go along the path of flame etc. 
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3t~: ~ Cfidlol ~ ~ dl;{\qd .. 
liST\104ftC«lqdiPf 'lffiR 'qqf.a \tI1<4~ 
fA4tclradi)dh:f~ ~ d"4lm ~ ~ fI'*{4d 
dfifl~~d ~ wflCfi: II til 

8. On the other hand, through neither of these two 
paths are born those small creatures which transmi
grate again and again. This third state is indicated by 
the words, 'Be born and die'. Thereby the other world 
does not become filled up. Therefore this should be 
despised. In confirmation of it, occurs this verse: 

If they are neither followers of meditation nor even 
performers of acts like sacrifice and public welfare, 
atha, then; they na, do not; proceed along katare1J.a, 
either one or the other of these two paths indicated by 
flame, smoke, etc. as stated. Tani, they; bhavanti, are 
born; as imani, these; k$udra1J.i, small; bhutani, crea
tures--gadflies, mosquitoes, insects etc.; asakrt avar
tfni, which transrpigrate again and again. The meaning 
is that, those who have fallen from both the paths, 
surely are born and die, again· and again. Their con
tinuity in a succession,of birth and death is being stated 
thus: By 'jiiyasva mriyasva, Be born and die', is being 
stated the action directed by God. Their time is spent in 
mere birth and death. But they have no time either for 
work or for worthy enjoyment. As compared with the 
two paths stated earlier, this is the third state of trans
migration as exemplified by these small creatures. 
Since even those who travel along the Southern Path 
return again, therefore, for those who are not compe
tent for meditation and rites, there can surely be no 

I 
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travelling along the Southern Path. Tena, thereby; 
asau lokab, the other world; na sampuryate, does not 
become filled up. 

But as for the fifth question (by the King) it has 
already been explained while speaking of meditation 
on the five fires. The first question has been disposed of 
by the statements about the Northern and Southern 
Paths. The separation of the Southern and Northern 
Paths has also been explained thus: The consignment 
of the dead bodies into fire is common. The separation 
starts from there. Some go by the Northern Path and 
some others by the Southern. Again, uniting after the 
attainment of the six months of summer and winter 
solstices, they once more separate. Some reach the 
year, and some of them reach the world of manes from 
the (six) months. The return of the souls along with 
their residual merits from the lunar world, through the 
stages starting from intermediate-space etc. has also 
been stated. The non-filling up of the other world has 
been stated by the Upani~ad in its own words: 'Thereby 
the other world does not become filled up.' 

Since this transmigratory course is thus painful, tas
mat, therefore; jugupseta, it should be despised. And 
also because the little creatures, whose time is con
sumed in experiencing pain originating from birth and 
death, and which are shoved into terrible darkness as 
though into a bottomless sea without any raft, from 
where it is difficult to come out, are without hope of 
crossing it-, for that reason also one should despise, 
be afraid of, be hateful of the course of transmigration, 
so that there may not be any falling into this kind of a 
terrible, vast sea of transmigration. E~aJ;z, this; s/okaJ;z, 
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verse expressing; tat, the above idea occurs for eulo
gizing meditation on the five fires. 

m ~(UilfQ Wi m~~ 1(J'RI(fQqlC4ft~6h~1 
~ qdRt iSI(€(H: ~q~liSI(~~RRt II ~ II 

9. A stealer of gold, a drinker of wine, one sleeping 
on his guru's bed, and a killer of a Brahmapa-these 
four, as also the fifth one who has dealings with them, 
meet with a fall. 

Stena/:l, a stealer; hira1Jyasya, of gold belonging to a 
Brahmava; one piban, drinking; suriim, wine (though) 
being a Brahmava; ca, and; one avasan, sleeping; ta/
pam, on the bed; guro/:l, of (his) guru, i.e. sleeping with 
the guru's wife; ca, and; brahmahii, a killer of a Brah
mava; these catviira/:l, four; patanti, meet with a fall; 
ca, as also; pancama/:l, the fIfth one; who iicaran, has 
dealings; tai/:l, with them. 

3f?t ~ If ({dl~q q&llm~~ ;r ~ 
~(aaliSl(;qlcq"lI ffilaad ~: ~: 'i0ilOOcW cqcffif If 

~ ~ If ~ ~II ~o IllM~:~: II ~o II 

lO. Again, anyone who knows these five fires thus, 
does not become besmeared with sin even though he 
mixes with them. Anyone who knows thus, anyone 
who knows thus, becomes unsullied, pure and a 
dweller in the world of virtue. 

Atha ha, again; anyone ya/:l, who; veda, knows; etan, 
these; panciignin, five fires as stated; evam, thus; sa/:l, 
he; api, even though; iicaran, has dealings; saha, with; 
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tail), them, with the great sinners; na, does not be
come; lipyate, besmeared; piipmanii, with sin. Ya~ 
evam veda, anyone who knows thus-knows all the 
subject matters asked through the five questions; re
maining suddhal), unsullied indeed; and putal;r, pure, 
having become purified through the knowledge of 
those five fires; bhavati, he becomes; pU1)yaloka~, a 
dweller in the world of virtue, of the worlds of Pra
japati and others. The repetition of 'He who knows', 
etc. is for showing that all the questions have been 
answered. 

SECTION I I 

, 

J414l"1~II(t1 ~qq;:qq: fI((IlI~: ~~Il4R~~...n 
'il#latil \iR: ~lIcfiu~ ~ ~ ~ 
qgl~II(t11 qglw,BllIl: flq((l lftl:rT~lfi~: cfit ~ 
3mqJ ~ ~iPRt II ~ II 

1. Pracinasala-the son of Upa.manyu, Satya
yajna-the son of Pulu~a, Indradyumna-the son of 
Bhallavi, lana-the son of Sarkarak~a, and Buc;lila
-the son of Asvatarasva-these great householders and 
adepts in the Vedas, assembled together and conduct
ed a discussion: Which is our Self? Who is Brahman? 

~n the text, 'That is food for gods', 'Him the gods eat' 
(V. 10.4), it has been stated that those who travel along 
the Southern Path become food as it were. And the 
painful course of transmigration in the form of small 
creatures has also been told. To avoid both of those 
defects, the succeeding text is begun for the attainment 
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of the state of Vaisvanara, the Eater, which fact is 
gathered from such indicative words as, 'You eat food, 
you see the desirable'. The story is meant for easy 
comprehension, and for showing the procedure of im
parting knowledge. 

Pracinasala/:z, Pracinasala by name; aupamanyava/:z, 
the son of Upamanyu; satyayajria/:z, Satyayajna by 
name; paul~i/:z, the son of Pulu:;a, similarly indra
dyumna/:z, Indradyumna by name; bhallaveya/:z-the 
son of Bhallava is Bhallavi and his son is Bhallaveya; 
jana, Jana by name; sarkarak~ya/:z, the son of 
Sarkarak~a; bu{iila/:z, Bupila by name; asvatarasvi/:z, 
the son of Asvatarasva; te ha ete, all those five indeed; 
were mahiiSala/:z, great householders, possessed of big 
houses; and mahiisrotriya/:z, adepts in the Vedas, in its 
study and practice. They who were of this kind, 
sametya, having assembled some where; cakru/:t, con
ducted; mimamsiim, a discussion. This is the idea. 

How? 
Ka/:z, which is; na/:z, our; atma, Self? Kim, who; is 

brahma, Brahman? 
The words atma (Self) and Brahman are the adjec

tives and substantives of each other. The word Brah
man rules out the Self limited by the body. And the 
word atma (Self) rules out the meditation on the sun 
etc. which are different from the Self as Brahman. The 
Self "is indeed Brahman, and Brahman is surely the 
Self, without any duality. In this way it becomes es
tablished that the all-pervasive Vaisvanara is Brah
man, and he is the Self. This fact is obvious from such 
indicative sentences as, 'Your head will fall' (V.12.2); 
'You would become blind' (5.13.2), etc. 
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"ff W tt¥C4I~<U'*-l~d\I(ijqi} cl \:t41C1;fflS4ql'6fOl: 
ttijllfflqql(ql;{ cisal"'t(Qt;QRI "~ ~141iUlqRl "'!:. 
WTCUi I\itHj: II ~ II 

2. They decided (about their teacher). '0 Vener
able sirs, Uddalaka, son of Arupa now knows this Self 
who is Vaisvanara. If it pleases you, we shall go to him.' 
They went to him. 

Even while engaged in the discussion, not being able 
to arrive at a conclusion, te ha, they; salnpiidayan 
cakruIJ, decided about the teacher of the Self. 'Bhaga
vantaIJ, 0 venerable sirs; ayam, this; iiruf)i/:l, the son of 
Arupa; uddiilaka/:l vai, well-known as Uddalaka; sain
prati, now; smarati, remembers, knows thoroughly; 
ayam, this; iitmiinam, Self; who is vaisviinaram, the 
Vaisvanara sought for by us. Hanta, if it pleases you; 
abhyiigacchiima/:l, we shall now go; tam, to him. 
Having decided thus they a bhyiijagmu/:l , went; tam, to 
him, to Arupi. 

~ W tt¥C4I~I'*-ICfiH Jl~ Qlftlq Q61~1I(ij1 
~WlBl41~cait ';f tt<fftlCf J4R1q~ 6Wd16Q-
~\041'~lIttl;ftRlII ~ II 

3. He decided (thUS): 'These great householders 
and adepts in the Vedas will question me. I may not be 
able to teU them everything. Let me tell them of some 
other teacher. ' 

As soon as sal) ha, he saw them; having understood 
the re·ason of their coming, he sainpiidayiiricakiira, 
decided. 

How? 
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Ime, these; mahasalal), great householders; malzii
srotriyal), great adepts in the Vedas; praksyanti, will 
question; mam, me about Vaisvanara. I, na iVll, may 
not be; pratipatsye, able to answer; tebhya/:z, them; 
sarvam, everything. Therefore, hanta, let it be; that 
ahllm, I; abh yanusasani, shall tell them; anyam, (of) 
some other teacher. 

(11~qli:.lISQqRl~ cqilq;ffl~ ~: ftlftJtq-

cl1f.ll'Hq~ "~'alliliUlqRl "~ 

4. To them he said: '0 venerable sirs, this well
known Asvapati, son of Kekaya, now surely knows of 
this Self who is Vaisvanara. If it pleases you, we shall 
go to him.' To him they went. 

Having decided thus~ tan, to them; ullaca ha, he said; 
'Bhagavanta/:z, 0 venerable sirs; ayam·, this; vai, well
known; asvapati/:z, Asvapati; kaikeya/:z, son of Kel(aya; 
samprati, now·; adhyeti, knows ~lly; imam, this; at
manam, Self; who is vaiSvanaram, Vaisvanara. 'He 
knows', etc. is to be explained as before. 

"ff~ W Jll'Gl~: ,!~.It1fOl ifiHtll;;aifiH If W lmf: 
tll&itgl:t acm;r ;r .q w.n 'iI:tqa ;r ~ ;r lfUtiT 
~1:tlrg(1lm;fjfc1ii1i1 ~ ~Ron ~ Cf~qlOn cl 
cq.lq;fflSgq~ tllq~Qffll sttRccJt u;i a:lwlf4 
~\4.lq(~ a:1fC4lfq qtl~ cqilCi:(t lRf II t..,11 

5. For them, when they had arrived, he arranged for 
adoration .individually. After leaving his bed in the 
morning, he said (to them): 
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'In my kingdom there is no thief, no miser, no wine
bibber; none who does not perform sacrifice, none 
uneducated, no lewd person. How can there be any 
adultress? 0 venerable sirs, I shall surely be perform
ing a sacrifice. I shall give you as much wealth as I shall 
be giving to any single priest. Please stay on, venerable 
sirs. ' 

Tebhyal; ha, for them; priiptebhyal;, when they had 
arrived; the King kiirayiiflcakiira, arranged for; arhii1)i, 
adoration; prthak, individually, through the priests 
and servants. Next day, sal; ha, he the king; saflji
hiinal;, after leaving his bed; priital;, in the morning; 
uviica, said, approaching them with modesty: 'Please 
accept this we~lth from me.' Being rejected by them, 
he thought: 'They surely find fault with me because of 
which they do not accept we~lth from me.' With this 
thought in mind, he said, for establishing his good 
conduct:-. 

Mama janapade, in my kingdom; there is na stena/:z, 
no thief, a stealer of others' wealth; na kadaryal;', no 
miser who does not give in charity in spite of having 
wealth; na madyapal;, no one who, being foremost 
among the twice-born, is yet a wine-bibber; na anii
hitiignib, none who does not perform sacrifices even 
though possessed of a hundred heads of cattle; na 
avidviin, no person who is not educated according to 
his status; na swairf, no lewd person who visits others' 
wives. Therefore, kutal;, how can there be; any svai
rinf, adultress? The idea is thafthere is no possibility of 
a voluptuous woman. 

Being told by them, 'We are not seekers of wealth' ~ 
he thought, (They are not accepting the wealth because 
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it is too little, and said, 'Bhagavantal;r., 0 venerable sirs; 
aham, I; yak~yamii1')aJ;z vai asmi, shall surely be per
forming a sacrifice in a few days. Yavat, as much; 
dhanam, wealth; as dasyami, I shall give; eka-ekasmai 
rtvije, to any single priest, from the wealth set apart by 
me for that purpose; taval, that much; dasyami, I shall 
give; also bhagavadbhyal;r.·, to you, individually. Vas
antu, please stay on; bhagavantal;r., 0 venerable sirs, 
and also watch my sacrifice. ' 

off ~i!!if"f ~cuiR 'I~~ffl'~ tc:r Q«I(i4I"fq<lq 
-&vr.R~ t4lf1f£1~ ~ ;it ~ II ~ II 

6. They said, 'One should speak of that very subject 
for which purpose indeed a person surely approaches. 
Now, you know this very Self which is Vaisvanara. Tell 
us of Him indeed.' 

Having been told so (by the King) Ie, they; ucu/:z ha, 
said: 'Vadet, one should speak; tam ha eva, that very 
subject; yena ha eva arthena, for which purpose in
deed; puru~al;r., a person; caret, approaches, goes to 
someone. This indeed is the purpose of our coming. 
This is the custom followed by good people. We are the 
seekers of the knowledge of Vaisvanar~. Samprati, 
now; adhye~i, you know fully; imam, this; eva, very; 
iitmanam, Self; which is vaiivanaram, Vaisvanara. 
Therefore, bruhi, tell, na/:z, us; eva, indeed; of tam, 
Him. 

dl~QIi:4 Jrnrcf: Jd'dQeRll~Rt <f W fff4NIUlll: 
'icfl~ J4R1i¥4ehfq~ (11~11q4hl~(1iicU~ 11\911 

$~a;IC:::~I: WJS: II ~ ~ II 
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7. To them he said, '(Next)·morhing I shall answer.' 
In the forenoon they approached him with faggots in 
hand. Even without initiating them. he said this: 

Tan. to them; uvaca ha. he said; ·Pratab. in the 
morning; prativakta asmi. I shall be giving answers; 
valJ" to you.' Being told so. and becoming aware of the 
King's intention; praticakramire, they approached the 
King next day; purvabne, in the forenoon; samitpa1J.a
yab. with faggots in hand. Although they were great 
householders. great adepts in the Vedas, and, Brah
mins still. in this way they abandoned their pride of 
being great householders etc. and for acquiring knowl
edge, approached with modesty the King, who was 
lower in caste. Others who are seekers after knowledge 
should behave similarly. And to them he imparted 
knowledge; eva, even; anupanfya tan, without initiat
ing them.· The import of the story is that, as he im
parted knowledge to competent persons, so also 
should knowledge be imparted by others. The words 
'uvaca, he said; etat, this', are to be connected with the 
knowledge ofVaisvanara that is going to be spoken of. 

SECTION 12 

~ qq::ctCl cfi (q q I ('lOt I~'lq 1m lffi I RCli:h~ ~ 
~1\ilGiRt ~ClI~Ef cl ~ arnqy clral~il ~ 
('qql(tlI~'l4I~ df4ilftCi wt JIIfldql~ ~ 
~II ~II 

1. '0 son of Upamanyu, which Self do you meditate 
on?' He said, '0 venerable King, (I meditate on) 
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heaven indeed. ' The King said, 'The Self on whom you 
meditate is indeed, the Self called "Vaisvanara 
possessed of good light". Therefore it is seen that in 
your line Soma juice is extracted, it is extracted 
abundantly, and it is extracted over many days. 

It is being stated as to how he (the King) spoke: 
'Aupamanyava, 0 son of Upamanyu, kam, whom; do 
tvam, you; upiisse, meditate on; as iitmiinam, the Self 
called Vaisvanara?' This he asked. 

Objection: Is it not improper that, being a teacher, 
one should ask the student? 

Reply: There is no such defect, since the procedure is 
seen to be like this in: 'You approach me with (tell me) 
that which you know. I shall tell you of things that are 
beyond them' (VII. 1. 1). Elsewhere also it is seen that, 
in the case of a student who does not comprehend, a 
question is put by the teacher for the sake of arousing 
comprehension, as in the question of Ajatasatru: 
'Where was It, and whence did it thus come?' (Br. 
11.1.16) 

Uviica ha, he said; 'Bhagavab riijan, 0 venerable 
King; I meditate on divam, heaven; eva, indeed, as 
Vaisvanara.' The King (said): 'Yam tam iitmiinam up
iisse, the Self on which you meditate, one part of the 
Self that you meditate on; vai, is indeed; the iitmii, Self; 
called vaisviinarab, Vaisvallara; well-known to be sute
jiib, possessed of good light, because he is a part of the 
Self. Tasmiit, therefore, as a result of the meditation 
on Vaisvanara as possessed of good light; drsyate, 'it 
is seen; that tava kuie, in your line; sutam, juice is 
extracted in the form of Soma-juice during a rite; 
prasutam, (it is) extracted abundantly; and asutam, 

25 
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extracted over many days. I The idea is that, 'persons 
belonging to your line are much devoted to rites'. 

34~iI q:(Jt4m llit4qTQiI q:(Jt4M iPl" \4C1&01fC'1 

a6lC!4:ci(t ~ Cf l{flqClql(C4l;1 ~sal;Hijql('d 11m. 
3rnq;J ~ iI Cllifl 11m "ff CQq M&.:ItI::¥:t i :t 141 f4Qf 
~II~ II ~~:~: II ~~ II 

2. 'You eat food and see the pleasant. He who medi
tates on this one as the very Self which is Vaisvanara, 
he eats food and sees the pleasant, and in his lineage 
occurs the lustre of knowing Brahman. This is but the 
head of the Self'. He said, 'Your head would have 
fallen if you had not come to me. ' 

Atsi, you eat; annam, food, having good power of 
digestion; and pasyasi, you see; priyam, the pleasant, 
the desirable-son, grandson, and others. YaQ, who, 
anyone else also, who upiiste, meditates (on this very 
Self); which is vaisviinaram, Vaisvanara; etam, as 
stated above; afti, he eats; annam, food; and pasyati, 
sees; priyam, the pleasant; and asya ku/e, in his line
age; bhavati, occurs; brahmavarcasflm, the lustre of 
knowing Brahman-ritualism consisting in Soma-juice 
being extracted, extracted abundantly, and extracted 
over'many days, etc. E$aQ, this; is tu, but; mardhii, the 
head; iitmanal), of the Self, of the Vaisvanara. It is not 
the whole of Vaisvanara. Therefore, on account of 
meditating on It as Vaisvanara in its totality, te, your, 
--of you who have grasped wrongly; murdhii, head; 
vyapat~yat, would have fallen; yat, if; na iigam~yaQ, 

ISoma-juice extracted for a sacrifice lasting for a day, or for many 
days as in Jyotil'toma etc.-A.G. 
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you had not come; miim, to me. You have done well 
that you have come to me.' This is the purport. 

SECTION 13 

3t?T ~clli4 ~('C.t~~ ~ JJ4liil'141H:t cfi 
(€4ql(qI'1'jQlffI $ti4IRi'4qct ~ (1'iIQRt ~cU~tt 
-a m~q 3fRqf c\sm:rU li (qql(':U'1ij1~ (f~lffCi 
~~~~II~II 

1. Then he said to Satyayajfia, the son of Pulu~a, '0 
Pracinayogya, which Self do you meditate on?' He 
said, '0 venerable King, it is surely the sun.' (The King 
said) 'This Self on which you meditate is indeed, the 
Vaisvanara-Self known as Visvanlpa. Therefore in 
your lineage are seen many objects of various kinds. 

Atha, then; uviica ha, he said; satyayajnam pauli->'im, 
to Satyayajfia, the son of Pulu:;a; 'Priicfnayogya, 0 
Pracinayogya; kam, wh'ich; iitmiinam, Self; do {vam, 
you; upiisse, meditate on?' Uviica ha, he said; 'Bhaga
va/:t riijan, 0 venerable King; eva, it is surely; iidilyam, 
the sun.' The sun is called Visvanlpa because it has 
various appearances, being possessed of white, blue 
and other colours; or because all the colours belong to 
it; or because all (external) colours belong verily to the 
sun. 'As the result of meditating on Him, lava kule, in 
your lineage; drsyate, are seen; b~hu, many objects; of 
visvariipam, various colours--objects for enjoyment 
here and hereafter. 
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q$'~RI tiPl' \tq(tlfQ '*61qJti ~. ~ t{flQqQItc414 

~'-II"H'lql~ ~'~d~I(q"'1 ~ ~ql:qI~~fc:1q 
~ "'11 31f4sq ~ II ~ II ~ "4t~:?I: ~: II ~~ II 

2. 'For you is ready a chariot with she-mules, maid 
servants, as well as a necklace; you eat food, see the 
pleasant. He who meditates on this very one as the 
Vaisvanara-Self, eats food and sees the pleasant, and 
in his lineage occurs the lustre of knowing Brahman. 
This is but the e}'e of the Self.' He said, 'You would 
have become blind if you had not come to me.' 

Moreover, 'At your command is asvatarfrathal:r, a 
chariot drawn by a pair of she-mllles; (as also) dti."5f
ni$kal:r, maid servants, as well as a necklace. Atsi, you 
eat; annam, food', etc. is to be explained as before. 
'The sun is tu, but; cak!jul:r, the eye of Vaisvanara (the 
Self). By meditating on it as the whole, abhavi$ya/:l, 
you would have become; andhal:r, blind; yat, if; na 
agami$yal;., you had not come; mtim, to me' etc. is to be 
explained as before. 

SECTION 14 

3f?T ~ql:d;s::~i4 \UWfaii a14I~N@l cfi 
R:f q I (COl 1"'1 ijQ I m ~ ttl ~ €I 'q11q) U::i1 iii Rt ~ q Ifltl 

<l lJ%ljqttil(COl1 <lssr.:rir ~ (qql(qI"'1'l4I~ d~l~i 
1!taj~(i't14 3'l114R1 q2m~~S1l1R111 ~ II 

I. Then he said to Indradyumna, the son of Bhal
lavi, '0 Bhallavi, 0 Vaiyaghrapadya, which Self do 
you meditate on'?' He said. '0 V~nerable King, it is 
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surely air.' (The King said) 'The Self on which you 
meditate is indeed, the Vaisvanara-Self that has di
verse paths. Therefore, to you come various kinds of 
presents from different directions, and various rows of 
chariots follow you.' 

Atha, then; uviica ha, he said; indradyumna bhal
laveyam, Indradyumna, the son of Bhallavi; 'Vaiyii~ 
ghrapadya, 0 Vaiyaghrapadya; karn, which; iitmii
nam, Self; tvam, you; upasse, meditate on', etc.-these 
are to be explained as before. Prthakvartmii means that 
air which has diverse paths, the air which exists with 
different kinds of movements like onward, upward, 
etc. 'Tasmiit, therefore; as a result of meditating on 
Vaisvanara as the Self that has diverse paths; tviim, to 
you; iiyanti, come; balaya/:r, presents such as cloth, 
food etc.; prthak, existing in different directions. And 
also prthak ratha-sre1J.aya/:r, various rows of chariots; 
anuyanti, follow; tviim, you.' 

atrt4i1 q~<'If.R BI<'Iqfqil q~<'IRi irQ' cqCl(ilW 
iW6Ict=ati ~ If l{dqctqlti414 ~1"1{lql~ MIOI~Ef 
3mq;f ~ mctlif.l MIOI~ dGaifqtiQtI~i '1I Jlfit&.:l 

~II~ II ~.: ~:II ~~II 

2. 'You eat food, see the pleasant. He who medi
tates on this very one as the Vaisvanara-Self, eats food, 
sees the pleasant, and in his lineage there occurs the 
lustre of. knowing Brahman.' He said, 'This is but the 
vital force of the Self. Your vital force would have 
departed if you had not come to me. ' 

'Atsi, you eat; annam, food', etc. is to be explained 
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as before. Uvaca· ha, he said; 'E$al;t, this; is tu, but; 
praIJal;t, the vital force; atmanal;t, of the Self. Te, your; 
praIJal;t, the vital force; udakrami$yat, would have de
parted; yat, if; na agami$yal;t, you had not come; mam, 
to me.' 

SECTION 15 

3t?t iflcll~ \iR~ ffIJi~I~ ci1 ('qql(CU"'lqlffi 

$f4Iq:;I~lqCl wrcn ~1\itGiM iJlClI:elq <l ~ 3rnqJ 

~sal .. iI If (€(ql~I .. y;qI~ tH"tltci .sm ~ 
q~qll~1I 

1. Then he said to Jana, the son of Sarkanlk~ya, 
'Which Self do you meditate on?' He said, '0 vener
able King, it is surely on space.' (The King said) 'This 
Self on which you meditate is indeed the Vaisvanara
Self that is vast. Therefore you are great, possessing 
progeny and wealth. 

'Atha, then; uvaca ha, he said; janam, to Jana,' etc. 
is to be explained as before. 'E$al;t, this; atma, Self; 
vaisvanaral;t, Vaisvanara; is vai, indeed; bahulal;t, vast. 
Space is possessed of vastness because it pervades 
everything, and it is meditated on as possessed of many 
qualities. 'Tvam, you; asi, are; bllhula/:z, great;prajayii, 
possessing progeny, in the form of son, grandson, etc.; 
ea,and; dhanena, possessing wealth-gold etc. 

q~?:Im m?:lqf£lit q~?:IRI ~. ,..t4(i1W 

~ er Q\dqqqltiil;1 ~"'~'lqltd 
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t4~6~E1 3ffiIR ~ ~cU:a t4~~ 6£I~ihftlati 
:t1 •• ("qtIQ ~II ~ II ~ q'*'l«~I:~: II ~~II 

2. 'You eat food. see the pleasant. He who medi
tates on this very one as the Vaisvanara-Self, eats food, 
sees the pleasant, and in his lineage there occurs the 
lustre of knowing Brahman. This' is but the middle
part of the Self.' He said, The middle-part of your 
body would have become emaciated if you had not 
come to me.' 

. E$a/:t. this; is tu, but; the sandeha/:t. the middle-part, 
the middle-part of Vaisvanara's body.' The root di/:t 
means growth. and the body becomes big by possessing 
flesh, blood, bones. etc. That 'sandeha/:t, body; te, of 
yours; vyasfryat. would have become emaciated; yat. 
if; na ilgami.yya/:t. you had not come; miim, to me.' 

SECTION 16 

alW iJtcU:a cg:m(itqISIJi'HIAI citUWqtl cfi 
(flql(ql:tljqlfft ~ ~ ~ U:itGiRt ~cU~'4 cl 
d"iHI(q1 cl~ ~ (€tql(qI<Pt'lQlm (1t¥1l~~ 
d~ql;qffeql ... fft II ~ II 

I. Then he said to BU9ila, the son of Asvatarasva. 
'0 Vaiyaghrapadya, which Self do you meditate on?' 
He said. '0 venerable King. it is on the waters.' (The 
King said) 'This Self on which you meditate is indeed. 
the Vaisvanara-Self that is identified with wealth. 
Therefore you are wealthy and well-nourished.' 
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'Then he said to Bu~iila, the son of Asvatarasva', etc. 
is to be explained as before. 'E$al), this; iitmii, the Self; 
vaisviinaral), Vaisvanara; is indeed identified with ra
yil;z, wealth.' Food comes from water, from that comes 
wealth. 'Tasiniit, therefore; tvam, you; asi, are; ray i
man, wealthy; and pU$!imiin, well-nourished in body', 
because nourishment is due to food. 

~~iI q'tI~ ~tlqt4i1 q~Rt iN \4q('qfq 

il8ICI-ati ¥ ~ l«(tQqQI(C4l4 a"'''~ijQl+d 
CilFkI~q 3rncR lfff tPqli:4 Gi(l(t{od ar.q(+QtI;qf 

"1l i lfq&:llM II ~ II ~ tfls": l§1Jg: II ~ ~ II 
2. 'You eat food, see the pleasant. He who medi

tates on this very one as the Vaisvanara-Self, eats food, 
sees the pleasant, and in his lineage there occurs the 
lustre of knowing Brahman. This is but the bladder of 
the Self.' He said, 'Your bladder would have burst if 
you had not come to me.' 

'E$al;z, this; is tu, but; bastil) , the bladder where urine 
stores up; iitmanal) , of the Self, of Vaisvanara. Te, 
your; bastil;z, bladder; vyabhetsyat, would have burst; 
yat, if; na iigami$yal) , you had not come; miim, to me.' 

SECTION I7 
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1. Then he said to Uddalaka, son of Arupa, '0 
Gautama, which Self do you meditate on?' He said, '0 
venerable King, it is indeed on earth.' (The King said) 
'This Self on which you meditate is indeed, the Vaisva
nara-Self that is identified with the two feet. Therefore 
you are well-established with progeny and animals. 

'Then he said to Uddalaka', etc. is to be explained as 
before. UViic,a ha, he said; 'BhagavaJ:z rajan, 0 vener
able King; prthivlm eva, it is indeed on earth.' . E$aJ:z, 
this; vai, is indeed; prati$lhii, the two feet; vaiiviina
rasya, of Vaisvanara.' 

3M'4i1 q~~m m4qT4jt q~~M iPl' \4C1ft1W 
i*61c: .. citi ~ ~ ltdqClQI(C4I;1 ~1"'i~ijQl~ ~ 
~('fIClI(q"'i ~ mClIi!i4 ~ off OQi(I'Il~('fi ~ 
"'ilillfqsq ~ II ~ II ~ flt(1«~I: ~: II ~\911 

2. 'You eat food, see the pleasant. He who medi
tates on this very one as the Vaisvanara-Self, eats food, 
sees the pl~asant, and in his lineage there occurs the 
lustre of knowing Brahman. This is but the two feet of 
the Self.' He said, 'Your two feet would have become 
weak if you had not come to me. ' 

'Te, your; piidau, two feet; vyamlasyetiim, would 
have become weak; yat, if; na agami$yaJ;z, you had not 
come; miim, to me'. 

SECTION 18 
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fcqJ~:mSilq(¥.f q~dqq UI~"qI5lqR:tFctql ... ql€ii14 

chJ •• HIjQlfd If ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~cltill(q~ilqM II ~ II 

1. To them he said, 'You who are such and know 
this Vaisvanara-Self partially as it were, eat food. But 
he who meditates on this Vaisvanara-Self by identi
fying himself with a part of Him only, eats food in all 
the worlds, through all the creatures, through all the 
constituents of a person.' 

Tan, to them who had knowledge of Vaisvanara as 
stated; uvaca ha, he said; 'Ete yuyam, you who are 
such ;-( the words vai and khalu convey no meaning) 
-you who vidvam,sal;z, know; imam, this; vaiSviinaram 
atmiinam, Vaisvanara-Self; prthak iva, partially as it 
were, although He is one', i.e. know the Self in a 
limited way, like the perception of an elephant by 
congenitally blind persons'; altha, eat; annam, food. 
Yal;z tu', but he who; upaste, meditates; on one part of 
etam, this Vaisvanara-Self; evam, thus; as pradesa
matram, possessed of the above mentioned limbs (pra
desa, parts), counting from heaven as the head etc. and 
ending with earth as the two feet, (he eats food in all 
the worlds ... ). Pradesamatram is derived thus: He 
who mfyate, is known on the personal plane, as 'having 
pradtsa, limbs, counting from heaven as the head and 
ending with earth as the two feet. (The word matra is 
derived in the sense of mfyate, 'that which is known'.) 

I As for instance, a blind person who touches an elephant's leg 
thinks it to be like a pillar; one who touches the trunk, thinks it to be 
like a python; one who touches the ear, thinks it to be like a winnow
ing fan, and so on. 
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Or, He is priidesamatral;t, because He is known as the 
Eatet (Enjoyer) through such organs (pradesa) as the 
mouth etc. Or the meaning is: He whose dimension 
covers the space from heaven to earth. (It is also de
rived as follows:) Those which are fully (prakar$ef)a) 
instructed about (adiSyante) by the scriptures. are pra
desal;t, viz heaven etc. He who has only this dimension 
(matra) is pradesamatral;t. 

In a different section of the Veda, however, the 
pradesamatral;t, is thought of as One who exists in the 
space beginning from the top of the head and ending 
with the chin. But here the intended meaning is not 
that, which is apparent from the concluding words, 'Of 
that Self which is such' (V.18.2). Abhivimanal;t means 
He who is identified with one's own Self as 'I am (this 
Vaisvanara-Self)'. The word VaiSvanara is derived in 
the sense of 'He who guides all (viSva) persons (nara) 
according to their virtues and vices'. This one is indeed 
God, the Self of all. Or He is one who is identified with 
all (viSva) men (nara), since he is all-pervasive. Or He 
is Vaisvanara since He is accepted severally as their 
inmost selves by all persons. Anyone who meditates 
on Him thus, he becomes an eater of food by eating. It 
is enjoined here that one should indeed think of the 
Self as identified with sarve$U lokc$u, all the worlds, 
starting from heaven; sarve$U bhiUe~'u, all the crea
tures, moving and not moving; sarve.)·u. atmasu, all the 
constituents of a person-body, mind, organs, intel
lect. The knower of Vaisvanara, lIllllam lIlli. cats the 
food of all creatures I?y becoming the Self of aIL unlike 
the ignorant man who identifies himself only with his 
own body. This is the meaning. 
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-m:q lJ en l{d~I(q.n <hJ1"1(~ ~ 
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2. Of that very Vaisvanara-Self who is such, heaven 
indeed is the head, sun is the eye, air is the vital force, 
sky is the middle-part of the body, water is the bladder, 
earth indeed is the two feet, sacrificial altar is the chest, 
Kusa-grass is the hair, Garhapatya-fire is the heart, 
Anvaharya-pacana-fire is the mind, Ahavaniya-fire is 
the mouth. 

Why is it so? Since tasya, of that very one under 
discussion; vaisvanarasya atmanaJ:z, of the Vaisvanara
Self; etasya, who is such; sutejaJ:z, heaven; eva, is in
deed; murdha,. the head; visvarupaJ:z, the sun; is cak
$uJ:z, the eye;prthak-vartmatma, air; ispraQaJ:z. the vital 
force; bahulaJ:z, the sky; is the sandehaJ:z, middle-part of 
the body; rayiJ:z, water; eva, is indeed; bastiJ:z, theblad
der; prthivf, the earth; eva, is indeed; padau, the two 
feet. Or, this statement is meant as an injunction for 
meditation in this way. 

After that, now, with a view to establishing the simi
larity between eating by a knower of Vaisvanara with 
Agnihotra-sacrifice, the text says: Of this Vaisvanara 
the Eater, vediJ:z, the sacrificial altar; eva, is indeed; 
uraJ:z, the chest, because of the similarity of shape. 
BarhiJ:z, Kusa-grass; is lomani, hair, because hair is 
seen spread over the chest, Hke' Ku.sa-grass is on the 
altar. GarhapatyaJ:z, Garhapatya-fire; is hrdayam, the 
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heart, because the mind seems to be issuing out of the 
heart, and thus is not separate from it. Therefore, 
an viihiirya-pacanal;z , Anvaharya-p.acana fire; is ma
nal;z, the mind. Ahavaniyal;z, Ahavaniya-fire; is com
parable to iisyarri, the mouth, since iihavaniya means 
that into which food is offered as oblation. 

SECTION 19 

dtlCl\4cM R_qqI41 .. 4t'.hf~~ lri R_q1q1lfd 

'M~lfli 'M~Id4IUllti ~lgRi Juol~add II ~ II 

1. That food which comes first, is to be offered as an 
oblation. The first oblation that he would offer, he 
should offer with the mantra, 'Svaha to P.ratta (the 
outgoing breath),. (Thereby) Pnltta is satisfied. 

Tat, that being so; yat, that; bhaktam, food for eat
ing; iigacchet, which comes; prathamam, first, at the 
time of eating; tat, that; homiyam, is to be offered as an 
oblation. Since the intention is merely imagination (of 
eating) to be the Agnihotra-sacrifice, therefore the 
question of its being performed as an accessorial part of 
Agnihotra-sacrifice does not arise. Prathamam tihu
tim, the first oblation; that sal;z, he, the eater; juhuytit, 
would offer, how would he offer it? This is being said: 
He should juhuyiit, offer; tam, that; with the mantra 
priil)uya svahii, SViiha to Pnltta. From the word dhllli 
(oblation), it is understood that he should throw that 
much of food as is enjoined in the case of an oblation 
(in sacrifice). Thereby priil)al) , Pratta; trpyati, becomes 
satisfied. 
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2. When Pra{la becomes satisfied the eye becomes 
contented; when the eye becomes satisfied the sun be
comes contented; when the sun is satisfied ttte heaven 
becomes contented; when heaven becomes satis
fied, then, whatever is presided over by heaven and the 
sun becomes contented. After that is satisfied, the 
eater himself becomes contented with progeny, ani
mals, edible food, physical lustre, and lustre of Vedic 
knowledge. 

Prii1)e trpyati, .when Prava becomes satisfied; cak
$ul), the eye; trpyati, becomes contented; cak~ul;l, the 
eye; iidityal), the sun; and dyaul;l, the heaven etc. trp
yati, becomes contented. Whatever else the sun and 
the heaven adhiti$!hatal) , preside over as its lords; that 
also trpyati, becomes contented. Anu, after the satis
faction of that; the eater himself trpyati, becomes satis
fied prajayii, with progeny, etc.; tejal), physical lustre 
or courage; brahmavarcasena, with lustre arising from 
good behaviour and study of the Vedas. 

SECTION 20 

31'. 1ft fiffitli ~tL(ufli ~tL4IitUl"lti ~lgRt 
OQI .. 't1'4Rt II ~ II 
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1. Then the second oblation that he would offer, 
that he should offer with the mantra, 'Sviihii to Vyana' 
(the vital force residing between Prapa and Apana). 
(Thereby) Vyana becomes satisfied. 

a:rr.l ~ m ~ ~ ~ q~qlf114Rt 
~~qm ~ R~I~GQk1 ~?i 114;ffif! ~~ 
R~I~ q~I~IFilRtteRt ~'hl14Rt (i fQ11 ~ 
1 GQ RI )lNt ~ I Tf9Jf"fljll{J9f ~'iI fi I Tf9JftqljJll€J 4 ~\i1 fi I 
a~qJ~~Rt II ~ II ~ fcm: ~: II ~o II 

2. When Vyana is satisfied the ear becomes con
tented; when the ear is satisfied the moon becomes 
contented; when the moon is satisfied the directions 
become contented; when the directions are satisfied. 
then whatever is presided over by the directions and 
the moon becomes contented. After that is satisfied, 
the eater himself becomes contented with progeny. 
animals, edible food, physical lustre, and lustre of 
Vedic knowledge. 

SECTION 2 I 

3t~ "lfi ~ 
fcUg6QQI4f1GQRt II ~ II 

I. Then the third oblation that he would offer, he 
should offer that with the mantra, 'Sviihii to Apana 
(the incoming breath). (Thereby) Apana becomes 
satisfied. 
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~ ~ cU&1GQRt ~ 1GQ~lqm~cq
~ 1~ Rt qf?TciT ~ 1Jf?l&li 1GQ~1 fOIRc6;i;I 
l(wit ium~~;II~Rttddt(hlGQRt dtllii ~ ~ 
111 \it fOIl ~1OIlji1l@) '1 d \it til il* gI C4 J?I q 1ft II ~ II 
$("ilChra~l: ~: II ~ ~ II 

2. When Apana becomes satisfied speech becomes 
contented; when speech is satisfied fire becomes con
tented; when fire becomes satisfied earth becomes 
contented; \vhcn earth is satisfied then whatcver is 
presitkd ovcr hy carth and fire becomes contented. 
After that is satisfied, the eater himself hccomes con
tented with progcny, animals, physical lustre, and 
lustre of Vedic knowledge. 

SECTION 22 

3t21 <ti ~m '1~14h1i '1~14lfttql'1lf01 ~:cugRt 
fI q 1'1 f1GQ Rt II ~ II 

I. Thcn the fourth oblation that he would offer, he 
should offcr that with the mantra, 'Sviihii to Samana' 
(the vital force which helps digestion). (Thereby) 
Sam ana hecomes satisfied. 

flqlq ~ q'1f1GQRt lRfi:f ~ q'ii;<Q~lC4Rt 
q'ii..u ~ ~~1GQRt ~~Rt 1lZ1~i fOIRc6;i;I 
fc4~ q'ii;<Q~lf~Rtti3("f~1GQRt ("ftllii ~ ~ 
JII\ittil ~1OIG1I~'1 d\itffl il*glC4J?lQRt II ~ II ~ 
~ .. ra~l: ~: II ~~ II 
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2. When Samana becomes satisfied the mind be
comes contented; when the mind becomes satisfied 
the cloud becomes contented; when the cloud becomes 
satisfied the Iig~tning becomes contented; when light
ning becomes satisfied whatever is presided over by 
cloud and lightning becomes contented. After that is 
satisfied, the eater himself becomes contented with 
progeny. animals, physical lustre. and lustre of Vedic 
knowledge. 

SECTION 23 

3t?l en q&;4 ¥ft' 
tcU~~aJ"'t~CQRt II ~ II 

1. Then the fifth oblation that he would offer, he 
should offer that with the mantra. 'Sviilul to Udana' 
(the vital force that rises upward in the body). (There
by) lJdana becomes satisfied. 

2. When Udana becomes satisfied the skin becomes 
contented; when the skin becomes satisfied the air 
becomes contented; when air becomes satisfied the sky 
becomes contented; when the sky becomes satisfied 

26 
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whatever is presided over by air and sky becomes con
tented. After tha,t is satisfied, the eater himself be
comes contented with progeny, animals, physical lus
tre. and lustre of Vedic knowledge. 

Then, those which are second, third,. fourth. and 
fifth oblations are to be explained as before. 

SECTION 24 

If ~ ~q~&:I:tij:uiHi _ lItll~II~I .. tilt(l 
cq~f.t ~~(;Ih1ICiCk1~I((11 ~ II 

1. Anyone who performs the Agnihotra-sacrifice 
without knowing this. his sacrifice will be like one's 
offering oblation on ashes by discarding embers. 

SaJ:t yaJ:t, anyone who; juhoti, performs; the well
known agnihotram, Agnihotra-sacrifice; avidvan, 
without knowing the mystic philosophy of Vaisvanara; 
his offering of oblation in the Agnihotra-sacrifice will 
be like that of a person who apohya, discarding; 
angiiran, embers fit for receiving oblations; juhuyat, 
offers oblation; bhasmani, on ashes unfit for receiving 
oblations. The Agnihotra-sacrifice performed by a 
knower of Vaisvanara is eulogized by finding fault 
with I the well-known Agnihotra-sacrifice in compari
son with the Agnihotra performed by a knower of 
Vaisvanara. 

I According to Sankanicarya. a Vedic sentence cannot convey two 
meanings. one eulogising some Upiisana for instance. and another 
condemning some action sanctioned by the Veda itself elsewhere. 
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2. Then, he who having known this thus, performs 
the Agnihot~a-sacrifice, in his case the oblation be
comes offered in all the worlds, in all the creatures, and 
in all constituents of a person (body, mind, organs, 
intellect). 

And hence this Agnihotra has a speciality. How? 
Atha, then;·ya~, he who; vidvdn, having k~own; etat, 

this; evam, thus; juhoti, performs; agnihotram, Agni
hotra-sacrifice; tasya, of him, of the one who has the 
knowledge of Vaisvanara as stated; in his case hutam 
bhavati, the oblation becomes offered; sarve$U loke$u, 
in all the worlds, etc.-this has already. been explained 
(V. 18. l)--for the word 'atti, eats' (ibid), and 'hutam, 
becomes offered', have the same meaning. 

i'ttlsQtcitChI1.~qm lint 14\~~q'!:. ~ ~ qla:tl::t: 
14{~4 If ~ Pc1il::tijU~;' _II ~ II 

3. As to that, as the fibre at the tip of a blade of reed 
becomes completely burnt when thrown into fire, so all 
sins of him who, having this knowledge thus, performs 
the Agnihotra-sacrifice, becomes completely burnt. 

Moreover, tat, as to that; yathd, as; i$fkd-talam, the 
fibre at the tip of a blade of reed; praduyeta, becomes 

Otherwise this will lead to the defect of Viikyabheda or a sentence 
conveying two irreconcilable meanings. Hence the meaning in such 
instances is a simple praise of the former and not a condemnation of 
the latter; that is to say, the former is better than the latter. 
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burnt quickly; protam, when thrown; agnau, into fire; 
evam, so; asya, of him, of the man of knowledge who 
has become identified with all, who eats all foods; 
sarve, all, without remainder; piipmiinal;z, sins, which 
are called virtue and vice,-those which have been 
acquired during many (past) births, those acquired in 
this birth before the dawn of knowledge, as also those 
acquired during the continuance of knowledge; prada
yante, become completely burnt, but leaving out those 
sins which were responsible for the beginning of the 
present birth. They are not burnt because they have 
already started yielding fruit, like an arrow which has 
already been shot at a target. (This occurs in the case of 
one) yal;z, who; vidviin, having known; etat, this; evam, 
thus; juhoti, performs; agnihotram, the Agnihotra
sacrifice, i.e. eats food. 

(ftttl~ ~(U~EJEJfQ i:40:S1(itltflliuti fll4«ncd?t 
~c:Utttl dlsalo:tll.ff~ tttllRfd ~: wflCh: II ~ II 

4. Therefore, even if a knower of this kind should 
offer art to a CaV9ala, for him that will become an 
oblation offered to the Vaisvanara-Self. As to that, 
there is this verse: 

(Tasmiit, therefore;) yadyapi, even if; (u, indeed;) 
he, evam vit, the knower of this kind; dadyiit, should 
offer in charity; ucchi$!am, ort, which is forbidden; 
ca1J4iiliiya, to a CaV9ala who is unfit to receive; then 
asya, for him; syiit, it will become; hutam, an oblation 
offered; vaisviinara-iitmani, to the Vaisvanara-Self re
siding in the CaV9ala's body. This will not be a cause of 
vice. In this way knowledge itself is being praised. Tat, 
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as to that, for the purpose of ealogising this idea; there 
is even e$a/:z, this; mantra/:z, verse in the Upanisad: 

~~ ~Uffi ~ lffirt" q4ql~i'1 ~':!:. ~JIfil1 
~<1I;<Qm~5(~I~i'1 $~m~5('lql~i'1 lffi II ~ II ~ 
i:4~~I: ~: II ~~ II lffi 01~·4lqf.tqR 
q'*'l...nSum:r: II ~ II 

5. As in this world, hungry children wait on their 
mother, so all creatures wait on the Agnihotra
sacrifice, (they) wait on the Agnihotra-sacrifice. 

Yatha, as; iha loke, in this world; k$udhita/:z, hungry; 
btlla/:z, children; paryupasate, wait on; miitaram, the 
mother, with the idea, 'When will our mother give 
food?'; evam, so; sarva!);, all; bhutan;, creatures, cat
ers of food; upasate, wait on; agnihotraf!l, the Agni
hotra-sacrifice, with the idea, 'When will that man of 
such knowledge eat?' The idea is that the whole world 
becomes contented when the man of knowledge eats. 
The repetition of, 'wait on the Agnihotra-sacrifice', is 
for indicating conclusion of the chapter. 



CHAPTER VI 

The relation of the chapter that starts now is being 
stated in the words, 'There was one named Svetaketu, 
son of Aruvi', etc. It has been said, 'All this is Brah
man. It is born from, dissolves in, and exists, in That' 
(1I1.14.1). How is this world born from That, dissolve 
into That itself, and live by That alone?-this has to be 
explained. After that, it has been said that the whole 
world becomes satisfied when a man of knowledge 
eats. That becomes logical if the Self in all beings be 
one, but not so if the selves are different. What is the 
nature of that unity? For this purpose this sixth chapter 
is begun. 

SECTION I 

an I sQd~t;h'ic1tq am:r "~ w fQffiqNif sadcMl 
em i*81i:14 ;r ~ tOU4If'i~"'s.l1.~ §t6lCit~ 
~afflkt II ~ II 

1. Om. Once upon a time there was one named 
Svetaketu, grandson of Arupa. To him the father said, 
·0 Svetaketu, live in the teacher's house as a celibate. 
o good looking one, there is certainly none in our line 
who, without study, poses to be a relative of the 
Brahmins. ' 

The story of the father and the son is for showing the 
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utmost essentiality of knowledge. A.sa, there was; sve
taketu/:1., Svetaketu by name; arut;leyal), grandson of 
Aru{1a. The word ha is used to indicate a past incident. 
Arupi, pita, the father, considering that he (Svetaketu) 
was fit for acquiring knowledge, and noticing that the 
time for his initiation was going to be over; uvaca ha, 
said; tam, to him, the son; 'Svetaketo, 0 Svetaketu; 
vasa, live; brahmacaryam, as a celibate, by going to a 
teacher suitable for our line. Besides, it is not proper 
somya, 0 good looking one; that anyone asmal kulf
na/:1., belonging to our line; bhavati iva, should pose as; 
brahma-bandhu/:1., a relative of the Brahmins; ana
nucya, without study (ofthe Vedas).' Brahma-bandhu 
is one ~ho mentions Brahmins as his relatives, while he 
himself does not behave like a Brahmin. 

From this it is inferred that his father would be 
absent from home, because of which reason he (Arupi) 
would not initiate his SOIl though he himself was quali
fied for this. 

~ ~ iiI«~lqtf ~ :Chl~~IRlqtf: flqi.a«I"~ 
qijlq .. 1 3iii.4l .. ql.n W$Q ~ 'ff~ ~ fQfflcU:q 
Vd«fiffi "lIi ~¥4~ qijlq .. 1 3iiT.lI .. ql4l ~~ 
dql~~lq1'l1~: II ~ II 

2. He, of twelve years age, after going to the teacher 
(and) having studied all the Vedas till the age of 
twenty-four years, returned conceited, proud of being 
a learned man, and immodest. 

To him the father said, '0 Svetaketu, 0 good look
ing one, now that you are conceited, proud of being a 
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learned man, and immodest like this, did you ask about 
that instruction-. 

Svetaketu, when he was told by his father; dViidaia
var$al;z, at the age of twelve years; sa/:t ha, he; upetya, 
after going to the teacher; (and) adhltya, having 
studied; till he was caturvimsativar$a/:t, twenty-four 
years of age; sarviin, all the four; vediin, Vedas and 
having grasped their meaning; eyaya, returned home; 
mahiimaniil;z, conceited-~me with a grave mind, one 
whose mind thinks of oneself as greater than others; 
anuciinamiinl, proud, one who is apt to think of oneself 
as being a learned man; stabdha/:t, immodest, one 
whose nature is not modest. Seeing him, the son, im
modest and proud like this, behaving unlike himself; 
pitii, the father; uviica, said, with a view to inculcating 
good behaviour; 'Svetaketo, 0 Svetaketu; yat nu, now 
that; asi, you are; mahiimanii/:t, conceited; anuciina
miinl, proud of being a learned man; stabdha/:t, immod
est; idam, like this, what excellence has come down to 
you from the teacher? Uta apriik$ya/:t, did you ask your 
teacher; about tam, that; iidesam, instruction? The 
word iidesa is derived in the sense of that which is 
inculcated, which is available only from the scriptures 
and a teacher; or, that through which the supreme 
Brahman is spoken of. 

3. 'Through which the unheard of becomes heard, 
the unthought of becomes thought of, the unknown 
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becomes known?' (Svetaketu asked,) '0 venerable sir, 
in what way is that instruction imparted?' 

That instruction is being elaborated: 
'Yena, through which instruction; airutam, the un

heard of, that which is different from what has been 
heard; bhavati, becomes; srutam, heard; amatam, the 
unthought of; becomes matam, thought of-which has 
not been discussed becomes discussed; avijniitam, the 
unknown; becomes vij"iitam, known-the undeter
mined becomes determined?' 

Even after studying all the Vedas, and even after 
knowing all other things that are to be known, a man 
indeed remains unfulfilled of his purpose till he does 
not know the reality of the Self. This is understood 
from the story. Having heard of an extraordinary thing 
like this, and thinking in his mind, 'How can it be 
possible to have knowledge of something through the 
knowledge of some other thing-which (process) is not 
a well-known fact', he said, 'Bhagaval), 0 venerable 
sir; katham nu, in what way; is sal) iidesal) , that instruc
tion; bhavati, imparted?' 

lMJ «a~c6:4 'lHliul.. wJ 't~q ~~Id~ 
fQl&:I"aHiO-qol Pl4lI<t ;m:(qq 'lMMq +tt'4'(11 ~ II 

4. '0 good looking one, as by knowing a lump of 
earth, all things made of earth become known: All 
transformation has speech as its ba~is, and it is name 
only. Earth as such is the reality. ' 

'Listen to how that instruction is imparted, somya, 0 
good looking one: Yathii, as in the world; through the 
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knowledge of a single mf1pi1)(le1UJ, lump of earth which 
is the (material) cause of a water-pot, pitcher, etc.; 
sarvam, all other things, all transformations of that 
earth; mromaya,!" which are made of earth; become 
vijnatam, known.' 

Objection: How can it be that when a iump of earth is 
known as the material cause, a product that is different 
becomes known? 

Reply: This fault does not arise, since the product is 
non-different from the cause. As for your argument 
that through the knowledge of something different, 
some other thing cannot be known, it would have been 
truly so if the product were something different from its 
material cause. But the product is not thus different" 
from its material cause. 

Objection: How then do they say in this world, 'This 
is the cause, and this one is its tranformation'? 

Reply: Listen. VaciirambhafJam, (it) has speech as. 
its basis, jts beginning is in speech. 

Which is that? 
It is vikarab, the transformation; which is niimadhe

yam, name only. The suffix dheyat is added after a 
word to mean the word (nama) itself. 

It is only a name dependent merely on speech. 
(Apart from that) there is no substance called transfor
mation. In reality mrttikii iti, earth as such; eva satyam 
(is the thing that) truly exists. 

<f?IT ma:a.. ttt1gqfO."4' lrcf ~6qti Pct~'d~ 
ttQ'SlIT4H'"~ ~q:;.U ;m:rU4 <fflgf4~q +IN'l1l ~ II 

5. '0 good looking one, as by knowing a lump of 
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gold all things made of gold become known: All trans
formation has speech as its basis, and it is name only. 
Gold as such is the reality.' 

And, somya, 0 good looking one;yathti, as; through 
the knowledge of ekena, a lump of lohama1J.ina, gold; 
all other vikiira!:z, transformation, like bracelet, dia
dem, armlet, etc.; become vijnatam, known: 'All trans
formation has speech as its basis', etc. is to be exp
lained as before. 

m;n tn~cfa;t ... &RCfk'q... l1Cf CfiltQlh'4t1 
fct#M~fQl'Ii:4HUOfdl fctq;l~ -:mf~ ¥JIlCH'dl~(ilCi( 
li(i4 qCi( ~ l11'Rf If ~ \4Ci(ffl Mil ~ II 

6. '0 good looking one, as by knowing a naiIcutter 
all things made of iron become known: All transforma
tion has speech as its basis, and it is name only. Iron as 
such is the reality. 0 good looking one, thus is that 
instruction. ' 

'Somya, 0 good looking one; yatha, as; through the 
knowledge of ekena, one; nakha-nikrntanena, naiIcut
ter, suggestive of a lump of iron; sarvam, all; vikara!:z, 
transformations of iron; becomes vijnlitam, known'
the remaining portion is to be explained as before. The 
citing of many illustrations is meant for understanding 
the multiform differences in the things illustrated, as 
also for firm conviction. 

'Somya, 0 good looking one; evam, thus; bhavati, is 
sa!:z iidesa!:z, that instruction which was spoken of by 
me.' 
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~ • ~ 'qiI4::ij~ l(\1«cl~4lUd«clRa4;cfii1 .q 
;nqf(fQQRt \4iI41~~ 1) d.cil~fd """ Wiillfd 
tn41"C1 II \911 lM ~: ~: II ~ II 

7. 'Those venerable teachers did not certainly know 
this. For, if they had known this, why should they not 
have told me? May yourself, venerable sir, tell me' 
that.' '0 good looking one, so be it', said he. 

The other one said to his father who had spoken 
thus: 

'Te, those who were; my bhagavantal;z, venerable 
teachers; they na vai nunam, did not certainly; ave
di$u/:z, know; etat, this thing which has been spoken of 
by your venerable self. Hi, for; yat, if; avedi$yan, they 
had known; etat, this thing; katham, why; na avak$yan, 
should they not ~ave told; me, me who am meritorious, 
devoted, and obedient. Thereby I conclude that they 
did not know.' Although any deficiency of a teacher 
should not be spoken of still, he did so for fear of being 
sent again to the teacher's house! 'Therefore, bhaga
van, venerable sir; you yourself bravftu, may tell; me, 
me; of tat, that thing by knowing which I can have 
omniscience.' Being told so, the father uviica ha, said; 
'Somya, 0 good looking one; tathii, let this be so.' 

SECTION 2 

• 4t¥;Q«'iJa atlmaqaqc1lfiffitl,(1 • 
3tll~tI~«'4Ja 3t I maqaq cU IIffi4 d+'ll«~d: 
tl3Gl14d II ~ II 
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1. '0 good looking one, in the beginning this was 
Existence alone, One only, without a second. With 
regard to that some say, "In the beginning this was 
non-existence alone, one only, without a second. From 
that non-existence issued existence." • 

Sat, Existence; eva, alone: The word sat means mere 
Existence, a thing that is subtle, without distinction, all 
pervasive, one, taintless, partless, consciousness, 
which is known from all the Upani~ads. The word eva is 
used for emphasis. 

What is that which is being detennined? 
This is being said: That which is idam, this, the 

universe which is perceived as a modification possessed 
of name, form, and movement; that lisft, was Exist
ence alone. The word sat-eva is connected with lisit. 

When was all this Existence alone? This is being 
answered: Agre, in the beginning, before the creation 
of the universe. 

Objection: Is it that this is not Existence now, be-
cause of which it is said that it was so in the beginning? 

Reply: No. 
Objection: Then, why is the qualification there? 
Reply: Even now it is surely Existence. But n9w it 

stands qualified by name and form, and also as an 
object of the word and idea 'this'. Therefore it is 
termed as 'this'. But before creation, in the beginning, 
this was only an object of the word and idea 'Exist
ence'. Hence it is emphasized that 'in the beginning this 
was Existence alone'. For, as in deep-sleep, so also 
before creation it was not possible to grasp this as 
possessed of name or. form. As someone·, after rising 
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from deep-sleep, realizes that in deep-sleep the thing 
that existed was mere existence, i.e. he realizes exist
ence alone, similar was the case before creation. This is 
the meaning. 

As in the world someone, who in the forenoon had 
seen a lump of earth spread by a potter desirous of 
making pot, plate etc., he, on perceiving in that very 
place different products like pot, plate, etc. while re
turning in the afternoon after visiting a village would 
say, 'These pots, plates, etc. were but earth in the 
forenoon' , so also it is said even here, 'In the beginning 
this was Existence alone. ' 

By the words 'One only' is meant that there was 
nothing else coming under the category of Its product. 
By the words 'without a second' this is meant: As in the 
case of pot etc. some other efficient causes like potters' 
and others, who· are different from earth etc. but are 
the transformer of earth etc. into pot etc. are seen, 
similarly (here) also there arises the possibility of 
having some other second thing which is different from 
Existence, and yet is tl cause associated with Existence. 
This is being denied by the phrase, 'without a second 
(advinyam)'. So, 'without a second' means that It 
(Existence) has no second thing different from Itself. 

Objection: Does it ·not also become established from 
the standpoint of the Vaise~ikas that, all things remain 
associated with Existence, since the word 'Existence' 
and its idea remain associated with substances, quali
ties, etc .. as is noticed in such usages as, 'The thing 
exists', 'The quality exists', 'The action exists', etc.? 

Reply: It is true that it can be so now. But-it is not 
admitted by the Vaise~ikas that, before (its) creation 
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this product surely was existence alone. For, according 
to them a product has no existence before (its) crea
tion. Nor do they admit that before creation there 
was only one Existence without a second. So this cause 
which is spoken of as Existence, through the illustra
tions of earth etc. is different from the existence imag
ined by the Vaise~ikas. 

Tat, with regard to that, with regard to the detenni
nation of the substance before creation; eke, some, the 
nihilists; dhub, say, while determining the substance: 
[dam, this, this world; agre, in the beginning before 
creation; dsTt, was; eva, only; asat, non-existence, 
merely an absence of existence. For the Buddhists 
imagine that the reality before creation is merely an 
absence of existence. But they do not stand for any 
other substance opposed to existence, unlike the Nai
yayikas who hold that existence and non-existence 
mean 'things as they are', and the opposite of them I, 
(respectively) . 

Objection: If the idea of the Nihilists is that.before 
creation there was mere absence of existence, then, by 
asserting that 'before creation it existed as non
existence, one only, without a second', how can they 

I According to the Vedantins a product remains inherent in the 
material, so that production really means expression. According to 
the nQtilistic Buddhists, nothing exists before its production. Ac
cording to the Nyaya school, a product does not remain inherent in 
its material, but it is altogether a new creation. The material loses its 
fonner identity and becomes non-existent as it were, and from that 
non-existence the product emerges as a new creation. So the Naiya
yikas believe in both the categories, existence and non-existence, 
whereas the Buddhists believe in non-existence alone as preceding 
creation. 
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speak of a connection with time, association with num
ber, and non-duality? 

Reply: Quite so. This is not logical for those who 
stand by only the absence of existence. And their ad
mission of mere non-existence is also illogical because 
the existence of the person who denies existence, can
not be denied. If it is held that the admitter (of non
existence) exists now but not before creation, then, it is 
not so because there is no proof of non-existence of 
Existence before creation. It is illogical to imagine that 
there was non-existence alone before creation. 

Objection: If the implication of a word is the form of 
a thing, then, how can the meaning of the word or the 
meaning of the sentence, 'Non-existence, one only 
without a second' be reasonable? And if that is un
reasonable, then this sentence will become unauthori
tative. 

(That is to say: After refuting the Vaise~ikas and 
Bauddhas on the interpretation of the words asat, 
ekam, etc. how do you Claim to explain cogently these 
very words?) 

Reply: There is no such defect because the sentence 
is meant for obviating acceptance of the idea of 'exist
ence', in as m.uch as the word sat denotes the 'form' of 
an existing thing. And the words 'one only' and 'with
out a second' have been used in the same case-ending 
with 'Existence', and so also is 'this was'. This being so 
the (negative) nang (in the word asal) used in the 
sentence containing sat, removes, by taking help of the 
very sentence containing sat, the idea of the meaning in 
the form-'There was existence alone, one without a 
second'-, conveyed by the sentence containing the 
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word sat, just as a horse-rider diverts the horse from 
the object ahead of it by taking help of the horse itself. 
But it is not that it connotes the very absence of Exist
ence. Therefore, the sentence ('Non-existence alone 
was there in the beginning', etc.) is used for restraining 
a person from understanding the opposite. For it is 
possible to restrain one from wrong understanding, by 
pointing out that he has misunderstood. Thus being 
purposeful, it becomes established that .the sentence 
st8rting with 'non-existence', etc. is a Vedic text, and is 
valid too. Therefore sat, the manifest existence; (a)
jiiyata, was born out of; asat, non-existence, absence of 
everything. (Absence of a before jiiyata is a Vedic 
licence.) 

¥~ ~ m4C:f~. w.RRt 8IcUT:4 *q~:h't: 
~laaRt I fltaq tn¥4~fI 3t14l~~ql-
Ilffl£l'(II~1I 

2. He said, '0 good looking one, by what logic can 
existence verily come out of non-existence? But surely, 
o good looking one, in the beginning all this was 
Existence, One only, without a second.' 

After having shown the view of the absolute Nihilists 
which consists of this misunderstanding, the text rebuts 
it. 

'Kutastu, by what logic, by what means of proof; 
somya, 0 good looking one; can it khalu,.verily, be so? 
How can it be that sat, existence; jiiyeta, comes out; 
asatab, from non-existence?' The meaning is that this 
cannot be possible by any means of proof. As for the 

27 
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argument that a sprout is seen to come out of a seed 
that is destroyed, i.e. it comes out of non-existence 
itself, that also runs counters to their accepted view. 

How? 
Those which are the constituents of the seed, ar

ranged according to the shape of the seed, continue in 
the sprout as well. They arc not destroyed when the 
sprout comes out. Again. apart from those constituents 
of the seed. which are arranged according to the shape 
of the seed, nothing as a substance in the form of the 
configuration of the seed, which can get destroyed at 
the time of birth of the sprout is admitted to exist by the 
Nihilists. On the other hand, if there is something else. 
as a substance which is other than the constituents, 
then, in that case their accepted view will be contra
dicted. 

abjection: Again, if it is said that the configuration 
in the form of the seed accepted in popular usage gets 
destroyed? 

Reply: What is this thing that is called popular us
age? Is that existence or non-existence? If it is non
existence, no illustration can be cited (in support). If, 
on the contrary, it is existence, even then the sprout 
does not come out of non-existence. For the sprout is 
born from the constituents of the seed. 

Objection: If it is said that the constituents also be
come destroyed? 

Reply: No, because the same logic applies to the 
constituents as well. Just as according to the Nihilists, a 
thing cons.tituted by the arrangement of the parts of the 
seed does not exist, so also the constituents (do not 
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exist). Therefore their destruction also is unreason
able. The constituents of the seed have themselves 
subtle constituents, and of those constituents again 
there are subtler constituents. Since this process has no 
end, therefore the question of destruction cannot be 
proved in any of these stages. Since the idea of exist
ence persists throughout, and since there is no cessa
tion of existence, therefore, in the case of those who 
hold the view of existence, the birth of an existing thing 
from another existing thing will stand established. But 
in the case of those who hold the view of non-existence, 
no example can be cited for illustrating the birth of an 
existing thing from non-existence. According to those 
who hold the view of existence it is seen that, a pot is 
born from a lump of earth, because the former exists 
when the latter is there, and it doesn't when the latter is 
not. If a pot can come out of non-existence, then some
body wanting a pot would not take up a lump of earth. 
And there will arise the contingency of the word and 
idea of non-existence persisting in the pot. But this is 
not the case. Therefore, existence does not come out of 
non-existence. 

Even if they say: The idea of earth is the cause of the 
idea of a pot; therefore the idea of the earth produces 
the idea of the pot; but in reality neither the earth nor 
the pot exist,--even in that case the idea of earth, as an 
existing thing, becomes the cause of the idea of the pot. 
In this way existence is not produced from non
existence. 

Objection: If it is said that, what is meant by cause 
and effect is only a succession of the ideas of the earth 
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and the pot, whereas there is no relationship as be
tween a (material) cause and its product? 

Reply: No. The Nihilists cannot cite any external 
illustration to prove that ideas succeed one another 
(because ideas are merely internal). 1 

Therefore he said, '0 go.od looking one, how can this 
be really so? How, in what way can existence be born 
out lif non-existence?' The idea implied is that there is 
no example whatever, to illustrate the birth of exist
ence from non-existence. Thus, after having demol
ished the view of those who stand by non-existence, 
the text concludes: 'Tu, but; eva, surely; somya, 0 
good looking one; agre, in the beginning; all this asft, 
was; sat, Existence', thereby establishing its own 
position. 

Objection: Even in the case of those who hold the 
view of Existence, no. example can be cited to prove the 
birth of existence from existence, since it is not seen 
that some other pot comes out of a pot. 

Reply: It is true that one existence does not come out 
of another existence in this way. ,",'hat then? The same 
existence continues in a different configuration. As for 
instance, a snake forms into a coil; and earth continues 
in different forms as dust, lump, pot-sherds, etc. 

Objection: If it is existence itself that continues in all 
kinds of forms, then why is it said that 'this' was there 
before creation? 

Reply: Has it not been heard by you that what is 

IThe nihilist-Buddhists do not accept existence of external objects. 
Therefore, according to them even the ideas of earth and pot do not 
exist externally. Hence, it is illogical to cite these 'ideas' for explain
ing external experiences of succession or causality. 
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indicated by the word idam, this, has been specified to 
mean Existence? 

Objection: Then it stands established that before 
creation there was only non-existence, but not the 
entity denoted by the word idam, this. 'This' has been 
born now (after being created). 

Reply: No, since it is Existence itself that was there 
as the object denoted by the word and idea 'This'. It is 
just like the continuance of earth itself as the object 
denoted by the words and ideas 'lump', 'pot', etc. 

Objection: Are not a lump (of earth), a pot, etc. diff
erent things just as. much as earth is? Similarly, since 
the product (of Existence) is an object of some ·idea 
other than the idea of Existence, therefore the created 
product must be something different from Existence, 
just as a cow is different from a horse. 

Reply: No, since although a lump, a pot, etc. are 
different from one another, they are not different from 
earth. Even though a pot is different from a lump, and 
a lump is different from a pot, still, the lump and the 
pot are- are not different from earth. Therefore the 
lump and the pot are nothing but earth. However, a 
cow is different from a horse, or a horse from a cow. 
Therefore pot etc. are merely different configurations 
of earth etc. Similarly all these are but different shapes 
of Existence, and therefore it is reasonabl~ that before 
creation Existence alone was there, because without 
exception all shapes are dependent on speech alone. 

Objection: Is it not that Existence is partless accord
ing to the Upani~adic texts: 

'Partiess, action less , tranquil, faultless, taintless' 
(Sv. VI. 19); 
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'The Puru~a "is resplendent since He is formless, 
coextensive with all that is external and internal, and 
birthless' (Mu.II.1.2), and others? 

How can it be logical that Existence which is part less 
can have a changeful configuration? 

Reply: There is no such fault because, as from the 
constituents of rope etc. there can appear shapes like 
~nake etc. Similarly it is logical that from the consti
tuents of sat, Existence, imagined by the intellect, 
there can appear a changeful configuration. This is 
supported by the Upani~adic text, 'All transformation 
has speech as its basis, and it is name only. Earth as 
sllch is the reality' (VI. 1.4 ); 'Existence indeed is the 
reality'. Even when one has the idea of 'this', there i,s in 
reality the One without a second. 

~~ ill ~ J;i'itlqqM ~~'ild ~ ~8.M 
~ llri ~ ~S~\ild ('tt'ttlChl ~ vrr~ 
~ en C('M~\it ... ~ ~ilQlcd \it14~ II ~ II 

3. That (Existence) saw, 'I shall become many. I 
shall be born.' That created fire. That fire saw, 'I shall 
become many. I shall be born.' That created water. 
Therefore, whenever and wheresoever a person suffers 
or sweats, that occurs from fire indeed. Water comes 
out from heat. 

Tat, that Existence; aik$ata, saw, undertook the act 
of visualization. 

From this it follows that the cause of the world is not 
the Pradhana imagined by the Sarhkhyas, for they ac
cept Pradhana to be insentient. But this Existence is 
conscious because of being the agent of visualization. 
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How did That visualize? This is being answered: 
'Syam. I shall become; bahu. many. Prajllyeya, I shall 
be born excellently'. like earth taking the shapes of 
pots etc. or ropes etc. taking the shapes of snake etc. 
imagined by the intellect. 

Objection: In that case whatever is perceived is un
real. li!\c a rope perceived in the shape of a snak.(~ etc. 

Reply: No. Since it is Existence itseif [hat is per
ceived otherwise through the duality of different 
forms. therefore, there is no non-existence of anything 
anywhere. That is what we say. 

As the Nyaya school, after assuming that ~ thing is 
different from existence, says again that it has no exist
ence before its birth and after its destruction-it is not 
assumed by us in that way, at anytime or anywhere, 
that any word or any thing denoted by the word can be 
there differently from Existence. But all words and 
all things that are spoken of with the idea of their being 
different from Existence, are Existence only, just as in 
the world a rope itself is spoken of as a snake, under the 
idea that it is a snake; or as a lump and pot etc. are 
referred to with the words lump, pot, etc. under the 
idea that they are different from earth. But just as the 
word and idea of a snake cease for one who has the 
discrim.inating knowledge about the rope, and as the 
words and ideas of pot etc. cease for one who has the 
discriminating knowledge about earth, similarly words 
and ideas with regard to all other transformation cease 
for those people who have the discriminating knowl
edge about Existence. This is so on the authority of 
such Upani~~l'iic texts as: 

'Failing to reach which (Brahman, as cqnditioned by 
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the mind), words along with the mind turn back' (Tai. 
[1.4) ; 

'Whenever an aspirant gets fearlessly established 
... in the inexpressible, and unsupporting Brahman 
... ' (TaLII. 7.1). 

Having visualized thus, tat, That; asrjata, created; 
tejaJ:z, fire. 

Objection: Is it not that in another Upani~adic text, 
'From that Brahman, which is the Self, was produced 
space' "(TaL II. 1. 1), it is stated that air came out of 
space, and fire from that, as the third? How is it con
tradictorily stated (now) that fire came out of It first, 
and also that space came out of That itself? 

Reply: There is no such fault, since it is logical to 
assume that after creating space and air, that Existence 
created fire. Or it may be that the order of creation is 
not what is intended to be spoken of here. The in
tended meaning is that all this is the product of Exist
ence, and therefore Existence is one only, without a 
second. For there are examples of earth etc. Or since 
the intention is to speak of the intermixture of three 
elements, the text speaks of the creation of fire, water, 
and food. Fire is well-known in the world as that which 
burns, ripens, illuminates, and is red. Tal, that; lejaJ:z, 
fire created by Existence; aik$ata, saw. The meaning is 
that Existence which had taken the form of fire saw. 
'Bahu syam, I shall be many; pra;iiyeya, I shall be born 
excellently'-this is to be explained as before. Tat, 
that; asrjata, created; iipaJ:z, water. It is well-known in 
the world that water is liquid, cool, fluid, and white. 
Since water is a product of fire, therefore yalra kva ca, 
whenever and wherever; purU$aJ:z, a person; socali, 
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suffers; va, or; svedate, sweats, perspires; tejasal;z eva 
tat, that occurs from fire indeed. Tat apal;z adhijiiyante, 
water is born then. 

(IT 3ntf ~~ GqfU: ~ JNUaqif'Ri 'ffi 

3iiilq~\iI'+t dtttltbi ~ ~ $ 1!~bOqil 
\4~~car ~ d«9:4ii1Ii1 \ifl~d II ~ II lRf f(d"ttl: 

~: II ~II 

4. Those waters saw: 'We shall become many, we 
shall be born excellently.' They created food. There
fore, whenever and wherever it rains, there food be
comes plentiful. There the edible food is surely born 
out of water. 

TaJ;z, those; apaJ;z, waters; aik$anta, ·saw. As ex
plained earlier, it is Existence itself that, assuming the 
form of water, saw. This is the meaning. 'Syiima, we 
shall become; baJ;zvyaJ;z, many, abundant. Prajiiye
mahi, we shall be born excellently.' TiiJ;z, they; as,
janta, created; annam, food, which is indicative of the 
earth, since food is a product of the earth. Therefore 
yatra kva ca, whenever and wherever; var$ati, it rains; 
tadeva, there in those very places; annam, food; bha
vati, becomes; bhaY~/ham, plentiful. Therefore tat, 
there; annadyam, edible food; adhijayate, is born; ad
bhyaJ;z, from water; eva, surely. It was said earlier that 
earth is referred to by saying' 'they created food'. But 
here in this illustration paddy, barley, etc. are meant 
since there is the qualifying phrase, 'food that is edi
ble' .. And food (as earth) is well-known to be heavy, 
steady, the supporting basis, and dark in colour. 
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Objection: Well, it is not perceived that there is any 
(conscious act of) seeing in the case of fire etc. since (in 
them) there is absence of defensive action against in
jury etc. and reaction like fear etc. Therefore how can 
there be such a st,atement as, 'That fire saw'? 

Reply: There is no such defect, since fire etc. are 
modifications of the Seer who is the cause. And since 
the Seer who is Existence itself is the producer of 
effects possessed of a well-defined order of succession, 
therefore the elements fire etc, seem to visualize, and 
hence it is said, 'they saw'. 

Objection: Well, even of Existence, the act of seeing 
is certainly in a secondary sense. 

Reply: No. Since visualization by Existence is known 
from the Upani~ad only, therefore, it cannot be im
agined that it is secondary. But in the case of fire etc. 
'seeing' in the primary sense is inferred. Hence it is 
proper to assume that this is secondary. 

Objection: It can be inferred even in the case o~ 
Existence that it is insentient, since it is a (material) 
cause like earth etc. Since Existence, which is insen
tient like Pradhana, exists for serving the purpose of 
the sentient (puTli..$a) and since it is the producer of 
effects in a well-defined succession of time and order, 
therefore it can be inferred that Existence saw as it 
were, and that visualization in Its case is verily in a 
secondary sense. Moreover, it is seen in the world that 
sentience is ascribed in a secondary sense to insentient 
things. As for instance: 'The bank is about to collapse.' 
(The visualization) by Existence can also be like that. 

Reply: No, since the Upani~ad mentions Existence 
as the Self in the text, 'That is Truth, That is the Self 
(VI. 14.3). 
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Objection: May it not be that the mention-of Its beinr 
the Self is also in the se'condary sense? As somebody 
may say, 'Bhadrasena is my own selr, where the word 
self is used with regard to somebody who is not (one's) 
self, but yet serves all of one's purposes; similar is the 
case here. 

Reply: No, since, for a person who has the true con
viction about Existence that 'I am Existence', Libera
tion .is enjoined in the text, 'For him the delay is for that 
long as he does not become freed' (VI. 14.2). 

Objection: May not Liberation itself be a secondary 
thing? For one who has the conviction that he is Self 
identified with Pxadhana, Liberation remains near at 
hand. In this way even the instruction about Liberation 
is secondary. As in the world, a person who has started 
for going to a village says, 'I have reached the village', 
having in his mind the idea of reaching it soon, this is 
also like that. 

Reply: No, since the beginning is made with the 
statement, 'By knowing which the unknown becomes 
known' (VI.1.3), as also the other statement that all 
becomes known '\Vhen the' one Existence is known, 
because everything is non-different from It (Exist
ence); and also because there is the assertion of non
duality. Moreover, it has not been heard from the 
U pani~ad that there is something else to be known, nor 
is there any indicative word (in the Upani~ad) from 
which it can be inferred that the instruction about 
Liberation should be taken as secondary. And if the 
whole Chapter is assumed to have a secondary mean
ing, then, the assumer will be undergoing a useless 
effort, because that knowledge which is calculated to 
serve the highest human purpose could be acquired by 
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the assumer throllgh logic itself. Therefore, since the 
meaning of the Upani~ad is based on the authority of 
the Veda, it should not'be given up. Hence the conclu
sion is that the Cause of the world is possessed of 
sentience. 

SECflON 3 

~ &(fiElj ~ snOac. an,itlM i{SI"f£IIO&Jt 

\iOq'4ijA<'lGIfqRt II ~ II 

1. Of those creatures which are these, there are 
three seeds-boni of eggs, born of creatures (wombs), 
born of plants. 

Te$am, of those; bhatanam, creatures possessed of 
souls; khalu e$am, which are such; i.e·. birds etc. Since 
by the word 'these', proximate things are pointed out, 
therefore fire etc. are not meant by the word bhata. As 
the process of their being compounds of three elements 
will be spoken of (only) later. therefore it is not possi
ble to point to fire etc. directly so long as the process of 
compounding of the three elements is not complete. 
(Fire etc. are not meant also) because, with regard to 
fire etc. the word 'god' is used in the text 'these three 
gods' (VI.3.2). Therefore, of those creatures that are 
animals, birds, plants, etc. bhavanti, there are; trff)i 
eva, only three; bfjani, seeds, sources; but not more. 

Which are they? That is being answered. 
A1)i)ajam, born of eggs-birds etc.-the word af)

f)aia being the same as af)(iaja. For it is seen that fi'om 
birds, serpents, etc. are born birds, serpents, etc. only. 
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Thus a bird becomes the seed (source) of birds, and a 
snake the seed of snakes. Similarly, whatever else is 
born of an egg, becomes the source of creatures of that 
class. 

Objection: Is it not a fact that a creature born of an 
egg is called ar:u,iaja? Therefore it is logical to say that 
the egg is the seed. Why is it said that the creature born 
of an egg is the seed? 

Reply: It would have been truly so if the Upani~ad 
had to follow your wishes. But the Upani:;ad is inde
pendent, because of which it says that the creatures 
born from an egg etc. are the seeds, and not the egg etc. 
themselves. And it is a matter of experience that, un
less there be creatures born of eggs, the line of their 
continuance snaps, but not when there is a dearth of 
eggs etc. Therefore the creatures born of eggs etc. arc 
the sources of the egg-born creatures. 

Similarly, jfvajam, born of creatures, i.e. born of 
wombs-human qeings, animals, and others. Udbhij
jam-that which penetrates upward is an udbhit, a 
tree. That which is born from it is udbhijjam. Or corns 
are udbhit. That whieh is born from them is udbhijjam, 
the seed of a plant. This is the meaning. Those born of 
mire and wamlth (lice, bug, etc.) are included in those 
born of eggs and seeds respectively. For only then does 
the assertion that there are only three seeds become 
reasonable. 

W:f ~~ iH'IlgfqQlmt9\ ~ am 
\iIlcl"'I~"'11"IFct~t4 "'IQ~q btllq:)«cuonRt II ~ II 

2. That Deity which is such saw: 'Let it be that now, 
by entering into these three gods, in the form of the 
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soul of each individual being, I shall clearly manifest 
name and form.' 

Sii iyam devatii, That Deity under discussion, which 
is such, which is called Existence and has been spoken 
of as the Source of fire, water and earth; aik$ata, saw, 
just as before, 'I shall become many'. That very need of 
the process of becoming many has not ceased even 
today. Hence the Deity. again undertook the act of 
seeing, by accepting the idea of becoming many. 

How? 
'}fanta, let it be; that now aham, I; anupravisya, by 

entering; imiil;z tisral;z devatiil;z, into these three gods, 
fire, etc. as already mentioned; anena jfvena iitmanii, in 
the form of the soul of each individual being.' Having 
the remembrance in Its mind of the experience in the 
earlier creation of the individual soul which is the sus
tainer of life, It says, 'In the forro of a soul'. By the 
words 'which is the sustainer of life' , the text shows that 
It entered in a form non-different from Its own nature 
as consciousness. Having entered-in the sense of 
mere association with the subtle forms of fire, water, 
and earth-, and becoming possessed of knowledge of 
particular entities, (It thought): 'VyiikaraviiIJi, I shall 
clearly manifest; nama rape, name and form. I shall 
manifest in this manner, "This has got this name and 
this form." , 

Objection: While being free, is it not unreasonable 
for the non-transmigrating, omniscient Deity to con
sciously desire and enter thus: 'I shall experience sor
row by entering into the hody which is the repository of 
hundred" of thousands of SOlTOW'';'? 

R~ply: II is true that it would not have been reason-
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able if the Deity had desired, 'I shall enter in my own 
unsullied nature, and I shall experience sorrow.' But 
this is not so. 

In what way then? 
(In the way as evident) from the statement, 'In the 

form of the soul of each individual being'. An indi
vidual soul is merely a reflection of the Deity. It arises 
from (les) contact with the subtle elements in the form 
of intellect etc. It is like a reflection of a person, seem
ing to have entered into a mirror, and like (the reflec
tion of) the sun etc. in water etc. The contact of the 
Deity possessed of inscrutable and infinite power, with 
the intellect etc. is (in the form of) a reflection of 
consciousness. This becomes the cause of multifarious 
and conflicting ideas such as, 'I am happy', 'I am sor
rowful', 'I am ignorant', etc. owing to the non-realisa
tion of the true nature of the Deity. Since the Deity has 
entered merely as a reflection in the form of an indi
vidual soul" therefore It does not Itself become con
nected with physical happiness, sorrow, etc. As a per
son, the sun, and others entering into a mirror, water, 
etc. merely through their reflections, are not touched 
by the defects of the mirror, water, etc. so also the 
Deity is not. 

It is also stated in the Ka~ha Upani~ad: 'Just as the 
sun which is the eye of the whole world, is not tainted 
by the ocular and external defects, similarly the Self 
that is but one in all beings, is not tainted by the 
sorrows of the world, It being transcendental' (Ka. II. 
2.11); 'All-pervasive', 'Eternal;, 'like space' (Cf. Ka.); 
and in Brhadaravyaka Upani~ad it is said: 'He medi
tates as it were, He runs as it were' (Br. IV.3.7). 

Objection: lfthe individual soul be a mere reflection, 
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then, it becomes reduced to unreality, and so also are 
its attainment of the other world, this world, etc. 

Reply: There is no such defect, since it is admitted to 
be true in its real nature as Existence. And all modifica
tions such as names, forms, etc. are true only in their 
nature as Existence. But by themselves they are surely 
unreal because it has been said: 'All transformation has 
speech as its basis' (VI.4.1). So also' is an individual 
,soul. There is the well-known proverb that 'An offer
ing should be in accordance with the nature of the 
demigod.' Therefore, all phenomenal dealings and all 
modifications are true in their nature as Existence. 
Hence, in this m,atter no such objection can be raised 
by the logicians that, being different from Existence, 
(the souls) are false, though this criticism can be as
serted against the dualistic standpoints which are con
tradictory to one another, that they are mere fancies of 
their own minds, and are rooted in unreality. 

~ fircFt BlC!dQ4lctii Ch~cnOnRi Wl 
~Claq'mt41 ~ aR:fcf 'ifta"t'(q"t'iRfct~4 "t,q(t\q 
aq'ChU((1I ~ II 

3. With the idea, 'I shall make each one of these 
three-fold and three-fold', that Deity who was such 
entered into these three gods, as this individual soul, 
and manifested name and form. 

That Deity, having entered into the three gods, saw, 
'I shall manifest name and form, the unmanifested 
name and form which, as seeds, exist in me'; and 'I 
shall make each one of these three gods three-fold and 
three-fold.' (In making each one three-fold) each one 
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(in tunl) becomes predominant, and the other two in 
turn take secondary places. Otherwise, the process of 
making three-fold would be one only, as in plaiting 
three strands into a rope; but there would not be a 
distinct process of making the three (gods) three-fold. 
In this way indeed, fire, water and earth will get sepa
rate names and ideas as, 'this is fire'. 'these are waters', 
and 'this is earth'. And when the gods are endowed 
with separate names and ideas, then only the fructifica
tion of the proper uses (of the three gods) will be 
ensured. 

Having visualized thus, sa, that; devatil, Deity; iyarn, 
that was such, entered like the sun's reflection, into 
these three gods; in the form of Hvena, the individual 
soul, as already described. And having thus entered 
first into the body of Vira~ and then into the bodies of 
the god.s; vyakarot, It manifested; mirna-rupe, names 
and form, verily according to Its own wish, 'Let this 
have this name, this form', etc. 

omi ~ 8IC!dQclichIQCfiUtJm ~ ~ 
~ ~qdlflaC!fblC!~ctiCfil cqqffr ~ 
F.t\1tI4li\RlII ~ II lffi ~: ~: II ~ II 

4. He made each one of them three-fold and three
fold. But 0 good-looking one, know fully from me how 
each one of these three gOds becomes three-fold and 
three-fold. 

That Deity made each one of these three gods three
fold and three-fold (by turns) according to the pre
dominance and secondariness of their (qualities). Let 
the point as to how the bodies of the gods and others, 
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when manifested through names and forms, become 
three-fold by possessing fire, water and earth, be kept 
in abeyance. ·Tu, but; vijiinfhi, know, understand 
fully; me, from me, with the help of examples; tat, that, 
how each .one of these three gods; bhavati, becomes 
three-fold and three-fold outside the bodies. 

SECfION 4 

~ ~~ ~ a\ilft~Sl4 4. ~ 4¥1 
\141t4lql.lI«ild'iI~ cUiiUtcqU·1 Fct(.fil~ ;Uq~tl ;ftfUT 
'(C\qlun~ct ftfll'lll ~ II 

1. The red colour that (gross) fire has, that is the 
colour of (subtle) fire. That which is the white colour 
(of the gross fire), that is of (subtle) water. That which 
is the black colour (of the gross fire), that is the colour 
of (subtle) earth. (Thus) vanishes the fire hood of fire. 
All transformation has speech as its basis, and it is 
name only. "Those which are true are the three colours 
alone. 

The process of making the gods three-fold that was 
spoken of is being cited as an example. An example is 
that which is cited for indicating the whole by exemp
lifying a part of it. (The Upani~ad) speaks of it thus: 

The well-known rohitam rapam, red colour in the 
world; yat agne/:z, of that fire which has undergone the 
process of becoming three-fold; know tat, that; to be 
rupam, the colour; tejasa/:z, of fire before it had been 
made three-fold. Similarly, yat suklam, that which is 
the white colour of fire itself; tat apiim, that belongs to 
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water before becoming three-fold. Yat k($f)am, that 
which is the black colour of that very fire; know tat, 
that; to be annasya, of food, of earth before it has 
become three-fold. This being so, that which you think 
of as fire apart from the three colours, tnat agnitvam, 
firehood; agne/:z, of fire; apiigiit, vanishes now. The 
meaning is that the idea of fire which you had before 
the knowledge of the distinction of the three colours, 
that idea of fire has vanished; so also has vanished the 
word 'fire'. A crystal seen in the proximity of redness 
(Le. found in association with a red adjunct) causes the 
perception of it as possessed of the idea an~ name 
'ruby', before the knowledge of the distinction bet
ween the crystal and the proximate thing (or adjunct). 
But in the case of the man who has that discriminating 
knowledge, the idea and the word denoting ruby cease 
when the distinction becomes known. Similar is the 
case here. 

Objection: What do you gain here by imagining an 
idea and a word? It is quite reasonable that fire alone 
exi~ted before the three colours were discriminated, 
and that firehood of fire vanished after the discrimin
ation of the red colour etc. just as a cloth ceases to exist 
when the threads are removed. 

Reply: It is not so. Indeed, fire is nothing but an idea 
and a word, for which reason the text says: The word 
fire which is vikiiral) , a transformation; viiciiram
bha1).am, has speech as its basis; and niimadheyam, it is 
a name only. This is the meaning. So the idea of fire 
also is verily fal~e. 

What is true there then? Iti, those which are; satyam, 
true; are the three rupam, colours; eva, alone. The 
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meaning of the asserticn (eva) is that, apart from the 
three colours nothing else is true even in the slightest 
degree. 

~ ~ . ~ . . . 
q~I~~ 'lIijO~ ~ a::iftl'RISL"I tI~ ~ 

lI~&jl flC6I(::cUqlill«IW4laJW4(€i Cllin~cqdl 
~Cfil~ ;m:r~;fifUr ~,(uoft~q tlf!ll{1I ~ II 

lIiSCI;S;:"~ _~ ~ a::iftl'RItl tI~ ~ 
~rrir· •• Q. ~ 
~ii{iWI fI«JiItttUqI4I1iii1;S;:liiiI~(q qli31HUlUT iC14iHI 
~~;ftfiir (C\qlon~q flf!I'(ll ~ II 
lIQ~ "Uf~~ ~ a::iffl~tl 4. ~ 

lIii{iai, fI«JiI~,q'4I1Q~ fcI~,q cUi3IH"iO·1 fclCfiltl 
;nq~ ;ftfiir (C\q,oft~q tI('Q'lI! ~ II 

2. That which is the red colour of the sun, that is the 
colour of fire. That which is (its) white colour, that is of 
water. That which is (its) black colour, that is of earth. 
(Thus) the sun-hood of the sun vanishes. All transfor
mation has speech as its basis, and it is a name only. 
Those which are tnle are the three colours alone. 

3. That which is the red colour of the moon, that is 
the colour of fire. That which is (its) white colour, that 
is of water. That which is (its) black colour, that is of 
earth. (In this way) the moon-hood of the moon van
ishes. All transfonnation has speech as its basis, and it 
is a name only. Those which are true are the three 
colours alone. 

4. That which is the red colour of lightning, that is 
the colour of fire. That which is (its) white colour, that 
is of water. That which is (its) black colour, that is of 
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earth. (In this way) the lightning-hood of lightning 
vanishes. All tran~formation has speech as its basis, 
and it is a name only. Those which are true are the 
three colours alone. 

Similarly, yat, that which-is; adityasya, of the sun; 
yat, that which is; candramasa/:z, of the moon; yat, that 
which is vidyuta/:z, of lightning-etc. are to be ex
plained as before. 

Objection: After having said, '0 good-looking one, 
know fully from me how each one of these three- gods 
becomes three-fold and three-fold' (VI.IIl.4), the pro
cess of mak'ing three-fold has been shown in the case of 
fire only, with all the four examples of fire etc. But no 
illustration has been cited in the case of making water 
and earth three-fold. 

Reply: This fault does not arise. The Upani~ad 
thinks that illustrations in the cases of water and earth 
are also to be understood in this very way. The example 
of fire is cited syne.chdochically. (Moreover) since it 
possesses colour it is possible to present its meaning 
clearly. Smell and fluidity have not been cited because 
their existence is not possible in aU the three. Indeed, 
smell and fluidity do not exist in fire. Touch and sound 
are not cited because they cannot be pointed out sepa
rately. If the whole universe be a result of the process 
of becoming three-fold as in the case of fire etc. and if 
the three colours alone be true, then, like the fire hood 
of fire the universe as the universe will vanish. 

Sinlilarly, since earth has got water as its source, 
therefore water alone is real. Earth has speech only as 
its basis. So also, since water has got fire as its source, 
therefore it has speech only as its basis. Fire alone is 
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real. Since fire has got Existence as its source, there
fore it also has speech only as its basis; Existence alone 
is real. This is the intended meaning. 

Objection: However, since air and space are not 
included in fire etc. therefore they remain excluded 
without being made three-fold. Similarly smell, fluid
ity, sound, and touch also remain excluded. Hence, 
how can all other unknown things becume' known 
through the knowledge of Existence? Or, some other 
process has to be stated for the knowledge of them. 

Reply: There is no such fault, since all are com
prehended in a thing having colour. 

Objection: How? 
Reply: As to that, since there is perception of sound 

and touch as well in fire which is possessed of colour, 
therefore the existence of air and space, which are 
possessed of th,,' qualities of touch and sound (respec
tively) can be inferred. Similarly fluidity and smell 
become included in water and earth which are posses
sed of colour. The Upani~ad thinks that by pointing out 
the process of becoming three-fold in the cases of the 
t.hree-fire, water, and earth-, which are possessed of 
colour, all things which, being the products of Exist
ence are included in them, come to be known as the 
three colours. For by rejecting a concrete thing possess
ed of colour there can be no perception of air and 
space, or their qualities touch and sound, or of smell 
and fluidity. Or it may be that the Upani~ad considers 
citing the process of becoming thre~-fold in the cases of 
things possessed of colour as an illustration only. But as 
in the process of making three-fold, what are real are 
the three colours alone, the same logic applies in the 
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case of becoming five-fold also. Therefore, all things 
being modifications of Existence, (therefore) when 
Existence becomes known all this becomes known. 
Hence it becomes surely established that Existence 
alone, which is one without a second, is Real. It has 
been well said that, when that One is known all this 
becomes known. 

~ ~ ct· _~ 3tTl: ~ q61~II(l1f 
qiSIWlBI~1 ;r ;HSU CfWiI"'I!('1qq('1qRt*,I('1~
iSRQlfflM ~ fcI~I::iiae§: II .... 11 

5. In days of yore, after knowing that which is suc.h, 
the ancient, great householders, the great adepts in the 
Vedas, said: 'There is nobody in our lineage who will 
speak of anything as unheard of, unthought of, un
known', because they knew through these (three). 

Ha sma vai, in days of yore; pilrve, the ancient; 
mahiisiilii/:l, the great householders; mahii-srotriyii/:r, 
the great adepts in the Vedas; vidviimsa/:r, who knew; 
etat, which is such; iihu/:l, said-. What did they say? 
That is being answered. 

'Na, there is no one; adya, now; na/:r. of us, in the 
lineage of ours possessing this kipd of knowledge; who 
udiihar~yati, will speak of; kaScana, anything; as asru
tam, unheard of; amatam, unthought of; avijiiiitam, 
unknown.' The idea implied is, 'To persons belonging 
to our lineage, surely all things remain known because 
of being possessed of the knowledge of Existence. ' 

How again, did they know everything? That is being 
said: Hi, since; ebhya/:l, through these, by knowing the 
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colours, viz red etc. which had undergone the process 
of becoming three-fold; they vidiUicakrul;z, knew all the 
other remaining things also to be verily so (three-fold); 
therefore, they veritably became omniscient through 
the knowledge of Existence. This is the purport. Or the 
meaning is that they knew all other things ebhyal;z, 
through these, through the knowledge of the illustra
tions of fire etc. 

~ {t~df':lcU~ d\iltH'd~f':IRt d~I'*4t¥fCi 
¥JCkit f':ICi41 ~q I ~ ~q fq Rt d filc:,.'*4t¥fCi 
CfiWlf':ICi4I"lRf\QiilfQ ~qfqRt dfilGI'*4~: II ~ II 

4~*,ldfqcu'lR~dlfllqC4 ~C4dl'1l~ flqlfl lffi 
dfiI~I'*l¥m ~ ~ tn&QqlMYt tcm: ~ ~ 
blC!RsiC!d:CictiI cqcffir ~ fct\i1I;fl~Rt II \911 ~ 
~:~:II~II 

6. Again, what appeared as red that they knew was 
the colour of fire. What again, appeared as white that 
they knew was the colour of water. What again, ap
peared as black that they knew was the colour of earth. 

7. What again, appeared as unknown that they 
knew was the combination of these very gods. 0 good
looking one, know from me how each one of these 
three gods becomes three-fold and three-fold after 
coming in contact with person. 

How (did they know)? 
Whatever colour was in doubt, as in the case of the 
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(variegated) colour of a pigeon, yat rohitam iva abhut, 
whatever appeared as red (in that multitude of colours) 
to those ancient knowers of Brahman; tat, that; vidiin
cakru/:l, they knew; as tejasa/:l rnpam, colour of fire. 
Similarly, yat, whatever; suklam iva abhut, appeared 
to be white when perceived; tet apiim, that (was the 
colour) of water. Yat, whatever; kr$1)am iva, appeared 
to be black when perceived; tat annasya, that (was the 
colour) of earth; thus vidiincakru/:l, they knew. 

In this very way, yat, whatever; u, again; avijniitam 
iva, appeared as though unknown, appeared as very 
difficult to be perceived, which could not be perceived 
specifically; that also vidiincakru/:l, they knew; as 
samiisa/:l, the combination; of etiisiim eva, these very; 
three devatiiniim, gods. In this way, to that extent, an 
external thing becomes known like fire etc. Similarly 
now, Somya; 0 good-looking one; vijiinfhi, know; me, 
from me; as to yathii, how; ekaikii, each one; tisra/:l 
devatii/:l, of the three gods as mentioned; bhavati, be
comes; trivrt trivrt three-fold and three-fold; priipya, 
after coming in contact; purtqam, with a person who is 
characterized by head, hand, etc. and who is the com
bination of body and organs. 

After saying so he continued: 

3iilq~ld ~ 
QT«~~aq \:tetM 
td;:q .. : II ~ II 

SECTION 5 

fcfaftttd ~ If: ~rc.td 
~ lliiQq~;qI~lr ~SfUleo-

1. Food when eaten becomes divided in three ways. 
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Of it, that which is the grossest ingredient, that turns 
into faeces. That which is the medium constituent be
comes flesh. That which is the subtlest becomes mind. 

Annam, food; aSitam, when eaten; vidhfyate, be
comes divided; tredha, in three ways. After being di
gested by the fire in the stomach it becomes divided 
into three ingredients. 

How? 
Tasya, of that food which has been divided into three 

ingredients; ya/:l, that which is; sthavl.$lhal), the gross
est, the grossest ingredient, the grossest matter, the 
gross portion of the divided food; tat, that; bhavati, 
turns into; puri$am, faeces. Ya/:l, that which is; madh..: 
yama/:l, the medium constituent, ingredient of food; 
tat, that; bhavati, becomes; mamsam, flesh, by becom
ing transformed through a succession of fluid etc. Ya/:l, 
that which is; al)~/ha/:l, the subtlest, the subtlest ingre
dient, having reached the heart above and entering 
into the fine nerves named Hita; bhavati, becomes; 
mana/:l, the mind, ensuring the continuance of the ag
gregate of organs of speech etc. Getting transformed 
into the mind-stuff, it nourishes the mind. Therefore, 
from that it follows that since the mind is nourished by 
food, hem.:e it is surely made of matter. But it is not 
being considered as eternal and partless as defined by 
Vaise~ika scriptures. Even the statement that will be 
made, 'The mind is Its divine eye' (VIII. 12.5), that too, 
is not made with the idea of its eternity. 

What then? It is spoken of with reference to its 
pervading objects of all the organs, which are subtle, 
concealed, distant, etc. As for its permanence in com
parison with the other organs, we shall explain that also 
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to be relative only, on the authority of the Upani~adic 
text, 'There is Existence, One only, without a second.' 

3tN: titdl~QT fcfdT4:a nmi l'.(: ~Rit6i 
"I1«fd~';' cqcffir it lIU1q~m1f1d itSfiJllO: ~ 
:muT: II ~ II 

2. Water when drunk becomes divided in three 
ways. Of it, that which is the grossest ingredient, that 
turns into urine. That which is the medium constituent, 
that becomes blood: That which is the subtlest, that 
becomes the vital force. 

Similarly, iipal) , water; pftal), when drunk; vidhf
yante, becomes divided; tredhii, in three ways. Tasiim, 
of them; (it}yal), that which is; sthav41hal) dhiitul), the 
grossest ingredient; tat, that; bhavati, becomes; mut
ram, urine. Yal) madh yamal), that which is the medium 
(constituent); tat, that; bhavati, becomes; lohitam, 
blood. Yal) a1)4Ihal), that which is the subtlest; sal), 
that; bhavati, becomes; prii1)al), the vital force. And 
the text will say, 'Vital force is made up of water; it will 
depart from him who does not drink' (VI.7.1). 

~_ ~ fcf~ ~ l'.(: ftlRit6i 
QI1«1(d~ cqcffir it lIf1Qq: ~ ~ itsfUtto: lIT 

~II~II 

3. Fire when eaten becomes divided in three ways. 
Of it, that which is the grossest ingredient, that be
comes bone. That which is the medium constituent, 
that becomes marrow. That which is the subtlest, that 
becomes (the organ of) speech. 
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Similarly, teja/:l, fire-butter, oil, etc.; w~en aJitam, 
eaten; vidhiyate, becomes divided; tredha, in three 
ways. Tasya, of it; ya/:l, that which is; sthavi$lhal;t, the 
grossest; dhatu/:l, ingredient; that bhavati, becomes; 
asthi, bone. YaI;a, that; which is madhyamal;t, the me
dium constituent; sal;t, that; becomes majja, the mar
row, the greasy substance inside bones. Yal;t, that 
which is; a1;l4Ihal;t, the subtlest; sa; that is; vak, speech. 
For it is a well-known fact. in the world -that by taking 
oil, butter, etc. speech becomes clear and powerful in 
conversation. 

34i1qq~ fI lirRI 1R atl"'Q4: 14101~\it1Qc:ft 
cufi.1it 4ifl ~ -qr cqiICiI~*,jq4RctRt nv.n ",..aid 
~clli4l1~ II ~ q:;qq: ~: II ~II 

4. '0 good-looking one, mind is surely made of 
food, vital force is made of water, speech is made of 
fire.' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me over again.' 
'So be it, 0 good-looking one', he said. 

Since it is so, (therefore) somya, 0 good-looking 
one; mana/:l, ,mind; hi, surely; is annamayam, made of 
food; pra1;la/:l, the vital force; apomayal;t, made of 
water; vak, speech; is tejomayr, made of fire. 

Objection: But are no~ creatures like rat etc. which 
eat food only, possessed of speech and vital force? 
Similarly, aquatic animals like fish, shark, etc. which 
drink water only, are possessed of mind and speech. So 
also, if there be creatures which take oily substances, 
they can be inferred to have vital force and mind. That 
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being so, how is it said, '0 good-looking one, mind is 
indeed made out of food'? 

Reply: There is no such fault. Since all things are a 
mixture of the three elements, therefore all these can 
reasonably exist everywhere. Surely nobody eats any 
food that has not been made three-fold; nor is water 
that has not been made three-fold drunk; neither does 
anybody eat fire (oil etc.) that has not been made 
three-fold. Hence it is not unreasonable for rats etc. 
which eat food to have speech and vital force. 

Having been made to understand thus, Svetaketu 
said: 'Bhagaviin miim vijliiipayatu iti, may the vener
able sir make me understand; bhuyaJ;z eva, over again 
with examples, such statements as, "0 good-looking 
one, mind is surely made of food" etc. Firm,conviction 
has not risen in me even now regarding 'this subject.' 
The purport is this: It is very difficult to understand 
how food, water and oil (fire), when applied to a single 
body constitued in common by fire, water and food, 
nourish the mind, vital force and speech in the form of 
their subtle ingredients without transgressing their own 
characteristics. Hence he said, 'Over again', etc. 

To him who had spoken thus, the father uviica ha, 
said: 'Tathii, so be it; somya, 0 good-looking one. 
Listen to the example in this regard, as to how what you 
are asking about becomes possible.' 

SECTION 6 

~et ~ If&Qql:tttl litSfUlql "«~: flij~qRi 
W"fttfll.qceRt U ~ II 
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1. '0 good-looking one, of curd when it is churned, 
that which is its subtle part rises upward. That becomes 
clarified butter. ' 

Somya, 0 good-looking one; dadhnal), of the curd; 
mathyamiinasya, when it is churned; yal), that which is; 
its aQimii, subtle part; sal), that; samudf$ati, rises; ur
dhvam, upward. Getting collected together, it goes up 
in the form of butter. Tat, that; bhavati, becomes; 
sarpil), clarified butter. 

QOctqq ~ 'ni4Ii1,c"'~€lql'1~ fitsfOlql If 3i&f: 
flijtt}tdd fl9¥4.n ~ II ~ II 

2. '0 good-looking one, in this very way, of food 
when it is eaten, that which is the subtle part, that rises 
upward, and that becomes mind.' 

As in this example, somya, 0 good-looking one; 
evam eva, in this very way; yal), that which is; aQimii, 
the subtle part; annasya, of food, of rice etc.; aSyamii
nasya, when it is eaten, when it is churned as it were by 
a churning rod, by the fire in the stomach, in associa
tion with air; sal), that; samud~ati, rises; urdhval) , 
upward; (and) tat, that; bhavati, becomes; mana!), 
mind. That is to say, it nourishes the mind by becoming· 
united with the constituents of the mind. 

3fql~ ~ ci1€1q''1I'1i ~SfOlql If 3i&f: +4ij~qfd 
lfmon ~II~II 

3. '0 good-looking one, of water when it is drunk, 
that which is the subtle part, that rises upward and that 
becomes vital force.' 
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Similarly, somya, 0 good-looking one; pfyamiiniim, 
when it is drunk; yal), that which is; al;limii, the subtle 
part; apiim, of water; sal), that; samudf$ati, rises; ur
dhval), upward; and sal), that; bhavati, becomes; prii
I;lal), the vital force .. 

~: ,ihc:U~4ql"'fiI lfrsfOlql lr~: ~ij~qRt 
m <:I I'i\:jctMII ~ II 

4. '0 good-looking one, of fire when it is eaten, that 
which is the subtle part, that rises upward and that 
becomes speech.' 

In this very way indeed, somya, 0 good-looking one; 
yal), that which is; al;limii, the subtle part; tejasa/.l, of 
fire (oily substances); aSyamanasya, when it is eaten; 
sal), that; samudf$ati, rises; urdhval), upward; and sii, 
that; bhavan, becomes; vak, speech. 

3iilqq~ fI litRf 1R anci\Q4: J"UI~~Q41 
cUPl1iI 'fl ~ -qy \:jilctIPci$jIQ4fktfil ~ ",..aRt 
ilctlilll ~ II ~ lI'!8: '{lUg: II ~ II I 

5. '0 good-looking one, mind is surely made of 
food, vital force is made of water, and speech is made 
of fire.' 

'May th~ venerable sir explain to me over again.' 
'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one', he said. 

Somya, 0 good-looking one; mana/.l, mind; hi, is 
surely; annamayam, made offood;priilJa/.l, vital force; 
is apomayaJ;z, made up of water; vak, speech; is te
jomayi, made up of fire. The idea is, 'What I have said 
is logical. ' 
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(Svetaketu said:) 'In that case, let it be so that all 
things are made of water and fire. But I do not get an 
absolutely finn conviction that the mind is made of 
food alone. Therefore, may the venerable sir, viilia
payatu, make me understand with an example that the 
mind is made of food. ' 

The father uvaca ha, said, 'Tatha, let it be so; somya, 
o good-looking one.' 

tir:S'ICfitrt: ~ 
CfiltlQq: fQcsllcnQt(: 

~II~II 

SECTION 7 

q3i€l~'1I61f.t 1t1lft: 
~ fQatdl ~ 

1. '0 good-looking one, a person has sixteen parts. 
Do not eat for fifteen days. Drink water as much as,you 
like. The vital force is made up of water. It will depart if 
you do not drink. ' 

The subtlest ingredient of the food which was eaten, 
that imparted energy to the mind. By dividing (it) into 
sixteen parts, the energy of the mind nourished by food 
is intended to be mentioned as parts of a person. A 
person is associated with that energy in the mind nour
ished through food and divided into sixteen parts. One 
possessing that energy and soul, and characterized by 
the aggregate of body and organs is said to be ~or.)a
sakalab pur~ab, a person with sixteen parts. Owing to 
the existence of it (energy) a person becomes a seer, a 
hearer, a thinker, intelligent, an agent, a knower
able to perform all actions, and on the waning of it, 
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(this) ability is lost. And the Upani~ad will say, 'Then, 
on receiving food, he becomes a seer .. .' (VII.9.1), 
etc. Indeed, the ability of the aggregate of body and 
organs is generated by the mind. For those who are 
endowed with the power of the mind are seen to be 
strong in the world; and some others are seen to have 
meditation only as their food, since food takes all these 
forms. Hence mental power is created by food. 

One who has got sixteen parts is said to be this 
$ofl,asakalal) purU$al). If you want to have direct experi
ence of this, mii a§il), do not eat; for the duration of 
pancadasa ahiini, fifteen days. Piba, drink; apal), wa
ter; kiimam, as much as you like; because your priilJ,al) , 
vital force; vicchetsyate, will depart; na pibatal) , if you 
do not drink water. For we said that the vital force is 
iipomayal), made of water, a transformation of water. 
Surely, a product is not able to persist intact unless it is 
supported by its own (material) cause. 

l{ 1 Q31iitC«J1I61P1 "1'1111 t.tijQftftlC( f4; .cftfq 
q. $flJiI: litRf ~~N ftlql4tRt ~ ~cu:q ';f t 1U 

RM~ q. ~ II ";( II 
2. He did not eat for fifteen days. Then he ap

proached him (the father saying), 'Sir what shall I 
speak of?' 

He (the father) said, '0 good-looking one, (recite) 
the ~k-mantras, the Sarna-mantras, the Yajur
mantras.' 

'Sir, they indeed do not flash in my mind.' 

Sal), he, having heard so; na liSa, did not eat; for 
paricadasa ahiini, for fifteen days, being desirous of 

29 
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directly experiencing that the mind is made of food. 
Atha, then, on the sixteenth day; upasasada ha, he 
approached; enam, this one, the father. And ap
proaching him he said, 'Bhol]., sir; kim, what; bravfmi, 
shall I say?' The other one said, 'Somya, 0 good
looking one; recite [cab, the ~k-mantras; samani, the 
Sarna-mantras; yajum$i, the Yajur-mantras.' Having 
been told so by the father, he said, 'Bhol]., sir; vai, 
indeed; the ~k-mantras, etc.; na pratibhanti, do not 
flash; ma, to me, in my mind, i.e. they do not present 
themselves in my mind.' This is the meaning. 

"~ ~cUi4 ~ litRI ~S'AlIFgd#lcN~II~: 
&tlldqI5l: qn:~lbG: l"Iltt:t mitm ';f Gfl .. ~ 
~ <l q'):S~IIw11 Ch(f11:tlqChl Ch(f1IRt~IG!1 +41'ftadli 
aGlilt1,..q+4~II:tI?1 .q R:1#tlwmRt II ~ II 

3. To him he said, '0 good-looking one, as a single 
ember of the" size of a fire-fly remains as a residue of a 
big fire, and by that nothing bigger than that is bumt
in this way, 0 good-looking one, one of your sixteen 
parts remains as a residue. With that you do not re
member the Vedas at this time. Eat and then you will 
understand me.' 

To him who had spoken thus, the father said, 'Hear 
the reason for that-why those ~k -mantras etc. do not 
flash in your mind.' 

To him, he (the father) said: 'Somya, 0 good
looking one; yatha, as in the world; ekal]., a single; 
ahgaral]., ember; khadyota-matral]., of the size of a 
fire-fly; pariSi~/hal]. syat, remains as a residue; mahatal]. 
abhyahitasya, of a big fire set ablaze with fuel and 
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extinguished; and as tena, by that ember; talaJ:z api 
bahu, nothing greater than its size even by a jot; na 
dahet, does not get burnt; evam, in this very way; 
somya, 0 good-looking one; eka kala, one part; 
remains as atisi$/a, a residue; te, of your; $o(1asantim 
kaianam, sixteen parts nourished by food. Taya, with 
that, which is like an ember of the size of a fire-fly; 
etarhi, now, at this time; na anubhavasi, you do not 
remember, comprehend; vedan, the Vedas; and also 
me, my words, although heard by you. Alha, now; first 
astina, eat; then you will vijniisyasi, understand 
everything. 

If 51:(J1I~ ~"'lqftftk~ "~ ~ 4~ Q14iU lref~ ~ 
J/lRtq~ II ~ II 

4. He took food. Then he approached him. What
ever he asked him, he understood all of it. 

Sal}., he; liSa ha, took food accordingly. Alha, then; 
desirous of hearing, upasasada ha, he approached; 
enam, him, the father. Tam, to him, to the son who had 
come near; yat kinca, whatever question; papraccha, 
he asked regarding the texts or the meanings of J;<k
mantras etc.; he, Svetaketu pratipede ha, understood; 
sarvam tat, all of it-~k etc. with regard to their texts 
and meanings. 

"~ ~cUi.l ~ ~ .S\4If1d~Cfiq~n~ 
&bidql51 tlR~lti ~ (fCh~ftql~ J/l1'Hi4(ita~ ... 
mnsN~~II~1I 

~~ ~ W ~s:(J1I41 Cfi(rf1 ... lqCfiI 
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Ch(it. Rt ~16i!' "lM .iI.n q~q. (1d. lU;;;q .tift 
cl«'''1i'4ct~ii1qll~ fW ~ 1R 
14lijl~~q41 c:ufi.kI ("I.aI~.oI 
fclGt*'Ifc1Rt II ~ II ~ ~t(1q: ~: II \911 

[VI. 7. 6 

dadfi 
3i.~q4: 

~Gt~.rc.kI 

5. To him he said: '0 good-looking one, as a single 
ember of the size of a fire-fly, remaining as a residue of 
a big fire, should it be made to blaze up by adding to it a 
heap of grass, then, by that is burnt much more than 
itself. 

6. Similarly, 0 good-looking one, a single one of 
your sixteen parts had continued as a remnant. It has 
blazed up by being nourished with food. With that you 
can now understand the Vedas. 0 good-looking one, 
surely mind is made of food, vital force is made of 
water, speech is made of fire.' That (statement) of his 
he learnt, he learnt. 

Tam, to him; the father uvaca ha, said again: 
'Somya, 0 good-looking one; yatha, as the residue of a 
big fire', etc. is to be explained as before. Prajvalayet, 
should light up, make bigger; tam, that single ember of 
the" size of a fire-fly, existing as a remnant of an extin
guished fire; trIJaib upasamadhaya, by adding a heap of 
grass and saw-dust to it; the ember lighted up by that, 
dahet, wiil burn; bahu, much more than its own size. 

Evam, similarly; somya, 0 good-looking one; eka 
kalii, one part; te, of your; $or!.a§anam kalanam, sixteen 
parts made of food, ofthe nature of abilities; abhut, has 
continued; atiSi$/ii, as a remnant. Of you who had not 
eaten for fifteen days, one part became consumed each 
day, as in the case of the moon during the dark fort
night. That residual part of yours prajviilr, has been 
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blazed up; by upasamahita, being added with, getting 
nourished; annena, by food which was eaten. The 
lengthening of i at the end ofprajvaifis a. Vedic licence. 
The meaning is that it was made to blaze up, to grow. A 
different reading is prajvalft-being well-fed by that 
(food), it blazed up by itself. This is the idea. 

Being nourished tayii, with that; etarhi, now; anu
bhavasi, you can understand; vedan, the Vedas. 

In this way, through a process of agreement and 
difference, having established that the mind is made of 
food, the text now concludes by saying, 'Annamayam 
hi somya, 0 good-looking one, surely mind is made of 
food', etc. The idea is: Since it has been proved that the 
mind is made of food, similarly it also stands estab
lished ipso facto th~t the vital force is made of water 
and speech is made of fire. 

Tatha, that, this ·statement; asya, of his; of the father 
that, mind etc. are made of food etc.; Svetaketu vijaj
nau, learnt. The repetition of 'vijajnau, he learnt', is to 
indicate the conclusion of the topic dealing with the 
process of becoming three-fold. 

SECTION 8 

~1(itcN 11~fOl: ~ac6i '151'lcUT.t tc4i4I.a .q ~ 
PcN11;ft~Rt lI'd~~: tc4fC1Rt ;nq w.n ~ ~ 
ftil611 ~ tc4qcftJt cqcrM dftll~~ 
,cdqffh'f"'lil~ lCf~ 8lq1Jt cqqffru ~ II 

1. Uddalaka, son of Arup.a, said to Svetaketu, his 
son, '0 good-looking one, learn from me about deep 
sleep. 0 good-looking one, when a man is spoken of as, 
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"He sleeps", then he becomes merged in Existence. 
He attains his own Self. Therefore they speak of him 
as, "He sleeps," for he attains his own Self.' 

The mind into which the supreme Deity has entered 
as the individual soul, like a man entering into a mirror 
in the form of a reflection, or like the sun etc. entering 
into water etc. that has been known as made up of 
food, and associated with speech and vital force made 
up of fire and water (respectively). The individual soul, 
in identification with that mind and staying in °it, be
comes able to have such behaviours as thinking, see
ing, hearing etc. and on the cessation of that attains its 
own nature as the Deity. This has been mentioned in 
another Upani~ad; 'It thinks as it were, and shakes as it 
were. Being identified with dreams It transcends this 
world' (Br. IV.3.7); 

'That Self is indeed Brahman, as well as identified 
with the intellect, the mind', etc. (Br. IVA.S); 

'(That radiant infinite Being) ... puts the body aside 
in the dream state', etc. (Br. IV.3.11); 

'When It does the function of living, It is called the 
'1ital force' , etc. (Bf. 1.4.7). 

With a View to illustrating to his son the individual 
soul which is such, which when existing in the mind is 
called the mind, which abstains from all sense objects 
when the mind ceases functioning, and which becomes 
identified with the supreme Deity and continues to 
abide in It, uddiilakab iiruf,lib, Uddalaka, son of 
Arupa; uviica ha, said; svetaketum, to Svetaketu, his 
son: 

(Know from me) svapniintam, about deep-sleep, the 
core of dream. The word svapna means that state 
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where there is the function of seeing (things in the 
forms of impressions of the past). The core of that is 
deep-sleep. Or svapniintam means the essential nature 
of dream. In that sense also the meaning is deep-sleep, 
which follows from the text, 'He attains his own Self. 
For the knowers of Brahman do not admit attainment 
of its own nature by the individual soul, in any state 
other than deep-sleep. 

Just as the reflection of a person in a mirror attains 
the person himself when the mirror is removed, in a 
similar way indeed, there (in the deep-sleep) when 
mind etc. cease functioning, that supreme Deity which, 
in the form of a conscious individual soul as Its reflec
tion, had" entered into the mind for the manifestation of 
name and form, attains Its true nature by giving up Its 
appearance as the individual soul called the mind. So it 
is understood that deep-sleep itself is meant by the 
word svapniintam. But the condition in which the 
sleeping man sees dreams, that dream experience is 
associated with happiness and sorrow, and hence it is 
the effect of virtue and vice. For it is well-known that 
virtue and vice are the producers of happiness and 
sorrow. And it is reasonable that virtue and vice, being 
based on ignorance and desire, become the producers 
of happiness and sorrow. And it is reasonable that 
virtue and vice, being based on ignorance and desire, 
become the producers of happiness, misery, and their 
experience, but not otherwise. In this way, dream is 
indeed associated with ignorance, desire, and action, 
which are causes of transmigration. Therefore (in 
dream) the soul does not merge in its nature. 

This is established also by such Upani~adic texts as: 
'(This form of his) is untouched by good work and 
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untouched by evil work, for he is then beyond all the 
woes of his heart (intellect)' (Br. IV.3.22); 

'That is his form (in which all objects of desire have 
been attained and are but the Self, and) which is free 
from desires and devoid of grief (Br. IV.3.21); 

'This indeed is the supreme Bliss' (Br. IV.3.33). 
With the intention, 'I shall show the inherent nature 

of the Deity, freed from individual selfhood, in deep-
sleep itself', he said: 'Somya, 0 good-looking one; 
vijiinfhi, learn', fully understand; me, from me; svap
niintam, about deep-sleep.' This is the meaning. 

When does that deep-sleep occur? That is being 
answered: Yatra, when, at which time; a person going 
to sleep comes to get this name, svapiti, 'He sleeps', as 
is well-known in the world. 

That this name is a secondary one is being shown by 
stating: When a person is spoken of as 'He sleeps', 
then, he bhavati, becomes; sampannaJ;z, identified; 
satii, with Existence; i.e. he becomes united with, iden
tified with the Deity under discussion, refelTed to by 
the word Existence. Having discarded the nature of the 
individual soul which has entered into the mind and 
which is produced from the contact with the mind etc., 
apftaJ;z bhavati, he attains; svam, his own self, his 
nature as Existence which is the ultimate Reality. Tas
mat, therefore; the common people iicak$ate, speak of; 
enam, this one; as svapiti, 'He sleeps' (lit. 'he is in his 
own self); hi, because; apftaJ;z bhavati, he attains; 
svam, his own Self. The idea is that, even from the fact 
of the secondary name (svapiti) being well-known, it i~ 
understood that he attains his own Self. 

How again, is this attaining of one's own Self welJ
known among common people? Since deep-sleep is 
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caused by fatigue during the waking state, therefore 
people say so. Since one becomes fatigued in the wak
ing state due to experiencing numerous strains such as 
happiness, misery, etc. resulting from virtue and vice, 
therefore there follows a cessation from their own ac
tivities by the fatigued organs, weakened due to vari
ous activities. 

The Upani~ad also says: 
'The organ of speech invariably gets tired, and so 

does the eye' (Br. 1.5:21), etc. 
So also there is the other text: 
'The organ of speech is absorbed, the eye is ab

sorbed, the ear is absorbed, and the mind is absorbed' 
(Br. II.1.17). 

In this way these and other organs become absorbed 
in the vital force. It is the untired vital force alone that 
keeps awake in the body which is its abode. Then, the 
individual soul repairs to the Deity which is its own 
Self, for the removal of its exhaustion. There can be no 
removal of fatigue by dwelling anywhere other than in 
its own nature. Hence the well-known belief among the 
common people that one attains one's Self is reason
able. Indeed, it is seen in the world that people suffer
ing from fever etc. rest after being cured of them, when 
they become their earlier selves. It is reasonable that it 
must be so here as well. And this is supported by such 
U pani~adic texts as: 

• As a hawk or a falcon flying in the sky becomes 
tired, (and stretching its wings is bound for its nest 
... r (Br. IV.3.19). 

l{ If?.1T ~I<§f.i: ~ ~q ~ ~ 
Qkt(ell;:tbIl4d;:sq(itaiU Gr..tl;:sqcitq~ l{ClQq ~ 
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~ dae.n ~ ~ qRt(q 1;<t,bllfOlfl"'Q(f1cskU 
tllolqc(lqSJIqd JUOI.~~ tg ~ lR lMll ~ II 

2. 'As a bird bound to a string, flying in all directions 
and failing to get an abode anywhere else, repairs to 
the place of bondage alone, in this very way indeed, 0 
good-looking one, that mind, flying in all directions 
and failing to get an abode anywhere else, resorts to the 
vital force itself, for, 0 good-looking one, the mind is 
bound to the vital force.' 

With regard to the matter spoken of, here is an 
illustration. 

Sal;z, that illustration is this: Yathii, as; §akuni/:l, a 
bird; prabaddhal;z, bound; sittrena, by a string in the 
hand of a hunter; patitvii, flying; disam disam, in all 
directions, desirous of getting freed; (but) alabdhvii, 
failing to get; iiyatanam, an abode for resting; anyatra, 
anywhere else other than the place of bondage; upas
rayate, repairs; bandhanam, to the place of bondage; 
eva, alone; evam eva, in this very way, as in this exam
ple; so khalu, indeed; somya, 0 good-looking one; tat 
manal;z, that mind under discussion, the mind which 
has sixteen parts and has been determined as nourished 
by food,-(i.e.) the- individual soul that has entered 
there, continues there, and is characterized by it, and is 
figuratively indicated by the words 'that mind', as in 
the metaphor 'shouting of the platform' 1_, that indi
vidual soul possessed of the limiting adjunct called 
mind; after patitvii, flying, going; di§am di§am, in all 
directions, i.e. getting experiences in the form of hap
piness, sorrow, etc. prompted by ignorance, desire, 

'In common parlance, ~ platform is said to be shouting, when in 
fact someone standing on it is doing so. 
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and action during the states of waking and dream; and 
alabdhvii, failing to get; iiyatanam, an abode, a resting 
place; anyatra, anywhere else other than its own self 
called existence; upasrayate, resorts; to priiT)am eva, 
the vital force itself. The supreme Deity called Exist
ence is figuratively spoken of priiT)a which is the sup
port of the totality of body and organs. For this accords 
with such Upani~adic texts as: 

'(Those who have known) the Vital Force of the vital 
force .. .' (Br. IV.4 .18); 

'(He) appears like the mind, has Prapa as the body, 
has the form of consciousness ... ' (111.14.2). 

Therefore, it resorts to the vital force, to that Deity 
alone called the vital force. Hi, for; somya, 0 good
looking. one; mana/:t, the mind; is priiT)abandhanam, 
bound to the .vital force. That mind which has priiT)a, 
vital force as its bandhanam, bondage, is called priiT)a
bandhanam. The mind has its abode in the Deity 
figuratively indl~ated by the word priiT)a. By the word 
mind is figuratively meant the individual soul. 

~19iIf(NI~ -q lfraf fct\ilI9f18\Rt 4~d~~ti1-
stVTfllttRt 9ilqlq ~ d«llld ~ dtlm 
4n:tI41~: 'Iffl9i14 ~ ~ ~~S:jI"laRt 
d~d~ISj(qRld~ lfraf fct\ill;(lm ~~'l~ 
cqfct6QffiRtIl~u 

3. '0 good-looking one, learn from me about hun
ger and thirst. When a person is said to be hungry, 
then, ir-is water that leads the eaten food. At that time 
water is said to be the leader of food, as they speak of a 
leader of horses, a leader of cattle, and a leader of men. 
This being so, 0 good-looking one, know this (body) to 
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be a sprout that has sprung up. This cannot be without 
roots.' 

Thus, with the help of the well-known fact of a man 
being called 'He sleeps' ('He attains his own Self), 
having shown to the son the real nature of the indi
vidual soul, which is the root ofthe world, (now) with a 
view to showing Existence as the root of the world, 
even through a succession of causes and effects begin
ning from food etc. the father said: Vijiinihi, learn; me, 
from me; about asanii-pipiise, hunger and thirst. 
Asana, where the yii has been dropped (aianiiyii has 
become aianii), is the desire to eat. Pipiisii is the wish to 
drink. The meaning is, 'Learn about the true nature of 
hunger and thirst'. Yatra, when, at which time; puru
~al), a person; etat-niima, gets this name, is said to have 
this name-. What is that? 'AsiS4ati, he wants to eat.' 
Due to what reason does a person come to have that 
name then? That is being answered. 

At that time, iipal) , water that is drunk; nayante, 
leads; the hard aiitam, food eaten by a person. The 
water softens it and transforms it into chyle. After that 
the eaten food becomes digested, and then he gets the 
figurative name 'He wants to eat'. For when food be
comes digested all creatures want to eat. This being so, 
the name of water as 'aianiiya, leader of food' is well
known from its leading the eaten food. In this regard 
there are these illustrations: Yathii, as a cowherd; is 
called gonayal) because he leads the cattle; similarly a 
keeper of horses is called aivanayal) because he leads 
horses. A king or a general is called pur~anayal) be
cause he leads men. In this way, tat,at that time; 
common people iicak$ate, call; iipal) , water; by the 
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name asaniiya, leader of food (after dropping the aspi
rate bl). 

Tatra, this being so, this body is constituted by the 
eaten food led into the form of chyle by water. Just as 
sungam, a sprout shoots up from a tiny seed of a 
banyan; somya, 0 good-looking one; vijiinfhi, know 
this sprout, a product called the body; that has ut
patitam, sprung up like the sprout of a banyan etc. 
What is to be known there? That is being stated: 

Listen! This body being a product like a sprout, na 
amulam, cannot be without a root (source). 

Being told so, Svetaketu said, 'If this body which is 
such, like the sprout of a banyan tree etc. has some 
root, where can its root be?' Being asked so, the father 
said: 

~ qq ~-::. fCfl«;:qSllillaClqCl ~ ~u.:uil"1 
~"1lcn '1~qpqiUIRG: ~ :a~"1 ~ 
'1~qf.qiU d\itfll litu.:r :a~"1 fI~~qpqiU 
ft"4l~I: m¥4ql: 11cIf: ~: 
fI&MEOI: II ~ II 

4. 'Where can be the root of that apart from being in 
food? In this very way, 0 good-looking one, through 
food which is the sprout understand water as the root. 
o good-looking one, through water which is the 
sprout, understand fire as the root. 0 good-looking 
one, through fire which is the sprout, understand Exist
ence as the root. 0 good-looking one, all these beings 
have Existence as their root. Existence is their abode. 
Existence is their place of merger. ' 

lIt should have been aianayal;z. 
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Kva, where; syat, can be; malam, the root; tasya, of 
that which is such'! 

Being questioned thus the father replied: Of that 
where can be the root; anyatra, apart; annat, from 
being in food? The idea is that food alone is the root. 

How? 
For food that is eaten becomes softened by water, 

and being digested by the fire in the stomach gets 
transformed into chyle etc. From chyle comes blood, 
from blood flesh, from flesh fat, from fat bones, from 
bones marrow, and from marrow semen. Similarly, 
food eaten by a woman also gets transformed into 
blood through the same process starting from chyle. 
Through the union of those semen and blood which are 
the products of food, and which are in this way re
plenished by the food eaten everyday-like a wall built 
up from lumps of earth--, the sprout of the body, 
having its root in food and being nourished everyday, 
stands accomplished. This is the meaning. 

As for food which was pointed out as the root of the 
sprout of the body, that too, being subject to destruc
tion and origination like the body, must be a sprout 
sprung up from something else as its root. Having this 
idea in mind he said: As the sprout of the body has food 
as its root, evam eva khalu, in this very way; somya, 0 
good-looking one; through food which is a sprout and a 
product, anviccha, understand; apalJ., water; .as ma
lam, the root; annasya suilgasya, of food which is the 
sprout. 

Since water also has destruction and origination, 
therefore, it is also a sprout. Hence, somya, 0 good
looking one; through water which is a sprout and a 
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product, anviccha, understand; teja/:l, fire; mu/am, as 
the root, the cause. Again, since fire also has destruc
tion and origination, therefore, somya, 0 good
looking one; through fire which is a sprout; understand 
sat, Existence, which is one without a second and is the 
supreme Reality; rna/am, as the root. That Existence 
on which are superimposed due to ignorance, all these 
transformations that have speech only as the basis, and 
indeed, are unreal like the appearance of snake etc. on 
a rope-, That is the root of this universe. Therefore, 
somya, 0 good-looking one; sarvii/:l, all; imii/:l, these; 
prajii/:l, beings, characterized as moving and non
moving; sat-ma/a/:l, have Existence as their root, have 
got Existence as their cause. Not only have they Exist
ence as their root, but even now during their conti
nuance, they have Existence as their ahode. For, with
out having earth as their basis, pot etc. can have no 
existence or continuance. Therefore, since beings 
sadiiyatanii/:l, have Existence as their abode. Beings 
that have sat, Existence as their iiyatana abode, are 
sadiiyatallii/:l. Anq in the end satprat4Ihii/:l, they have 
Existence as their place of merger. Those are called 
satprati$lhii/:l which have Existence only as their place 
of dissolution, end, termination, and culmination. 

~ 4~(1~~: fQqlftkt ;nlJ ~ ~ d(t(la ~ 
dam .ilO1Iti\SSS01I4: '16'*0114 ~ ~ ~ 
aG~RI d~d~ ~~I'l(QMd~ ~ Fct\:ill;ft~ 
~~q'i(Wi \4Fct6QfflM II ~ II 

5. 'Now, when a man is said to be thirsty, then it is 
fire that leads what is drunk. At that time people call 
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fire as the leader of water, as they speak of a leader of 
cattle, a leader of horses, and a leader of men. This 
being so, 0 good-looking one, know this to be the 
sprout that has sprung up. This cannot be without 
roots.' 

Atha, now, with the help of water which is the 
sprout, Existence has to be understood as the root. 
Hence it is said: • 

Yatra, when, at which time; purU$a/:r, a person; etat 
nama, gets this name; 'pipasati, he is thirsty'-. This 
name is also figurative like 'He is hungry'. Water is the 
leader of the eaten food which has been transformed 
into chyle. Owing to excess of water, the body, which 
sprouts from food, would have slackened unless it 
(water) was dried up by fire. Since water that has been 
transformed into the body is continuously being dried 
up by fire, a person gets the desire to drink. Then the 
man is called, 'He is thirsty'. That fact which is such is 
stated in: Tat, at that time; teja/:r eva, fire itself; nayate, 
leads; pftam, what is drunk. It is fire which, by drying 
up water etc. that are drunk transforms them into 
blood, vital force, etc. in the body. 'Yatha, as; gona
ya/:r, a leader of cattle, etc. have to be explained as 
before (VI.8.3). Evam, in this way; people aca$le, call; 
tat, that; teja/:r, fire; iti! as; udanya, a leader of water. 
That which leads water is called udanya. (The form of 
the word as) uda'!-ya is a Vedic licence. 'Tatra, this 
being so,' etc. are also to be explained "as before 
(VI.8.3). This thing called the body is the sprout of 
water also; it is not anything else. The remaining por
tion is to be explained as before. 

~ CIcr ~-::. fQl~SlI~~~cq': ~ :a~" 
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~ 'L(i'tqf.q~ d\i1ftl ~ ~~"" ft~(r1qf.qi0 
~"'l(i'tl: JIi:Qql: lrclT: ~: ft~ltld""l: ft&kttel 

~?Xr "i ~ tn Q)q I ffi:t4\ ~: ~ JJTlAl 

blC!fa1.1 ~ dCicM $~I~q \:Iq('Qf'Q ~ 
'l'6tH:tI w:rffl' ql~.q""fi:r ftil4@ld lR: J:nUr JUOlfd:::rtm 
~: q{~~dltlqll~11 

6. \\'here can be the root of that apart from being in 
water? 0 good-looking one,.through water which is the 
sprout, understand fire as the root. 0 good··looking 
one, through fire which is the sprout understand Exist
ence as the root. 0 good-looking one, all these beings 
have Existence as their root. Existence is their abode. 
Existence is their place of merger. 0 good-looking 
one, as to how each one of these three gods becomes 
three-fold and three-fold after coming in contact with a 
person, has already been stated earlier. 0 good
looking one, of this person when he departs, (the organ 
of) speech is withdrawn into the mind, mind into the 
vital force, vital force into the fire, and fire into the 
supreme Deity. 

From the force of the context l it follows that this 
thing which is called the body, is also the sprout of fire. 
Hence, with the help of the body which is the sprout of 
water, it is understood that water is the root. With the 
help of water which is the sprout, fire becomes known 
as the root. With the help of fire as the sprout, Exist
ence becomes understood as the root, as before 
(VI.8.4). 

I Because all things in the world are made of three elements mixed 
together-A.G. 

30 
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In this way indeed, the father told his son to under
stand through the succession of food etc. that the body 
which is the sprout is made up of fire, water and food, 
and has speech only as its basis. Its root is Existence, 
the ultimate Reality, fearless, taintless, and painless. 
After having made him understand this, the father, by 
pointing out the two names, 'He is hungry' and 'He is 
thirsty', thinks that whatever else was to be spoken of 
in this context stands explained, viz that fire, water and 
food taken by a person, without losing their own identi
ties, nourish the body, i.e. the aggregate of body and 
organs which is a sprout. With this idea in mind the 
father hints at what has been said earlier. 

(Somya, 0 good-looking one;) yatha nu khalu, as to 
how, the process through which; ekaika, each one'; of 
ima/;l tisra/;l devata/;l, these three gods called fire, water 
and food; bhavati, becomes; trivrt trivrt, three-fold and 
three-fold; prapya, after coming in contact; pu~am, 
with a person; tat, that; uktam, has been stated;puras
tat eva, already before. There itself it has been said that 
the eaten food becomes divided in three ways etc. 
(VI.5.1). It has been said that, of food etc. which have 
been eaten, the middle constituents nourish the body 
made of seven ingredients l : 'It becomes flesh, blood, 
marrow and bone' (VI.5.1-3). And it has also been 
stated that those which are the subtle constituents 
nourish the mind, the vital force and speech, which 
constitute the group of internal organs of the body: 'It 
becomes mind, vital force and speech' (VI.6.2-4). 

It is being stated how that vital force presided over 
by the individual soul, becoming detached from the 

'Skin, blood, tlesh, fat, marrow, bones and semen. 
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previous body goes to the next one, when the (earlier) 
body which is an aggregate of the vital forces and the 
organs disintegrates: 

Somya, 0 good-looking one; asya purU$asya, of this 
person; prayatalJ" when he departs, is about to die; his 
viik, (organ of) speech; sampadyate, is withdrawn; 
manas;, into the mind. Then at that time the relatives 
say, 'He is not speaking'. The action of speech is surely 
preceded by that of the mind, because the Upani~ad 
says, 'Whatever one thinks in one's mind, one expres
ses that in speech.' When speech is withdrawn into the 
mind, the mind continues to exist with the function of 
thinking only. When manalJ" the mind also is with
drawn, then the mind becomes merged; prii1J.e, in the 
vital force, as in deep sleep. Then, the relatives nearby 
say, 'He does not comprehend.' At that time prii1J.alJ" 
the vital force has the breath moving upward, and as 
shown in samvarga-vidyii (meditation on merger), 
withdraws the outer organs into itself (lV.3.3) causing 
spasms in the hands, feet', etc. as though rending as
under the vital parts; and with an outward movement, 
becoming gradually withdrawn, merges tejasi, into fire. 
At that time the relatives say, 'He does not move.' 
Doubting whether he is dead or alive, touching the 
body and feeling warmth, they say, 'The body is warm, 
he is alive.' When tejalJ" fire also, indicated by the 
warmth, gets withdrawn; then that fire merges paras
yiim devatiiyiim, in the supreme Deity. 

At that time, when the mind becomes thus with
drawn and reaches its own source, the individual soul 
also, residing in it, begins to be withdrawn owing to the 
withdrawal of its cause, as at the time of deep-sleep. If 
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the soul is withdrawn aiming at reaching the Truth, 
then it verily merges in Existence. It does not rise up 
again from deep sleep for getting another body. This is 
like somebody in the world, living in a fearful place, 
somehow reaching a place that is without fear. But any· 
other soul that has not realised the Self, rises up from 
that very source, arising from where a soul becomes 
embodied, and like one rising from deep-sleep it again 
enters into the mesh of a body after death. 

1I lJ ~SfOt4d«l,,",fi:I«~, l1Cf dMftI'!:. lr arnqJ 

.?1'tCfqm ~d4;ffl ~ ~ ~ "qJ ifalctlr.c.~lqC4ffttra 
~ ~.,qfd iPeUit II \911 ~ 31'DJ: ~: II til 

7. 'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. Thou 
art That, 0 Svetaketu.' 

'May the'venerable sir explain to me again.' 
He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

Sa/:l. ya/:l., that which has been spoken of as Existence; 
is efa/:l., this; a1)imii, subtle essence, the Source of the 
universe. Sarvam, all, idam, this; aitadiitmyam, has got 
That as the Self. All that has got this Existence as its 
Self is etadiitmii. The state. of having That as the Self is 
aitadiitmyam. This whole universe has become posses
sed of a Self through this Self which is called Existence; 
it has no other Self which is subject to transmigration. 
This follows from other Upani~adic texts such as, 
'There is no other hearer but This, no other thinker but 
This' (Sr. III.8.ll). And th~ Self through which all this 
universe becomes possessed of its Self (Existence), tat, 
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That itself is the source called Existence; satyam, the 
Truth, the supreme Reality. Hencesa~, that indeed; is 
atma, the Self of the world, its inmost essence, its 
quintessence, its very reality, because the word Self, 
when not preceded by any other word, conventionally 
denotes the inmost Self, like the conventional words 
cow etc. Hence tvam, thou; asi, art; tat, that Existence; 
svetaketo, 0 Svetaketu. 

Having been taught so, the son said: Bhagaviin vij
napayatu, may the venerable sir .explain; miim, to me; 
bhaya~ eva, again. What has been said by the vener
able sir, that is a matter of doubt to me as. to the reason 
why, day after day, all creatures repair into Existence 
duting deep-sleep, and yet they do not know 'We have 
become identified with Existence', even after being 
merged in Existence. Therefore, please make me un
derstand with the help of an illustration. 

Being told so, the father uviica ha, said: Tathiistu, let 
it be so; somya, 0 good-looking one. 

SECTION 9 

lI?n ~ lPj 1I~ PfR<ttidf.d ~1~1f4C:1I41 
Cf~'!:. H'i14lqc";I~qCfidI'!'. -m .,qqf.d II ~ II 

1. '0· good-looking one, as bees make honey by 
collecting the essences of trees standing iI) different 
quarters, (and) reduce the juice into a homogeneous 
whole; 
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~SfUl*1&:116 ~ ~sf'ih.qttqq ~ m~ql: 
lICri: lRJ: lIffr tI¥qCl ~ ~: ~ fiU4tllQ8 
~II ~ II 

2. 'And as they do not have such distinctive ideas 
there as, "I am the juice ofthis tree", "I am the juice of 
this tree", so also 0 good-looking one, all these crea
tures, after merging in Existence, do not understand 
this: "We have merged in Existence." 

As for the question that you ask as to why creatures 
repairing into Existence day after day, do not know, 
'We have become identified with Existence', listen to 
an illustration: 

Yathii, as in the world; somya, 0 good-looking one; 
madhukrta/:l, bees, the makers of honey; nisti$lhanti, 
make; madhu, honey, with diligence. How? Samava
hiiram, by collecting, gathering; rastin, the essences; 
vrk$ii1)am, of trees; nanatyayaniim, standing in diffe
rent quarters; (and) gamayanti, they reduce; rasam, 
the juice; into ekatam, a homogeneous whole, tum 
them into honey-. 

And yatha, as; te, they, the essences; having been 
made into a homogeneous whole as honey; na 
labhante, do not have; vivekam, distinctive ideas in 
that honey-how? -iti, such as; 'Aham asmi, I am; 
rasa/:l, the juice; amU$ya vrk$asya, of this tree~f a 
mango tree or a jackfruit.tree'. Unlike as in the world 
where many sentient creatures thlt have gathered to
gether, have distinctive ideas such as, '1 am the son of 
this one', 'I am the grandson of this one', and they, 
being possessed of that distinction, do not get mixed 
up, here indeed, the juices of trees of various kinds 
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even, tasting sweet, sour, bitter, pungent, etc. which 
have been reduced into one sweetness, cannot be'dis
tinguished as being sweet etc. This is the idea. 

As in this illustration, so indeed somya, 0 good
looking one; imii/:z sarvii/:z prajii/:z, all these creatures; 
sati sampadya, after merging in Existence day after 
day, during deep-sleep, death, and dissolution; na vid
ub, do not understand; 'Sati sampadyamahe, we are 
merging in Existence', or 'We have merged'. 

~ lW OQltn en ft:f~ en ~ en _ en ~ 
en qd~n en ~~vn en q~lch\ en ~~ 
~~II~II 

3. 'Whichever creatures they might have been here 
(in this world~whether tiger, lion, wolf, pig, insect, 
grass-hopper, gad-fly or mosquito. they become that. . 

And since they merge in Existence thus without 
knowing their own nature as Existence, therefore, to 
whichever class (of creatures) such as tiger etc. te, they 
belonged to; iha, here, in the world, according to their 
respective results of actions, with the consciousness 'I 
am a tiger', 'I am a lion', and so on; they, even after 
merging in Existence along with their marks of indi
vidual results of action, consciousness, and tendencies, 
iibhavanti, are born again; tat, as that, along with those 
very natures. 

Returning again from Existence they become the 
very same ones yat, which; bhavanti, i.e. babhilvu~l, 
they were before in this world;-vyaghra/:z, tiger; or 
simha/:z, lion; or vrka/:z, wolf; or variiha/:z. pig; or k[la~l, 
insect; or patahga/:z, grass-hopper; or damSa/:z, gad-fly; 
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or masakab, mosquito. The idea implied is that, the 
tendencies which the transmigrating beings had 
before, do not get eliminated even after the lapse of a 
thousand crore of aeons. This idea follows from 
another Upani~adic text, 'They are born in accordance 
with their mental impressions.' 

1I If ~sfO lilflGH"'" ~~ lrcf (t(ff('Q ~ 1I 3ffiqJ 

fI~ q m sQflc&n "$'fff 'Pl ~ lJf \:t a len Pet*, I qQ &.1 Rt 
(tm tfl¥4M ~c:rli.lll ~ II ~;rcJtI: ~: II ~ II 

4. 'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is the Truth. That is the Self. 
Thou art That, 0 Svetaketu.' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me again.' 
He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

Entering into which those creatures return again, 
and entering into that which is of the nature of subtle
ness, which is Existence, and which is the Self, others 
who are different from them, whose attention is fixed 
on Existence which is the true Self, do not return, 'sa/:l, 
that; yab, which is; e$ab, this; al)imii, subtle essence', 
etc. has already been explained (VI.8.7). As in the 
world, somebody sleeping in his own house, having got 
up and gone to another village knows that he has 
reached some other village, and feels, 'I have come 
from my own house', similarly, why do not the cre
atures have the consciousness, 'I have come from Ex
istence'? Therefore, 'May the venerable sir explain to 
me over again.' Being told so, the father said 'Let it be 
so, 0 good-looking one.' 
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SECTION 10 

~: ~ ';ftJ: 'i~~I&liiQ: fQ~ 
q~i.Udllffi'CQ~I: fI'lS(I(ft'lS(QcUfQ4Rt If ~ ~ 
~ "' ~ mr ~ fc1cffi4q8qOO4q8q~Rt II ~ II 

QOClqa ~ m¥Oilql: 'fI'CfT~ ~: lm ~ ~ 
~: lffi ail.liUlq8 lfff (( l8 a.mir en m~ en 
~ en ~ en ~ CIT qd~n en ~~~ en q~lcW 
en ~~ d~lcqaRt II ~ II 

1-2. 0 good-looking one, these eastward rivers flow 
to the east, and westward rivers flow to the west, (they 
rise) from the sea and merge in the sea itself. They 
become one with the sea. As they do not realize there, 
'I am this (river)" 'I am this (river)" in this very way 
indeed, 0 good-looking one, all these creatures having 
come from Existence, do not realize, 'We have come 
from Existence'. Whichever creatures they were here 
(in this world)-whether tiger, lion, wolf, pig, insect, 
grass-hopper, gad-fly, or mosquito, they become that. 

Listen to an illustration about this: As somya, 0 
good-iooking one; imal;z, these; pracyal;z, eastward; 
nadyal;z, rivers, Ganga and other rivers; syandante, 
flow; purastat, to the east; pratfcyal;z, westward 
(rivers), those flowing to the west, Sindhu and other 
rivers; flow paScat, to the west. Having been sucked up 
by the clouds, samudrat, from ,the sea which is the 
repository of water; and having fallen again in the form 
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of rain, they, in the form of rivers like Ganga etc.; 
apiyanti, merge into; samudram eva, the sea itself 
which is the repository of water; (and) sa samudra eva 
bhavati, become that very sea. Yatha, as; tab, they, 
those rivers, having become identified with the sea; na 
vidub, do not realize; tatra, there in the sea; '[yam 
aham asmi, I am this Ganga'; and '[yam aham asmi, I 
am this Yamuna'; evam eva, in this very way; khalu, 
indeed; somya, 0 good-looking one; since imab sarvab 
prajab, all these creatures; na vidub, do not com
prehend (their distinctive identities) after having 
become merged in It, therefore having come from that 
Existence, they do not realize' Sa tab agacchamahe, we 
are coming from Existence', or 'We have come (from 
that Existence).' 'Whichever creature they were 
here-whether tiger,' etc.-this portion is to be 
explained as before. 

II ~ ~SfOlild~l(Ciqfq~~ wl (1~«q~ '{f arnqr 
diCtqm ~dci;Jr ~ ~ ~ 'qJ 'lI.lqlP:4*,lq4~RI 
(1m mi4M tP41i4 II ~ II lM ~: ~: II ~ 0 II 

3. "That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. Thou 
art That, 0 Svetaketu.' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me again.' 
He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

It is seen in the world that ripples, waves, foams, 
bubbles, etc. rise on the water, and become identified 
with it again, i.e. they become destroyed. But the 
creatures, although they go to their causal state every
day in deep-sleep, death, and dissolution, do not get 
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destroyed. 'Vijniipayatu rnii bhagaviin, may the vener
able sir explain to me this fact; bhuyal;z eva, over again, 
with the help of an illustration.' • Tatha somya', let it be 
so, 0 good-looking one', said the father. 

SECTION I I 

~ m-ar ~ CJ~ ~ ~S\ZI159i41~-
ct;<ij<ltij 1:f&}S\4159i4I%flCl4.lclm SJfS\Zl159i41~-
CI*.I<l~ ~ \iIlcl"I(qI"I1U~: qtilClql~ 
a:(j~ql .. ffi:t0R111 ~ II 

1. '0 good-looking one, if anyone strikes at the root 
of this big tree it exudes juice while living. If one should 
strike at the middle it exudes juice while living. If one 
should strike at the top it exudes juice while living. This 
one, as such, pervaded by the individual soul, con
tinues happily while drinking the sap.' 

Listen to an illustration with regard to this. Pointing 
at a tree standing in the front he says, 'Sornya, 0 
good-looking one; if yal;z, anyone; abhyiihanyiit, 
should strike; mule, at the root; asya, of this, vrk~asya, 
tree; mahatal;z, with numerous branches etc. with an 
axe etc. it does not dry up with a single stroke. Surely it 
continues jfvan, to live. At that time its juice sravet, 
flows out. Similarly yal;z madhye abhyiihanyiit, should 
anyone strike at the middle; sravet, it exudes juice; 
jfvan, while living. Similarly yal;z agre abhyiihanyiit, 
should anyone strike at the top; sravet, it exudes juice-; 
jfvan, while living. Slll;z e~al;z, this one, this tree which is 
such; now anuprabhutal;z. pervaded; jivena-iitrnanii, by 
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the individual soul; ti$fhati, continues; modamanal)., 
happily, getting joy; pepfyamanal)., while drinking sap, 
i.e. profusely sucking up water and juices from the 
earth with its roots. 

~ ~«q;I'!:. ~mill ~ \iliJlfq?( m :a&:lM 
mffl41 \iliJlfq?( lit :a&.ffi1 ~ \iliJlfq?( m :a&:lM 
~ \iliJIMlrcf: :a&:lMIl ~ II 

2. If the individual soul discards anyone of the 
branches of this (tree), then that dries up. If he discards 
a second branch, then that one dries up. If he discards a 
third, then that one dries up. When he leaves the 
whole, the whole dries up. 

Yat, if; jfval)., the individual soul; jahati, discards; 
ekam !iakham, anyone of the branches which is af
flicted with disease or is injured, i.e. withdraws its own 
portion pervading the branch; atha, then; sa, that 
(branch); sU$yati, dries up. As the individual soul has 
entered into the aggregate of speech, mind, vital force 
and the organs, therefore when anyone of these is 
withdrawn, the soul also withdraws itself. The things 
eaten or drunk are turned into chyle by the soul in 
association with the vital force. Since the body and the 
tree, possessed of a soul, are nourished by the chyle 
(sap), therefore it (the chyle) becomes the sign of the 
existence of the individual soul. For the soul exists in 
the body with the help of things eaten and drunk. They 
(food and drink) act according to the results of actions 
of the individual soul. Yada, when that result of work, 
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due to which a single limb is to wither, becomes active; 
then jfva/:z, the individual soul; jahiiti, discards; that 
ekiim sakhiim, single branch-it withdraws itself from 
that branch. Atha, then; sii, that branch; su~yati, 

withers. 
The chyle which is dependent on the Existence of the 

soul and has come to exist in accordance with the 
results of actions of the soul, does not continue when 
the soul withdraws. And when the sap dries up the 
branch gets withered. Similarly, when this one (the 
soul) jahiiti, discards; san'am vrk$am eva, the tree as a 
whole; then sanJam, the whole tree also; s~yati, dries 
up. That a tree is possessed of a soul is indicated by 
such signs as exudation and drying up of sap. From the 
illustrati~m in the Sruti that the non-moving living 
things are possessed of consciousness, the view of the 
Buddhists and Kapadas (Vaise~ikas), who hold that 
the non-moving things hav.e no consciousness, become 
exposed as being hollow. 

l{aih:t ~ ~ fc1:mRt ~cni;l :;fflcuari CfTCf 

~« fiI?m ':{ ~ ~ lM t{ T.f 

'l{'RSfOlad~I(CiQ~~ ~ di(04fQ~ t{ 31T(qJ d'tcrlqm 

idcMt lfff 'I4 ~ lff cq.lcuf.a~tlq;q ftqM ~ 
Wl¥4kt ~cUi;lll ~ II $fQq;IC(~I:~: II ~ ~ II 

3. '0 good-looking one, know this verily as such' 
said he. 'This surely dies when separated from the 
individual soul, but the soul does not die. That which is 
this subtle essence, all this has got That as the Self. 
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That is Truth. That is the Self, Thou art That, 0 
Svetaketu. ' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me again.' 
He said, 'Let it be so. 0 good-looking one.' 

As it has been shown in this illustration of the tree, a 
tree is said to be living when it remains associated with 
a soul and continues unwithered, drinking sap etc. And 
when bereft of that it is said to be dead. 'Somya, 0 
good-looking one; viddhi, know (this); evam eva 
kha/u, verily as such'; iti uviica ha, this he said. 'Jfva
apelam, when separated from the soul, detached from 
the soul; VQva kila, surely; idam, this body; mriyate, 
dies. Na jlval;z mriyate iti, but the soul does not die. For 
it is seen that a man, who still has some works un
finished, completes it after having woken up from 
deep-sleep, remembering, 'This residual work of mine 
remains unfinished.' And from the fact that no sooner 
are creatures born than they hanker after breast
feeding, and have fear etc. it is understood that they 
possess memory of the experiences of breast-feeding 
and suffering in past lives. Moreover, since rites like 
Agnihotra etc. have some purpose to serve, it follows 
thatthesouldoesnotd~. 

'That which is this subtle essence', etc. is to be ex-
plained as before (VI.8.7). • 

How again, is this very gross world, bearing such 
names and forms as earth etc. born from ExiStence 
which is very subtle, real in nature, and devoid of any 
name and form? 

'May the venerable sir explain this to me again, with 
the help of an illustration. ' 

'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one', said the father. 
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SECTION 12 

~m"4Qii1qd 3U6~dl« ~ ~ N~Rt ~ 
cq-rrcr ~ fcfiqSl q~cH'flfQo&l ~ "1RT cqtTq 

$(illtuq~1q:)i N~Rt f'li1T cq7rcJ ~ fifiqSl 
'#lI«l Rt ~ ~.. cqT(Cf lffi II ~ II 

1. 'Fetch a fruit from this banyan tree.' 
'It is this one venerable sir. ' 
'Break it.' 
'It is broken venerable sir.' 
'What do you see in it?' 
'Venerable sir, these are the grains, more atomic.' 
'Dear son, break one of them.' 
'It is broken venerable sir.' 
'What do you see hereT 
'Nothing whatsoever, 0 venerable sir. ' 

'If you want to perceive it, then ahara, fetch; pha
lam, a fruit; atal,t, from this; great nyagrodham, banyan 
tree.' Being told so he (Svetaketu) acted accordingly. 
'Bhagaval,t, venerable sir; it is idam, this one-this fruit 
has been brought.' To him who had shown the fruit 
thus, the father said, 'Bhindhi, break it, break the 
fruit.' The other one (the son) said, 'Blzinnam, it is 
broken.' To him the father said, 'Kim paiyasi, what do 
you see; atra, here, in it?' Being told so he said, 'Bhaga
val,t, venerable sir; I see these dhanal), grains, seeds; 
a1)vyal,t, more atomic.' 'A1)ga, dear son; bhindhi, 
break; ekam, one, asam, of these, from among these 
grains.' . 
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Being told so, he replied, 'Bhinna, it is broken; 
bhagaval;, 0 venerable sir.' If the grain has been bro
ken, then' Kim pasyasi, what do you find in this broken 
one?' Being told so he replied, 'Na kincana pasyami, I 
do not see anything; bhagaval;, 0 venerable sir.' 

~~ iPc*,i5I <t t #i..aftQfilnur1 ;r Frqj(itiU"l ~ 
cl ~~ensRrm ~ q61~~~f#tfORr $I"~ 
m~fdll ~ II 

2. To him he said, '0 good-looking one, this subtle
ness which you cannot perceive, of this very subtleness 
of the size of an atom, 0 good-looking one, stands this 
huge banyan tree. Have faith 0 good-looking one.' 

Tam, to him, the son; uvaca ha, he said; 'Somya, 0 
good-looking one; though na nibhalayase, you do not 
perceive; this aIJimanam, atomic subtleness after the 
grain of the banyan seed has been broken; still somya, 
o good-looking one; etasya va; aIJimnal;, of this very 
unperceivable subtleness in the seed, of the size of an 
atom; this mahan, huge; nyagrodhal;, banyan tree 
grows as the product; and having been born ti$thati, 
stands with mighty branches, trunk, fruit, and leaves. 
Or a prefix ut is to be understood before the word 
ti$/hati, so that it may also mean 'springs up'. 

Therefore, somya, 0 good-looking one; sraddhat
sva, have faith that this gross universe which is a pro
duct and is possessed of name and form, is born from 
Existence which is subtle indeed. Although the mean
ing arriv€d at through logic and scriptures is under
stood to be so, still, in the absence of intense faith it is 
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very difficult for a mind. which is engrossed in external 
things and is impeiled by natural tendencies, to com
prehend very subtle objects. Hence he said, 'Sraddhat
sva, have faith.' But when faith is present, the mind 
becomes concentrated on a thing that is to be under
stood, and the comprehension of its meaning follows 
fro1l1 that. This is supported by such Sruti texts as, 'I 
was absent-minded, (I did not hear it)' (Hr. 1.5.3). 

li "If ~SfOI4f1a:I(Ulrqa:~ lrcf fI~f4'!:. II amqy 

ct'Rtttm ~flcfiffi ~ ~ ~ lfJ cq i IClIR1*,lqctRctRl 
(fm tn&Qffr ~cnClII ~ II lfff~:~: II ~~ II 

3. 'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. Thou 
art That, 0 Svetaketu.' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me again. ' 
He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

'That which I etc. has already been explained. 
'If that Existence is the root of the world, why is It 

not perceived? 0 venerable sir, please explain this to 
me again with the help of an illustration.' The father 
said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

SECTION 13 

(ilClOlqflC1~<f;sq'U~I~ lfJ <wlfI~",a:1IT lM II W 
(f?1T T.fChH "~ ilClIT.f c:ic@t .. (ilqUI4j«c5mQT ~ 
fla:16~Rt fl4Ict'f,q :{ ~ II ~ II 

31 
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1. 'After keeping this salt in the water, then come to 
me in the morning.' He did accordingly. To him he 
said, '0 dear one, fetch that salt which you kept in the 
water at night.' He could not find it after searching. 

Even an existing thing may not be perceived, but it 
can be perceived through some other process. With 
regard to this listen to an illustration. If you want to 
experience this fact then avadhiiya, keeping, dropping; 
etat lavalJam, this salt in the form of a lump; udake, into 
water in a pot etc.; atha, then; next priita/:l, !floming; 
you upasfdathii, come; rnii, to me.' Sa/:l ha, and he, in 
order to experience the idea expressed by his fatQer; 
tathii cakiira, acted accordingly. Next day in the 
morning, tam, to him; uviica ha, he said; 'Yat, that salt; 
which aViidhii/:l, you had kept, dropped; udake, into 
water; dO$ii,_ at night; anga, a dear one, a-my son; tat 
iihara, fetch that.' Having been told so, na viveda, he 
could not find out; tat, that salt which he wanted to 
bring; avamrsya, after searching. For that salt, even 
though existing in the water, had become dissolved, 
mixed up in water. 

~ fcnrn ... qcU'('IIWI;aI~Ii?uiU'd q:;?Ifida 
(ilqUIfi:lRt lIQ1I~IT.tliU?t Cfi?:lfqRl (ilClUI fq(q;a 1«1-

i4lqRt CfitQfi:lRI (ilqUlfq(qA:4f1I~d$!l q")qm~ ~ 
(IQ ~ i4CfiH d=aJ1H~qJa (f~ ~qliill:ll cncr ~ 
tlffIlUi ~ f.rqI(il€4~~ ~RlII ~ II 

2. '0 dear one (you do not perceive it), remaining 
dissolved as it does~ (Now, if you want to perceive it) 
sip from its top. How (does it taste)?' 

'It is salty. ' 
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'Sip from the middle. How does it taste?' 
'It iii salty.' 
'Sip from the bottom. How does it taste?' 
'It is salty.' 
'Throwing this away come to me.' 
With regard to that, he acted in that way (and said), 

'That (salt) exists always.' 
To him, he (the father) said, '0 good-looking one, 

you cannot perceive Existence though it is verily pre
sent here itself. Surely it is here.' 

"Yatha, as you did not know; vi/fnam., the dissolved 
salt, nevertheless the salt which was not perceived as a 
lump by sight and touch, surely exists in water. It can 
be perceived through some other process.' In order to 
make this comprehensible to his son he said: 

'Anga, 0 dear one, 0 my son; acama, s~p; by taking 
asya antat, from the top of this water.' Having said so, 
he told his son who had acted accordingly, 'Katham, 
how (does it taste)?' The other one said, 'In taste 
lavaI)am, it is salty.' Similarly, 'A~ama, sip; by taking 
madhyat, from the middle of the water. Katham, how 
(does it taste)?' 'Lava1)am, it is salty.' Similarly 
',Acama, sip; by taking antat, from the bottom. 
Katham, how (does it taste)?' 'Lava1)am, it is salty.' If 
this is so, then 'Abhiprasya, throwing away; etat, this 
water and washing your mouth; ma upasfdatha, come 
to me.' Tat ha, with regard to that; tatha cakara, he 
acted in that way; i.e. throwing away the salt (water) he 
came to his father, speaking thus: 'Tat, that salt which I 
dropped in that water at night; indeed; sam vattate , 
exists; saSvat, always--it is fully prescnt as an existing 
thing.' To him who had spoken thus, the father said: 
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'Though this salt had been perceived earlier by sight 
and touch, it ceased to be perceived by them when 
dissolved in water. Still it was present there, for it was 
perceived by some other means, viz tasting with the 
tongue. In this very way, a/ra eva, here itself, in this 
body which is a sprout and a product of fire, water, 
food (earth), etc.; na nihhcllayase. you do not perceive 
with the organs; sal, Existence which is the ca'Jse of the 
products-fire. water. food etc., though It is present 
like the subtleness within a seed of the hanyan tree.' 
The indeclinable words ~'tlva and kila are used in order 
to indicate the recollection of the teacher's instruc
tion. 'As the ·salt surely existing in this very water, 
unperceived by sight and touch, you perceived by some 
other means like the tongue, you can perceive Exist
ence which is the source of the universe and is present 
alra, here; eva, itself, by some other means, like (the 
perception of) the subtleness of salt.' This portion of 
the sentence remains understood. 

~ If ~sfUlil<'1a .. (UI fq~~ wi (1rt'4fl1 ~ If 3rn1U 
fh€U'4 m ~<'1<Mt ~ ~ 't{Cf lff ''f' ICI I Pet *' Iqtl Ret RI 
om ~1..,qRl tflClliSlll ~ II lffi :ilQ1~$iI: ~: II ~~ II 

3. 'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. ThQu 
art That, 0 Svetaketu.· 

'May the venerable sir explain to me again,' 
He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

'That which'. etc. is to be explained as befQre. 'If in 
this way, although Existence. which is the 'root of the 
world is not perceived through the organs, like the 
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subtleness of salt, It can be experienced through some 
other means, then what is the means for realizing That 
by realizing which I shall become fulfilled, and by not 
realizing which I shall remain unfulfilled? Please ex
plain this to me over again, venerable sir, with the help 
of an illustration.' He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good
looking one.' 

SECTION 14 

~ litRf ~ 1T~sR:t~41~ql;fl4 
nfflSRt\il~ Pci~Jtftt ~ mr 
Jflf4'«U Jlgql4lftl~~ 
":11 ~II 

1. '0 good-looking one, just as having brought a 
person, with his eyes bound, from the country of the 
Gandharas. he is left in a more solitary place, and he 
then goes on shouting eastward, or northward. or 
southward, or westward (saying) "I have been brought 
blindfolded and left blindfolded";' 

Yatha, as it happens in the world; somya, 0 good
looking one~ a thief, a robber of one's possessions, 
anlya, having brought; purU$am, a person, some per
son; abhinadhak$arn, with his eyes bound, blind
folded, and his hands tied; gandharebhya/:z, from ~he 
country ofthe Gandharas; visrjet, leaves him; tata/:z/api 
atijane, in a more solitary forest where there are no 
human beings; (and) yatha, as; sa/:z, he, having lost his 
directions there; pradhmayita, goes on shoutin~; P~iih; 
eastward, i.e. facing the East; va, or; similarly u~aFz Va", 
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northward, i.e. facing north; va, or; adharah, facing 
south; va, or; pratyah, facing the west; 'Anitab, I have 
been brought, abhinadhak$ab, blindfolded; from the 
country of the Gandharas by a thief; and visr$lab, left; 
abhindhaqab, blindfolded indeed.' 

(R<f lI~"6;114'lil£l 14~I~i ~ "If"~ l@i 
~ alia ~ JUqlC{plq '{i:&QfOsJto.qQ1CiT 
1f"..$<4HI~cnqeiqilaqqa61'a14cU~~ ~ ~ 
d Iq~ tift C:Uqjl fcf1ir~N fti1l("fq ~ II ~ 11 

2. 'As somebody having removed the bandage on 
the eyes may say, "The country of Gandhara lies this 
way. Walko in this direction," (and) that intelligent man 
who has received instruction reaches the country of the 
Gandharas indeed, by asking his way from vilIag~ to 
villageo, in this way indeed a m~n having a teacher 
acquires knowledge in this world. For him the delay is 
for that long only. as long as he does not become freed. 
Then he becomes merged in Existence. ' 

Yatha, as some kind hearted man;pramucya, having 
removeod; °abhinahanam, the bandage on the eyes; 
tasya, of him who was thus shouting; prabruyiit, may 
say; 'Etiim diiam gandhiirab, the country of the Gan
dharas lies this way to the North. Etam disam v;aja, 
walk in this direction. ' Freed from bondage by the kind 
man, sa/:l, he; par;lf)itab, having received instruction; 
and medhavi, being an intelligent man who was able to 
understand the path of entering the village as instruct
ed by others; 'upasainpadyeta, reaches; gandharan eva, 
the country of the Gandharas indeed; gramat g~mam 
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prcchan, asking his way from village to village. But not 
so does another person who is unintelligent or desirous 
of seeing some other country. 

As has this illustration been presented that a person 
snatched away blindfolded from his own country of 
Gandhara by thieves, and made to enter into a forest 
infested with tigers, thieves and others, and multifa~ 
rious terrible things, stays there bereft of discrimina
tion and sense of direction, hungry and thirsty, af
flicted by sorrow, and shouting, hankering for freedom 
from bondage, and he, becoming somehow liberated 
by some kind man, teaching his own country of Gan
dhara attained peace and became happy, in this very 
way, when a perso~ is stolen from Existence which is 
the real Self of the universe, by thieves such as merit 
and demerit, he is made to enter into this forest of a 
body constituted of fire, wat~r and food; full of air, 
bile, phlegm, blood, fat, flesh, bone, marrow, semen, 
worms, urine, and stool; subject to various types of 
miseries arising from opposites like heat, cold, etc. His 
eyes are bound with the cloth of delusion, he being tied 
with many thirsts for various kinds of seen and unseen 
things like wife, son, friend, animals, kinsmen, etc. 
Being enmeshed by hundred and thousand snares of 
misery, he goes on shouting, 'I am his son, these are my 
friends, 1 am happy, I am in misery, 1 am deluded, I am 
wise, 1 am virtuous, 1 have friends, 1 am born, I am 
dead, 1 am emaciated, 1 am a sinner, my SOR has died, 
my wealth is lost; alas! I am undone, how shall I live, 
what will be my lot, what relief is there for me'?' By 
some chance, when he comes across a kind person
who i's a knower of Existence which is Brahman, who is 
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free from bondage. who is the chief among the knowers 
of Brahman-. and through his compassion, on being 
shown the path of knowing the objects of the world as 
full of defects. becomes dispassionate towards all ob
jects of the world. then he is told: 'You are not a 
transmigrating soul possessed of such qualities as being 
the son of such and such a person. etc.' . 

What then? 
-You are That which is Existence.' 
Owing to the removal of the bondage of ignorance in 

this way. he becomes freed like the man of Gandhara, 
and attaining his own real Self which is Existence, he 
becomes happy and peaceful. This very idea is stated in 
the sentence, -Aciiryaviin puru$al;z veda, a man having a' 
teacher acquires knowledge.' 

Ta.\·}'a. for him, for this one who has such a teacher 
and become freed from the bondage of ignorance; 
ciram, the delay; is laval eva, for that long only, in the 
matter of attaining the true nature of his own Self 
which is Existence. This part of the sentence remains 
understood. 

How long is the delay? That is being answered: 
Yavat, as long as; na vimok$ye, he does not become 

freed. From the force of the context it follows that 
vimok$ye stands for vimok$ate by change of person. 
The meaning is that the delay is for that long till the 
body falls after the enjoyment of the fruits of action 
due to which it was born. Atha, then, at that very time; 
sampatsye, he becomes merged in Existence. As be
fore, the word sampatsye will have to be transformed 
into sampatsyate (as in the case of vimok$ate). Surely 
there is no difference of time between freedom from 
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the body and identification with Existence. Were it not 
so, the word atha could have been taken in the sense of 
'thereafter' . 

Objection: Due to the persiste!1ce of residual work 
the body does not fall away, and identification with 
Existence does not occur as soon as the knowledge of 
Existence dawns. There are also actions, ~ome of 
which were performed before the dawn of knowledge 
and some of which remained accumulated in past lives, 
which have not started yielding their results. So, for the 
enjoyment of the fruits of these actions, another body 
has to be created after the death of this body. More
over, even after the rise of knowledge one goes on 
performing, for the rest of his life, actions that are 
enjoined or prohibited. Therefore, for the enjoyment 
of the results of those actions also, another body will 
have to be created. From that results performance of 
(fresh) actions as also creation of a new body. Hence 
knowledge is useless, for actions have their results. 

Now, if it be held that the actions of a man of knowl
edge get exhausted, then, since knowledge is the cause 
of identification with Existence, Liberation will occur 
and the body also will fa~l at the very time of the rise of 
Knowledge. In that case, there will be absence of any 
teacher and it will be meaningless to say, 'A person 
having a teacher knows'. And there will arise the con
tingency of Knowledge failing to bring Liberation. Or 
it will be like the knowledge one has of the means of 
reaching a distant place. Or the result of knowledge 
will be unpredictable. 

Reply: No, because it is reasonable that there should 
be a distinction between actions which have started 
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yielding results, and which have not. As for the state
ment that, since actions which have not started yielding 
their results must inevitably yield their fruits, and 
hence, after the fall of the present body, a new body 
has to be created for the man of knowledge of Brah·· 
man, to enjoy the results of those action~ which have 
not started yielding their results,-this is wrong on the 
authority of the Sruti text that for the man of Knowl
edge 'the delay is for so long (as long as he does not 
become free). 

Objection: Is not the Sruti text which says~ 'Virtue 
results from virtuous deed' (Br. III. 2. 13) also 
authoritative? 

Reply: Quite so. Still, there is a distinction between 
actions that have started yielding results, and that have 
not. 

How? 
Those actions which have started yielding results, 

and those by which the body of the man of Knowledge 
has been moulded, get exhausted only through enjoy
ment, just as an arrow etc. that has gathered momen
tum after being shot towards a target, stops only with 
the exhaustion of its momentum, and not because it has 
no purpose to serve at the time it pierces the target. 
Similar is the case here. But other actions which have 
not started yielding results, and which were done here 
before the dawn of Knowledge or after it, or those 
which are being performed, or those which were done 
in past lives but had not started yielding results, they 
become burnt by Knowledge, just as (sins are burnt) by 
expiation. This accords with the Smrti text, 'Kno.wl
edge burns all actions to ashes' (B.G. IV.37). And 
there is also the Atharvapa (Mupc;iaka) text, 'and all of 
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one's actions become dissipated' (Mu. 11.2.8). There
fore, as in the case of an arrow that has been shot, the 
enjoyment of the results of actions that have become 
active is inevitable for the man of Knowledge, even 
though there is no need of his living etc. Hence, what 
has been said that, 'His delay is for that long', is reason
able. Therefore, the criticisms that were advanced are 
illogical. And in dealing with the text, 'A man estab
lished in Brahman attains Immortality' (11.23.2), we 
said that for a knower of Brahman there can be no 
action after the rise of Knowledge. You should re
member that as well. 

lf ~ ~sfO l~dGI(ClQ fqcr::. "Wi dfW'4-::' If 3rnqJ 

diElqM JQdciiffl ~ ~ ~ lfr \r'lcuR1*,lq~RctRt 
(t?:lT f1iiilRt ~cUi.lll ~ II ~~: ~: II ~~ II 

3. 'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. Thou 
art That, 0 Svetaketu. ' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me over again.' He 
said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

'That which is', etc. has already been explained. '0 
venerable sir, please explain to me over again, with the 
help of an illustration, the process by which a person 
having a teacher becomes united with Existence.' He 
said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

SECTION 15 

~~ f1ic41(1)QdiRl4 ~: Q~lflH \it1'1IM lit 
\it1:tIM qlfqRt ~ lI1'C6T ~ lRftI flAltlH lR: 
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mUr Jilul~'II1lI ~: 
dlq"GII;Jtlfd II ~ II 

1. '0 good-looking one, relatives sit around an ail
ing person, saying "Do you recognize me, do you 
recognize me?" He recognizes so long as his speech 
does not become merged in the mind, mind in the vital 
force, vital force in the warmth, and warmth into the 
supreme Deity.' 

Somya, 0 good-looking one; jfultayal,z, .relatives, 
friends; paryupasate, sit around for nursing; upatiip;
nam, an ailing person who is about to die, suffering 
from such diseases as fever etc.; and they go on asking, 
"Jiinas; mam, do you recognize me, your father, your 
son, your brother", etc. Yiivat, so long as; tasya, his, of 
the dying man; viik, speech; na sampadyate, does not 
become merged; manasi, in the mind; manal,z priil)e, 
mind in the vital force; priil)al,z tejasi, vital force in the 
warmth; and tejal,z parasyiim devatiiyam, warmth in the 
supreme Deity-this has been already explained. 

3t?I q~l~ ~ q"'iR:l ff&qtld lR: JQ11r 
UIUI~'II1lI ~: q~t'Qi ~c(d'4.q?1 ;r \if1"'i.M II ~ II 

2. Then, when his speech merges into the mind, 
mind into the vital force, vital force into the warmth, 
and warmth into the supreme Deity, he ceases to 
recognize. 

The process of death of a transmigrating soul is the 
same as the process of attaining Existence by a man of 
Knowledge also. The text speaks of this as follows:· 
After the warmth merges in the supreme Deity, atha, 
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then; na jiiniiti, one ceases to recognize. But the ignor
ant man, re-emerging from Existence, enters into the 
states of a tiger. or a man, or a god, in accordance with 
his past thoughts. But the man of Knowledge does not 
return after entering into Existence which is Brahman' 
identified with his own Self. and which is revealed by 
the lamp of knowledge produced by the scriptures and 
instructions of the teacher. This is the process of attain
ing Existence. 

However. others say that one reaches Existence by 
emerging out through the nerve that goes to the top of 
the head. and proceeding along the solar path etc. That 
is wrong because movement is noticed where there is 
hankering for results dependent on time, space and 
causation. Indeed, in the case of one who has realised 
the identity of Existence with his own Self. and who 
S(:. ks (only) Reality. it is not logical that there should 
be any false hankering for results dependent on time. 
space and causation, owing to (their) contradiction. 
And. movement is surely illogical (for one) in whose 
case the causes of movement, ·viz ignorance, desire. 
and action, have been burnt away by the fire of knowl
edge of Existence, as stated in the Mup~aka Upani
~ad. 'For a man whose wishes have become fulfilled, 
and who has attained the purpose of his life, all desires 
completely vanish here itself' (Mu. III. 2. 8), as also in 
the illustration of rivers and the sea (ibid). 

It -q ~SfOI4d«l(c:tdl~«~ lfCf d*iN~ l' 3fI(ql 

d~ 'lfft ~dcfiffl If?r 'ff l(C( 1U cqa leU f.q~lIqcdict Rt 
"WI mtaRt tflc:u~ II ~ IIlfif qsa~(: ~: II ~~ II 
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3. 'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. Thou 
art That, 0 Svetaketu.' 

'May the venerable sir explain to me over again.' 
He said, 'Let it be so, 0 good-looking one.' 

'That which" etc. has been explained earlier. 
Although merger in Existence is similar in the cases 

of a man of Knowledge and a man of ignorance, still, 
the ignorant man returns, but not the wise one. '0 
venerable sir, please explain the cause of this to me 
again with an illustration. The father said, 'Let it be so, 
o good-looking one'. 

SECTION 16 

~~ mUrkt 6t<'1~lWlaql::t4~q6Itif~${-
ChIEif(cH:(Iq#l aqaRl ~ ~ ~ CfifIT ~ "fin 

ltql1aQI(C4IJ ~ ms.rnf~~s¥::tI(qI::tq'1't~ 
~ 0Gt J4R1~l6!lil RI ~ ~S?;J ~ II ~ II 

1. '0 good-looking one, they bring a man with his 
hands tied, and say, "He has carried away wealth, he 
has committed a theft. Heat up an axe for him." Should 
he be the perpetrator of that act, then by that itself he 
has defiled himself. That man, committed to false
hood, takes up the heated axe, hiding himself under 
falsehood. He gets burnt and then he is killed.' 

Listen, somya, 0 good-looking one; as puru$am, a 
man; suspected of an act of stealing, is brought by the 
king's men; hasta-grhftam, with his hands tied for the 
sake of testing him; or uta, also for punishing him. 
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When they are asked,. .. 'What has this man done?', they 
reply, 'Apahiir$ft, he has carried away this man's 
wealth.' They ask, 'Does one deserve .to be bound by 
the mere fact of having carried away (something)? 
Otherwise there arises the possibility of being bound 
even when one has accepted a gift. ' 

When told so, they reply again, 'Steyam akiir$ft, he 
has committed a theft, he has carried away wealth by 
an act oftheft.' 

When they are talking thus, the other (the thief) 
denies, saying, 'I am not the perpetrator of that.' And 
they say, 'You have been suspected of stealing the 
wealth of this person.' And when he persists in denying 
they say, 'Tapata, heat up;paraSum, an axe; asmai, for 
him. Let him exonerate himself. Yadi, if; sa/:t, he; 
bhavati, is; a karlii, a perpetrator; tasya, of that theft, 
and denies this outwardly; then, behaving as he does, 
tatal) eva, thereby; he kurute, makes; iitmiinam, him
self; anrtam, false. He feigns to be other than what he 
is. Thereby, anrta-abhisandha/:t, committed to false
hood; and antardhiiya, hiding, covering; iitmiinam, 
himself; anrtena, under falsehood; sa/:t, he; foolishly 
pratigrl)"iiti, takes up; taptam paraSum, the heated 
axe. Sal) dal)yate, he gets burnt. Atlza, then; hanyate, 
he is killed by the king's men owing to his own guilt of 
sticking to falsehood. 

3t1f ~ dfCOllCfiti ~ "" ~ ~(Oqql(q14 ~ 
1I ~(l4IA1~;@l: ~~"'I(ql ... q"d'lh.. ~ ~ 
JIIM:jl6!lllifl 1I ~ _S?I ~ II ~ II 

2. On the otherhand, if he has not committed that 
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(theft), then, by that very fact he makes himself truth
ful. Sticking to truth and having covered himself by 
truth, he ta:kes up the heated axe. He is not burnt. Then 
he is released. 

Atha, on the otherhand; yadi, if; tasya akartii bha
vati, he has not committed that act (of theft); then tatal]. 
eva, by that very fact; sat yam iitmiinam kurute, he 
makes himself truthful. He, iitmiinam-antardhiiya, 
having screened himself with truth by the fact of his not 
having committed that theft; pratigrl].1) iiti, takes up; 
tap tam parasum, the heated axe. Satya-abhisandhal]., 
sticking to truth; na dal].yate, he is not burnt, because 
he is screened by truth. And atha, then; mucyate, he is 
released from the false accusers. Although the contact 
of the hot a'xe with the palms of the hands is the same in 
the case of both the person who has committed theft 
and who has' not, still, the man sticking to falsehood is 
burnt, but not the one who sticks to truth. 

If lim mr "1,«,(J~ft«l(C4fq(f~ wi ftMfQ'!:. lf 

3mqJ ftiCIqm sDftcf;ffl ~ ftti1l~ FcN'~I~Rt 
fcNt*"fcdi, II ~ II ~ q):S~I: ~: II ~~ II ~ 
01~uilqf.lqR tffitStzn1.l: II ~ II 

3. As in that case he was not burnt, (similarly the 
man of Knowledge does not return, but the ignorant 
one does). 

'That which is this subtle essence, all this has got 
That as the Self. That is Truth. That is the Self. Thou 
art That, 0 Svetaketu.' 

He understood that from him. He understood that 
from him. 
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Yatha, as; tatra, in that case; sal), he, one who was 
sticking to truth; na dal)yeta, was not burnt even on 
taking up the heated axe because his palm was covered 
by truth, similarly among the two----one who sticks to 
truth which is Existence-Brahman, and the other who' 
does not-, although the merger in Brahman at the 
time of death is the same, the man of Knowledge, after 
merging in Brahman, does not return for taking up the 
bodies of tigers, gods, etc. while the ignorant man, 
sticking to false, impermanent things, assumes again 
the bodies of tigers etc. or gods etc. 'according to his 
actions and knowledge' (Ka. 11.2.7). 

'The Self, by remaining steadfast in which, or by not 
being so, one gets release or bondage respectively, 
That which is the root ofthe universe, That which is the 
abode and basis of all creatures, That which is the 
quintessence of all, and That which is birthless, immor
tal, fearless, auspicious, and nondual. lal salyam, That 
is Truth; sal) atma, That is your Self. Therefore, tat 
tvam asi, Thou art That; svetaketo, 0 Svetaketu.' This 
sentence has been explained more than once. 

Who again is that Svetaketu, denoted by the word 
'thou'? 

It is he who knows himself as, 'I am Svetaketu, the 
son of Uddalaka', and who, after hearing the instruc
tion, thinking over it and understanding it, asked his 
father for knowing what has not been heard of and 
thought of, and remains unknown, 'Venerable sir, how 
is that instruction imparted?' He who has b~come en
titled to be the hearer, the thinker, and the knower, is 
none other than the supreme Deity himself, who, in the 
form of a reflection has entered into the aggregate of 
body and organs made up of fire, water, and food,-" " 

32 
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like a 'person in the mirror or like sun etc. in water 
etc.-, for the sake of manifesting name and fonn. 
Before hearing from his father, he did not know him
self as completely distinct from the aggregate of body 
and organs, and as Existence by nature and alJ
pervasive. Now, after having been enlightened by the 
father with the help of illustrations and reasonings that, 
'Thou art That', he vijajnau, understood that state
ment of his father to mean, 'I am Existence Itself. The 
repetition (of 'He understood') is to indicate the con
clusion of the chapter. 

Objection: On the authority of the text in this sixth 
chapter, what has been the additional result as regards 
the Self? 

Reply: The result is the cessation of the knowledge of 
having competence for agentship and enjoyership, of 
which we spoke of as the competence to hear and 
contemplate on the object implied by the word 'tvarn, 
you', for knowing That which is unknown 1. Such ideas 
as, 'I shall perform these rites such as Agnihotra etc.; I 
am competent for this; I shall enjoy the results of these 
works here and hereafter; or when these works are 
finished 1 shall have fulfilled my duties; in this way I am 
competent for agentship and enjoyership', that one 
had w~th regard to the Self, before the dawn of this 
Knowledge, cease when he is enlightened by the 
words, 'You are That, the Existence which is the root 

I According to Ananda Giri, the construction of the latter portion 
of the sentence is this: of whom we spoke of as the object implied by 
the word • tvam, you', who is competent for the result of hearing that 
which has not been heard of, contemplating on that which has not 
been contemplated on, and knowing that which has not been known. 
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ofthe universe, and is One without a second', since the 
two (ideas) are contradictory. Because, when the Self, 
One without a second, is realized as 'I am This', then, 
the idea of differences, such as, 'This thing is different 
from me', 'This has to be accomplished by me', or, 'By 
doing this 1 shall enjoy its results', are not logical. 
There,fore it is reasonable that, when the true knowl
edge of the non-dual Self as Existence is realized then, 
the false, mutable knowledge of the Self as the indi
vidual soul ceases. 

Objection: Is it not that in the sentence 'Thou art 
That', the idea of Existence is enjoined to be super
imposed on the object implied by the word 'Thou'? As 
for instance, the idea of Brahman etc. are enjoined to 
be superimposed on the sun, mind, etc.; or ,as in the 
world, an image is enjoined to be looked upon as Vi~pu 
and others. But it is not that 'thou art identical with 
Existence itself. Had Svetaketu been Existence itself, 
why should he not have known himself to be so, be
cause of which fact the instruction of 'Thou art That' is 
imparted to him. 

Reply: It is not so because this is different from the 
sentences about the sun etc. In such sentence as, 
'iidityo brahma iti upiisita, the sun (is to be meditated 
on) as Brahman', because of the intervention of the 
word iti (as) (between 'sun' and 'Brahman'), it is 
understood that the sun is not directly identical with 
Brahman. Besides, the sun and others have forms etc. 
Space and mind also are not Brahman because they 
(too) are separated by the word iti (as). But here, after 
showing the 'entry' of Existence itself into the body, 
the instruction is given in the form, 'Thou art That', 
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where identity of one's Self and Existence is stated in 
the absolute sense. 

Objection: Is it not that the instruction 'Thou art 
That' is like the statement, 'You are a lion possessed of 
the qualities of prowess etc. '? 

Reply: No, because the instruction has been given 
that, like earth etc. Reality is Existence which is one 
without a second. Moreover, since knowledge based 
on metaphor is not absolute, as in the illustration 'You 
are Indra, you are Yama', merger in Existence as a 
result of knowledge based on metaphor would not have 
been imparted in the sentence, 'His delay is for that 
long' (VI. 15.2). And it is not even a case of adoration 
because Svetaketu is not meant to be adored. Also, 
Existence cannot be praised by enjoining that It is 
Svetaketu, because a king is not praised by saying, 
'You are a servant.' Besides, by saying 'Thou art That', 
Existence which is all-pervasive is not meant to be 
confi~ed within a limited space, just as the ruler of a 
country cannot be told, 'You are the ruler of a village'. 
Moreover, here there is no possibility of having any 
meaning other than the instruction about the identity 
of Existence and the Self. 

Opponent: Is it not that, what is enjoined here is the 
duty of having the idea 'I am Existence', but not that 
something unknown is pointed out by saying, 'You are 
Existence'? 

Counter-objection: Is it not that from this point of 
view also, it becomes illogical to say that 'the unheard 
of becomes heard' , etc. ? 

Opponent: No, since that is meant as a praise of the 
injunction about the idea, 'I am Existence'. 
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Vediintin: Not so, because instructions are given 
thus: 'A person having a teacher knows', and 'His 
delay is for that long'. If it be that the entertainment of 
the idea, 'I am Existence', is enjoined as a duty, but not 
that the object denoted by the word 'you' (tvam) is 
identical with Existence itself, then, it would not have 
been necessary to impart the instruction about the 
means of knowledge by saying, 'A person having a 
teacher knows'. Just as having a teacher is understood 
from the very implication of such sentence as, 'One 
should perform the Agnihotra-sacrifice' etc. similar 
would have been the case (here as well). And it would 
not have been logical to have to wait as stated in, 'His 
delay is for that long', for the contingency would arise 
of getting Liberation by (merely) entertaining the idea 
only once, even when the truth of the Self as Existence 
remains unrealized. And just as it is not possible to 
assert that the ideas of obligation for performing Agni
hotra etc. arising from the injunction about Agnihotra
sacrifice, do not either arise or that they convey a 
different meaning, similarly when the declaration 
'Thou art That' is made, then the knowledge that arises 
from this valid text cannot be set aside by (the wrong 
notion) 'I am not Existence'. Nor is it possible to say 
that su'ch a knowledge doesn't arise, because all Upa
ni~adic texts exhaust themselves pointing to this one 
conclusion. 

As for the objection raised that, if one is the Self that 
is Existence, then why should one not know this?
there is no such defect. Because it is seen that creatures 
do not instinctively have the idea, 'I as an individual 
soul, distinct from the body and the organs; 1 am the 
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doer and enjoyer'; what to speak of his having the 
knowledge that he is the Selfidenti"fied with Existence! 
How can they have this realization of the Self as Exist
ence? How is it possible for them to have ideas of 
agentship etc. in the absence of this kind of distinct 
knowledge (that 'I am a soul')? And this is the ob
served fact. Similarly, because of his identification of 
the Self with the body etc. for him there will also be no 
knowledge of the Self as Existence. Therefore, the 
conclusion arrived at is that this sentence, 'Thou art 
That', is the remover of the identification of the Self 
with the individual soul involved in change and 
unreality. 



CHAPTER VII 

SECflON I 

aifl anMt ~ lFtr .pqtltll« tI"~R 
;Ut(~ta'!:. 8lcU'€l .. W;r q)q~« ~ ~ 
q~Ia:aRt If 61CCI'€l1l ~ II 

1. Om. Narada approached Sanatkumara saying, 
'Teach me, 0 venerable sir.' 

To him he said: 'You approach me with (tell me) that 
which you know. I shall tell you of things that are 
beyond them.' 

The sixth chapter which is mainly concerned with the 
instruction about the supreme Reality, is fully engaged 
in ascertaining the unity of the Self with Existence. 
Other things which are inferior to Existence and are 
characterized as transformations have not been indi
cated. Therefore, the seventh chapter starts with this 
idea in view: 'After ascertaining, stage by stage, those 
things starting with names etc. ! shall point out the 
supreme Reality called Infinity even with their help, 
like showing the moon on the branch of a tree I.' Or 
(the seventh chapter is begun because), if objects in
ferior to Existence are not pointed out, and Existence 

I'Showing the moon on the branch of a tree': The attention of a 
child who does not know which of the luminaries in the sky is the 
moon, is first drawn to a tree through the leaves of which beams of 
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alone is indicated, then, somebody may entertain the 
doubt that there may be something else to be known. 
In order that such a doubt may not arise, the text points 
them out. Or the text points out names etc. with the 
idea, 'Like ascending the stairs, I shall start with the 
gross, and after having made known things that are 
successively subtler and subtler, and are comprehen
sible to the intellect, I shall anoint him for sovereignty.' 
Or the text points out that the principles such as names 
etc. are successively higher and higher, and of them the 
all-transcending Reality called Infinity is the best. To 
eulogise that, names etc. are gradually introduced. 

The story, however, is meant for the praise of the 
knowledge of the supreme Reality. 

How? 
Although Narada the divine seer, had fulfilled his 

duties and had acquired all kinds of knowledge, still, 
for lack of realization of the Self, he was indeed 
sorrowful. It goes without saying that any other crea·· 
ture having limited knowledge, and who has not ac
quired very great merit, remains far from fulfilment. 
Or the story of Sanatkumara and Narada is begun to 
show that, apart from the knowledge of the Self, there 
is nothing else which is the incomparable means for 
attainment of the highest Goal. It is for this reason that 
the highest Goal was not achieved by the diyine seer 
Narada, even though he was endowed with the ability 

the moon are seen. When the child has been able to locate the 
particular branch of the tree over which the moon shines, he is told 
that, that bright ball is called 'moon'. Likewise, the teacher some
times takes the help of unreal objects to explain t.he ultimate Reality 
to an aspirant. 
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of undertaking disciplines for the acquisition of all 
kinds of knowledge. Hence, after having discarded the 
pride arising from the sense of aristocracy, learning, 
profession, and ability for undertaking disciplines, he 
approached Sanatkumara like an ordinary person for 
acquiring the means to the highest. Thereby it becomes 
clearly declared that, knowledge of the Self is the best 
means for attaining the highest Goal of life. 

Saying, 'Adhfhi (adhf$va), teach me; bhagaval)., 0 
venerable sir'; niiradal)., Narada; ha, indeed; upasa
siida, approached; sanatkumiiram, Sanatkumara who 
was the best among the Y ogins· and established in 
Brahman; 'Teach me, 0 venerable sir' is a mantra. I To 
him who had approached according to rule, uvaca ha, 
he said; 'Upa.sfda, you approach; ma, me; lena, with 
that, yat vettha, which you know,-declaring all that 
you know with regard to the Self, by saying, "I know 
this much." Va k$yami , I shall speak;. le, to you; of 
things which are (atab urdhvam, beyond that, beyond 
your knowledge.' 

To him who had said so, Narada replied: 

S1t4acl 'qilct1Sw;qfq .'!:. ~Uqa~'UtQc:fd1 
ihlt4fqRt6Itf'I~ldl q&;4q a«l;fl ~ ~'!:.-um <lei 
f.RQ cUqdQ,CfCIIQCfiI4;1 ~qfctcli il6IfctCli "ldfctCJi 
$6Cfittli ';f~blfctClr!:. tftf~Q\il'1fctCllq(1~iFT
ct1\su)fq II ~ II 

2. '0 venerable sir, I read the ~g-Veda, Yajur
Veda, Sarna-Veda, and Atharva-Veda the fourth. 

IThis mantra is obligatory for approaching a teacher. See A.G. 
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History and mythology which are the fifth Veda, gram
mar, the rites for the manes, mathematics, the subject 
of natural disturbances, mineralogy, logic, ethics, 
etymology, the subject of ancillary knowledge con
cerning the Vedas, the science of the elements, the 
science of archery, astronomy, the science of serpents, 
the subject of fine arts-I know all these, 0 venerable 
sir!' 

'Bhagava/:z, 0 ven~rable sir; adhyemi, 1 read; rg
vedam, the ~g-Veda; ('R~ad' here means) remember, 
because the question in 'You approach me with all that 
you know', is with regard to knowledge. Similarly (I 
remember) Yajur-Veda, Sarna-Veda, Atharvava 
Veda. The word Atharva1)am means caturtham, the 
fourth Veda, because the context is of the Vedas. 
Itihiisapurii1)am, history and mythology which, to
gether with the Mahabharata constitute paficamam,. 
the fifth Veda. Vedam, the Veda; vediilliim, of these 
five Vedas, i.e. grammar, because ~g-Veda etc. are 
understood by splitting up words etc. with the help of 
grammar; pitryam, the rites for the mane~, some rites 
like sriiddha (offering oblation to the manes); riisim, 
mathematics; daivam, subject of natural disturbances; 
nidhim, th~ subject of mineralogy as found in books 
like Mahiikiila etc.; Vakoviikyam, logic; ekiiyallam, 
ethics; deva-vidyiim, etymology; brahma-vidyam, 
knowledge of the Vedas--~k, Yajur, and Sama l -

regarding pronunciation, ceremonial, prosody and 
lighting of (ceremonial) fire; bhutavidyam, science of 

IAtharva-Veda has been omitted here. 
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the elements; k~atravidyam, science of archery; nak
~atra-vidyam, astrology (astronomy?); sarpa-vidyiim, 
science of serpents, called Garu9a; devajana-vidyiim, 
subject of fine-arts, like perfumery, dancing, music 
(vocal and instrumental), sculpture, painting, handi
crafts, etc. 0 venerable sir, adhyemi, I know; etat 
sarvam, all these. 

msg \:Iilct1 Q;;,fc1c{culfa:t "11~fc1~~ ~ -q 
\ltlq~faW~dd ~ih9U~fi:1Rffi mst WfCf: 
~n=alfq (j lfT \:Iilql$ihl'4 tTrt dH'4RqRr <l~ mCllif 

cd ~da:~in601 "11"ad~11 ~ II 
3. '0 venerabie sir, such as 1 am, I merely know the 

subjects textually. But I am not a knower of the Self. It 
has been heard by me, from venerable people like you, 
that a knower of the Self goes beyond sorrow. Such as I 
am, I am full of sorrow. 0 venerable sir, please take me 
beyond sorrow. ' 

To him he said: 'All the~e, whatsoever that you have 
learnt are merely names.' 

'Bhagava/:z, 0 venerable sir; sa/:l aham, such as I am; 
mantravit eva asmi, I merely know the subjects tex
tually.' The meaning is, 'In spite of knowing all these, 1 
am only a knower of words and their meaning.' All 
words are surely nothing but names of objects. And all 
names are included in the mantras. 'I merely know the 
subjects textually' means 'I am a knower of rites', for it 
will be stated later on that the rites become united in 
the mantras (VII.5.1). But na atmavit, I am not a 
knower of the Self. 
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Objection: Is it not that even the Self is certainly 
revealed by the mantras? So, how can a knower of the 
mantras not be a knower of the Self? 

Reply: No, because the difference between words 
and their meanings is also within the range of changes. 
And a (phenomenal) change is not considered to be the 
Self. 

Objection: Is not even the Self denoted by the word 
'Self'? 

Reply: No, since there are such Upani~adic texts: 
'That from which speech returns' (Tai. 11.4.1); 'Where 
one does not see anything else' (VII.24.1), etc. 

Objection: How then do words like 'Self', as con
tained in 'It is the Self that is below' (VII.25.2) and 
"That is the Self' (VI. 10.3), denote the Self? 

Reply: This fault does not arise because even though 
It cannot be expressed in speech, the word 'Self' that is 
llsed for the innermost Self as possessed of a body and 
which is subject to (notions of) differentiations, gives 
rise to the conviction regarding Existence which re
mains as the residual entity when the body etc. are 
denied of being the Self. As for instance, even when an 
army along with its king is seen. but the king is hidden 
behind the umbrella, banner, flag, etc. such words are 
seen to be used as, 'The king is being seen here.' 
Thereafter, when for locating the king specifically, the 
question arises, 'Who is the king?', then, after the 
other objects (which are not the king) are negated, 
there arises the conviction of the identity of the king 
with regard to the other person, viz the king, even 
though he is not seen. Therefore the meaning of, 'Such 
as I am, I merely know the subjects textually', is'1 am a 
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knower of rites.' And all results of rites are subject to 
change. So, 'I am a knower of changes only', and 'I am 
not a knower of the Self' means '1 do not know the real 
nature of the Self.' Therefore indeed, it has been said, 
'A personpaving a teacher knows' (VI.14.2), and this 
is supported by such Upani:;adic texts as, 'That from 
which all speech returns' (Tai. 11.4.1). 

Hi, since; this scriptural knowledge srutam me, has 
been heard by me; bhagavat drsebhyal;., from vener
able persons like yourself; that atmavit, a knower ofthe 
Self; tarati, goes beyond; sokam, sorrow, mental dis·· 
tress, i.e. the sense of unfulfilment. Therefore bhaga
va/:l, 0 venerable sir; sal;. aham. such as 1 am; socami, I 
am full of sorrow, I am ever under sorrow because, of 
the sense of unfulfilment. Bhagavan tarayatu, may the 
venerable sir, take me; lam ma, who am such; sokasya 
param, to the other shore of the sea of sorrow, with the 
help of the raft of knowledge of the Self.' The meaning 
is, 'May you make me attain the conviction of fulfil
ment; make me attain fearlessness.' 

Tam, to him who had said so; uvaca ha, he said: 'Yat 
vai etat, all this whatsoever; adhyag[~'!hal;, you have 
read-by 'reading' is implied comprehension of the 
meaning of what has been read-. whatever knowl
edge you possess; nama, eva etat. this is all merely 
name, as stated in the U pani~adic text, 'All transfor
mation has speech as its basis, and it is name only' 
(VI.4.4). 

';nT{ en Sfi.a~ .: ftlqa« 3fI~cfOI~ 
!Rt6l~!tur: ~ a«I"ii ~: fQ;Ql ~I'll~cn 
'Ef;nQftioI':IIcrr+'~:d-=CI1rr.:l*4znoriiT.::5rr.n~°r.f ~ Fc1G I -$I FctG I ~(I FctG I 
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~61fcttll ~~Slfc1@u t'tcf~CI\i1 ... rc.@l1 
qIMMII~ II 

[VII. 1. 4 

",~adil,q)-

4. 'Name indeed is~g-Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sama
Veda, (and) Atharvapa the fourth. History and mytho
logy which are the fifth Veda, grammar, the rites for 
the manes, mathematics, the subject of natural disturb
ances, mineralogy, logic, ethics, etymology, the sub
ject of ancillary knowledge concerning the Vedas, the 
science of the elements, science of archery, astronomy, 
the science of serpents, the subject of fine arts-all this 
is but name. Meditate on name.' 

8g-veda, ~g-Veda; yajur-veda, Yajur-Veda, and 
others·; nama vai, are indeed names. Nama va; erat, all 
this is but name. Niima upassva, meditate on name, 
thinking of it as Brahman. It is like people worshipping 
an image with the idea that it is Vi~pu. 

1I lit ;nlf .iP~l~ 4''4i1I.:1) ~ dSlIW 
t1\!UCfilq:ell~ cq'4M lit ...-rq .iP~l~sft<I 'ft.en 
;m:;n ~ ~ ;m:n CfTCf ~*"RI ~ 
'q4Ict,W4JcftRqMII ~ II ~ ~: ~: II ~ II 

5. 'Anyone who meditates on name as Brahman, 
anyone who meditates on name as Brahman, acquires 
freedom of movement as far as the range of name 
extends. ' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
name'?' 

'Surely there is s()mething greater than name.' 'May 
the venerable sir, tell me that. ' 
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'Hear of the result one gets sal;l yal;l, who; ntlma
brahma-iti upiiste, meditates on name as Brahman. 
Yavat namnal;l gatam, as far as the range of name 
extends, up to the range of that name; tatra, there, as 
far as the objects of name extend; asya bhavati, ~e 
acquires; yatha kamaciiral;l, freedom of movement', 
just as a king has within his own domain. The repetition 
of, 'Anyone who meditates on name as Brahman' is to 
show the conclusion (ofthe section). 

, Bhagaval;l, 0 venerable sir, asti ntimnal;l bhayal;l, is 
there anything greater than name', which is fit for 
being meditated on as Brahman?' This is the meaning. 

Sanatkumara said, 'Niimnal;l vtiva bhuyal;l asti, there 
is surely something higher than name.' 

Having been told so he (Narada) said, 'If it is there, 
-Then bhagaviin tat me bravftu, may the venerable sir, 
tell me that' . 

SECTION 2 

cUaclict ~ ~ Clf'cll Sfi04cl« Fct~lIqllRt 
.~ tUqil«'fl$Qciul iiltl!4f4Rt,ltI'!{ldr q:s;qq 
il«I''fi cict ~~ mtr ~ RM CllcNClIq:QQChI4;1 
~~ai i*81FcteJi 'l(1Fctai ~~eJi ;r~bIFcteJl~ 
tlcf~~ ... fittli ~ 'iJI ~ 'iJI ~ T.lICfiI~1 T.llqta 

a\il~ "tcn~~ qi'4I~~ ~~ ql(J~m ~ 
10ICl ... tQJlssalq~I;;qlcfileq~lfQc:ftMt:fi Q1f ~ 
'iJI ~ ill¥ 'iJI 'tIT! T.l1 tll!i 'iJI 8.a:4~ T.llil~~ 'iJI ~ 
cml, .... I\i~&:IiI QlU ';flQlif CQ*,lq~&:IiI ~ ~ ;r 
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lIT! ;Jtltllg ~ I«qil ;Jtl_q~ qlilcidfftci FcI~lIqqld 
qliilijQlMfd II ~ II 

1. 'Speech is verily greater than name. It is speech 
indeed that makes known the ~g-Veda, Yajur-Veda, 
Sarna-Veda, Atharva-Veda the fourth, history and 
mythology which are the fifth Veda, grammar, the rites 
for the manes, mathematics, the subject of natural 
disturbances, mineralogy, logic, ethics, etymology, the 
subject of ancillary knowledge concerning the Vedas, 
the science of the elements, the science of archery, 
astronomy, the science of the serpents, the subject of 
fine-arts,. heaven and earth, air and space, water and 
fire, gods and men, animals and birds, grass and trees, 
ferocious animals, creatures including WOlms, flies and 
ants, virtue and vice, truth and untruth, good and bad, 
pleasant and unpleasant. Indeed, if speech were not 
there, there would be no knowledge of virtue and vice, 
truth and falsehood, good and bad, pleasant and un
pleasant. Surely speech makes all this known. Medi
tate on speech.' 

Vava, surely; vak, speech, i.e. the organ of speech 
which has its location in eight places l beginning with 
the root of the tongue, and which articulates the let
ters. And letters are but names. Therefore vak, 
speech; is said to be bhuyasf, greater; namnal), than 
name. For, in the world it is seen that a cause is greater 
than its product. Just as a father is greater than his son, 
so is the case here. 

How again is speech greater than name? 

IThe chest, throat, head, root of the tongue, tooth, nostrils, lips, 
and palate are the eight places of speech. 
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In answer it is said: Yak vai rg-vedam vijriapayati, it 
is speech indeed that makes the ~g-Veda known by 
stating 'This is the ~g-Veda.' Similarly, 'it makes 
known the Yajur-Veda', etc. are to be explained as 
before. Hrdayajriam, pleasant, dear to the heart. Op
posite of it is a-hrdayajriam, unpleasant. 

Yat, if; vai, indeed; vak, speech; na tibhavi$yat, were 
not there; then na vyjriapayi$yat, it would not have 
made known; dharmam, virtue etc. In the absence of 
speech there would be absence of study. In the absence 
of study there would be absence of hearing its meaning. 
In the absence of hearing, it would not have made 
known virtue etc. i.e. they would not have become 
known. Therefore vak va;, speech indeed; etat sarvam 
vijiiapayat;, makes all this known by uttering words. 
Hence'speech is greater than name. Therefore upii
ssva, meditate; vacam, on speech as Brahman. 

lr ~ cnif .iP~.td t4.q'l~ mt (bll~ 
l(~'Ch.q;Slla \4Ctfd ~ CIfit .tiJ~q,~sft<f \ti.en 
emit ~ lRr emit ~ ~sMfd ~ 
\ii,cu;ucilReifd II ~ II ~ flffit4: ~: II ~ II 

2. 'He who meditates on speech as Brahman, he 
who meditates on speech as Brahman, acquires free
dom of movement as far as the range of speech 
extends.' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
speech?' 

'Surely there is something greater than speech.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

The remaining portion is to be explained as before. 

33 
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SECTION 3 

lRT cnct ~ 'fD ~ ell cUq(it'" i en ~ 
-j- cn-' ~~q~q cn;5r ~ ;nq il1Rl~ctfd ~ 
~ q .. ,,, q .. 4C4Rt q:?lI:tQ141~?:Im~ CfilflfOl x:;-~ 'l"I~ q~(q'" l1f 'a 

. -a:c:Uia(+04sQ;:ud lRT iPl(C4llRT fi ~.1Rt 
fW ~ 1R aql~Rt II ~ II 

1. 'Mind indeed is greater than speech. As a fist 
feels two Amalakas, or two plums, or two Ak:;as, simi
larly the mind perceives speech and name. When any
one thinks with the mind, 'Let me chant the mantras', 
then he chants; 'Let me perform rites', then he per
forms; 'Let me wish for sons and animals', then he 
desires them; 'Let me wish for this world and the next', 
then he desires them. Mind is indeed the Self. Mind is 
indeed the world. Mind is indeed Brahman. Meditate 
on the mind.' 

Mana/J., the mind, that internal organ which is pos
sessed of the power of thinking; bhilya/J., is greater; 
vaca/J., than speech. That indeed, when engaged in the 
act of thinking, impells speech to that which is to be 
spoken. Thereby speech becomes included in the 
mind. And that in which something is included, is 
greater than that (the latter) because of its (the for
mer's) pervasiveness. Yatha, as in the world; mU$/i1:z 
anubhavati, a fist feels; dye amalake, two Amalaka 
(Emblic Myrobalan) fruits; va, or; dye kole, two plum 
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fruits; va, or; ak~au, two Viblzitaka' (Terminalia 8e
lerica) fruits;·-the fist covers the two fruits since they 
become included in the fist-evam, similarly; malla~l, 
the mind,; llllUbhllvllti. perceives; viicum cu mlma ca. 
speech and name, like Amalaka etc. Yaclii, when, at 
which time; SCl~I, a person: I1ltlllLlSycui. thinks; ttlCiflllSii , 

with the mind. with thl: internal organ--numasYlllla. 
means the intention to utter--. 

How'! 
'MalllriillcIl1I1(\,(\,lI, kt me chant. uttcr the mallfras'; 

arlza. then: having mudl: this resolution to speak, lIdlzi
Ie. he chants. Similarl~ having made the resolution. 
'KClrmii~li kurviya, let me perform rites'; atha, then; 
/wrllle, he performs. Having entertained this desire for 
acquisition, 'Let me get pwrcln ca, sons; pa.~im ca, and 
animals'; athll. then; icclzllte, he wishes for them by 
engaging in the means for getting them. The idea is that 
he gets sons and others. 

Similarly. 'Let me icclzeya. wish for; imam cu /okam, 
this world; amum ca. and the other' by propt:r means: 
atlza, then. by following the proper means for acquiring 
them; icchllte, he gets it. c MlIna~1 hi iilf111l. mind is 
indeed the Self. Since the Self has agentship and en
joyership when the mind is there, but not otherwise, 
therefore it is said. 'The mind is indeed the Self.' ;\.1{lI1-

al;. hi [okab, mind is indeed the world, since when the 
mind is there, the world and the means for its attain
ment exist. Since the mind is the world, therefore 

lOne of the three fruits which constitute Triphalii (Amalaka. 
Harltaka. and Vibhitaka) used as a laxative. 

2Jcchate here means gets according to Saitkara. 
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11l1ll1£1~1 hi bra/una. the mind is Brahman. Since it is so, 
therefore 11Uma~1Ilp{issva. you meditate on the mind. 

If "lit lr.U ~~fqq ltd f.OIIC1;q::tm mt tbllttl 
~$!UChlqif.ll~ ~ en -q;if ~~~qltdm ~ 
q::tttl ~ ~ ~ C{1q ~s~Rt ~ 
'iOfI IClI9itcnRctRt II ~ II lffi ~: ~: II ~ II 

2 .. Anyone who meditates on the mind as Brahman. 
anyone who meditates on the mind as Brahman, he 
gets freedom of movemdll as far as the range of the 
mind extends.' 

'0 venerahk sir. is there anything greater than the 
mindT 

'There is indeed something greater than the mind.' 
. May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

. Anyone Whll Ilh.:ditates on the mind', etc. is to be 
l.'xplained as before. 

SU IIO'i -t 

Hs~ cncr ~ ~41~«1 ~ fis<h(rqtla~ 
q"1~~W CI,=acihtlkt ffi1l .. uc4htlkt ;ffiJr ~ 'Q!Ji 
~ ~ ctiq,fQlli ~ II 

I. 'WiIl indeed is greater than the mind. When any
one wills, then he thinks, then he utters speech. Then 
he impell~ that in the form of name(s), The mantras 
bc:ome united in name( 0.;), and the rites in the 
malltras. 
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Samkalpa!), will; vava, indeed; bhuyan, is greater 
than; manasa!) , the mind. Like intention, will, i.e. 
determination after considering whether a thing is to 
be done or not to be done, also is a function of the 
internal orga.n. When a subject is determined after 
discrimination, then follows the thought (in the form 
of) the intention to perform. 

How? 
Yada, when; samkalpayale, one wills, i.e. 

determines about a thing to be done, chooses thus: 
'This is proper to do'; alha, then; manasyati, he 
intends, 'Let me chant the mantras', etc. Atha, then; 
vacam [rayali, he impells speech for the intonation of 
the mantras. And having made the resolution for 
uttering name(s), [rayali, he impells; tam u, that 
speech; namni, towards names. Namni, in name, i.e. in 
names in general; mantra!), the mantras; ekam 
bhavanti, become united by taking the form of 
particular words, since the particular become included 
in the general. KarmalJi, the rites; become united 
rnantre$u, in the mantras. The rites revealed by the 
mantras are performed. There can be no rite that has 
not been revealed by the mantras. Indeed, whatever 
rite comes into existence by having been revealed by 
the mantras, that l is enjoined by the Brahmapa section 
(of the Vedas), thus: 'This is to be undertaken for this 
fruit'. Also, whatever origination of rites is seen in the 

I In most readings of the commentary the expression s(llkarma 
(meaning good work) is used. Still we take sal to be a misreading for 
tat, because otherwise 'yat, whatever', in the beginning of the sen
tence stands without its correlative tat. lea .. ing the sentence 
incomplete. 
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Brahmana portions, that is also an elaboration of the 
rites that have come into existence through the mantras 
themselves. For, in the Brahmana portion, no rite is 
seen to originate unless it has been revealed by the 
mantras. It is well-known in the world that the rites are 
enjoined in the Tray£. The word Trayf is the name for 
~g-Veda, Yajur-Veda, and Sarna-Veda. And in the 
Atharvapa Upani~ad (MuP9aka) it is said, 'The rites 
that the wise discovered in the mantras ... · (Mu. 
1.2.1). Therefore it is reasonabll.! to say that the rites 
hecomes united in the mantras. 

~ ~ err _ fts~CfiI4"'tIR 
Hs:cti(iq 1 (etCh. PI fts<l'i@l 114 M fie('11 PI ft qCkfj q ('1 i 
til c:U q f?rcft ft qq:;c:rq ('1 i ct I Cj, ~ IChI ~I i:{ 

ftqCfi@04:<f1lq~ d\ilM ~~ ttCkfj~ ct1I ftstCh(flld 
qt{w ttCkl'lCf£lI 3UI~ fts:cti(rtid~ ttCkij~ mun: 

c c 

fts:ctl@:l ~ 11410 II ... 1 ~ ttCf(rt ~ ~: ftstCh(fll4 
c 

q~IOil~ ttCk'1~ Cfi41fOi ftstCh(fll4 q;qOIl~ 
c 

ttCk'1~ ~: ft's<ti@Old (,ftCfifli tt~~ lICf~ 
c c 

fts:cti(iqd II ~ fts:cti'Q: ftS:cti(tQ'lQIMM II ~ II 

2. 'Those things that are thus. have will as their one 
goal. are identified with will. are established on will. 
Heaven and earth willed. Air and space willed. \-Vater 
and fire willed. Rain wills in accordance with their will. 
Food wills through the will of rainfall. The vital forces 
will in accordance with the will of food. The mantras 
will in accordance with the will of the vital forces. The 
rites will in accordance with the will of the mantras. 
The result (of rites) wills in accordance with the will of 
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rites. Everything wills in accordance with the will of 
results. This as such is will. Meditate on will. 

Tani, those things; ha vai, which are indeed; etiini, 
thus-mind etc.; are samkalpaeka-ayaniini, have got 
w~ll as the one goal-those that have samkalpa, will, as 
their eka, one, ayana, goal, destination, place of mer
ger, are samkalpaeka-ayaniini; (and they) sainkalpiit
makani, have identity with will at the time of their 
origination; (and) samkalpe prati$lhitiini, are estab
lished on will during their existence. Dyiivii-prthivf, 
heaven and earth are seen to be motionless; as though 
samklrpatam, they had willed (to be so). Similarly 
vayu/:z ca iikii§am ca, air and space; sainkalpetiim, 
willed (to be so). These also made (such) a resolve as it 
were. Similarly iipa§ca tejaka, water and fire; samakal
panta, willed, because of which they are seen to be 
unchanging in their own nature. 

Samk1rptyai, in accordance with the will; te~'iim, of 
those-hea ven, earth, etc.; var$am, rain; sainkalpate. 
wills, becomes effective. Similarly samklrptyai, in ac
cordance with the will; var$asya, of rainfall; annam 
sainkalpate, food wills, because food is produceq from 
rain. Samk1rptyai, in accordance with the will of food; 
prafJ,a/:z, the vital forces; sainkalpante, will, because the 
vital forces are produced from food (and) they have 
food as their support. For there is the Upani~adic text, 
'Food is the tether!' (8r. II.2.l). Sainklrptyai, in ac
cordance with their (of the vital forces) will; mantrii/:z, 
the mantras; samkalpante, will, because a person pos
sessed of vitality can study the mantras, but not a weak 

I As calf etc. are secured from mishap by being tethered, so life 
(vital force) is secured to the body with the help of food. 
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one. Sainklrptyai, in accordance with the will; man
trii1)iim, of the mantras; karmii1)i, the rites--Agnihotra 
etc.; sainkalpante, will-the rites as revealed by the 
mantras become able to produce results when they are 
performed. Owing to them, lokal;, the result (of rites); 
sainkalpate, wills. The meaning is that the results be
come effective through the association of rites and 
their performers. Sainklrptyai, in accordance with the 
will; lokasya, of the result (of rites); sarvam, every
thing, the whole world; sainkalpate, wills for the im
mutability of its own nature. This whole world which is 
the culmination of the result (of rites), all that has will 
as the root. Therefore, sal; e$al; samkalpal;, will as 
such, is highly commendable. Therefore, after saying, 
'Upiissva, meditate; sainkalpam, on will,' he 
(Sanatkumara) speaks of the result accruing to the 
meditator. 

If ll: e~ jjtP~l~ CR'jC(t14 If MlChI1l~cll~ 
UCf: JA RI f8ffi:t I.,. fit f60dtSCQ \Q q lo:t lo:tOQ$ij q l.n sftf ft:I-
~ 

~ 41C1Ms<MQ~ mt ri5iIW ~\QIChlqi.ll?l ~ 
ll: es:cti(fQ jjiPtl!iql~~ ~: HstCfi(KIl~ ~ 
es:q>;(iQI&JCI ~s~RI ~ i44IcU .. c:ft~RlIl ~ II 
~.: l§Q: II~ II 

3. 'He who meditates on will as Brahman attains 
worlds as are indeed willed (by God); attains the im
mutable worlds by himself becoming immutable; at
tains the well-established worlds by himself becoming 
well-established; and attains the sorrowless worlds by 
himself becoming sorrowless. He who meditates on 
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will as Brahman gets freedom of movement as far as 
the range of will extends. ' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than will?' 
'There is surely something greater than will.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

Sa/.z ya/.z, he who; upiiste, meditates; samkalpam, on 
will as Brahman, with the idea that it is Brahman; sa/:l, 
the man of knowledge; abhisiddhyati, attains these 
results; as are k1rptan vai, indeed willed, affirmed by 
God with the idea, 'Let this be the result of this per
son.' (He attains) dhruvan, the worlds which are im
mutable as compared with the absolutely mutable 
ones; dhruva/.z, by himself becoming immutable. If the 
man attaining the result becomes himself imperma
nent, then the belief in the immutability of results (of 
rites) becomes useless. Therefore the meaning is that 
by becoming immutable (he attains) the worlds that are 
prati$/hita/.z, well-established, i.e. possessed of acces
sories of enjoyment, because it is seen that, by himself 
becoming well-established with the enjoyable things 
belonging to himself, he remains well-established 
along with animals, sons and others. Himself becoming 
avyathamana/:l, sorrowless; (he attains) avyathama
nan, worlds that are free from sorrow, free from fear of 
unfriendly people and others. This is the meaning. 

Tatra, there; bhavati, occurs; asya, for him; yatha
kamcara/.z, freedom of movement; yavat, as far as; 
sainkalpasya gatam, the range of will-whatever is 
comprehended by will-, extends. (This is) so far as his 
own will extends, and not of others, because that would 
contradict the result stated later. 'He who meditates on 
will as Brahman', etc. is to be explained as before. 
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SECTION 5 

ftnt cncJ ~I(Ilcil ~ t -adtmSlr 
~§qi(fqqitsv Q"+Qf481 cU'CI4htdii "ffl1l .. 14«#.:lIi. 
"Ifi:t 1P.iIT ~ \tCi4Pn ~~ eMl fa 1 II ~ II 

1. 'Intelligence indeed is.greater than will. When 
one understands, then he wills, then he thinks, then he 
impells the organ of speech, and he impells that speech 
to utter name(s). The mantras become united in name, 
the rites in the mantras. ' . 

Cittam, intelligence-the power of understanding a 
thing just at the time it presents itself, and the ability of 
ascertaining the purposes of objects of the past and the 
future; that vava, indeed; is bhuya!:z, greater; even than 
sainkalpat, will. How? Yadii, when; cetayate, one 
understands a thing present as, 'This is the thing that 
has presented itself thus'; atha, then; sainkalpayate, he 
wills either to take it or reject it. 'Then he thinks', etc. 
are to be explained as before. 

fflf.r , err _ Fil:aQ;N4 .. lf.I fiffilt'uf.I ftffl 
gRtfb'lli"4 d+'tltltlJq _(Fct«Fil=m ~ 
"lqttlkflfQa"tt1tllf«ti ~ -qr 31t1 rc.iil~NaQfiffi: 
t4IRfiq. qCl(fCfrc.rwflCi4l .. cqCi4Ri ~ ~ ~,q;d 
~~ tlIatUQQ;144 FilflQItc41 m- J4M-e1 
RlTI~IMRt II ~ II 

2. 'These things that are such have intelligence 
alone as their goal, they originate from intelligence, 
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and they remain established on intelligence. Therefore 
if a man, even though learned in many subjects, be 
unintelligent, then they speak of him thus, 'This one 
has verily ceased to exist. If this person knew or if he 
were learned, he would not have become unintelligent 
like this.' Then again, if a man of little learning posses
ses intelligence, then they desire to hear him. Of these, 
intelligence indeed, is the one goal, intelligence is 
the origin; intelligence is the basis. Meditate on 
intelligence. ' 

Tiini, these things counting from will and ending 
with the results of rites; citta-eka-ayaniini, have intelli
gence alone as their goal; cittiitmani, they origin.ate 
from intelligence; citte prati.~!hitiini, they remain es
tablished on intelligence, etc. are to be explained as 
before. 

Moreover, the greatness of intelligence is this: Since 
intelligence is the root of will etc. therefore if a man, 
yadyapi, even though; bahuvit, learned in many sub
jects, having acquired knowledge of many scriptures; 
acittab bhavati, be unintelligent, be devoid of the un
derstanding of objects just at the time they present 
themselves; then common people with wisdom iihu~l, 
speak of him; thus, 'Na ayam asti, this one has ceased 
to exist-although he exists, he is just like one non
existing.' They also say, 'Whatever scriptures etc. this 
one had learnt, had heard, even that is useless in his 
case.' 

Why? 
Yadi, if; ayam, this person; were vidviin, learned; he 

na syiit, would not have been; acittal;z, unintelligent in 
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this way. Therefore they say that whatever was heard 
by this one is as good as not heard. This is the meaning. 
Atha, then again; even yadi, if; alpavit, a man of little 
learning; cittavan bhavati, is possessed of intelligence; 
uta, then; tasmai, in the case of him who is of this kind; 
they susru$ante, desire to hear him; eva, verily for 
understanding whatever he utters. For this reason also, 
cittam, intelligence; is hi, indeed; eka-ayanam, the one 
goal of will, etc.-is to·be explained as before. 

""liM .iP~IM IifiU4 ~ Ml¥I",~ql, I!': 
)II Rtfio(tIWM Rtfi&moq\Qql::tI::tOQ$!Iql.mf':tm&4Rt ~
R;a~~ mt (t"I~ l1$!1ICfilqi.ll~ ~ 4~'\i 
iliP¥I~~ \rllq~~I~ ~ ~tll&Jq 
~s~Rt n:4 \4ilqlllcnRelRt II q II lM q:;qq: 

~: II ~II 

3. 'He who meditates on intelligence as Brahman 
attains worlds that are attainable by intelligence; at
tains the immutable worlds by himself becoming im
mutable; attains the well-established worlds by himself 
becoming weU-established; and attains the sorrow less 
worlds by himself becoming sorrowless. He who medi
tates on intelligence as Brahman gets freedom of 
movement as far as the range of intelligence extends. ' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
intelligence?' 

'There is surely something greater than intelligence.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 
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Cit/lin. objects acquired by the qualities Qf an intelli
gent person. ·Sal;. he; who Up(ISle. meditates; nn cil

tam. intelligence. attains permanent worlds'. etc. has 
already been explained. 

SECTION 6 

u:rR cncr ~'t1I~ U41t4fflct \{Me(} 
UlIt4fflCl 19(1 R~ U41t4fflct ~ ul'1t4;fflQ 141 UlllI:fflct 
qc:fuT u:r 1t4:fflCl ac.q~ I~ftt lel ~ 1f.i6Q lUI i ~ 
JU'1ctRt U41::tlql~l~lTT ~ "ff ~~ ~~: 
q;(rt~::t: fQ~::t1 aqClIR~~S?.T ~ Jf~ UlI~lqle:I~~ 
~ "ff cqqRf U41::t'I4IMklll ~ II 

If ~ gn;t ~61~I~ t4lct4iJI::tW 'tfff i",UfQ 

~~ICfilqTillii cqcriff ~ ~ atO~I~.sfu:f wren 
UlI"'I(~ ~ U41::tliilct ~StfflRl ~ 
~.IClI~ctlkqRt II ':? II ~ lf1a: ~: II ~ II 

1-2. 'Meditation is indeed greater than intelligclIL'l:. 
The earth is meditating as it were. The intcrmcdialL" 
space is meditating as it were. The heaven is meditating 
as it were. Waters are meditating as it were. Mountain,> 
are meditating as it were. The gods and human hell1~" 
are meditating as it were. Therefore those among 
human beings who attain greatness here. they vl'ril\ 
appear to have acquired a portion of the result Ilf 

meditation. Then again, those who are small. LJuarrl'l
some. jealous.- and slanderous. On the other h;llld. 
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those who have influence over others, they appear to 
have acquired a portion of th<e result of meditation. 
Meditate on meditation.' 

'He who meditates on meditation as Brahman, he 
who meditates on meditation as Brahman, gets free
dom of movement as far as the range of meditation 
extends. ' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
meditation?' 

'There is surely something greater than meditation.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

Dhyiinam, meditation; is viiva. indeed; bhuya/:z, gre
ater; cittiit, than intelligence. Meditation means an un
changing current of ideas with regard to deities etc. as 
presented by scriptures, which is not interrupted by 
ideas of a different kind, (and) which is referred to by 
people as concentration. And the greatness of medi
tation is evident from its results. How? As a yogi 
becomes motionless after attaining results of his medi
tation, similarly the unmovingprthivf, earth; is seen to 
be dhyiiyati, meditating; iva, as it were. Antarik$am, 
the intermediate space; dhyayati, is meditating; iva, as 
it were, etc.-to be explained similarly. Deva
rnanu$yii/:z (means.) gods and human beings, or human 
beings who are comparable to gods. The idea is that 
human beings who are possessed of the qualities of 
control of physical organs etc. do not give up their 
divine nature. 

Since meditation has got such a speciality, tasmiit, 
therefore; ye, they; who iha, in this world; manU$yii
I)iim, among human beings themselves; priipnuvanti. 
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attain; mahattiim, gre;ltness through wealth, learning 
or virtue, i.e. they who acquire the means of greatness, 
such as wealth etc.; te, they; bhavanti, become; iva, as 
it were; dhyiina-iipiida-amsii/:z, possessed of a share of 
meditation. The word iipiida means the attainment of 
the result of meditation; and amsa means a share, a 
part, some portion. The meaning is that they verily 
seem to have acquired a portion of the result of medita
tion. They seem to be immovable, unlike small people. 
Atlta, then again; those who are alpii/:z, small, who have 
not acquired even a little of greatness based on riches 
etc., wh<? are the opposite of the former; they become 
kalahina/:z, quarrelsome; piSunii/:z, jealous, finding 
fault with others; and upaviidina/:z, slanderous, i.e. apt 
to speak ill of others in their very presence. Atha, on 
the other hand; ye, those who have acquired greatness 
due to wealth etc., such as imparters of knowledge, 
kings, lordly people and others; te, they; prabhava/:z, 
have influence over others. Te, they; dhyiinii-piida
amsii!:z, are possessed of a share of meditation; iva, as it 
were, etc. has already been explained. Therefore, the 
greatness of meditation is seen from its results. Hence 
it is greater than intelligence. 'Therefore upiissva, 
meditate on that', etc. has already been explained. 

SECTION 7 

I 

~~tl4 cnq iiQl"l~ Fct~I~9i en 'SI{.a~ 
FctGl 19i I RI ~~ tllQcl«'4ISQcftil iI<JVifi:a RliJltI'1~Jdl 
QW4 cl«l9ii ~ ~ ~ tci Rfit 
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ClIq]qlq:qQCfiltl4 ~ClFc1ai i*" lila i 'ldfittli 
8,tdll?tili ~8,t"liIcu~ ftctaCl'il'1li1ai ~ :q '{ft14f :q 
-en; iSlICfiI,1 iillq~ d'il~ ~cU~ q¥4l~ 
~~vq ~m :q 10 ICI'1Wffl'¥Q«I;:q 1-
cfileqd~lfqqlf<i1q; Qlf ~~ :q ~ ~ :q ~ 
iSllftlg ~ $C(tI*, iilll«C4*, ~ :q ~ ~ :q (r{tCfiq~ 
if ~~1~4C1 ~'ilI'1IR1 1iI~1'1~IMRlII ~ II 

1. 'Understanding is indeed greater than medita
tion. Through understanding one verily knows ~g
Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sarna-Veda, and Atharva··Veda 
the fourth one. History and mythology which form the 
fifth Veda, grammar, the rites for the manes, mathe
matics, the subject of natural disturbances, mineral
ogy, logic, ethics, etymology, the subject of ancillary 
knowledge concerning the Vedas, science of the ele
ments, science of archery, astronomy, science of ser
pents, the subject of fine arts, heaven. earth, air, 
space, water, fire, gods, men, animals. birds, grass, 
trees, ferocious animals, worms, flies. and creatures 
including ants, virtue and vice, truth and untruth, good 
and bad, pleasant and u.npleasant. food and drink, this 
world and the other, are all verily known through 
understanding alone. Meditate on understanding.' 

Vijfziinam. understanding (the meaning of scrip
tures); viiva, is indeed; bhuya/:l, greater; dhyiiniit, than 
meditation. Vijfziinam means the knowledge of the 
subjects presented by the scriptures. Being the cause of 
meditation, it is greater than meditation. 

A nd in what is its greatness? That is being answered. 
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Vava, verily; vijflanena, through understanding; vij
anali, one knows; rg-vedam, ~g-Veda as 'This is ~g
Veda which is a valid means of knowledge, and the 
knowledge of the meaning of which is the cause of 
meditation'. Similarly are to be explained yajur-vedam 
etc. Moreover, vijfliinena eva, through understanding 
alone; vijanali, he knows; pas(tn, animals etc.; dhar
mam ea adharmam, virtue and vice determined by the 
scriptures; sadhu ea asadhu, good and bad as accepted 
by people or the Smrtis. and all things that do not come 
within the range of vision. Hence it is reasonable that 
understanding is greater than meditation. Therefore. 
upassva, meditate; on vijflanam, understanding. 

1I ~ fc1*,I=1 .iJI<,!ql~ fc1~I .. qffl ell( ~q:;I"l 
*,1 .. qfflsNmi4M Q~q~I"W mt nSlIW 
lftollCfiIQi4la cqqfd lIr fc1*,I=1 .iJI~l~sfta cqtrq) 
fc1~I"I~ ~ fc1i1I .. lilq ~s~fd ~ 
cq.lql .. til~M II ~ II ~ tlC(tQ: ~: I' \911 

2. 'He who meditates on understanding as Brah
man, he who meditates on understanding as Brahman, 
surely wins the worlds possessed of understanding and 
knowledge. He gets freedom of movement as far as tht.: 
range of understanding extends.' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
understanding? ' 

'There is surely something greater than 
understanding .. 

'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

Hear of the result of meditation for one who IS 

34 
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possessed of understanding. Abhisidyati. he wins; 
lokiin. the worlds: vijriiina vata~!. possessed of under
standing. in which understanding exists; and are jfull1a
vatab. possessed of knowledge. Vijri{mam is the under
standing of subjects presented by scriptures. while 
jriiil1am means proficiency in other subjects. The idea is 
that he attains worlds inhabited by people having un
derstanding and knowledge .. As far as the range of 
understanding extends', etc. is to be explained as 
before. 

SECTION X 

~ CflCf ~*,I"'I(~sfq ~ m- ~*,I"'CCHIi4ctd 
dt(itcU ... IChA44d lJ ~ ~ cqCC(i4?ir(t.lIHI 

cqq~Mf.iO;qRi.lRHI cqqffi qRi.I'tiqffflI ~
qtt1~~1 \1cWr ~ cqqffi lRn cqqffi ~ cqqftr 

cnffl cqqffr ~*' IH I cqqftr -~ cl ~cn Mtldkt 
dt#t"'I41R~ ~ maf~ ... trchrr ~ ~qi~1 ~ 
q:tlq~ C{4l-::.m ~ qUlct.-tt-4f1~: SQIqe:I::tO:I1-

cn1lqH~lfQ41Rt1cfi ~ #IChMtldkt CS4(1'fljlqlMkt 
II~II 

lJ it ~ atO?1ql~ tlICC'(f't~ TRt "~I~ 
~?:IICfilqi.ll~ cqcrffi it ~ ~tOfqQl~~ cqtTcif 
dt(itl(~ ~ ~(l'fI&JCC ~S~kt .~ 
cq.lql .. ~·1ffqRt II ~ II $(i4tiGq: ~: II Gil 

1-2. 'Strength is surely greater than understanding. 
One strong man causes to tremble even a hundred 
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people with understanding. When one becomes strong 
then he rises up. Rising up, he serves. Serving, he sits 
near. Sitting near, he becomes an observer, a hearer, a 
thinker, a knower, a doer, and a man of understanding. 
It is through strength indeed that the earth stands. 
Through strength the intermediate-space stands. 
Through strength heaven stands. Through strength 
mountains stand. Through strength gods and human 
beings stand. Through strength animals also stand, as 
also the birds, grass and trees, ferocious animals, down 
to insects, flies, and ants. The world stands through 
strength. Meditate on strength. 

'He who meditates on strength as Brahman, he who 
meditates on strength as Brahman, gets freedom of 
movement as far as the range of strength extends.' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
strength?' 

'Surely there is something greater than strength.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

Balam, strength; vava, is surely; bhuyal:z, greater: 
vijiianat, than understanding. By strength is meant the 
ability of the mind to understand an object of knowl
edge, which arises from the use of food. This is in 
accordance with the Upani~adic text, 'Owing to fasting 
~g-Veda etc. do not come to my mind' (VI.7.2). Even 
in the body, that (strength) itself is the ability to rise up 
etc. since ekal:z balavan, one strong creature; aka"n
payate, causes to tremble; even a hundred satain api; 
vijiianavatam, men of understanding, just as a mad 
elephant makes even a hundred persons gathered to
gether tremble. Since strength arises thus from the use 
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of food, therefore yadii, when; sal), he, a man; be
comes balf, strong by having strength; atha, then; bha
vali, he becomes; ulthiilii, an agent of rising-he rises 
up; utti$/han, having risen up; paricaritii bhavati, he 
serves, becomes an agent for serving; upasattii bhavati, 
he sits near them, i.e. becomes close and dear to them. 
Upasfdan ca, and having come close; dra$/ii bhavati, he 
becomes an observer, he attentively observes his 
teacher or any other instructor. And thereby srotii 
bhavati, he becomes the hearer of whatever they say. 
Then, mantii bhavati, he begins to think rationally 
thus, 'This thing that has been said by them is logical.' 
And by thinking, boddhii bhavati, he becomes a 
knower that, 'This is such indeed.' Then, having as
certained thus, kartii bhavati, he becomes a performer 
of what they say. Vijiiiitii bhavati, he becomes a man of 
understanding, i.e. he expe~iences the result of (per
forming) that act. Moreover, this is the greatness of 
strength: Through strength indeed the earth stands. 
This and other portions are easy to understand. 

SECTION 9 

~ cncr ~(itICL~i4Rtt&tltJtJfQ ~ ~lsn.;,,;ft4ItJ~ 
W \i{la~tijCiIAE..,jh'tlq;~1Icsn41.nfc1~I(f1 \TC4N
tQ liitliia ~ cqcMr JJffin cqcffir ~ cqcffir ~ 
\lCikt CfiM ~ fc1~I(f1 \lClNifijqWtafd II ~ II 

1. 'Food indeed is greater than strength. Therefore, 
should a man not eat for ten nights, then, if he happens', 
to live he becomes unable to see, hear, reflect, know, 
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perform, understand. Then, on receiving food he be
comes able to see, hear, reflect, know, perform and 
understand. Meditate on food.' 

Annam, food; vava, is indeed; b/J[i\·ul}., greater; ba
lat, than strength, becau:ie it is the GiUSC of strength. 
How does food become the cause of strength? That is 
being said. Since food is the caUSl: of strength, there
fore yadyapi na asnfyat, should a man not eat for ten 
nights, he dies through the loss of strength acquired 
from the use of food. If he does not die, yalli f.l ha fiver, 
if he happens to live on--for people are seen to live 
even for a month without eating--, or even if he lives; 
adra~tii bhavati, he becomes unable to see even his 
teacher. As a consequence of that a§rota bhavati, he 
becomes unable to hear etc. as opposed to how he did 
earlier. Atha, then, when a man remains without eating 
for many days and becomes unable to perform such 
acts as seeing etc.; and afterwards annasyiiyf, becomes 
a receiver of food (he becomes able to see etc.). The 
word ayal; means coming. So. coming of food means 
getting food. He who has that becomes a receiver of 
food. The word ayai has been used by a change of 
letter. Again, even if the reading be annasya aya, then 
also the meaning is the same because such acts like 
seeing etc. are heard (mentioned in the Upani:;ads). 
For it is seen that the ability to see etc. comes from the 
use of food, but not so when it is not received. There
fore annam upiissva, meditate on food. 

~ ~sir iiiP~ltdSilqffl cl ~ 
(it)CfiI;qI'1ctfflsNmuda Qlq«JIW 1M fbllW 
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'Q?:iIChIQi4TU cqcffir <nsif .iPfqql~~ 
cqrrcft~ $(qjlhiiCf ~SfdUd ~ 
cq 4lql"4ltcilRctRt II ~ II ~ ;rq1f: ~: II ~ II 

2. "He who meditates on food as Brahman attain'i 
the worlds which are verily full of food and full of 
water. He who meditates on food as Brahman gets 
freedom of movement as far as the range of food 
extends. ' 

"0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
food?' 

"Surely there is something greater than food.' 
"May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

And the result is, sa~l ahhisidhyati, he attains; lokiin, 
the worlds; which are vai. verily; annavatalJ, full of, 
abundant in food: and piinavata~l, abundant in water, 
since food and water arc cver-asso...;iated. The rest is to 
he explained as bet ore . 

SECTION 10 

antit cUCIlitl(il~~fi4I@J~1 ~<!ftd' ~ 
~di44 muTT 3l'if e&ntil "IFct&:lffl(q?l ~ 
~C!ffe~q(ql"'~: In'OTT cqcc~it ~ cqFct&:lffl(qIQ 

~ ~ ~ qftacil 4~R8.t 4~~d\qGfuI 
lIG..~aq~1 4N~lq~ q'(:tT~:m ~ 1Ulct4W\14: 

SQlq&I;qI4ilGQd~lrqc:il~Chqlq ~ 1{ffl aN 

aql~Rt II ~ II 

1. 'Water indeed is greater than food. Therefore 
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when there is lack of abundant rainfall, creatures are in 
agony (thinking) that, "Food win be scarce." Again, 
when there is abundance of rainfall the creatures be
come joyous thinking, "Foot! will bc plentiful." Water 
indeed is all these that have forms. That which is this 
earth, that which is the intermediate-space, that which 
is heaven, those which are mountains, those who are 
gods and human beings, and those which are animals 
and birds, grass, trec'" ferocious animals, worms, flies 
and creatures induding ants---, it is water that has 
taken all these forms. Mt:u ;_tate on water.' 

Apab, water; vdva, is indeed; bhuyal:z, greater; an
nat, than food because it is the cause of food. Since this 
is so, therefore yada, when; SUV($til:z na bhavati, there is 
lack of abundant rainfall, rainfall which is beneficial to 
crops; then, priilJ,ab, creatures; vyiidhfyante, are in 
agony. Why? That is being answered: 

Iti, (thinking) that, 'In this year, annam kanfyal:z 
bhav~yati, food will be scarce for us.' 

Atha, again; yada, when; SUVr$til:z hhavati, there is 
abundance of rainfall; then priilJ,iil), creatures; bha
vanti, become; anqndinab, joyous, happy, merry, iti, 
(thinking) that; 'Annam bahu bhav~yati, food will be 
abundant.' Because food that has form grows from 
water; therefore apab eva imal) murtiib, water indeed is 
all these that have forms; it has taken the shapes of 
different things. Ya iyam prthivf, that which is this 
earth; yat antari/qam, that which is the intermediate
space; -imiil), these and others are indeed water that 
has taken forms. Therefore apal)·upassva, meditate on 
water. 
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lr ~sq) • .r.~qlfft ftct{.q:;l-
lfT~'1ftdql .. \:tqRt Qlct~qi Tffi' tbllW <.ltlICfilqif.U(j 

~ ~sq) • .r.~H:itsmt ~~cqfr ~. 
~~ cnq ~StfflRt ~ cq.lctl .. cilRqM II ~ II 
~~: ~:II ~oll 

2. 'He who meditates on water as Brahman attains 
all desirable things and gets contentment. He who 
meditates on water as Brahman gets freedom of move
ment as far as the range of water extends.' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
water?' 

'Surely there is something greater than water.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

The result is that, sa~l ya~l apa(l brahma iii upiiste, he 
who meditates on water as Brahman; iipnoti. attains; 
sarviin kiimiin, all desirable things, i.e. things which 
have shapes. And he becomes contented by meditating 
on water because contentment arises from water. The 
rest is to be explained as before. 

SECTION II 

~ ctlql<:t.~ 'l4~iiI l{d'ly;ql·liPICfiI~lq~ 
qffi aGI~~n:qP.t RaqRt q~&.dti en ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~~lfi1&J&I$Qlq: ~ ~~ 
RH~r~ fcl'qcf~HI(~I~I~~R1 (1~I~I~t1j(1d 
~"'QRt q~tiQRt en ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~f4(C1It1jq: 
~ ~ aqlMRt II ~ II 

e. 
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1. 'Fire is indeed greater than water. That indeed 
which is such, heats up the intermediate-space by tak
ing up air as its support. Then people say, "It is heating 
up", "It is burning", "It will surely rain". It is verily 
that fire which, having revealed itself earlier, creates 
water. In the form of roars of thunder, that fire which is 
such, travels along with lightning flashes that shoot 
upward or zigzag. Therefore they say, "Lightning is 
flashing", "It is roaring", 'It will surely rain" It is 
verily fire which, having first revealed itself, creates 
water. Meditate on fire.' 

Tejal;z, fire; vava, is indeed; bhLiyal:z, greater; ad
hhyal;z, than water, since fire is the cause of water. 

How is it the cause of water? That is being said. 
Since fire is the source of water, therefore it is indeed 

tat, that fire; vai etat, which is such; which viiywn 
agrhya, taking up air as its support, making air motion
less through its own might; iika.~am abhitapati~ heats up 
the intermediate-space. When the fire, by spreading 
over the whole sky, heats it up, tada. then; the common 
people ahul;z, say; 'NiSocali, it is heating up tHe world 
slightly; nitapali, it is burning the bodies. Therefore 
var~i$yati vai, it will surely rain.' It is well-known in the 
world that a person who notices the presence of a -cause 
knows the effect will follow. It i~ tejal:z eva tat, that fire 
indeed; which purvam darsayitva. having revealed it
self earlier as manifest; atha, then; apal:z srjate, creates 
water. Therefore fire is greater than water by virtue of 
its creating ~ater. Moreover, there is another fact. In 
the form of roaring thunder lat, that fire itself; etat, 
which is such. becomes the cause of rainfall. How? 
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Ahriidii!:z, roars of thunder; caranti, travel; saha, along 
with; vidyudbhiJ:z, the lightning flashes; that urdhvti
bhib, shoot upward; or tiraicibhiJ:z, zigzag. 

Tasmiit, therefore, by seeing that; the common 
people iihuJ:z, say; 'ViJyotate, lightning is flashing; sta
nayati, it is roaring; var~'i~'Yati val, it will surely rain', 
etc. has already been explained. Therefore tejaJ:z up
£issva, meditate on fire. 

lf qtdJl ilIlPfl:iq1td a;j1'" a lf d\il~ffl 
(1'tlChI ... \fltctfflsq6ddq~I .. RlmQdit 41ctd\ilW 1T<t 
dSlIf4 lftUChlqiU~ cqcffir 4~~ .iPft!ql~sfta 
\f'lqtd'ilm ~ ~ d\ilW CfICf ~s~Rt ~ 
\OI'IClI;a&UtqM II ~ II $raChI«~I: ~: II ~ ~ II 

2. 'He who meditates on fire as Brahman surely 
becomes resplendent. He attains worlds that are re
splendent, full of light and free from darkness. He who 
meditates on fire as Brahman gets freedom of move-
ment as far as the range ot· fire extends.' . 

'0 venerable sir. is there anything greater than fire?' 
'Surely there is something greater than fire.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

The result of meditation on that fire is tejasvi vai 
bhavati, he surely becomes resplendent. And abhisidh
yati, he attains; lokiin. worlds; that are tejasvataJ:z, re
splendent; bhiisvataJ:z, full of light; and apahata
tamaskiill, free from darkness, free from darkness of 
external and internal ignorance etc. 1 

The meaning of the remaining portion is easy. 

ILe. free 'from darkness outside, and ignorance, attraction, repul
sion etc. within the mind. 
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SECTION 12 

3UCfiI~n cnq d\ilW\ "I!tI~ICfiI~ ~ 
«41ii1'1(i4f1lf!q. ~~SIiOilijHICfiI~~I(Ulilf£lICfiI
~ ~IOnf(lICfilfl~ Jdft~IOnf£lICfiI¥t· ~ 3UCfiI~ ~ c c 

~ 3iICfilfi \i1ltR1 3UCfiI4lIQR'l\i1Ii1d 3iICfiI~lljql-
~Rt II ~ II 

I. 'Space indeed is greater than fire. Both the sun 
and the moon, lightning, stars, and fire (exist in space). 
One calls through space, hears the call through space, 
hears (the words of ariother) through space, sports' in 
space, does not rejoice in space, takes birth in space, 
and grows towards space. Meditate on space.' 

Akasal;z, space; Val/a, is .indeed; bhuyan, greater; 
tejasa/;l, than fire. Since space is the cause of fire as
sociated with air, air has been spoken of in the text, 
'Taking up air as its support' (VII.xi.I). ~ence air is 
not spoken of here separately from fire. In the world a 
cause is seen to be greater than its effect, as earth is 
greater than pots etc. Similarly space is the cause of fire 
associated with .air, and hence it is greater than that. 

How? 
Akase va;, in space indeed; exist ubhau, both; surya

candrUinasau, the sun and the moon which are forms of 
fire. And agniJ.t, fire, which are forms of light. What
ever becomes included in another thing is small. The 
other is greater. 

I'Sport' here is used in the sense of enjoyment, in general, with 
others. 
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Moreover, one iihvayati, calls another through 
space; and the other who is called snlOti, hears; iikii
sena, through space. Words uttered by one are prati· 
snlOti, heard by another; iikiisena, through space. 
Ramate, one sports; iikiise, in space with another. Simi
larly, one does not rejoice in space when one's wife and 
others die. Akiise jiiyate, one is born in space, and not 
in any place already occupied by a formed thing. Simi
larly, sprouts etc. abhijiiyate, grow towards; iikiisam, 
space, but not in the oppo<;ite direction. Therefore 
akil§am upiissva, meditate on space. 

II If 3trcIirqr fliP~l~ 3tIChI('lqffl t II 
(i{tChI~ChI('lqfflS~"'&lli~lItlC4ff1sRd~Qlfil lITCf
~IChI('IW ~ i151IW ~tQlCfilqiEllil cqcffir If 3UChI'1 
fliP?:lql~sfi:<I wrq 3tIChI('II~ ,(qIq,I'l'II&'lq 

~s~Rt ~ \:j:'1C4111(:i\RqRt II ~ II ~ ~: 
~:II ~~II 

2. 'He who meditates on space as Brahman, attains 
the worlds that are full of space, full of light, without 
obstruction, and vast. He who meditates on space as 
Brahman, gets freedom of movement as far as the 
range of space extends.' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
space?' 

'Surely there is something greater than space.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

Hear the result: That man of knowledge abhisidh
yati. attains; lokiin, worlds; which are iikiisavata!;., full 
uf space, extensive; prakiisavata~l, full of light, since 
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space and light are ever-associated; asambiidhiin, 
which are without-obstruction. Sambiidhanam means 
sambadha/:z, obstruction, causing suffering to one an
other. Asambadhan means (worlds) free from them. 
Urugayavata/:z, vast, with a vast expanse. The meaning 
of 'as far as the range of space extends' has already 
been explained. 

SECTION 13 

~ ctlctl4'd¥II(i1C1R14ltIClClfq 1IWCf auRlQ 
+'4(9d) ~ W q;;a ... ¥~Cj;f q;cfu;t fcNtl;ft~~~1 
cnq W +'Il1j't?1 'l~$?1 q;cihil?1 (l.,\ij14\'(+tlUI cl 
'1,"~\ijI"'lfd "'~UI q'l~'t'lqIMfd II ~ II 

1. 'Memory is indeed greater than space. There
fore, even if many people who do not have memory sit 
together, surely they ~ill not hear, think of, arid know 
anyone. Should they indeed have memory, then they 
would hear, thereafter they would think, then they 
would know. Through memory indeed one recognizes 
one's son, through memory the animals. Meditate on 
memory.' 

Smara/:z, (which) is the same as smaralJ.am, a func
tion of the internal organs; vii va , is surely; bhuya/:z, 
greater; akiiSat, than space. The words iikiiSiit bhuyal) 
should be understood as iikiiSiit bhu)'iin by changing the 
gender (since smara is of masculine gender). Space and 
all other things become meaningful when the recol
lector has his memory, because they are meant for the 
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enjoyment of a man of memory. When there is no 
memory, even an existing thing surely becomes non
existent because there is absence of any purpose to be 
served by its existence. Moreover, wren there is no 
memory, it is not possible to know even the existence 
of space etc. Hence is the greatness of memory over 
space. 

Since the greatness of memory is obvious in the 
world, therefore yadyapi, even if; bahava/:t, many 
people who have assembled; iisfran, sit together in one 
place; (and) although sitting there, if they happen, na 
smaranta/:t, not to remember even one another's ~alk; 
te, they; na eva, will surely not; S(1)uyu/:t, hear; kan
cana, any; sabdam, word; similarly na manvfran, they 
will not think. They can think only if they happen to 
remember what is to be thought of. They will not think 
owing to absence of memory. So also na vijiinfran, they 
will not know. Yadii, should they; viiva, indeed; smare
yul), remember what is to be thought of, recognised 
and heard; atha, then; S[1)uyu/:t, they would hear; atha, 
thereafter; manvfran, they would think; atha, then; 
vijiinfran, they would know. Similarly, through mem
ory indeed one recognizes his sons as, 'These are my 
sons.' SmarelJ,a puSan, through memory (one recog
nizes) the animals. Therefore smaram upiissva, medi
tate on memory because of its greatness. 

l{ 1I: aiPf!qltd cUClAAUiQ mt t"l1~ 
1I111q;lqiiU{t 'lfCiffl If: ~ i1iP¥ltd~ cq11Cf: 

~~I~ lM ~~lilIC( 'P-'l~Rt ~ 
'lf i IClI1ilcftfii:ifflll ~ II ~ Sl4I@1: ~: II ~q II 
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2. 'He who meditates on memory as Brahman, he 
who meditates on memory as Brahman gets freedom of 
movement as far as the range of memory extends .. 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
memory?' 

'Surely there is something greater than memory.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

The other portion has already been explained. 

SECTION 14 

atmT cnCf ,iHICliillf£u¥i;il t lifit qW?lI'1 ~ 
·Ch'flfOl ~ ~~~ ~~~i0d "F ~ MlChqy: 
~i0t1 3i1~lIijqIMfd II ~ II 

1. 'Hope is indeed greater than memory. Enthused 
by hope the memory recites the mantras, performs the 
rites, wishes for sons and animals, wishes for this world 
and the other world. Meditate on hope.' 

Aid, hope; is vdva, indeed; bhuyasf, greater; smariit, 
than memory. Hope is the expectation of something 
that has not been acquired. That which people call by 
such synonimous terms as hope, thirst, and desire, is 
greater than memory. 

How? 
Because, through hope residing in one's internal 

organ, one recollects the thing to be remembered. 
Remembering the form of the object of hope, a man 
becomes identified with memory. Therefore iiseddhal;z, 
being enthused by hope, being identified with mem
ory; one adhfte, recites; rriantriin, the mantras, Rk etc. 
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by recollecting them. After reciting them, and learning 
their meaning and the injunctions from the Brahmins'; 
karmiilJi kurute, one performs the rites, indeed with 
the hope of getting their results. And ieehate, one 
wishes for; putriin ea pa.§un ea, son~ and animals which 
are results of rites. It is through hope inueeu that one 
undertakes the means of their attainment. Cll, anu; 
remembering imam /okllm, this world, being verily 
enthused by hope; one icchate, desires it along with the 
means of acquiring the world~. Anu remembering 
amum lokam, that world, being enthused by hope; one 
icchate, wishes to get it, by undertaking the means of its 
attainment. In this way, this world, consisting of things 
beginning from memory and space and enuing with 
name, and tied together by the rope of hope, keeps on 
moving like a wheel in relation to every creature. 
Hence is the superiority of hope even over memory. 
Therefore ii.§iim upiissva, m~ditate on hope. 

II If 3tmi .tPfI!ql~ 3f1~lcU~ lIi CfiIIn: 

lI1f'ZI~"'t41 tilttll'llf41 "ICiRt 41C1«1.~1I41 ~ 
flSlltli lItU4'iIQi:4I(1 "ICiM ~ atmi .tPfI!qlt'd~ 
'q1TCJ 3i1~1I41 ~ $('(I1~1I41 CfTCf ~S~M ~ 
cqaIClI..-c:ilRet.M II ~ II ~~: ~: II ~~ II 

2. 'Anyone who meditates on hope as Brahman, all 
his desires become enriched by hope, and his prayers 

I Briihma"ebhya~ may also mean 'from the Brahmapa portion of 
the Vedas'. 

2i.e. acquiring objects of enjoyment in this world. 
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become unfailing. He who meditates on hope as Brah
man gets freedom of movement as far as the range of 
hope extends. ' 

'0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than 
hope?' 

'Surely there is something greater than hope.' 
'May the venerable sir tell me that.' 

Hear the result that one gets, who meditates on hope 
as Brahman. By hope, when meditated on for ever, 
sarve kamii/:z, all desires of that meditator; samrdh
yanti, become enriched, attain prosperity. And all his 
asi$a/:z, prayers; amoghii bhavanti, become unfailing. 
The meaning is that, all that he prays for become 
unfailingly fulfilled .. As far as the range of hope ex
tends', etc. is to be explained as before. 

SECTION 15 

JnUit q'TCl 3U~1I41 'itt I~WI en am ~ 
ftqfQdl t(qqff44~lcn lfCf~ ftqfi16 :tnUT: Jncn ... cum 
JnUT: JlI'Oi _ JnOll4 _ In''Olt ~ ft«n muiT 
lffifT MUTt \lTffi JnUT: ~ Jn1JT am:nd: muiT 
«118101: II ~ II 

1. Vital force is surely greater than hope. As spokes 
are inserted in a hub, similarly are all things inserted in 
this vital force. The vital force moves with the help of 
the vital force. The vital force imparts vital force to the 
vital force. The vital force indeed is the father, the vital 
force is the mother, the vital foce is the brother. the 

35 
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vital force is the sister, the vital force is the teacher and 
the vital force is the Brahmin. 

Beginning with name and ending with hope, all 
things that are arranged successively as greater and 
greater from the point of view of cause and effect, and 
source and product, (and) which have their existence 
due to memory, and are held together by the rope of 
hope just a:s a stem of a lotus is by the fibres-, they are 
in every way inserted in the vital force. And by that 
vital force which pervades everything internally and 
externally, and which is like a string, all things are 
strung al)d held together like gems in a string. That 
vital force which is such, is va;, surely; asiiyii bhilyiin, 
greater than hope. 

How does it have the greatness'? 
This is being answered with the help of an illustration 

by way of confirming that greatness. In the world, 
yathii vai ara, as indeed the spokes of the wheel of a 
chariot;'samarpita~, are inserted, fixed; niibhau, in the 
hub, (of the wheel) of the chariot; evam, similarly; (all 
things have been fixed) asmin prill:ze, on this chief vital 
force in the body, on the conscious self l , which is of the 
form of the aggregate of the subtle body2, and into 
which the supreme Deity has entered in the form of an 

'Though the vital force is the limiting adjunct of the individual 
soul, it is here spoken of as identical with the individual soul. (See 
A.G.) 

2The Sl1trAtmA or HiratJyagarbba, appearing in the individual 
being, as the aggregate of the subtle body consisting of five vital 
forces, five sense organs, five organs of perception, mind and 
intellect. 
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individual soul, like the reflection in a mirror, for mani
festing names and forms. And it is the same vital force 
which is' the manager of God, like the minister of a 
king, as is stated in the Upani~adic text, ' "On whose 
depa.rture (from the body) shall I too depart, and on 
whose continuance in the body shall I too continue?"
thinking thus, He created the vital force' (Ke.VI.3). 
And that same vital force follows God like a shadow. In 
the Kau~itaki Upani~ad we have, 'As the spokes of a 
wheel are fixed to the hub, as the spokes are fixed on 
the nave, in the same way, particular objects' are fixed 
on particular perceptions!, and the particular percep
tions are fixed on the vital force. That vital force itself is 
the conscious Self (111.8). Hence, into this vital force 
SllrVllm, all things as described, are inserted. Therefor~ 
this vital force is not dependent on others. Priir,zalJ" the 
vital force; yiiti, moves; priir,zena, with the help of the 
vital force, by its own force. Its ability to move etc. is 
not derived from anything else. This is the meaning. 
All distinct things such as action, accessories, and 
results are nothing but the vital force. They do not exist 
outside the vital force. This is the meaning of the 
context. Priir,zalJ,' prar,zam dadati, the vital force trans
mits vital force, i.e. whatever it transmits is identical 
with itself. and to whatever it is given, that is also the 
vital force itself. Hence, the person who is called 
'father' etc. is also the vital force. 

If ~ ffmt en 1ITfli en 1IRri en tcI\U i ClI'6I .4 
'Particular objects such as sound etc. and earth etc. 

lParticular ~rceptions are perceptions of sound etc. or organs 
that give rise to such perceptions. 
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en ~16IO·1 en fcfif3ie4('3:tIf4C1 Jfk416 
f~*~:.u~f4a;iiqltt: • cl (€4qm qlq61 cl (+.tqffi 
~ ~ (€4qm fCI~61 cl (+.tq~<m·f.lI461 cl (i,lqffl 
~16IOI61 cl (€4q~Rt II ~ II 

2. 'If anyone should use any word that appears im
proper to his father, or mother, or brother, or sister, or 
teacher, or to a Brahmin, to him they say, 'Fie on you', 
'You are indeed a patricide', 'You are indeed a matri
cide', 'You arc indeed a fratricide', 'You are indeed a 
murderer of your teacher', 'You are indeed a murderer 
of a Brahmin.' 

How do the words 'father' etc. give up their well
known meanings and denote the vital force? The ans
wer is that the words 'father' etc. are used with regard 
to a father and others so long as the vital force exists in 
them, and (those words) are not used when the vital 
force departs. 

How does that'occur'? That is being answered. Yadi, 
if; sab, he, anyone whosoever; pratyiiha, should speak 
to anyone among the father and others; kincit, any
thing; bhrsam iva:which appears improper, along with 
the word 'you'); then the conscientious bystanders 
iihu~l, say; enam, to this one; 'Dhik tva astu, fie on you. 
Pitrhii vai tvam, you are indeed a patricide, a killer of 
your father', etc. 

3l?;f 4@lc4;iili(tfiI~14101l~;ii ffql~ ~
Q~gila;t ~: fQq61mRt ;r ql16I~Rt ;r ~lq6H:ftRt 
;r ~ff6lfftRt ;iiliU46tmRt ;r al6l0 161mRt II ~ II c 

I Instead of such respectable words as bhaviin, venerable sir! 
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3. 'Again, if he should bum them after the depar
ture of their lives, by heaping and separating their 
limbs with a spear, they will surely not say to him, 'You 
are a patricide', • You are a matricide', 'You are a 
fratricide', 'You are a murderer of the teacher', 'You 
are a murderer of a Brahmin'. ' 

Atha, ag~in; daher, if he should burn; enan, these 
very ones; utkrantapra1;lan, when their life has de
parted, when they have left the body; samasam, by 
heaping; and vyati$an, separating their limbs; 5ulena, 
with a spear~ven when he does such a very cruel act 
with regard to those very bodies during the burning 
characterised by heaping and separating the limbs; na 
eva enam bruya/:l, they will not surely say to this one; 
. Pitrahii. you are a patricide', etc. Therefore by the 
method of agreement and difference, it is known that 
even this person who is called father etc. is verily the 
vital force. 

JnUft (iiid.Pi tilt. fa. 'qqMlI en ~ ~ q,~~ci 
q;q."4 ~ fc1\i1."i" MeUilt ~ (f 
-a(~~Rtq,@JmfQMq,@J~M i!"iI.q«:tcOd II ~ II 
lM If&?.I<<¥.: ~: II ~ ~ II 

4. 'The vital force itself indeed becomes all these. 
Anyone who is such, seeing thus, reflecting thus, and 
knowing thus, transcends all in his speech. Should 
anyone say to him, "You are transcending the limits in 
your speech", he should say, "Yes, I am transcend
ing." He need not hide.' 

Therefore pra1;la/:l, vital force; hi eva, itself indeed; 
bhavati, becomes; sarva1;li, all; elani, these-father and 
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others, and all those that move and do not move. Sal) 
va; e$a/:l, anyone who is such, who knows the vita) 
force; evam pasyan, seeing thus in the manner des
cribed, perceiving thus from the result (of meditation); 
evam manviina/:l, reflecting thus, reflecting with the 
help of reason; evam vijiinan, knowing thus, i.e. arriv
ing at the certitude 'This is really so', with the help of 
reasoning-because the meaning of scriptures be
comes convincing when associated with reflection and 
realisation; hence, knowing thus, ativiidz bhava#, he 
transcends all in his speech. The meaning is that he' 
becomes Gapable of speaking by transcending all things 
starting from name and ending with hope. Tam eet 
bruyu/:l, should they tell him, the transcender, who, in 
all his words, always speaks of the vital force as existing 
by transcending everything beginning from name and 
ending with hope-if they should speak to him, to the 
man who indeed speaks of himself as the vital force of 
all the things in the world counting from Brahma to a 
clump of grass, 'Ativiidf asi, you are transcending the 
limits in your speech'; bruyiit, he should say; 'Yes, 
ativiidf asmi, I am transcending all in speech.' Na apal)
nuvfta, he need not hide. Why indeed should he hide, 
since he has realized the vital force, the Lord of all, to 
be identified with himself as, 'I am ihis (vitalforce),. 

SECTION 16 

'Q!-f ~ en atktct«Rtlf: fI~"'lktct«kt wsW '1'TCf: 
fi~"'lktq«l;ftkt l«ir • fcJM*,IRntcq(ld"d m 
~ fc1M*,lfi ~II ~ II ~ l{js~l: ~: II ~~II 
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1. 'But this one indeed transcends in speech, who 
transcends by virtue of-realisation of Truth.' 

'0 venerable sir, such as I am, I want to transcend in 
speech by virtue of realisation of Truth.' 

'Truth indeed has to be sought for realisation.' 
'Venerable sir, I seek for the realisation of Truth. ' 

He, Narada who was such, having heard of that vital 
force, which transcends everything and which is the 
Self of all, to be identified with his own Self, stopped by 
thinking that there. is nothing beyond this, so that he 
did not ask as he had done before, '0 venerable sir, 
does anything exist which is greater than the vital 
force?' 

Having found him (Narada) satisfied by knowing, in 
this way, this Brahman which is an unreal transform
ation, and thus fallen short of the highest success but 
yet thinking of himself as capable of transcending in 
speech by virtue of realisation of the highest Truth, the 
venerable Sanatkumara said to his competent disciple 
by drawing him away from that particular fals~ notion: 

'But this one indeed, of whom I shall speak, tran
scends in speech; in reality, the knower of the vital 
force does not tr~scend in speech.' His transcendence 
in speech is in relation to nal11:es etc. only. But he is the 
(real) transcender in speech, who knows the highest 
Truth beyond all things and called the Infinite. 

Hence he says: 
'E$al) tu vai ativadati, but this one indeed transcends 

in speech; yal), who; satyena ativadati, transcends 
through Truth, by virtue of the realisation of highest 
Truth.' 

'Bhagavap, 0 venerable sir; sal) aham, such as I am, 
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who have taken refuge in you; satyena ativadiini, I want 
to transcend in speech by virtue of realisation of Truth. 
May the venerable sir direct me in such a way that I 
may be able to transcend in speech by virtue of realisa
tion of Truth.' This is the intention . 

. If you want to transcend in speech in this way, then 
sat yam tu eva, Truth itself; vijijriiisitavyam, should be 
sought for realisation. ' 

Having been told so, Narada said, 'Let it be so. In 
that case, bhagavab, venerable sir; from you sat yam 
v ijijriiise , I seek for the realisation of Truth, to know It 
fully. ' 

SECTION 17 

Vcn" fcNU"'Nt.1 ~ ~ :;nm, .. 44N ~ 
fc1\i1, .. ilCi ~ ~ Pct**,4 • PctM~lmdOQfldd 
fc1~,4 \:Ii,en PctN1**lft ~ II ~ II ~ ftt(1C(,I: 
~: II ~\911 

1. 'When indeed one understands, then one speaks 
the Truth. Without understanding one cannot speak 
the Truth. It is only by understanding that one speaks 
the Truth. Understanding, however, has surely to be 
sought after. ' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after understanding. ' 

Yadd, when; vai, indeed; vijiiniiti, one understands 
Truth in its reality, as 'This is true in the highest sense', 
then by giving up untruth, the totality of transform
ations depending on speech, he realises that the only 
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Truth is that Existence which pervades all transform
ations. And atha, then; whatever he speaks, vadati, he 
speaks; of that satyam, Truth only. 

Objection: Is not transformation also true, because 
another Upani~ad says, 'Name and form are truth; (so) 
this vital force is covered by them' (Br. 1.6.3), and 'The 
organs are true, and this (the vital force) is the truth of 
those organs' (Br. II. 1.20). 

Reply: It is true that in another Upani~ad transfo{tTl
at ion has been stated as being true, but that has not 
been said from the point of view of the supreme 
Reality. 

What then? 
The word Truth (satyam) has been used by way of 

stating that whatever is an object of the senses is sat, 
directly perceived, and whatever is not is tyat, not 
directly perceived. And what is intended is that the 
realisation of the supreme Reality can be achieved 
through them. And it has also been said that 'the 
organs are true, and of them this (the vital force) is the 
truth.' Here also the intention is the same. But in the 
present context the specially intended meaning is this: 
By drawing away Narada from the belief that the 
knowledge of vital force is the same as the knowledge 
of the supreme Truth, I shall'make known to him that 
which is called the Infinite and which is the supreme 
Reality identical with Existence. 

Na avijiinan sat yam vadati, without understanding 
one cannot speak the Truth. He who speaks without 
realisation uses such words as fire etc. under the im
pression that fire etc. are the supreme Truth. But in 
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reality they do not exist apart from their three colours. 
(Ref. VI.4.1). Similarly, those colours also do not exist 
at all from the standpoint of Existence. Hence, without 
understanding one cannot speak the Truth. Vijiinan 
eva, it is only by understanding; that satyam vadali, one 
speaks the Truth. Moreover, that realisation of the 
Truth is not achieved unless there is an enquiry about it 
and prayer for it. Hence he (Sanatkumara) says: 'Vij
fiiinam tu eva vijijfiiisilavyam, understanding, how
ever, has surely to be sought after .• 

If this is so, then, 'Bhagava/:l, 0 venerable sir; vij
fiiinam'vijijfiiise, I seek after understanding.' 

In this way, in the series starting from Truth and 
ending with 'he acts' (karol;) (Cf. VII.21.1), the suc
cessive ones are to be explained as the causes of the 
preceding ones. 

SECTION 18 

~ ct ~S?f fitGlI:fIM :flq(etl fit\ill:flffl ~ 
fctGlI:flfd qRteiq ~RiI*,Ift:lfloQRt lrlW .... ilcO 
fctNt~ltt lM II ~ II $(tItii!I~~I: ~: II ~ til 

1. 'When one reflects, then indeed one under
stands. Without reflection one does not understand. 
One understands by reflection indeed. But reflection 
has to be sought after.' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after reflection.' 

Yadii vai manute, when one reflects, etc. Mati/:l 
means reflection, reasoning, love for the matter being 
reflected on. 
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SECTION 19 

~ cl JJI(<<iqlf4t.1 ~ ;wJI~~;qia JJI~~~q 
~ ~ • fctM~I~doiUd JJi4Jj cqalct1 rc.M~lft 
1Rr1l ~ II $fQcN::tFct,,: ~: I, ~~ II 

1. 'When one has faith, then one reflects. Without 
faith one does not reflect. One reflects when one has 
faith. Faithhas su·rely to be sought after.' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after faith.' 

Sraddhti, faith is the conviction 1 that the thing in 
question really exists. 

SECTION 20 

~ cl f.I~4Sf4t.1 JJI(<<8uRl ~IPtft.n6iSSQCt..«~IRt 
f.l1la4S~q JJI(<<~IRt f.rtor. rc.M~I~doaRt f;rfoi 
cqalct1 fctM~lft lMll ~ IIlM tim: ~: II ~o II 

1. 'When one serves devotedly, then one becomes 
endowed with faith. Without serving devotedly one 
does not acquire faith. One acquires faith by devoted 
service only. Devotion has surely to be sought after.' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after devotion.' 

Ni${hti is steadfastness in service etc. of the teacher, 
for acquiring knowledge of Brahman. 

lConviction that whatever the guru and the scriptures declare is 
really so. 
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SECTION 2 I 

~ i q;ilf£l~ f.tUdeofd "I~I f.t~tiCSfd 
~ f.tfldesfd CfiM~q fc1Ri1*'IFedciUfi ~ 
~ Fcd7il**ltllffi II ~ II l('QCfiFct~I: ~: II ~ ~ II 

1. 'When one acts, then indeed one serves devot
edly. Without acting one cannot serve devotedly. By 
action one serves devotedly. Action indeed has to be 
sought after. ' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after action.' 

Yadii vai karoti, when indeed one acts-action (krti) 
means the control of the senses, and practice of con
centration of mind. When that is present all things, 
starting from devoted service ending with understand
ing, are possible. 

SECTION 22 

~ i ~ (i1~~ Cfi?lM .. 1\1& (ijaql CfiflRt 
t{&qq {ft_. q;~M ~ • fC1Ri1*,IFedOtlfilRt 
~ ~ fc1Ri1*,ltI ~II ~ II ~ ilIFct~I: 
~: II ~~ II 

1. 'When one gets joy, then indeed one acts. With
out getting joy one does not act. Having got joy one 
indeed acts. But joy indeed has to be sought after.' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after joy.' 

That action too, occurs then, yadii, when; labhate, 
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one gets; sukham, joy when one thinks, 'The joy, the 
absolute Bliss that will be spoken of, has to be attained 
by me.' This is the meaning. As it is seen in the world 
that, when one knows that a certain action will result in 
joy, then he undertakes it, similar is the case here. Na 
asukham labdhvti karoti, one does not act by getting 
sorrow. Though the result accrues only in the future, 
(yet) it is said, labdhvti, having got (joy), since action is 
possible when one has that in view. 

Now then, it might be surmised that when all things 
stated successively, starting from action, exist, Truth 
reveals itself and that no separate effort is necessary for 
realising It. Hence it is said, 'Sukham tu eva, but joy 
indeed; vijijfttisitavyam, has to be sought after', etc. 

To Narada who revealed his eagerness by saying. 
'Bhagavab, 0 venerable sir; sukham vijijfitise, I seek 
after joy', he (Sanatkurriara) said: 

SECTION 23 

~ t ~ dfU& ~ tl&qfkj ~ ~ ~ 
~ fifRiI*, I~doq lfir ~ 'qi Iei'I Fc"~*, 1ft 

~ II ~ II ~ "~~~I: ~: II ~~ II 
1. 'That which indeed is the Infinite, that is joy. 

There is no joy in the finite. The Infinite alone is joy. 
But the Infinite indeed has to be sought after.' 

'0 venerable sir, I seek after the Infinite.' 

Yab vai bhumti, that which indeed is the Infinite, 
Incalculable, .Unexcelled, Innumerable-these words 
are its synonyms; that is sukham, joy. Whatever is 
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below that is finite because of limitedness. Hence na 
alpe sukham asti, there is no happiness in that finite 
because. finite is a cause of thirst for more. And thirst is 
the seed of sorrow. The seed of sorrow, like fever etc. is 
not seen to be a source of joy in the world. Therefore, it 
is logical that there is no joy in the finite. Hence bhamii 
eva sukham, the Infinite alone is joy, because the Infi
nite cannot be the cause of thirst etc. which are the 
seeds of sorrow. 

SECTION 24 

lI;( "1;q(q~Rt ~1;qiif"nRt ... ;q(FtI;UM lr 
'lqlt.lllSlI;q(qf4('q;q¥n('q;:qfl~''''M ~ lit cl 
'l'" dC(*1dQt.l lI«tr4 d;qt=4~ lr '11TCf: q;~.,.fdfiad 
~ ~ Qftfl::t ~?n ~ qft¥4lRt II ~ II 

1. 'The Infinite is that where one does not see any
thing else, does not hear anything else, and does not 
understand anything else. Hence, the finite is that 
where one sees something else, hears something else, 
and understands something else. That which indeed is 
the Infinite, is immortal. On the other hand, that which 
is finite, is mortal.' 

'0 venerable sir, on what is That established?' 
'In its own glory, or not even in Its own glory!' 

It is being stated as to what characteristics that Infi
nite is possessed of: The Infinite is that reality yatra, in 
which; na anyat pasyati, one does not see anything 
else-some witness distinct from what is seen (wit
nessed), does not perceive with a separate organ any 
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object separate (from himself). Similarly na anyat 
srIJoti, one does not hear anything else. Since all dif
fer~ntiated things are wholly included in name and 
form, it is for this reason that the two organs of hearing 
and seeing, which are the perceivers of those names 
and forms, are mentioned here by way of indicating 
other organs as well. It is to be understood that reflec
tion stands mentioned in the form, 'One does not re
flect on anything else' , since understanding is generally 
preceded by reflection. Similarly na anyat vijiiniiti, one 
does not understand anything else. The Infinite is that 
which has got these characteristics. 

Opponent: By such sentences as, 'One does not see 
anything else' etc. is it stated here that the well-known 
fact of seeing distinctive things does not exist in the 
Infinite, or is it stated that one does not see anything 
else, but sees the Self? 

Counter-objection: What follows from this? 
Opponent: If this statement only means that there is 

absence of seeing anything else etc., then it comes to 
saying that the characteristic of the Infinite is different 
from dealings within duality. On the other hand, if it be 
that by negating any particular form of seeing, it is 
stated that one sees the Self, in that case it will be 
tantamount to admitting that, in the same entity there 
are the differences of action, agent and result. 

Counter-objection: Even if it be so, what would be 
the defect? 

Opponent: Well, the defect will be that there will be 
no cessation of the phenomenal wo,rld, because the 
phenomenal world is constituted by the differences of 
action, agent and result. 
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Counter-objection: If it is maintained that ~ven when 
the oneness of the Self is admitted, then the differences 
of action, agent and result existing in It are different 
from those of the phenomenal world? 

Opponent: No. Since, when the absolute oneness of 
the Self is admitted, t~en the admission of the differ
ences of action, agent and result, involved in acts of 
seeing etc. amount to mere (meaningless) words. 

Counter-objection: Even from (he point of view of 
the statement of non-visualization etc. of other things, 
the specifying words 'where' and 'one does not see 
anything else' become meaningless. It is seen in the 
world that, when a statement is made with regard to an 
empty house that, 'One docs not see anything else', 
then it is not understood that one does not see the 
pillars etc. as also oneself. Is it not similar here as well? 

Vediintin: No. Since the instruction of oneness is 
given by saying 'Thou art That', there is no scope for 
the difference between the basis and the thing sup
ported, and similarly, there can be no scope of any 
vision with regard to oneself, since it has been ascer
tained in the sixth chapter that Truth is one Existence, 
without a second; and also in Upani~adic texts like: 

, ... established in this unperceivable, bodiless ... 
Brahman' (Tai. II.7.1); 

'His form does not exist within the range of vision' 
(Ka.11.3.9); 

'Through what, 0 Maitreyi, should oqe know the 
knower?' (Br. 11.4.14). 

Objection: Will not the specification 'where' become 
useless? 

Vediintin: No, since this is stated in the context of 
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differences caused by ignorance. Just as ideas oftruth, 
unity, and non-duality which .crop up during a discus
sion are asserted (about Existence) by saying, 'Exist
ence is one indeed, without a second', although It is 
beyond enumeration etc. similar is the use of the speci
fying word 'where' with regard to the Infinite which 
inde'ed is one. And since the intention is to speak of 
non-existence of differences in the Infinite, it has been 
said, 'One does not see anything else', by a re
assumption of seeing differences during the state of 
Ignorance. 

Therefore, the meaning of the whole text is that 
phenomenal dealing does not exist in the Infinite. 

Atha', hence; yatra, where in the context of ignor
ance; a person who is different pasyati, sees; anyat, 
something different with the help of something which is 
different; that a/pam, is finite. The idea is that this 
(finitude) exists during the period of ignorance. It is 
like a thing seen in a dream, which exists only during 
that period, before waking. For that very rcason it is 
mart yam, mortal, destructible, verily like a thing seen 
in dream. The Infinite which is opposed to that, that is 
Immortal. The word tat, that, refers to Immortality 
(because both are in the neuter gender). 

• Bhagaviin, 0 venerable sir; then, kasmin, on what; 
is sab, that, the Infinite which is of such characteristics; 
prati$/hitab, es.tablishedT 

To Narada who had spoken thus, Sanatkumara 
replied: If you want to know of Its establishment some
where, the Infinite is established sve mahimni, in Its 
own glory, in Its own greatness, magnificence. Or yadi, 
if you ask for the supreme Truth, then, we say na 

36 
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mahimni, It is not established even in Its own glory. 
The meaning is that the Infinite has nothing else as Its 
support, nothing else as Its accommodation. 

lTtatsyfqt; q~q(t4li?1~ 6~~~ucl ~1~'414 
~5IIOllllld:tI;ftRi '11644 .-dU4 acftiftRi i1clli?ll:41 
8l;:q fl¥t.,.. RI ffod ~ II ~ II ~ 'i:f"~: 
~:II~~II 

2. 'In this world it is said, that one's glory consists in 
cows, horses, elephants, gold, a slave, wife, fields and 
houses. I am not speaking like that because something 
that is different, stays on something that is different.' 
This he said. '(But) I am speaking thus: 

If the Infinite is established in Its own glory, then 
how is it said that It is not established? 

'Listen. fha, here, in this world; iicak.$ate, it is said; 
that gob, cow; asvab, horse, etc. are glories.' The 
singular numbe~ in goasvam is used according to the 
rule of compound words. Everywhere it is well-known 
that cows, horses, etc. constitute one's glory. As a man 
named Caitra, f(X instance, lives on them and is sup
ported by them, 'na aham bravimi, I am not speaking in 
that sense, that like Caitra, the Infinite is supported by 
a glory which is different from that of Itself. The sen
tence, 'Something that is different stays on something 
that is different', which is used here as a reason, is to be 
connected with the remote word 'I say'. This he himself 
said, 'But I am saying thus: He indeed ... ', etc. 

SECTION 25 

If C(cUQ~IM aQRwstlM Q~R:UM 'lIMIM 
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~Uld: "« a=t1«'1: II ~ tldfqfl4S4lfflS6(CfiHI~1 
l(qI6qql'Hijl«6~fttdd q~l«i 'lH?lI«6 
~UlfflS6ijft ~fflS6qa«~ tlcifqRll1 ~ II 

1. 'He indeed is below, He is above, He is behind, 
He is in front, He is in the South, He is in the North .. He 
is indeed all this. Hence, after that follows the instruc
tion with the help of the ego: "I am indeed below, I am 
above, I am behind; I am in fr.ont, I am in the South, I 
am in the North, I indeed am all this." , 

How again is it that He is not established anywhere? 
This is being answered. 

Since sal), He, the Infinite; eva, indeed; is adhastiit, 
below, nothing else exists besides Him on which He 
can be established. Similarly, 'He is upari.yliit, above', 
etc. are to be explained in the same way. If there could 
be anything else apart from the Infinite, the Infinite 
could have been established on it. But no such thing 
exists, for He indeed is everything. Hence that One is 
not established anywhere. 

Lest there be a misco~ception that the individual 
soul, who is the seer, is different from the Infinite on 
the strength of the text, 'Where one does not see any
thing else', in which there is an indication·of a basis and 
the thing based on it, and the text; 'He indeed is 
below', etc. in which the Infinite is referred to as some
thing not directly perceived, atal;., therefore, to avert 
this, atha, after that; follows ahamkiira-iideial;., in
struction with the help of the ego, instruction imparted 
through the ego. In order to show the non-difference of 
the seer (from the Infinite), the Infinite itself is being 
pointed out with the help of the ego, by the text 'aham 
eva adhastiit, I am indeed' below , etc. 
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3t?mI 3UiCil~ l(ClI~ql"H<'II«INlqft1ltt«I(C(I 
q~I«liCil ,!(~I«liCil ~ijld aUNHHd 341~a«~ 
~4fqfd '" en ~ ~ qNici q.c..... ~ 
fcNtI"'JlliCi (fd (liCiaihi atr(i4fq!... a:lliCil ... <: '" 
tct(l,( \4qfd ~ ~ ~ ChIQii4Ii1 \fCIfa1 3M 
~s;:qtUM f4s:~;:q(I\ilI'1~ $C4(iflChI \tctPa ~ 
~ (ifl4;tqChIQii4Ii1 ~II ~ II lfft q:;;ccPct'I: 
~:II~~II 

2. 'Hence, thereafter follows the instruction with 
the help of the Self. The Self indeed is below, the Self is 
above, the Self is behind, the Self is in the front, the 
Self is in the South, the Self is in the North, the Sen 
indeed is all this. Anyone who sees thus, reflects thus, 
understands thus, revels in the Self, disports in the Self, 
has union in the Self, has pleasure in the Self. He 
becomes a sovereign. He has freedom of movement in 
all the worlds. On the other hand, those who under
stand otherwise than this, come under a different ruler, 
and belong to the worlds that are subject to decay. 
They have no freedom of movement in all the worlds.' 

Since the non-discriminating people might miscon
ceive that it is the body and the organs which have been 
pointed out by the word 'ego' ('1'), atab, therefore, to 
avert this; atha, thereafter; follows iitmiide.sab, the in
struction imparted through the Self. The instruction is 
given through the Self alone, which is Existence in Its 
nature and is pure. The Self is everything in every way. 
Anyone who realises in this way, through reflection 
and understanding, this birthless One, all pervasive 
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like space and without a second, he, that man of 
Knowledge who is such, becomes iitmarati/:z, one who 
revels in the Self, one who revels only in the Self; 
similarly he becomes iitmakrff/.a/:z, one who disports in 
the Self. Rati, revelry, is based on one's own body only, 
and krif/.ii is disport based on external means. For it is 
seen in the world that people disport with wives and 
lady-friends. That is not so in the case of the man of 
Knowledge. What then? The meaning is that both 
these (krff/.ii and rati) come through the realisation of 
his Self. Happiness that comes from union is mithww. 
For the man of Knowledge that happiness also comes 
independently of union. 

So also he becomes iitmiinanda/:z, one who has plea
sure in the Self. The ple.asure of the ignorant is caused 
by sound etc. It is not so in the case of this man of 
Knowledge. What then? 

It is through the Self that everything, at all times and 
in every way, comes to the man of Knowledge. The 
meaning is that he is independent of external things 
that are meant for the body, life enjoyment, etc. He, 
the man of Knowledge who has such characteristics, 
becomes anointed for sovereignty even while living. 
Even after the body falls, he surely continues to be 
svarii!, a sovereign. Since he becomes such, therefore 
tasya bhavati, he has; kiimaciira/:z, freedom of move
ment; sarve$U loke$u, in all the worlds. 

On the earlier planes, starting with the vital force, by 
the use of the words tatra asya, there he gets (freedom 
of movement as far as ... ), was indicated that his 
freedom of movement was limited to that extent only. 
And by implication it was understood that he had an 
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overlord, because enjoyment there (in the different 
planes) was mentioned to have degrees. The earlier 
mention of sovereignty and freedom of movement are 
brought back into mind, and by the ~se of the words, 
sal;l svarat bhavati, he becomes a sovereign, the limited 
freedom of movement (on those planes) is negated 
here. On the other hand, ye anyathii ata/:l vidu/:l, those 
who understand otherwise than this, (Le.) contrarily to 
the understanding that has been spoken of, or those 
who do not know fully the things spoken of; they anya 
rajanal;l bhavanti, come under a different ruler. Anya
rajanaJ:z means those who have anya/:l, somebody else, 
as their ruler raja, king or master. Moreover, they 
k$hayyaloktiJ:z, belong to worlds that are subject to 
decay. Since the perception of difference has finite 
things as its objects, hence we say that it (the world 
attained) is limited and mortal. Therefore those who 
perceive duality, they, in accordance with their own 
perception, get the worlds subject to decay. Hence 
te$am bhavati, they have; akiimaciira/:l, no freedom of 
movement; sarve$U loke$u, in all the worlds. 

SECTION 26 

m:q w CIT t(d~q q~d 't«i' 14;q, .. ~q Fct\ill .. d 
anNd: JnUl 3mq(I 3U~"'(C4d: ~ a:mq'(I at '4"" 
3IINd+d<Sl 3mq(I 3tN a:mq'(I 3UFct'frc.M-
~cqlqlcelNal.$ilqlNal .(rtQI(C4ffl Fct~I"QI(C4ffl 
U4I:otQINd(li:rnql(C4d: ~ atl(C4ffl lR atl(C4ffl 
cerlllNal :otlQINal 1F.iIT arnqw: Ch'iIOc:tI(C4d ~~ 
fitffilfd II ~ II 
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1. 'Of that man indeed who sees thus, who reflects 
thus, who realises thus, the vital force springs from the 
Self, hope springs from the Self, memory springs from 
the Self, space springs from the Self, fire springs from 
the Self, water springs from the Self, appearance and 
disappearance spring from the Self, food springs from 
the Self, strength springs from the Self, understanding 
springs from the Self, meditation springs from the Self, 
intelligence springs from the Self, will springs from the 
Self, mind springs from the Self, speech springs from 
the Self, name springs from the Self, text springs from 
the Self, rites spring from the Self. All these indeed 
spring from the Self.' 

By the words tasya ha vai etasya, of that man indeed 
who is such, etc. is meant the person of illumination 
under discussion, who has attained sovereignty. 
Before the realisation of the Self which is Existence, 
the origination and disintegration of all things, starting 
from vital force and ending with name, had occurred 
from an Existence which was different from his Self. 
But now, after realisation of the Self which is Exist
ence, they occur from his own Self. Similarly, all other 
phenomenal dealings spring from the Self itself in the 
case of the man of realisation. 

~ wilen: 

";f ~ ~ q~4Rt ";f iTtT ~ ~:@(1I'l1 
wi':::g~: q~4Rt ttchucnRt.: II~II 
If ~QT ~ firm cqqffi ~m lft(fm ";fCfQT 

~ '1"'~enla:~I: ~: vffi' ~ ~ :clen~ ttgijlfOl ~ 
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fcf~"Rt'(16H:a.m mq:ar4: thcna.m ~ ~: 
~Rt(rl...q ~4M;eft ... i 1?u4'"~~'" ifRdCMlcUq 
dq~WI~ ~,tqRt .... alqI4l ... ~H~'!:. ~ 
$f4Ii31~ (f'!:. ~ $~Ifi(~ II ~ II ~ q:(fCI,': 
~: 1"1 ~~ II ~ 01~.4)qf.lqR ~l('t"'S8tOU4: 
11\911 

2. 'Here is a verse with regard to that: 
'The man of realisation does not meet with death, 

nor disease, nor even sorrow. The man of realisation 
sees eyerything, attains everything in every way. 

'He becomes one, three-fold as also five-fold, seven
fold and also nine-fold. And he is called eleven, one 
hundred and ten, and one thousand and twenty. 

'From purity of food follows the purity of the inter
nal organ. From the purification of the internal organ 
comes unfailing memory. After the achievement of 
memory comes falling asunder of all the knots of the 
heart. ' 

The venerable Sanatkumara showed the other shore 
of darkness to him who had become freed from all 
impurities. They call him (Sanatkumara) Skanda, they 
call him Skanda. 

Moreover, tat, with regard to that, with regard to this 
subject, there occurs; e$a/:l sloka/:l, this verse, this man
tra, as well. 

Pasya/:l, one who sees, one who has realised in the 
manner spoken of, i.e. the man of realisation; na pas
yati, does not meet with; mara1J,am, death. Moreover, 
he also does not meet with rogam, disease, such as 
fever. Hena, does not; uta, even; meet with duhkha
tam, sorrow, sorrowfullness. 
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That paSyaJ:r" man of realisation; pasyati, sees; sar
yam, everything-he sees the Self as everything. 
Therefore sarvam apnoti, he attains everything; sarva
saJ:r" in every way. 

Moreover, saJ:r" that man of realisation; ekadhii, 
having been only homogeneous before the diversifica
tion through creation, he assumes during creation, infi
nite, different forms beginning with three. Again, at 
the time of dissolution he attains his own original 
supreme State of homogeneity, remaining indepen
dent indeed. In this way, arousing enthusiasm through 
the mention of the result of knowledge, it (Knowledge) 
is being eulogised. 

Now, after that, instruction is being given about the 
discipline which is the means for the fullest revelation 
of Knowledge as spoken of, like the purification of a 
mirror which is th,e cause for the reflection of a face. 

Ahiirasuddhau, from purity of food-ahiira, food is 
derived in the sense of.whatever is acquired, the knowl
edge of sound etc. which are acquired for the enjoy
ment of the enjoyer-, so that, by purification of food 
is implied the purification of knowledge in the form of 
perception of objects. What is meant is, the (having of) 
knowledge of objects, which has no touch of such faults 
as attachment, repulsion, or delusion. When that food 
is purified, there comes the suddhiJ:r" purification, free
dom from impurity; of the sam'a, internal organ which 
is the possessor of that (pure food). 

Sattva-suddhau, from the purification of the internal 
organ; there comes dhruvii smrtiJ:r" unfailing memory, 
continuous memory of the Infinite as He has been 
realised. After that is attained, smrtilambhe, after the 
achievement of memory; there comes vipramok$aJ:r" 
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falling asunder, the fullest destruction; hrdayagranthf
nam, of the knots existing in the heart, of all the bopds 
in the form of snares of objects created by ignorance, 
which had become hardened by the impressions left by 
the experiences in maay past lives. The idea implied is 
this: Since the successive stages have purity of food as 
their source, therefore it has to be undertaken. 

After fully stating all the teachings of the scriptures, 
the Upani~ad conclud~s the story: Tasmai, to him; 
mrdita ka~ayaya, who had become freed from all im
purities, freed from all ka~tiya, impurities-(liL sap
impurities which are like the saps of trees)-attach
ment, repulsion, etc.; to Narada who had his impurities 
destroyed, washed away, freed by the practice of 
knowledge and detachment, whi,ch act like soda etc. 
which wash away stains of sap-, to him who was 
competent and who had his impurities removed-, 
(Sanatkumara) dar.§ayati, shows, i.e. showed; the 
supreme Reality !amaSa~l paramo beyond the darkness 
characteristic of ignorance. 

\Vho was he (who showed)? He was hhagayiin, God
like: 'He who knows the origin, dissolution, coming 
and going, as also knowledge and ignorance of beings is 
called bhagaviill (God-like), (V.P. VI.5.7X). 

Sanatkumara was possessed of such virtues, The 
enlightened people who know this iicak~ate, call this 
godly Sanatkumara himself; skaflda iti, Skanda I. The 
repetition, 'They call him Skanda', is to indicate con
clusion of the Chapter. 

ISkanda means a wise person. Kartika, the son of goddess Durga, 
is also named Skanda. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Although from such texts as, 'It is Existence which is 
one without a·second' (VI. 1. 1), 'The Self is all this' 
(VII.25.2), in the sixth and seventh chapters, it has 
been known that Brahman is free from direction, 
location, time, etc. still, since the intellect of dull 
people, which conceives that all things are possessed of 
the differences of direction, location, etc. cannot be 
suddenly turned towards the supreme Reality, and 
since the supreme Goal of life cannot be attained with·· 
out realization of Brahman, hence the location of the 
lotus of the heart has to be here instructed for Its 
realization. Although the reality of the Self which is 
Existence, is the only object of fullest knowledge and is 
devoid of any quality, still, it is necessary to speak of It 
as possessed of such qualities as 'having unfailing 
desires', etc. since people of dull intellect seek an entity 
with qualification. Similarly, although for the men of 
realization of Brahman, there is a spontaneous detach
ment from such objects as women and others, still, 
since the thirst for objects, which has been generated 
through the enjoyment of objects in many past lives, 
cannot suddenly be stopped, therefore injunctions 
about particular disciplines such as celibacy etc. has to 
be enjoined. So also, altho.ugh for persons who have 
realized the unity of the Self, there is absence of (the 
idea of) 'traveller', 'travel' and 'destination', and, on 
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the cessation of the causes for continuance of the traces 
of ignorance etc. they merge in their own Self, like 
lightning or blowing wind getting merged in space, or 
like fire whose fuel has exhausted, still, for those whose 
intellect has been tainted by such ideas as 'traveller', 
'travel', etc. and who meditate on the qualified Brah
man existing in the heart, going out of the body 
through the cerebral opening at the top of the head has 
to be spoken of. Hence is begun the eighth chapter. 

Brahman who is the supreme non-dual Reality, and 
is indeed devoid of direction, location, qualities, move
ment, and differences of results, appears to people of 
dull intellect as non-existing. The Upani:;ad thinks: 

Let them first come to the right path and then I shall 
slowly make them understand the supreme Reality. 

SECTION I 

aU 3M 4RC(qlf&t .. iP'I~ "C(8t 'I0:S~c:fi cQq 
~Sft:qiil:ij dq;I'I~ ftxi;:qC("(t~~tital (1IJCf 

FctMitlmd&411dfi II ~ II 
1. Hari Om! Then, in this small lotus-like dwelling 

that is within the city of Brahman, there is a small 
space. That which exists in that space is to be known. 
That indeed has to be enquired into for realization. 

Atha, then; yat, that which is going to be spoken of; 
as idam, thiS; daharam, small; pUf:ujarfkam, lotus..:like; 
vesma, dwelling, which is like a dwelling because of its 
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possession of gate-keepers etc.; asmin brahmapure, 
w:ithin this city of Brahman (viz the body-gross and 
subtle), the city of supreme Brahman-. As the city of 
a king is full of many officers, similarly this town of 
Brahman is possessed of many organs, mind and intel
lect, which fulfil the needs of the master. Hence it is the 
city of Brahman. And as the king has his palace in the 
city, similarly in that city of Brahman within the body, 
there is a small dwelling, that is to say, the place for the 
realization of Brahman, just as a Salagrama-stone is for 
(the realization of) Vi~pu. It has been said that Brah
man called Existence, has entered in the form of an 
individual soul into this body which is its own modifica
tion like a sprout, for the sake of manifesting name and 
form. Therefore, in the dwelling which is the lotus-like 
heart Brahman is realized by those who have with
drawn their organs (from objects), who have become 
detached from external things, who are specially en
dowed with the two disciplines of celibacy and truth, 
and who meditate on Brahman as possessed of· the 
qualities which will be spoken of. This is the meaning of 
the context. 

Dahara is smaller. In that small dwelling--since the 
dwelling is small, that which is included in that is smal
ler than it-antaQ, in that (dwelling); is akiiSaQ, space 
called Brahman . .It will be said, 'That which is called 
Space is the accomplisher of names and form' 
(VIII.14.1). Brahman is like space because of unem
bodiedness, and because of the similarity of subtleness 
and all-pervasiveness. Yat an~aQ, that which exists; 
tasmin, in that which is called space; tat, that; indeed 
anve$/avyam, has to be known. Tat vava vijijiiasita-
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vyam, that indeed has to be sought for realization. It is 
to be directly realized by seeking with the help of a 
teacher and such means as hearing etc. This is the 
meamng. 

<t =CIct?el4kl«qR¥t1i6l'!l ~ 91ogfi4i $r 
~S~iI;~nICfiI'I: ~ ~ Pcttld 4~E04 lfIP.' 
fc1M~lmdcqfqRlll ~II ~ II 

41cU;q1 3OtlfqICfiI'I'MlcU~tir$dtf«4 anCtiI,. ~ 
ad~M5II1CW{fi1cit 34'"d~CI flqlfld a'tllqfil(R:4 

Cfi$Rl ~cffl:t'"l"ftl~ fcI"~"lfQl 4_1~81~ 
~ "'I~ lICf d«~4tqlf8df'da II q II 

2-3. Should they ask him, 'Now that within this city 
of Brahman there is this small lotus-like dwelling, and 
within it is a small space, what is it that exists there 
which is to be known, and which indeed is to be sought 
for realization?' He should reply: 'This space within 
the heart is as vast as this space (outside). Within it 
indeed are included both heaven and earth, as also 
both fire and air, both sun and moon, lightning and 
stars. Whatev~r this one has here and whatever he has 
not, all that is included in that.' 

Tam, to the' teacher who had spoken thus; eel, 
should they, the students living with him; brayulJ" say 
-how? 

Yal, now that there is; idam, this; daharam, small; 
pU1)rJ.arfkam, lotus-like; vesma, dwelling; brahmapure, 
within this limited city of Brahman; and dkasalJ" the 
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space; that is asmin, within that; is dahara/;l, still 
smaller-in that lotus-like dwelling what can there be? 
Should they ask what can there exist in that space 
which is smaller than that-. 

Asmin antaJ;z iikiiSaJ;z, the space within it; is daharal;z, 
small. Kim tat, what is it; atra vidyate, that exists there? 
The idea is that nothing can exist. Even if-something of 
the size of a plum exists there, what result will one who 
knows it gain by knowing or realising it? Therefore, to 
him who had said that there is no need of knowing or 
realizing whatever exists there, sal;z, he, the teacher; 
brllyiit, should say-this is a statement of the 
Upani~ad-: 

-"Listen. The statement which you made with regard 
to that, namely, that the space within the lotus is small, 
and hence, whatever exists there will be sm~ller than 
that-, this is wrong. When I said "Within that is a 
sm.all,space", I did not say so with the idea that the 
space which exists in the lotus-like dwelling is smaller 
than the lotus. • 

What then? 
'The lotus is small, and the internal organ corres

ponding to that and contained in it is limited by the 
space within the lotus. In that purified internal organ of 
the yogins who have withdrawn their senses, Brahman 
is realized in the form of a clear reflection of the light of 
Knowledge, as though It is of that size, like an image 
appearing in clear water or in a mirror. Since there is 
the internal organ acting as the limiting adjunct, I said, 
"Within that is a small space." By itself however, 
antaJ;z-hrdaya-iikiiSa/:l, the space within the heart, in 
which, I said, one must know and realize (that which 
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exists there); is lavan, as vast; yiiviin, as; is ayam, this; 
physical akiiSaJ:z, space, well-known in its expanse. 
Moreover, the words "as vast", have not been spoken 
by me in the sense that Brahman has th~ same .expanse 
as that of space.' 

What then? 
'I said so since there is no other example which can 

suitably illustrate Brahman. 
'How again is it known that Brahman is not just like 

space? 
'It is known from such Upani~adic texts as: 
"By which are enveloped space, heaven and earth'\ 

(M.N.!.3); 
"From that Brahman which is this Self, was pro

duced space" (Tai. II .1.1); 
"By this Immutable, 0 Gargi, is space pervaded" 

(Br. 111.8.11). 
'Moreover, ubhe, both; dyiiva-prthivi, heaven and 

earth; are samahile, included, established; asmin antaJ:z 
eva, within it indeed, within this space called Brahman, 
which is possessed of intellect as its limiting adjunct, 
because it has already been said, "As the spokes are 
inserted in the hub (similarly are all things inserted in 
this vital force)", etc. Similarly ubhau agniJ:z ca viiyuJ:z 
ca, both fire and air', 'etc. have to be explained as 
before. 

ASI; means yat ca, whatever an embodied being has 
as his own; iha, in this world; and na asti means yat, 
what one does not have as one's own, whatever has 
been lost or whatever one will not have even in the 
future. But it does not signify what is absolutely non
existent, since (in that case) its location in the space of 
the heart is impossible. 
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W -a~f~:r~tclRct ~ 'Wi'!:. flQIf8d'!:. 
flalfOl q ~ lICl 'if Cfil1n q~:JGt~1 cUC;{)RI 
Jl&l~~ en fi; 'ffitTsfdlli&4d lM II ~ II 

4'. Should they say to him; 'If all this, as also all 
beings and all desires, is included in the city of Brah
man, then, when decrepitude takes possession of it or 
when it becomes destroyed, what can survive apart 
from it?' 

Again, eet bruyu/:l, should the students say; tam, to 
him who had spoken thus; 'Asmin eet brahmapure. if in 
the city of Brahman, Le. in the space within, implied by 
the word "city of Brahman", as alrcady described; 
samiihitam, is included; idam sarvam, all this; ca, as 
also; sarvii1)i bhutiini, all beings; sarve ea kiimiib, and 
all desires'-. Why are the desires spoken of by the 
students when they have not been mentioned by the 
teacher? There is no such fault. 'Desires' have indeed 
been mentioned by the teacher in the words, 'What
ever this embodied being has here, and whatever he 
has not'. Moreover desires are surely indicatcd by the 
word 'all'. 

(If so, then) 'yadii, when, at the time when; jara, 
decrepitude, indicated by wrinkles and grey hair, or 
old age; iipnoti, takes possession of; etat, this body 
called the city of Brahman;pradhvamsate va, or (when 
the body) becomes destroyed, disintegrated by being 
cut by weapons etc.; kim, what else; atiSi$yate, sur
vives; tata/:l, apart from it? The idea is that, just as after 
the destruction of a pot, milk, curd, or butter included 
in the pot become destroyed, so also after the destruc
tion of the body, all that is contained in the body 

37 
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becomes destroyed by the process of the destruction of 
the succeeding ones, following the destruction of the 
preceding ones. When destruction takes place in this 
way, what else which is different from it (the body) as 
described, survives, continue as a residue? The idea is 
that nothing exists. 

1I a£llill'E"I ~d;;;;ffi4R1 ~ q~ ~ 
Q\<1~('Q ~61'3}qROl4;q:)I,": flqlmdl ~ 
3U(iiIQ6dqlltll fcNtii fct'1~Fct~ih:h\ fc1MtI~S
fQQI~: ~('4Cfilq: ~('4mt.~ 1tWT ~ JNIT 

3i;cUfc1,IRt 1.l$!Ul~II~4 -q 14Q9flQR:tCfilql ~-q 
\ilO1Q« If iprcqpT "ff dqq)Q\iOcd:n II ~ II 

5. He should say, 'This (Brahman) does not become 
deformed through the decrepitude of this (body), is not 
killed on the killing of this (body). This is the true city 
which is Brahman. Desires are located in it. This is the 
Self which has no sin, no decrepitude, no death, no 
sorrow, no hunger, no thirst, has unfailing desires, 
unfailing will. In the very same way as here (in this 
world) people follow the command of their own king-, 
and whatever neighbourhood~ province, or whichever 
piece of land they are desirous of having, they accept 
those very ones for their livelihood (so also ignorant 
people, depending on others, enjoy the fruits of their 
actions). 

Being asked thus by the students sal;z, he, the teach
er; bruyiit, should say for removing their notion-. 

How? 
Asya jarayii, through the decrepitude of this, of the 
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body; etat, this Brahman called 'the space within', as 
already spoken of, and in which all things are included; 
na jfryati, does not become deformed, i.e. It does not 
undergo transformation like the body. Moreover, like 
space, this Brahrn:m na IW!lvate, is not killed; asya 
vadhena, on the kiHlIlg of this ~body) through infliction 
of injuries by weap~m etc \Vhat is there to say that 
Brahman which is subtit:::" even than that (space) and is 
beyond sound and touch, is not contaminated with 
evils belonging to the bo;'y, the organs, etc.! In this 
context, it becomes necessary to say how Brahman is 
not contaminated by the defects belonging to the body, 
the organs, etc. It ilas not been spoken of, lest there be 
any deviation from the subject under discussion. We 
shall speak of this later on, with the help of reason, in 
the story of Indra and Virocana. 

'Etat, this; is the satyam, true, not unreal; brahma
puram, city which is Brahman. But the body is called 
the city of Brahman for referring to Brahman meta
phorically. But that (body) is certainly unreal accord
ing to the Upani~adic text, "All transformation has 
speech as its basis, and it is name only" (VI. 1.4 ). Since 
Brahman is realized even in this false transformation of 
It, the body which is like a sprout, therefore, on the 
phenomenal plane it has been called, the city of Brah
man. In reality, however, Brahman Itself is the city of 
Brahman, since It is the basis of all dealings. Hence, in 
this city that is Brahman, implied by the word "lotus", 
in this very Self of one's own, are located all desires 
which are sought for by you outside. Therefore, you 
follow only the means for attaining That. Give up the 
thirst for external things. ' This is the idea. 
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E$a/:l, this is the Self, the real nature of you all. 
Listen to Its characteristics: Apahata-piipmii, It has no 
sin. That is called apahata-piipmii which is free from sin 
referred to by the words "virtue" and "vice". Simi
larly, vijara/:l, It has no decrepitude; and vimrtyu/:l, has 
no death.' This has already been stated earlier in, 'It is 
not killed on the killing of this (body).' Why is it 
repeated here? This has been repeated for allaying the 
apprehension that, although It does not come in con
tact with death and decrepitude associated with the 
body, still, It may come in contact with them in some 
other way. 'Visoka/:l, It has no sorrow. Sorrow means 
mental anguish caused by separation from desired 
things. etc. Vijighatsa/:l, It is free from hunger, free 
from desire to eat. Apipasa/:l, It has no thirst, is free 
from desire to drink.' 

Objection: Since their cause itself is denied, are not 
all states, counting from decrepitude to sorrow, ne
gated by the fact of Its freedom from sin, for they are 
the effects of virtue and vice? 

By the denial of decrepitude etc. which are the ef
fects of virtue and vice, the latter two (virtue and vice), 
though existing, become non-existent as it were. So the 
separate denial becomes meaningless. 

Reply: Quite so. But, as even in the absence of joy 
which is the effect of virtue, there may be a natural bliss 
as it is in God, as stated in the text, 'Brahman which is 
Knowledge and Bliss' (Br. 111.9.28), similarly, there 
may be the misconception that even in the absence'of 
decrepitude etc. which are the effects of vice. decre
pitude, sorrow etc. as such may exist naturally. There
fore the denial of decrepitude etc. separately from the 
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denial of virtue and vice is justified for the removal of 
that misconception. 'Decrepitude' etc. has been used 
here (synechdochically) for all sorts of misery. Since 
sorrows arising from sin are innumerable, and thus 
impossible to be denied individually, therefore the use 
of the phrase 'It has no sin', is justified as standing for 
the denial of all sorrows. 

He whose desires are true is satyakiimal,z-It has 
unfailing desire. Desires of worldly people ·are indeed 
false. God's (desires) are opposite of that. Similarly, 
He whose will for desirable things is also true is satya
sainkalpab-It has unfailing will. Wills and desires of 
God are caused by the limiting adjunct of pure sattva, 
as a man is called Citragu I when he is possessed of cows 
having various colours. But they do not inhere in Him, 
since the Upani~ad declares, 'Not this, not this' (Sr. 
11.3.6). 

The Self as already described is to be known from 
teachers and scriptures, as an object to be realized only 
subjectively by those who hanker after sovereignty. 

If it is not known, what harm will there be? Hear 
with the help of an illustration, the harm that will arise 
in such a case. 

Yathii hi eva, in the very same way as; iha, in this 
world; prajiil,z, people; yathiim,diisanam anviivisanti, 
follow the command of their own king, as people in this 
world accept someone else as their own master and 

I A person havi!lg cows of various colours is called Citragl1, and the 
phrase does not mean that the person himself has many colours. 
Similarly in the case of Go~, true wills and desires are not the 
qualities of God himself, but are caused by the quality of sattva which 
is His limiting adjunct. 
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follow the orders given by him;-what do they follow? 
-upajfvanti, they accept fe'r their livelihood; yam 
yam, whatever; antam, neighbourhood; janapadam, 
provinces; or yam k$etrabhiigam, whichever piece of 
land; abhikiimiil;z bhavanti, they are desirous of having 
a~cording to their own ideas. This is an illustration with 
regard to the defect of non-independence so far as the 
enjoyment of the result of one's virtue is concerned. 

d(l~ Cfi4Mffl ~: _ l{Clqctl'l" ,!OtlMffl 
~: ~ m $~h:ql ... q"'ifc1t1 a\il~dl~ 
ftf419( CIiI1U~~~ ~ ~cfi&:4Cfilq~l{} \ictf4?1 ~ 
$~I(ql ... qifcttl a\il~dl-::'~ ttf4I;q:;lql-::'~-::' ~ 
~ Cfilq~;IIU cqcrfffil ~II ~~: ~:·II ~ II 

6. As to that, as in this world the result acquired 
through action gets exhausted, in the very same way 
the result acquired through virtue gets exhausted in the 
other world. Therefore, in this world those who depart 
without realizing the Self and these unfailing desires, 
for them there is no freedom of movement in all the 
worlds. On the other hand, in this world those who 
depart after having realized the Self and these unfailing 
desires, for them there is freedom of movement in all 
the worlds. 

Then follows another illustration with regard to the 
exhaustion of that (result of action): 'As in this world', 
etc. 

Tat, as to that; yathii, as; iha, in this world; karma
jital;z lokalJ. k$fyate, the result acquired through action 
gets exhausted-for those subJects only who follow the 
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command of their master, the result acquired through 
service etc. which has to be enjoyed under somebody 
else, gets exhausted. 

Now the subject illustrated is being concluded
evam eva, in this very way; pU1;lyajital,z lokal,z, the result 
acquired through virtue, through virtuous deeds such 
as Agnihotra-sacrifice etc. which depends on some
body else for its enjoyment; verily !qfyate, gets ex
hausted; amutra, in the other world. 

The text, 'Therefore those who', etc. reveals that the 
defect mentioned comes to these people. 

Tat, therefore; iha, here" in this world; ye, those who 
in spite of their being competent for knowledge and 
rites; vrajanti, depart, pass away from this body; an
anuvidya, without realizing; atmanam, the Self
without making the Self as described and as instructed 
by the teacher and scriptures the object of their own 
realization, in accordance with the instruction im
parted; and those who depart without realizing these 
satyan kaman, unfailing desires as described, which are 
the efft:cts of true will and which exist in one's own Self; 
te$am, for them; akamacaral,z bhavati, there is no free
dom of movement, no independence; .sarve$U loke$u, 
in all the worlds, just as it is the case with subjects who 
follow the commands of their king. This is the 
meanmg. 

Atha, on the other hand; iha, here in this world; ye, 
those others; who vrajanti, depart; anuvidya, after 
having realized; atmanam, the Self, making It the ob
ject of their own realization in accordance with the 
instruction of the teacher and scriptures; and also real
izing etan satyan kaman, these unfailing desires as 
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already described; te$iim, for them; kamacara/:z bha
vati, there is' freedom of movement; sarve$U loke$u, in 
all the worlds, just as in the case of a sovereign king in 
this world. 

SECTION 2 

If ~ fQ¥flCfiCfiI..n ~ ff,<fi(Kilc{cUW ftm'l: 
tf'lffttef.i:t ~ fQ¥flcfi:t ff~Jtl qii\4d II ~ II 

I. Should he become desirous of the manes as ob
jects of enjoyment, the forefathers appear by his.very 
wish, and being associated with those manes as objects 
of enjoyment, he becomes glorified. 

How there is freedom of movement in all the worlds 
is being stated. One who, being endowed with the 
disciplines like celibacy etc. that will be spoken of, has 
directly realized in his heart the Self as described and 
also the unfailing desires included there (in that Self), 
yadi, should; sa/:z, he, after leaving the body; bhavati, 
become; pitrloka-kama/:z, desirous of the manes a~ 
objects of enjoyment-the forefathers who are -the 
progenitors are spoken of as loka, an object of enjoy
ment, because they are enjoyable on account of being 
the cause of happiness; one who has desire for them is 
pitrlokakama/:z, one who has the desire to have associa
tion with those forefathers-; pitara/:z, the forefathers; 
samutti$/hanti, appear, become associated with him; 
asya sainkalpat eva, by his very wish. (This happens) 
because, through purity of heart, he has come to pos
sess unfailing will like that of God. Sampanna/:z, being 
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associated; tena pitrlokena, with that enjoyment de
rived from the manes who are the objects of (his) 
enjoyment-sampatti means getting a thing one de
sires; being enriched by that, mahiyate, he becomes 
glorified or adored, or he thrives or feels his glory. 

3t?l llfa: ql¥f'4'iChla:fl ~ ~,,<fi(iqI~cUf£l 
lWR: fiyJfltBk1 ~ ql(l(rf)cfi:t fiAt,;) qtPiid II ~ II 

3t?l ~ \l1(1<ffl4'iChI.n ~ fi,,<fi(iqI~lf£I 
\m1"{: fi'3JftfdRt ~ \41~cfr:t t4iOQJtI QtPtld II ~ II 

~ ~ ~~(rf)4'iChI4t 
~~'fI~: t4'lMtBRt <R 
Qif}4d II ~ II 

3t?l ~ t4R!t(ffl4'iChla:fl '~ t4,,<fi(iqI~CfIW 
'T'I"'fi&~1~4: fi'lMtBRt <R t4f&(rf)cfr:t t4iL1Jt1 
Qif}iI<111 ~ II 

3t?l ~ Tr~QI(ROl(rf)q:;cfila:fl cqqfff 
fi,<t;(;qI~C4If£1 Tr~QI~ t4y;MtBd+<1o:t 
('t11<fio:t t4¥QJfI qif}4<111 ~ II 

~ 4@liIQIo:t(rf)4'iChIq) ~ t4,,<fi(iqI~CfIf4Ii1-
trA fiijMtBd~o:tlilQIo:t(rf)cfr:t t4At'" qtP4d II \911 

~ ~ 10dC4IR,.(rf)ChChI¥O(1 cqqfff 

fi'.q;(fQI~C4If£1 ~ndC4IR~ t4'lMtBd~o:t 3ndcuR5I
('t11cAA t4¥Q1I1 qif}4<111 (, II 
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3t~ ~ fl-A1('"t1CfiChlql ~ ~"<fi<.iQI~C4lfQ 
ft;lr: ~¥JMteRt ~ ~lMlcf;:t ~i1IJil q~tla II ~ II 

2. Then, should he become desirous of the mothers 
as objects of enjoyment, the mothers appear by his 
very wish, and being associated with those mothers as 
objects of enjoyment, he becomes glorified. 

3. Then, should he become desirous of the brothers 
as objects of enjoyment, the brothers appear by his 
very wish, and being associated with those brotbers as 
objects of enjoyment, he becomes glorified. 

4. Then, should he become desirous of the sisters as 
objects of enjoyment, the sisters appear by his very 
wish, and being associated with those sisters as objects 
of enjoyment, he becomes glorified. 

5. Then, should he become desirous of the friends as 
objects of enjoyment, the friends appear by his very 
wish, and being associated with those friends as objects 
of enjoyment, he becomes glorifi~d. 

6. Then, should he become desirous of perfumes 
and garlands as objects of enjoyment, perfumes and 
garlands appear by his very wish, and being associated 
with those perfumes and garlands as objects ~f enjoy
ment, he becomes glorified. 

7. Then, should he become desirous of food and 
drink as objects of enjoyment, food and drink appear 
by his very wish, and being associated with food and 
drink as objects of enjoyment, he becomes glorified. 

8. Then, should he become desirous of song and 
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music, as objects of enjoyment, song and music appear 
by his very wish, and being associated with that song 
and music as objects of enjoyment, he becomes 
glorified. 

9. Then, should he become desirous of women as 
objects of enjoyment, women appear by his very wish, 
and being associated with those women as objects of 
enjoyment, he becomes glorified. 

The rest is to be explained as before. Miitaral) , 
mothers who had given him past births. From the force 
of the context it appears that only they come who were 
the causes of (his) happiness, since it is not proper and 
reasonable that yogins of pure mind should have any 
desire for or association with those mothers who were 
causes of (his) misery and who were a means for (his) 
being born as a domestic swine etc. 

~ 4q;aqf1:4Chlft~1 cqcffir ~ ~ ~ -m~ 
H(.q;(K4I~ ftijMEdkt <R fti1l,n qiflild II ~ 0 II ~ 
ffi:Jl4: ~! II ~ II 

10. Whatever province he becomes attracted to, 
whatever objects he desires, that appears by his very 
desire, and being associated with that he becomes 
glorified. 

Yam yam antam, whatever province; abhikiimal) 
bhavati, he becomes attracted to; and yam kiimam, 
whatever object; kiimayate, he desires over and above 
those enumerated before; sal), that, that province and 
that object of his desires; samutt4lhati, appears; asya 
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sainkalpiit eva, by his very wish; and tena sampanna/:l, 
being associated with that because of non-hindrance to 
(his) desires and attainment of whatever he desires; 
mahiyate, he becomes glorified. All this has been ex
plained before. 

SECTION 3 

(I ~ ~: CfiI1U 3i¥lfQ~I"1I~tU'!:. fi(t4I"1I'!:. 
fH'1IQ1ftQfQur.t it it ~~ft: flffi ~ ~ ~~i"114 
(rf~1I ~ II 

t. Those unfailing desires which are such, remain 
covered by falsehood. Falsehood is the cover for those 
existing true desires, because whosoever of one's rela
tives departs from here, he is not available to be seen 
here again. 

In order to enthuse aspirants for undertaking disci
pline needed for the meditation on the Self as already 
spoken of, the Upani~ad says sorrowfully: This is in
deed a matter of sorrow that le ime satyab kiimiib, those 
unfailing desires which are such; 1IIlrta-llpidhiiniib. 
remain covered by falsehood, although they exist in 
one's own Self and are capable of being attained. Of 
them slllllm, which exist in the Self and are located in 
one's own Self; the ap id/uln a , cover is the thirst for 
external objects like women, food, eating, clothing, 
etc. as also the unrestrained behaviour with regard to 
them. The cover is called anrta, false, because it is 
caused by false notions. They are like a cover because 
the non-availability of existing desires is due to them. 
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How is it that they remain unavailable because of the 
covering by falsehood? That is being answered: 

Hi. because; yal;! yal;!. whosoeve'r. a son or a brother 
who is desirable; asya. to one. to this creature; praiti, 
departs, passes away; ital;!. from this world; na labhate, 
(that creature) does not get him, the desirable son or 
brother; iha. here; darsaniiya. for seeing, although 
existing in the space within his own heart, even if he so 
desires. 

3t?f .q i41~6 ~ -Q ~ lTffl tlii:4I::t:lRiOiII (if~ 
lICi ~ ~ fc1<ds;( iP~a ~: CfiIqJ 

a:t1Hlfilt4I~IRttitUfil m~otlf.lfit Ptrt('tq. 
aq~R ~3icH:ffl ~ fc1~laihlql: lrcfr: JNtT 

a:t6~6~fiU*4 l@' i*61(iflcfi ~ fc1~*41a"'4 tg 
S4ft{el: II ~ II 

2. Again, those individuals belonging to him, who 
are here and those who have departed, and whatever 
else he does not get by desiring, he ~ets all those by 
entering here, because these true desires of him remain 
here covered by falsehood. As persons who are ignor
ant about treasures do not get the treasure of gold, 
even while walking over it again and again, so also all 
these creatures do not know Brahman although they 
reach daily (during sleep) this Brahman which is the 
Goal, because they are deflected by falsdlOod. 

Atlza. again; ye ca jiviib, those individuals, living 
beings, sons, or brothers and others; asya. belonging to 
this enlightened creature; iha. who are here: J'e ell 
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preta/;, and those friends and relatives who have de
parted, are dead; yat ca anyat, and whatever else
clothes, food, drink, etc. or jewels; na labhate, he does 
not get in this world; icchan, by desiring; vindate, he 
gets, in accordance with the method described above; 
tat sarvam, all those; gatva, by entering; atra, here, into 
Brahman called the space in the heart; hi, because; ete 
s£ltyii~l kama/;, these true desires as described; asya, of 
him; anrta apidhana/;, remain covered by falsehood; 
£ltra, here in the space in the heart. 

How can such an unreasonable thing happen? 
That is being answered: Tat, with regard to that; 

yuthll, as; ak~'etrajna/;, persons who arc ignorant about 
the land containing treasures; who have not got the 
knowledge of treasures from books on treasures; na 
t'indeyu/;, do not get; that hidden hirar;yanidhim, trea
sure of gold-nidhi means something, some treasure, 
hidden by depositors for being taken up again, and 
hira~lya-nidhi means a golden treasure, i.e. gold, which 
is deposited underground-; upari upari sancaranta/;, 
even while walking over it again and again, although its 
knowledge is possible; evam eva, so also; sarva/;'ima/; 
prllja/;, all these creatures who are ignorant; na 
\';ndanti, do not know, do not realize Brahman; 
although gacchanta/;, they reach; ahllb aha/;, daily, 
during sleep; etam brahmalokam, this Brahman which 
is the Goal (Brahman and loka being non-different). 
They do not have the idea, 'Today I have attained this 
state of Brahman'; hi, because; they are pratya(lhii/;, 
deflected from their own nature; anrtena, by falsehood 
as described. They are dragged outside by such defects 
as ignorance etc. This is the idea. Therefore, for the 
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creatures, there exists this sorrow of not getting 
Brahman although It is within. their reach. This is the 
meamng. 

l{ en ~ amqy ~ d~d~q f.t~~ 5Elt(fqRt 
o~I,~qg'lgcfl l(ctR:H~:q:jf ~~ II ~ II 

3. This Self which is such surely exists in the heart. 
Of that this is verily the derivation: It is in the heart; 
therefore that is called the heart. A man of such know I·· 
edge daily reaches the heavenly world. 

Sa/:z, he; vai, indeed-· by the word 'indeed', that Self 
is referred to which was being discussed in the text, 
'The Self that is beyond sin' (VIII. 1.5)-; e$a/:z, this, 
the Self which is intended to be spoken of; ishrdi, in the 
heart, in the lotus of the heart, and is referred to by the 
word space. Tasya, of that, of this heart; etat eva, this 
and nothing else; is verily the niruktam, derivation. 
Since ayam, this, the Self; exists hrdi, in the heart, 
therefore (the heart is called) hrdayam. From the well
known derivation of the word hrdaya, it is to be under
stood that the Self exists inone's own heart. This is the 
idea implied. Evam vit, a man of such knowledge, who 
knows that this Self exists in the heart; eli, reaches, 
realizes; aha/:z aha/:z, daily; svargam lokam, the heav
enly world, the Brahman in the heart. 

Objection: Well, during deep-sleep, does not the 
man who has no such knowledge also reach Brahman 
in the heart, because it has been said, 'He then be
comes united with Existence' (VI.viii.l)? 

Reply: Quite so. Still there is a distinction. Though 
all creatures are Brahman which is Existence, whether 
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they know it or not, yet the man of Knowledge who has 
been awakened by the words, 'Thou art That', coming 
to know, 'I am Existence only and nothing else', be
comes Existence alone. In that very way, although 
both the enlightened and the un-enlightened persons 
attain Existence during deep-sleep, still it is said, . A 
man of such Knowledge alone reaches the heavenly 
world'. The result of (this) Knowledge is inevitable 
even after the fall of body, and hence is this distinction. 

3tV 11 ~ \'4iQ\'4I~S~liU{hl(Otl*l~ltI 1rt 
're:iHit~\'4iL1t1 ~ ~qollf\d"tLltid ~ 341(i)Rt 
tflcUiflC('fflq\:lqqfl~tDRt ~ ~ en ~ a6l0 'O 
;rrq \'4 f!I fq lit II ~ II 

~. 'Then, this one who is fully serene, rising up from 
this body (and) reaching the highest light, remains 
established in his true nature. This is the Self. This is 
Immortal. This is beyond all fear. This i~ Brahman. 
Truth is the name of this Brahman who is such.' This is 
what he said. 

The word samprasiidal) lIJeans fully serene, ~ecause 
during deep-sleep, being united with Existence which 
is his own Self, one becomes fully serene and gives up 
the impurity that arises from contact between organs 
and their objects during the states of waking and 
dreaming. Although in this sense the word sampra
sildal} can be used for all creatures in common, yet, 
since the context is of a man of such Knowledge who 
attains Brahman in the heart, and since the word e$ab, 
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this one, which indicates something near at hand, has 
been deliberately used here, the word samprasada/:l 
refers to him, the man of Knowledge. 

Atha, then; asmat sarfrat samutthaya, rising up from 
this body, giving up this body, i.e. giving up the idea of 
identity of the Self with the body,-but here it is not 
proper to understand in the sense of 'getting up' as 
from a seat, because of the qualifying words '(he 
remains established) in his true nature'; not that one 
has to attain one's own nature by rising up from some
thing else, because if it is a tbing to be attained, that 
cannot be his own nature-; (and) upasampadya, 
reaching; param-jyotil;z, the highest light-highest 
means the supreme Self, and the light is of the nature of 
consciousness-, i.e. having attained establishment in 
himself; abhini$padyate, he remains poised; svena 
rilpel) a , in his own nature. Before the attainment of 
this true nature, he had accepted through ignorance 
the body, which is other than his own nature, as his own 
Self. As distinguished from thzt, it is being said, 'in his 
true nature'. 

The nature of the Self surely is unembodiedness. 
The highest Light that is his true nature with which the 
fully serene one attains identity, is c$a/:l, this; alma, 
Self. This is what he said who had been enjoined by the 
Upani~ad with the words, 'He should speak' to the 
students (VIII. 1.5). 

Moreover, etat amrtam, this is Immortal, Indestruct
ible, the Infinite, because it has been said, 'That which 
indeed is the Infinite is Immortal' (VII.24.1). For this 
very reason It is abhayam, fearless, because there is 

38 
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nothing else besides the Infinite. Therefore etat 
brahma, this is Brahman. Of that which is this Brah
man the mima, name is-what is that?-satyam, Truth. 
Brahman indeed is Truth, is different from falsehood, 
since it has been said, 'That is Truth. That is the Self 
(VI.8.7). 

Why then is the name being repeated here? 
This is meant for praising the method of meditation 

on It (see next para). 

wrf.r 1 en ~ sfto~n'HlfUl tnftqfidil 
dtl~tI«¥idqll 1Iffi d"'~1'1 lRi -ft;itcq. qTURi 
4~.ncq. 4TUM dt¥tltlq6(641 ttcifctt\Ctaf 
Mlq;qM II ~ II ~ ~: ~: II ~ II 

5. These indeed are those three letters, i.e. sa, 1[, 

and yam. The letter sa that occurs there (in the word 
sat yam, Truth) is Immortal. Then that which is Ii, is 
mortal. Then, that which is yam, by that both are 
controlled. Since both are controlled by this one there
fore it is called yam (the controller). One who knows 
(meditates) thus, goes everyday to the heavenly world 
(Brahman in the heart). 

Etani, these; trfIJi, three; vizsatiyam,sa, tf, and yam; 
are tani, those; ak$araIJi, letters of the name of 
Brahman-i.e. sa, If, and yam. The [connected with tis 
for helping pronunciation, for later on it (i.e. t) is again 
indicated along with the short syllable (i). Among them 
tat, there; yat, that which is; sat, the letter sa; tat, that; 
is amrtam, Immortal, is Brahman that is Existence. 
Since the letter sa is indicative of immortality, there
fore the letter sa which verily is Immortal, is mentioned 
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with a t after it (because sat means Existence). Atha, 
then; yat, that which is; Ii, the letter ta, is mortal. Atha, 
then; yat, that which is; yam, the letter ya, by that 
letter, through its very nature; ubhe yacchati, one (who 
uses the word) controls, directs, both the earlier 
letters, sa and ta, called Immortal and mortal, i.e. 
keeps them both under control. 

Yat, since; yacchati, one controls;' ubhe, both; 
anena, by this (letter yam); lasmiil, therefore; it isyam, 
( called) yam. Because these two are seen to be as 
though controlled by this yam. Since even a letter of 
the name of Brahman has the great glory of possessing 
such qualities as immortality etc. what need one men
tion the Possessor of the name (as having such glory)! 
In this way, showing the derivative meaning of the 
name of Brahman, It is being praised for being medi
tated upon. Evam vit is one who knows the Possessor of 
the name. One who knows thus, eti, goes; aha/:l aha/:l, 
everyday; svargam lokam; to the heavenly world. This 
meaning has already been given (VIII.3.3) 

SECTION 4 

.' W.f If arnqJ. lJ ~1f&'.1Rtltd (rf)4iI9tIQfti:iIC(14 
~~ ~«qilUSi ~~~~~_~~~ 
~¥~ lIil qlatl.nsffl' RcUf4SQ6dQlati 1N 
II,Rfflcti: II ~ II 

1. Then, that which is the Self, is a dam which is a 
sure protection for the worlds for their noo
disintegration. Day and night do not reach this dam, 
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neither do decrepitude nor death, nor sorrow, nor 
virtue, nor vice. All sins turn back from It, since this 
world that is Brahman is free from sin. 

Atha, then; ya!) iitmii, that which is the Self, etc. 
The real nature of the fully serene one (sampra

siida!) whose characteristics have been stated above 
(VllI.3.4) js being praised again through the qualities 
which will be stated and which have or have not been 
stated, for the sake of relating it to the discipline of 
celibacy. Ya!), that which is; this (ilmii, Self, possessed 
of the qualities stated above; sa!), that; is setu!), a dam, 
is like a dam; which is vidhrti!), a sure protection. For 
the whole world is held together by this Ordainer in 
accordance with the rules of distinctions in castes, 
stages of life, etc. and actions, accessories and results in 
accordance with the I:tature of the performer. Since this 
world will disintegrate unless held together by God, 
therefore He is a dam who holds together. 

For what purpose is He the dam? That is being said: 
ASalnbhediiya, for preventing the disintegration, for 

the non-destruction; e,yiim lokiiniim, of these worlds 
counting from earth, which are the abodes for the 
agents, actions, and results. 

And what speciality does this dam have? That is 
being said: 

A horiitre , day and night; na tarata!), do not reach; 
etam, this; setum, dam which is the Self, although they 
are delimiters of all that have birth. The idea is that this 
One is not delimited by time as other transmigrating 
souls are delimited by time in the form of day and 
night, etc. because another Upani~ad says: 'Below 
which the year with its days rotates' (Br. IVA.16). 
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Therefore jarii, decrepitude; na, do not reach it. 
Similarly na mrryu/:l, nor death; na soka/:l, nor sorrow; 
na sukrtam, nor virtue; na dU$krtam, nor vice. Here, by 
the w~rd tarati is meant reaching, but not crossing 
over. The Self is the cause, and a cause cannot be 
superseded by its effect. All things, counting from day 
and night. are the effects of Existence. Something can 
be reached or superseded by something else, but not 
something by itself. Indeed, earth is neither reached 
nor superseded by a pot. 

Although denial of sin etc. was stated earlier in such 
texts as, 'That Self isfree from sin', etc. (VIII. 1.5) still, 
there is this speciality here: By the words na tarati, 
cannot reach, it is denied that the Self can be an object 
of attainment. There (in VIII. 1.5) only the absence of 
decrepitude etc. was spoken of in a general way. By the 
word piipmiina/:l, sins, are meant day, night, etC. as al~o 
all other sins that have and have not been mentioned. 
Therefore the meaning is that nivartante, they turn 
back from this Self which is the dam, even before 
Teaching it, because it has been said that this'brahma
toka};l, the world that is Brahman is free from sin
Brahman itself being conceived of as a world. 

i1f'iIID ~~ ~ ffi~I~: tliI"'~ ~ m: 
lGIrcm ~q\'1lcO tlil1Qi1ltft ~ (tf'ilil ~~ 
~ ff)(JlfQ "'CRIq~cUf\4RtQEJa ~cqm) ~ 
~gJ~Cfi: II ~ II 

!.The phrase is not used here in the sense of the world of Brahman. 
Elsewhere Sankaracarya derives the word laka in the sense of a goal 
that one hankers after; and Brahman is the supreme Goal. 
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2. Therefore, by reaching this Dam a blind man 
certainly becomes cured of blindness, a wounded man 
becomes cured of his wound, an afflicted person be
comes freed from affliction. Therefore, having reached 
this Dam even night surely turns into day. This world 
that is Brahman is surely ever-shining. 

Further, because the results of sin, such as blindness 
etc. come to a person who has a body, but not to any un
embodied being, tasmiit, therefore; tirtvii, by reaching; 
etam setum, this Dam, the Self; a person vai, certainly; 
bhavati, becomes; 'anandha/:t, cured of blindness; 
though he had been andha/:t, blind before, when he had 
a body. Similarly, though he might have been viddha/:t, 
wounded when he had a body; he bhavati, becomes; 
aviddha/:l, cured of his wound, by reaching the Dam 
after death. Similarly, upatiipi san, one who might have 
been afflicted with disease etc.; bhuvati, becomes; anu
patiipi, free from affliction. Moreover, since day and 
night do not exist in that Dam, therefore tfrtvii, having 
reached; etam, this; setum, Dam; api, even; naktam, 
night which is dark by nature; abhini$padyate, turns 
wholly; aha/:t eva, into day. The meaning is that, to the 
man of Knowledge night turns into day, into day as it 
were, into consciousness which is of the nature of the 
light of the Self and which remains the same for ever. 
E$a/:t brahma-loka/:t, this world that is Brahman; vai, is 
surely; sakrt-vibhiita/:t, ever-shining, being the same for 
ever in Its own nature. 

m ~ .61~efi .61i:4i(uIl"JFct~f.tt dqiqaq 
.61~ChRtql~ ~ ~ Cfiiq":'II{t cqcffirll ~ IllM 
~?f: ~: II~ II 
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3. This being so, those who reach this world that is 
Brahman through celibacy, for them surely is this 
world that is Brahman. For them there is freedom of 
movement in all the worlds. 

Tat, this being so; ye, those who; anuvindanti, reach, 
in accordance with (anu) the instructions of scriptures 
and teachers; etam brahmalokam, this world that is 
Brahman as described, make it an object of subjective 
realization; brahmacarye1)a, through celibacy, by 
givi_ng up hankering for women; te$iim eva, for them 
surely, for those who practise celibacy and those who 
have realized Brahman; is e$al;t. brahmalokal;t., this 
world that is Brahman, but not for others who, even 
though they be knowers of Brahman l , have thirst aris
ing from contact with things concerning women. Te
$iim, for them; bhavati, there is; kiimaciir.al;t., freedom 
of movement; sarve$U loke$u, in all the worlds. This 
has already been explained. The idea implied is that for 
knowers of Brahman this celibacy is the highest 
discipline. 

SECTION 5 

3t?1 ~ $f4lia~ il6Iia¢qq flCliI61iaQUI ~ 
~ ~ 'ff ~<dSVl 4~fqf411:1~ a6l1:l4"Q 
('1~61i31401 iPaG!.!='I(qI:tq1~,<a II ~ II 

1. Then, that which one calls sacrifice is surely celi
bacy, because it is through celibacy only that he who is 

IBeing so in name only.-A.G. 
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a knower reaches It. Then. that which one calls 
worship is surely celibacy. for it is by worshipping 
through celibacy only that one attains the Self. 

Since another discipline called celibacy which is an 
auxiliary of Knowledge. has to be .enjoined for the 
attainment of the Self that was praised with such attri
butes as being a Dam etc. the Upani:;ad states and also 
praises it (that discipline) as Sacrifice etc. for being 
undertaken as a duty. 

Atha. then; yat, that which; in this world iicak$ate, 
one calls; yajiiam iti, sacrifice. which good people 
speak of as a means for attainment of the supreme 
Goal; tat, that; is brahmacaryam eva. surely celibacy. 
A man having celibacy attains even the result that a· 
sacrifice has. Therefore it is to be understood that even 
a sacrifice is as good as celibacy. 

How can celibacy be a sacrifice? 
The answer is: 
Hi, for; braizmacaryefJ,a eva, it is through celibacy 

only; that yab jiiiitii, he who is a knower; vindate, 
reaches; tam, It, the world that is Brahman, which 
becomes, stage by stage, a result even of sacrifice. 
Therefore even a sacrifice is celibacy itself. Since in the 
words yab jniitii, he who is a knower, there is a 
repetition of the letters ya and jna, which constitute 
the word yajna, therefore sacrifice is celibacy itself. 

Atha, then; yat, that which; iicak$ate, one calls; 
i$lam iti, worship; tat. that; is brahmacaryam eva", 
surety celibacy. How? Because one attains the Self by_
worshipping (~fVii, pujaitvii) God, or by creating a 
desire (i$lvii, e$afJ,llm krtvii) for the Self, through 
the discipline of celibacy itself. Since i${am. object 
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worshipped or desired, has connection with e$a1;lii, 
desire, therefore it (worship) is celibacy itself. I 

~ tI~61IC(OIfi1f4liS1~ it8liSlQQQ d.81iS1401 
lJq l«f 341(q"nilIO·1 ~<flS?l 4~"1fi1f4liS1~ 
it8liSl4QQ d~81iS1401 ~cU(qI"1q~t1 ~ II ~ II 

2. Then, that which one calls Sattriiya1;la, is surely 
celibacy, since it is through celibacy indeed that one 
gets protection (triiya1;la) for oneself with the help of 
Existence (sat). Then, that which one calls contempla
tion is surely celibacy, because it is through celibacy 
itsel.f that, after learning about the Self. one contem
plates on It. 

Atha, then; yat, that which; iicak$ate, one calls; 
sattriiya1;lam iti, Sattrayatla~; tat, that; is eva, 
surely; brahmacaryam, celibacy. Similarly, \ 'ill£/llle, 
one gets; trii1;lam, protection; iitmana~l, for onesc If; 
salal;, with the help of Existence, the supreme Self; 
brahmacaryelJa, through celibacy, the practice of celi
bacy. Therefore that which one calls SattriiYWla (sat
trii~af)a) also is surely celibacy. Atha, .t~en; y~t. that. 
Which; iicak$ate, one calls; maunam ill, con~empla

tion; tat, that; eva, is surely; brahmacarYllm, celibacy. 
Brahmllcarye1;la eva, through celibacy itself. being as
sociated with the practice of celibacy; man ute, one 
contemplates; iitmiinam, on the Self; anuvidya, after 

lOne acquires the desire (e$a~a) for the Self through celibacy, and 
through worship (4Iena) also that very desire is attained. Because of 
this similarity, worship is celibacy. ' 

lA sacrifice performed by many sacrificers.-A.G. 
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learning about It from the scriptures and teachers. 
Therefore. even that which one calls mauna, contem
plation. is surely celibacy. 

Wl 4«"f1¥1q;14"ifq('QIf.4~ \i8lf.44i1q ~ 
6J1~1 ;r "i¥4M ~ i*81f.44ullifct<dS. 
4~~0414"ifqf4If.4~ i*81f.44i1q d'tt~~~ "8 -& 
04~H:Uoi~ ~(i{lcf; 1ffl4'@O'1.fit<11 ~ d~~",<fl~'i:. 
flH~«sg~: mqflq"f(1~~IN1di ~810': wgfc:1fitd'i:. 
~~Oq4'l.11 ~ II 

3. Then. that which one calls 'continuance in fast
ing' is surely celibacy. because this Self which one 
attains through celibacy does not get destroyed. Then. 
that which one calls 'living in the forest' (lit. going to a 
forest) is surely celibacy. because there are two seas 
named Ara and ~ya in the world of Brahman which is 
heaven. the third counting from here (earth). There is 
a lake full of an exhilarating gruel made from food. 
There is a banyan tree called Somasavana. There is 
the city of Brahman called Aparajita. There is a 
golden hall made by the Lord. 

Alha, then; yat, that which; iicak$ate. one calls; 
antb~akiiyanam iti. continuance in fasting; [£It, that; e~a, 
is surely; brahmacaryam, celibacy; hi. because; e$aJ:z 
litmil. this Self; which anuvindare, one attains; brahma
caryelJ.a, through celibacy; na nasyati, does not get 
destroyed in the case of one who is possessed. of the 
discipline of celibacy. Therefore what one calls 'con
tinuance in fasting' is also celibacy only·. Atha, then; 

IThere is a pun on the word aniiJakiiyana. the first meaning being, 
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yat, that which; ticak$ate, one calls; aral) ytiyanam iti, 
living in the forest; tat; that; eva, is surely; brahma
caryam, celibacy. Since there is attainment (ayana) of 
the two seas, Ara and t'Jya, by those possessed of 
celibacy, therefore arm)ytiyanam, living in the forest, 
is celibacy. As a cause, the discipline of celibacy is the 
highest auxiliary of Knowledge, because it has been 
praised through such exalted means of attainment of 
human goals, as (stated in), That which is sacrifice 
because of (being the cause of) Knowledge', 'that 
which is worship because of (being the cause of) 
desire', 'that which is a sacrifice involving many sac
rificers, because of protection with the help of the 
supreme Self, 'that which is contemplation because of 
reflection', 'that which is continuance in fasting he
cause of non-eating', 'that which is living in the forest, 
because of going to the two seas, Ara and t'Jya'. The 
meaning is that celibacy must be observed diligently by 
a knower of Brahman (by one who wants to know 
Brahman). 

Tat, there indeed; brahmaloke, in the world of Brah
man; there are an:zavau, two seas, or two lakes ap
pearing as seas; ha vai, well-known as Ara and Nya; 
crtiyasytim divi, in heaven, the third counting from 
here-it is third as compared with earth and the inter
space-, in that heaven. the third when counted from 
this world; tat, there itself; is airam madfyam saralJ. a 
lake. full of exhilarating gruel made from food. Ira 
means food; a lump made of that is Aira; the lake 
which is full of this and is a cause of exhilaration and 

continuance in fasting; and the second is, ayana, attainment, of 
anasaka, the indestructible Self. 
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delight for those who use it is airam madryam saral;. 
Tal. there' itself; there is lllvllttha/:l, a banyan tree; 
named somasavllna/:l. SOI:navasana. Or the meaning is 
that it exudes (sravana) nectar (soma). Tat, there itself 
in the world of Brahman is pul:z, a city; brahmalJal:z. 
of Brahman, of Hiratlyagarbha; called apariijitii, 
Aparajita. unconquered, since it cannot be at
tained by those who are devoid of the practice of celi
bacy. by people other than those who practise celibacy. 
And (there is) a hall which is prabhu-vimitam. made 
specially by the Lord (Hirapyagarbha); and that is 
ltira~lmayam. made of gold. The word 'hall' is to be 
lIlHkrstood. 

~ QO~(1Iq ~ ~ mf i:1I uici1 a6l<fflcfa 
a6li:4ifoll~<Rt dttl'"att a6l<fflCfif<ittl~ ~ 
~ CfiIQi:4I(} ~II~ II ~ q,*,Q:~: II ~II 

4. Those who reach through celibacy these two seas. 
named Ara and t'Jya. there in the world of Brahman. 
for them surely is this world of Brahman: For thl!m 
there is freedom of movement in all thl! worlds. 

Ye. those who; £lIlUVilldlillfi. reach; etau. these two; 
llr~lllVllll. seas. named Ara and r:-Jya; (£1[. there; brallllla
luke. in the world of Brahman; brahmll('Clr.'Ve~w. 

through celibacy. practice of celibacy; (t',wlm. fdr them; 
eva. surely; is e~'ab, this; brahmCllok£l~l. world of Brah
man which has been described. Te!;iim, for them. for 
the knowers of Brahman who are possessed of the 
practice of celihacy; klimaclira/:z bhava[i. there is free
dom of movement; sarve,\'lI loke;w. in all the worlds. 
Not for others who do not practice celibacy. (and) 
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whose intellect is engaged in external things. The /lot 
here stands for never. 

Objection: Unlike praising some adorable person by 
the words, 'You are Indra; you are Yama, you are 
Varupa', etc. mere giving up of the thirst for objects 
like women etc. is not worthy to be praised with words 
like worship, etc. What then? Some say that since 
Knowledge is the means for Liberation, therefore that 
alone is praised here by the words worship etc. 

Reply: No, since for those whose minds have been 
distracted by thirst for objects like women etc. there is 
no possibility of discriminating knowledge with regard 
to the innermost Self, as stated in hundreds of Upa
ni~adic and Smrti texts such as: 'The Self-existent Lord 
destroyed the outgoing senses. Therefore one sees the 
outer things and not the inner Self (Ka. ILi.l), 

It is surely necessary to enjoin the discipline (of 
celibacy) for the cessation of thirst for objects like 
women etc. which, as a cause, is an auxiljary of Knowl
edge. Therefore it is reasonable 10 praise it. 

Objection: Well, is it not that since celibacy is praised 
as yajna, sacrifice, etc. therefore it is known that sac
rifice etc. are the means for the attainment of the 
human goals? 

Reply: True, it becomes known (thus). But here 
celibacy is not praised as sacrifice etc. with the idea that 
sacrifice etc·. are the means for attainment of the world 
of Brahman. What then? This has been done from the 
standpoint of their being the well-known means for the 
attainment of human goals. Just as a king is praised as 
Indra etc., but not with the idea that the king functions 
in the same sphere as those in which Indra and others 
do, similar.is the case here. 
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Objection: Are those which are these seas etc. in the 
world of Brahman, and those enjoyments with the 
manes and others, which arise from mere desire, made 
of earth and water like the seas, trees, towns, and 
golden halls seen in this world, or are they mere mental 
ideas? 

Counter-objection: What follows from it if they be 
gross and made of earth and water? 

Vedantin: Their being contained in the space within 
the heart will be impossible. Moreover this will con
tradict the statement in the Puravas that the bodies etc. 
in the world of Brahman are mental. And there are also 
the Upani~adic texts like, 'Free from grief and from 
cold' (Br. V.IO.I). 

Objection: Well, if they are mental, then, this will 
contradict the Puravas and the Smrtis which say that 
seas, rivers, lakes, ponds, wells, sacrifices, Vedas, and 
mantras, etc. take form and stand hefore I Brahman. 

Reply: No, since if they be possessed of forms, then, 
they, the well-known forms (of seas, rivers, etc.) them
selves cannot possibly go there. Therefore one has to 
imagine that those which go to the world of Brahman 
are other forms assumed by the seas etc. different 
from the well-known forms of the seas etc. Since in 
either case one ttas to resort to imagination, therefore 
it is proper to imagine mental forms of men, women, 
and others as are well-known. For it is reasonable that 
their relationship must be in conformity, with the 
mental forms of bodies (described above). It is a matter 
of experience that forms of men, women, and others 
seen in dream are only mental. 

IMay also mean adore. 
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Objection: "'ell, are they not false? And in that case 
the Upani~adic text, 'those unfailing (real) desires' 
(VIII.3.l) will be contradicted. 

Reply: No. It is possible for mental ideas to exist 
because the forms of women, men and others seen in 
dream are only mental. 

Objection: The scenes in dream are the forms of the 
impressions of the waking state. But it is not that 
women and others exist there in dream. 

Reply: What you say amounts to very little. Objects 
perceived in the waking state also are accomplished by 
mental ideas only, because they are made of fire, 
water, and earth accomplished by the vision of Exist
ence (Brahman), and (also) becuase in the text, 'Hea
ven and earth willed' (VII.4.2), it has been said that the 
worlds have will as their basis. And in all the Upa
ni~ads, in such texts as, 'As spokes are inserted in the 
hub' etc. (VII.15.1), it is said that origin and dissolution 
(of everything) are due to the innermost Self, and 
(their) continuance is also in That itself. Therefore it is 
surely admitted that things mental and external, are 
related to each other as cause and effect, like a seed 
and its sprout. Although the mental (images) originate 
from external things, and the external things originate 
from the mind, still, in one's own Self they are never 
false. I 

Objection: But things seen in dream become false to 
the C:\wakened man. 

IA mental image is not false as a mental image, nor an external 
object false as such. Besides, whatever is perceived has Existence .as 
its basis. When a rope is seen as a snake, the vision is not false in its 
totality, because even if the snake be false, the existence of the rope 
cannot be denied. 
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Reply: Truly so. But their falsehood is in relation to 
the perception of the waking state, but not so far as 
they themselves are concerned. Similarly, the percep
tion of things in the waking state is unreal in relation 'to 
dream-perception. but not in itself. But the special 
forms of all things are only due to unreal ideas, as 
stated in the texts, . All transformation has speech as its 
basis and it is name only', and it is unreal; and 'Those 
wHich are true are the three colours alone' (VI.4.I'). 
Considered in terms of their special forms, even they 
are unreal, but considered in themselves, they are true 
in their nature as pure Existence. Before realizing 
them as identical with Existence, they do exist in them
selves, like the things seen in a dream. Thus there is no 
contradiction. Therefore, Ara, ~ya, etc. that exist in 
the world of Brahman, as also the objects of enjoyment 
like the manes and others, which arise from will, are 
surely mental. The meaning is that they cause unsur
passble joy, and they are true because they originate 
from the will of godly people, which on account oftheir 
being free from impurities like enjoyment of external 
things. is of pure sattva. As snakes etc. appearing on a 
rope merge in the rope itself, similarly even when 
Existence, the true Self, is realized, they (the desires 
etc. that had arisen from will) attain their true nature as 
Existence. So, in their nature as Existence they are 
surely true. 

SECTION 6 

3{?;l 1n 'Q!IT ~'@OI "'t ISiI'RI1 : 
fQ~ ,(it ~,fa ItJI (l(tbORi ~ '@OI ;ft('lf'@Ol cftd'@Ol 
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<:'11ridtta~H~ en 3URfq: fQ~I(iI ~ ~ ~;fu;f 
~ tfu:r ~ <:'1~1 rid: II ~ II 

1. Then. those that are these nerves of the heart are 
filled with subtle (juices) which are of reddish-brown. 
white. blue. yellow. and red (colour). The yonder sun 
is surely reddish-brown. he is white. he is blue. he is 
yellow. and he is red. 

For one who is endowed with such disciplines like 
celibacy etc. and meditates on Brahman in the lotus ot" 
the heart. as possessed of the qualities stated above. by 
giving up false desires for external things. this depar
ture through the cerebral nerve has to be stated. Hence 
the section on the n~rves is begun. 

A llza. then; J'ii/:l etil/:l. those that are these; nii«(rah. 
veins that are going to be spoken of. which issue out on 
all sides from the lump of flesh called the heart. like 
rays shooting out of the sun; (and) are hrdaYllsya. of 
the heart. related to the lotus shaped place for medita
tion on Brahman; they are filled with alJimna/:l, subtle 
juices; piizgalasya. of tawny (colour). of a special col
our; and ti.$/Iulflti. exist by assuming that very colour. 
Similarly. they are filled with the subtle juices suk
lasya. of whit~ colour; nfillsya, of blue colour; pftaS)'ll, 
of yellow colour; and lolzitasya, of red colour. The 
words 'they are filled with'. are to be understood ,in 
connection with all the colours. Heat of the sun, called 
bile. when it comes into contact with a little of phlegm 
which has been fully developed by the heat of the sun 
called bile, becomes tawny. That again becomes blue 
when mixed with an abundance ufwind. And that itself 
becomes white due to the prepondenlllc(! of phlegm. 

]9 
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When mixed with an equal quantity of phlegm it 
becomes yellow. It becomes red on account of the 
abundance of blood. Or, one should learn from a 
physician how these colours come into existence. But 
the Upanisad says that these different colours are 
formed due to the connection with the sun-they are 
(the colours) of the rays of the sun, whicn have entered 
into the nerves. 

How? 
Asau va iiditya/:r, the yonder sun; pihgala/:r, is tawny 

in colour. E$a/:r, this sun; is also sukla/:r, white. E$a/:r, 
this is; nila/:r, blue; e$a/:r, this is;jJita/:r, yellow; e$a/:r, this 
sun is; verily lohita/:r, red. 

fltI?I1 q6lq~ 3nm:r ~ 1n1U iliUffi4 ~ 
~cU~afll 3uR(OQfQ ~ 3,n ~ il=C0;Jh~ ~ 
qlijUil«IRitlI&flI44 "' ~ ~ ~ 3trR1T 
;rmcar: JllflI44 ~SijfQiillRt4 ~: II ~ II 

2. As in the world, an extensive highway goes to 
both the villages-this one as well as that one-, in the 
very same way the rays of the sun go to both the 
worlds-this one as also that one. Th~se rays shoot out 
of that solar orb. They enter into these nerves and 
spread out from them. They enter into the yonder sun. 

The Upani~ad gives an illustration of how that sUn 
becomes connected with the physical nerves: 

Tat yathii, as in the world; iitata/:r mahiipatha/:r, an 
extensive highway; gacchati, goes; ubhau griimau, to 
both the villages; imam, to this one which is near; and 
amum ca, to that one which is at a distance;-as is this 
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illustration of a highway which enters into two villages, 
in a similar way indeed like the highway 'etab, these; 
adityasya rasmayab, the rays of the sun; gacchanti, go, 
have entered into; ubhau lokau. both the worlds; 
amum ca, that one, the solar orb; imam ca, as also this 
one, this human being. 

How? Pratiiyante, they shoot out; amuymiit iidityiit, 
from that solar orb. Tiib, they; srptiib, enter; iisu nii
{ilsu, into those human nerves which are tawny etc. in 
colour as described. Abhyab niiljrbhyab, from these 
nerves; te, they; pratiiyante, shoot out; and having 
spread out, srptiib, enter into; amu~min iiditye, the 
yonder sun. The word te, they, is used in masculine 
because rasmi, rays, is used in both the genders (mas
cuJine and feminine). 

dtl~d~: "qt(t: fl4H'IiJt: lCICt ~ Fc1\i1I"4I(@fI'6 
(RJ _ ~ ~ W ~ ~"4 qJtqT fl{¥IRr 
dGt" I tg "dGf fI¥qJfl cqcffir II ~ II 

3. That being so, when one sleeps in such a way that 
he has all his organs withdrawn .and is tranquil, he does 
not see any dream. Then he enters into these nerves. 
No sin touches him. He then verily becomes enveloped 
by the heat (of the sun). 

Tat, that being so; yatra, when, at the time when this 
individual being; suptab, sleeps; etat, in such a way; 
that samastab, he has all his organs withdrawn; and is 
samprasannab, tranquil. Since sleep is of two kinds·, 
hence the adjective samastab, all organs withdrawn, is 

IDream and deep-sleep. 
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used. The meaning is that the functions of all his organs 
are withdrawn. Therefore as a result of this, the im
purities that originate from contact with external things 
cease, and he becomes samprasanna/:l, tranquil, fully 
::alm. Hence, svapnam na vijtintiti, he does not see, 
does. not perceive any dream-mental ideas that occur 
in a dream, i.e. appearances in the form of objects seen 
in a dream. When he is in such a state of deep-sleep, 
tadii, then; srpta/:l bhavati, he enters; tisu niif/.f$u, into 
these nerves which are filled with the heat of the sun as 
stated above. The idea implied is that he enters into the 
heart through the nerves which serve as gates. Since 
the non-perception of dream owing to identification 
with Existence is not possible anywhere else (but in the 
heart), therefore, in conf(Jfmity with this the seventh 
case in the word niif/.f$u, in the ncrves, is transformc9 
into the third case (so as to mean "through the nerves'). 
NCI piipmii, no sin in the form of either virtue or vice
any sin whatever; sprsati, touches; tam, him who has 
become identified with Existence, because the Self 
~hen exists in Its own nature. By giving results in the 
form of happincss and miscry, sin touches only one 
who remains identified with the body and the senscs, 
hut no sin dares touch one who has become identified 
with the Self and remains poised in his own nature, 
because he is beyond its tOllch. Indeed, a thing can be 
the object of sorrie other thing, but he who has become 
identified with Existence has no distinction from any
thing or anywhere. In the sixth chapter itself we have 
said that a slip from one's own nature consists in pro
ceeding towards the states of waking and dream, and 
the pefception of external objects is owing to their seed 
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in the form of ignorance, desire and action, not having 
been burnt away by the fire of the knowledge of Brah
man. That is to be understood here as well. 

When he sleeps in such a way, tada, then; he tejasii 
sampannab bhavati, becomes completely enveloped 
verily by the heat of the sun that has entered into the 
nerves. Hence, at that time his organs entirely stop 
extending through the nel ves of the eyes etc. for en joy
ment of external objects. Therefore, owing to his exis
tence in himself and the withdrawal of the organs, it is 
reasonable tijat this individual does not see dreams. 

31~ tI~d«GtWtqI4 ;fuit cqqffi- ~cq(I 3Um:U 

3uaJ1"'ilm 1ft ,itl:Um qlf4R1 l' 
tlICI~Ii!Ua~l«=ldfil;ffl cqqffi- ijlq::iGIl"iIM II ~ II 

4. Then, when one is reduced to a state of weakness, 
people sitting around him say, 'Do you recognize me? 
Do you recognize me?' He recognizes so long as he 
does not depart from this body. 

This being so, atha, then; yatra, when; abalimanam 
nflab bhavati, one, say Devadatta, is reduced to a state 
of weakness--emaciation of the body owing to disease 
etc. or decrepitude etc.-i.e. when one is about to die; 
abhilab asfnab, people, kinsmen, sitting around him; 
ahub, say; 'Janasi mam, do you recognize me, your 
son? Janasi mam, do you know me, your father'?' and 
so on. Sab, he, that dying man;janati, recognizes sons 
and others; lavat, so long; yavat, as long as; a;zuI
krantab bhavati, he does not depart; asmat sarfrat, 
from this body. 
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3t?l 4~dC«"4li@Sfi UC1(fhlqf4~alCf {~q f1:a-
l!\f.4¥UiMd If afifldii en mr lft?m If 
41C1~c;q""''''~ICI«I~ .I~da ~ (rflCfiili 
• :wqC(wi f.r{rq-Sfc1<j1ql'(l1 ~ II 

5. Now, when in this way he departs from this body, 
then he goes upward through these very rays. He either 
goes upward by meditating on Om (if he is an en
lightened soul), or (goes downward if he is not so). He 
reaches the sun within the time that the mind takes for 
travelling (from one object to another). For enlighten
ed souls this is surely the door for reaching the world 
(of Brahma); but closed for unenlightened souls. 

Atha, now; yatra, when: (etat is an adverb meaning 
'in this way';) the unenlightened soul utkramati, de
parts; asmat sarfrat, from this body; tada, then; __ ~r:-_ 
dhvam iikramate, he goes upward; etail;. eva rasmibhil;., 
through these v-ery rays as described, to the world as 
have been earned through his activities. Sal;., he, the 
other one, the enlightened soul, possessed of disci
plines as described; mfyate, goes; ut, upward; om iti, by 
meditating on Om, by meditating on the Self with the 
help of Om as he had done earlier (while living). This 
happens ifhe is an enlightened person. Vii, or, one who 
is other than this, goes downward. This is the idea. Sal;., 
he, the enlightened soul, when going up; gacchati, 
reaches; iidityam, the sun; yavat k$ipyet manal;., within 
the time that the mind takes for travelling (from one 
object to another). Not that he actually takes that 
much time.,The idea is that he moves extremely fast. I 

I In this context, by the word 'enlightened' are meant those who 
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Why does he go to the sun? That is being answered: 
etat vai khalu, that which is the sun; is the well-known 
loka-dvatam, door to the world of Brahma. The en
lightened soul goes to the world of Brahman through 
that which serves as a door. Therefore it is prapada
nam, the door; vidzqam, for the man of knowledge. 
The word prapadanam is derived in the sense of that 
through which one reaches the world of Brahma. But 
nirodhal) avid~iim, closed for the unenlightened 
souls. The word nirodhal) is derived in the sense of 
'being debarred from'-from the sun in the case of 
unenlightened souls. The meaning is that the unen
lightened souls, remaining confined within the body 
itself by the solar heat, do not go out through the 
cerebral opening. This is on the strength of the verse 
,which speaks of the 'other nerves moving in diverse 
directions' (vide next verse). 

• wflCfi: I vM ~ if ii.«€4W "'1:SU~lfti 
1J.dl;Jt¥4f1:1P1:~aCfiII ~&fql€4i1'fd(qqRl rc.&:I~-6;q1 
3dhQa. 'q4*!dAAcIt 'qctPd II ~ II ~ lI'6: 

~: II ~II 
6. With regard to that here occurs this verse: 
The nerves of the heart are a hundred and one. One 

of them goes towards the crown of the head. Going 
upward through that, one attains Immortality. The 

meditate on qualified Brahman and'reach the world of Hirapya
garbha; and by the word 'unenlightened' are meant those who 
confine themselves to mere rites without meditation. For thQse who 
realise the supreme Brahman there can be no movement, as the 
Upaniliad says 'atra brahma samainute'. 
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other nerves, going in diverse directions, become the 
causes of departure, become the causes of departure. 

Tat, with regard to that, with regard to the idea as 
already narrated; e~a/:z sloka/:z bhavati, here occurs this 
verse, a mantra: 

Nii(iya/:z, the nerves; hrdayasya, of the heart, the 
principal ones associated with the lump of flesh called 
the heart; are satam ca ekii, a hundred and one, be
cause the nerves in the body are innumerable. Ekii, 
one; tiisiim, of them; abhini/:zsrtii, goes towards, goes 
out through; milrdhiinam, the crown of the head. 
Ordhvam iiyan, going upward; taya, through that; one 
eti, attains; amrtatvam, Immortality. Anya/:z, the other 
nerves; visvam, going in diverse directions, going in 
curved lines as also upwards; bhavanti, become doors 
for going to worldly states, but not for immortality. 
What then? They become merely the means utkra
ma1J,e, for departure from the body. This is the mean
ing. The repetition of utkrama~le bhavanti is to indicate 
the conclusion of the topic. 

SECTION 7 

?:l 3U(CtlQgdQlatl fct\itil fct'l~~~nctil 
fc1 ~t4~sfQQ 1ft : ft((l4i1 q: ft((lft,<h(ftI: Ws;cf
teOQ: ~ fc1Nl*"IRld&l: ~ lrcfr'!:.~ ~4iI~lmM 
lfCfr~~ 4ilql;<QRlql(ql"'iq~tI fct\itI"'ilfflM '6 
JOI\it I Q Rt '6C41i:4 II ~ II 

1. Once upon a time Prajapati said, 'The Self which 
has no sin, no decrepitude, no death, no sorrow, no 
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- hunger, no thirst, has unfailing desires, unfailing will
That has to be known, That has to be enquired into for 
realization. He who, after knowing that Self, realizes 
It, attains all the worlds and all the desires.' 

It has been said, ' "Then, this one who is fully serene, 
rising up from this body (and) reaching the highest 
light, remains established in his true nature. This is the 
Self. This is Immortal. This is beyond all fear. This is 
Brahmal).". This he said' (VIII.3.4). As to that, who is 
that fully serene one? Or how is he to be known as one 
who, rising up from this body and reaching the highest 
light, remains established in his true nature? What are 
the characteristics of that Self in whose true nature he 
remains established? The characteristics of the fully 
serene one are associated with the b~dy. How can that 
be his real nature which is different from this? These 
subjects have to be dealt with. Hence is started the 
following text. The story, however, is meant for reveal
ing the injunction about the processes of receiving and 
imparting Knowledge, and it is meant also for the 
eulogy of Knowledge, as one might say. 'This drink has 
been enjoyed by the King'. 

YaQ atma apahata-papmii vijaraQ vimrtyuQ visoka/:t 
vijighatsaQ apipasaQ satyakiimaQ satyasahka/paQ. the 
Self which has no sin, no decrepitude, no death, no 
sorrow, no hunger, no thirst; which has unfailing 
desire, unfailing will; for the meditation on which, for 
the realization of which. has been mentioned the lotus 
of the heart; in which are deposited true desires 
covered by falsehood; as an associate of meditation on 
which celibacy was spoken of as a discipline; for the 
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attainment of the· result of meditation on which, going· 
out through the cerebral nerve was spoken of; sab 
anve$/avyab, That has to be known through the instruc
tion of the scriptures and teachers, It is to be specially 
desired to be known; sab vijijfulsita~yab, That is to be 
enquired into for realization, That is to be made an 
object of one's own reaIlzation. 

What will result from knowing It and enquiring into 
It for realization? That is being answered. 

Sab, he; sarviin ca lokiin iipnoti, attains all the 
worlds; ca, and; sarviin kiimiin, all the desires. For him 
is the attainment of all the desires and all the worlds; 
yab iitmiinam anuvidya, who having known this Self as 
described, through the means as instructed by the 
scriptures and teachers; vijiiniiti, makes It an object of 
his own realization, i.e. the resuit comes in the form of 
becoming the Self of all. Prajiipatib uviica ha, Prajapati 
said this once upon a time. 

This injunction (in the two phrases) 'It is to be 
known' and 'It is to be enquired in to for realization', is 
a regulative one (for a perceptible result), and not a 
fresh one (for apurva, an unseen result). The meaning 
is that It is to be known and enquired into in this way, 
because the result of knowing It and enquiring into It 
for realization is a perceptible one. By saying again and 
again, 'I do not find any enjoyment here', the 
Upani~ad will show that the result is a perceptible one. 
The perceptible result is the cessation of the contrary 
comprehension of the Self as characterised by the qua
lities of the body, on the comprehension of Its true 
nature. And this cessation is a perceptible result. 
Hence it is proper to say that this injunction has a 
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regulatory purpose~ but it is not possible here to have a 
fresh injunction (for .an unseen result) as in the case of 
Agnihotra sacrifice etc. 

~~ ~cUtl~1 3ii4!cg;fin off ~i!g;a 
dQ'(q.:::titf.ct.,¥OfI 4QliCUo:tqf.ct&.:l wJr~vq 
MtCfilo:t.snRt wn~vq CfiIQIRffl~ ~ 
~cUo:tIQR:iJllcUlU'W fc1?1'C1:ns\1~loli ffl ~lftfc1~lo:tlaq 
tffi:litflon JII\illqRttfCfiI~IQI\il.Q1: II ~ II 

2. Both the gods and the demons verily heard that as 
it passed on from person to person, (and) they said: 'If 
you permit, let us search for that Selfby knowing which 
one attains all the worlds and all the desires.' Saying so, 
among the gods Indra himself went out, while Viro
cana from among the demons did so. Without each 
other's knowledge, those two came to Prajapati, with 
faggots in hand. 

The purpose of the story beginning with 'Both the 
gods and the demons' etc. has already been stated. 

Tat, that, the utterance of Prajapati; ubhaye, both; 
deva-asura/:z, gods and demons; ha anu-bubudhire, 
verily heard, came to know when it reached their ears 
as it passed on from person to person. Having known 
this utterance of PrajApati what did they do? That is 
being said: Te ha ucu/:z, they said-the gods talked 
about it among themselves in their own assembly, as 
also did the demons; • Hanta, if you permit; anviccha
ma/:z, we shall search for; tam atmanam, that Self as 
spoken of by Prajapati; yam iitmanam an viSya , by 
knowing which Self; sarvan ca lokan apnoti, one attains 
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all the worlds; sarvan ca kaman, and all the desires. 
Having said so, Indra/:t ha eva, Indra himself who was 
indeed the king of the gods; abhi-pravavraja, went out 
only with his body towards Prajapati, leaving behind 
all other gods, ·all enjoyable things and garments. So 
also did virocana/:t asuraf.lam, Virocana from among 
the demons. It is thus shown that the teachers have to 
be approached with 11umility, and also that Knowledge 
is greater than rulership over the three worlds, since 
both the king of the gods and of the demons, though 
they were fit to have very costly enjoyments, ap
proached the teacher in that way. Tau ha, those two 
surely; ajagmatu/:t, came; prajapatisakasam, into the 
presence of Prajapati; samitpaf.ll, (each) with a toad of 
faggots in hand; asamvidanau eva, verily without each 
other's knowledge, without informing each other, 
showing each other's jealousy regarding the result of 
the Knowledge. 

m w p~vra qcftfUl .61"atfatq1~ W 
i4\:i1IQM'6CtI"a .fchfi:liiJO'ijlqqltdfi:lRl ~. 1P"a14 
3i1(i4IQ8dQlatl fc1\:i1~ fc1iJ~,ncfil fctNt€h'(:n
sfqQltt: tt(qCfilq: ttf4tt~: lits:atd5tl: ~ 
fc1Mt'IR:fd&4: ~ w1r~'fi3( (rflCfiI .. lcnRl lICfr~ 
CfiIQI;:tl#JQHiU .. qiFc1t1 fc1G1I .. lfflRl \4alqffl Cfiit 
<l~lI4t dfi:liiJO'ijlqqltdfi:lRlII ~ II 

3. These two lived in celibacy for thirty-two years. 
To them Prajapati said: 'For what purpose have you 
stayed here?' They said: '(The good people) kno\y this 
teaching of your venerable self: That Self which has no 
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sin, no decrepitude, no death, no sorrow, no hunger, 
no thirst, has unfailing desire, unfailing will, is to be 
known, That is to be enquired into for realization. He 
who having known this Self, makes It an object of his 
realization, attains all the worlds and all the enjoy
ments. We have stayed with the desire for knowing 
That. ' 

Tau ha, those two, having gone; brahmacaryam u~'a
tub, lived in celibacy, being engaged in serving (the 
teacher); dviitrim§aram var$iilJi 1 for thirty-two years. 
Although aware of their intention, prajiipati{l, Pra
japati; tau uviica, said to them: 'Kim icchantau, for 
what purpose, desiring what end; aviistam, have you 
two stayed?, Having been asked so~ tau, they; ucaru~l 
Iza, said: 'Good people vedayante, know; this teaching 
of bhagavata/:!, your venerable self: "That Self which 
is" etc. Therefore aviistam, we have stayed; lam 
icchantau, with the desire for knowing, that Self." . 
Although before coming to Prajapati the two were full 
of jealousy against each other, yet, owing to the impor
tance of the need of acquiring knowledge, they lived in 
celibacy with Prajapati by- giving up such faults as 
attachment, aversion, delusion, jealousy, etc. Thereby 
is declared this glory of the knowledge of the Self. 

m 6 14'itlQRt'6CIlf.l ~ ~sfa.dirT ~ ¥,4(1 ~ 
3U~Rt ilcu:rl(1G''i(1q~i4q(1~6Jf4~ <its4 wrciT~ 
QR@:4Ii4d' i4~Ii4qla:~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ 
fI~~,! QfhY'lIi4(1 ~ ?JcUf.lll ~ II lffi ~: 
~: 11\911 .... 
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4. To them Prajapati said: 'The Person that is seen 
in the eye, is this Self.' He added, 'This is Immortal, 
Fearless. This is Brahman.' 'In that case 0 venerable 
sir, this one that is seen clearly in the water and this one 
that is in the mirror-, among these which is this Self?' 
He replied, 'This very one is clearly seen in all these.' 

Seeing tau, them both, engaged thus in austerity, 
pure, free from sin, and fit; prajiipatil,z uvaca ha, 
Prajapati said: 'Yal,z esal,z ak$iJ:lf pur~al,z, the Person 
that is in the eye; drsyate, which is perceived as the Seer 
by the yogins who have withdrawn their eyes and other 
organs, and are free from impurities; esal,z atma, this is 
the Self possessed of the qualities of being free from sin 
etc., of which I spoke in the past, (and) from the 
knowledge of which comes the attainment of all the 
worlds and desires. This is amrtam, Immortal, called 
the Infinite; and hence this is abhayam, Fearless. And 
hence this is brahma, Brahman the oldest.' Atha, then, 
after hearing this utterance of Prajapati, 'The Person 
that is seen in the eye', they both understood the 
reflected image to be the Person, and having under-. 
stood thus, they asked Prajapati for confirmation: 
'Atha, in that case; bhagaval,z, 0 venerable sir; yal,r 
ayam apsu parikhyiiyate, this one that is seen clearly in 
the water; yal,z ca ayam iidarse, and this one that is in 
the mirror, as also in swordetc.~een in the form of an 
image of oneself; among these katamal,r esal,z, which is 
this Self spoken of by you? Or is it the same one that 
exists in all?' Being asked this, Prajapati, having in his 
mind the idea, 'Esal,r u eva, this very one is the Seer in 
the eye of whom I spoke', uviica ha, said: 'Esal,r li eva, 
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this one; sarve$U ante$u parikhyiiyate, is clearly seen in 
all these', 

Objection: Well, how could it be proper for Prajapati 
who was the teacher, free from defects, to confirm the 
wrong understanding of the two disciples? 

Reply: Quite so. But there was no such confirm
ation. 

Objection: How? 
Reply: Indra and Virocana had certainly ascribed to 

themselves learnedness, greatness, and intelligence, 
and thus indeed are they well-known in the world. If 
they had been told by Prajapati, 'You are two fools 
who have misunderstood', then, they would have be
come sorrowful in their hearts. And then, because of 
the dejection caused in their hearts by it, their enthu
siasm for repeating the question, hearing the answer, 
accepting it and understanding it, would have been 
hindered. Therefore Prajapati thinks that the students 
have to be protected. 'Let them accept thus for the time 
being. That (mistake) I shall remove through a 
demonstration with a plate full of water. ' 

Objection: Well, is it not improper to speak such a 
falsehood as, 'This very one is ... '? 

Reply: Neither did he speak a lie. 
Objection: How? 
Reply: Because, as compared with the acceptance by 

the students of the reflection as the Self, what was 
nearer to the mind (of Prajapati) was the Person in the 
eye spoken of by himself. For the Upani~ad says, 'He 
(the Self) is inside all'. About that one only he spoke, 
'This very one is' etc. Therefore no falsehood was 
uttered by Prajapati. 
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SECTION 8 

~~Hlq aU(in .. qa~ tI~I(q;(j ~ rc.\ilI;fttQ~~ 
Ri{ttfida ~ iP~'Hlasa~l3iiiUhla -M w ~\jilqRlijCtli4 
fch q'tI~ lM -M ~: (Oiefq<l«qlcti cq11'Cf ail(q14 
q,tllct an ~CRf an ~CRf: J:lRI~qfqRlIl ~ II 

1. • After seeing the Self in a plate full of water, you 
tell me that which you do not understand about the 
Self.' Both of them looked into a plate full of water. To 
them Prajapati said, 'What do Y04 see?' lbey said: '0 
venerable sir, we see this self of ours as a reflection in 
its fullness, from the haiT (of the head) to the tip of nail 
(of the toes).' 

In keeping with that, for the removal of their wrong 
understanding, he said: 

Avek$ya, after seeing; iitmiinam, the Self; 
udasariive, in a plate etc. full of water; tat me 
prabrutam, tell me that; yat atmana/:l na vijiinftha/:l, 
which you do not understand about the Self, while 
seeing the Self there.' Being told so, tau ha, both of 
them; avelqiim cakriite.looked into; udaiariive, a plate 
full of water in that very way. When they were doing 
so, tau ha prajiipati/:l uviica, Prajapati said to them: 
'Kim paSyatha, what do you see?' 

Objection: Well, though they were told, 'Tell me 
that after looking into a plate full of water', yet, how is 
it that after looking into it, it was not reported to 
Prajapati by them, 'This has not been understood by 
us'? And although they did not communicate the cause 
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of their ignorance, still Prajapati asked, 'What do you 
see?' What is the intention there? 

Reply: That is being stated. The apprehension, 'This 
remains not understood by us', did not arise in them. 
The conviction that the reflected image was the Self, 
remained firmly rooted in them, because of which the 
text will say, 'They went away with unruffled minds'. 

Calmness of mind cannot reasonably come unless 
one is convinced of the thing sought for. This is why 
they did not say, 'This has not been understood by us' . 
The students who had understood wrongly were not to 
be neglected. So he himself asked, 'What do you see?' 
And for the removal of the wrong understanding he 
will say, 'Well adorned' etc. Tau ha ucatu/:l, they said; 
'Bhagava/:l, 0 venerable sir; paSyavab, we see; idam 
iitmiinam, this Self; iivam, of ours; pratirupam, as a 
reflection; sarvam eva, in its fullness; iilomabhya/:l, 
from the hair (of the head); iinakhebhya/:l, to the tip of 
the nail (of the toes). 0 venerable sir, we see our 
reflections in the plate full of water, together with hair, 
nail, etc. just as our own (selves) are possessed of hair, 
nail, etc. 

m 6 JN1IqRl~I:a mkhfl,~ \lqft~ qR~ 
~~«~Hlclscl$$ijffqRt m 6 mkl(it$...~ \lctft;{l 
qfl&{idt ~«~luclsc}~I'*4$ihla m ~ tl'illqM6ctI'a 
fffi q~RI~ ~ II ~ II 

2. To them Prajapati said, 'Being well-adorned, 
well-attired, and clean, look into the plate full of 
water.' Both of them becoming well-adorned, well
attired, and clean, looked into the plate full of water. 
To them Praiapati said, 'What do you see?' 

40 
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For removing their conviction that the reflection was 
the Self prajiipatib, Prajapati; uviica ha, said; tau, to 
them again: 

'Bhatvii, becoming; siidhu-alahkrtau, well-adorned 
as in your own houses; suvasanau, well-attired, putting 
on costly dresses; par~krtau, clean, paring your nails 
and cutting your hair, both of you look again into the 
plate full of water.' Here also he did not instruct them, 
'Tell moe what you do not understand.' 

Objection: How again, could their mistaking the re
flection as the Self be removed by this looking into the 
plate full of water-after becoming well··adorned etc. ? 

Reply: As the adventitious, costly ornaments and 
costly dresses which were connected with the body 
became the causes of the reflection in the plate full of 
water, similarly the body also had earlier created a 
reflection. This is what is understood. Further, the hair 
and nails which were parts of the body before paring, 
and which had been thought of as permanent, were the 
causes of reflection earlier. But when they were pared, 
the reflections of hair and nails were not seen at all, 
Hence it is established t~lat, like the hairs and the nails, 
the body also is subject to appearance and disappear
ance. And it is proved that the reflection seen in the 
plate full of water and the body which is the cause of it 
are not the Self, for like the ornaments etc. associated 
with the body; they are (also) causes of reflection in the 
plate full of water. Not only this, but it is also to be 
unde(Stood from this illustration that whatever is 
thought of as belonging to oneself, viz happiness, 
sorrow, attachment, aversion, delusion, etc. are not 
the Self because of their being adventitious like the 
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hairs and the nails. Since even after hearing and acting 
according to the illustration of being welJ-adorned etc. 
as told by Prajapati, which was meant for the complete 
removal of false understanding, the wrong understand
ing of the image as the Self was not removed from the 
two, therefore it is understood that Indra and Virocana 
became debarred from discriminating knowledge, 
owing to some defect in themselves. Tau, to them who 
remained firmly convinced as before; (Prajapati) 
asked·; 'Kim pasyatha, what do you see?' 

~ iP'E4'Jt.f~a«qlqi cqt'fC(: 111&Ci~ ~cH~~ 
qft. lCr ,(Qqa4 cqt'fC(:. 111&4~ ~qe~ 
qftWV'1 fltraq 3uiilR'e iilq l-ad«'!flq\tQqdCQiw.ffl ~ 
1 '11"d'«~ UqSil\i,«: II ~ II 

3. They said, '0 venerable sir, just as we are thus· 
well-adorned, well-attired, and clean, so also, 0 vener
able sir, are these two (reflections) well-adorned, well
attired and clean.' 'This is the Self,' said he, 'This is 
Immortal, Fearless. This is Brahman.' They went away 
with satisfied minds. 

They understood idam, this in that very way; yatha 
eva, exactly as they had done before, 'Just as iiviim, we; 
sva/:z, are; siidhu-alahkrtau, well-adorned etc. so also 
are these selves in the reflection.' Thus they became 
firmer in their wrong convictions. After having spoken 
of the characteristics of the Self in 'That Self which has 
no sin', etc. when they two were again in search of Its 
fuller knowledge, the Self was directly pointed by say
ing, 'The Person that is seen in the eye'. And although 
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after that, for the removal of their wrong' under
standing of this (instruction), the illustration of seeing 
the well-decorated person in the plate full of water was 
given, their wrong understanding which was different 
from the knowledge of the Self spoken of, was not 
removed. Hence, thinking that due to some defect in 
themselves their power of discriminating knowledge 
had become restricted, and having (at the same time) 
in hi~ own mind the Self that was really intended to be 
spoken of, Prajapati said as before: 'E$aJ;z atma, this is 
the Self; etad amrtam, this is Immortal; abhayam, 
Fearless; and etad brahma, this is Brahman.' But he did 
not speak of the self that was understood by them. 

He thought, 'By hearing the characteristics of the 
Self, "The Self that is" etc., and by hearing of the 
Person in the eye, and by the reasoning presented in 
(the illustration of) the plate full of water, they will 
become purified. Also by recollecting all my words 
again and again, and through the removal of the hin
drance, their discrimination about the Self will arise 
spontaneously.' So, for avoiding creation of sorrow in 
their hearts, which might result from asking them to 
continue their celibacy (student-life) again, he did not 
mind even their going away with the conviction that 
they had attained their goal. Tau ha, they two, Indra 
and Virocana; pravavrajatuJ;z, went away; santahr
dayau, with satisfied minds, satisfied hearts, i.e. with 
the idea of having attained their goal. But the word 
sarna (in santa) is not used in its literal sense of serenity, 
because if they"had serenity, then their wrong under
standing would have been removed. 
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m ~a.<I Jf\itlqfd~'iC:Uii4I14(r1~~I"iq"iiFt~ 
s;I\ita) ~ t(ds::aRq~ "'Ifc16QRt ~qr cuti" en it 
Q"U\:ffc1bQ:Jlfd ~ -g ~II~~~(.I ~ 
fclih:.I.ns\1Uwt aIlQ ~ ~dl'jQf.tq~ mClI'dIf4a~ 
~6«.t 3mtfr qm:..4 ail((ll"iqag -qg~-'4iitl(ql;1 
qn'C4~~ ~ChIClCllcnffi4 ~ ~II~ II 

4. Looking at them Prajapati said: 'They are gnillg 
away without attaining the Self and without rea li ... i ng it. 
Th0sc who will hold on to this mystic te".ching, be th,.:y 
gods or demons, will become defeated.' He who W;l~. 
Virocana went to the demons, verily with a satisfied 
mind. To them he spoke of this myst:c teaching: ThL' 
self is to be adored in this world. The self is to he 
attended upon. One attains both the worlds, this as 
well as that. by adoring the self and attending upon it. . 

As they two, Indra and Virocana, who were kings 
and were attached to enjoyments, went away, Pr.aja
pati thought they might forget what had been said, and 
in order to avoid creating sorrow in their hearts by a 
direct talk, he said indirectly (as follows) while (Jf/

v[k~'iya, looking at them at a distance. as they were 
going away. He did so with the idea that as the words 
'Free from sin', etc. had reached their ears, so also 
these words would reach them: (PraFlpati said) 'Anll

palabh ya, without attaining; iitmiinanz, the Sclf as Pl}S

sessed of the qualities already stated; and ananuvidYll, 
without realizing It, without making It an object of 
their direct knowledge, and having an opposite convic
tion; these [nura and Virocana arc l'ra;atab. g()I11.~ 
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away. Therefore, yatare, those who; deva va asurii va, 
be they gods or demons, without distinction; etad upa
ni~adal:t bhav~yanti, will hold on to this mystic 
teaching-those who will possess such a mystic teach
ing of the knowledge of the Self as was accepted by 
these two, be they gods or demons, are etadupani
~adal:t-, i.e. those who will become possessed of this 
kind of knowledge, this kind of conviction-what will 
they become? para-bhav~yanti, they will become de
feated. The meaning is that being deflected from, 
having strayed from the path leading to Liberation, 
they will be destroyed. 

Of the two kings of the gods and demons, who were 
going home, sab ha, he who was Virocana, the king of 
demons; jagama, went; asuran, to the demons; fan
tahrdayah eva, verily with a satisfied mind. And having 
gone, proviica, he spoke; tebhyab, to them, to the 
demons; etam upani~adam, this mystic teaching, which 
was the mystic teaching of thinking of the body as the 
Self. 'By our father (Prajapati) it has been said that the 
Self is nothing else but the body. Therefore, this atma 
eva, very self which is the body; mahayyab, is to be 
adorned; iha, here in this world. Similarly, paricaryab, 
it is to be attended upon. So also mahayyan, by ador
ing; and paricaran, attending upon; iitmanam, the self 
indeed; iha, here in this world; ubhau lokau avapnoti, 
one attains both the worlds; imam ca amum ca, this as 
well as that. ' The idea of the king was that all the worlds 
and all the desirable things are comprised within this 
World and in the next. 

d\'if I<"4G61C(<<I=tqlJl(~Q l=tqtl'ilq l:tq 1'~I\1~ .w-
i'tIU~IUII~ ~qRehfn't4 wm f'l$tli 
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qft~"I(it,.q;llU'lRt lI'!:.~~a .. · ~ ~ \Jt&:l;ffl 
q;:q4 II ~ II $(tIt!tq: ~: Ill-II 

5. Therefore, even today in this world, regarding a 
man who does not practice charity, who has no respect, 
and who does not perform sacrifice, they say, 'Alas, he 
is demonical', for this mystic knowledge is of the 
demons. They deck the body of a departed man with 
things of enjoyment, clothes and decorations in this 
way, and they think that they will be conquering the 
other world verily by this. 

Tasmiit, therefore, their following continues to exist 
even today. Hence, iha, here, in this world; regarding a 
man adadiinam, who does not practise charity, who 
does not distribute wealth; asraddhadhiinam, who has 
no respect, has no faith in good works; ayajamiinam, 
who does not perform sacrifices according to his capa
city, who by nature is a non-performer of sacrifices; 
iihul), they, the good people say in regret: 'Bata, alas!; 
this one is certainly asural)., demonical, because he is of 
a demonical nature'; hi, for; e$a upani$at, this mystic 
knowledge having the characteristics of disrespect etc. ; 
asuriif)iim, is of the demons. Being impressed by that 
mystic knowledge, samskurvanti, they deck; pretasya 
sarfram, the body of a departed man, a corpse; bhik
$ayii, with thin~s of enjoyment in the form of perfumes, 
garlands, 'food,~tc.; vasanena, with clothes, by. such 
means as covering (the dead body) with clothes etc.; 
alankiire1)a, by decoration with flags, buntings, etc.; 
they decorate in this way and manyate, they think; that 
etena, by decorating the dead body in this manner; 
je$yanta/:z, they will be conquering; amum lokam, the 
other 'world, the world that is to be attained. 
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SECTION 9 

3t?f ~SJUolCf c{qlq\1~ ~ • 
&@'.f4q~3Utll m!Oq(rl,¥ m!Oq(rt,<{idl cqcffif 
tlc:H':tq t!c:H=I"'i: qR¥ qRti{iI l(C4QciUlItlR¥iil;Q
S~ ~ ~ ~: qRcrM qRCfCfOn. 
~Iihf£l "'i1~ltI::at:( o:t~t(Rt o:tlgtl,. ~ 
q~lIl""Rt II ~ II 

1. Then, surely Indra, even before reaching the 
gods found this difficulty: 'Just as when this body is 
well-adorned, then this one (the reflection) also cer
tainly is well-adorned; when well-dressed it becomes 
well-dressed; when clean, this also becomes clean. In 
this very way, when this (body) becomes blind it (the 
reflection) becomes blind; when this has running eyes 
or nose it also gets running eyes or nose; when this is 
crippled it also becomes crippled; in accordance with 
the destruction of this, it also gets destroyed. I do not 
find any benefit in this.' 

Atha ha, then, surely; indra/:l, Indra; apriipya eva 
devlill, even before reaching the gods, on account of 
being endowed with such godly qualities as non-cruelty 
etc., recollecting the words of the teacher again and 
again as he was going; dadarsa, found; etat bhayam, 
this difficulty that is going to be spoken of. which arose 
from his way of understanding the Self. 

A part of the idea, for explaining which Prajapati 
had advanced an argument with the example of a plate 
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full of water, flashed in the intellect of Indra, because;: 
of which he found a defect in accepting the reflection as 
the Self. 

How? 
Yathii eva, just as; asmin sarire sadhu alahkrte, when 

this body is well-adorned; ayam, this reflection con
sidered as the Self; also bhavati, becomes; khalu. cer
tainly; sadhu-alahkrtal;., well-adorned; and suvasane. 
when well-<;lressed; suvasanal;., it becomes well
dressed; pari$krte, when clean; pari$krtal;., it becomes 
clean-as when the parts of the body such as nails, hair, 
etc. are removed, the reflection considered as the Self 
also becomes clean, becomes devoid of nail, hair, 
etc. Evam eva, in this very way; asmin andhe, when this 
body becomes blind, when the eyes are removed; 
ayam, the retlection considered as the Self; also 
(indhal;. bhavati, becomes blind. because, as parts of 
the body, the eyes are similar to the nails and hair. 
Srame. when this has one eye; srtimal;.. it becomes one 
eyed. Srama surely means a person with one eye. Or 
since this is already implied by the word blindness, the 
word srtima here means one whose eyes nr noses are 
ever running. ParivrklJal;., one who is crippled, whose 
hands or legs have been cut off. When the body has its 
eyes and nose running, or has its hands or legs cut off, 
the reflection considered as the Self also becomes so. 
Similarly anu, in accordance with; nasam. destruction; 
asya sarfrasya, of this body; e$al;., this one; na.{rati, gets 
destroyed. Therefore, aham, I; na pa§ytimi, do not see; 
bhogyam, any benefit; atra, in this, in this looking upon 
either the retlection as the Self or the body as the Self. 
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It "fqNlfOl: "91"ilfuq (f'!:. W ]Jl'itlqRt~IT.I 
QQq;:qiUl:oij6.«Q: J41s.1\i11: lmf f?t?lT.l+t 
fctifqi'JF1"i~laIQ lfW If liIC1lT.1 • ~('qq 
~sftx4:su~n lfliCI(it'(<(id l1liCI~ ~ 
~q~~ ~~ .. : qn&'{id qRE{it l(C1qcU4Qftqiil~
s~ cqcriif ~ W1J: qRCfctUI qRCfCfO". 
~lthfQ "1~IQ:iq ::t~QRt ::tlfJ'bl ~ 
q~ql4lRt II ~ II 

2. He came again with faggots in hand. To him 
Prajapati said, '0 Indra, now that you went away along 
with Vitocana, satisfied in heart, what is the purpose of 
your returning?' He said, '0 venerable sir, just as this 
(reflection) becomes well-adorned when the body is 
well-adorned; it becomes well-dressed when it (the 
body) is well-dressed; becomes clean when it is clean, 
similarly, indeed, this becomes blind when this {the 
body) is blind; it has its eyes or nose running when this 
(the body) has running eyes or nose; this becomes 
crippled when it (the body) is crippled. In acc?rdance 
with the destruction of this very body, this (reflection) 
gets destroyed. I do not find any benefit in this.' 

Attributing this defect definitely to his looking upon 
the reflection of the body as the Self, sal), he; punal;r 
eyiiya, came again; samit-piil)il), with faggots in hand 
for living as celibate. Tam, to him; prajiipatil), Pra
japati; uviiea ha, said; 'Maghavan, 0 Indra; yat, now 
that;pravriij[~t, you went away; siintahrdayal) , satjsfied 
in heart; siirdham, along with; viroeanena, Virocana; 
kim ieehan, what is the purpose; punariigamal) , of your 
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returning?' Although he knew, still, he asked again to 
have Indra reveal his intention, just as in the case of 
(Sanatkumara telling Narada) 'You approach me with 
all that you know' (VII. 1. 1). Accordingly Indra ex
pressed his own purpose with the words, 'Just as this 
(reflection)' etc. And Prajapati also confirmed it by 
saying, 'This is really so'. 

Objection: When both heard the same statement 
about the 'Person in the eye', Indra understood the 
reflection of the body as .the Self, while Virocana un
derstood the body itself as the Self. How did that 
happen? 

Reply: A~ to that some (teachers) think: As in the 
case of Indra, who was recollecting the words of Pra
japati about the plate full of water etc. there occurred, 
even before he reached the gods, the acceptance of the 
reflection as the Self, thinking that to be what the 
teacher had said, and in this he found a difficulty, it was 
not so in the case of Virocana. What then? (In his case) 
there was acceptance of the body itself as the Self, and 
there was not even the finding of a defect in this. 
Similarly indeed, in the cases of Indra and Virocana 
with regard to the power of acquiring knowledge, there 
was a greater or lesser defect in the form of an obstacle, 
due to which there was the acceptance of the reflection 
as the Self and the body a~ the Self (respectively). 
Because of lesser defect, Indra accepted with faith the 
primary meaning of 'that which is seen' (VIII.vii.4); 
but the other, giving up the meaning of the Upani~ad, 
because of an abundance of defect, figuratively ac
cepted the body which was the cause of reflection, as 
'This is what was spoken of by Prajapati'. Virocana's 
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idea was this: 'As when two pieces of cloth, one blue 
and the other not blue, are reflected in a mirror, it is 
said with regard to the reflection seen that the blue one 
is costlier, meaning thereby that the blue cloth causing 
the reflection is so, similar is the case here.' It is wdl
known that although the word heard may be the same, 
still its understanding occurs according to the purity or 
the impurity of the hearer's mind, as it is mentioned in 
another Upani~ad that although the word heard was 
only da, yet the meanings understood were damyata be 
restrained, datta, be charitable; and dayadhvam, be 
kind (Sr. V.2.3). (In understanding anything) other 
auxiliaries (such as reasoning) also function in keeping 
with the make of a person's mind. 

t(C4q~q qflqQRt ~ClI~d • "ff 
~S1OQI@OII~lfi:I qftlq~lfOl 1ffir~m Clq!Unrn If 
glq~lfOl tffir~wt qqlb<JC4lft ~ ~ClI~ II ~ II ~ 
;rcrq': ~: II ~ II 

3. He said, '0 lndra, this is indeed so. I shall explain 
this very one to you again. Live for another thirty-two 
ye'ars.' He lived for another thirty-two years. To him he 
said: 

Prajapati uvaca ha, said; 'Maghavan, 0 lndra; evam 
eva e~al:t, this is indeed so. You have well understocd it 
that the reflection is not the Self. The Self under dis
cussion which was spoken of by me, etam tu eva, this 
very thing, this very Self; anuvyakhyiisyiimi, I shall 
explain again; te, to you although it was explained 
before. Since you did not understand this matter which 
becomes an object of comprehension to those people 
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who are free from defects, even when it is spoken of 
only once, therefore your power of understanding has 
been obstructed by some defect. Hence, for the 
removal of that defect vasa, you 'live; apariil}i, for 
another; dviitrimsatam var$iil)i, thirty-two years.' 
After having said so, uviica ha, he said; tasmai, to him 
who had stayed thus and had his defects attenuated: 

SECTION IO 

~ ~ ~ qtt4qI4~~~q ~1~Rt 
WtctlildG'ldq"'4qd~6JRt ~ '6 :?1I"'160G4: Uctsn~1 "ff 
61J4lcact ctcll~H(~ ~ deJlJ41«~ :?1:{hq;Q 
\OIct('Q"'~: ~ cqcrRf ~ ¥lqq~la:n ~S{<:f ~ 
~II ~II 

1. He said, 'This one who, being adored, moves 
about in dream, is the Self. This is immortal. This is 
Fearless, this is Brahman.' He went away with a satis
fied mind. Even before reaching the gods he found this 
difficulty: 'Although this body that is such becomes 
blind, this one does not become blind; although the 
body may have running eyes and nose this one does not 
have its eyes and nose running; nor indeed is it tainted 
by the defects of this (body).' 

The Self which has the characteristics of being free 
from sin etc. and which was explained in, 'the Person 
that is seen in the eye', etc. (VIII. 1. 5; 7.4) is e~al;z, 

this-who is it?-yal;z, who; carati, moves about; 
svapne, in dream; mahfyamiinal;z, being adored by 
women and others-Leo experiences many kinds of 
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enjoyments occuring in dream .. E~al) atma, this is the 
Self etc. is similar to what has been explained before. 

Sal), he, Indra, being told so; pra va v raja , went away; 
siintahrdayal), with a satisfied mind. He aprapya eva 
deviin, even before reaching the gods; etat bhayam 
dadarsa, found this difficulty regarding this Self, as he 
had earlier. 

How? Yadyapi, although; tat idam sarfram, this 
body that is such; bhavati, becomes; andhal) , blind; 
sal), that which is the dream-self; anandhal) bhavati, 
does not become blind. Yadi, although; idam sarfram, 
this body; sriimal), may have running eyes and nose; 
this one' asriimal) , does not have his eyes and nose 
running. Na eva e$al), nor indeed is this dream-self; 
dU$yati, tainted by the defects; asya, of this body. 

;r Cfia'1l~ ~ ~ ijlUlUI mq) ~ ~ 
FctiUl«4;fflcufJIl£lclodCi4 \fCi4('QfQ ~~dlCi4 '118~bl ~ 
q¥4ltftfit II ~ II 

It fjfi:l(QifOl: '! .. l411£1 "~ W JNlIQkt6C4li1 
q€lCi4;:qiUl'fIiI.~: JillsU:itl: I4ifqi&4l"U~lq lM If 
~cUil dtltlcftct 'l11Cf: ~I{hq~ cq-C4('Q'1~: ~ cqeffif 

~ ijlqqijlql *~ ~ ~II ~ II 
;r crQ'1l~ ~ ~ ijlllQUI mq) ~ ~ 

fC1iUl«I£I:fflcufJIl£lclodq \fCi4('QfQ U(tdlCi4 '1lgq,. ~ 
q¥4141~qqaq Q14Ci4QRI ~Ci4lil6 • "ff 
~SiCQI(§QI~lfi:I Ci4ftlq~lfOl tr&~ Ci4qIbftRl If 
8lq~lfOl tr&~ qqIbY;eUft ~ ~Ci4Ii1I1)t II ~ 
~:~:II~oll 
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2. 'It (the dream-self) is not killed by its (the physi
cal body's) being killed; nor does it have running eyes 
and nose by its having running eyes and nose. But they 
seem to kill this one, they seem to drive him away. This 
one seems to become the perceiver of unpleasant 
things, and he weeps as it were. I do not find any 
benefit in this.' 

3. He came again with faggots in hand. To him, 
Prajapati said, '0 Indra, now that you went away being 
satisfied in heart, what is the purpose of your return
ing?' He said, '0 venerable sir, although this body that 
is such, becomes blind, this one (the dream-self) does 
not become blind. Although it (the body) may have 
running eyes and nose, this one does not have its eyes 
and nose running; nor indeed is it tainted by the defects 
of this (body). 

4. It (the dream-self) is not killed by its being killed; 
it does not have running eyes and nose by its having 
running eyes and nose. But they seem to kill him, and 
they seem to drive him away. This one seems to 
become the perceiver of unpleasant things as itwere; 
moreover, he weeps as it were. I do not find any benefit 
in this.' He said, '0 Indra, this is indeed so. I shall 
explain to you this very one again. Live for anotlter 
thirty-two years.' He lived for another thirty-two 
years. To him he said: 

It (the dream-self) is not killed even by the kiiIing of 
this (the body), unlike the reflection considered as the 
Self. The dream-self does not have its eyes and nose 
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running because of its (the physical body's) having 
running eyes and nose. What was stated in the begin
ning of the chapter as a mere scriptural text, viz, 'This 
does not become deformed by the decrepitude of this 
(body)' (VIll.I.5) etc. that is introduced.here for being 
established through reason. As to that, this dream-self 
does not have the defects of the retlection considered 
as the Self. But they ghnaflti eva enam, kill him as it 
were. The word eva has been used in the sense of iva, as 
it were. It is to be understood that some people seem to 
kill him; not that they actually kill him, because in all 
the later sentences the word iva, as it were, is seen to be 
used. 

Objection: Because of the qualifying sentence, 'It is 
not killed by its being killed', the meaning should be, 
'They surely kill'. 

Reply: This is not so because it is not reasonable to 
attribute uttering a falsehood to Prajapati, who has 
been accepted as an authority (by Indra). Accepting 
nim as an authority, how can Indra falsify Prajapati's 
words, 'This is Immortal' (VIlI.7A). 

Objection: Well, did not Indra mention a defect by 
saying, 'In accordance with the destruction of this, it 
also gets destroyed' (VIl1.9.2), when Prajapati had 
spoken about the retlection as the Self! Similar should 
be the case here as well. 

Reply: Not so. 
Objection: Why? 
Reply: Indra thinks that when Prajapati said, 'This 

Person that is seen in the eye', he did not mean the 
reflection as the Self. 

Objection: How? 
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Reply: If Indra thinks that, when the question was 
about the one who is free from .sin etc. Prajapati has 
spoken of the reflection as the Self, then, why should 
he go again to Prajapati with faggots in hand, by ac
cepting him as an auth.ority? And he did go. Thetefore 
Indra thinks that the reflection was not spoken of as the 
Self by Prajapati. And accordingly it has been ex
plained that the Seer that is seen in the eye is meant. 

Similarly, vicchadayanti iva, they seem to drive 
(him) away. So also apriya vetta iva bhavati, this one 
seems to become the perceiver of unpleasant things, 
like death of son etc. Api, moreover; he himself roditi 
iv~, weeps as it were. 

Objection: Is it not that he does indeed experience 
the unpleasant? Why is it said, 'he becomes a perceiver 
as it were'? 

Reply: No, because the statement of immortality and
fearlessness would become unreasonable. Moreove(, 
another Upani~ad says, 'He meditates as it were' 
(Br.IV.3.7). . 

Objection: Does it not contradi~direct experience? 
Reply: No, because (this) misconception is possible 

just like the (error of) direct perception of the body as 
the Self. 

Leave aside for the time beingl whether he actually 
experiences the unpleasant or seems to experience it. 'I 
do not find any benefit .in this.' The idea is, 'I do not 
find the desired benefit even from knowing the dream
self.' (Prajapati said: '0 Indra) evam eva e.'ja};t, this is so 
indeed, in accordance with your understanding'. This 

·See CommentU)· on VIII. 12.1 for further discussion. 

41 
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much is understood, since what is intended (by Pra
japati) is that the Self is possessed of the qualities of 
immortality and fearlessness. 'Although twice spoken 
of by me logically, still, he does not understand it 
proper!y. Therefore, as bdore, even now he has some 
cause of obstruction.' Thinking so, Prajapati ordered, 
'Live for another thirty-two years', for the elimination 
of that. To him who had lived thus and had his defect 
attenuated, Prajapati said: 

SECTION I J 

dG~d~: ftqtd: ftiUftil: ~ ;r Pct'3lI=tI~q 
3'I.tilRi ilct.:QdC{iJdQcq4Qd<;flg.Rt lr W "1I'+18A~: 
}Acta.'¥' 'ft' g1J4.tact ~I~d~ ~ ;n'8 &(iCi4qCi~ 
ft¥u~'(q,4 '3I1?t1f44qgqfiOftid ;it o:oaqlR ~ 
rct=t."qct,cftdl ~ =th~qSl ~ Q'4141RlIl ~ II 

1. 'That being so, when one sleeps in such a way that 
he has all his organs withdrawn and is tranquil, he does 
not see any dream. Then, this is the Self. This is Im
mortal, This is Fearless, This is Brahman. He went 
away being satisfied in heart. Even before reaching the 
gods he found this defect: 'This one surely does not 
now fully know himself as 'I am this one', nor does he 
surely know these creatures. He gets lost as it were. I 
do not find any benefit in this. ' 

Just as he had done before, (here also) after saying 'I 
shall speak to you', etc. ttl'lieu hu, he said in accordance 
with his o'Y" intention, 'That being so, when one sleeps 
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in such a way', etc. which has been explained before 
(VIII.6.3). 'The Person who is the Seer in the eye, and 
this one who, being adored, moves about in dream, is 
the same Person who supwb, when asleep; samasla/:l, 
has all his organs withdrawn; and is samprasanna~l, 
tranquil. Svapnam na vijanali, he does not see any 
dream. E$a/:l alma ili, this is the Self; elalamrtam, this is 
Immortal; abhayam, this is Fearless; elat brahma, this 
is Brahman.' Indra found difficulty even in that. 

How? 
Niiha, not even when asleep; this one khalu janali, 

surely knows; atmanam, himself; samprati, now; fully; 
el'am, in this way. How? As 'ayam aham asmi, I am this 
one'. And also Na eva imani bhiUani, nor does he 
surely know these creatures as well, unlike as he does 
in the waking or dreaming states·. Therefore vinii§am 
eva apfta/:l bhavati, he gets lost,· i.e. destroyed as it 
were-as before, eva has to be understood in the sense 
of iva-, because when there is consciousness, the 
existence of the knower also becomes known, but not 
so when c6nsciousness is not there. And a person in 
deep-sleep is not perceived to have consciousness. 
Hence the meaning is that he is lost as it were, but not 
that (lndra) means an actual destruction of the Self, 
because he wanted to have faith in the authoritative
ness of th~ statement, 'Immortal, Fearless', etc. 

~ ~fq«llfOl: ,!"1l~l~ (f'!:. l IT-.ilIQRl'6C*liiI 
q14C4;<QiUl"i1'~~: SURI'iil: fctifq~"HI.lq ~ l:J 
iPclliit ~ &(fC44 cq11Cf ~'!:. {'i144f£1I(¥OI1;1 

\if1"f1f4~q6qf'fiRt ;it l(aqlR ~ fct"'I~lqcll'ilffl 
cqcrffi "flgqs. ~ q:(J~I4"lRt II ~ II 
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2. He came again with faggots in hand. To him 
Prajapati said, '0 Indra, now that you went away being 
satisfied in heart, what is the purpose of your return
ing?' He said, '0 venerable sir, this one does not now 
fully know himself as "I am this one", nor does he 
surely know these creatures. He surely gets lost as it 
were. I do not find any benefit in this.' 

This is to be e~plained as before. 

t(qqciq q\lqQRt ~cll;lfl • ~ ~~-
8Utc4lfq ~ t(ql::qt.d't"4li+Uq~lrul ~ qEilbftfft, IT 

81Q,(lfOl ~ qql'O!qlft dl;:Qq;(Jld'!:. ftiilC1ld'd
tI«I'~ld'!:. w t qq~fOl q\lql"'\:itl~ffl .fJliil4a.iql~ 
~ tPctli4 II ~ II $(:Qq:;I«~I: ~: II ~ ~'i I' '. 

3. He said, '0 Indra, this is so indeed. I shall explain 
this very one to you again. Not of anything other than 
this. Live for another five years.' He stayed for another 
five years. They became a hundred and one years. It is 
this which people (mean when they) say, 'Indra cer
tainly lived in celibacy in Prajapati's house for a hun
dred and one years'. To him he said: 

Saying, 'evam eva, this is so indeed'; (Prajapati s~id) 
'Etam eva, of this very one which was spoken of by me 
in three stages; na eva anyatra etasmiit, not of anything 
other than this, of something other than the Self-what. 
then?----of this only; anuvyiikhyasyiimi, I shall explain. 
But there is only a little residual defect in you. 

'For eliminating that vasa, live; for aparii1)i panea 
var$ii1)i, another five years.' Being told so, he acted 
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accordingly. Tasmai, to him, to Indra who had his 
defects like attachment etc. removed; uvaca ha, he 
spoke of the real nature of the Self which is free from 
defects pertaining to the three states and which has the 
characteristics of being free from sin etc. Taf)i, they, 
the years, went up to a hundred and cne. Digressing 
from the story, the Upani~ad says that tat etat, it is this, 
shown in the text 'thirty-two years' etc.; yat ahu/:z, 
which good people say in the world; 'EkaSatam ha vai 
var$ii1;Ji maghavan prajiipatau brahmacaryam uvasa, 
Indra certainly lived in Prajapati's home in celibacy for 
a hundred and one years'. 

In this way indeed, through great effort and toil 
extending over a hundred and one years, this knowl
edge of the Self, more important even than the posi
tIon of Indra, was attained by Indra. Hence there can 
be no other human objective superior to this. In this 
way the Upani~ad praises the knowledge of the Self. 

SECTION 12 

qQctaff!f en . ~~ 'I~hql:fl '1~"'1 dC(W1'Id
@.JI1'I:ihfQl(q9fl~t6I .. ql:ffl cl ft'lfh: ~tll~(U
'RIi ~ cl ft'l~hfQ lId': mtllmtl4l'(Q6RHRtI('.fU 

cnq ~ ~ ~4lfJ1a tli'ld: II ~ II 

1. ·0 Indra, this body indeed is mortal. This is 
covered by death. That is the seat of this Self which is 
immortal and bodiless. Anything embodied is within 
the mnge of the desirable and the non-desirable. 
Surely, for that which remains embodied there can be 
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no elimination of the desirable and the undesirable. 
But the desirable and the undesirable cannot surely 
touch (It) which has become unembodied.' 

'Maghav.an, 0 Indra; idam sarfram, this body; vai, 
surely; mart yam, is mortal, subject to death. Listen to 
the reason as to why you think that, the Self spoken of 
by me as having the characteristics of being located in 
the eye etc. and being tranquil, gets lost as it were. That 
which is idam vai, this body which you see; that is 
martyam, subject to destruction, is mortal; and that is 
iiUam, covered, always grasped; mrtyunii, by death'. It 
may surely die aqy moment, and hence it is mortal. 
There is not so much scare when told that, the body is 
mortal in the sense that it will surely die at some time, 
as there is when told that it is ever in grasp of, sur
rounded by death. Therefore, for generating detach
ment, there is the special mentinn, 'grasped by death', 
so that somehow one Q'light become detached from 
identification with the body and desist from it. The 
word 'body' here implies the organs and also the mind 
associated with it. 

Asya iitmana/:l, of this Self, of the tranquil one, which 
moves along three planes (of existence) as its loci; 
amrtasya, of the Immortal, i.e. which is free from death 
etc. characteristic of body, organs and mind; tat, that 
body; is the adhi$lhiinam, seat of enjoyment. Although 
by the expression, 'of the Immortal', unembodiedness 
becomes established ipso facto, still, the expression, 
asarfrasya, of the unembodied, is used again to avoid 
the possibility of thinking that the Self has got parts and 
forms like air etc. Or, iitmana/:l, from the Self, from 
Existence which is the Seer; adh~/hiinam, the seat has 
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been derived through a succession of fire, water, earth, 
etc. Or (this body) is called an adhi$fhanam, a seat, 
because Existence itself presides over it by entering 
into it in the form of an individual soul. That (Self) with 
this kind of a seat-which is ever in the grasp o(dcath, 
and which is a location possessed of the desirable and 
the undesirable since it is born from virtue and vice-, 
presiding over it and possessing it, becomes smfarfral;., 
embodied. Embodiedness for the Self which is nat
urally without any body, consists in Its identification 
with the body through indiscrimination that, '1 am that 
body indeed, and the body verily am 1'. Therefore it is 
well-known that by becoming saSariral;., embodied; 
priyapriyabhyam altaI), It comes within the grasp of the 
desirable and the undesirable. And satal;., for that 
Existence; saSarfrasya, which remains embodied, and 
which considers, 'The connection with and disconnec
tion from external things are mine', na ha va; asti, 
surely there can be no; apahatil;., elimination, cessa
tion, destruction; of the current priyapriyayol;., of the 
desirable and the undesirable which originate from the 

..C:9nnection or disconnection with external things. 
Again, priyapriye, the desirable and the undesir

able;.na sprsatal), cannot touch It; asariram santam, 
which has become unembodied, freed from the non
discriminating idea of identity with the body, through 
the knowledge of Its own nature of unembodiedness. 
The verb 'touch', is to be connected with each, so that 
there are two sentences: 'the desirable cannot touch', 
and 'the undesirable cannot touch'. This is like the 
sentence, 'One should not speak with a heretic, an 
impure person and an irreligious person'. For they are 
the results of virtue and vice. But Its own nature is 
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unembodiedness; so, since there is no possibility of 
virtue and vice (in It) therefore the existence of their 
results is absolutely impossible. Hence, 'the desirable 
and the undesirable do not touch' . 

Objection: If the desIrable also does not touch the 
unembodied one, then, what was said by Indra that, 
one in deep-sleep 'gets lost as it were', surely becomes 
applicable here also. 

, Reply: That defect does not arise because what is 
intended to be expressed is the negation of the desir
able and the undesirable connected with the body 
(and) which are the results of virtue and vice. That is to 
say, the desirable and the undesirable do not touch the 
unembodied. For the word 'touch' is applicable in the 
case of those which appear and disappear-as for in
stance, 'the touch of cold', 'the touch of heaf, etc. But 
heat and light which are inherent in fire cannot have 
touch with fire. Therefore, like the heat and light of fire 
or of the sun, desirableness which is the bliss natural to 
the Self is not negated here, on the strength of such 
Upani~adic texts as: 

'Brahman is Consciousness and Bliss' (Br. VI. 1.28); 
'Bliss is Brahman' {Tai. VI.3.1), etc. Besides, here 

also it has been said, 'The Infinite alone is joy' 
(VII.23.1). 

Objection: Well, if the Infinite and desirableness are 
identical, (then desirableness) is not an ob.iect of knowl
edge; or if desirableness is the very nature of the 
Infinite, then it remains ever known. Thus it will be 
indistinguishable. This is not what Indra cherishes, 
because of which it has been said (by him), 'This one 

\ 

does not now fully know himself as, "I am this one", 
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nor does he surely know these creatures. He surely gets 
lost as it were. I do not find any benefit in this'. 
(VIII. 11.2). 

What Indra cherishes is indeed that knowledge' by 
which the Self knows the creatures and also Itself; by 
which It does not experience anything undesirable; and 
by which It attains all the worlds and all the desires. 

Reply: It is true that this is what is desired by Indra: 
'These creatures are different from me, and the worlds 
and desires are also different from me. I am the Lord of 
them.' But this is not beneficial to Indra. And that 
which is benefic~al to Indra has to be spoken of by 
Prajapati. That attainment of the Self which is unem
bodied like space, and which is achieved through the 
realization of the Self of an beings, all worlds, and all 
desires, that beneficial matter i~ what is intended to be 
spoken of by Prajapati to Indra. But not of something 
like the attainment of a kingdom by a king. This being 
so and the Self being one, who wiil know and through 
what, that 'I am this, and all these are creatures·'? 

Objection: Well, from.this point of view, do not the 
statements 'He sports with women and vehicles' (VIII. 
12.3), 'If he becomt:s desirous of the manes as objects 
of enjoyment' (Vlli.2.1), 'He becomes one-fold' (VII. 
26.2), etc. become illogical? 

Reply: No because the contact, of that which is the 
Self of all with all the results, is not contradictory, like 
earth taking the form of all pots, water pots, jars, etc. 

Objection: If there is identificatio'n with all, will 
there not be contact with sorrow as well? 

Reply: No. There is no contradiction, since it is 
admitted that sorrow also becomes identified with the 
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Self. Sorrow in the. Self is due to imagination arising 
from ignorance, like (fear etc. arising from) the im
agination of snake etc. on a rope. And that ignorance, 
which is the cause of sorrow, becomes eradicated 
through the realization of the true nature dt the unity of 
the unembodied Self. Hence there is no possibility of 
the apprehension of connection with sorrow. The men
tal desires that arise from the will which springs from 
pure sattva qualities (of a man of realization) become 
connected with all creatures through the body of God. 
It is the supreme Self that is the real enjoyer through 
the adjunct of pure sattva qualities. The conclusion of 
the Upani~ads is that the supr~me Self itself is the basis 
of all kinds of dealings which anse from ignorance; 
there is no one else. 

Some think that by the statement, 'The Person that is 
seen in the eye', verily the reflection of a person was 
spoken of by Prajapati, and that the one seen in dream 
and deep-sleep is surely different. But it is not of the 
supreme Self possessed of the qualities of being 'free 
from sin etc. because there is a contradiction. And they 
say that the purpose of teaching about the Self as the 
reflection etc. is that, since the supreme Self is very 
difficult to.comprehend, by Its being spoken about in 
the very beginning there must not occur any confusiofl 
in a mind very much attached to external objects, on 
hearing of a very subtle entity. As for instance, when 
some one wants to show the indistinct moon (to an
other) on the second day of the bright fortnight, he first 
points out some tree that is visible by saying, 'Lo! there 
is the moon' , and then to another, and then again to the 
top of some hill near ~he moon, saying, 'This is t~e 
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moon'. Then he sees the moon. In this very way it has 
been said by Prajapati, 'The Person that is seen in the 
eye', etc. in three stages. But the ultimate Reality was 
not spoken of. They further say that the supreme Per
son in whom, rising up from this mortal body, one (the 
realized soul) attains unembodiedness of the nature of 
light, and remains engaged in laughing, sporting and 
enjoying with women, is the ultimate Reality. 

True, suchan explanation is very attractive to hear. 
But the meaning of this text cannot be so. How? If by 
saying 'the Person that is seen in the eye', Prajapati had 
instructed about the reflection itself as the Self, in that 
case, after having started with the statement. '(the 
Person) that is seen in the eye', when the reflection was 
accepted as the Self by the two disciples, observing the 
wrong understanding of the t.wo, his introduction of the 
illustration of a plate full of water, the question 'What 
do you see' , and the instruction to be well adorned, for 
the removal of that (misconception) would become 
meaningless. Moreover, if that is what he had himself 
actually instructeo, then, he should have given the 
reason for dispelling their understanding. And· he 
himself should have spoken of the reason for dispelling 
(their) understanding with regard to the Self in dream 
and in deep-sleep. But this was not spoken by him. 
Therefore we think that it was not the reflection in the 
eye that was spoken of as the Self by Prajapati. 
Furthermore, there is this other consideration: If the 
Seer in the eye was taught of by saying 'that is seen', 
then this becomes logical. And even in dream the Seer 
himself was .taught of by saying, 'I shall explain to you 
this very one' 
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Objection: If it be said that in dream the Seer was not 
taught of? 

Reply: No because the instruction is, 'He weeps as it 
were, seems to become the perceiver of unpleasant 
things as it were' (VIII. 10.2). Besides, none ot,her than 
the Seer moves about in dream being adored by others, 
because it has been logically established in another 
Upani~ad that, 'In this state the man himself becomes 
the light' (Br. IV.3.9). Although in dream the. Self 
remains in, association with the intellect, still, the intel
lect· does not become an organ for the perception of 
enjoyment in dream. 

What then? 
Like painting on a canvas, it is the intellect, coloured 

with the impressions of the waking state, which 
becomes the object of perception. In this way there is 
no discontinuance of the self-effulgence of the Seer. 
Again, there is this other consideration: In the waking 
and dream states, since it is so that the Seer perceives 
all creatures as well as Itself, as, 'These are the crea
tures, and this is I myself, the negation in the form, 
'This one does not now know himself' (in deep-sleep) 
(VII!. 1 1.'2) etc. becomes logical. So also, after having 
said that for the conscious Self there can be no 
cessation of the desirable and the undesirable so long 
as it remains embodied owing to ignorance, with 
regard to that very Sei! which becomes unembodied 
after the rise of Knowledge, it is proper to deny the 
desirable and the undesirable It had during Its 
embodiednesr--'But the desirable and the undesirable 
cannot surely 'touch the unembodied'. It is established 
in another Upan~ad that it is the very same Self which 
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moves unattached between the dream and waking 
states, like a great fish moving from one bank to the 
other (see Br. IV.3.18). 

And the statement made that the abode termed as 
the supreme Person, in which the tranquil one (the 
person in deep-sleep), having risen from the body, 
remains engaged in sporting with women etc. is differ
ent from the tranquil one, that (statement) also is 
wrong. Because, even in the fourth stage there is the 
statement (by Prajapati), 'I shall expl3:in this very one 
to you again' (VIII .11.3). If the intention was to speak 
of something other than That, then Prajapati would 
not have said as (he had done) before, 'I shall explain 
this very one to you again', which would be false. Also 
there is the other point: After having shown the entry 
of Existence which is the creator of fire, water, and 
earth, into its own transformation-the body which is 
like a sprout-, the instruction, 'Thou art That' , to the 
one who had entered thus, would have been false. 

Were the supreme Person different from the tranquil 
one, the proper instruction should have been, 'You will 
be sporting in It with women' etc. Similarly, if the 
Infinite were different from the individual soul, then, 
after having stated, 'I am That' with regard to the 
Infinite, there should not have been the conclusion, 
'The Self indeed is all this' (VII.25). 

This is further supported by another Upani~adic 
text, 'There is no other witness but He"(Br. 111.7.23). 
And the word 'Self would not have been used in all the 
Upani~ads with regard to the ultimate Reality, if the 
indwelling Self of all creatures were not identical with 
the ultimate Reality. Therefore it is proved that the 
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Self which is the subject matter of the context is one 
only. 

The Self, moreover, has no transmigration since 
transmigration is superimposed on the Self through 
ignorance. Snake, silver, dirt, etc. superimposed on 
rope, nacre and sky through false ignorance, indeed do 
not belong to them. It is thus explained that the desir
able and the undesirable are not eradicated from the 
embodied one. And the earlier conclusion, 'This one 
seems to become the perceiver of unpleasant things', 
and not that 'this one verily becomes the perceiver of 
unpleasant things' (VIII. 10.2), stands proved. If such 
be the conclusion, the words of Prajapati, or the words 
of the Sruti in the guise of Prajapati, 'This is Immortal, 
this is Fearless, this is Brahman', stated in all the 
stages, become surely true. And it is not proper to 
falsify that through intelligence engaged in vain 
reasoning, because no other means of proof more valid 
than this (Sruti) can be had. 

Objection: Now, if it be said that the perception of 
undesirable things like sorrow etc. is a direct and in
variabl~ experience? 

Reply: No, because they are possible like direct ex
periences such'as, 'I am free from decrepitude', 'I am 
inflicted by decrepitude', 'I am born', 'I have been 
living for long', '[ am fair', 'I am dark', 'I am dead', etc. 

Objection: If it be held that all these (experiences) 
are true'? 

Reply: It is surely a fact which is 'difficult to under
stand, because of which even the king of Gods became 
verily deluded in this matter by thinking that the Self 
really undergoes destruction, though he was shown the 
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reason for Its non-destruction with the illust·ration of a 
plate full of water etc. And so also Virocana, though he 
was very intelligent and a son of Prajapati, understood 
the body alone as the Self. Similarly, the Nihilist got 
drowned in Indra's very sea of the terror of destruction 
of the Self. So also the Samkhyas, although they under
stood the Self to be the (conscious) witness different 
from the body, still, because of their non-acceptance of 
the authority of the Vedas, continue in their accep
tance of duality which is within the orbit of death. 
Likewise, those who follow the doctrines of Kapada 
and others, are engaged in purifying the substance 
called the soul which is possessed of nine qualities, like 
some one cleaning a cloth coloured with the sap of 
some tree, .with the help of soda etc. Similarly, there 
are others, the ritualists, whose minds being attracted 
by external things, even while admitting the authority 
of the Vedas, think like Indra that the ultimate Truth of 
the unity of the Self is tantamount to annihilation, and 
go on moving up and down, for ever, like a Persian 
Wheel. What to speak of other little creatures who are 
naturally devoid of discrimination and whose minds 
are drawn away by external things! 

Therefore, this Knowledge-which can be realized 
only by those who have given up all desires for external 
things, who have nothing else to resort to, who belong 
to the class of mendicants called Paramahamsas, who 
have transcended the four stages of life, devoted to the 
realization arising from the Upani~ads, who are the 
most adorable, and who are the followers of the tradi
tion established by Prajapati-, has been presented by 
the Upani~ad in four sections. Therefore, even today, 
it is they who teach this and not others. 
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2. Air has no body, light cloud, lightning, and thun
der-these are bodiless. As these, having sprung up 
from that sky and having reached the supreme light (of 
the sun), become established in their own forms; 

That being so; it has to be explained how the bodi
less, tranquil one, which through ignorance becomes 
indistinguishable from the body and' verily becomes 
embodied, gets disentangled from the body and is es
tablished in its own nature. Hence an illustration is 
being given. 

Vayub, air; aJarfrab, has no body, i.e. it has no body 
possessed of head, hands etc. Moreover, abhram" 
cloud; vidyut, lightning; stanayitnub, thunder; eta,)i, 
these also; are aJarfrii,)i, bodiless. Tat, that being so', 
after the need for rainfall etc. is over; as etani, these 
which have been spoken about (cloud etc.); having 
sprung up am~mat, from that (sky~the Upani~ad 
which is on the earth points to the region of the sky 
which is connected with heaven--, assume a form 
similar to the sky. Those which were known by their 
own names as wind etc. now become 'included in the 
name ,'sky'. Just as the tranquil one becomes identified 
verily with the body during the state of ignorance, 
similarly, those which had become (one with the sky) 
thus, (wind etc.) rise up from that region, akiiSat, from 
the sky which is connected with heaven, for the sake of 
fulfilling such purposes as raining down etc. 

How? 
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After the passing of winter, upasampadya, having 
attained; param jyotil;z, the supreme light, i.e. the in
tense heat of the summer sun-having been made to 
assume their own respective, distinct states after giving 
up their quiescent-st~!es, owing to the heat of the sun; 
(then) at the commencement of the rainy season, abhi
n~padyante, they become established; svena rapeT)a, 
in their own forms: air taking the form of eastern wind 
etc.; cloud also taking shape of land, hill, elephant, 
etc.; lightning, too, taking its own mobile form in the 
shape of a bright creeper etc.; and thunder also taking 
its own form of roaring and thunder. 

ltqq~q t144ttl~Sf'4liUthl('(OlijNlI~ qt ~
fd:('iq~A4t1 m '(C'IqollA:tPt&:ltld l{ ~: ~: "l{ 
mr qiffff \iW$dfilg;:(qqlol: #ftR:t4. ~1~41 ~ 
.nq\il9t~ f'4dil«~ ~ l{ ~ J4t;).~ aili:ncll ~ 
ltctqc*,~qH:'f:sua~ :muTt~: II ~ II 

3. In this very way, this tranquil one becomes estab
lished in his own nature after rising up from this body 
and reaching the supreme Light. He is the supreme 
Person. There he moves about laughing, sporting, and 
enjoying with women, vehicles, or kinsmen, but not 
remembering this body born from the contact of man 
and ·woman. That is, just as a horse is hamess~d to a 
vehicle, in that very way this individual soul is joined 
with this body. 

As is this (above) illustration, so, like the attainment 
of identification of wind etc. with the sky etc. (the 
individual soul) becomes identified with the body 

42 
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during the state of transmigration through ignorance, 
and thinks in such ways as, 'I am born as the son of such 
and such a man; becoming decrepit I shall die'. Just as 
Indra was enlightened by Prajapati through the process 
stated before, (so) when e$al) samprasadal), this tran
quil one is enlightened by the instruction, 'Thou art not 
possessed of the quilities of the body and the organs, 
but thou art That'; (then) that tranquil one, the indi
vidual soul, samutthaya, after rising up; asmat sarirat, 
from this body, like wind from the sky, having under
stood his true nature as different from the body etc. i.e. 
having given up the idea of the body as the Self; 
abhin4padyate, becomes established; svena rupe1)a, in 
his own nature, as Existence which is his own Self. This 
has been explained before (VIIl.li.l). 

As before one's enlightenment a rope becomes a 
snake owing to error, (but) after being revealed it 
becomes. established in its true nature as the rope, 
similarly sal), he-the real nature in which the tranquil 
one becomes established-, is the uttamal) pUTU$al), 
supreme Person. He who is ultamal), the highest and 
also purtqal), the Puru~a, is the supreme Person, who 
Himself becomes manifest as the Persons in the eye 
and in dream, (but) in deep-sleep remains unnianifest, 
and has His organs fully withdrawn, and who, again, in 
His true nature is tranquil and unembodied. I Of these, 
this one who is established in His own natl:1re is the 
highest Person as compared with the perisha~le and 
the imperishable, the manifest and the unmanifest. 

I Here the four states of the jiva are described-in waking. in 
dream, in deep-sleep. and in its true nature. 
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This has indeed been clearly stated in the Glta (XV.lfr-
18). 

Sab, He, that tranquil one, having become estab
lished in his own nature; tatra, in his own Self, and 
becoming identified with all; paryeti, moves about, 
sometimes in the forms of Indra and others; jak$at, 
laughing, or eating goo~ and bad things according to 
desire; or sometimes krf(ian, sporting with things 
springing up from mere desire or with things of the 
world of Brahma; and ramamtlT)a/:l, enjoying; strfbhiJ:z, 
with women and others, merely through the mind; na 
smaran, not remembering; idam sarfram, this body; 
upajanam, born from the contact of man and woman; 
or (upajanam may mean) that which is born in the form 
of an individual soul, or that which is near to (closely 
associated with) the Self. That recollection would 
surely bring about misery, for misery is its nature. 

Objection: Well, should he not remember what he 
had experienced (i.e. the body) then, this will be tanta~ 
mount to non-omniscience of the liberated person. 

Reply: There is no such fault. That false ignorance 
through which they (the experience of body etc.) had 
been created, that false ignorance etc. becomes eradi
cated by enlightenment. Therefore it is not perceived 
at all. Hence there is no detraction from his omni
science because of his not recollecting that. Indeed, it is 
not that whatever was perceived by a lunatic or some
body possessed by a spirit has to be remembered even 
when lunacy etc. are gone. Similarly, in the present 
c;'l<'':' also, whatever is experienced by transmigrating 
persons possesed of the defect of ignorance, (that) 
does not touch the unembodied one who becomes one 
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with all, for there is absence of ignorance which was the 
cause. But those true mental desires covered by false
hood, which are perceived by those whose faults have 
been eradicated and whose desires h~ve been 
removed, become united with one who had become 
identified with all, because of their having been 
revealed by enlightenment. In this way they are 
pointed out for the eulogy of the knowledge of the SeOtf. 
Therefore, it is good that the text specifies them by 
saying, 'Those desirable things in the world of 
Brahman'. Since Brahman is identified with every
thing, therefore, wherever they may be, they are said 
to be in the world of Brahman. 

Objection: Well, is it not contradictory to say that 
though one, (as stated in) 'The Infinite is that where 
one does not see anyone else, does not hear anyone 
else, does not know anyone else' (VII.xxiv.!), and 
(yet) 'He moves about seeing the desirable things in the 
world of Brahman'? It is like saying that a man does not 
see, at the very same time that he sees. 

Reply: There is no su~h defect, because this has been 
refuted in another Upani~ad by saying that, since the 
seeing of the Seer cannot be eradicated, therefore, he 
verily continues to be seeing, and that since the desires 
do not exist separately from the Seer, therefore, he 
does not see (Br. IV.3.23). Although this has been said 
with regard to deep-sleep, nevertheless, there is the 
same absence of duality even in the case of the 
liberated, because he becomes one with all. And it has 
already been said, '.who is seen by whom?' (Br. 
IV.5.l5). 

(This person) being unembodied by His very nature, 
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and having the characteristics of being free from sin 
etc. how is it said by Prajapati that this Person is seen in 
the eye? As to that, it has to be stated how this Person is 
directly seen in the eye. Hence the following text is 
introduced. The text states the reason for seeing (the 
Person) in the eye. The word sal), that, stands for the 
illustration (as stated in) 'Yathii prayogyal) , as a 
horse ... ', or it stands for the yoked animal itself. The 
word prayogya is used in the sense of that which is 
yoked-a horse or a bullock. As in the world a horse is 
harnessed iicara1)e, to a vehicle-to that by which one 
moves, a chariot or a cart-, for pulling it; similarly 
asmin sarire, to this body which is comparable to a 
chariot; yuktal) , is joined; prii1)al) , the vital force 
having five fun~tions, (i.e.) the individual conscious 
Soul associated with the organs, the mind. and the 
intellect; the Self individualised by the two powers of 
knowledge and action. Like the appointment of an 
officer by a king, God has entrusted the vital force with 
the functions of seeing, hearing, and acting, as men
tioned in the text, 'On whose leaving the body shall I 
leave it? And on whose continuance shall I stay on?' 
(Pr. VI.3). Of that individual soul itself, one part, one 
location, is the organ of seeing which is the door for the 
perception of forms (and colours). 

3lV lIt.d«IChI,.qiFctttOUI ~: '" ;:n",: ~ 
«,t9illl lif~ ~ ~ flulluftFd '" amqr IT.:i4ll1 
iUUlqll lit a~«'4Alatl'~luftFd '" a:tINIAlatI8HltI 

Snail( lit ~~ 'JuIClI4lFd '" amqr iiClUliti 

~II~II 
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4. Then, where the eye inheres.in this space, he is 
the Person seen in the· eye. The eye is for seeing. Then, 
the one who is conscious, 'Let me smellthis', he is the 
Self. The organ of smell is for perceiving smell. Then, 
one who is conscious, 'Let me utter this' , he is the Self. 
The organ of speech is for speaking. Then, one who is 
conscious, 'Let me hear this', he is the Self. The organ 
of hearing is for audition. 

Atha, then, yatra, where, (in which state I ); cak~uJ:z, 
the eye, the opening in the body; anuvi$a1.2r;am, in
heres; akasam, in the space figuratively indicated by 
the black iris; in that state sal), the unembodied indi
vidual soul under discussion; ciik$~aJ:t, is seen in the 
eye. Caq~ab means one existing in the eye. That 
supreme Seer for whose purpose, due to His associa
tion with body etc. the eye is the instrument for seeing, 
for perception of forms, He is seen here in the eye to be 
transcendental, unembodied and unassociated, from 
the act of seeing which stands as the ground for such an 
inference. Since He is verily the perceiver of all things, 
therefore, the utterance of Prajapati, '(He who is) seen 
in the eye', was by way of indicating the openings of all 
the organs. 

But the particular statement, 'in the eye', is made in 
all Upanisads because it is the cause of clear com
prehension. And there is also the Upani~adic text, 'I 
have seen, therefore it is true.' 

Atha, moreover; in this body ya~l, he who; veda, has 
the consciousness--how?-'lighrar;i, I perceive; idam, 
this as fragrant or fetid; let me experience its smell,' 

'SeeA.G. 
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etc. sal;. atma, he is the Self. For him is the ghriiIJam, 
organ of smell; gandhiiya, for smelling, for perceiving 
smell. Atha, then; yal;., he who; veda, has the con
sciousness; 'AbhivyahariiIJi, let me speak; idam, this 
sentence,' is the Self. "ak, the organ of speech; is 
meant abhivyaharaya, for accomplishing the act of 
uttering. Atha, then; yal;., he who; veda, has the con
sciousness; 'Snzavani, Let me hear; idam, this'; sa/:l 
atma, he is the Self. Srotram, the organ of hearing; is 
srava1)iiya, for hearing. 

3i?f 'lit ~ q~I;ftRt lJ arnqf 1Rr~ tct q§: 

'ff en ~ ~ ~ il\NT q ... f)(1Itl(filql;q~tI::(qd ct 

~ i161ttn4i II ~ II 
5. Then, one who has the consciousness, 'Let me 

think this', he is the Self. Mind is his divine eye. One 
who is such, indeed ,en joys these desirable things which 
are in the world of Brahman, seeing them through this 
divine eye, the mind. 

Atha, then; yab. one who; veda, has the conscious
ness; 'Idam manvani, let rile think this" who has the 
consciousness, 'Let me undertake only the actions of 
the mind that are not associated with the organs'; sa~l, 
he; is atma, the Self. The mind is for thinking. Since the 
expression, 'One who has the consciousness is the 
Self, has been used everywhere, therefore it is under
stood that consciousness'is Its own nature. As when 
somebody says, 'That which lights up the front is the 
sun; that which lights up the right, the left, the north, 
and above is the sun', then it is un4erstood that it (the 
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sun) is of the nature of light. But in the accomplishment 
of such actions as seeing etc. the eyes etc. are the 
instruments. And this fact is understood from the very 
nature of the Self!. The agentship of the Self with 
regard to consciousness follows from Its mere exist
ence and not from Its being engaged in any action. This 
is just as the sun's being the agent of illumination by its 
mere presence, but not by its being engaged in that act. 
Asya, of this Self; mana/:z, the mind; is daivam, the 
divine, supernatural; calqu/:z, eye, different fTom the 
other organs. The word calqu/:z is derived in the sense 
of that with which one sees. On the other hand, the 
organs remain engaged with things that are of the 
present, and hence they are not divine. But the mind is 
the organ for perceiving things of all the three times, it 
is free from defects, and it is the organ for the percep
tion of everything, subtle, distant etc. Hence it is called 
the divine eye. 

Sa/:z, he; vai, indeed, who becomes free,-who at
tains his own nature, who becomes free from body, 
organs, and mind created by ignorance, and attains the 
state of being the Self or a~, e$a/:z, such a one, having 
become pure like space, the Lord of all, and having the 
mind as the limiting adjunct; ramate, enjoys, elan ka
man, these desires; etena, through this mind which is 
the lord (of all the organs); paJyan, seeing with a vision 
eternally spread like the light of the sun. Which 
desires? That is being elaborated: (He enjoys) ye ete 
brahmaloke, these which are in the world of Brahman, 

IThe Self by Its very nature has no action. These actions inhere in 
the organs, but are falsely attributed to the Self because of the false 
association of the organs with the Self. 
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and are covered by falsehood in the form of attachment 
to outer things,-like a mine of gold (covered by 
earth}--, and which are attainable through mere wish. 
This is the meaning. 

-a- qr ~ t<:n atl(COlI"'t'lqlfld df&tl+ttu~ ~ :q 

twfl fffil 31ffiT: lfcl ;:{ CfiIln: ~ lICfT~Vif M\q,I"'t I coO Rt 
lICfr~~ Chlql:e:a+<'lql(COll"'tq~tI fc1®"f1ffiRi 5 

JII\itlqRt~I'6I JII\itIQkt06Clli.lll ~ II lfff ~: 
~: II ~~ II 

6. Him indeed the gods adore as their Self. There
fore all the worlds, as .also, all desirable things have 
been attained by them. He who, having known that 
Self, realizes It, attains all the worlds and all desirable 
things. This is what Prajapati said, Prajapati said. 

Since this Self was spoken of by Prajapati to Indra, 
.therefore, having heard of It from him the gods adore 
that Self even today. And from the adoration of that, 
sarve loka/:z, all the worlds; ca, and; sarve kama/:t, all 
desirable things; atta/:z, have been attained. The idea 
implied is that, the result of that very purpose for which 
I ndra lived in celibacy for one hundred and one years 
with Prajapati, was achieved by the gods. 

Since a doubt may arise that it was possible for the 
gods because of their great fortune, but it is not pos
sible for human beings of the present times whose lives 
are short and whose intellects are poorer, therefore it is 
said that even a person of the present time can attain all 
the worlds and all the desirable things. Who! is he? 
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Anyone who like Indra and others vijiiniiti, realizes; 
iitmiinam, the Self; anuvidya, after having known that 
(from teachers and scriptures). This is what prajiipatiQ, 
Prajapati; surely uViica, said; ha, in a general way, in 
days of yore. Therefore, the meaning is that the knowl
edge of the Self and the result of that are equally open 
to all. The repetition of 'Prajapati said', is to indicate 
the conclusion of the topic. 

SECTION 13 

,:tonql ... (ir JI'Q'U ,IGt(ffI¥llil wMssa lCf 
UqlfO. ~ tntt ~ lCf ~1~4&ldUliiOl ~ 
,.thqC(id .~I~I .6I~q;tIF&(f1UiC:U,"(qftf-
If'.''4cu41ffi II ~ II lM ~<il~~I: ~: II ~~ II 

1. • From the dark I wish to attain the variegated. 
From the variegated I have attained the dark. Having 
shaken off sin, like a horse (shaking) its hair, (and) as 
the moon getting freed from the mouth of Rahu, I shall 
attain the uncreated world of Brahman after leaving 
the body and becoming successful. I shall attain .. 

The sacred mantra, 'From the dark I wish to attain 
the variegated', etc. is meant for sanctification, recita
tion, or meditation. Shyiima, dark, is a deep colour. 
The idea is that the Brahman in the heart is of a deep 
colour appearing as dark because It is inscrutable. 
'Having known that Brahman in the heart with the help 
of meditation, shyiimiit, from the dark; prapadye, I 
wish to attain mentally, after the fall of the body; that 
world of Brahman which is sabalam, variegated-it is 
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variegated as it were, since the world of Brahman is 
mixed with many desirable things like (the lakes 
named) Ara, ~ya, etc. since sabalat, from the varie
gated, from the world of Brahman; prapadye, I attain, 
i.e. I have attained identity with (the Brahman in) the 
heart for the sake of manifesting names and forms, 
therefore I wish to attain that very variegated one, the 
Self which is my original nature.' This is the idea. 

'How do I attain the variegated world of Brahman?; 
That is being stated: 'Iva, as; aSva(l, a horse becomes 
free from dirt; by shaking its rom(1)i, hair--having 
removed fatigue and dirt etc. in the hair by shaking 
(itself); similarly, through the knowledge of the 
Brahman in the heart, vidhuya, having shaken off; 
piipam, sin referred to by the words virtue and vice, (I 
shall attain the uncreated world of Brahman). And also 
candra iva, as the moon which is caught by Rahu 
(during eclipse) becomes brightpramucYll, after being 
released; riihoJ:z mukhat, from the mouth of that Rahu, 
similarly dhutva, after leaving; sariram. the body which 
is the resort of all evils; and having become krtiitmii, 
successful through meditation, even whiie in this 
world; abhisambhavami, 1 shall attain; akrtam brah
malokam, the uncreated world of Brahman. ' The repe
tition of 'I shall attain', is to indicate the end of the 
mantra. 

SECTION 14 

3UChI~n ~ ~ ;'IIq'(C\Q~f.tcffijdl -ij t4~«1 
~81 d«'ld~ ~ arnqr JA'lUQd: ~ ~ Jttr(r 
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~s8 \:Ieufq .'6IolI .. i m ~ m ftmt 
~S6q;j)lUq~ 11' lIW 4qR'fi em': ~aq~«(qit. 
~ ~ ~ ~ qlR:iill"lll ~ II ~ ~: 
~:II ~~II 

1. 'That which is indeed called Space, is the manifes
ter of name and form. That in which they are contained 
is Brahman. That is Immortal, That is the Self. May I 
attain the assembly hall of Prajapati. May I become the 
fame. May I attain that fame ofthe Brrutmins, the fame 
of the K~atriyas, and the fame of the Vaisyas. I-wish to 
attain (that) fame. Such as I am, I am the fame of 
fames. May I not enter into the white slippery place 
which is a toothless swallower. May I not enter. 

'That which is indeed called Space', etc. is meant to 
set forth the characteristics of Brahman for the sake of 
meditation. Akasa/:l vai nama. That which is indeed 
called Space, is the Self well-known in the Upani~ad5. 
(It is called Space) because It is bodiless and subtle like 
space. And that Space is nirvahita, the manifester; 
namarapaY0/:l, of name and form contained within It
self, which are the seeds of the world, and which are 
like foam in relation to water. Te yat antara, that in 
which, that Brahman in they exist-or the meaning is, 
that which exists in them, in name and form, and which 
is not touched by them; tat brahma, That is Brahman. 
That is not touched by name and fOim, is different from 
name and form, (and) yet It is their manifester. Su~h is 
the characteristics of Brahman. This is the meaning. 
This very idea is stated in the Maitreyi Brahmapa (of 
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Br.). Since in all these places (the Upani~ads) absolute 
Consciousness is understood, therefore Brahman is 
Consciousness by nature. And thus they convey the 
same idea. 

How is that known? 
To that the answer is: 
Sal). atma, He is the Self because the Self in the case 

of all creatures is well-known to be the inmost con'" 
sciousness, intuited suojectively. After ascertaining It 
to be of that very nature, the unembodied Self which is 
all-pervasive like space, is to be realized as Brahman. 
And that Self which is Brahman is amrtam, Immortal, 
free from death. 

What follows is a mantra: 
Prapadye, may I attain;sabham vesma, the assembly 

hall; prajapatel)., of Prajapati, the four-faced one 
(Brahma). Moreover, bhavami, may I become; yaSa~l, 
.the fame, the self of Brahmins calledyaSa, fame. Since 
the Brahmins alone admire Him (the Self) specially, 
therefore may I become their fame; and also rajiiiim, of 
the K~atriyas; and viSiim, of the Vaisyas. They are also 
competent (for this adoration). Therefore may I 
become their Self as well. Anupriipatsi, I wish to attain; 
that yaial)., fame. Sal). ha aham, such as I am; I am 
yaiusam yaial)., the Self (fame) of f~e~f the selves 
characterised.as body, organs, mind and intellect. 

Why do I wish to attain thus'l The answer is: 
'May I not enter', etc. ... (It is a prayer for not 

baving to enter any womb for rebiIth). The repetition 
of, 'May I not enter', is to show that it (rebirth) is the 
source of extreme evil. 
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SECTION 15 

d;ldC(fi$l' lNII"tt1<4 ~ U,;tlq(dq:ta ~: 
J4GtICRI 341:q14c~Jt'uit«q~ lI?uFctgn4 1Jil": 
Cfi4.RlfiqUIIl'ttlqlC!("4 • ~ ~ 
~iIiQ.qqdhu.n luIiIChIf.<4«%1«ICCfR tlar:s(~ufOl 
tli44R1e.allf8~tl4:tcf'ldl;:q;:q" ~: 1I &~ 
c:hfq;<QIC4«I!'l .$I~(fiql'ttlilltld ;r ~ 'fHIClaa ';f 

;:.r 'I"HIClJa II ~ II lfif q'*4«~I: '@US: II ~ ~ II \ lffi 
UI~.lI1qPttiltJte,,"s~: II Gil 

1. Brahma imparted this knowledge that was such to 
Prajapati, Prajapati (imparted it) to Manu, (and) 
Manu to the creatures. Having studied the Vedas in the 
teacher's house in accordance with the injunctions. 
during leisure after performing the duties to the teach
er, he returns home from the teacher's house and takes 
up the duties of a householder. Then, he studies the 
scriptures in a sacred place, and makes his sons and 
disciples virtuous. Then, withdrawing all his organs 
into the Self, not injuring any creature other than what 
is prescribed in the scriptures, living in this way to the 
end of his life, he attains the world of Brahma. He does 
not return again, he does not return again. 

Brahmii, Hiratlyagarbha, or the supreme God 
through Hirapyagarhha; uviica, imparted; prajii
pataye, to Kasyapa who was a Prajapati; tat ha etat, that 
knowledge of the Self that was such, together with its 
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accessories, through ,the text starting with, 'The letter 
that is Om', etc.· and consistmg of eight chapters 
speaking of that knowledge, as also meilitations. He 
also imparted this manave, to Manu, his own son; and 
manu, Manu; prajabhyal;z, to the creatures. In this way 
the knowledge contained in the Upani~ad, which has 
come down through a succession of teachers con
versant with the meaning of the Upani~ad, is still found 
among the enlightened. 

Since the question may arise that rites have no pur
pose in the way that knowledge of the Self, as revealed 
here in three chapters beginning from the Sixth, is seen 
to be fruitful therefore, for the sake of avoiding this 
doubt 'about non-utility of rites, here is stated the pur
posefulness of rites on account of their producing spe
cial results when they are perfonned by the knowers of 
the injunctions: 

Adhftya, haVing studied; vedam, the Vedas, along 
with their meanings; yatha vidhanam, in accordance 
with the injunctions, following the injunctions as con
tained in the Smrtis; gurol;z kanna-atiSe$eQa, during 
leisure, i.e. when there is no work after h~ving per
formed specified duties to the teacher-although all 
the injun~tions contained in the Smrti are to be fol
lowed by an UpakurvapaBrahmacaril, yet, in order to 
show the supremacy of serving the teacher it is said, 

IThere are two classes of Brahmacaris who go to the teacher's 
house for studying the Vedas-the Nail'fhikas and the Upakurvl{la. 
The former never marry and live with the teacher for life. The latter 
study for twelve years and return home to settle down as house
holders. 
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'during the time of leisure'. etc. The idea is that the 
Vedas studied in this very way, following the injunc
tions, become productive of the results of rites and 
knowledge, but not otherwise. 

Abhisamavrtya, having returned; iicaryakuliit, from 
the teacher's house after finishing the enquiry into 
rites; and settling down kUfUmbe, in the householders 
life having obtained a wife according to rules-i.e. 
remaining engaged in rites enjoined for the house
holder-. 

Even there (in the householders' life) in order to 
show the importance of the study of scriptures among 
the duties of householder, 'Seated in the proper way 
sucau dese, in a secluded place free from dirt etc.; 
sViidhyayam adhfyanal;r, studying the scriptures, prac
tising the ~g-Veda, etc. according to prescribed rules 
and also more according to ability; and dhiinnikiin 
vidadhat, training his sons and disciple:;t to be virtuous, 
guiding .them to be virtuous; sarvendriyii1)i samprati.$
Ihapya, withdrawing all ·his organs; iitmani, into his 
Self, into Brahman in his heart-from the use of the 
words '(all his) organs', it follows that the implication 
is, 'giving up rites as well'; ahimsan, not injuring, not 
hurting others; i.e. not hurtingsarva-bhatiini, all living 
things whether moving or not moving. Since by moving 
about etc. for alms, there may be injury to others, 
therefore it is said anyatra tfrthebhyal;r, (not hurting 
creatures) other than those allowed iIi the scriptures
tfrtha means that which is sanctioned by scriptures; so 
anyatra tfrthebhyal;r means, 'other than those sanc~ 
tioned by scriptures'. This is common for people in all 
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the stages of life. Others explain this to mean non
injury only' in localities other than the places of 
pilgrimage. 

Sal), he, that competent man, while performing all 
these things in the householders life itself; evam var
tayan, living in this way as described; yiivat iiytqam, to 
the end of his life; abhisampadyate, attains after death; 
brahmalokam, the world of Brahma; ca, and; napunal) 
iivartate, he does not return again for becoming em
bodied. From the negation of return which must occur 
as a matter of course, it follows that having reached the 
world of Hirapyagarbha through the Path of Light etc. 
he stays there as long as the world of HiratJ.yagarbha 
lasts, i.e. before that he does not return. 

The repetition of, 'he does not return' is meant to 
'conclude the knowledge contained in the Upani~ad. 

an 3f1C4ltC'11 qq~lIf.I eUCUlIOlta,: sjhilqm 
cst(itfqPs(lIlfOl 'f{ ~cflfOl 1rcf .~qf.lq« ~ ~ 
PHIi4t lIT lIT iqr r..~lq:aa«f.HICfi\(Olq~f.HICfi~dl 
.q~ d«l~r.. f.R'ff.lf aqr..q~ ",41~ 1rit:l ~ W 
lffil ~II 
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APPENDIX 

The Soma-sacrifice 

The Soma-sacrifice is very elaborate in nature. Not 
only are its processes very complicated, but it also 
needs much paraphernalia and wealth. As many as 
siXteen pries~s (rtvijs) conduct this sacrifice. 'Though 
the sacrifice is so expensive, it was at one time a must 
for every Brahm~a family. They were expected to 
perform it at least once during the course of three 
generations, failing which they were looked down by 
other Brahmapas. 

Soma is the name of a deity (devata) who is regarded 
as a king. So he is also known as Raja Soma. Soma has 
his abode in heaven (dyuloka), but is represented on 
earth by a.creeper said to grow on the Mujwan mount
ain situated towards the North.of the Himalayas. 

This sacrifice is conducted by four main priests, 
namely Hota, Adhvaryu, Brahma, and Udgata. Each 
one of them is assisted by three priests. So the total 
number of priests who conduct this sacrifice is sixteen. 
The duties of these sixteen priests are so' intercon
nected with each other that it is difficult to describe 
them separately in the case of some of them. The 
following instance will suffice to prove this fact: During 
the course of the sacrifice on a certain occasion, the 
Adhvaryu ignites the fire by fanning; the Prastota then 
chants the Sarna-Veda; the Hota recites the mantras 
from the ~g-Veda, and so on. We however, find some 
ref~rences regarding the duties of some of these priests 
in a few books on this subject. Compiled together, they 
may be described as follows: 
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1. Hota (Hotr): Literally it means an offerer of 
oblations to the sacrificial fire. In the Soma-yaga, he 
invokes the gods by reciting the ~g-Veda. His assis
tants are called Maitra-vanqta, Acchavak and 
Gravastut, who are also called Puru~as. At times, to 
these are also added three more, Bramllapa-cchamsl, 
Agnidhra, and Pota, though they are properly assigned 
to the Brahma priest. Sometimes an assistant of 
Adhvaryu, the Ne~~a, is substituted for the Gravastut. 

i. Maitra-varupa: On one occasion during the 
course of the sacrifice the Maitra-varupa chants the 
anuvakya mantras while the Hota chants the yajjya 
mantras. Besides this there are other duties assigned to 
him. 

ii. Acchavak: He invokes the deities by chanting 
mantras, besides various other duties assigned to him. 

iii. Gravastut: The word literally means praising the 
stones used for grinding the Soma creeper. -He assists 
the Hota during the course of the sacrifice in executing 
various duties. 

2. Adhvaryu: The Adhvaryu priest has to measure 
the ground of the sacrifice, build the altar, prepare the 
sacrificial vessels to fetch wood and water,. light the 
fire, (bring the sacrificial animal and immolate it when 
performing the animal-sacrifice). and while engaged in 
these duties, he with his assistants, has to repeat the 
hYll1:ns from the Yajur-Veda. Hence that Veda itself 
has derived the name Adhvaryu. Besides these; while 
conducting the Soma-sacrifice he has various other 
duties to perform. 
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i. Prati-prasthata: He assists the Adhvaryu in per
forming various duties while conducting the Soma
yaga. 

ii. Ne~~a: One of his specific duties is to lead 
fonvard the wife of the sacrificer, and prepare the sura. 

iii. Unneta: Among other duti~s, his specific duty is 
to pour the Soma juice into the receptacles. 

3. Brahma: Among the four main priests, Brahma is 
the most learned. He is required tQ know the three 
Vedas, to supervise the sacrifice, and to setright mis
takes. At a later perioo his functions were based espe
cially on the Atharva-Veda. 

i. Brahmatta-cchamsi: He assists the Brahma at 
the Soma-sacrifice, and recites the mantras after the 
Brahma or in his absence. 

ii. Agnidhra:' In addition to assisting the Brahma, 
this priest kindles the sacred fire for the sacrifice. 

iii. Pota: He, too, assists the Brahma during the 
sa£rifice. 

4. Udgata: The main work of the Udgata and his 
assistants is to chant the Sarna-Veda during the Soma
sacrifice. Sama-Veda is also called the· Udgitha, but the 
name particularly refers to the second part of the 
Sama-Veda which is chanted by the Udgata during the 
sacrifice. In order to understand the various duties of 
the Udgata and his assistants it is necessary to know the 
proper meaning of the Udgitha. The word literally 
m:ans 'to chant aloud'. It is also the general name for 
the Sarna-Veda. The word also stands for Om, the 
three syllabled name of God or the symbol for ·the 
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Reality. The Sarna songs are divided into five or seven 
parts. In five parts, it is Prastava, Udgitha, Pratihara, 
Upadrava and Nidhana. To these five are also added 
the Hirhkara and the Orhkara. The Prastava is su_nS. ~y 
the Prastota, the Udgitha by the Udgata, the Pratihara 
by the Pratiharta, the Upadrava again by the UdgAta, 
and the Nidhana by the priests together. The HirllkAra 
is chanted collectively by all the priests while commen
cing to chant the Sarna-Veda, along with the Omara. 

i. Prastota: During the Soma-sacrifice he chants 
the Prastava. 

ii. Pratiharta: This priest chants the Pratihara. 
iii. Subrahmatlya: This priest is given that name 

because he invokes Indra for drinking the Soma juice 
in the course of the sacrifice. Imira is also called 
Subrahrn~ya. So this priest was named after him. 
Besides this duty, he has to drive the cart in which the 
sacrificer and the Adhvaryu sit while going to purchase 
the Soma creepers, and drive them back to the place of 
the sacrifice. 

Thus are in brief the duties assigned to the various 
priests at the time of the . Soma-sacrifice. For further 
details the following books may be referred to: 

1. Aitareya-ara1)yaka, Ed. Babashastri Phadke, 
Paftcamarapyaka, 1898,pp.237-96. 

11. Chinna~wami Shastri, A., Yajna TattvQ 
Prakasa, Ed. E.M.R. Dikshit, Printed by 
Madras "Law Journal Press, 1953, pp.55--96. 

111. Ramendrasunder Trivedi, Yajna-katha 
(Bengali), Calcutta: Anukul Chandra Ghosh, 
BS.1327. 
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iv. Radhakanta Deb, SabdIJ-kalpadruma 
(Sanskrit) . 

v. Taraknath TarkavacaSpati, Vacaspatyam 
(Sanskrit). 

vi. Sir Monier Monier.;Williams, A Sanskrit
English Dictionary. 

vii. V.S. Apte, Sanskrit-English Dictionary. 
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